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If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things which are above, where
Christ sitteth on the right hand of God. Set your affection on things above,
not on things on the earth. For ye are dead, and your life is hid with Christ
in God. When Christ who is our life shall appear, then shall ye also a.ppear

with him in glory.

The

more carefully we examine the principles of Christianand compare them with the maxims of worldly wisdom,
the more fully shall we be convinced of the superior excellence
of its doctrines, precepts, and motives.
The one teaches us to indulge our senses, our passions and
Gur desires in the pursuit of honour, wealth and pleasure, under

ity,

a thousand flattering forms, while the other requires self-denial,
the mortification of our appetites, the crucifixion of our carnal
affections, a voluntary renunciation of worldly honour and emoluments, and a universal submission of our hearts and lives to
The one is suited to the dispothe discipline of Jesus Christ.
sitions of our fallen nature, the other is calculated to raise us
from the fall. In short, the one teaches us to live for the world,
the other instructs us to live for eternity.
But while the religion of the gospel furnishes rules of life
which obscure the lustre of the proudest maxims of philosophy,
its superiority is not diminished in the character of its motives.
Philosophy must enforce her precepts by motives which lie
within the sphere of her operation ;
her sphere is limited hei'
efforts are weak : but the gospel of God our S-aviour is perfect
in all things.
Does it prohibit our love of the world ? it wraps
that world in flames before our eyes, and lights our path to nature's funeral pile.
Does it require self-denial? it assures us
that the indulgence of the flesh will damn our souls.
Does it

—

—
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enjoin devolio« ? we are not our ow}i, but Godh.
Does it rc;
quire us not to set our affection on things on the earth ? we are
dead.
Does it teach us to seek the things which are above ?
we are risen with Christ. In short, does it require us to live
soberly, and righteously, and godly in the present world ? it
assures us that an eternal weight of glory will be our reward,
and that an opposite course will inevitably issue in everlasting
destruction from the presence of the Lord, and from the glory
df his power.
That the subject before us may be rendered useful,
will
cc^nsider, first, the Christian's duty; and, secondly, the arguments

We

by which

it is

enforced.

I. The duty of Christians, as comprised in the text, embraces
three particulars.
1. Set not your affection on things on the earth.
From the
method in which the Aposde introduces this branch of the subject, it may, at the first view, appear unimportant in the connection of the whole ; but a more careful inspection will convince us of how great consequence it is, in relation to the chief
design. Our attachments to earthly things are generally strong,
and difficult to be broken. The relations in which we are
placed to the world, and the circumstances inseparable from our
present mode of existence, have a tendency to incline our afIn the midst of such a state of
fections to earthly objects.
things, it requires no ordinary exertion so to detach and separate our hearts from the world, as to prepare them for spiritual
and heavenly exercises. But however difficult the work may
Our hearts can never be the
be, it is indispensably necessary.
dwelling places of the Holy Spirit, and the seats of heavenly
mindedness, while the love of the world dwells in them.
«an never set our affection on heavenly things till we are wean=

We

ed from the things of earth. We shall never seek the treasures of the kingdom of God, till we are convinced of the vaniHence the importance of the direction
ity of all earthly good.
Set not your affection on things on the earth.'
in the text,
By things on the earth we are to understand the honours,
The sum total of
riches, and pleasures of this present world.
creature good.
To set our afieclion upon them is to esteem them as our
We may
chief interest, and to seek our h;ippiness in them.
'

satisfy ourselves of the state of our hearts in relation to earthly
An undue attachment to
things by proper self-examination.
the world may be known to exist from an inward desire and
from ihc pleaswe we feel in iheposthirst after earthly things

—

:!eseion

of

them— from

the inquir.tude

dnd

ai^xieiy

we experience

—
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from the paiii we feel when we lose
of them
from our disinclination for spiritual and eternal
But when religion calls our affections from the earth,
things.
we must certainly understand that call in a qualified sense.
The good things of this life are to be considered as the gifts
of our heavenly Father, and to he received and used with
in the absence

them

— and

God which are subject to
man, are designed to answer two great ends,
the comfort and happiness of our animal being, and to be means
and helps of that devotion to God which qualifies us for the
possession of eternal life the latter of which is as far superior
to the former as our intellectual being is superior to our corpoAll the creatures of

thanksgiving.

the lawful use of

;

Hence we may assure

real nature.

ourselves,

that if

rightly exercised in relation to earthly things, whether

we are
we pur-

sue them, possess them, or lose them, they will invariably tend
our desire and aftection for those things which are

to increase

spiritual

and eternal.

Farther than this we are not at liberty to indulge our love of
worldly good.
Here religion has fixed our bounds, and the
moment we pass over the limits, we become idolaters, and give
to the creature what is the exclusive right of the Creator.
2. Set your affection on things above.
By things above are meant the honours, the riches, and the
pleasures of the kingdom of God, whether of grace or of glory.
Were it not too obvious that multitudes of the present age
have given but little attention to the examination of the great
and precious truths of the gospel, it would be superfluous to
descend more minutely into a view of those things which religion has revealed as the objects of our esteem and affection.
But in consequence of the strong and general propensity of
our nature to neglect that application of our minds to s:piritual
things, which is necessary to a perception of their excellence,
and a suitable regard for them, it frequently becomes needful
to enter into a more definite and particular illustration.
Hap" The kingdom of God
pily our aposde has defined for us.
is

—righteousness, and peace, and joy

in the

Holy Ghost."

Righteousness, in an evangelical sense, is the conformity of
our hearts and lives to God.
The divine image stamped upon
us, by which act of the Holy Spirit we are made partakers of
the divine nature, being reinstated in holiness, according to the
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.
It is by such a participation
ot the image of God, righteousness and true holiness, that we
are made partakers of that peace which passeth all understanding : peace with God, the enmity being removed by the blood
of the cross
peace o-f conscience, being purged from dead
wwks to serve the living God, by the powerful influence of
him who raised up our Lord Jesus Christ from the dead; and
:
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being made free from wrath, and the consciousness of
through him.

guilt

Whenever this great work of reconciliation is effected, it is
accompanied with joy in the Holy Ghost joy as the immediate
result of a divme influence joy springing from the witness of
our adoption
joy arising from a hope full of immortality.—
But we stop not here we must view the gospel as the last will
and testament of the Son of God, and our Saviour, and consider " an eternal weight of glorg'''' as a legacy bequeathed to every
;

;

;

;

believer.

As heaven

is to be the everlasting habitation of the saint^
glory their great reward ; as the full and perpetual possession of it is the consummation of all the great and precious
promises of God and Christ, whatever appertains to it should
constantly engage our affection.
When the Apostle exhorts us to set our affection on these
things, he, in substance, would have us understand of what
infinite value they are, and how great an interest we have in
them. He would have us esteem them as the greatest good,

ond

its

love them with fervency, desire them with ardor, and pursue
them with diligence.
3, Seek those things which arc above.
To seek the things of God, in the sense of the scriptures, is
to have a
to be clearly convinced of the truth of those things
that ihey are real.
full and abiding conviction that they exist
This conviction is of such vast importance that the stability,
comfort, and ultimate success of our Christian course, in a great
measure depend upon it. It is this which stamps our zeal with
the character of uniformity, and gives firmness and integrity to
our conduct. It fortifies the mind amid the calamities of life.
It gives dignity and importance to every feature of character,
and prepares the soul to meet the hour of dissolution with calmness and triumph.
;

—

To

seek the things above, farther implies that our thoughts

be habitually employed about them. It is natural for us te
ha*c those objects which we most esteem and admire frequently
are last in our thoughts when we close our
image frequently passes befoi-e us when
our senses are locked up in slumber, and they fly to their wonted
The miser's thoughts
habitation on the wings of the morning.
the child of pleasure thinks most
are employed about his gold
of the places and means of recreation and amusement : but the
in mi'nd.

eyesin

They

sleep, their fair

;

Christian's thoughts are with his God,
meditatf!

day and

and in

his

law doth he

night.

To

these considerations it should be added, that in seeking
things there is implied a fervent desire of them.
believe
shall never seek an object which we do not desire.

We

spiritual

We
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things to exist which are disgusting, and hateful tons, and our
thoughts are necessarily occupied with subjects which give us
pain ; but we can desire HOthing in the possession of which we
do not anticipate pleasure. To desire the things of God is a
distinguishing trait in the character of good men of every age.
David thirsted for God, for the living God, as a hart panteth
for the cooling water brook, and desired the courts of the Lord
more than all pleasant treasure. And holy Job could say, ' O
that I might come near his seat ;' and who can describe what
an Apostle felt when he said, ' I have a desire to depart, and

be with Christ which is far better?^
Such a desire of spiritual things will be attended with a diligent and active pursuit of them, in the use of all the institutions
Like a man seeking for a precious treasure, the
of Christ.
Christian, who is in pursuit of an heavenly inheritance, must
employ every means calculated to lead him to the end, and to
put him in the actual possession of it.
(To be continued.)
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George Nadoris De

a Budhist Priest in the Island of Ceylon.
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Another circumstance will show how exceedingly shrewd a
person he is, and how necessary it is for persons* in our situation,
and especially in our intercourse with the inquiring heathen, to
be on our guard even in the smallest matters. One day, I had
been waiting for him, as usual, at the appointed hour, and observed him coming up the street ; but instead of his calling, he
rode by the door, as though not intending to pay us a visit. On
this I immediately sent a messenger after him, to tell him I was
waiting his usual visit.
He immediately ordered bis palanquin
bearers to turn back, and put him down at our door. As soon
"
as he saw me he said,
I thought I
would try you to day.
I have often
come and sat down with you, and you have
conversed with me in the freest and fullest manner. Bat 1
thought I would try for once if you had love enough for my soul,
and desire enough for my conversion, to call me in, in case you
saw me going by your house." He then entered, as usual, into
co-nversation on the subject of ChTistianity.

CONVERSION dF A BUDHIST PRIEST.
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He did not fail to urge with great force, the argument, " that
Christians were no better than other people."
I believe he has
and we have sometimes supset a very close watch upon us
posed that he had his spies observing our conduct.
I remember one day, having been under the painful necessity
of submitting to punish one of our servants for theft, about two
He had had
or three hours only before one of his daily visits.

—

;

notice of the circumstance ; and when he arrived, he took his
seat with a degree of triumph, referring to the circumstance, and
intimating that it was rather a sign of the defect of our religion,
that we were obliged to have recourse to the civil magistrate to
make our servants honest ; and added, " If you cannot make
your own servants good, who live in the same house with yourselves, how can you expect to convert me, and make me a good
explained to him,
Christian, who have not that advantage."
and that we could only
that conversion was a work of God
pray for our servants, and instruct them, and set them a good
and that if, after all, they were bad characters, the
example

We

;

:

was in themselves, and not in our religion. We likewise
convinced him that it was with the utmost reluctance, and from
the peculiar circumstances of the case, that we had consented to
t'he punishment of the dishonest servant.
He sometimes evinced considerable respect for the ministerial
and missionary character; and drew many comparisons, which
shewed that he was a man of much observation on the conduct
fault

We nevertheless felt it our
of the Christian part of society.
duty to check every thing of an uncharitable condemning of
persons indiscriminately, who might, in some points, differ from
tliose in whose favour he might have formed a prepossession.
But while we did this, we assured him that we held it essential
to salvation that there should be a consistency between our
and were obliged to alpractice and our faith and profession
low that the unholy lives ol" many, who call themselves Christians, was a stumbling block in the way of the inquiring heathen^
and gave cause to unbelievers to gainsay the religion s^ch per;

sons professed.

When making such observations as these, brother Clough and
were almost led, sometimes, to conclude he was on the verge
of becoming a Christian but we fouud him very fluctuating,
and often had to go over the same ground again. I have many
times thought he did it to try our patience as there are few
virtues which rank higher among the Orientals than self-command in disputation and contradiction a virtue in which, as
far as 1 have been enabled to observe, the natives of India are
Any undue warmth, therefore, in argupeculiar proficients.
ment a display of mortification or impatience, weighs more
with an Indian, than fifty subequent syllogisms.
I

;

;

;

;

;
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Though Rajagooroo had many lioies confessed the existence
of the eternal God, he would often times start new objections in
We have answered a host of these,
the form of interrogations.
apparently to his satisfaction. But still he continued to keep
and we saw no likelihood of
up the same kind of warfare
bringing the matter to a conclusion, since, every day, he came
At last I determined I would begin mywith new difficulties.
self to propose a few interrogatories, in order to convince him
that difficulties in solution were no invariable sign of error in
position,
and that it was easy to start objections, and put questions which could not be answered.
The next day he came as usual, and began proposing his
I observed to him pleasantly, that it was much more
questions.
easy to ask questions, than sometimes to answer them and that
as we had answered him a great number, if he would give me
leave, I would ask him one question, as a proof of this, which
1 was sure he could not answer candidly, without disproving his
own religious system. Smiling, with a kind of certainty of success, he immediately replied, that he would most willingly hear
;

—

—

;

my

question.

" Well," said I, " how can you account for it that the human
body is possessed of such and such highly convenient and necessary organs, and that the various operations of nature are performed in such and such becoming and suitable ways ? How is
it that these things are not done so and so .^" (giving him, at the
same time some plain and evident examples of what I referred

"Oh,"

"there is no difficulty at all in that.
people came into existence, it chanced to be so,
and it has continued so ever since." 1 begged to observe to
him, that such an answer, he must be convinced, was by no means
such as would have satisfied his mind if we had given it to him
in answer to one of his own inquiries.
That if we traced mankind up through all its preceding generations from son to father,
until we should come to the first inhabitants of the world, we
could not believe that, with all their faculties of body and mind,
they could have come into existence merely in a v/ay of chance.
That if the organs of the human body had been produced and
disposed of by chance, we should have expected to have seen the
mouth and the eyes transposed, and an arm to be growing out
of the head instead of a nose.
" Chance is a word," said I, " which does not admit of bein^associated with any thing like uniformity, and had we derived
our being from such a source,* there certainly would have been
no apparent design or adapRiess to our future comfort, such as
we cannot help beholding in our organization. Chance is nothing
and like begets its like therefore nothing can proceed from nothing.
If therefore this be the best answer you can give, it
Vol, III.
2
to.)

When

the

said he,

first

:
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how defective is your system in its very first
And whatever morals such a religion may contain,

should teach you
principles.

one defect of attributing creation to chance, and robbing
the Deiiy of the glory of its formation, taints all the branches of
this

your system

and

which is poisoned at its
wherever its waters extend.
With this difterence, still more worthy of attention and observation, thai poisoned water affects only the body, which sooner or
later is due to mortality, but a poisoned religion affects the immoral soul, paralyses all its noble efforts, and defeats every
blissful purpose of existence.
Our religion," I continued, " is
not attended by such evils and objections.
If it were, I would
this moment shut up my bible, and become a man of the world,
and never more speak a word in its behalf. When J look at my
own body, I consider that I carry about with me, not only an
evidence of the existence of God, to command my reverence ;
but I am in myself, in my bodily organization, a standing sermon on his power, wisdom, and goodness, which, if I am proerly affected thereby, produces lively affectionate rememI rances, and constant pious devotions. Thus, if I am asked,
why I am formed 50 and so, and possessed of such and such faculties of mind and body, our holy Scriptures teach me to reply,
/ am the workmanship of that God who made heaven and earth.
He has made the vast human family, that they might glorify him
in their ozuti happiness ; and hence we are endowed with suitable faculties of mind and body, with a view to that end
and
not one faculty is superfluous, or by the minutest research can
be ascertained to be deficient, for any of the purposes of human
source,

it

;

like a flowing stream,

carries the deadly quality

;

comfort."

He acknowledged
brought

the propriety of this appeal, and

to profess his faith in the

supreme Creator

!

was again

Some

dif-

however, seemed to occur to his mind, relative to the
prevalence of natural evil, and he observed, he could still hardly reconcile himself to our system, when he reflected on the
number of sicknesses and miseries which are in the world: and
which he could not conceive could exist, had all things been the
production, and still continued under the government of a powerful and merciful supreme Creator.
However,, he very patiently and candidly listened to us, while
pointing out to him the manner in which pain and death were introduced into the world. And when we had directed his a'ttention to the exercise which the ills of humanity gave to the sympathies of our nature; and tiie salutary and blessed consequences
resulting from sanctified afflictions, even in cases in which prosperity had long proved insuflicient to reform the vicious, he
seemed fully satisfied. And indeed, when one considers the
corrective tendency of what is called natural evil, so far from
ficulties,

THOUGHTS ON THE FORE-KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.
mvouring the sentiments of the

atheists,

it

ii

weighs powerfully on

the other side of tiie question ; and if properly viewed in this
light, is as strong an argument in favour of a Divine Creator
and Providence, as the existence of an instrument of correction
in a family, is an evidence that there is some one at the head of
the household, who justly sustains that character, and exercises
his discipline over it.
Whatever other objections, therefore,
those who wish to cavil may affect to raise upon this fact, yet so

from its disproving a creative and providential energy, it is a
strong presumptive evidence in its favour.
By this time Rajagooroo had thrown off every thing of the
opponent, when conversing with us relative to Christianity ; and
our various interviews with him began to assume a calmer and
more pleasing aspect. He was now busily employed in collecting information from every quarter, and was officially spoken
of from the pulpit, as one whose belief of Christianity was beyond a doubt.
But still he wore his Budhist robes, and hence the worshippers
of Budhu did not give any credit to the reports which were in
We,
circulation relative to the change in his religious views.
therefore, resolved to propose to him the propriety of his making
a public renunciation of idolatry, promising him, if he did, that
we would receive him into our house, allot him an apartment to
himself, and supply all his wants.
He received our offer with
much apparent thankfulness, but urged that he had some affairs
to settle at his temple, before he could publicly avow his convictions in favour of Christianity.
For this purpose, he said,
he would immediately repair to Dadalla, and, on his return to
Colombo, he would, without hesitation, attach himself to the
true religion, and make a public renunciation of his former faith^
by submitting to the sacred ordinance of Christian baptism.

far

CTo be Continued.)

ScTei^twTG IWustYate^d.

THE FORE-KNOWLEDGE OF GOD, WITH REFERENCE
TO THOSE PASSAGES OF SCRIPTURE WHERE IT OCCURS.

'i'HOUGHTS ON

It is not a little remarkable, to say the least, that various
passages of the holy scripture should have been so frequently
urged to prove the necessity of human volitions and actions,
arising from the prescience of the Deity.
Even the most deadly malevolence which ever actuated the depraved heart of maoj^

12
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and the blackest crimes which ever darkened the pages of the
history of our race, have, alike, fled for refuge, and claimed
protection under the efficient energy of the fore-knowledge of
God. Hence, if we remonstrate against sin, and expostulate
with men relative to their guilt and danger, and endeavour to
dissuade them from a course of vice, nothing is more common
than this, " How can I hinder it ? did not God fore-know all
things ? did he not fore-know every sin that I should commit ?
and is it possible that any thing should take place contrary to
his fore-knowledge?" These questions are supposed to be unanswerable, and an air of indifference, or contempt closes the
scene.
It is lamentable, indeed, that men should tax any of the divine perfections with their crimes, or their guilt ; but, could
they support the charge, crimes would change their nature, and
guilt would be but a name.
The popular pretext that actions
may be necessary, and yet criminal, because the mind is as free
in the action as if it were not necessary, is better suited to divert the minds of children, than to satisfy the sober and rational enquirer after truth.
It requires no extraordinary degree of
penetration to perceive that the liberty or freedom which men
exercise in performing necessary actions, is itself a.s necessary
as the actions, and that too

by

virtue of the

same cause, the

fore-knowledge of God. This superficial evasion seems to have
originated from the struggle between common sense, and the supposition that criminality can be attached to a necessari/, or unavoidable action. We find ourselves almost compelled by our own
consciousness to connect innocence with such actions. In order,
therefore, to form a ground for guilt, we must, in some w<ey,
enlist volition.
But we are lame for on the ground above noticed, the first motion of the mind, and the action in its utmost
extent, with every auxiliary volition, and connected circumand the whole
stance, are equally necessary and unavoidable
from the same cause. Now if criminality cannot result from
a necessary action, from what rules of fitness and reason can
volition?
it be shown to result from an equally necessary
The attributes of God are all infinite, and lie so far beyond
the sphere of our limited intelligence, that all conclusions, relative to their influence on the actions of moral agents, should
be drawn with the utmost caution. How extremely weak, no*
to say absurd, is it to suppose the Deity, at some imaginary
period, in past ages, deliberating upon the wisest and best mea;

,'

sures for the government of his creatures in future time, and
then fixing the plan, with a determination to proceed accordingly ? This is, indeed, to measure the omniscient and omnipresent
Jehovah by ourselves. Were it possible for the human mind
to fix periods in the immeasurable duration of eternity, at which.

THOUGHTS ON THE FORE-KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.
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of these periods, though millions and millions of ages remote
from each other, could it be said the infinite mind knew less ?
at which that it knew more ? The most that can be said is, that
" all things are naked, and opened to the eyes of him with whom
we have to do." The conclusion is, that, properly speaking,
there is no such thing as fore or after knowledge with God 5
but strictly knowledge, present knowledge.
But should it be
asked how entire freedom of action agrees with this knowledge ?
And who will answer if it be required
I answer, I cannot tell.
how this knowledge renders actions necessary and unavoidable ?
The plain truth is, that the subject is too far removed from the
province of our faculties, and the sphere of human science, to
aiford us any safe or satisfactory conclusions.
We must therefore satisfy ourselves on this subject from what we perceive in ourselves, from Avhat we observe of others, and from what it has
pleased God to reveal to us. We are conscious of acting free^
ly ; from analogy and observation we are convinced that our fellow-creatures do the same
and nothing is more obvious than
that the divine law, embracing precepts, rewards and punishments, recognizes man as a voluntary, not a necessary
agent; and consequently at liberty to obey or disobey.
On
such evidence we must rest till it shall please God to develope what has hitherto been locked up in the treasury of eternal
;

wisdom.
But before we lose sight of this subject, it may not be improper to propose, and investigate one question, with a design,
as far as possible, to bring this subject within the compass of
our methods of reasoning. We are compelled to have recourse
to the established laws of cause and elfect, both in the physical
and moral kingdoms. From these laws we draw our conclu-

we conceive, with safety.
depart from them would be to abandon the principles of
order and fitness, and prostrate the empire of reason to the desolating ravages of Atheism.
In conformity to these laws the following question is proposed
Is the Fore-knowledge of God the cause of human volitions
and actions ? This question, simple as it may be, is the only
proper ground of reasoning with reference to the relation between fore-knowledge and the actions of finite creatures, and the
dependence of the latter on the former. If it can be made to
appear that fore-knowledge is the efficient cause of all volition
and action, it will be equally evident that volition and action
are necessary and nnavoidable, hy virtue .of fore-knowledge.
But it is impossible for us to free ourselves from the conclusion
which must result from such premises. The nature and properties of effects must be determined by the causes which produce them, and the same may be said of cFtuses when we reason from eftect?.
sions, as

To

—
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What

then must be the moral character of volitions and ac^^
which are the effect of a holy and perfect ctttrihute af God ?
To suppose that sin, or any quality repugnant to the divine nature, could be attached to such volitions and actions, is to suppose that an effect may be, in its nature, diaimetrically opposed
to its cause, and when this theory is adopted, what rules shall
guide our ratiocination ? Where shall we search for data on
which to establish our conclusions ? Till we can perceive some
method of avoiding these consequences, we must renounce the
premises from which they result.
lions

(To be Continued.)

T\ie Attvildutes oi

God

Dis^^layed.

FROM THE ENGLISH METHODIST MAGAZINE.
Account of

the

Halcydrus Pontoppidani ;

Serpent.

"

or,

enormous Sea

By Mr. George Dermott,

The works

of the Lord are great, sought out of all them
have pleasure therein," saith the prophet of the Most
High and as the most Insignificant particle of organized matter displays the glorious wisdom and power of its Author, far

that

;

beyond

we

the brightest orb of universal light, the more perfectly
tlie animated creation, the more we shall adore the

consider

Great First Cause of all being and vitality for matter only exists for the sake of intelligent beings, and we should " search it
out" in the spirit of the Psalmist.
;

Useful information in the great volume of nature is stiU.
wanting, after all our scientific researches and every fresh
acquisition to our stock of facts in natural history, and other
branches of useful science, is to be valued.
The current accounts of a monstrous sea-snake, repeatedly
seen by many sea-faring persons on the North American coast,
has disposed me to present you with a variety of memorandums
on the same curious subject. These were collected some years
ago, from the only documents, 1 believe, that the world has yet
been favoured with.
This animal has hitherto been supposed to be peculiar to the
Norwegian and Greenland seas but as it is now proved that it
may be met with in other latitudes also, we may hope, that in
this age of improvcmcnls, we shall not long be without a specimen of the animal iftit: If, by some providential or enterprising
atchievement, to enrich the department of Natural History.
At a meeting of the Wernerian Natural History Society, in
the year 1 808, Mr. P. Neill read an account of a great Sea
;

;
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This curious animal, it
in Orkney.
appears, was strangled in Rolhsholm Bay, in the island of StronMalcolm Laing, Esq. M. F. beintj m Orksa, North Scotland.
ney at this time, communicated the circumstance to his brother
Through this auGilbert Laing, Esq. Advocate at Edinburgh.
thentic channel Mr. Neill received hi.s information.
Snake, lately cast ashore

The body measured fifty-five feet in length, and the circumference of the thickest part might b' equal to the girth of an
Orkney poney. The head was not larger than that of a seal,
and was furnished with two blow-holes, such as whales have.
From the back, a number of filaments (resembling in texture
the fishing-tackle, known by the name of the silk-worm-^^ut)
hung down like a mane. On each side of the body were three
large

fins,

shaped

like

The body was knock-

paws, and jointed.

ed in pieces by a tempest, but the fragments have been collect*
ed by Mr. Laing, and are to be transmitted to the Museum at
Edinburgh. Mr. Neill concluded with remarking, that no doubt
could be entertained that this was the very animal described
by Ramus, Egede and Pontoppedam, but which scientific and
systematic naturalists had been induced hitherto to reject as
spurious and ideal.
Such was the account then laid before the
public, and it was added, " We confidendy hope that the particulars of this event will appear at full in the transactions of the
Wernerian Society, when published." In the mean time, we
add that another letter has appeared in print, in confirmation
of the above account, and containing some additional information, viz. that as its tail seemed to have been broken by dashing against the rocks, it is calculated to have been sixty feet in
The first pair of its fins were five feet and a half
the whole.
long, with a joint at the distance of four feet from the body.
As the tempest had beat the carcase to pieces before men and
ropes could be collected, only a fragment, about five fett of the
back bone, and a whole paw are preserved.
These accounts are completely in conformity to what had been
already communicated by writers on Natural History ; and they
happily vindicate the veracity of such writers, who because they
have related instances of rare occurrence, have been treated as
persons incapable of just discernment, if not as immoral mcrij
attempting to impose on their readers fiction instead of truth.
What was then published on this subject is supported by the follov/ing testimony, which was inserted in a periodical publication
of great celebrity, a short time afterwards, and that in consequence of diligent inquiry being made.
" The particulars recorded concerning the great Sea Serpent
are perfectly correct, and I beg leave to complete the account by
the addition of the following particulars
The specimen was
examined by Mr. George Shearer, tenant of Rothsholm, who
:

—
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actually measured the parts and found the length of them fifty
and judged it might be, when perfect, sixty feet. The
tapering towards the tail was gradual, the distance in length between the paws was about twelve feet; the paws appeared well
adapted to the purpose of enabling the creature to fix itself
strongly to the rocks ; the mane from the head down the back
was silver-coloured, eighteen inches in length, and, tbhen dry^
of the appearance of cat-gut ; the spout-holes were in the back
part of the head, or in tiie neck ; the vertebrae of the back-bone
were numerous. Some of these havo now been received in
Edinburgh, and laid before the Wernerian Society. Their
structure is extremely curious and uncommon, evidently intended to accommodate a mode of life, of which w^e have little
knowledge. It is understood that the head is saved, as well as
one of the fins or paws. The whole has been presented to the
five feet,

Museum of the University of Edinburgh, by Gilbert Meason,
Esq. on whose estate it came ashore. The Literati of Edinburgh have named it Halsydrus Pontoppidani, (from the Greek
hals, sea, and hydros, water-snake.)
An account of it, with engravings, will be published in the " Transactions of the WerneThis creature has been the subject of poetical
rian Society."
Mr. Scott's " Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border,"
description.
vol. iii. contains the following referen&e to it in the Mermaid,

a

poem by

J.

Leyden.

O shun, the f^ulph profoundj
Corriunckin's surges roar,
If from that unbottom'd deep,
With rinkled form and writhed train,
O'er the verg-e of Scarba's steep,
The Sea-snake heave bis snowy mane,
Unwarp, unwind his oozy coils,
" Shun,

Where

Sea-g^reen sisters of the main
And in the gulph where ocean boils,
!

,

^

Th' unwieldy wallowing monster

chain.*'

possible that the poet might have seen the creature alive,
for the bold language he uses.— The authorities referred to certainly place the existence of this animal beyond all doubt. In Egede's journal of the Greenland mission,
we find, that on the 6th day of .July, 1734, a large and frightfuf
sea monster raised itself so high out of the water, that its head
reached above the main-top-mast of the ship; that it had a long
sharp snout, broad paws, and spouted water like a whale; that
the body seemed to be covered with scales, the skin was uneven
ond wrinkled, and the lower part was formed like a snake. It
plunged itself backwards in the water, and then raised its tail
above the surface a whole ship's length from the head. Its skin
is smooth, without wrinkle, of a dark-brown colour, speckled or
It is

which may account
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variegated like tortoise-shell, and it is said to shed it annually,
That its sense of smelling is very
as others of the serpent tribe.
acute, the fishermen conjecture from the circumstance of its
avoiding the scent of castor; a quantity of which they, therefore, are said to provide themselves with, when they go out to
and when they meet with the sea-snake
fish in the summer ;
This huge animal
•they throw a small portion of it overboard.
is said to have sunk, or over-turned, many large vessels, and
even to have raised itself up and snatched men out of boats.
The fishermen practise different methods of avoiding this calamity, besides the experiment of castor : they sometimes row full
against those volumes of it that appear above water, or throw a
light piece of wood upon it ; in that case it dives immediately.
Sometimes they tack about in order to gain the sun, whose beams
the eyes of this creature cannot bear ; but if they are near the
shore they row into creeks where they cannot be pursued*
The excrement, or spawn, of this anin.al, which floats upon
the surface like a viscid slime, is so corrosive, that if it should
touch the hands of the fishermen they will be instantly blistered
and inflamed. The particulars related of this animal would be
incredible, were they not attested upon oath, and confirmed by
many witnesses.
Egede informs us, that it had been seen by many hundreds of
persons, mariners, fishermen, and others. ' In the year 1746,
Captain Lawrence de Ferry, of Bergen, shot at a sea-snake,

which immediately disappeared and when the boat was rowed
near the place, the water appeared tinged with blood. The head
of this animal, which it held at least two feet above the surface of
the water, was of a greyish colour, and resembled the head of a
The mouth was very large and black, the eyes were of
horse.
the same colour, and a long white mane hung down from itr,
neck, and floated on the sea.
Besides the head, they saw seven or eight coils of this snake, about the distance of a fathom one
from another.
In 1756, it is upon record, that another was shot at and
wounded also, which is described as being of an enormous
length, from one hundred to two hundred yards, by the diflerent
;

beholders.

This Sea Serpent does not seem to be a creature prepared for
carnage and devastation, and whether it may possess venom of
any kind^ j)robably was not examined by those who discovered

We

rather think it to be slow, languid, and quiet, like the
whale, which it also resembles in its power of eiecling wale"
through its blow-holes.
it.

yoL„
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Tlve feace of

To

the Editors

God Manifested.

of the Methodist Magazine,

Dear Brethren,

A

desire to perpetuate the memory of the righteous, and
to see the triumphs of Christian virtue exhibited to the public eye, prompts me to present you with the following memoir
for publication.

The victories of faith exemplified in the life and death of the
Christian, will always be viewed, by the pious, with interest
and delight. Man need not tarry long on the stage of life, to
learn this melancholy truth, that mortals are " born to trouble
as the sparks fly upward ;" and he must be strangely perverted
that can mark the way of the perfect, and behold the end of the
upright, and not desire to die like a Christian.
The infidel may die in a state of insensibility, the philosof)her submit in silence to his fate, and the hero rush thoughtessly into eternity ; but the Christian conquers as he falls, and
proves a victor in the arms of death.

am, Dear Brethren, your
affectionate and humble servant,
Coles Carpenter.
Windsor, Dec. 1, 1819.
I

Mary Douglass, the subject of this memoir, was born of
From
respectable parents, at West-Springfield, Mass. 1 797.
early life, at various times, she was deeply impressed by the
spirit of the Lord, and convinced of her lost condition, and her
reed of an interest in the all-atoning blood. Her father being
friendly to the doctrines taught by the Methodists, invited the
ministers to preach at his house ; and it appears that they were
On hearing a sermon
instrumental in bringing her to God.
preached by Br. F. D. on 2 Cor. v. 20, she, was so humbled
under a sense of her guilt and sin, that she threw herself at the
foot of the cross, and called upon the children of God to pray
for her ; and though she was reproached for this singularity, yet
such was her thirst for salvation, that she could not be persuaded to give up her suit, until she found rest to her soul and being importunate at the throne of grace, she soon found deliverance ; Christ appearing to her the chiefest among ten thousand,
:

and altogether lovely.

Her situation at this time was such, that she was in a great
measure deprived of those privileges which her soul ardently
longed for ; yet she retained her confidence in the Lord, and a
firm belief in the doctrines of the gospel.

:;
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December, 1816, she was raarried to Mr. Henry Douglass of
who was a member of the Methodist Church, and
from that time enjoyed the pleasure of waiting upon the ministers of the gospel under her own roof; and also of having religious meetings at her house privileges which she highly prized,
and which, when sickness deprived her of, she resigned with the
greatest reluctance.
May 30th, 1818, she was taken with
bleeding at the lungs, which led her to conclude that her dissolution was near, and she said she should soon be called to follow her sister that had died a few years before.
Her faith was now brought to a close trial but that Saviour
whom she had faithfully followed in health, did not forsake her
in this time of need
for at times in family prayer her soul was
so filled with the love of God that she would arise and exclaim,
O if it were the will of the Lord I would be willing to go now
and she seemed to live in constant view of eternity.
In the month of August, through the advice of her physicians,
she went on a journey to the state of New- York, and after her
return for a short time enjoyed tolerable health, which her
friends, eager for her recovery, viewed with too much confidence
but she herself seemed to entertain no expectation of entirely
regaining her health, having had from the first a presentiment
that her sickness was unto death.
About this time the Lord was pleased to pour out his spirit
upon her friends and neighbours. She received this answer to
her prayers with transports of joy, and while the groans of the
mourner and the songs of the heaven- born soul were saluting her
cars, she could say, " Now, Lord lettest thou thy servant depart
in peace, for mine eyes have seen thy salvation."
At some of the prayer-meetings she was strongly impressed
to witness for her Lord and master by publicly declaring his
unspeakable goodness to her, and entreating immortal souls to
but this duty appeared to her alprepare to meet their God
most impossible, and she shrunk from the cross until she had
nearly lost all her confidence, and sunk in despair.
The distress of her mind at this time was so great it seemed
to prey upon her health
and as the time of her confinement
drew near, she feared she should be left to die in darkness but
at the trying moment the light of her heavenly Saviour broke
into her soul
and she exclaimed, O how good the Lord is.
Being again restored to a comfortable situation she would
frequently say, " I do not know but the Lord will spare me long
enough to perform the duty I have omitted," and manifested
great anxiety to her husband to have the meetings at their house
again
but she was so weak that she could not improve the
privileges as she wished, and sometimes would say,
Westfield,

:

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

!

:

"^'

I

have lived

little faith,

aod

shall die little faith,"

^0
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A
by

few weeks previous

to her death she

the grand adversary of

thrown into

was severely assaulted

God and man, and

at times, almost

despondency; but her soul was continually
the fulness of the gospel blessing, and the week

total

struggling for
before her departure, after pouring out her soul to God in prayer, the cloud broke, and her sorrow was succeeded by joy unspeakable, and full of glory : she sung, she shouted, and clapped
her hands, which before she was hardly able to raise, saying to
all around, " help me praise the Lord ; bless the Lord O my soul,
and all that is within me bless his holy name. O the fulness,
the fulness of the gospel." From this until her death she enjoyed
a clear evidence of her acceptance with God, and her prospects
were bright for immortal glory ; she exhorted those that came
to see her to prepare to follow her, and faithfully declared that
unless they should follow Christ in the humble way of the cross,
they never would be able to enter in at the strait gate.
On seeing persons enter her room in gay apparel, she appeared to be much distressed on their account and would say, they
come into see me die ; but I fear they little think how soon they
must die themselves. She talked as freely and as calmly about
death, as she would of going a pleasant journey to see her beloved friends : and her affections seemed to be unglued from
earthly objects and set on things above ; she would kiss her little babes and calmly resign them to the arms of her husband
and the protection of her God. And though she manifested
some anxiety to see her father, (who at this time was many
miles from her), yet upon being informed that he would not soon
She was not known to murreturn, she seemed fully. resigned.
mur or repine at any of the divine dispensations, and when one
of her sisters in the Lord, sitting by her bedside, and seeing her
exercised with much bodily pain, said, she was sorry for her;
she looked up very earnestly and said, why are you sorry for
me ? these pains are nothing compared with what my Saviour
endured for me. Sometimes she seemed to be wrapt in heavenly visions, and would break forth in joyful acclamations. Whenever her friends inquired what they should ask the Lord to grant
her ; she would reply, that she might be preserved blameless
unto the coming of her Lord and Saviour, and that she might
She gave direction concerning
die in the triumphs of faith.
her funeral, and requested that nothing superfluous should be
used on the occasion.
Tavo days before her death she was thought to be dying, and
ilie neighbours were called in, at which time the triumph of
faith was conspicuous : she lifted her eyes towards heaven and
exclaimed,. " I'm going, I'm going, my soul is happy, I shall soon
be with Jesus ; glory, glory, glory, hail happy spirits, come
Lord Jesus ; Oh why does he delay ^" On being asked if she
!

!
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to wait the Lord's time, she replied, " O yes ^
thought I should not have to trouble you another night.'^
To her friends that stood weeping round her bed she said, " do
not weep for me^ do not weep for me."
She discovered a peculiar concern for her brother, who at this
^ime came to see her, entreating him not to rest till he should
find the Lord ; saying, " I hoped to see all my friends happy in
The
the Lord before my departure ; but I must leave them."
night before her death, while her husband was sitting by her
bed, she repeated

were not willing
but

I

" How^ happy every child of grace,
Who knows his sins forgiv'n ;"

and requested him

to sing the

hymn for

her. Whilst he

was

sing-

ings
<«

her soul was

and sung

A country far from mortal sight,
Yet, O by faith I see;"

filled

with heavenly transports, and she struck in

distinctly,

" The land of rest the saints delight,
The heaven prepar'd for me."

Her husband being

interrupted by the fulness of his soul, she
exclaimed, " sing, still sing on."
While biding her companion her last farewell, she seemed to
be filled with the joys of the upper world ; and as earthly things
receded from her sight, the ineffable delights of her celestial
home shone with brighter radiance upon her, till, having her
enemies under her feet, and the, Christian's shield in her hand,
she burst from the prison of clay, exclaiming as she passed its
grates, " glory, glory, glory, amen, amen, amen."

.^

M.isce\laneo\is
FROM THE ENGLISH METHODIST MAGAZINE.
Extract from a pamphlet,

entitled,

tives for leaving his office

tion at

Macerata, in

^^

Mr. Archibald Bow er^s mo-

of Secretary

to the

Court of Inquisi-

Italy.''''

" I never, (says Mr. Bower,) pretended that it was for the
sake of religion alone, that I left Italy ; but, on the contrary,
have often declared, as all my friends can attest, that, had I
n^ver belonged to the Inquisition, I should have gone on; as

2'2
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most Roman Catholics do, without ever questioning the truth of
the religion I was brought up in, or thinking of any other. But
the unheard-of cruelties of that hellish tribunal shocked me beyond all expression, and rendered me, as I was obliged, by my
office of Counsellor, to be accessary to them, one of the most
unhappy men upon earth. I therefore began to think of resignbut, as I had on several occasions, betrayed
ing my office
some weakness, as they termed it, that is, some compassion and
humanity, and had; upon that account, been reprimanded by
the Inquisitor, 1 was well apprized, that my resignation would
be ascribed by him to my disapproving the proceedings of the
holy tribunal. And, indeed to nothing else could he have ascribed it, as a place at that board was a sure way to preferment, and attended with great privileges and a considerable salary. Being therefore, sensible how dangerous a thing it would be
to give the least ground to any suspicion of that nature, and no
;

longer able to bear the sight of the many barbarities practised
almost daily within those walls, noi* the reproaches of my conscience, in being accessary to them, I determined, after many
restless nights, and much deliberation with myself, to withdraw
In this
at the same time from the Inquisitor and from Italy.
mfnd, and in the most unhappy and tormenting situation that
can possibly be imagined, I continued near a twelvemonth, not
able to prevail upon myself to execute the resolution I had taken,
on account of the many dangers which I foresaw would inevitably attend it, and the dreadful consequences of my failing in the
But, being in the mean time ordered by the Inquisiattempt.
tor to apprehend a person, with whom I lived in the greatest
intimacy and friendship, the part I was obliged to act on that
occasion, left so deep an impression in my mind as soon prevailed over all my fears, and made me determine to put in execution, at all events^ and without further delay, the design I had
formed. Of that remarkable transaction, therefore, I shall give
here a particular account, the rather as it will shew in a very
strong light, the nature of the proceedings in that horrid court.
The person, whom the Inquisitor appointed me to apprehend,
was Count Vincenzo della Torre, descended from an illustrious
family in Germany, and possessed of a very Considerable estate
in the territory of Macerata. He was one of my very particular
friends, and had lately married the daughter of Signor Constantini, of Fermo, a lady no less famous for her good sense than
her beauty. With her family, too, 1 had contracted an intimate
acquaintance, while professor of rhetoric in Fermo, and had often attended the Count, during his courtship, from Macerata to
Fermo, but filteen miles distant. I therefore lived with both in
the greatest friendship and intimacy ; and the Count was the
only person that lived with me, after I was made Counsellor
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of the Inquisition, upon the same free footing as he had done
till that time ; my other friends being grown shy of me, and giving me plainly to understand, that they no longer cared for my

company.
As this unhappy young gentleman was one day walking with
another, he met two Capuchin friars ; and, turning to his comWhat fools,' said he, are
panion, when they were passed,
these, to think they shall gain heaven by wearing sackcloth and
'

'

going bare-foot! Fools indeed, if they think so, or that there is
any merit in tormenting one's self: they might as well live as
we do, and they would get to heaven quite as soon.' Who
informed against him, whether the friars, his companion, or
somebody else, I knew not for the Inquisitors never tell the
names of the informers to the counsellors, nor the names of the
witnesses, lest they should except aguinst them.
It is to be observed, that all, who hear any proposition, that appears to them
repugnant to, or inconsistent with, the doctrine of the holy mother
;

church, is bound to reveal it to the Inquisitor, and likewise to
discover the person by whom it was uttered ; and, in this affair
no regard is to be had to any ties, however sacred ; the brother
being bound to accuse the brother, the father to accuse the son,
the son the father, the wife her husband, and the husband his
wife ; and all bound, on pain of eternal damnation, and of being
deemed and treated as accomplices, if they do not denounce in a
certain time ; and no confessor can absolve a person, who has
heard any thing said, in jest or in earnest, against the belief or
practice of the church, till that person has informed the Inquisitor of it, and given him all the intelligence he can concerning
the person by whom it was said.
Whoever it was that informed against my unhappy friend,

whether the friars, his companion, or somebody else who might
have overheard him, the Inquisitor acquainted the board "one
night (for, to be less observed, they commonly meet, out of
ilome, in the night) that the above-mentioned propositions had
been advanced, and advanced gravely, at the sight of two poor
Capuchins that the evidence was unexceptionable
and that
they were therefore met to determine the quality of the proposition, and proceed against the delinquent agreeably to that deThere are \n each Inquisition twelve counsellors,
termination.
viz. four Divines, four Canonists, and four Civilians.
It is
:

;

chiefly the province of the divines to determine the quality of
the proposition, viz. Whether it is heretical, or only savours of
heresy ; whether it is blasphemous and injurious to God and his
saints, or only erroneous, rash, schismatical, or offensive to pious ears.
That part of the proposition, " Fools, if they think that there
is

any merit

in

tormenting one's self," was judged and declared

;
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heretical, as openly contradicting the doctrine and practice of
holy mother church recommending austerities as highly meritoThe Inquisitor observed, on this occasion, that by the
rious.
proposition, " Fools indeed," (Sic. were taxed with folly not
only the holy fathers, who had all to a man practised great austerities, but St. P^ul himself, who " chastised his body," that is,
whipped himself, as the Inquisitor understood it ; adding^ that
ihe practice of whipping one's self, so much recommended by
all the founders of religious orders, was borrowed of the great
apostle of the gentiles.
The proposition being declared heretical, it was unanimously
agreed by the board, that the person who had uttered it, should
be apprehended and proceeded against agreeably to the laws of
the Inquisition. And now the person was named ; for, till it is
determined whether the accused })erson should or should not be
apprehended, his name is kept concealed from the counsellors,
lest they should be biased, says the Directory, in his favour or
For, in many instances, they keep up to an apagainst him.
pearance of justice and equity, at the same time that, in truth,
they act in direct opposition to all the known la^vs of justice
and equity. No words can express the concern and astonishment it gave me to hear, on such an occasion, the name of a
The
friend for whom I had the greatest esteem and regard.
Inquisitor was apprized of it; and, to give me an opportunity of
practising what he had often recommended to me, viz. of conquering nature with the assistance of grace, he .appointed me to
apprehend the criminal, as he stiled him, and to lodge him safe,
I offered
before day light, in the prison of the holy Inquisition.
to excuse myself, but with the greatest submission, from being
any ways concerned in the execution of that order ; an order, I

and only wished it might be
for your lordship knows,
;
But the Inquisitor shocked at the word,
I said, the connection.
" What ?" said he, with a stern look and angry tone of voice,
" talk of connections where the faith is concerned there is
your guard, pointing to the Sbirri, or bailiffs, in waiting, let the
the crTminal be secured in St. Luke's cell (one of the worst) beHe then withdrew with the rest of
fore three in the morning."
the counsellors, and, as he passed me, " Thus," he said, " naI had betrayeti some weakness, or s«)se
ture is conquered."
saidy.

which

I

entirely

approved

©f,

put in execution by some other person

!

of humanity, not long before, in fainting away while I attended
the torture of one who was racked with the utmost barbarity
and I had, on that occasion, been reprimanded by the Inquisitor for suffering nature to get the better of grace ; it being an inexcusable weakness, as he observed, to be any way affected
with the suffering of the body, however great, when inflicted, as
they ever are in the Holy Inquisition, for the good of the souL
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And

it

was,

I

presume, to make

mand had had upon me,

trial of the effect this reprithat the execution of this cruel order

was committed to me. As I could by no possible means de«
cline it, I summoned all my resolution, after passing an hour by
1 may
say in the agonies of death, and set out a little
two in the morning, for my unhappy friend's house, attended by a notary of the Inquisition, and six armed Sbirri.
We arrived at the house by different ways, and, knocking at
the door, a maid servant looked out of the window, and, inquiring who knocked, was answered, the Holy Inquisition, and, at
the s^me time, ordered to awake nobody, but to come down directly and open the door, on pain of excommunication. At these
words, the servant hastened down, half naked as she was, and
having with much ado, in her great fright, at last opened the door,
she conducted us, as she was ordered, pale and trembling, to her
master's bed chamber.
She often looked very earnestly at me,
as she knew me, and shewed a great desire of speaking to me;
but, of her, 1 durst take no kind of notice.
1 entered the bedchamber with the notary, followed by the Sbirri, when the lady,
awaking at the noise, and seeing the bed surrounderl by armed
men, screamed out aloud, and continued screaming, as out of
her senses, till one of the Sbirri, provoked at the noise, gave
her a blow on the forehead that made the blood run down her
face, and she swooned away.
I
rebuked the fellow very severely, and ordered him to be whipped as soon as I returned to

myself,
after

the Inquisition.
In the mean time the husband awaking, and, seeing me with
my attendants, cried out, in the utmost surprise, "• Mr Bower!"
He said then no more ; nor could I, for sometime, utter a single
word ; and it was with much ado that, in the end, I mastered my
grief so far as to be able to let my unfortunate i'riend know,
" Of the Holy
that he was a prisoner of the Holy Inquisition,
Inquisition!" he replied, "alas! what have I done ?
dear

My

friend,

be

but, as

I

my

knew

friend
it

now."

He

said

many

affecting things;

was not in my power to befriend him, I had not
him in the face, but turning my back to him,

the courage to look

withdrew, while he dressed, to a corner of the room, to give
vent to my grief there.
The notary stood by him while he
Indeed, to be
dressed, and, as
observed, quite unaffected.
void of all humanity, to be able to behold one's fellow-creatures
groaning and ready to expire in the most exquisite torments
cruelty can invent, without being in the least affected with their
sufferings, is one of the chief qualifications of an Inquisitor, and
what all, who belong to the Inquisition, must strive to attain to.
It often happens, at that infernal tribunal, that, while an unhappy,
and probably an innocent, person is crying out, in their presence,
on the rack, and begging by all that is sacred for one moment's
Vofc. IlL
4
1
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manner one would think no human heart could with-

relief, in

a

stand,

often

it

happens,

1

say, that the Inquisitor and the rest

of that inhuman crew, quite unaffected with his complaints, and
deaf to his groans, to his tears and entreaties, are entertaining
one another with the news of the town ; nay, sometimes they
even insult, with unheard-of barbarity, the unhappy wretches in
the heights of their torments.
(To be concluded

in the next.)

THE CONTRAST.

WOMAN.

An

Extract.

In the codes of modern infidelity and licentiousness, as well
as among uncivilized nations, woman is exhibited as the mere
In the volume
servile instrument of convenience or pleasure.
of Revelation she is represented as the equal, the companion,
and the help-mate of man. In the language of worldly taste, a
iine woman, is one who is distinguished for her personal charms,
and polite accomplishments. In the language of Scripture, she
is the enlightened and virtuous mistress of a family, and the
The woman who is formed on the
useful member of society.
principles of the world, finds no enjoyment but in the circles of
affluence, gaiety,

and fashion.

The woman who

is

formed on

the principles of the Bible, goeth about doing good she visitshe stretcheth ihe fatherless and the widows in their affliction
cth forth her hands to the poor, yea, she reacheth forth her
hands to the needy. The one dresses with elegance, and shines
The other " opens her mouth with toisdom ; in
in the dance
her tongue is the law of kindness, and her most valued adorning
is not gold, or pearls, or costly atray j but good zoorks, and the
ornament of a meek and quiet spirit.'^'' The hours of the one are
divided between routs and assemblies, and visiting, and theathe other looketh well to the ways of her housetres, and cards
" The business of
hold, and eateth not the bread of idleness.
The
the one is pleasure ; the pleasure of the other is business.
one is admired abroad the other is beloved and honoured at
home." " Her children rise up and call her blessed ; her husband also, and he praiseth her. Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain ; but a woman that feareth the Lord, she shall be
praised."
:

:

:

:

5
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The

wife of Phocion, an Athenian general, entertained in her
(he lady showed her
house an Ionian lady, one of her friends
her bracelets and necklaces, which had all the magnificence that
:
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Upon which the good magold and jewels could give them.
tron said, " Phocion is my ornament, who is now called the
twentieth time to the command of the Athenian armies."
REFLECTIONS.
Should riot the Christian matron say, when presented with, and
tempted by the pride and vanity of dress, Christ is my ornaLet them learn to make as
ment. Religion is my ornament ?
much of Christ and his holy religion, as the heathen matron did
of her husband.
A professor of religion, whether male or female, following the
fashions of the world is a most pitiable object.
Can we be
transformed by the renewing of our mind, and at the same time
be conformed to the world ? Can we seek the ornament of a
meek and quiet spirit, while we seek the outward adorning of
ruffles and rings, curling the hair and costly apparel ? Have we
karned the art of being the disciples of Christ without the pain
of self-denial
without bearing the cross ? Do not many congregations appear more like a flower-garden than like a Christian assembly ? Do we not, in conforming to the world, seek the
friendship of the world ? And do we suppose that we can be
friends of the world, and not the enemies of God ?
But in the finery and extravagance of dress, there is not only
a sinful and deadly conformity to the world but there is also of
necessity a shameful neglect of the most important Christian
duties.
For while time and money are lavished in adorning the
body, the hungry are not fed, the naked are not clothed, and
In the fond hope of
the sick and prisoners are not visited.
pleasing the world, we gratify our pride, wound the cause of
Christ, and excite the enemies of the cross to neglect and ridicule that religion which, while it professes humility and meekness, presents little more than the garb of pride and ostentation.
Many are led astray by enquiring, what harm is there in this or
that ? You dress like the vain world, you must act like the world,
walk, talk, and visit like the world.
Is there no hai-m in all
this
Rather enquire what good is there in this or that ? Is this
the way to be holy? ]n this do I act like a disciple of Jesus
Christ ? Is this the way to he more crucified to the world ? in
so doing, do I walk in the path of self-denial
in the way of the
cross ? The professors of religion should ever consider themselves under discipline for the kingdom of heaven, and should
therefore do every thing to the glory of God. There is a simplicity that should mark the followers of Christ, and distinguish them
from the world. The road of fashion is the way to death. Let
"US not be deceived.
The world smiles, but it is only to betray.
If wo would be holy, if we would be Christian.?, we must be
;

;

!

—
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singular : we must be separate from sinners in our spirit, temwe must not be conformed to
pers, words, actions and dress
A marked distinction must be kept up between
the world.
S.
them that love God, and them that love him not.
:

To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine.

Messrs. Editors,
If you think the following example of Christian courage, which was common in the first ages of the church, worthy ot a place in your Magazine, you will,, by its publication,
A Subscriber.
oblige

December. 1819.
*'
When Modestus, the Governor under Valens the Arian Emperor, could not by any means bring over Basil to their party
he threatened him with severity; Dost thou not /ear this pow^r
have ? Why should I fear? said Basil ; what canst thou
that
do or what can I suffer ? The other answered, the loss of thy
Estate., Banishment, Torment, and death ; but threaten us with
something else if thou canst, (said Basil) for none of these
things can reach us ; confiscation of estate cannot hurt him that
has nothing to lose, unless thou wantest these tattered and
thread liare garments, and a few books wherein all my estate
lies; nor can I be properly banished, who am not tied to any
place ; wherever 1 am it will be my country, the whole earth is
God^s, in which I am but a pilgrim and a stranger: 1 fear no
torments, my body being not able to hold out beyond the first
stroke ; and for death, it will be a kindness to me, for it will but
so much the sooner send me unto God, for whose sake I live,
and am imleed in a ^reat measure already dead, towards which
And there is no reason to
I have been a long time hastening.
wonder at this freedom of speech in other things we are meek
and yielding ; but when the cause of God and religion is concerned, overlooking all other things, we direct our thoughts only
unto him ; and then Jlre and sword, wild beasts and engines to
tear off our flesh, are so far from being a terror, that they are
rather a pleasure and recreation to us : Reproach and threaten
and use your power to tho utmost, yet let the Emperor know,
that you shill never be able to make us assent to your wicked
no, though you should threaten ten thousand times
doctrine
worse than all this."
" The Governor was strangely surprised with the spirit and
resolution of the man, and went and told the Emperor that one
poor Bishop was too hard for them all. And indeed so big
I

:

:
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their spirits with a desire to assert and propafjate the true
they would not hide their heads to avoid the greatest

faith, that

danger."
Cavt^s ^'•Primitive

Christianity,'''* part. ii. p.

IBLeWgioTis ani\ JMissionai;^

To

the Editors

137, &c.

InteWigeucc.

of the Methodist Magazine,
Lynn, (Mass.) December

6, 1819.

Dear Brethren,
The followinjj extracts

from two letters, addressed to the
Methodist Missionary Society oi ihh TphcQ, by the Rev. J. A,
Merrill, who was appointed missionary for the New England
Conference last June, are forwarded for publication in your

Magazine.

E. Mudge.

E

Hedding,

" After my appointment I spent two Sabbaths at Concord,
N H. with brother Brodhead. The people apppar«^d deeply
affected under the word, were very anxious for Methodist preach1 arrived
ing, and pressed me hard to make them another visit.
home the 3d of July, and after spending about four days with
my family, set out for the Upper Coos, and had the happiness
of seeing that my labour in the Lord was not entirely in vain.
1

am

many places there is a famine
The people on both sides of Connecticut rivpr,

sorry to say, that in

word.

of the
for

a

distance of sixty or seventy miles, are in a very destitute state.
On New-Hampshire side, from the town of Bath to Canada line,
there is but one settled Congregational minister ; and on Vermont side, from Barnet to the line, only one : and of our order,
from Littleton to the line, on what is called Stratford circuit, but
Through all this ext' nt of country
one travelling preacher.
there is scarcely a town where God is not now pouring out his
A large portion of the peoSpirit in a greater or less degree.
and, seeple are looking to us, saying, come and preach to us
ing their eagerness to hear, and the spirit of awakening among
them, 1 could not but spend some time with them.
One Sabbath that 1 preached at Guildhall, in the Court-house, God manifested his awakening and consoling mercy ; many wore pricked in the heart, and enquired what they should do ? One man
professed to find peace that day, and another shortly after, and
a general seriousness rests upon the mi .ds of the people. To
give you a just idea of the groat earnestness of the people, perhaps I cannot j but many assembled from the adjoining towns
:

—
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twenty or thirty

river, for the distance of

who are so
May God
desirous of Methodist preaching, so poorly supplied.
in his good providence open the way for their being better supI have made
plied with the word and ordinances of his house.
two tours into this country, and contemplate malring another in
a few days. 1 have visited several places in the north part of
Vermont, and am happy to state that there is a great attention
congregations have been large and
among the people.
serious, and every where the people say, come and visit us
again ; we wish your preachers to visit us some say, have pity
that we
on us, we are destitute, we believe your doctrines
I have
could be favoured with the gospel as preached by you.
visited a number of the towns on Connecticut river, in the
southerly part of the state of New-Hampshire, and in many
In the town of Haverhill a
places the prospect is pleasing.
gracious work of God has lately broken out ; perhaps more
than thirty have experienced religion, and nearly that number
Glory be to God!
joined society within a very few weeks.
At our camp-meeting, at Concord, Grafton county, NewHampshire, we were favoured with beautiful weather, and sueh
From its
a place for the Divine presence I never before saw.
commencement the work seemed to increase, and some were
thought to be converted in every prayer-meeting ; the number,
of whom we gained an evidence that they experienced a change,
was thirty, and thirty-five joined society. It was thought that
Perhaps
about three thousand were present on the Sabbath.
there was never more seriousness, or better attention on any
miles.

heart

is

truly affected to see the people

My

:

:

O

such occasion. There is no doubt that hundreds were deeply
awakened, and that the fruits of this meeting will be seen in etera short visit to Vermont since the campI have made
nity.
meeting at Concord, and attended one at Barre. Great -and
marvellous were the displays of Divine power at this place.
Between four and five thousands vvere present on the Sabbath.
such solemniAn awful sense of God rested upon the people
tlic mournful
ty, it was acknowledged, had seldom been seen
cries of the wounded, and the songs of the ransomed, afforded a
Several circumstances
subject both affecting and delightful.
three young
One in particular
took place worthy of notice.
men came on the ground with a view to make disturbance but
no sooner were they arrived, than one of them was struck with
an awful sense of his crimes and, yielding to his convictions,
was soon so overwhelmed with a sense of his guilt, that the natural functions of his body seemed suspended, and he sunk to
When a little recovered, he entreated the praythe ground.
ers of God's people, fell to praying for him.self, and, in answer
to prayer, God had mercy on him, and he came out triumjahant.

—

:

—
;

;

—
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meeting about forty were the happy subjects of the work,

this

among whom were several persons of respectability. The good
Lord is truly favouring us in this i)art of his heritage. Truly I
never knew a time when there was so great a cry for preachers
of the word.
Some of the advantages arising from a mission
in this country are,
1. Those who have no preaching are vis-

—

ited.

2.

When

a

work breaks out on

circuit, the

converts
instruct them.

may have

the remote parts of a large

their spiritual guif^es

J. A.

at

hand

to

MERRILL."

Sept. 13, 1819.

" Since my last communication I have visited the north parts
Also, from the Upper
of New-Hampshire and Vermont twice.
Coos, through the north settlements in the Maine, down to the
Kennebeck river ; thence round by Fryburgh, up the Saco river,
through the notch of the White Hills, back to Connecticut river.
I have also spent some time at a place called Indian Stream;
which lies between degrees forty-five and forty-six north. This
is a new place, where there are about twenty families who have
been very destitute of the means of instruction. They were
very grateful for my visit, much affected under the word, and desirous that we should continue to care for them.
I was informed that they had not been visited before by any missionary. I
have persuaded the circuit preachers to give them week-day
preaching once in two weeks. In most of the places I have
visited there is considerable attention among the people, and in
some of them a good work. Considering the disadvantages
under which the inhabitants are^ placed in this new country,
they must, in general, be considered enterprising and industrious ; and it is hoped that the time is at hand, when they will
be better supplied with the word and ordinances of God's
house.
J.A.MERRILL."
JVoT. 13, 1819.

To

the Editors

of

the

Methodist Magazine,
Otis,

September

15, 1819.

Dear Brethren,
I

take

the liberty to transmit to you an account of the
town of Alford, in the state of Massa-

revival of religion in the

chusetts, Pittsfield circuit ; which,
publish in your useful Miscellany.

if

you think proper, you can

Lewis Pease.

For rising twenty years there has been a Methodist Society in this town : but for some years past it has been small,
and religion has not appeared to flourish as in
yet there has been a few substantial friends of

many places
God and his
:
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cause, who have stntedly met for public worship ; and by their
fervent prayers, both in public and in their families, have manifested thrir anxious desires for the salvation of their children,
and the souls of those around them. Some time in the fore
part of the year 1818, they, after considerable difficulty and labour, so far agreed in uniting their strength, as to determine on
In the fall of the
building a house for the worship of God.
same year the house was inclosed, and the last of November
A few weeks prethe first quarterly meeting was h^^ld in it.
vious to the quarterly meeting, there were several deaths in
The persons that died, and the circumstances which
this town.
attended their death, seemed to impress the minds of many with

a degree ot serious concern for their souls. The first I would
notice was Mary Fairchild, the daughter of M. and L. FairThis young woman possessed good natural abilities,
child.
and had acquired more than an ordinary share of academical
accomplishments. Soon after she ended her studies at Lenox
in 1817, her health became very much impaired, and at times
she manifested a degree of insanity. In this unhappy state she
remained for some time : but in the course of her illness, for
about six weeks, she appeared quite rational, in which time she
became very serious, and was often found in prayer. Her pious mother found it necessary to give her encouragement from
At one time she entered the room, and
the word of promise.
found Mary in deep distress of soul in her countenance was
depicted the anguish of her mind. She requested the prayers
of her mother but this was more than a mother could bear.
She left the room, and retired in secret, where she poured out
her soul to God in prayer in behalf of her child. Soon after she
Mary then spoke as though
returned, and saw a change in her.
God had manifested himself to her, in delivering her from the pit
Being at
of corruption, and had put a new song in her mouth.
a distance from her Father's, she requested to go home, and
seemed anxious to let her friends know what God had done
But before they reached home a certain wildness
for her soul.
appeared, and soon her former affliction returned with a deep
:

;

and settled melancholy. In this frame she continued till her
death, which was on the 15th of October. I was called to attend
A large and attentive assembly conher funeral on the 18th.
vened. Some of her young companions appeared tender. Her
father (who at this time was not a proiessor, though his house
had been for years an asylum for the ministers of Christ) felt
the severity of the stroke, and began to realize the importance
of being prepared for death.
At this time Cynthia C. Fe nn was very low.
parents were

members

of the Methodist society.

She and her
Cynthia had
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been a professor for some years; but previous to her illness
she lost the enjoyment of religion in a great degree, and became backsliden in heart. Finding her complaint increasing,
and the symptoms more alarming, she began to plead with God
After some weeks the Lord
to restore her soul to his favour.
heard prayer, and sent the peaceful answer. Her soul was now
happy in God. She admired the goodness of her Saviour, and
was astonished at her past unfaithfulness and indifierence. She
said to her friends, " I had no idea that I had so far wandered
from God, and from the path of duty." She manifested peace
and resignation of mind until she departed this life, Nov. ^Oth.
In just five weeks from the day I attended the funeral of Mary,
Feeling for the
I was called to attend the funeral of Cynthia.
youth of this place; I addressed myself to them in particular.
Many wept, and it appeared that God was about to revive his
work. The next Sabbath the quarterly meeting, above mentioned, was held in this place.
The presiding elder, though extremely afflicted in body, and scarce able to attend to the duties
of his charge, spoke for a short space as one anointed anew from
on high to publish a free salvation. It was a time of refreshing
from the presence of the Lord to many souls. God was pleased to honour this meeting with good : awakenings increased,
and conversions soon followed. This revival was not so extraordinary on account of the number, (which was between twenty
and thirty) as it was in respect to the subjects of the work, and
the circumstances which attended it. In lovefeast the Lord spoke
peace to the soul of a child, ten or eleven years of age, the daughSoon after her father experienced the pardon of
ter of J. Hill.
sin, and was made to rejoice in the liberty of the children of
God. About four or five weeks alter the quarterly meeting,
the Lord sent salvation to the souls of the father and sister of
departed Mary ; and a brother and sister of Cynthia, with several others, were made to share in the great salvation.
Brother
Fairchild's family was now a happy family
but their joy Vv'as
three children yet remained
not full
but were soon after
brought to the knowledge of the forgiveness of sin. About this
time the work became so general, that I was sent for.
I visited
the place on Saturday, and found many enquiring what they must
to
be
do
saved.
Sunday the Lord was present with us in the exercise of public worship. Monday morning I visited the family of
Mr. Pyncheon, whose companion was near death, and expired
the next morning. This morning I visited the house of Philander
Hulbert, Esq. whose daughter appeared to be near her end.
She was much distressed in mind on account of sin. She nov/
saw the vanity, and emptiness of all earthly things, and her incessant cry was, give me Christ or else I die.
Wednesday
morning, while her parents and friends were standing around
;

:

Vol. ilL

;

^5
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her fervent supplications for mercy, Jesus
peace and joy flowed into
The j^race of God supher soul. The change was evident.
She continued triumported her, in the midst of her afflictions.
phant in soul for the space of twenty-four hours from the time the
Lord set her at liberty, and then died, Jan. 8th, in the full prospect of heaven and glory. After she found peace, she took an
affectionate farewell of her parents, and also of her companion,
Mr. Hollombcck, with whom she had been united in marriage
but seven weeks how quickly is the tenderest union dissolved
truly in the midst of life we are in death.
This was the rtiost
solemn, and yet glorious week I scarce ever witnessed. But to
return.
The Saturday following, the only son of brother Fairchild, who had been living at a distance from home, hearing of
the good work of God in this place, and having had a desin^ to
flee the wrath to come since the death of his sister, came home.
On Sunday evening he became incessant in prayer. The prayer-meeting closed about nine in the evening at his father's
house. After the people had dispersed, (excepting six or eight,
who were mourning on account of their sins,) he fell^ on his
knees, and continued praying as in an agony for the space of
two or three hours when the Lord answered prayer, and spoke
peace to his soul. He soon began to exhort the mourners
around him, to look to Jesus by faith for pardon. He called
the kitchen and found him
1 entered
for the coloured servant.
on his knees, crying to God to have mercy on him. 'J'his wiis
the midnight hour witnessed the patruly an affecting scene
rents and children rejoicing in God— the newborn son proWhat a variety of scenes were passing
claimed a free salvation.
a general solemnity rested on every countenance.
before us
but 1 purposed brevity.
Several other instances I might name
I have only to remark to the youth, into whose hands these lines
may fall, how frail is man Remember your Creator in the
four, in a few weeks, in this neighbourhood,
days of youth
have made an exchange of worlds in the morning of th.^ir days.
May the living lay it to heart, and prepare for a happy

her bed, listening
smiled upon her

:

to

the cloud broke

—

!

:

;

—

—

—

;

!

!

eternity

extract of a letter from rev. j.
ohio, december

b.
3,

ftnley,
1819.

dated dayton,

Dear Brethren,
Perhaps it will be pleasing to some of your readers to
hear of the success of the gospel among the Indians ol' the Western Ibrests.

God, through the instrumentality of Mr'thodist preaching,
has begun a most glorious work of religion among the Wyan-

A
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commencement of which I design to make the subject
of some future communication.
At our last Annual Conference, I was appointed to the charge
of this District, (Lrbanon) in which was included the mission
established at that time amone; the Indians.
I appointed to
hold a quarterly meeting on the 13th and 14th of November
with them, on the head of Mad River, forty two miles from Upper Sandusky, and twelve from Solomon's town, the chief habitation of this nation.
Accordingly on the 13th we met at the
place appointed, at which place were convened perhaps sixty

dots, the

Indians, among whom were font- Chiefs, whose names are, Between-the-logs, Monnonque, Hicks, and Scuteash, and their fam-

We

had two interpreters, Brother Armstrong, a white man,
taken prisoner in the year 1780; and Jonathan Pointer,
a coloured man, who -was taken when small. Both of these have
experienced religion since they began to interpret the gospel
to the Indians, and are both very happy in the love and enjoyment of (lod.
We commenced ouf meeting by singing and prayer, in which
the Indians joined.
They have learned to sing several of our
hymns in English, particularly this, " Jesus my all to heaven is
gone," &c. After these exercises, I commeaced speaking to
them on the providence of God, and our duty to him and one
another, and of the necessity of all men, whether white, rr^d or
black, breaking off from sin, and seeking mercy at the hand of
God. Brother Moses Hinkle concluded with exhortation, ail of
which, I believe, they perfectly understood by the interpreter.
We then joined in singing and prayer: it was a happy meeting
ilies.

who was

to us all.

At candle light we commenced again, and Brother Hinkle
showed them that the religion taught them by ihe Catholics was

—

not according to the Bible
that worshipping departed saints
and images, was idolatry, and that God required all men to worship him in spirit and in truth
that doing penance, and con-

—

—

fessing their sins to the priests would not save them
that nothing but faith in Christ would save fallen man.
The services
concluded with singing and prayer. This meeting was made
a blessing to many.
Nine o'clock on Sabbath morning was ap-

pointed for our loveteast.

It

commenced with unusual solem-

endeavoured to open to them the nature and design of
our lovefeast, to which they all gave iheir ascent with a tone of
voice something like our amen,
I must
say I never saw more
solemnity in a lovefeast in my life.
W^e were all bathed in
tears, and in the fulness of my heart I cried out, O what hath
the Lord wrought.
Here are red, and white, and black men
of different nations and languages, sitting togetlier under the
Tree of life, partaking of its most precious fruits, and sweetly
nity.

I
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bathing their souls

in the ocean of redeeming grace and dying
After we had witnessed our love to God, and our brethren, in the simple act of taking the bread and water, we pro-

love.

ceeded

to

speak of the feelings and

was done by an

interpreter.)

The

of our souls.

state
first

(This

that rose as a witness

for our holy religion

was Between-the-logs, one of the Chiefs.
eyes toward heaven, streaming with tears of gratitude to God, and after a short pause began as follows
" My

He

lifted his

—

dear brethren, I am happy this morning that the Great Spirit
has permitted us to assemble here for so good a purpose as to
•worship him, and strengthen the cords of love and friendship.
This is the first meeting of this kind held for us, and now, my
dear brethren, I am happy that we who have been so long time
apart, and have been enemies to one another, are come together as brothers, at w^hich our Great Father is well pleased.
For
my part I have been a very wricked man, and have committed
many great sins against the good Spirit, and was addicted to
drinking Whiskey, and many evils
but I thank my good God
that I am yet alive, and that he has more perfectly opened my
eyes to see those evils by his ministers, and the good book, and
has given me help to forsake those sins, and turn away from
them. Now I feel peace in my heart to God, and all men but
1 feel just like a little child beginning to walk
sometimes very
'Weak and almost give up then 1 pray, and my Great Father
hears me, and gives me the blessing: then I feel strong and
happy then 1 walk again so sometimes up, and sometimes
down. I want you all to pray for me that I may never sin any
more but always live happy, and die happy ; then 1 shall meet
you all in our Great Father's house above, and be happy forever."
This speech was attended with power. The next that
rose was Hicks, who is the most temperate, and the most zealHis speech was not all inous man for religion in the nation.
terpreted
but brother Armstrong told me, that after expressing
his gratitude to God for what he felt, and hoped to feel, he exhorted the Indians to be engaged for the blessing, and urged his
exhortation by this argument that when he was a boy his parents used to send him on errands, and sometimes he saw so
many new things that he would say, by and by 1 will ask, when
but after a while he would forget
I have seen this or the other
what he was sent for, and have to go home without it so may
you. You have come to get a blessing, and if you do not ask
then the wicked Infor it, you will have to go home without it
Now^
dians will laugh at you for coming so far for nothing.
seek now ask, and if you get the blessing you will be happy,
and go home light, and then be strong to resist evil, and do
he concluded by imploring the prayers of his brethren.
good
After him Scuteash arose, and with a smiling and serene coun:

;

—

;

—

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

—
:
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have been a great sinner, and drunkgreat sins, and the Great
Spirit was very mad with me, so that in here (pointing to his
drink whisbreast) always sick, no sleep, no eat walk, walk
key then I prayed to the Great Spirit to help me to quit getand God did do someling drunk, and to forgive me all my sins
do not know from where it comes, nor where
thing for me
but it come all over me. (Here he cried out waugh
it go
waugh as if shocked by electricity.) Now me no more sick^
Me sleep, eat, and no more get drunk no more drink whiskey
no more bad man. Me cry me meet you all in our Great
After this, we in our
Father's house, and be happy forever."
turn, told how God had dealt with us, and our morning meeting
ard which

I

made me commit many

—

;

:

:

—

I

;

!

—

—

came

—

to a close.

By

this time, I suppose there were three hundred whites gathThis gave us the
ered from the different frontier settlements.
opportunity of preaching to them Christ and him crucified, and
For conI have no doubt but it was made a blessing to many.
venience ] this day separated the congregation, and held our
I tried first to address them by
Indian meeting in a small hut.
giving them the history of man
his fall
his redemption by
Christ, and how Christ was manifested in the flesh
how he
came to his own, and they rejected and crucified him ; and that
he rose from the dead, and was seen of many, and ascended up
that he commanded his disciples to wait at Jeruinto heaven
salem and as Ave are sitting, so were they, when, all at once
the Holy Ghost descended like the rushing of a mighty wind,
and three thousand were converted in one day. At this they
made the whole house ring with waugh, waugh,-T-great Camp=
meeting.
After this Brother Hinkle and Steward* addressed them, and
our meeting, for the present, closed with singing and prayer.
Before our evening meeting commenced, Steward told me
that the Indians were determined to pray all night, or obtain the
blessing; that it would not do to go home without it, and that it
was the wish of the chiefs that I should exhort the white people
that were there, and then give them liberty to speak to their people, and ours if they felt free to do it. This being agreed to, after
candle-light we all met, and after 1 had given my exhortation, and
taken my seat, Monnonque, one of the chiefs rose, and for about
forty minutes exhorted his people with great zeal and pathos, if I
might judge by his gesture, and the eflect it had on them that heard
and understood. This was not interpreted; but I was told by Brother Armstrong that the purport was to look to the Lord for the

—

—

—

—

—

* Steward is the man of colour, who, under God, has been (he principal
instrument of this work. He was free born. Cau read very well, and write,
is a mail of a meek and humble mind.
He lives with the Indians ; and thtf
have the utmost confidence iahim.

—
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Then he addressed us by the interpreter as folblessing now.
lows " Fathers and brethren, I am happy this night before the
Great Spirit that made all men, both red, white and black, that
he has favoured us with good weather for our meeting, and
brought us together that we may help one another to get good,
and do good. The Great Spirit has taught you and us both in
one thing, that we should love one another, and fear and obey
Him. Us Indians he has taught by his Spirit ; and you, white
men, he has taught by your good book, which is all one. But
your book teaches you, and us by you, more plain than we were
To be sure we served our
taught before, what is for our good.
Great Father sincerely (before we were told by the good book
the way) by our feasts, rattles and sacrifices, and dances, which
we now see were not all right. Now some of our nation are
trying to do better 5 but we have many hinderances, some of
which, I mean to tell.
The white men tell us they love us,
and we believe some do, and wish us well but a great many
do not, for they will bring us whiskey, which has been the ruin
of our people. I can compare whiskey to nothing but the devil;
it destroys our happiness,
for it brings with it all kinds of evil
it makes Indians poor, strips our squaws and children of their
clothes and food
makes us lie, steal and kill one another. All
therefore
these, and many other evils, it brings amongst us
you ought not to bring it amongst us. Now you white people

—

;

—

—

;

Now
it, you know its strength and use, Indians do not.
whiskey is a curse to yourselves why not quit making it ?
This is one argument used by wicked Indians against the good
book if it is so good, why do not white men all do good ? Anmake

—

this

;

other hindprance
,

is,

white

men

cheat Indians, take

Now

away

their

you tell us your good book
why not then do what it tells you ? then Inforbids all this
dians do right too.
Again, you say our Great Father loves all
men, white, black and red men, that do right then why do you
look at Indians as below you, and treat them as if they were
not brothers ? does your good book tell you so ? 1 am sure it
Now brothers, let us all do right; then our Great
docs not.
Father will be pleased, and will makf^ us happy in this world,
and when we die thfn we shall all live together in his house
above, and always be happy." Then Between the-logs rose,
and desired to be heard said he, '• Will you have patience to
hear me, and
will give you a history of religion among the Indians for some time back, and how we have been disappointed.
Our fathers had a religion of their own, in which tliey served
God and were happy. Before they were acquainted with white
men, they used to worship in feasts by sacrifice, in dances, and
by rattles in the performance of which they thought they were
right, (but we now see that they were some of them useless)
money, and skins

for nothing.

;

;

—

I

;

—
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to make us do good, and sometimes would whip
But a great while ago the British sent us
us to make us good.
the good book by the Roman priest, and we listened to him
he taught us that we must confess our sins, and that he would
forgive them, and that we must worship Lady Mary, and do
penance for our sins he baptized us with spittle and salt, and
many of us done as he told us. Now we thought to be sure

and they used

—

we wore right he told us to pray, and many used, to pray, and
He told us that it was wrong
carry the cross on our breasts.
to drink whiskey ; but we found that he would drink whiskey,
and then we followed him and got drunk too. At last our priest
Then we thought we
left us, and this religion died all away.
would return to our father's religion ; and some of us quit getting
Then the Shawnee prodrunk, and we began to do pretty well.
phet arose, and pretended he had conversed with our Great Faand
ther, and that he had told him what Indians ought to do
we heard, and followed him. To be sure he told us many good
things with the bad
he told us it was wrong to drink whiskey ;
but after a while we found that he was like the Roman priest
he would tell us we must not do things, and he would do them
Then we thought
himself: so here we were deceived again.
our father's religion was the best religion, and we would follow
it.
After some time then the Seneca prophet arose, and we all
heard, and followed him a little while.
But by this time we
were very jealous, and watched him very close, and found him
so we left him, and were again misled.
like our former teachers
By this time we began to think that our own religion was a great
deal the best, and we made another trial to establish ourselves
Then the war broke out
in it, and had made some progress.
between our father the President, and king George, and our
nation was for war, and every man wanted to be big man. Then
we driyk whiskey and fight, and when the war was ended we
were all scattered, and many killed. The Chiefs then thought
that they would try to gather the nation once more, and we had
got a good many togelher— then a black man, Steward, our
brother here, came to us, and said he was sent by our Great
Father to tell us the good way ; but we thought he was like all
the rest, and wanted to cheat us, and get our money and land.
He told us of all our sins, and shewed us what Avas ruining us,
drinking whiskey, and that the Great Spirit was angry with us,
and that we must quit all these things. But we treated him ill,
and gave him little to eat, and trampled on him, (so now we
are sure if the Great Spirit had not sent him he could not have
widistood our treatment) and was still jealous of him until we
had tried him a whole year. About this time oar father (the
President) counselled us to buy our land, and we had lo go to
the great city to see him; and when we came hoaie our old
preacher was still with us, and he told us the same things, and we
:

;

—

—

—
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could find no alteration in him. About this time he talked of
going away to leave us, to see his friends, and our squaws told
us that we were fools to let him go, for the Great God had sent
him, and that we ought to adopt him.
But still we wanted to
wait longer.
But they told us what God had done for them by
this man
so we attended his meeting in the council-house, and
the Great Spirit came upon us, so that some cried aloud, some
clapped their hands, and some ran, and some were mad. Now
we held our meetings sometimes all night, singing and praying.
By this time we knew that God had sent our brother unto us ;
Then
so we adopted him, and gave him mothers and children.
we went to the great Camp-meeting,* and were very happy.
Then as soon as this work was amongst us at Sandusky, almost
every week or two, more preachers came and told us that they
loved us, and would take us and our preacher under their care,
and give us schools, and do all for us we wanted. But we
thought if they love Indians so, why not go to the Senecas and
Mohawks ? We have got our preacher. Some told us, now we
believed we must be baptized all over in the water ;t and nowbut before our brother came, care nothgreat anxiety for them
Now we are, many of us, trying to do good, and
ing about us.
We have found no change in our brother Steward;
are happy.
but the others that come, some of them, when our young Indians
will not hear, and mind them, get mad and scold, so that we still
though we have many to opthink our brother is the best man
pose us, and this night I mean to tell it all out. Some whites
that live amongst us, and can talk our language, say the Methodists bewitch us, and that it is all nothing but the work of the
devil, and all that they want is to get you tamed, and then kill
you as they have done the Moravian Indians on the Tuscarawas
I told them, if we were to be killed it was time for us to
river.
be praying. Some white people put bad things in the minds
of our wicked young Itidians, and thereby make our way
rough." So after telling that the Lord was good, and requestThen we coming the prayers of his brethren, he sat down.
menced singing and praying, in which all joined and prayed alAll night was
ternately, some in Indian and some in English.
one Indian that had not yet embraced
spent in this exercise
but I do not think he
religion, this night got under conviction
was delivered from the guilt of sin. Just before day the Lord
answered as by fire. O what a joyful time this was all seemed
In the morning we shook (he })arting
to be dissolved in love.
band in hopes of meeting in a better world. Upon the whole, I
;

:

;

—

;

!

believe God has done great things for these Indians
of them have joined our society.
* At r.ebanon.

made water

f 1 was told that
to drintCj not to drown

Sixty-two

one of the Indians answered and said, "
people ia."

God

^
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Having

attempted, thus far, to explain the duty enjoined in
not be unimportant, before we consider the arguments by which it is enforced, to offer a few directions, as
We sometimes perceive the
helps to the performance of it.
beauties of truth, and our judgment approves the rectitude and
authority of her mandates; f)ut how \.o perform that which is
good we find not. Encompassed with a thousand infirmities,
and bound to the earth by innumerable ties, we find it extremely (jifficult to burst our fetters, and obtain the victory over ourselves.
Our associations are strong, and our passionate fondness of the world seems to clog and enervate every exertion.
are
Our senses are assailed in a thousand different ways.
in the midst of a state of things calculated to engross our
thoughts, court our affections, and draw our hearts from our
God. Well may we cry out, " Prevent us, O Lord, by thy
holy Spirit!" Help our infirmities, and strengthen us by thy
At the very commencement of our work, we should
grace.
have it deeply engraved on our hearts, that our sufficiency is
of God ; that he careth for us, and that there is nothing too difficult for infinite v/isdom, power, and goodness to accomplish.
Destitute of a lively and abiding conviction of these cardinal,
and encouraging truths, our exertions must be feeble, and inef" 6f myself I can do nothing ; but through Christ,
fectual.
who strengtheneth mc, ! can do al! things." Yea, through his

the text,

it

may

We

strength,
" The vale

shall rise, the mountain fall,
straight, and rugged plain,'*

Crooked be

Vol.
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1,

But as our Christian course is pointed out as a warfare j
a labour, and race for eternal life, however dependent we are on
the grace of God, through our Lord Jesus Christ, and the abiding agency of the Holy Spirit, we are assured thrit diligence,
activity, and exertion belong to us ; and in the neglect of them
we have no proper ground of appeal to the promises of God for
Therefore, that we may be
protection, strength, and comfort.
the better able to set our affection on heavenly things, and pursue them in a suitable manner, it may be proper to observe the
1 .
Endeavour to form a just estimate of
following directions.
Our affecthe rel.uive value of earthly and heavenly things.
tion for objects, and our zeal in the pursuit ol them, are governed by the estimation we make of them.
Our Lord certainly
meant this when he said, " Where your treasure is, there will
your heart be also." The principal cause why men are so passionately fond of earthly things, is, that they have fixed too high
a value on them ; and a very lar^e portion of our disappointments, anxieties, and sorrows, in relation to those things, may
be traced to the same source. Our cL'ims are so extensive on
the world, that it declares insolvency, and leaves us to all the

On the
inquietude, and restlessness of disappointed creditors.
the treasures of
other hand, the reason why the things of God
the kingdom of heaven, are so generally neglected, is, that men
have either greatly under rated them, or made no calculation
A loose and unsettled state
at all relative to their real value.
of the mind, in reference to our eternal interests, is a situation,
not only uncomfortable and melancholy, as it respects the present life ; but also highly dangerous as it relates to another
should not hesitate to call him an idiot, or a madworld
man, who should put to sea for a foreign port, without compass,
What then shall we think of the mnri
quadrant, or helm.
who attempts to navigate the boisterous sea of life, and make
his passage to that port from whence no ])assenger returns,
without some settled, and fixed principles to guide him? if we
would estimate things according to their real value, we must
consider their suitableness to our nature, and our wants, if we
view earthly things in this light, we shall find but litil^^ to engage our affection, or excite our zeal. Whatever appertains to
the world, bears an incalculable disproportion to the properties
Hence it is that we observe so little difference between
of mind.
the rich and the poor, in relation to the portion of real happiness which falls to the lot of each ; and the same may be observed through hII the grades and distinctions of human society.
Mark this am- r. lu; disparity in a few particulars only. E.irthearthly things are corly things are material, mind is spiritual
ruptible, mind is incorruptible: earthly things are constantly
The world, and the
subject to change, but amid is the same.

—

We

:
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things which are therein shall be burnt up ; and even the elements sh^nll melt with fervent heat ; but mind shall remain unhurt, undiminished, and surviving the wreck of the universe,

and nature's funeral

an existence parallel with
a poor world, then, is this in which
how its glories lade away in the light of immortalwe live.
ity
Riches honours pleasures false tith'S ye shall deceive
mo no more. Alas ye have too often thrown dust in my eyes,
and stifled the flame of heavenly aftection in my heart. I have
that of

its

pile, shall inherit

What

author.

O

!

!

!

!

!

!

weighed you in the balance, ye are found wanting— ye are altogether lighter th«n vanity.
But however insufficient the world is to answer the demands
of our nature, we shall find a perfect meetness in religion.
Are
our consciences troubled ? it is the messenger of peace. Are
we sensible of our guilt? it proclaims pardon. Do we fee!
the corruptions of our nature, and the misery of our condition ?
religion 4iresents us with a perfect remedy
a fountain as deep
as our wretchedness, and broad as our transgression.
Are we
weak and ready to faint ? the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ is
sufficient for us.
Are we perplexed with cares, and f^ars, and
doubts ? the voice of the Son of God proclaims, " Come unto
me and I will give you rest.'''' Do the dark clouds of affliction
gather round us, and sickness and pain admonish us that this is
not our home, that the earthly house of this our tabernacle is
about to be dissolved ? religion lights our path amidst the
gloom, and points our faith and hope to that house which is not
made with hands, eternal and in the heavens. Do we behold
our friends and connexions fall beneath the feet of the pale
horse and his rider, and bedew with our tears the precious remains of the prostrate dead ? religion, the angel of consolation,
assures us that the dear forms we so much admired and loved,
have only entered a retired apartment to appear in a more
Do we hear the summons of the
splendid and beautiful dress.
king of terrors, and cast our eyes over the solitude of the grave ?
religion, bursting through the gloom, proclaims a glorious resurrection
In short, do we feel within us a desire of existence, a
"longing after immortality," and a thirst for permanent and
durable happiness ? religion assures us that the former is our
birth right, and the latter the consequence and reward of virtue.
Such a comparative view of things can scarcely fail to impress
our minds with a sense of the vanity of the world, and of the infinite value of the things of God ; and such a conviction will be
found of vast importance in the direction and government of
our affections.
2. A second direction proper to be considered as a help to
the performance of this duty is, let the things of the kingdom of
heaven be subjects of fretjuent and habitual meditation. It is

—

!
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But in the
as natural for mind to flunk, as for tmtter to rest.
present st^ite of things it appenrs absolutely necessary that our
thoughts should be variously employed.
'J'housands of objects
are continually floating in the atmosphere of our senses, each of
ivhich serves as a conductor of ideas to the mind, so that it frequently becomes necessary for us to abstract ourselves, as much
as possible from sensible objects, that we may converse more
It is
familiarly, and directly with spiritual and eternal things.
of the utmost importance to subject ourselves to a regular habit
of thinking. It is not sufficient to have our minds occasionally
occupied with our religious concerns.

men have

The most

transient exercises of a serious kind, and

reflections on those things

which relate

irreligious

momentary

to their eternal welfare

;

but their reflections are too volatile to produce any lasting impression.

We must meditate in the divine law till we delight in it. We
must muse till the fire of devotion burns in our hearts, and the
ardour of our affection breaks forth in acclamations of praise.
Particular times and places should be consecrated to this blessed employment; nor should any ordinary business be permitted
to intrude upon the hour which is set apart for conversaiion
with God and eternity.
3. [f we would be suitably detached from the things below,
and have our affection firmly and constantly set on things
above, it is of absolute necessity to have recourse to prayer for
We must have the constant and abiding influence
divine aid.
of the holy Spirit, without which all our endeavours to subdue
our passions, and govern our affections will prove fruidess.
The holy Spirit is given for this very purpose.
It is his province in carryint^ on the great work of reconciliation, to take of the things of the P'ather and show them to us.
It lies within the sphere of his agency to renew our fallen nature, to create us anew in Christ Jesus, to subdue every carAll our graces
nal affection, and unite us to God in Christ.
are begotten, strengthened and perfected by his operation. But
prayer, constant, humble, faithful, fervent prayrr, is the medium of his influence upon our hearts. Does the world advance
upon us ? does it present its flattering forms to enlist our affection ? we must fly to the foot of the throne, and shield ourselves
with prayer. As we rise towards the mount of God, on the wings
of faith and prayer, the world diminishes, and at length disappears, and nothing is present to our enraptured vision but the
throne of God and of the Lamb.
Seasons of closet, family, and social prayer, are highly favourable to the improvement of our religious state, and especially
the enlargement and constancy of our desire and affection for
These directions, carefully observed, will be
spiritual things-
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found of great use in our Christian course. They will produce a uniformity of character, and constancy of self-enjoyment,
"which lie not within the province of the wisest systems of human agency.
(To be continued.)
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Those who know

the native character in its unconverted
state, will easily suppose there was at this time some room for
us to fear, that his departure from Colombo would prove to be
his case being now advanced to such a crisis, and himself
;
being so closely pressed, beyond the power of denial, to enter
upon a change of situation, so momentous to him in its probable
consequences. We confess we felt something of this fear our
hearts grieved," as we looked on him about to take his departure, and feared it would be our last interview with him
one of
us said, " Well, Rajagooroo, after your return to Dadalla, supposing one of us were to pay you a visit, would you allow us to
preach in your temple about Jesus Christ and the true religion ?"
He replied that he would, with much pleasure, and even pressed
one of us to go down with him for that purpose.
This, our situation prevented, and hence, anxious to embrace such an opportunity, we proposed to give him a letter of introduction to one
of our southern brethren, and begged him to give the same invitation to him; explaining to him, that we were alike indoatrine,
and affectionate desire for the salvation of the heathens. His
answer was, that he had no doubt of the truth of what we said,
but as he had not the same acquaintance with any other Missionaries as with us, he could not so freely give the invitation to
others, in whom he had not so much confidence as in us
We
certainly felt peculiarly circumstanced.
To be allowed to publish the gospel in a temple consecrated to idolatry
to correct,
as it were, the moral stream at its source ;
to place Budhu and
the Saviour in so fair a competition,
was not a light object,
and the reader is by this time led to feel that it was an oppprtunity which ought not to have been neglected.
We had the same
feeling 5 but, notwithstanding our ardent desire, it appeared,
final

:

:

;

—

—

—
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at the time, next to impossible to embrace the offer, consistently with our attending to the pressing duties of our own station.

Christian Missionary is, however, the work of
l^y a ripht principle, or desirous of being so
actuated, a Divine Providence will regulate all his affairs, and
his desires of usefulness shall be fulfilled, thoui^h perhaps oftenIn a few weeks aftimes in a way not previously anticipated.
ter, the health of our whole family proved to be so seriously un<dermined, as to render it necessary to relax, and to seek a change
yielded to the exigency of the case, and the repeated
of air.
peremptory letters of our affectionate brethren, to desist from
labour; our brethren at Galle sent us a pressing invitation to
pay them a visit, and try the effects of the southern air ; brother
Squance likewise kindly offered to supply our circuit for us in
Our way was thus opened, and we set out all
the mean time.

The work of a
God; if actuated

We

I trust never
together, brother Clough, and myself and family.
to forget the feelings with which we set out on this journey.
had such a strikwere surrounded with so many mercies.
ing proof of the affection of our beloved brethren, and of the
Divine goodness to us. that we often, while passing under the

We

We

cocoa-nut trees, which line the road to Galle, sung aloud the song
of praise and thanksgiving to God.
On our arrival at Galle, we were placed within a short distance of Rajagooroo's temple, and of course, one of our first
thoughts was in reference to the promised trr at of preaching
What was our disappointment, to find that he had taken
there.
his departure for Colombo, not knowing of our coming to Galle,
and that we had unknowingly passed each other on the road.
In a few days we were, however, relieved from our regret, by a
man coming from Rajagooroo, for whom he wished me to do
some favour, and bearing a letter, which is as follows
:

"My

Colombo^ Jan, 17, 1816.
you and the
family; but I was greatly vexed; for 1 was not able to meet
you, and I was informed you have 2:one to Galle and in case,
as i hope, you will go to my temple, and do what you please

"

1

dear Sir,
came to Colombo with an

intention to see

;

have, by the bearer, written to the assistant priest in the
I
temple, that you are going thither for pr^ aching, and I hope they
-,
will be ready to receive you accordingly. T'le bearer,
during his
I have well instructed in the Cingalese knowledge,
younger age, he being a proper worshipper of Budhu. And now
there,

have dictated to him the knowledge of Christianity, so far as
have learnt from you and hope that you also will bring him
into some further knowh dge thereof.
I
" But as he has a small business to get done by
hope you will have the goodness to do the favour of recommendi

I

;

I

,
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ing him to that gentleman, for the purpose as he is a person to
whom I am bound to do any favour in my power. Dear Sir, I
am, with the greatest desire of knowing how Mr. Clough and
your family are at Galle, and offering my due respects and
compliments, Your's^ affectionately and sincerely,
;

Rajagooroo.''
This letter, as may be supposed, was highly gratifying to us,
and we resolved to accejit so unpquivocal an invitation. But
how short-sighted is man At the very place to which we journeyed for comfort, we met sorrow. It pleased God to afflict us
sorely, by the death of our youngest son, a most engaging inHis disorder was a catarrh, brought on
fant, eleven weeks old.
by a violent cold. It was at Galle we became first acquainted
with the poignant feelings of bereaved parents may all our suf!

—

—

ferings be sanctified

!

Amen-

Shortly after, Rajagooroo sent us another letter, one of conIt is copied as a
dolence, on hearing of the loss of our child.
It was a remarkable instance
curiously interesting document.
of a heathen chief priest, but a short time before a confirmed
atheist, consoling a Christian missionary under severe affliction,
by a reference to the Divine Will
t

"
"

My

DEAR Sir,
Colombo, Feb. 1, 1816.
received your's on the 31st of January, and thank you
.
much for your kindness of recommending
to
" I am extremely sorry to hear of the death of your charming
infant ; but I comfort myself through the great grievances attached to my mind thereof, as it is Godh own will! \ am verv
sorry indeed that I am not able to be at my temple on your arrival there ; but however, I have already written to the assistant
head priest, and others, of your intention of going to the temple, and I hope and trust that they will be happy to receive you
I

;

there.

"

you know, Sir, that there will be about twelve priests
temple, excepting the common people, and so you are
requested to go and do your own wish as you please ihr re. But
I do not believe, that they will be able to call any strange priests
on the day, as I am not there. I offer my utmost respects and
compliments to your family and Mr Clough.
" I am. Sir, your's, ever faithfully,
in

I

let

my

Rajagooroo."
If this letter was acceptable and encouraging to us, it was
rendered additionally so by a small slip of paper "being inclosed,
in Rajagooroo's own hand- writing
the letters already referred
;

to wereclictated

and signed by him, but there was a

cprtain par-
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which he wished

to

communicate

entrust to no other pen than his own.
ft
wish a. fac- simile of it could be printed
:

to us,

is
I

which he would

so memorable, that I
will enclose the origi.

should be thought proper in England :
it is literally, " Sir, I have a private to speak with you ; but I
cannot so much to write from En-ilish, because if I get to speak
with you and Mr. Clough, then I will say to you that is my private ; and 1 am now very glad to th Christian religion."
The sense is, " I have a stcret to communicate to you, but
am not perfect enough in my knowledge of English, to write
But if I can converse with you and Mr. Clough,
relative to it.
I
am now very
then I will freely tfll yow the secret I refer to.
Poor Rajagoodesirous of embncing the Christian religion."
roo's heart was too full to conceal the secret } and hence the
reader will perceive it in the last sentence of his note.
The second letter was brought to us by two inferior priests belongincr to the temple, who brought the respects of their brethren,
and requested us to fix a certain day for visiting them, which we
did accordingly, previously to our naming the day for the sermon. Brother Erskine accompanied us : and wc made our first
our principal design being to see the
visit, one of curiosity ;
temnle and dwelling-house, which well paid us for our journey.
The temple stands on a rising ground, on the borders of the
It is surrounded by a wall,
cinn <mon garden of that district.
which leaves a space round it, of about twenty feet; on entering
it, the first objects which strike the attention, are the hideous
figures of the Brahminical deities, which are placed at the door,
on either side, as the guardian angels of the place. Their numerous hands, each grasping some instrument of death, and
their Ions; tongues, curling out like mustaches at each corner of
their mouth, are well adapted to impress with fearful awe, the
Against the back wall, is the
ignorant mind of the worshipper.
principal image of Budhu, in a sleeping posture, but with his
eyes open, and his head resting on his right hand; this figure
is very long, and is formed of clay, well varnished, and painted
yellow; a table stands before it, on which the sweet-scented
flowers are placed, which are furnished for that purpose by his
Crowds of deities are painted on the wall,
various devotees.
over the place where he li-^s, descriptive of the honour and reverence paid to Budhu by the higt.est or.'er of beinji;s; he is also
represented as sitting and strmding in other parts of the temple.
he
In the standing posture he appears as a /jreacAer of morals
sits as a legislator, in kingly state ; and as a deity, reposes to
receive the honours of those who worship him.
The side and front walls, inside the temple, are covered by
hieroglyphics of moral tales, which are explained by the priests
They are generally, 1 beto any one who makes the request.
nal for that purpose,

if it

—

—

:
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lieve, of a good tendency, inculcating ffentleness and benevolence, integrity and truth.
Those in the temple of Rajagooroo
are, I understand, perfectly unexceptionable ; I will endeavour
to prevail upon him to give me the stories, for our entertainment

at home.
In some temples the future miseri< s of the wicked are figured
I do
in the most horrid form.
not remember to have seen any
thing of the. kind in the one I am now describing ; but in one
which we visited at Belligam, it was represented by a lar^e iron
tree, placed in the midst of an immense fire, and full of sprouting
branches of the most exquisite sharpness. The miseral)Ie sui=
ferers are represented as endeavouring to climb up this tree, in
order to escape the fire ; in doing which their limbs become transfixed on the red-hot iron br.tnches.
Some had a branch piercing

—

throue;h their arm, some through their body, some through their
head while hovering devils, pursuing them with barbed spears,
wore ever employed in inflicting gashing wounds upon their
broiling fugitives, and unceasingly tormenting them in various
ways
I must confess it has impressed my mind with a more
complete idea of corporal sufferings than any thing of which I
had ever heard or read before.
The Dadalla temple, like most of the others on the coast of
this island, is not constructed for the accommodation of the wor!

!

shippers

;

these stand without, at the door, excepting in parwhence they can have a view of the principal

ticular cases, from

make their obeisance to it ; while
the attendant priest receives their various offerings, and disposes
of them according to the rubric of their religion.
Having formimage, and where they can

—

ed our ideas of a principal temple, from our large religious edifices in England, we were a little disappointed in our visit to
this place.
The head priest informed us, that in the Kandian
country, there are temples capacious enough to accommodate
kqm four to five hundred worshippers.
(To be Contifiued.)

ScTci^tvire IWustTcateA.

THOUGHTS ON THE FORE-KNOWLEDGE OF GOD, WITH REFERENCE
TO THOSE PASSAGES OF SCRIPTURE WHERE IT OCCURS.
(Concluded from page

14.)

It is hoped that what has been said in tlie preceding number
on the fore-knowledge of God, will be sufficient to convince the
candid enquirer that this attrilDute of the Deity cannot be the
cause of human volitions and actions ; and, consequently, tha^"
7
Vol. hi,
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they cannot be necessary because fore-known. For it is easy
if the infinite knowledge of God is not the cause
oi ihese volitions SLud actions, they cannot be unavoidable by
virtue of that knowledge.
For no effect is necessary but by
virtue of the cause which produces it.
Should it be said that fore-knowledge proves the necessity of
every volition and action, without being itself the cause ; we
deny the premises, and challenge proof. It is essential to the
perfection of knowledge that things should be perceived or
known as they are. And the human mind can have no conception of any other knowledge.
To assert then that the necessity of volitipn and action is
proved from the divine knowledge, is, substantially to affirm
that there never was a free-agent in heaven or earth, and that
it is impossible for the Deity to produce such an agent.
For
as it would be impossible for the Deity to create a being of
whose volitions and actions he had not the most perfect knowledge, it follows, that if such knowledge proves the necessity of
volitions and actions, it equally proves that it is impossible for
any creature to exist who does not will and act, in every instance, by an absolute and unavoidable necessity.
This doctrine, could it be once clearly established, would forever remove
the ground on which the consciousness of guilt rests, and the
primary principles on which the divine administration is foundNotwithed in the distribution of rewards and punishments.
standing the various attempts which have been made to reconcile liberty and necessity, by the aid of the nicest metaphysical
refinements, it still remains extremely difficult, not to say impossible, to enlist common sense on the side of a position so obviTo detect the fallacy of the argument, it is
ously sophistical.
only necessary to keep in view one point, and that is, that the
jirst motion of the mind, the very commencement of volition, is as
necessary and unavoidable as any act which may succeed.
In
what then does liberty consist? It is not possible to set bounds to
omnipotence, with infinite spacp to exert itself in. Hence we can
easily conceive of the possibility ol the existence of other beings, ;ind other worlds, in addition to those which it has pleasNor is it difficult to conceive, with
ed the Almighty to create.
reference to the same perfection, the possibility of the existence
of creatures end-owed with such faculties, and placed in such
circumstances as to be p. rfectly iVee and voluntary in their acto perceive that

All these real, or possible modifications, and v:iriations
arc embraced in the knowledge of the omniscient Jeliovah. For
example the revolt of the rebel nngels, and the continuance of
others in their allegiance, were known to God; but it was equally
tions.

:

known
fallen.

have stood, and the latter might have
Again ; the transgression of the first man and woman was

that the fust might
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view of the infinite mind, nor were their capacity
innocence, and their obligations to cio so less
perceived.
The following lines from Milton are vei) appropriate, and furnish some important ideas on the fall of man.

embraced

in the

to retain

their

1

made h\m just and

Sufficient to

have

right,
stood, tlioug-hyVee to fall.

created all the ethereal powers.
Freely they stood who stood, and ieli who feil.
Not/ree, what proof could they have given sincere
Of true allegiance, constant faith and love
When only what ihei/ 7ieeds must do appeared,
Not what they would ? What praise could they receive
Oifreedom both despoiled
Made -passive both, had served necessity.
Not me.
If! fore-knew, fore-knowledge had no influence on their full,
Siccli 1

:

!

Which had no

less

proved certain, unforeknown.

The

extract from an Author quoted by Dr. A. Clarke, in his
at the close of his Commentary on the 2 Chap, of
It is in
Acts, is very proper to be introduced in this place.
" If many things faH out
answer to the following objection

remarks

;

or as it were by accident, God'^s fore-knowledge of
them can be but contingent, dependent upon man's free-will."
He answers " It is one thing to know that a thing will be done
necessarily, and another, to know necessarily, that it will be
done.
God doth necessarily fore-know all that will be done ;
but he doth not know, that those things which shall be done voluntarily, will be done necessarily
he knoweth that they will
be done ; but he knoweth withal, that they might have fallen
out otherwise, for ought he had ordered to the contrary.
So
likewise, God knew that Adam would fall
and yet he knew
that he would not fall necessarily
for it was possible for him
not to have fallen.
And as touching God's pre-ordination going
before his prescience, a^ the cause of all events
this wouid be
to make God the author of all the sin in the world; his knowledge comprehending that, as well as all other things. God
indeed fore-knoweth all things, because they will be done ; but
things are not (therefore) done, because he fore-knoweth them.
It is impossible that any man, by his voluntary manner of working, should elude God's fore-sight ; but then, this foresight doth
not necessitate the will ; for this were to take it wholly away.
For as the knowledge of things present, imports no necessity on
that which is done ; so the fore-knowledge of things future, lays
no necessity on that which shall be because whosoever knows
and sees things, he knows and sees them as they are, and not
as they are not : so that God's knowledge doth not conlound
things, hut reaches to all events, not only which come to pass,
but as they come to pass, whether contingently or necessarily.
As for example when you see a man walking upon the earth,
contingently,

;

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

OJ.
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and at the very same instant the sun shining in the heavens do
you not see the first as voluntary, and the second as natural ?
And though at the instant you see both done, there is a necessity that they be done, (or else you could not see them at all)
yet there was a necessity of one only, before they were done,
(namely, the sun's shining in the heavens), but none at all of
the other, (viz. the man's walking upon the earth.)
The sun
;

could not but shine, as being a natural agent
not have walked, as being a voluntary one."

;

the

man might

Taking

the pre-

ceding arguments in the aggregate, a formidable objection is
anticipated ; viz. " If the fore knowledge of God is to be regarded only as a simj)le perception of things as they are, without having any influence on them, why should the sacred writers introduce this fore-knowledge, with sj)ecial reference to certain important events ? for if it has no influence on those events,
it would appear superfluous to mention it at all in relation to

them."
In answer to this objection it may be observed that the sacred
writings, wherever the prescience of the Deity is introduced,
except in those passages where it is speciiilly designed to exhibit the divine character, evidently mean something more than
the simple perception of things.
From many passages, the following are selected as proof of this proposition. " Him being
delivered by the determinate counsel and fore-knowledge of
God," &c. Acts ii. 23. In this place fore -knowledge considered merely as the perception of the divine mind with reference to
the subject to which it relates, would appear, to say the least,
very insignificant, especially as it is introduced after the ^^de-

God

with respect to the same subject.
considered as embracing the counsel of eternal wis'lomin the redemption of the world by Jesus
Christ, and expressive of the highest approbation of the divine
mind in the plan and execution of this infinite design, it gives
It heightens the
dignity and importance to the whole subject.
malevolence and the guilt of those who " with vvicked hands
crucified and slew" the Redeemer of the world, " a man approved of God."
Another jjassage is Rom. xi. 2. '' God hath not cast away his
people which he fore knew.'''' Nothing is more obvious than
that God did noi fore-know all men in the sense which the aposFor in the preceding
tle designs to convey in this instance.
chapters he had clearly spoken of the rejection and casting off
But as he here affirms that God had not cast off
of the Jews.
his people whom he fore-knew, he could not have ybre-Ainozun, in
the Apostle's sense, those who were cast off.
The plain meaning is, God has not cast away those of Israel,
whom he fore-knew as possessing the true and proper character
terminate counsel'''

of

But when fore-knowlcdgc

is

—
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of his people..' ;Such he ever h^s approved and such he ever
approve. /IThe subsequent verses sufficiently corroborate

will

this sense.

Again

1

Pet.

i.

2.

"Elect according

fore-knowledge

to the

Here it should seem (hat foreof God the father."
knowledge implies the choice and determination of the divine
mind in the plan of electing and saving sinners, according (xaT«)
Sufficient auto which he invariably elects men to salvation.
thorities might be produced to show that the word to knozo very
frf-quent has the above meaning both in the old and new testament scriptures. And those who are disposed to consult learned
authors, will find that it was used in the same sense by the best
As the limits prescribed for
uninspired writers of antiquity.
(Tfoyyoo-iv)

these remarks will not admit of further illustration, the reader is
desired to consult the following passages of scripture, which may
greatly aid his enquiries on this subject; always recollecting that
knowledge and fore-knowledge are the same in relation to God.
" You only have I known of all the families of the earth there.
:

fore

1

will

punish you for

all

your iniquities."

Amos

iii.

2.

say unto you, / know -you
not.'''' Matt. XXV. 12.
"I know whom 1 have chosen." John
"And then will I profess unto them I never knew
xiii» 18.
you." Matt. vii. 23. Luke xiii. 25, 27. " The Lord knowetk

"But he answered and

them

that are his." 2

From

the

said, verily

Tim.

ii.

I

19.

English Methodist Magazine.

REFLECTIONS ON THE STORK.
"

The

Stork's t\\e emblem of true piety
Because when aj^e has seiz'tl, and made

;

his

Jam

the grateful yoxiugone takes
His mother on his back, provides her food ;
Repaying thus her tender care cf him

Unfit for

flight,

Ere he was

The

tit

to fly,

by bearing

social affections are found to

her."^

Beaumont.

be stronger

in their descent
than in their ascent; the love of parents to their children, for instance, is commonly more ardent than that of children for their
parents ; though, from the state of things, and from the obligations which children owe their parents, one might reasonably expect it to be otherwise.
However, there is a visible good design
in this wise distinction; we see in it, as in every object we seriously contemplate, the determination of wisdom.
The offspring
both of the human and the animal race, come into the world feeble and helpless; and if the parental affertion were not exceed-
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ingly forcible, they must perish in their weak and forlorn conand the creation would thus be speedily brought to an
;
There is not the same reason for the return of affection
end.
in the offspring, and, therefore, we rarely find it in the animal
world : soon as the young is able to provide for itself, a mutual
forgetfulness generally ensues, and the parent grows as regardless of its offspring, as the offspring of its parent.
There is, however, one creature, which contradicts this almost
general rule in the animal world ; and which is as remarkable
for its love to its parents, as other creatures are for their love to
This is the stork, whose very name in the Hetheir young.
brezo language (Chesidah) signifies mercy, or pity, and whose
dition

English seems to be taken from the Greek word
is often used in our language for natural affection.
is a bird of passage, and is spoken of as such in
Scripture see Jerem. viii. 7, " The stork knoweth her apSome say, that when they go away, the
pointed time," &;c.
stork, which comes last to the place of rendezvous is killed on
They go away in the night to the southern countries.
the spot.
The stork has a very long beak, and long red legs. It feeds
upon serpents, frogs, and insects as it seeks for these in watery
places, nature has provided it with long legs, and as it flies away,

name

in the

Storge, which
The stork
;

;

as well as the crane and heron, to its nest with its prey, therefore,
the bill is strong and jagged, the sharp hooks of which enable it
to detain its prey, which it might otherwise be difficult to hold.
friend of the writer, who has an estate bounded by a river,
plentifully stored with eels, saw a heron one day carry off one of
the largest of those creatures into his heronery, in spite of the
Thus we
efforts and undulations of the eel to oppose his flight.
see the wise Provider has not given those creatures such bills for
nought the storks dig with their's into the earth for serpents and
adders, which, however large, they convey to their young, to
whom the poison of those reptiles is perfectly inoffensive. The
plumage of the stork would be quite white, if it was not that the
extremity of its wings are black, and also some small parts of its
head and thighs. It lays but four eggs, and sits for the space of

A

:

thirty days.

But that which renders it the most remarkable is, its love to its
parents, whom it never forsakes, but tenderly feeds and defends,
even to death. The learned and judicious Bochart has collected
a variety of passages from the ancients, wherein they testify
this curious particular, that the stork is eminent lor its performance of what St. Paul enjoins, " Children's requiting their paThis caused one of the seven wise men
rents," 1 Tim. V. 4.
to reply to Crcesus, when he asked, " which of the animals was
the most happy ?" " The stork, because it performs what is
just

and right by nature, without any compelling law»"

—
.

!
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How

Observe, oh ye children, and imis filial piety
not the example of a bird upbraid and condemn
you 5 but, on the contrary, stimulate your souls to the discharge
of this most pleasing duty Could you be sensible of the anxious
thoughts, the sleepless nights, the watchful days, your parents
have passed for you ; of the bleeding fears, the affectionate
hopes, and all the unutterable concern which throbs in their
itate

;

amiable

and

!

let

!

bosoms for you a sympathetic gratitude would fill your souls,
and you would think it your highest happiness, as it is your indispensable duty, by every possible means, to make them some
amends and to soothe the decline of their days with all the
And oh! how exlenient assuasives of filial piety and love.
;

;

how divinely pleasing " to rock the cradle of declining age," and to return the unspeakable obligations
of parental care!
Parents, who take that care, who are diligent to improve the
minds of their children in true religion and virtue, will but rarely
quisitely comfortable,

ot that return.
Indeed, love alone, mere natural
not be depended on, being regarded as a thing of
course which a child is not much concerned to return and which
loses much of its force, when the child meets with other objects
to divert its affections. But a mind trained up in wisdom and virtue can never be ungrateful to its best benefactors ; the early impressions of a well managed authority are never wholly effaced.
And, considering the advantages which nature gives parents, it
is easy to establish a lasting dominion over the supple spirits, if
they are not intoxicated into a shameful neglect of their children
and themselves. For children are easily taught to stand in awe
of their parents, to regard their persons as sacred, and their
commands as indisputable,
Happy parents, who thus secure the best love of their children Happy children, who love and obey their parents

be disappointed
affection,

may

;

!

From

the

English Methodist Magazine

ON THE PROVIDENCE OF GOD.
" Eternal Providence, exceeding thought,

Where none
"

Never

appears, can

make

herself a way.

Spensek.

despair," was the motto which the religious and be-

nevolent Jonas Hanway caused to be engraven on his seal ; he
having, in numerous instances of his life, experienced the most
signal and uncommon interferences of Providence.
The existence of what is called a special or particular Providence, has been attempted to be denied, on the ground of its

ON'

THE FUOViDEKCE OF

GOI*.

being contrnry to the impartial character and universal love of
the Deity; but whoever carefully examines the subject, will find
it congenial with, and growins; out of, those principles of the
Creator's goodness; since the great business of Providence is
the preserving, regulating, and restoring the harmonies of nature, reason, and religion, whenever they become disturbed, or

shaken by the

effects

of moral or physical evil

;

and, therefore,

more peculiar and especial manner, as circumstances may require, making the most trifling incidents subservient to its designs, keeping the hidden balance, by which all
it

acts at times in a

things are weighed, from the mortal eye, and giving men prosperity or adversity, success or disappointment, as may be most
conducive individually to their future good in this life, and the
ultimate happiness of the whole.
Whoever contemplates the vast scale of the universe, its
beautiful symmetry and perfection, and the great movements of
nature, in the order of things, must admit the existence of a
general Providence
and whoever believes that a sparrow cannot fall to the ground without Divine permission, only spreads
widpr the glory of the Creator and by a just and natural analogy unites in the same grand scheme an universal and a particu;

;

lar Providence.

The

sacrnd volume beautifully unfolds the mysteries of a parProvidence in the lives of Joseph, David, and many
others ; and numerous proofs of its existence are to be found in
every page of biographical history ; wdiilc the Ijcst and greatest
men, of every country, have owned its influence in their afl^airs,
producing success and prosperity from circumstances apparently full of disappointment and misfortune, making them bend with
gratitude to the Great Disposer of Events, and acknowledge that
no human prudence could have governed and directed, as the
hand of Providence had governed and directed for them ; and
which ought to teach us the drlightful truths, that there is no evil
which may not be removed ; no danger, however imminent,
from which we may not be preserved ; and no difficulty, howAnd, yet, such is the
ever great, which may not be overcome.
perverse disposition of man, that he frequently refuses to enterIgnorantly proud^
tain so rational and desirable an opinion.
he falsely imagines that he owes his deliverance from danger to
his own management, or what is commonly called good luck ;
though there are innumerable instances every day, too strongly
marked with Divine interpositions, to be set down cither to skill
One would think that a doctrine so flattering to the
or chance.
human nature as Divine aid, would find an easy access to the
mind of so weak and imperfect a being as man. The ancients
felt the impression, and the savage embraces the idea with ecStacy it is lost only in a busy world, where every thing is faticular

:

.
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THE BOAT WRECK.
miliarized

by custom, and where the sun is viewed only as
Here a few selfish and contracted ideas conmind oi" man, who becomes a species of clock-work,

bringing day.
stitute the

a machine, or automaton of the particular occupation which he
Business and money form his providence ; he cannot
fills.
conceive that the race may not be to the swift, or the battle to
the strong
and, yet, one would think, that a belief in Divine
assistance would aid and animate the pursuits of every honest
man; and that prudence, joined with religion, would be worth
more than prudence without ; the resources of the one may fail,
but the resources of the other are plenteous and eternal. Happy
is the man who does his best in the situation in which he is
:

placed, and trusts to Providence for the rest.
A striking example of the insufficiency of prudence and moral
conduct in life, may be produced in the character of Eusonius,
who had obtained a fortune by his industry, and enjoyed domestic happiness with his family ; for Eusonius had a favourite
His fortune he placed to the account of his good mandaughter.
agement; and the health of his child, and the accomplishments
she possessed, to the regimen he had established for her, and
the education he had bestowed ; Providence was not acknowledged through the course of such happy events. But in the midst
of prosperity and joy, the daughter of Eusonius suddenly sickened and died. " Ah !" cried the disconsolate father, " although I
have never acknowledged the power of the Almit,^hty to bless and
preserve his creatures, I am compelled to acknowledge his powBut thouiz;h every man, even in the common ocer to destroy."
currences of life, may easily trace the hand of a Divine Providence, yet none are so capable of its wonders and effects, as he
who has seen it displayed in the hour of imminent danger or
distress, and who has, perhaps, been himself the object of preservation, when no visible relief was at hand, and when every
hope was gone by. But providence can find herself a way.
The following remarkable fact, which happened about nine or
ten years ago, in North America, will display the power of Providence to preserve, even under circumstances the most desperate and forlorn, and possesses all the character of a miracle
it
is the narrative of
:

THE BOAT WRECK.
It was in the year 1783, in the inhospitable clime of Nova
Scotia, that a party was sent one day from a frigate, then lying
in Halifax harbour, to a small spot situated at its entrance, called

Partridge Island, for the purpose of obtaining wood and water
and though
for the ship.
It was the morning of Christmas-day
the cold was extremely severe, yet the sun illumined Uie icy
shores with its enlivening rays.
;

Voi*. III.
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Alcander was one of the party sent in the cutter on this ser«
vice ; which having completed, they set off, with the long-boat in
For a while they rowed cheerfully for the ship ; but a
tow.
quarter of an hour had scarcely elapsed, before the scud, the
sure prognostic of a storm, was sepn at a distance ; the clouds
began to gather ; the gale blew from the basin above the harbour, and the sea began to run high ; while the snow was swept
in icy currents before the wind.
The crew continued, however,
to row with increasing perseverance
till at last, seeing the impossibility of reaching the ship with the long-boat, they cut it
;

But
adrift, and pulled away in the cutter with fresh spirits.
the gale had now increased considerably, and the tide had set
against them.
The whole day was spent in strenuous endeavours to gain the ship ; till incessant labour began to be succeeded by the stupor of despair. The cutting cold had now
benumbed every fa> ulty ; such of the crew as wore their long
hair tied, found it frozen to their jackets ; their eye-lashes be-

came

incrusted with frost and snow; and their feet were without
feeling.
It was now that the accumul.iting waves
Ciime rolling on, till large mountains of sea raised the boat on
their fearful heights, and then, breakintr at once, discharged it, as

any sense of

it were with scorn, into the valley of waters beneath.
On each
of these seas, death appeared to ride in his triumphant chariot
Happily, the officer who was
with the daemon of the storm.
with Alcander, a veteran seaman, watched their approach with
calmness, judgment, and fortitude; and, when he beheld the
tremendous sea rolling on i.ts foaming waves, dexterously presented the boat's head to meet their fury, while in their retirings
and absence he encouraged the almost exhausted crew to pull
A marine, who
with all their strength for the nearest shore.
rowed the bow oar, laid it down in the agony of despair, but
was made to renew his exertions by the intrepid helmsman. A
fresh danger now presented itself as they approached the land ;
the breakers appeared under their lee, and they found themselves close to the most rocky part of the shore
the wreck of
the boat was inevitable ; the awful moment arrived ; she struck :
and another sea carried her forward with such rapidity upon the
rocks, that her frame was immediately shook to pieces, and the
planks separated, which, with the thwarts and oars, drifted upon
the tops of the billows.
The exhausted crew, frozen in every limb, wounded by the'
sharp points of the rocks, and up to their necks' in water, were
The youth, Alcander, who
scarcely able to reach the shore.
was the last of the number, lay for a time senseless, and only
awakened from his stupor to meet the honors of a more dreadful
:

situationt
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The crew who had

first reached the beach, after having turned
a point formed by some trees, had the good fortune to
discover a path, and called to the unhappy Alcander to follow
them ; but he heard not the friendly summons. Exquisite was
the distress of AJcander when he found himself alone.
In vain
did he halloo to his companions ; the loud wind swallowed up
He, however, kept along the beach,
the sound) and it was lost.
hoping that was the way the people had taken. Nothing, surely,
could be conceived more dreary and forlorn
the rocks marbled
in frost; the tall pines and firs bending their branches, incrusted
with snow, over his head ; the sea beatiag the shore with all the
violence of the storm ; the moon visible in a full glance at one
moment, and hid the next by the black clouds scudding before
At last, the weary and comfortless Alcander came to a
its disk.
sloop lying on its beam ends upon the beach, and overjoyed at
tbe sight, sought to fiad some shelter from the cold, and rest from
Jhis fatigue within its derk ; but great was his disappointment,
when he found it completely filled with ice. Disheartened at this
attempt, he pursued the beach for another mile, dejected and
broken hearted
At last a drowsiness, a sure symptom of the
cold having almost reached the heart, came over him ; he sunk
down upon the snow, and, uttering an imperfect prayer, resigned
himself to death.
The sound of guns firing at a distance in the
haibour, from the ships celebrating the festival, recalled his
senses.
The love of life and its enjoyments now rushed upon
his mind ; he thought of his family and friends, and that they
were, perhaps, at that moment, drinking the cheerful glass to
his prosperity.
Roused at the thought, he made an effort to rise,
and hallooed as loud as he could, hopeless of being heard : but
Providence, wh&re none appears, can Jind herself a -way*
Two
figures presented themselves at this moment betore him, dressed
in fur caps and greatcoats.
They started, and Alcander started in his turn ; he could scarcely believe them human it appeared a miracle, that two men should be with him, as it were in
a moment, on the dreary shore at that hour; for it was now late
They spoke English to him ; and he answered them
at night.
with astonishment.
They weie two natives, who were employed in clearing some land that belonged to them, and for that purpose constantly kept a fire in the woods, in a temporary loghouse, on the spot where they worked.
To this spot they carried Alcander, who reviewed the circumstances of his delivery
with amazement ; he could scarcely believe it real.
To add to
his happiness, he discerned the kind features of humanity in the
rude faces of his deliverers. They immediately used every expedient to restore the circulation of the blood, but found the
frost had seized the extremities, and had made a rapid progress
to the heart : they revived his drooping^spirits with some liquor.

Mund
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vehich they prudenJy mixed with water, and presented him
some biscuit and dried fish : the American settler was kind and
The next morning, these friendly natives conveyed
courteous.
Alcander on a hurdle between them the nearest road to their
own house, where they placed him under the care of Arina, the
daughter of the eldest of them. Arina was tail, her features
soft

and complacent, and her manners engaging.

She immedi-

ately procured some rich milk from the cow, and presented it to
him with that natural grace which outvies the most studied politeness.
Her native simple manners pleased Alcander ; and
she listened with astonishment to the stories he related of a more
Thus did Alcander pass his hours with a kind
polished world.
and sensible American, until he was able to join his ship, whose
brave commander rewarded the generous natives with six

months' provisions, and a new set of rigging for their schooner,
named after Arina ; for almost every American settler is posThus did the immediate interposition
sessed of a small vessel.
of Providence snatch Alcander from the arms of death, to prove,
that where none appears, she can make herself a way, and that
EVERY DAY WE LIVE IS A DAY OF MERCY.

TliCi

To

GYace. ol God. SSlaniiested.

the Editors

of

the

Methodist Magazine.
Louisville,

Kentucky, Dec. 23, 1819.

Dear Brethren,
WAS

I

to transmit to

instructed by the Tennessee Annual Conference,
you the enclosed letter to be published in the

Methodist Magazine.

Barnabas M'Henry.

TO the EDITOR OF THE POLITICAL PROSPECT.

—

I have been induced, through the persuasion of several
Sir,
serious persons, with the approbation of her relatives, to send you
for publication a short sketch of the circumstances attending the
conversion oi Miss Nancy Dickenson^ youngest daughter ol Mr.
Henry Dickenson, senr. of Russell county, who departed this
life on Sundjy evening, Sept. 13, in the twenty-second year of

her age trusting, that, while her afflicted parents may console
themselves thnt their beloved daughter rests in paradise the
pious, and unthinking, may each derive some benefit from the
:

narrative.

—

•

takr-n seriously ill with symptoms of the Dysentery
Cn Saturday 1 visited
the Wednesday preceding her death.
She appeared to be in extreme pain, and told me she exher.

She was

—
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pected to die. I asked her if she felt prepared to die and answering in the negative, I advised her to look up to the Lord,
she apfor he was able and willing to qualify her for heaven
and I told her I would see
peared to be agonizing in prayer
her the next day, and in the event of her growing worse to send
On the next day being sent for, I visited her about ten
for me.
in the morning, when she appeared to be happy in the Lord.
On my entering the room, she expressed herself in the following
manner " Glory be to God, brother (and calling me by name)
I am happy in my Saviour's
the Lord has pardoned my sins
O how God's people love one another This day I exlove
pect to be with my blessed Saviour in heaven." Death seemed
yet she appeared ofto be making fast approach towards her
ten to forget her pain of body by reason of her exceeding joy
This -morning (as I have since been informed) she obin God.
served to her father, " I feel like 1 shall die in a short time,
and am unprepared for the solemn change one consolation to
me is, that I have lived a virtuous life but I know my heart
must be changed." Her father replied, you must resign yourshe said, " O fatherl I do resign myself to
self to the Lord;
his holy will and I pray the Lord God would sanctily my soul !"
after a short silence she broke out in extacips of joy in these
words " Thanks, praise, glory, and honour, be to my God
said her father, " J hope he
Father, he has pardoned my sins"
has" she answered, " I am sure he has, for God is love ; and
my soul is full of love I hope to serve him as long as he lets
me live." A short time after she said, " I hope to see my hea;

—

;

:

!

!

!

—

!

;

—

;

—

:

—

:

!

—

—

!

venly Father, in heaven, this blessed sabbath-day," and then
exhorted all who were present, beginning with her father, to love
and serve God.
Some short tim^ after my arrival oh Sunday it was thout^ht
she was about to expire, and she so continued till the clock
struck twelve ; and then, recovering a little, she broke out in
language most heavenly and divine
" O," said she, " the
blessed prospect that is just before me
after breathing a few
more times, I will be with my blessed Jesus, where I shall walk
the golden streets of the New Jerusalem."
Seeing her relations
were deeply affected, she would tell them not to weep for her,
for, said she, " you do not see me shed a tear
I am going to
a world, where peace and happiness forever reign." About
three in the evening she again seemed to have almost left the
body, and continued in that state nearly two hours; during which
time two of her brothers had come to the room, and were weeping exceedingly
she suddenly opened her eyes, and clasping
her arms round the neck of one of them, thanked ihe Lord that
he had let her come back to talk with her brothers. She then
exhorted them in the most affecting manner; and; taking her
:

—
!

—

:

;
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father

be

me

.

in

in a little time f shall
by the hand, said, " Ah father
the heavenly Jerusalem, and you will not be long behind
O, (she continued) what a happy place 1 see just before
!

—
—
!

me, there I shall meet my little brothers that died in infancy
and my brother ****** who died in the triumphs of faith !" and
continued in this happy situation till she expired.
" Rejoice

Our

for a sister deceas'd,

her infinite gain

loss is

;

A

soul out of prison releas'd,
And freed from it's bodily chain
With songs let us follow lier flight.

And mount

with her spirit above
to the mansions of light,
lodg'd in the Eden of love."

;

Escap'd

And

Lemuel Gipson^

MisceWaneows
FROM THE ENGLISH METHODIST MAGAZINE.
Extract from a pamphlet,
iivcs

tion

for leaving his
at Macerata, in

entitled,

office

"

Mr. Archibald

of Secretary

to the

Bower'' smo^

Court of Inquisi-

Italy.''''

(Continued from page 26.)

To return to the unhappy prisoner ; he was no sooner dressed, than I ordered the Bargello, or head of the Sbirri, to tie his
hands with a cord behind his hack, as is practised on such occasions, without distinction of persons, no more ret^ard being
shewn by the Inquisition to men of the first rank, when charged
with heresy, than to 'the meanest artificers. Heresy dissolves
so th:U I durst no longer look upon the man,
friendship
had lived in the greatest friendshij) and intimacy,
with whom
as my friend, or shew him, on that account, the least regard or
indulgence.
As we left the chamber, the Countess, who had been conveyed out of the room, mft us, nnd, screaming out in a most pitiful
manner, upon seeing her husband with his hands tied behind his
back like a thief or a robber, flew to embrace him, and, hanging
on his neck, begged, with a flood of tears, we would be so mer«
ciful as to put an end to her life, thu she might have the satisfaction, the only satisfaction she wished for in this world, of dying in the bosom of the man whom she had vowed never.to part
The Count, overwhelmed with ^rif^f, did not utter a sinwith.
1 could not find in my heart, nor was 1 in a condition
gle word.
to interpose
and, indeed, a scene of greater distress was never
all

;

1

;
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beheld by human eyes. However, T gave a signal to the notary
which he did accordingly, quite unconcerned ; but
the Countess fell into a swoon, and the Count was, in the mean
time, carried down stairs and out of the house, amidst the loud
lamentations and sighs of his servants on all sides for he was a
man remarkable for the sweetness of his temper, and his kindness to all about him.
Being arrived at the Inquisition, I consigned my prisoner into
the hands of the gaoler, a lay brother of St. Dominic, who shut
him up in the dungeon mentioned above, snd delivered the key
I
lay that night in the palace of the Inquisition, where
to me.
every counsellor has a room, and returned next morning the key
to the Inquisitor, telling him thst his order had been punctually
complied with. The inquisitor had been already minutely informed of my whole conduct by the notary ; and therefore, upon
my delivering the key to him, " You have acted, (he said,) like
to part them,

;

one who is desirous at least to overcome, with the assistance of
grace, the inclinations of nature;" that is, like one who is desirous, with the assistance of grace, to metamorphose himself,
from a human creature, into a brute or a devil.
In the Inquisition, every prisoner is kept, the first week of his
imprisonment, in a dark narrow dunjreon, so low that he cannot
stand upright in it, without seeing any body but the gaoler, who
brings him, every other day, his portion of bread and water, the
only food that is allowed him.
This is done, they say, to tame
him, and render him. thus weakened, more sensible of the torAt the end of the week, he is,
ture, and less able to bear it.
brought in the night before the board to be examined ; and, on
that occasion, my poor friend appeared so altered, in a week's
lime, that, had it not been for his dress, I should not have known
him; and indeed no wonder; a change of condition so sudden
and unexpected ; the unworthy and barbarous treatment he had
already met with ; the apprehension of what he might, and probably should suffer ; and perhaps, more than any thing else, the
distressed and forlorn condition of his once happy wife, whom
he tenderly loved, and whose company he had enjoyed only six
Being asked
months, could be attended with no other effect.
according to custom, whether he had any enemies, and desired

name them ; he answered, that he bore enmity to no man,
and hoped that no man bore enmity to him. For as, in the Inquisition, the person accused is not told of the charge brought

to

against him, nor of the person by whom it is brought, the Inquisitor asks him whether he has any enemies, and desires him to
name them. If he names the informer, all further proceedings
are stopped till the informer is examined anew and if the information is found to proceed from ill-will, and no collateral
proofs can be produced, the prisoner is discharged.
Of this
;

;

G4
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piece of justice they frequently boast, at the same time that they
admit, both as informers and witnesses, persons of the most infamous characters, and such as are excluded by all other courts.
In the next place, the prisoner is ordered to swear that he will
declare the truth, and conceal nothing from the holy tribunal,
concerning himself or others, that he knows, and the holy tribunal is desirous to know. He is then interrogated for what crime
he has been apprehended and imprisoned by the Holy Court of
the Inquisition, of all courts the most equitable, the most cautious, the most merciful.
To that interrogatory the Count answered, with a faint and trembling voice, that he was not conscious to himself of any crime, cognizable by that holy court,
nor, indeed, by any other ; that he believed, and ever had believed, whatever holy mother church believed, or required him
He had, it seems, quite forgot what he had unthinkto believe.
The Inquisitor thereingly said at the sight of the two friars.
fore, finding he did not remember, or wouUl not own his crime,
after many deceitful interrogatories, and promises which he
never intended to fulfil, ordered him back to his dungeon, and
allowing him another week, as is customary in such cases, to recollect himself, told him that, if he could not in that time, prevail upon himself to declare the truth, agreeable to his oath,
means would he found of forcing it from him ; and he must expect no mercy.
At the end of the week he was brought again before the infernal tribunal, and being asked the same questions, returned
the same answers, adding, that if he had done or said any thing
amiss, unwittingly or ignornntly, he was ready to own it, provided thp least hint of it were given him by any there present,
which he intreated them most earnestly to do. He often looked
at me, and seemed to expect, which gave me such concern as no
words can express, that 1 should say something in his favour.
But I was not allowed to speak on this occasion, nor was any of
the counsellors 5 and, had I been allowed to speak, I durst not
have said any thing in his favour, the advocate appointed by
the Inquisition, and commonly stiled. " The Devil's Advocate,"
"being the only person that is suffered to sj)eak for the prisoner,
Tiiis advocUe belongs to the Inquisition, receives a salary of
the Inquisition, and is bound by an oath to abandon the defence
of the prisoner if he undertakes it, or not to undertake it, if he
finds it cannot be defended agreeably to the laws of the Holy
I
Inquisition; so t!iat the whole is' mere sham and imposition.
have heard this advocate, on other occasions, allege something
in favour of the person accused; but on this occasion he declared that he had nothing to offer in defence of the criminal.
is always supposed
he has named the accuser amongst his enemies

In the Inquisition, the jierson accused
guilty, unless
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is put to the torture if he docs not plead guiUy, and own
the crime that is laid, to his charge, without being so much as
told what it is ; whereas in all other courts where tortures are
used, the charge^ is declared to the party accused before he is
tortured ; nor are they ever inflicted without a credible evidence
brought of his guik.
But in the Inquisition, a man is frequently
tortured upon the deposition of -a person, whose evidence would
be admitted in no other court, and in all cases without hearing
his charge.
As my unfortunate friend continued to maintain his

and he

innocence, not recollecting' what he had said, he was agreeably
to the laws of the Inquisition, put to the torture.
He had scarce
borne it twenty niinutes, crying out the whole time, " Jesus
Maria," when his voice failed him at once, and he fainted away.
He was then supported, as he hung by his arms, by two of the
Sbirri, wliose province it is to manage the torture, till he returned to himself.
He still continued to declare that he could
not recollect his having said or done any thing contrary to the
Catholic faith, and earnestly begged they would let him know
with what he was charged, being ready to own it if it was true.
The Inquisitor then was so gracious as to put him in mind of
what he had said on seeing the two Capuchins. The reason
why they so long conceal from the party accused, the crime he
is charged with, is, that if he should be conscious to himself ot his
having ever said or done any thing contrary to the faith, which
he is not charged with, he may discover that too, imagining it to
be the very crime he is accused of. After a short pause, the
poor gentleman owned that he had said something to that purpose, but, as he said it with no evil intention, he had never more
thought of it from that time to the present.
He added, but with
so faint a voice as scarce could be heard, that for his rashness
he was willing to undergo what punishment soever the holy tribunal should think fit to impose on h^'; and he again fainted
away. Being eased for awhile of his torment, and returned to
himself, he was interrogated by the promoter fiscal (whose business it is to accuse and to prosecute, as neither the informer
nor the witnesses are ever to appear) concerning his intention.
For, in the Inquisition, it is not enough for the party accused lo
confess the fact, he must likewise declare whether his intention
was heretical or not; and many, to redeem themselves from the
torments they can no longer endure, own their intention was
heretical, though it really was not.
My poor friend often told
us, he was ready to say whatever we pleased ; but, as he never
direcdy acknowledged his intention to have been heretical, as
is required by the rules of that court, he was kept on the torture
till, quite overcome with the violence of the anguish, he was
ready to expire ; and, being then taken down, he was carried
quite senseless,

Vol. IlL

back

to his

dungeon
9

;

and

there,

on the third
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day, death put an end to his sufferings. The Inquisitor wrote
a note to his widow, to desire her to pray for the soul of her
late husband, and warn her not to complain of the Holy Inquisition, as capable of any injustice or cruelty.
The estate was
confiscated to the Inquisition, and a small jointure allowed out
of it to the widow. As they had only been married six months,
and some part of the fortune was not yet paid, the Inquisitor
sent an order to the Constantini family, at Fermo, to pay to the
holy office, and without delay, what they owed to the late Count
della Torre.
For the effects of heretics are all ipso facto confiscated to the Inquisition, and confiscated from the very day,
not of their conviction, but of their crime ; so that all donations
made after that time are void; and whatever they have given is
claimed by the- Inquisition, into what hands soever it may have
passed even the fortunes they have given to their daughters in
marriage have been declared to belong to, and are claimed by
the Inquisition
nor can it be doubted that the desire of those
confiscations is one great cause of the injustice and cruelty of
;

;

that court.

The death of the unhappy Count della Torre was soon publicknown but no man cared to speak of it, not even his nearest
relations, nor so much as to mention his name, lest any thing
ly

;

should inadvertently escape them that might be construed into a
disapprobation of the proceedings of the most holy tribunal
so great is the awe all men live in of that jealous and merciless
;

court,

[To be concluded

To

the Editors

in the next.)

of the Methodist Magazine,

Dear Brethren, f(P
A friend of mine, lately

put into my hand, a news-paper
containing an extract from a " Recantation of a Deist."
With
the writer of the article I have been acquainted for several
years ; and I am authorised to slate, that he does not consider
me saying too much of him, when 1 inform you, that he was a
^fierce defender of deism f that on ail occasions he took the lead
and
in the ojjposition to the scriptures and revealed religion,
that many, very many of his hours were devoted to drilling the
young recruits, and organizing a deistical club, to defend and
He acquaints us in his recantation, how he
propagate deism.
became convinced of his error; and anxious to undo, as far as
he can, the evils of his former life, he is willing that publicity
may be given in every way, to those reflections that produced
such a change of opinion in himself. As the reasonings and
the recantation of this gentleman may have more weight with

—
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any thing that can be offered by one, v/hose belief of
the doctrines of Christianity, has never been called in question,
I have taken the liberty of sending you the following for insertion, if you think it worthy of a place in your excellent Magadeists, than

zine.

I

Brooklyn, Jan. 4, 1820.

am,

&;c.

Alexander M'Caine.

" How, say they, came this man so suddenly to change his
and from a fierce defender of deism, instantly become
an apparent zealot in the JLause of Christianity ?" To this I answer, that the change was by no means so sudden as they may
imagine; for I had doubts long before I knew their meaning,
and when I did, I kept them within my own breast; and I candidly confess that I was determined not to part with favorite
principles on slight or flimsy proof; especially as I saw that a
recantation would bring upon me every species of imputed infamy that malice could invent ; but doubt succeeded doubt, and
circumstance after circumstance occurred, until at last I was resolved, fully and freely to investigate the two opposite systems,
and biing them both to that touchstone by which all professions,
all religions, all men and systems must be tried and fully proved,
viz
" By theirfruits ye shall know them.'''*
principles,

:

—

The
1st.

child

result of

my

enquiries then, take as follows.

That I never saw, heard, or read of any man, woman or
that was reformed, either in whole or in part, by embrac-

ing the principles of deism.
2d. That I have known hundreds, and heard of thousands who
have been reformed by embracii)g Christianity.
3d. That I have known industrious, sober men, who, imbibing
the principles of deism, almost instantly became desperately
wicked, and in many instances dangerous members of civil society.

have known some deists, and many scoffers at all
and effectually turned from the most abandoned practices, by the preaching of the Gospel, to a life of righteousness which shewed itself by sobriety, charity, brotherly
kindness and universal philanthropy.
5th. That I do not recollect ever hearing but one deist profess really to believe in a future state of rewards and punish4th.

That

T

religion, speedily,

ments.
6ih. That I never met with a man who professed to be a real
Christian, but what built his principal hopes upon the reality of
a future state.
1 cannot, in all the deistical writings, find any laws
wickedness, or encourage virtue, with rewards and
punishments annexed thereto.

7th.

That

to prevent
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8th. That in the scriptures all the crimes that man can possibly commit, are, under the severest penalties, forbidden, and

every possible virtue inculcated and encouraged, by promises
of eternal and exceeding great rewards.
9th. That I have known some deists, and read of many, who,
at the apparent point of death, were seized with the most horrible despair, uttering the most bitter reflections against themselves
for this total neglect of those duties

commanded

in the Gospel,

But who ever heard of a Christian at the hour of death, despairing of the mercy of God, because he had all his life-time rejected deism, and shunned the company of its professors ? or
even when long and fierce diseases had shaken the nervous system, and raging fevers intiamed the blood, have they ever been
so far deranged, as to wish they had never been born, for not
rejecting the Bible, as a wicked and mischievous imposition upon

human race ?
From the above

the

what reflections must arise, but that
and naturally produces wickedness, by
taking away the foundation of all virtue, viz the love and fear of
God for what man can either love or fear God, who really believes he intends to annihilate him, body, soul and spirit, or
blend \..a\ with the common mass of inanimate matter, or send
him after all his toil and care, bodily j)ain and mental sorrow, to
vegetate in common grass or be re-animated, as chance directs,
into reptiles, insects or beastial forms ? With such unmanly,
doglike faith as this, away fly all love, regard and fear of God.
Laborious virtue, by this faitn, is transformed into the extreme
of madness; vice and pleasurable wickedness, into the most just
and rational pursuits of man nay, crimes of every magnitude
may be committed with impnmty, for if man be not immortal, God
ttieiefore, when he
is not omnipotent to punish his delinquency:
has become obnoxious to the laws of man, he may, by the fatal
deism

is

then,

essentially bad,

:

i'

;

;

—

ball, the sufibcating stream, or poisonous

draught, put himself
out of the power of laws, moral or divine, and thus completely
escape both temporal and eternal justice.
And now, my old deistical friends, I ask you in the name of
your boasied reason, are these notions calculated to reform, or
to create, or to destroy social order, concord,
corrupt mankind
harmony and civil liber y? Are they not in their very nature,
calculated to sap the foundation of virtue, produce immorality,
breed confusion, and totally destroy all confidence between man
and man ? and whether that very system you so ardently oppose,
is not the only means of curbing the furious jirogress of your pernicious tenets, which would, if once become universal, turn this
earth into a Hell, and involve even yourselves in such unexpected misery, as would make you sincerely pray for the return of
that religion, which you would (hen see, can only stem the tor-

—

—
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and
rent of lawless villainy, by humanizing the obdurate heart
which alone can bend the stubborn will of man into humble obedience, and strict conformity to the laws of heaven.
I conclude, by asserting that the foregoing is the effect of
that the sole end I have in view
cool and deliberate reflection
by the publication thereof, is, if possible, to undo what I and
I have hereothers have done, towards the propagation of deism.
in stated facts and advanced opinions, and for the truth of the
one, and the sincerity of the other, / do in the most solemn manand as such, 1 request all
ner, appeal to the God of my existence
the editors of newspapers, who are not enemies to Christianity,
to give it one insertion, that the fathers and pious heads of families, may hold it up as a warning to the young and giddy ; that
neighbours may guard each other against the prevailing poison,
and that deists, especially, may be inclined to pause a moment,
and, if possible
consider.

—

—

—

To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine.

Dear Brethren,
If

you think

the publication of the enclosed remarks,

have a useful tendency, please give them a place
ly Magazine.

in

would
your Month-

Monitor.

TO PREACHERS OP THE GOSPEL.

Every thing connected with, or any way appertaining to the
worship of God, is of the utmost importance. Every act therefore, of religious worship, should be entered upon with deliberate
solemnity, conducted with holy fervour, and dischar^^ed with
But the exalted station which you hold in the church of
ability.
Christ, gives a double importance to your labours in the great
and glorious work of salvation.
Gospel, sent forth

As heralds of

to declare eternal life to a

the everlaastin

world of perishing
sinners, the duties that devolve on you are arduous almost beyond conception and can never be discharged to th^ir full extent, unless you abound with every temporal and spiritual qualification.
It will readily be admitted, that the first, and perhaps the only essential requisite for a Minister of Christ, is the
inspiration of the Spirit ; but unless you add to this blessed gift,
the auxiliaries of acquired knowledge ; unless you put forth the
whole strength of intellectual effort, and call into action every
faculty of the mind to co-operate with the dictates ol God's
spirit
you will see but liule fruits of your labour.
That deep theological science, which embraces just and accurate conceptions ol the revealed character of God— a thorough
knowledge of the /a// of man, and its Igimentable consequences
;

;

TO PREACHERS OF THE GOSPEL.

TO

together with clear, and comprehensive views of the whole plan
and economy of salvation; are as necessary to the complete
success of your mission, as a knowledge of the primordial principles of Orthoepy, are to the enunciation of the Rhetorician.
An anxious solicitude for the spread of the Redeemer's kingdom, an ardent desire for the salvation of sinners, and a natural
volubility of utterance, are thoueht by many, to constitute the
entire panoply of a Gospel Minister; but among the omnifarious hallucinations of human judgment, none are more palpably
absurd and erroneous, than this.
It is an opinion based upon a
sandy foundation, which the strong current of daily experience,
however
is rapidly sweeping away. However deep your piety
fervent your zeal
however ardent your love however fiducial
your faith and, however vigilant you may be in preaching the
word yet, be assured, you can never come to your hearers in
the fulness of the blessing of the Gospel, unless you are deeply
and thoroughly instructed in its doctrines. It is a very easy,
and certainly no uncommon thing, for a preacher to imagine
himself eminently qualified to dispense the Gospel of Christ;
he may admire the correctness of his own theory, feel the force
of his 0W71 arguments, see the exquisite beauty of his ozon illustrations, adore the sublimity of his own thoughts, and pursue a
favourite theme, until he finds himself melted into tears under
the subduing strains of his own eloquence, while his audience is
In
sinking recumbent, into the delicious repose of slumber.
vain he casts his enquiring eye from seat to seat, for the applauding look, and the approving smile. Alas! Every he.id is
bowed, not in prayer, but in dumb forgetfulncss. Astonished
and provoked, to find his eloquence without effect, except upon
himself, the good man lifts his arm with holy indignation, and
rouses his ungrateful hearers from their slumber, by a violent
blow upon the pulpit. Under the irritation of the moment, he
mixes asperity with just reproof^ and loses the little remnant of
To see a congregation made up of the
"his fading popularity.
professed followers of Christ, sleeping under the sound of that
Gospel, by which alone they expect salvation ; presents a scene
which no feeling mind can contemplate without the most painto you, it must be doubly distressing.
But what
ful sensations
is the cause of this universally prevalent inattention of the hearers of the word ? Is it because they are too hardened, insensible,
and sluggish to Aear.^ Or, is it because your sermons are too
dull, spu'Uless, and weak to make ihemfetl? There must be a
fault on one side or the other; and while we freely acknowledge
2t is more generally found among the congregation, it is respectfully suggested to you, to recollect that it is possible for a
preacher to mistake the gift o§ Exhortation, for the gift.of ProphesTjj and call upon his hearers to embrace doctrines, which he

—

—

—

:

—

—
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After all, you must
is utterly unable to. explain, or understand.
admit, that the utility of your preaching can only be tested by
the effects it produces on the minds of those who sit under your
ministry ? And, what are these effects ? Could you make yourselves invisible, and mix with your congregation on their way
from church, you might derive some very useful lessons from
their conversation.
" How did you like the sermon ?" " Why tolerably well,
he appears like a serious good-meaning man I believe he
means -well, but— " Ah my dear sirs, there is much more implied in this hut, it is to be feared, than most of you are aware
of.
It is not always the peevish ebullition of a captious mind.
It is not that notorious, detested, slanderous but^ that murders
reputation, by exciting groundless suspicion
It is the involuntary exclamation of a sorrowful heart
It is, emphatically, the
6tfi of honest disappointment; such a disappointment, as a man
would feel on seeing a few penurious dishes set upon the table,
where he had been invited, and where he confidently expected,

—

—

—

!

—

—

to partake of a plentiful delicious banquet.

You come forward to your hearers in the capacity of teachers ;
we therefore, expect to be ably instructed into the mysteries of
the Gospel.
You profess to have been taught of God ; we
therefore deem you capable of instructing us m all wisdom.
You claim the gift of Prophesy ; we expect to find in you those
intelligent scribes, who are deeply instructed in the kingdom of
heaven^ whose minds are so plentifully stored with divine truths,
as to enable them to bring forth from the rich treasures of the
Gospel things nezo and old.
With these expectations, and under these impressions, we
assemble in the house of God, to hear the word of eternal truth
dispensed, not only in the poicer, but in the demonstration of the
spirit
and while the audience is hushed in deep attention, you
rise
open the sacred volume select your text divide your
discourse into 1st. 2d. and 3d. propositions, and promise a
After thus
clear, lucid, and full ecclaircissement of the whole.
fixing our attention, and exciting our expectation, you proceed,
sometimes in a languid, monotonous tone, but more frequently
in a strain of boisterous unconnected declamation, to elucidate
After stunning our ears for a half hour, or more,
the subject.
with a vociferous Copia Verbarum, without imparting any important, or useful information, our attention begins to relax:
not because we hear nothing, but because we hear too much
We hear abundance of unintelligible, general terms, trite remarks, amusing stories, trifling anecdotes, blunt reproofs, appalling threats, and an almost continual repetition of the text;
Impatience
but we look in vain for the promised explanation.
succeeds to disappointment ; we lift our eyes instinctively ti
;

—

—

—

—
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The profligate
the clock, and wish the sermon at an end.
and gay part of the congregtion, turn their minds upon the
the
luxuries of pleasure, and the endless varieties of fashion
sluggard folds his arms, and seeks relief in a composing nap ;
while the devout Christian bows his head for the more profitable
employment of holy meditation.
When you ascend the pulpit, there is nothing you so much
and,
desire, as the serious and close attention of your hearers
could they see the beauty, and feel the force of your subject, as
you see and feel, your object would at once be effected. But
you must recollect that you have already thought and reflected
on it: they have not. You have made your subject perfectly
familiar to you, by premeditation ; it is entirely 7iem to them.
Now, if you would wish them to enter immediately into your
views, participate in your feelings, and pursue with avidity^
your train of thought, you can only effect your purpose, 1st. By
opening your subject in such a clear, pointed, definite, and unequivocal manner, as to give your hearers a complete understanding of your intention, and let them see at once, the full
scope of your design 2d. by supporting your propositions with
;

;

;

such powerful, conclusive arguments, as shall carry irresistible
conviction to the mind and 3d. by a close, energetic application, urged from rational motives, and enforced rather by apIf your sermons do not
peals to reason, than to the passions.
possess the vital spirit of theology, the very soul and pith of
if they are not sufficiently instructing, interesting,
Divinity
energetic and impressive, to keep your audience awake, all other
means will prove ineffectual. Reproofs and remonstrances,
will be thrown away ; You may point out the indecency, ab;

—

—
—

and disgrace, of sleeping in Church you may scold,
and accuse, as much, and as often as you please
you
may smile with the fist stamp with the foot and bring into
action all the combined powers of your mental, verbal, and
muscular exertions but it will all all be in vain. The mind
is a rational, active principle, always upon the wing in pursuit
of knowledge; and when it goes out in search of spiritual information, it will not be satisfied with superficial reasoning, amIf it does not
biguous arguments, and unsubstantial doctrines.
surdity

and

fret,

—

;

—

—

it seeks in your sermons, it turns away in
despair, and flies oft' in quest of pleasure, or sinks -into the oblivion of sleep. When therefore, we hear all your propositions,
your divisions, and subdivisions, begin and end, in an oft repeated, ^and inefiectual exhortation ; after charitably allowing

find that instruction

that

your intentions are pure, and that your meaning is good,
well, from the impulse of a sorrowful heart, exclaim

we may
but?

.

;
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The manner of your preaching, as well as the matter, is also
highly deserving of your attention ; for however richly your
minds may be stored with scriptural knowledge, if you are not
able to communicate it in a correct and pleasing style, it will
not be heard with pleasure, nor received to advantage.
To impart religious instruction^ is your only object
it is in fact the
Alpha and Omega of your mission ; and when you recollect
that there is no other possible way of conveying this instruction,
except through the organs of speech, you must acknowledge the
vast importance of cultivating a chaste, correct and graceful delivery.
The great and glorious truths of the G'ospel, lose much
of their force and grandeur by being uttered in a coarse ungrammatical style.
Men who, in their official capacities, are called to speak on
subjects far less important than yours, make it the height of their
ambition io excel in the powers of oratory.
The Lawyer is not
permitted to approach the Bar, until he has made himself master
of the language in which his sentiments are to be delivered ;
and yet the importance of his labours, when compared with
yours, dwindles into utter insignificance.
He is pleading to fill
his Client's purse with earthly treasure, which will soon be corroded with rust, or purloined by thieves ; you are pleading, to
put the indigent sinner in possession of that heavenly treasure
which shall endure forever. He is labouring to shield the
criminal from the laws of man, that have power only over the
body ; you are labouring to save the guilty, condemned sinner,
from the dreadful curses of the infrangible laws of God. Behold
the precious object of your, and your S?viour's love!
See
how the guilty, trembling culprit, shrinks from the exitious flames, that roll in terrific majesty from Sinai's crater
while stern, unbending Justice, with inexorable look, and fulminating voice, cries, cut the rebel down transfixed with horror, he utters a wild despairing scream, and heaves the groan of
anguish.
Now is the time for you to intercede will you not
raise your imploring hands to heaven, and deprecate the throne
of grace in his behalf? Will you not lift the suppliant eye, and
spare him yet another, and another year ?" Will
cry, " Lord
you not in such a case be fervent, importunate, eloquent ? Shall
the Statesman, the Soldier, the Lawyer, the Judge, the Actor,
shall these all exceed you in the correctness, iorce, beauty, and
sublimity of language ? Shall they captivate and subdue tncir disciples, by the flexanimous powers of eloquence ? Shall the trivial
subjects of War, Litigation, and Politics, be delivered in such
strength and majesty of elocution, as to give them an importance
they do not possess ? And, will you not study to clothe your ideas
in all the splendour of rhetorical diction, while declaring the decrees of the great Jehovah, and prenunciating the future destiny
Vol.. j!l
JO
:

!

!

;

—

!
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of the Ri2;hteous and the Wicked? Shall the histrionic mimic^
give to/c/w?ithe semblince oi reality, aiud transform shadows into
substance by the propelling influence of graceful and energetic
language ? And will you mouth out the edicts of holy inspiration
the mere fragments of empiric
in a coarse redundant style

—

speech? ShatW zoorldly orators outstrip you in scientific knowledge, and transcend you in successlul and eloquent delivery?
God forhid Let the truths you'announce. be clothed in a language
!

suited to their importance
gaging and dignified and

be bold, deliberate, accurate, endoes not always soar on the wings
above all, take
of eloquence, let it not sink below mediocrity
care that you never suffer it to crawl in disgusting vulgarity.
Do you suppose a good speaker can listen with pleasure to
such enunciation as the following, " Christ's Jl/ar-a-cles The
;

;

let it

if it

:

—

—

Sove-reign i-ty of
God l-ten-e-rant Preachers Stu-pen-(7ti-ous power Mag-niJi cience of heaven," &;c. Of your vigilance and faithfulness, we
do not complain. We subscribe cheerfully to your piety, and
candour.
Of zeal, you have sufficient; of words, enough more
.
But
than enough,

good

Sa-wzer-i tan

—

Be-n//*-i

cent Creator

—

—

—

A

number of our friends, having expressed considerable anx»
occasioned by a paragraph from one of the Eastern Newspapers, and which has had an extensive circulation, by being
transcril)ed into other papers, purporting that the pews in anew
Methodist Meeting-House in Bucksport, Maine, have been sold
for upwards of two thousand dollars more than the cost^of the
House, we consider it our duty, as the organs of the General
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, to give the real
friends of the economy of our churches, die fullest assurance
that no House of worship can either be built or sold as above,
except it be done in direct violation of the constituted authoriIt is not our province, with the information
ties of the church.
iety

possess relative to the above report, to pronounce it true or
but we sincerely hope it may prove to be without foun;
The following extract from the Resolutions passed by
dation.
the General Conference. at the last session, held in Baltimore in
May, 181 G, will clearly prove the sentiments ot that body relative to tlip manner of building Houses of worship, and supporting thcdhristian ministry.
"Resolution 3. Resolved, &zc. that the manner of building
houses of religious worshif) wilh pews is contrary to the rules of
our economy, and inconsistent with the interests of our socie-

we

false

ties."
*•
Resolution 4. Resolved,
Conference that the practice

&ic.

tijat

it

is

ot assessing,

the opitiion of this

and

collecting taxes
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fcy civil Law for the support of the ministers of the gospel, is
contrary to the temporal economy of our church, and inconsistent with apostolic rxampl^ ; that it goes to impede the progress
of experimental religion, and destroy the itinerant plan and
the Superintendents, with all the Annual Conterences, are hereby desired lo take such measures as in their judgment will most
effectually cure such an evil.^'
From the preceding resolutions it clearly appears that whatever innovations may have been practised by individuals, the
General Conterence, where our ecclesiastical regulations originate, is fully det'^rmined to preserve our houses of worship as
free as the Gospel we preach in them, and that the poor shall
never be deprived, among the Methodist, of hearing the word
of life, because they are unable to purchase or hire a seat in a
:

The Editors.

pezo.

l^leVigiows anvV M^issionai!^ Intelligence,

A LETTER FROM REV. J. CUNNYNGHAM^ DATED RUS»
SELL COUNTY, VIRGINIA, NOV. 23, 1819.

EXTRACT OF

T rejoice to inform you that our prospects are much more pleasing than they have been for years past, around this district,
(Holston.)
give you an anecdote of a deist at one of our
I will
Camp- meetings, held last August in Washington county, Va.
The encampment was probably about half a mile from his
house.
To accommodate his wife, and rich relatives, the latter

of whom were encamped on the ground, he would come to meeting in the daytime, but would neither come himself, nor sutler
his wife'to come at night.
On the Sabbath, at the close of the
afternoon services, I desired all pious persons, and all mourners
to retire in secret to

pray

:

his wife

was among

the

mourners

;

pleased the Lord to set her soul at liberty before she reI believe 1 never saw
a more
turned to the meeting ground.
happy person in my life, than she appeared to be, lie came
to hf r, and observed, " Madam, 1 hope you will never act in

and

it

such a manner hereafter as to make people believe you are not
" replied she, ' it is no
"Why Mr.
in earnest."
matter; you believe there is no reality in it any how." "Wellv
you do," saifi he, " and that will do as well." He is now one
of the most zealous members of our Society in the Holston District.
He laid his new fiddle on the fire and burned it, and dismissed all his deistical books, and his house is now a houae of:.

now

|}rayer»

—
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EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM DANIEL DE VINNE, TO REV. T. MASON,
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY OF THE MISSIONARY AND BIBLE
SOCIETY OF THE METHODIST ETISCOPAL CHURCH.
Parish St. Martins, Louisiana, Dec. 24, 1819.

Dear Brother,
Meeting with

the Constitution of a Missionary Society in
York, whose sphere of action embraces " the
French of Louisiana,"
was induced to address you, that I
might receive from the Association any advice, or helps, which
they might be disposed to give. Riding in the southern part of
this state, mostly among the French population, I have frequent
opportunities of riistributing bibles, testaments and tracts among
them in their own language the two former I can obtain in sufficient quantities from the Auxiliary Bible Society of this stue ;
but tracts of the right size, and suitable kinds, are extremely
scarce,
if our Tract Society in your city v/ere to turn some of
their prints into French, and send ihem to this country, perh tps
they could not serve the cause of Religion in a better way.
There are some good tracts here but they are either too large,
or on subjects illy suited to the present state of the inhabitants.
Something that would convince of sin expose their vices
alarm the conscience, or point out the errors of popery, or insufficiency of natural religion, wouhl, I believe, be read with eagerness and profit.
And tracts, in many instances, would to me,
be an easy introduction to families, where I might have an opportunity of more largely expl.iining our doctrine, and enforcing
the necessity of a change of heart, and holiness of life.
Being so remotely separated from my brethren at the north,
and hearing but little Religious intelligence. I have long wished
If you would send them
lo see the Numbers of our Magazine.
monthly^ by mail, to Attakapas, par. de St. Martins, Louisiana,
you would do me an unspeakable service.
Dear Brother, pray for us. We are, at this remote outpost,
endeavouring to testify of the grace of God to men. Few believe our report
but, bless God, there are some who mourn for

the city of

NeW

1

:

;

—

—

;

ihe iniquity of the people.
Hoping for the same common home and inheritance in Heaven, Dear Brother, I remain your's in Christian fellowship.

Daniel De Vinne.

The following

is the Report of a Committee appointed by the
Standing Committee of the Methodii*!. Tract Society in this
City for the distribution of Tracts.
^

Your Committee
Government

for

vessels,

supplying the Military Posts, Navy-yard,

Jail,

Bridewell, State-Prison, Hospital,

:
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that they have distributed tracts since their last report as follows Garrison on GovGovernment vessel, 150 do.
ernor's Island, Capt. Read, 330
100: Navy- Yard, Commodore Evans, 220: Marine Hospital,
Ship Washington, Lieut. Gregory, 120
Dr. Marshall, 80
Ship Cyane, ready for sea, 400 men, Capt. Trenchard, 350
Personally distributed through the city, public houses, public
offices, boarding-houses, groceries, barber's shops, and in the
streets and markets, 500: Debtor's jail, 170: Bridewell, 150:
State-Prison, 290 Hospital, 180 : Orphan Assylum, 165 : AimsHouse, 300— Total 3125.
The reception of your committee, at all the above places, has
rendered their duty a delight. To the Officers of the garrisons,
of the ships, and of the navy -yard, who have aided the exertions
their manifest
of your Committee, we feel extremely grateful
regard to the moral and religious discipline of their soldiers and
sailors, elevates the character of our Commanders, and encourages an assurance in the enterprize, to which, on future occaIt is worthy of remark that we
sions, it must inevitably had.
neither heard an oath, or witnessed a case of intoxication, exAt the debtor's jail we found them at
cept on board one ship.
cards at noon-day but they accepted the tracts. At Bridewell,
not being permitted to present them personally, they were thankfully received by the keeper, who promised faithfully, to distribute them.
The New- York Hospital, opens an extensive field for usefulness. Though health is one of the greatest of temporal blessings,
yet the want of it is not without its use ; it induces us to resign
our worldly hopes and serves to detach us 'from a place, where
we are to have so short and uncertain a residence. To the
inmates of this charitable institution, your tracts were welcome.
As all printed or written communications, are subjected to
the inspection of the keeper of the State prison, we left our
tracts with him, with assurances that they should be read and
We also presented a parcel to each of the Turndistributed.
keys, and requested Brother Covel, who was to preach in the
prison the ensuing Sabbath, to give them an introduction from
Institutions consecrated to charity, command
the pulpit there.
The Orphan Assylum at Greenthe admiration of mankind.
wich, under the direction of Mr. & Mrs. Mc Farlan, cherishing
within its walls, one hundred and thirty fatherless and motherless children, fed, clothed, educated, and apparently happy,
presents an assemblage interesting to the eye and moving to the
heart of humanity
they are taught the fear of God
to repeat
portions of scripture, sacred music, reading, writing, and cyphering.
This institution was long the object of the pious
exertions of Mrs, Graham, and her surviving colleague, Mrs.

Orphan Assylum, and Aims-House, report

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

—

Hoffinan.
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America, tlie Aims-House deserves noan extensive field for the distribution of tracts ;
it contains within its walls 2000 paupers and 300 convicts,
besides a male and female school, and various manufactories.
To the courtesy of the Superintendents, Mr. Furman and
Mr. Hoogland, we feel extremely grateful in granting us full
ingress and egress to the institution, in which your committee
have spent twelve half days, during which we adopted the
usual plan of visitjng each apartment, of which there are
about eighty ; presenting its inmates with an assorted parcel
of Tracts, accompanied with an address, assuring them of the
necessity of religion, the awfulness of death, and a day of judgWe also met with a few professors, and a Methodist class
ment.
The
of eighteen, some bibles, and tracts left by the Friends.
female school attached to this institution consists of ISOlitde
they are taught
girls, under the instruction of Mrs. Fairburn
reading, writing, and arthmetic, among which are 16 testament
The male school under two superinreaders, and 48 spellers.
tendents, consisting of 200 scholars, who are taught reading,
writing and arithmetic.

Of all

tice

:

it

institutions in

aftbrds

;

Your Committee cannot close tliis report, without recording'
a tribute of praise to God \ not only in directing, and opening their way, in the distribution of these little messengers,
but also for the preaching of the gospel at Governor's Island, and
an invitation at Bedlow's Island. At all the above places, your
Committee were invariably solicited to renew their visits. A
few instances among many which shew the utility of tracts, and'
•which fell undfr the immediate observation of one of your ComA pious young woman, at sermittee, may be inserted here.
device, became, unsolicited, a subscriber to this institution
lightimr in an opportunity to do good, she immediately carried^
Tract No. 29 to on*^ of her acquaintance, which produced keen
conviction, and, it is hoped will end in a thorou.;h conversion.
May the example of this young woman, who was enabled, by
appropriating! only eit;ht pence a month from her annual wages,
to become a subscril^er, inspire others to go and do likewise.
Brother De Forrest presented No. 28 to a dancer, after a
night passed in revelling, in which he had spent six dollars :
he was much a<lVcted on reading it, and declared he would
never go to another ball. He then presented him with No. 9,
and he declared he would never swear attain. Some time after
one of his companions invited him to attend a ball, which he
declined, presenting him the two tracts to read and reflect.
Tract No. 9 w-is presentr^d to an apprentice boy, which ef:

fected his reformation ts it respect? swearing.
Note the facility with which sin may be reproved, through
A person standing on one end of the
the medium of tracts.
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Battery, heard horrid imprecations from the other end, proroed»
ing from a number of sailors ; he dispatched a httle boy with
No. 9, which was received and read by one of them to the
Your Committee have reason, in the emphntical lanothers.
guage and fervent spirit of Paul, to go on thanking God, and

taking courage.

ROBERT MATHISON,
RlCiiARD SEAMAN,

NEHEMIAH GREGORY.
COPY OF A LETTER TO REV. JAMES QUINN.
Cincinnatti, Dec. 9, 1810.

Dear Brother,
Through divine mercy

I have just reached home, after an
absence of about seven weeks, during which time I have had
good meetings in general hut none so good as at CharlesTown, on the Great Kenhawa. There has bren about seventy added to our Church in this new circuit since Conference.
This includes a part of Mason and Kenhawa counties, Virginia, and is caj^ed Big Kenhawa circuit.
Brother Francis Wilson, who travels on this circuit, states as follows
" About the 10th of October, I commenced preaching*
Tuesday following
in Charles-Town, and five joinrd society.
seven and near this, on a funeral occasion, twenty joined.
On a creek, seventeen miUs from this, twelve have been added,
and in the Salt Works tvselve. Since the above, in CharlesTown and its vicinity fifteen have been added, and in various
parts of the circuit there has been considerable increase."
At
the first quarterly meeting fifteen adults and infants were bap;

—

:

—
:

tized.

Our spcond quarterly meeting commenced in Charles-Town,
on the 20th November.
On Saturday afternoon and night
about two hundred and fifty attended. On Sunday morning we
had a very profitable love-feast at eleven o'clock about five
hundred people attended preaching and sacrament with great
solemnity, and tears of joy and sorrow were mingled with shouts
five joined society.
of praise
Monday night i preached in
the Salt- Works, to a crouded audience of attentive hcrers.
Tuesday night returned to Charles-Town, and preached at Mr.
:

:

—

1

Watson's, to a large assembly, 1 mean for the mountdns of
Virginia.
It is remarkable that
baptized sixty-one adults and
infants during this quarterly meeting.
A sister Hendricks, who is the mother of seventeen children,
fifteen of whom are living, vvrdked seventeen mihs to this meeting, and being filled with ji)y in believing, she leaped and praised
God with the vigour of youih. Brother Wilson informs me, that
a little boy about ten years old experienced religion, and went
I

—

30

DEATH UF

'

I'HE

REV. AURORA SEAGERc
.

when
the name of Cavender
bed-time came on, the boy, seeing the family about to retire,
Uncle, are you not going to pray with us ?'
said,
Why,
child,' said he,
cannot pray I never prayed in my life :'
' Well,'
said he,
if you will all kneel down, I will pray for
you.'
They did so, and while he was praying the old gentleman, sixty years of age, was awakened ; and he, and almost
the whole neiglibourhood, have since joined society.
I saw the
boy myself, and he seems to possess the power of religion.
The following I received from brother William Holman. A
gentleman in
county, Kentucky, owned a black man, who
experienced religion, joined our society, and became a speaker
among the coloured people. His master whipped him, to make
him desist from serving the Lord, and engaged the patrollers to
whip him whenever they caught him out holding meetings. All
this was unsuccessful.
His master then procured a cowskin,
and tied him up, and told him he would kill him, except he
would promise to desist from praying. He began, and when
''
tired, said, " will you pray any more ?"
Yes," replied the
to lod^^e with

an uncle of

his

by

:

'

'

'

I

;

'

black man.

After becoming desperate in anger, and finding
he cut the rope, and ordered the ne^ro to quit the farm, and never return. He did so : but in a
few hours after his master was struck with a pain over his eye,
and in dreadful delirium he was quickly driven away in his
wickedness.
I saw the
man working on the streets in Paris :
the heirs receive his wages, and he is faithful to God ; but has
not since returned to the farm.
Should you think any part of the above worthy a place in our
his cruelty unsuccessful,

Magazine, you may forward it for that purpose ; and if any
good is done thereby, the praise shall redound to God alone.
Yours in love,
Alexander Cummiws.

To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine,

Dear Brethren,
You will confer a favour on tne, and many of your readers, by inserting' th«
foUoiving notice in the next number of your Magazine.
RespeclfuUy yours,
FRANCIS HALL.
KevoYork, Januarij il,* 1820.

DIED,
At Montifeal,'on the 1th inst. the Rev. Aurora Seagcr, aged 24, Methodist
Mr. Sealer was a young man of uncommon piety, useful as a
Pjeacheruf the gospel, and one whose labours have been greatly blessed.
He has beeu called from us in the midst of these labours the church of Christ
will long m «u!u the loss of a valuable member.
He rests from his labours
Missionary.

—

his

works

will follow him.

;

,;

THE

FOR MARCH,

1820.

Divinity.
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(Continued from page 45.)

Having
fered

briefly noticed the duty enjoined in our text,
for the performance of it, we will

and

of=

some directions

Secondly, consider the arguments by which it is enforced.
In arranging these arguments we may find it necessary to invert
the order in which they occur in the text, that the essential connection may more clearly appear.
1.
Ye are dead.'' Whether we consider the Apostle here
speaking of that death to sin which takes place when the soul
is converted to God, or the death of the body, the sentence of
which is gone forth upon all flesh, the argument is strong and
shall be perfectly safe if we embrace both. In
conclusive.
the first sense our crucifixion to the world is urged as a reason
why our aflfection should not be set upon it. Conversion to
God produces as great a change in our moral state, as temporal
death does
our animal nature. Previous to this change we
are alive in our desires and pursuits of earthly riches, honours,
and pleasures, and in our hopes and expectations of happiness
in the possession of them ; but in conversion these desires, pur'^

We

m

hopes and expectations, find one common grave ; hence,
every Christian should have this motto written on his heart,
" / am crucified to the world,^'' Let him forever urge this in op-

suits,

position to every claim which the world may present on his affection.
Let him write it on the door of the Theatre, and every
place of worldly amusement and gratification.
Let him inscribe
it on the altars of the temples of fame, and on the ensigns of honour and royalty.
Let him engrave it on the engines of com-

merce, and the coffers of wealth.
Vol. llf.

If

U

we

consider

it

in the latter
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sense, the force of the argument is increased.
The sentence of
is gone forth, and the time is so short before it will be executed, that we should act as in present view of it.
1 am passing through the world with the swiftness of an arrow, and death

death

quick advance to meet me. Distracting cares, fond deardent affection, pleasing hopes, actual possessions, will
neither retard my progress, nor cause the king of terrors to halt
in his rapid march.
In this rapid career I have just time to read
this inscription, which I perceive engraved in capitals on the
objects I pass, " Set not your affection on things on the earth."
2. " Ye are risen with Christ.'^''
This is the second argument.
Conversion to God is variously expressed in the holy scriptures.
It is called a new creation, being begotten again, bom
of God, &;c.
But in this, and several other passages, it is considered in the light of a resurrection from the dead ; and the resurrection of Christ is noticed, not merely as a figure or representaIn this, much of the force
tion of it
but as the efficient cause.
of the Apostle's argument consists. As if he had said, Christ be=
ing quickened, and raised up from the dead by the power of the
Father, has opened the gates of life, and quickens whom he
will.
By virtue of this power ye have been raised up, and
made to set together in heavenly places in him. In this spiritual resurrection you have put off the old man with his deeds,
and put on the new man, which after God is created in righte°
ousness and true holiness.
So great is this change that every power of the soul is affected by it. The understanding is enlightened, the conscience
purified, and the heart replenished with heavenly tempers and
In short, it is a resurrection from a death in tres=
affections.
This is reppasses and sins, to the life of God and of Christ.
resented by baptism, as the Apostle shows in the preceding
chapter. The sum of the whole is this, every Christian is united
is

in

sires,

;

the federal head and representative of the whole
body of believers, and through the faith of the operation of
God, who raised him from the dead, partakes of a new and
spiritual nature.
Hence our obligation to set our affection on
Being
things above, and pursue them with a uniform zeal.
quickened together with Christ, we become fellow-cilizens with
the saints, and of the household of God we live in a spiritual
to Christ as

;

world, converse with spiritual objects, and derive our happiness
from spiritual sources. And shall that heart which has felt the
resurrection power of the adorable Redeemer, and been made
the temple of the Holy Spirit, become the seat of creature love?
Shall those affections which have been caught up to God, and
transported with tho> glories of his throne, and the joys which
are at his right hand forevermore, be suffered to relax ihc ardour of their attachment, and again to fasten on this poor per-
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ishable earth ? Shall Christians, who in rising with their victorious Lord, received the pledge and foretaste of an eternal and
incorruptible inheritance, permit the little interests of time and
sense to come in competition with the immunities of the children
of the resurrection ? Our solemn profession, our sacred obligations, forbid

it.

If we would
Christ siiteth on the right hand o/God.''^
perceive the use which the Apostle designed to make of Christ's
exaltation, we must consider it in a light very different from that
of an abstract truth.
The relation in which Christ stands to
believers is kept in view from first to last
from the cross to

3.

^^

—

second appearance in Glory, and motives to heavenly mindedness are derived from every office which he sustains in the
great plan of reconciliation.
Seated at the right hand of the
Father, he remains the head of his church below, and by a continued energy, gives life to the whole body, and draws every
member to himself. Hence those remarkable expressions, in
reference to the militant state of the church, "For our conversation is in heaven, from whence we look for the coming of the
Lord Jesus Christ"— and " Oiir fellowship is with the Father,
and with his Son."
Our Lord assured his disciples that it was needful that he
that otherwise the great objects of his mediashould go away
tion would not be accomplished.
That he went to prepare a
place for them ; and that, as the effect of his ascension and advocacy, the Holy Spirit should be given to carry into final effect the counsels of eternal wisdom, manifested in the economy
Hence, when the Apostle urges the exaltation
of redemption.
of the Saviour on the right hand of the Father, he embraces all
which appertains to the offices of Christ, as our mediator^ in
As if he had said, Jesus the captain of your
that exalted state.
salvation, and spiritual head of all believers, has ascended into
heaven, that he may draw the affection of all his people thither.
His errand is to prepare a place, a permanent and eternal habHis busiitation for all who follow him in the regeneration.
ness is to make intercession for the saints, and as an advocate
to appear in the presence of God for us: Therefore set your afrise to heaven with your ascended
fection on things above
Lord. Let the contemplation of a mansion in that house which
is not made with hands
of your purchased possession in the
heavenly Canaan, continually inspire you with holy ardour.
Esteem, love and pursue the joys of heaven in infinite preference to all the earth can afford,
4. " Your life is hid zvith Christ in Goc?."
Christ is said to
his

—

;

—

every believer. This is true in every sense. Our
Our very being is bestowed in
derived from him.
consequence of his mediation. Our spiritual life is purchased

be the

natural

life ot

life is

—
Ot
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by his death, and effected by his influence. St. Paul was so
deeply convinced of this truth, that, speaking of his spiritual
state, he appears to think it more properly expressed by
^^
Christ liveth in me,'^ than by "/ /ire."
The reason is obvious ; for whatever appertains to spiritual life, is by faith in
Christ.
And even that faith which takes hold of Christ, which
receives him, and which is the medium or channel of life to the
soul, is derived from Christ as its author.
But in the passage under consideration, the Apostle has special reference to the eternal life of the saints which is treasured
vp in Christ JesuSc This is a hidden life. The children of this
world have no conception of it. It is f*r out of their sight. It
is not perceptible to sense.
Faith alone can perceive it; and
the clearest perception which the believer can have of it, in the
present life, is very imperfect.
We see through a glass darkly.'
But there is here a beautiful allusion to the practice of
'

laying up, concealing or hiding treasures for security, or safe
keeping.
We may consider the Apostle as reasoning thus,
Earthly treasures are fading in their nature, and short in their
duration ;
they are liable to be corrupted by rust, or purloinei?
by thieves. Deposits the most secure, have not proved sufficient to save them from the grasp of avarice, the violence of
elements, and the wasting hand of time ; but the life, the eternal
inheritance of the Christian, is secure in a heavenly place.- H s
trensure is laid up in that city which knows no corrosive principle, suffers no violent assault, and is far removed from the
rage of elements and the wreck of time. It is as permanent as
the foundations of that city ;
as lasting as the eternal covenant, and as secure to every believer as the immutable counsels
and promises of God ; therefore set your affection upon it with
that strength, ardour and constancy, which its nature and its du-

—

—

—

demand.
" When Christ who is our Ife shall appear, then shall ye
also appear with him in glory.
With this argument our Apostle completes the grand climax in the text.
Hitherto he has
been urging the Colossians, and with them all professing Christians, to set their affection on things above, from the consideraof the relations in which
tion of what Christ had done for them
they stood to him of the obligations under which they were
laid, and of the excellency and safety of the heavenly inheriBut he now ushers in the grand period when the believtance.

ration
5.

'^'^

;

;

er shall come into the actual possession of an eternal weight of
glory, and be a joint heir with his exalted and glorified Lord
-when he shall apjpear with him in his glory, and in the glory of
his Father.
The second appearing of Christ is justly incorporated with
those great and precious truths on which the Christian ground?

— —
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and from which he derives his support and comforts
on " the promise of His coming,'^'' with unshaken
stedfastness^ and with joyful exuhation ; and from an event so
certain, so gltsrious, and so deeply interesting, he derives the
most effectual motives to constancy in virtue, self-denial, and
This grand period, of which the sacred writings so
devotion.
frequently speak, is to.be regarded in two points of liijht, as an
argumeni to enforce the duty in the text. First, it must be considered with reference to its influence on the material world
the whole universe of visible things.
At the appearance of the
'Son of man' in the clouds of heaven, all these things will be
wrapped in flames, and melt with fervent heat.' All the vast
magazines of fire, concealed in the bowels of the earth, or treasured up in surrounding regions of air, will then be summoned
into action to accomplish the dissolution of our poor perishing
world. This truth admonishes us of the vanity of earthly things,
and teaches us not to set our afiection on them. It constantly
warns us that this is not our rest that here we have no contin-

bis hope,

His

faith rests

'

—

uing city.
But, in the second place, the coming of Christ must be
considered as the consummation of the glory and felicity of
the saints.
The follow; rs of Jesus Christ are, indeed, partakers of their Saviour's grace, and of the joys of the Holy
Spirit, while in the body
and when dismissed from it they en
ter the heavenly plnce, and rest in God, till the morning of the
Nor are we to suppose that they are conscious
resurrection.
of any deficiency of happiness, during this ipterval.
But it is
the re-union of the body and spirit at the last day, that shall perglory
the
children
fect the
of
of the resurrection.
It is not our
province, indeed, in this imperfect state of being, to compre^
hend Tohat ive shall bep this does not yet appear even to the
clearest perception of faith, or the most lively and extensive
exercise of spiritual vision.
The future state of the sons of
God, is a subject we are not permitted to explore, farther than
the light of revelation guides our steps.
But of tiiis state sufficient is made known to excite our hope, animate our zrai, and
engage our aflection. For the perfect mamfestation we musf
wait till "mortality is swallowed up of life; and we see as we
;

are seen, and know as we are known.''''
are not to suppose the Apostle here spedAdng particularly
of those holy saints, perhaps Patriarchs, Prophets, Ap-stlc^ and
Martyrs, who shall attend the embassy of the Son ofGud, when he
comes to judge the world, and to be ;<lorified in all them that obey
him. The declaration is general
it is universal.
It embraces
every member of that body of which Christ is the hend vvcry
believer in every age and in every place.
They shall alJ, of
every nation, kindred, tongue and people, app-^ar vntb (heir exalted Lord in glory.
This glory may be considered ;;• -jmbrac-

We

—

;
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ing the state of the body after the resurrection.
It is not our
intention to attempt any metaphysical refinements with referThis doctrine is
ence to the resurrection of the animal body.
founded on the mediation of Jesus Christ, and must be received

on such testimony as is furnished in that revelation which it has
The laws of nature, in the most extendpleased God to make.
ed sense, can afford no sufficient data on which to ground our
faith in the resurrection of the human boily; and all attempts
to explain this mysterious resuscitation of our sleeping and
scattered dust, by allusion to the laws of vegetation, are much
better suited to the speculations of an intemperate curiosity,
than to the principles of an evangelical faith.
If the Apostle,
in treating this doctrine, has referred to the laws of vegetation,
it is not so much to explain it, as to show the vanity of objecting to the truth of it, on the ground of its being mysterious.*
in the present state, the body is subject to disease, to pain,
and to death ; and that state to which it is reduced in the grave,
* With proper deference to the opinions of those who have attempted to explain the resurrectiou of the human bodj, by the principles of analogy between
that grand event and the vegetation of seeds cast into the earth, it may not he
improper to observe that the Apobtle's words do not appear to warrant such an
explanation. It appears that the Grecian Philosophers, to whom the Apostle
frequently alludes, held the doctrine of the resurrection in utter contempt
and are here represented as objecting, by enquiring, ' How can the dead be
raised up ?" (twj ryttpovTat ol veicfoi) and with what kind (or sort) of body do

one
they come ? [toiu ^e aoiaaii epxovroci) Here are properly two questions
respecting the p'ossibUity of the body being raised, and the other concernicg
the kind of body that should come forth, admitting the resurrection to be posThe first is grounded on the stale of the body in the grave. It turns to
sible.
corruption, its parts are separated and scattei ed reptiles may devour it, or
or it may pass into other animated bodies. How is it possible,
fire consume it
then, that it should be raised up ? in answer to this, the Apostle introduces the
familiar, yet mysterious subject of vegetation, not with a design to explain the
j-esurrection, but ratlier to show that it was possible, it requiring the same power (though probably exercised in a different way) to produce perfect grain from
a seed that rotted in the earth, which would be necessary to quicken the body
which is laid down and separated in. the grave. A grand argument, if not to
convince, yet to silence the JKilural philosopher ! That this was the true design of the Apostle appears from several considerations. Had he designed, by
the similarity of ihe production of grain from the seed cast into the earth, and
the raising of the body from the dead, to illusttate and explain the latter, the
inexplicable nature of the former would have presented an insurmountable diffor any attempt to explain a given proposition by reference to another
ficulty
which is confessedly inexplicable, cannot consist with any correct principles of
reasoning; much less with the logical arguments of St. Paul. Again: taking
the doctrine of the resurrection fr.om the pens of the inspired writers, and especially from the Apostle himself; and forming our view of vegetation fiora
the best and most accurate observers of nature, we shall find to many an\l
great dissimilarities, as to convince us that the latter cannot be explanatory
;

:

;

;

of the former.
It need only be added, that the resurrection of our bodies is in virtue of the
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, and not in the order of any established
law of nature and that tliis mysterious re-animation of our sleeping dust, will
he effected by tlie immediate operation of infinite power, at tlie last day; an(i
if the elements are to bo employed as agents in accomplishing the grand'event>
(hey must perform their commission by laws perfectly inscrutable.
;

—
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Here
very properly called " corruption^'''' and " dishonour.
our nature lies in disgrace and ruin ; and it must be confessed
that the contemplation of the tomb would be melancholy in the
extreme, did not the hope of the gospel shed a divine lustre into
that gloomy abode.
While we behold ourselves surrounded
with the mighty trophies of death, and read on the marble monument the infalible destiny of all flesh, with what emotions do
we hear pronounced, " / am the resurrection and the life. ; Ae that
helieveth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he liveJ^^
But it is not simply the resurrection of the body to which the
Christian looks forward.
He connects with this blessed truth
whatever can perfect his nature, *and consummate his felicity.
Nor shall his expectation be disappointed. Nay, the glory of
the resurrection state shall far transcend the clearest perceptions
he can have of it, while his apprehensions are obscured by the
veil of flesh.
It is impossible for a believer in the truth of divine revelation to read without a lively interest the description
' It
which the Apostle has drawn of tliis -grand event
is raised
in incorruption,''
So widely different from the state in which
it falls into the grave, that it shall be no more subject to decay,
^
dissolution or death.
but in what this
It is raised in glory
glory shall consist, who can declare ? Who but He whose word
''''

is

—

t''

shall call

Then

it

forth,

and whose

likeness shall

be stamped upon

shine forth in the perfection of beauty,
raised in power :' full of immortal vigor and activity.
shall

it

'

it

It

No

1'

is

la-

produce weakness, no disease decay. Its strength
shall never be enervated by age, nor its functions relaxed by

bour

will

It shall flourish in the energies of imthe revolutions of time.
mortal youth, and with undiminished vivacity explore the won' It is raised a
spirders of the new heaven and the new earth.
itual body ;' not in opposition to a material body ; but to a corruptible one; being composed of imperishable materials, and
supported from sources suited to the principles of its nature.
In such glory shall the children of the resurrection appear with

Christ.

We

pause, and inquire ; does not the prospect of such a state
eclipse the brightest glories of our perishing world, and cast
into shades every object which is subject to wasting and corruption ? Where shall the Christian rest his hope ? where shall he
? on earth ?
But the glory of the saints extends farther it includes the
honour, and the happiness ot which they shall partake, as joint
They shall share in the honour of victory.
heirs with Christ.
Like their divine master, they have been engaged in warfare
they have wrestled against principalities and powers they
have endured the cross and despised the shame they have
stood with their loins girded and their lamps burning, waiting

set his affection

:

—

—
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Lo! he comes! behold in his
for the return of their Lord.
Godlike train ten thousand of his holy angels ! See ! near his
flaming feet, clad in robes of purest white, Patriarchs, Prophets,
Apostles, Martyrs Ten thousand times ten thousand redeemed
from the earth, shout, in songs of triumph, their great deliverer.
Kovv the shame and reproach of the cross are changed into
glory.
Now the humble disciples of the once despised Nazarene, who preferred a life of self-denial to all the wealth and
honour of the world to all the pleasures and profits of earth,
shall shine forth in the kingdom of their Father, as the sun in the
!

—

firmament, forever and ever. How great the change how complete the triumph! Behold! from the east, from the west, from
the north, from the south, the sons of glory rising to meet their
descending Lord! Hark! from millions of tongues the triumphant song begins ' Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power, be unto him that setteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb.'
This glory of the members of the church triumphant, the citizens of the New- Jerusalem, will not only be perfect in its naIt is " an eternal weight of gloture, but endless in its duration.
Blessed indeed are they who have part in it ; they shall
ry.^''
hunger and thirst no more ; ' for the Lamb who is in the midst
of the throne shall feed them, and lead them to living fountains
of water.' Their days of darkness and trouble are past forever ; ' for the Lord God, and the Lamb, are the light of that
celestial city where they dwell.
These, my brethren, these are the arguments of the Apostle
to persuade you to set your aifection on things above, not on
!

—

things on the eavth.

(To be concluded

in the next.)

THE LOVE OF GOD TO A LOST WORLD, DEMONSTRATED BY
THE INCARNATION AND DEATH OP CHRIST.
Extract from Dr. A. Clarke's Sermon on John
" For God

iii.

16.

so loved the world, that he gave liis only begotten Son, that
soever believelh in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

who-

part of that most interesting and imporwhich our Lord held with a Jewish ruler,
who came to him by night, in order to get
called Nicodemus
information on a subject of the utmost consequence to the peace
and salvation of his soul. The subject was one generally acknowledged in the Jewish creed but by most, it was generally
It was, in its spirit, no less than
perverted or misunderstood.
this
Of what nature is that change which must pass upon the
heart of man, in order to fit him for the kingdom of heaven
and by what means can that change be effecteu ? That this was

These words form a

tant conversation

;

•,

:

—

;
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evident from our Lord's

when he had addressed him with Rahhi^ we know
a teacher come from God. (which he founded on

the evidence of his miraculous works,) for no nian can do these
miracles which thou doest, except God be with him; Jesus answered and said, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man be born
again, ov from above, he cannot see the kingdom of God.
Nicodemus, astonished that this most important business
should be put on such an issue, and not clearly understanding
the figure used by our Lord, cries put, How can a man be born
when he is old ? can he enter the second time into his mother'':
womb and be born ?
Our Lord, now finding that his attention was deeply fixed,
and all the feelings of his self-interest strongly excited, enters
into an explanation of the figure he had used and, referring to
the Jewish mode of admitting proselytes by baptism, shews, that
as the change is of a spiritual nature, it must be accompanied
by a spiritual agent : and to accomplish such a change, the washing the body with water should be used only as a means, and
considered as a type; and to illustrate his own meaning adds,
Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter
into the kingdom of God,
Urging at the same time, the utter in;

sufficiency oi means,
is

born of the flesh

is spirit ;

as

he

if

if

separated from the end-,

for, that

which

flesh ; and that which is born of the Spirit
had said. Earthly or human agency can prois

human results they can neither
nor be substitutes, for moral and spiritual changes
as
they begin with the flesh, so they must terminate there and
nothing less than a celestial energy can produce such a spiritual
and moral change in the soul, as shall be sufficient to qualify it
for the enjoyment of the kingdom of God,
Finding the astonishment of Nicodemus to increase, as he
was totally ignorant both of the spiritual Agent who was to accomplish the change, and the manner in which it must be performed; he farther illustrates his meaning, and the nature of the
work, by a most appropriate simile 'Irawn from the wind, and
Marvel not that I said unto thee,
the effects which it produces
Ye, must be born again : the wind bloweth where it listeth, and
thou hearest the sound thereof but canst not tell whence it Cometh, and whither it goeth : so is every one that is born of the Spirit.,
duce

<no other

than earthly or

:

effect,

:

;

;

As
is

if

He had

effected

said.

manner

in which this new birth
be incomprehensible to thee,
ground, suppose it to be impossible: the

Though

by the Divine

the

Spirit,

thou must not, on this
wind bl6weth in a variety of directions ; thou hearest its sound,
perceivest its operation, by the motion of the trees, &c. and
feelest it on thy own body ; but thou canst not discern the air
itself; thou only knowest that it exists by the eflccts which it
12
Vol. hi,

—
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the effects
so is every one that is born of the Spirit
are as discernible and as sensible as those of the wind; but itself thou canst not see.
As the Jewish teacher was still slow of heart to understand,
supposing, with the rest of his countrymen, that salvation was
to be procured by an exact observance of rites, commands, and
ordinr.nces, spiritual agents and spiritual chanses being entirely out o*' the question ; our Lord deservedly chides him, who,
while he professed to be a guide of the blind, a light of them that
are in darkness, and an instructer of babes, should be ignorant
of a doctrine so essentiolly necessary to his own salvation and
that of others ; and then takes occasion to enter at large into
the subject, and to shew that his salvation, and that of a whole
lost world, must be effected, not by circumcision, washings, or
sacrificial rites, but by Xhe pure mercy of God ; and that the
Person whom he considered in no other light than that of a
teacher come from God, was the Son of Man, the promised Messiah, God's only begotten Son / whom, in His infinite love to
perishing man. He had now sent into the world to become an
expiatory victim for the sin of the world ; that they who believe
in Him should receive remission of sins, and that spiritual change
which would not only prevent them from perishing, but entitle

produces

;

;

them to eternal life.
Having thus introduced the passage before

us, we may colthe followinti: particulars :
1. The WORLD, the zvhole human race, was in a ruinous condemned slate, in danger of perishing everlastingly ; and without

lect

from

it

to rescue itself from the impending destruction.
God, through the impulse of his own infnite love and
innaU goodness, provided for its rescue and salvation by giving
his only begotten Son to die for it.

power
2.

3. From this it appears, that the sacrifice of Jesus was the
only means by which the redemption of man could be effected ;
and, that it is absolutely sufficient to accomplish this gracious
design for it would have been inconsistent with the wisdom of
Go(! to have appointed a sacrifice greater in itself, or less in its
merit, than the positive necessities of the case required.
4. That sin must be an inconceivable evil, and possess an
indescribable malignity, when it required no less a sacrifice to
make atonement for it, than that ofiered by God, manifested in
:

the flesh.
5.
1-ie

We

who

learn, that

believes

:

i.

e.

no man

ing Christ. His sacrifice,
ihe way in which it is to
effectual.

saved through this sacrifice but
has spoken concernthe end for which it was offered, and
be applied, in order to its becoming
is

who credits what Gud

•
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viz.
That those who beluve. receive a double benefit
That they should
are exempted from eternal perdition
That they
not perish.
2. They are brought to eternal glory :

6.

1.

They

should have everlasting

:

life.

And

this

—

:

—

doul)le benefit proves,

That man is guilty, and therefore exposed to punishment.
That he is impure, and therefore unfit for glory.
1. The words of the text plainly imply, that what our Lord
terms the world, here, was in dcin^er of cverhsting perdition.
But, to understand His meaning fully, it will be necessary to
examine the import of the word.
The term world, e Ho<r/xo^, has several acceptations in Scripture, which are, however, reducible to one ^rand ideal meaning:
1. It signifies the whole mundane fabric, or system of our
the whole solar or
universe; the visible heavens and earth
planetary system.
And, as the original term signifies to adorn,
ornament or beautifidly arrange any thing, it was with great propriety applied to the heavens and all their host, and. the earth
and its fulness, to express, in some measure, the beautiful order,
harmony, splendour, and perfection of the whole, as a work highly worthy of that infinite wisdom which had planned it
of the
and of the goodness
power by which the plan was executed
which proposed, by this creation, the most beneficent ends.
It is worthy of remark, that the splendid ornamenting and
plaiting oi the hair; and the decoration of their persons with
gold and splendid apparel, to which the women of higher rank,
both among the Greeks and Romans, were extravagantly attached, is termed by St. Peter, 1 Episl. ch. iii. ver. 8. xoo-^o?, the
same word in the text, which literally means zoorld ; but, very
properly in this place, rendered by our translators, adorning ;
Whose adorning, Koa-iJ.og^ let it 7iot be that outward adorning of
plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold, or ofputting on of apparel.
The ancient statues, where the Roman and Grecian
head-dress is represented with the almost endless variety and in1.

2,

—

;

;

;

volutions of plaiting, «Sic. fully justify the application of the
term in the place just quoted ; and may at once lead the mind
to the original application of the word, when used to express
that infinitely complex,

and harmoniously arranged system of

the universe, which when completed, and surveyed by the eye
of infinite wisdom, was found such as to merit the approbation
JJnd God saw every thing that he
of the all perfect Creator.
had made, and beholdit was rery good. Gen. i. 31.
It is scarcely necessary to observf^, that the greatest men,
since the foundation of the earth, have acknowledged themselves
instructed, delighted, astonished, and lost, in contemplating the
skill and oeconomy of the great Creator, in the order, variety,
harmony, and perfection of the visible creation.
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2. Sometimes
word is restrained in its meaning, and is
used to express merely the habitable globe, or that part which
was immersed in the waters of the deluge, 2 Pet. iii. 6. as this
is that part of the universe in which human beings are more

the

particularly interested.
3.

As

for the

in this creation

wants of

all

God

has provided an abundant supply
which he deals out, in the course
the most beautiful and impressive order ;

creatures,

of His providence, in
not only by the vicissitude of the annual seasons, but also by
that endless variety of properties in the vegetable world, by
which all its productions are adapted to the necessities and state
of animal nature ; and come to their perfection at different times,
so as to afford the means of nourishment in continual and regular succession
therefore, the term is used not only to express
a sufficiency of earthly goods, or worldly possessions, Matt. xvi.
526. but also abundance, or vast profusion ; and this is the meaning of the word in that jemarkyble passage of James, chap. iii.
6. the tongue is, 6 xoc/xos rrjf a^ixtaj, a vast system, a profusion, or
abundance of iniquity : and, ti-om the same ideal meaning, it carries with it sometimes the notion of Sl promiscuous crowd, or multitude ; as in John xii. 19.
The Pharisees said, Perceive ye
how ye prevail nothing : behold the world, • xo<r/xo?, (a vast crowd)
is gone after him.
This particular meaning of the original is
preserved in the French phrase tout le monde, '' all the world ;"
;

for all, or the majority of the people in
4.

As God seemed,

for nerirjy two

thu

place.

thousand years, to have

concentrated His regards among the Jewish people, and to have
taken into His especial care the land of Canaan, as if Ho had
110 oth«r ;9co/?/e, and no othrr country, to care for;
hence the
term became applied to that land which God promised to Abraham, Rom. iv. 1.3. For the promise that he should be the heir,
'fov xoo-^ov, of the WORLD, i. e. the promise that he -and his posterity should inherit the land of Canaan ; which was given them
by God's free bounty, and not as any reward for legal observances, or moral obedience.
5. By an oasy transition it became applied to those who inhabited tiiat land
namely, the Jezus : w ho seemed for so long a
time to be God's only people, His whole zoorld.
In this sense
it is frequently used by St. John iii this Gospel, see chap. xiv.
30. where Satan seems to be intendpd as \\\e prince or ruler of
this world; i. e. of the Jews; ih- ir wickedness being at that
time so great and desperate. See also chap. i. 10. vii. 7. xii.
;

17. XV. 18, 19. xvi. 33. where the Jews or inhabitants of the
Promised Land, then called Judea, sf em to be particularly in-

tended.
6.

When we

and temple

consider the beautiful order of the tabernacle
and the whole of the Jewish ritual, as ap-

serrice,

:
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pointed by God ; which, although it was not the substance, was a
well defined and very expressive shadow of good things to come ;
which the Jews, abusing from its proper signification, vainly
trusted in for salvation,

WORLD, was applied

to

we need

it

not

wonder that the term xoit/xo?,
meaning as in Gal. iv. 3.

in its original

;

of the world the types, shadows,
and ceremonies, of the Jewish religion ; which xoo-/xoj, world,
the apostle says, chap. vi. 14. was crucified to him, and he to it^
as he no longer expected salvation by the deeds of the law, or
the observance of its rites and ceremonies, but by faith in Christ,
who was the end of the lazo for justification to all that believed,
Rom. X. 4. The same term is used in the same sense, Col. ii.
2T0JXE»a rov

8.

xoo-fxou,

the elements

;

20.

It means the Gentiles, or nations of the earth, as distinguished from the Jews, they being the great multitude, or mass of
men called by our Lord, Luke xii. 30. ra iQw tou noa-ixov, the naAnd in this sen*^ St. Paul uses the word,
iions of the world.
Rom. xi. 11, 12. Have they (the Jews) stumbled that they

7.

should fall ? God forbid : but rather through their fall salvation
J^ow if the fall of them be the riches
is come unto the Gentiles.
of the WORLD, ttXoutos Koa-ixov, and the diminishing of them the riches
of the Gentiles^ how much more their fulness ? In which quotation the riches of the world, in the first clause of verse 12, is explained by the riches of the Gentiles, in the latter clause of the

same verse.
WORLD, ver.

And

the xaraAAayri

the reconciling of the
opening the door of salvation to the Gentiles, that they might be reconciled to God, and
made heirs with the believing Jews, according to the hope of an
It seems to be used in the same sense, 1 Cor. i.
endless life.
Where is the disputer of this world? Hath not God
20, 21.
made foolish the wisdom of this world ? For, after that, in the
wisdom of God, the world, by wisdom, knew not God, it pleased
God, by the foolishness of preaching, to save them that believe
The Gentiles, with all their boasted wisdom and philoso1. e.
phy, could not attain to any correct notions even of the great
First Cause of all things ; as their writings, yet on record, abunxexr/uou,

15. manifestly implies the

dantly confirm.
8. In 1 Cor. xi. 32. it seems to signify all the disobedient and
Mn6eZiCT;mg-, both of Jews and Gentiles, who finally reject the
counsel oi God against themselves ; We are chastened that we
should not be condemned with the world ; though, here, perhaps,
the approaching desolation of the Jews may be principally intended.
9. Lastly, as the word is applied, in its primitive and original meaning, to the whole system of Nature, and particularly to
the earth and its fulness ; by a very easy mf^tonymy, the container being put for the contained, it means all the inhabitants of

—

—
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; all nations, classes, and kindreds of mankind ; the
whole human race : this is its meaning in the Text, and in the
verse immediately following. God so loved, tov xoy^ov. the world,
the whole human race, that he gave his only begotten Son, i>-c.

the earth

For God
but that

chap.

SonitUo the wdrld
world, through him m'ght

sent not his
the

The bread of God is he
and giveth life unto the world

vi. .33.

heaven,

;

world;
And a^ain,
who comcth dozen from
i. e. As God has made
to

condemn

the

be saved.

manna from heaven, for all the Isand by the productions of the earthy
the nourishment and support of g// human beings: so, by
incarnation and death of his Son Jesus Christ, He has made

plentifid provision by the
raelites in the wilderness ;

a.

for

the

a

perfect,

full,

and

sufficient

atonement, sacrifice, and oblation,

for the s.ns of the whole world, and for the salvation oi all men :
The same apostle uses
see also chap. xiv. 31. and xvii. 24.
the term in the same sense, 1 Epist. li. 2. He is the propitiation,
IXao-jaaj,

the atoning sacrifice for our sins, apostles,

Jews

and not for ours

;

and believing

only, but also vifi oMu tou Ko<T^ov,for the

whole of the world, Gentiles as well as Jews; all the dc^
Where, let it be observed, that the Aposscendants of Adam.
tle does not say that He died for any select part of the inhabitants of the earth, or for some out of every nation, tribe a7id kindred, hnl for all mankind: and the attempt to limit the meaning of the expression here, or that in the Text, is a violent outrage against the plain grammatical meaning of God's word, and
In short, the assertion
the infinite benevolence of His nature.
in the Text is the same, in spirit and design, with this most
solemn declaration Say unto them, As / live saith the Lord
the death of the wicked, but that the
God, I have no pleasure

m

way and live, Ezek. xxxiii. 1 1. And with
the following, This is good and acceptable in the sight of God our
Saviour, who will have all men to be saved, and come unto the
knowledge of the truth, 1 Tim. ii. 3, 4. And He is the Samohr
of Ahh MEN, specially of those zoho believe, 1 Tim. iv. 10. for he
gave his life a ransom for all, ib. ii, 6, and therefore He is
the
the one or only Mediator between God and man, ver. 5.
two grand parties in this business, the Offended and the offenders, the Judge and the criminals.
These arc the plain and forcible declarations of Scripture
and we shall, on a further examination of this subject, have the
7vicked turn from his

;

;

most satisfactory evidence that the streams are precisely of the
the Fountain which produced them
or, in
other terms, that the nature of God proclaims the same sentiment which is expressed by the letter of His word.
h will, no doubt, be observed that, in all the acceptations of
have t'ollectrd and examined in the
the term world, which
preceding quotations, I have not produced that for which so

same nature with

;

1

—

;

!:
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many good people have

contended, viz. the elect world ; meanthose who use this ternti, " a certain number
of persons chosen in Christ to eternal life, out of all the nations
of the earth 5 all others being passed by, reprobaffd, or left to
I must
perish in their sins, without atonement or Saviour."
confess 1 have not produced this meaning, because 1 did not
and, after all my most careful researches, it appears to
find it
me that neither the term nor the thing is found in the oracles
of God ; and it has ever been a matter of astonishment to me
that any soul of wmn, partaking at ail of the Divine nature, or
knowing any thing of the ineffable love and gqodness of God,
should have ever indulged the sentiment ; or have laboured to
ing, according

to

;

prove thai the God whose name is Mercy, and whose nature is
Love, and zvho hateth nothing that he hath made, should, notwithstanding, have a sovereign, irrespective, eternal love to a
/ezo of the fallen human race
together with a sovereign, irrevocable, and eternal hatred, to the great mass of mankind: ac;

cording to which, the salvation of the former, and the perdition
of the Idtter, have been, from all eternity, absolutely and irrevocably fixed, pre-ordained, and decreed.
met with these sentiments. I have seen and heard
1 have
them maintained with great acrimony. 1 have seen them sometimes opposed in the same spirit.
1 looked on it,
received instruction, was grieved, and passed on with
lantcene animis ccelesHbus ires ?
In heavenly minds can sucli affections dwell

the whole human race 7ieeded ihh interposition of God^s
love is evident; for the Scriptures have unequivocally
declared that all have sinned; ah have corrupted their way
ihey are all gone astray, and altogether become abominable
they are fallen from the image of God, righteousness, and true
holiness; and are inwardly corrupt, and outwardly defiled.
This doctrine stands in no need of proof
man is not what
God made him; were the Scriptures silent on the subject, all
reason and common sense would at once declare that it is impossible that the infinitely perfect God could make a morally
imperfect, much less a corrupt and sinful being.
Yet God is
the maker of man; and He tells us that He made Him in His
own image, and in His own likf ness it follows then, that man
has fallen from that state of holiness and perfection in which he
was created
And that this fall took place in the head and root
of human nature, before any of the generations of men were
propagated on the earth, is evident, not only from the declaration of God Himself in His word
but also from this strong and
commanding fact, that there never was yet discovered a nation
or tribe of holy or righteous men in any part of the world : nor

That

infinite

—

;

:
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is there a record that any such nation or people was ever known i
This is a truly surprising circumstance; and a most absolute
proof that not only all mankind are now fallen and sinful, but
have ever been in the same state and that this fall must have
taken place, previously to the propagation of mankind for had
it not taken place in our Jlrst parents before they began to propagate and people the earth; the heads of families and their successors, who might have been born previously to such fall, could
and consequently must
not have partaken of their contagion
have been the progenitors of nations doing righteousness, loving God with all their heart, soul, mind, and strength and their
neighbour as themselves. But no such nation exists no such
nation ever did exist.
Thus we find that universal experience
and knowledge agree with and confirm the account given in the
Book of Genesis, of the Fall of man. The root being corrupted, the fruit also must be corrupt: the/oMn/am being poisoned,
All men coming into the world
the streams must be impure.
in the way of natural generation, must be precisely the same
the body, soul,
with him from whom they derive their being
and spirit, of all the descendants of Adam must partake of his
moral imperfections ; for it is an inflexible and invariable law
We, therefore, seein nature, that like shall produce its like.
ing this total corruption of human nature, no longer hope to
gather grapes off thorns, or figs off" thistles;
Experience not only confirms the great but tremendous truth,
but it shews
that all mankind are fallen from the image of God
us that man has naturally a propensity to do evil, and none to do
good ; yea, to do evil, when it is most demonstrably to his own
that the great principles of self-love and self-inter est^
hurt
weigh nothing against the sinful propensities of his mind; that
he is continually and confessedly running to his own ruin ; and
has, of himself, no power or influence by which he can correct,
;

:

;

;

;

:

—

;

:

—

restrain or destroy, the viciousness of his own nature.
In short,
that he lieth in the wicked one, with an unavailing wish, yet with-

—

Understanding, judgment, and
out any efficient power, to rise :
reason, those so much boasted, strong, and commanding powers
of the soul, which should regulate all the inferior faculties, are
themselves so fallen, enfeebled, darkened, and corrupted, as to
spiritual good, that they see not how to command, and feel not
how io perform : there is, therefore, no hope that the man can
raise himself from his fall, and replace himself in a state of
moral rectitude ; for the very principles by which he should
Wishing
rise, are themselves equally fallen with all the rest.
and 7villing are all that he can exercise : but these, through
want o\ moral energy, are totally inefficient; God has inspired
him with the desire to be saved ; and this alone places him in a
salvablc state.
There is, therefore, in the human soul no self
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power ; no innate principle which may develope itexpand, and arise all is infirm all is wretched, diseased,
and helpless. This view of the wretched state of mankind led
one of the primitive fathers to consider the whole human race
as one great diseased man, lying helpless, stretched out over
the whole inhabited globe, from east to west, from north to
south ; to heal whom, the Omnipotent Physician descended from
heaven,

reviviscent
self,

:

;

(To be continued.)

[We regret that in consequence of the long delay of the European Magazine, we are again under the necessity of breaking
oft' the narrative of the Budhist Priest.
We shall resume it immediately on receiving the balance.]
Editors.
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without mother, without descent, having neither beg-inning of days nor end of life but made like unto the Son of God, abideth a
'

father,

;

priest contifjuaily.'

To

understand the true import of these words of St. Paul, it
necessary to apprehend as clearly as possible the principal
subject which he designs to propose and illustrate. This being
ascertained, the various topics introduced in the several parts
of the discourse must be consi<iered in relation to the main design, and as tending to elucidate and support it.
The digni'.y^ excellency, and perfection of the priesthood of
is

Christ, especially in comparison with the Levitical priesthood,
to be the grand subject of the discourse.
To set this
subject in th( clearest light the Apostle, refering to Psal. ex. 4,

appears

declares Christ to be an High Priest for ever after the order of
Melchisedek.
He then proceeds to show the real greatness and
true dignity of this distinguished type of Christ, both as a king
and a priest. He was greater than Abraham, who paid tithes to
him, and was l)lessed by him: 'And without all contradiction
This argument is strengthened
the less is blessed of the better.'^
by the prerogatives y which God had distinguishes Abraham.
He had rrceived the promist s was the father of the faithful,
and thp friend ot God. And at the very time when he paid
t

—

Melchisedek, and received his blessing, Levi, and all
were in the loins of the patriarch,
and hence might be said to p. y tithes in him. Well might
the Apostle say, consider how 2:reat this man was.
But his
Ts
Vol. III.
tithes to

the

Priests in his order,
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greatness was exceedingly augmented, and his offices shone
with clc:iror lustre, and were far more efficacious by virtue of
his heinj; made specially typical of Jesus Christ.
In tlip closest connection with this argument, the Apostle
maintains that the priesthood of Christ was entirety distinct and
separate from that of Levi.
It was of vast importance that this
point should, r>s far as possible, be rendered incontrovertible 5
especially as the declarations which abound in all the epistles,
with respect to the ori_an, nature, design, and tevmination of the
The Apostle's arguLevitical priesthood, stand or fall with it.
ment in support of this may be stated thus Melchisedek, after
whose order, (or according to whose similitude) Christ is made
a priest, was oefore Levi, in whose tribe the order of priesthood was established y therefore Christ's priesthood could not
be connected with that order. Moreover he, Melchisedek, was
without father, without mother, in the order of the Levitical
Having
Without descent from the loins of Levi
priesthood.
that is, he neither
neither beginning of riays nor end of life
began nor ended his life or office in the regular line of the
priesthood ; but, in all these respects bein^ made like unto the
Son of God, whose descent was from Judah not from Levi,

—

:

;

abideth a priest continually, (ekto^weks?. all his life) having
neither successor nor predecessor in the sacred office.
These remarks on this remarkable and much disputed passage are offi?red with due deference to the opinion of those who
have given a widely different sense to it.
Without noticing the various interpretations given to the passage, it may not be improper to consider it with reference to
the most prevailing opinion of modern Commentators.
Every one perceives that the passage could not be literally
He, like other men,
true with respect to Melchisedek as a man.
had ho\.h father andmuther from whose loins he descended. He,
like other children of Adam, began and eiulea his natural life.
are therefore compell'id to fix a diffi-rent sense to the words :
hence we are informed that the Apostle's meaning is. that '' Mothat his pf digree
ses has given us no account of his parentagp
How it
is not reckoned in the Old Testament Scriptures."
should be supposed that St. Paul would use such strong and
positive expressions simply to inform those to whom he wrote
that Melchisedek's parentage was not recorded in the Old Testament, is not easy to conceive; especially as a pliin statement
of the fact relative to his history, had it been necessary to notice
it at all, would have been much more congenial with tht Aposand ii is presumed that
tle's general clei'.rness and prt cision
it will be extremely difficult, not to say impossible, to produce
an instance irom all his ej)istles in which he has employed >ucii
strength and majesty of language in stating a simple historic

We

—

:

;

o
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it is very difficult to conceive what connection
have with the imporliint subject of his discourse*
Had the Jewish historian named the father and mother of Melchisedek— had he recorded thf^ time and place of his birth and
informed us when he slept with his fathers, and where his sepulchre was to be found, the Apostle's argument would not have
been weakened by the narrative
and it is humbly concf^'ved
that it could not be strengthened by informing us that no such

fact.

Again

;

this fact could

—

;

namtive existed.
Some authors from

have discovered a very
Melchisedek and Christ.
lather, without mother, typifying Christ who was without father, with respect to his human nature
without mother
with respect to his divine."
What agreement there can be between this opinion, and the supposed sense of the Apostle, that
Moses had given no ai count of the genealogy of Melchisedek,
those who embrace both must determine.
When it is recollected that the A[)ostle's argument rests on the typical character of
Melchisedek, the utmost caution should be observed in admitting
any explanation of his words which would go to weaken the
true typical resemblance.
This effect, it is believed, must result from interpreting the passage under consideration as above
noticed.
Suppose the plain meaning to be " Moses has given
no account of the parentage, or pedigree of Melchisedek."
these words,
striking typical agreement between

" Without

Where,

it is

—

enquired,

is

the typical character? the Evangf^lists

have given a circumstantial account of the genealoiry of Christ
his tribe, his parents, his birth, his death, are all recorded in
the most minute and particular manner.
But if we consider the text with positive reference to the
Order of the Levilual Priesthood, the strength of the lan^iuage
but also by the imis justified, not only by indubitable truth
portance of the subject.
The typical agreement is preserved
v/ith peculiar force, and we perceive in the person and office
of Melchisedek, the character of our great High Priest clearly
typified ; for it is evident that our Lord sprang out of Judah, of
which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning priesthood and
it is far more evident, because that afier the similitude of, Melchisedek there ariseth another priest, who shall not be called
afier the order qi Aaron

—

;

;
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THOUGHTS ON THE NECESSARY EXISTENCE OF THE GREAT FIRST
CAUSE OF ALL FINITE BEING.

When we

own existence, it is natural for a
thinking mind to inquire,
whence did I come, to what primary powei; am I indebted for my being, and by what modes of
reasoning and inquiry, shall I obtain a satisfactory knowledge
of that primitiv^e Cause from which I have derived those bodily
powers, and mental energies, which I possess ?
That I am in existence, is a truth too plain to require proof,
I could not have imparted
that existence
or to admit denial.
to myself; for this would imply action prior to being, which is
absolutely impossible ; because action, which necessarily presupposes existence, can never be its primary cause. The same
truth which is conclusive with rrg^rd to myself, is equally applicable to every creature and thing within the vast empire of
If, therefore, 1 could not have imparted existence to
Being.
myself, so neither could any of my progenitors have imparted
This truth b.-ing granted, one of the
existence to themselves.
two following propositions must be admitted first, either the
ancestors of human nature, must, in a vast chain of retrogression, have existed without a be.: inning; or, secondly, man must
he primarily indebted to some independent power, for that existence which he enjoys.
Now, if out of two given propositions, one of which must be true, we can prove one to be false,
»he truth of the other will be clearly demonstrated.
It is a self evident fact, that all individuals of the human race,
as well as all the generations ot these individuals, are limited as
Each has had a commenceto the duration oi their existence.
ment of beinii ; and, in those that are now no more, that commencement has Deen succeeded by a tcrmini'tiofi, so far as it
Hence all the jjarts are necessarily
respects our present state.
finite ; and no accumulation of finites can ever nu'ke an infinite.
The whole oi any given aggregate, and all tiie parts of which
If,
that whole is composed, must necessarily be the same.
therefore, all the pans ;;rp fi;iiie, so also must be the whole,
which is formed oi those parts.
In addition to the preceiimg observations, all the generations of
men, as well is the individuals which compose them, aie depenli, theredent upon those which imaiediatel_y preceded them,
fore, we allow tl\e whole, to lorni in the aggregate an infinite
series, we must suppose the existence oi an infinite series of dependent beings to be not merely abstractedly possible, but to be
contemplate our

—

—

—

:
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in a state of actual existence.

Now

if this

series

be

actually-

no series
can be strictly infinite, that is not absolutely independent. But
how an infinite series can be constituted by an accumulation of
finite links
or how the whole can include independence in its
nature, when all the parts of which it is composed are actually
dependent ; we can never hope to know, until we can reconcile
infinite,

it

follows, that

it

must also be independent,

for

;

contradictions.

Admitting an

infinite series to exist,

we would ask

— Suppose,

as all the parts of which it is composed are finite, one individual generation were subtracted from the general mass, would
that which remains be finite or infinite ? If infinite, it must have
been more than infinite before the subtraction was made, which
is impossible.
But if it be finite, as that which is supposed to
be subtracted is finite also, it is equally impossible to imagine,
with any consistency of thought, that the union of two jjarts,
each of which is avowedly finite, can ever constitute that which
is infinite.
And to suppose the whole to be infinite, while all
the parts, of which that whole is composed, are finite, is to
make the whole to be infinite and not infinite, at the same time.
The supposition that the whole may be independent, while
all the parts of which it is composed are dependent, is attended
•with consequences not less absurd.
In this case, we must suppose, that all the parts are dependent upon each other in continued retrogression, until in the series we reach the first link,
•which we must admit to depend upon nothing.
Now, if this
first link be not dependent upon any thing, it must be independent ; for whatsoever has any existence, must be either dependent or independent.
It cannot be dependent, because, being
the first link, there is nothing on which it can depend ; and even
if this absurdity were set aside, we should be compelled to admit that it is an effect without a cause.
It is equally certain
that it cannot be independent; because it partakes of the same
common nature with those links, which, without dependence,
can have no existence. It must therefore be dependent and
not dependent at the same time.
If the first link in an infinite series be independent, it must
be eternal, for we have already seen, that nothing could have
made itself, since this implies action prior to existence. But
toascribeeternity of existence to a first link in an infinite series
of dependent beings, is to make it eternal and not eternal at
the same time.

There seems to be but one way through which the absurdity
of the above conclusions can be obviated, and that is, ot)ly byremoving the difficulty to another stage, in which we shall again
meet it in its last retreat. It may perhaps be asserted, that
'^
To suppose an infinite series, is to suppose an aggregate from
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and consequently,
which a first link is necessarily excluded
where no first link exists, no absurdity can be attached to it."
Against this objection we would beg leave to assert, That this
infinite series must either have a first link, or it must not: If it
have a first link, the whole cannot be infinite, for nothing can
be infinite that is placed within the reach of numbers. But if
it have no first link, it can have no second, because it has no
and consequentfirst; and no third, because it has no second
The supposition,
ly, it can have no successive link whatever.
therefore, of an infinite series of dependent beings, in what light
;

;

soever it may be
with absurdity.

But

if

an

viewed, appears evidently to be pregnant
of

infinite series

finite

and dependent beings be

to-

tally impossible, it follows, that the human race must necessarily
be dependent for their primary existence, upon some cause
is absolutely independent; and consequently, on some
cause that must have eternally existed. Nothing short of this,
can extricate our reasonings from those absurdities which we
have already perceived attaching themselves to an infinite series
It is of no consequence to the present arof dependent beings.
gument, whether we call the primary cause of finite existence,
human, angelic, or divine or whether intelligence be supjiosed
These
to be incorporated in its essence or excluded from it.
inquiries may be of much importance hereafter; but in the
present stage of the argument all that we require is, to ascertain whether the primary cause of human existence be in itself
dependent or independent.
Thdi it cannot be dependent, has already been proved in the
preceding paragraphs, its independence therefore follows as a
necessary consequi'uce ; it being the only alternative of the
general proposition, which includes every possibility within its
wide embrace ; and the instant we admit the absolute independence of any given cause, we must necessarily admit ii to be
For since ii^ actual exi-tence couid not dave been imeternal.
parted by itself, and iis absolute inclcfjendence precludes the possibility of its existence being derived, it must be in the possession of un<lerived exisiencc ; a. id that existence which is underived, could never have known a cotnmencement or beginning.
We have now arrived ai a stage in this chain of argumentation, in which two points are clearly ascertained; namely, that
something must have existed from eternity and that this something could not be the human race, whether we view them as
individuals or generations, or embrace in one comprehensive
But in what manner
survey, the aggrei^alion of the sjccies.
this something exists, which we must allow to be eternal, must
be the subject of our next inquiry.

which

;

;

—
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There are but two primary modes of existence within the
reach of possibility, and these are necessary and contingent.
That existence is said to be contingent, which might have had
a commencement, and which, without involving any contradictory ideas,

may have

a termination.

It

follows, therefore, that

every being and thing which is finite, can have nothing more
than a contingent existence: On the contrary, that existence is
said to be necessary, which is not derived from any source,
which is not dependent on any cause, and which is placed beyond the influence oi all foreign power. It appeais fiom this
definition of these modes of existence, that the primary cause of
finite being, cannot be contingent
and, therefore, it must include necessary existence in the essence of its own nature.
It is not, however, to be imagined, that when any being is said
to have a necessary exi>itence, its existence is necessary to the
production of any given effects.
In this respect it may be said,
that the sun is necessary to give us light, and that its light is
necessary to render things visible ; but, in themselves, there is
no absolute necessity that things should be rendered visible, that
light should emanate from the sun, or that the sun itself should
exist
since the total absence or non-existence of all these can
easily be supposed, without involving any contradictory ideas*
But when we rise from these modes of existence, which are
thus relatively necessary, though only contingent in themselves,
to contemplate that existence which we have already proved to
be both independent and eternal, we behold an exalted mode ot
being, wholly distinct from every thing that is finite, including
in its own nature the essence of independent and absolute exis-

—

;

5

tence.

Nor can

with any propriety be urged, that what is said to
is simply necessary tu give being to that
which is finite. Finite existence, it will readily be admitted,
could not have been, if necessary exi>tence had not preceded it.
But whether any thing finite existed or not, this cannot filler the
nature of that existence which is necessary in itself ; otherwise
it would cease to be independent.
Necessary existence, therefore, must include in its own essence the reason of its being;
nor can we suppose its non-existence, without including contraAs every thing cannot exist
dictory ideas in the supposition.
contingently, something must exist necessarily
but if that
which exists necessarily, could cease to exist, it would include
and not include necessary existence in its essence at the same
time.
And if we [)roceed from simple possibility to fact, and
admit the actual non-existence of that being or thing which we
grant to exist necessarily, we must then allow, that necessary
existence is become non-existent
and, consequently, that the
something to which it applies, exists necessarily, even while it.
it

exist thus necessarily,

:

;
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destitute of being.
Nothing, therefore, can be said to exist
necessarily, but that which cannot possibly cease to exist.
is

But, although necessary existence must be admitted, it is to=
for us to allow it in the mere abstract.
Existence, in all the possible forms which it can assume, must necessarily be connected with some substance or essence, from
which it is inseparable, unless it cease to be. Necessary existence, therefore, implies the actual existence of some substance or essence ; and, consequently, some necessarily existent substance or essence must actually be in existence.
But as this something, to which necessary existence applies,
must be allowed to have an actual being, it is totally impossible
that it should be located to any portion of space or duration ;
because universality of existence is an undeniable consequence
of necessary existence.
If the absence of a being, of any description whatever, from any given portion of space, can be admitted, without involving any contradictory ideas, no reason
can be assigned why it may not, on the same principle, be absent from all other portions of space ; and the same modes of
reasoning will hold good with regard to every portion of infinite
duration.
And so far as the possibility of this absence is admitted, the evidence arising from this admission is decisive, that
such beings can have nothing more than a contingent existence.
Existence, on the contrary, which is absolutely necessary, is
not confined either to time or place ; it is dependent on nothing,
and knows no bounds. Universality of existence is therefore
its necessary concomitant; and hence, that being who exists necessarily, cannot but be omnipresent.
As all contingent existence must have been derived from that
which is necessary, the being who includes necessary existence
No energy,
in his essence, must be the fountain of all power.
tally impossible

therefore, of any description whatever, whether muscular, intellectual, or spiritual, can have any existence that was not pri-

This being
marily derived from this pi'imitive source of all.
must therefore possess all power; and wherever all power is
A power that is omconcentrated, there we find Omnipotence.
nipotent must necessarily extend, not only to all realities that
ever began to exist, but likewise to all possibilities. Nothing
finite could have been what it is, had it not been the effect of
power and no power can possibly be conceived, but that which
omnipotence has primarily supplied. To assert that any thing
is possible that does not actually exist, is in effect to assert, that
an adequate power must somewhere exist, capable of turning
possibility mto reality; and, consequently, ever) thing must be
absolutely impossible, which a power that is infinite is totally unNothing, therefore, can bound the physiable to accomplish.
;
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which involves a palpa-

being must exist universally,
must uniformly have the power
of knowing its own energies ; for this power to know must be
included in our idea of omnipotence.
But a being that has
power to know the extent of its own energies, must necessarily
possess knowledge and that which possesses knowledge must
be intelligent in proportion to its knowledge. Now, if this intelligence be in proportion to its knowledge ; and the knowledge of any being be commensurate to its power and this power extend to all realities and all possibilities; it follows, that
its intelligence, its knowledge, and its power, must be alike
without limits and, consequently, this being must possess power, knowledge, and intelligence, which are alike infinite.
It is
this glorious assemblage of necessary existence, of omnipresence, of omnipotence, and of infinite knowledge, from which
this first

because

it

all

finite

exists necessarily,

it

;

;

;

we derive our idea of God,
As this glorious Being, whom we denominate God, must
cessarily

include in his essence those perfections, which

have seen combined

in this

assemblage,

it is

ne-

we

totally impossible

that he should be material,
ll is evident, that matter does not
include either intelligence or knowledge within its essence ; for,
if this were admitted, it would follow, that intelligence and
knowledge are essential to matter ; and, consequently, that every
atom must possess these sublime perfections. But, as these
perfections are not essential to matter, so neither can any combinations which matter can assume, give bemg to an exalted
property, which no atom in the combination can possess.
If
one atom be destitute of inlelligence, another must be equally
destitute for the same reason.
Can, then, two atonis, which
are essentially unintelligent, give birth to intelligence by their
being combined? If this were admitted, we must conclude, that
these atoms had derived from their combination, a degree of
perfection, which no one among them, and which not all, separately taken, could be said to possess.
That which is true of
two atoms, with regard to the production of intelligence, is equally true of three, of three hundred, of three thousand, or of three
million ; and of any assemblage that is placed wi hin the reach
of numbers.
Matter, therefore, caimot be God ; and, consequently, God is not a material being.
Nor can we, with any greater degree of reason, imagine matter to be necessarily existent, than we can suppose it to be intelligent.
have already seen that, whatsoever is necessarily
existent, must exist universally.
But, if matter had existed
^miversally, no interstices could have existed between the parts
into which it is capable of being divided ; neither could mo-

We
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have been possible. No two atoms can occupy, in one
and the same instant, the same portion of space. Matter, in
If the universe
its own nature, cannot but be impenetrable.
Tvce absolutely filled with matter, a body put in motion must
tion

move through

solidity

;

and, consequently, must enter that space

in the same instant; which is
wholly inconsistent with the impenetrability of its nature. If,
therefore, the existence of motion prove that matter does not
exist universally, and the want of universality of existence prove
that matter does not exist necessarily, it follows, that m.alter itself, together with all the forms which (he modifications of its
parts assume, can have nothing more than a contingent existence and, consequently, that it must be indebted for its existence to that Being whom we denominate God.

which another body occupied

;

Miscellaneous
FROM THE ENGLISH METHODIST MAGAZINE.
Extract from a pamphlet, entitled, " Mr. Archibald Bower'' s motives for leaving his office of Secretary to the Court of Inquisition at Macerata, in Italy.''''
(Concluded from page 69.)

The

Other instance of the cruelty of the Inquisition, related in
the spurious account of my escape published by Mr. Baron,
happened some years before I belonged to the Inquisition; and
I did not relate it as happening in my time, but only as happenIt is related at length in the
ing in the Inquisition of Macerata.
annals of that Inquisition, and the substance of the relation is
as follows : An order was sent from the high tribunal at Rome,
to all the Inquisitors throughout Italy, enjoining them to apprehend a clergyman, minutely described in that order. One
answering the description in many particulars being discovered
in the diocese of Osimo, at a small distance from Macerata, and
subject to that Inquisition, he was there decoyed into the Inquisition, and by an order from Rome, so racked as to lose the use
In the mean time the true person being appreof his senses.
hended, the unhappy wretch was dismissed by a second order
irom Rome ; but he never recovered the use of his senses, nor
was any care taken of him by the Inquisition. Father Piazza,
who was then Vicar at Osimo lo Father Montecuccoli, Inquisitor
at Macerata, and died some years ago a good Protestant at
Cambridge, published an account of this affair, that entirely
agrees with the account I read of it in the records of the Inquisition.
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The deep impression that the death of my unhappy friend, the
most barbarous and inhuman treatment he had met with, and the
part I had been obliged to act in so affecting a tragedy, made on
my mind, got at once the better of my fears so that, forgetting
in a manner the dangers I had till then so much apprehended, I
;

resolved, without further delay, to put in execution the design I
had formed of quitting the Inquisition, and bidding forever adieu
To execute* that design with some safety, I proposed
to Italy.
to beg leave of the Inquisitor to visit the Virgin of Loretto, but
thirteen miles distant,

mean

time, to

make

and

to

pass a

the best of

week

my way

there;

but, in the

the country of the

to

Grisons, the nearest country to Macerata, out of the reach of
Having therefore, after many conflicts with
the Inquisi-tion.
myself, asked leave to visit the neighboring sanctuary, and obtained it, 1 set out on horseback the very next morning, leaving,
as I proposed to keep the horse, his full value with the owner.
I took the road to Loretto, but turned out of it at a small distance from Recanati, after a most violent struggle with myself,
the attempt appearing to me, at that juncture, quite desperate
and impracticable, and the dreadful doom reserved for me,
should I miscarry, presenting itself to my mind in the strongest
But the reflection that I had it in my power to avoid belight.
ing taken alive, and a persuasion that a man in my situation
might lawfully avoid it, when every other means failed him, at
the expense of his life, revived my staggered resolution ; and all
my fears ceasing at once, I steered my course, leaving Loretto
behind me, to Rocca Contrada, to Fossonbrone, to Calvi in the
dukedom of Urbino, and from thence through the Romagna into
the Bolognese, keeping the by roads, and at a good distance
from the cities of Fano, Pesaro, Rimini, Forli, Faenza, and
Imola, through which the high road passed.
Thus I advanced
very slowly, travelling, generally speakmg, in very bad roads,
and often in places where there was no road at all, to avoid, not
only the cities and towns, but even the villages. In the mean time,
I seldom had any other support but some coarse provisions, and
a very small quantity even of them, that the poor shepherds, the
countrymen, or wood cleavers, I met in those unfrequented byMy horse fared not much better than
places, could spare me.
myself; but, in choosing my sleeping place, 1 consulted his
convenience as much as my own, passing the night where I
found most shelter for myself and most grass for him.
In Italy
there are very few solitary farm houses or cottages, the countrypeople there all living together in villages and I thought it far
safer to lie where 1 could be any way sheltered, than to venture
into any of them. Thus I spent seventeen days before I got out
of the ecclesiastical state ; and I very narrowly escaped being taken or murdered, on the very ))orders of that state it happen;

:

ed thus

:

;
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I had passed two whole days without any kind of subsistence
whatever, meeting with nobody in the by roads that would supply me with any, and fearinti; to come near any house, as I was
not far from the borders of the dominions of the Pope.
I
thought I should be able to hold it till
got into the Modenese,
where I believed I should be in le.=s danger than while 1 remained in thp papal dominions but, finding myself, about noon
of the third day, extremely weak and ready to faint away, I
came into the high road that leads from Bologna to Florence, at
a few miles distance from the former city, and alighted at a
Having asked the woman
post-house that stood quite by itself.
of the house whether she had any victuals ready, and being told
that she had, I went to open the door of the only room in the
house (that being a place where gentlemen only stop to change
horses) and saw, to my great surprise, a placard p.isted on it,
with a most minute description of my whole person, and the
promise of a reward ofSOO crowns, about 200Z, English money,
for deli\erinj me up alive to the inquisition, being a fugitive
from the holy tribunal, and of 600 crowns for my head. By the
same placard, all persons were forbidden, on pain of the greater
excommunication, to receive, harbour, or entertain me, to conceal r to screen me, or to be any way aiding and assisting to me
This greatly alarmed me. as the reader
in making my escape.
may well imagine but I was still more airighted when entering
the room,
saw two fellows drinking there, who, fixing their
eyes upon, me as soon as 1 came in, continued looking at me
strove, by wiping my face, by blowing my
very steadfastly.
nose, by looking out of the window, to prevent their having a
But, one of them saying, the gentleman seems
full view of me.
afraid to bo seen, I put up my handkerchief, and turning to the
1

;

(

;

1

1

fellow^ snid boldly.

am

I

afraid to

What do you mean you rascal
He said nothing, but
?

be seen

?

Look

at

me^

looking again

me and nodding his head, went out, and his companion immediately followed him. I watched them, and seeing
them, with two or three more, in close conference, and no doubt
consulting whether they should apprehend mo or not, 1 walked
that moment into the stable, mounted my horse, unobserved by
thorn, and while they were deliberating in an orchard behind
the house, rode off full speed, and in a few hours got into the
Modenese, where I rclreshed both with food and with rest, as I
was there in no immediate danger, my horse and myself. I was
indeeii surprised to find that those fellows did not pursue me
any other way account for it, but by supposing, what
nor can
is not improbable, tnat, as they were strangers as vr 11 as myself, and had all the appearance of banditti or ruffians flying out
of the dominions of the Pope, the woman of the house did nos
From the Modenose I concare to trust them with her horses.
tinued my journey, more leisurely, through the Parmesan, the
steadfastly at

I
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Milanese, and part of the Venetian territory, to Ciiiavenna. subject, with its district, to the Grisoiis,

who abhor

the very

name

oT the Inquisition, and are ever ready to receive and protect all
who, flying from it, take refuge, as many Italians do. in their doHowever, as proposed getting as soon as 1 could t&
minions.
the city of Bern, the metropolis of that great Protestant canton,
and was informed that my best way was through the cantons of
Ury and Underwald, and p^rt of the canton of Lucern, all three
popish cantons, I carefully concealed who I whs, and from
whence I came. For, though no Inquisition prevails among the
Swiss, yet the Pope's nuncio, who resides at Lucern, might have
persuaded the magistrates of those popish cantons to stop me^
as an apostate and deserter from the order.
Having rested a few days at Ohiavenna, I resumed my journey,
quite refreshed, continuing it through the country of the Grisons,
and the two small cantons of Ury and Underwald, to the canton
There I missed my way, as 1 was quite unacquaintof Lucern.
ed with the country, and, discovering a city at a distance, was
advancing to it, but very slowly, as 1 knew not where I was ;
when a countryman, whom 1 met, informed me that the city hefore me was Lucern.
Upon that intellij^ence, I turned out of
the road as soon as the countryman was out of sight ; and that
night I passed with a good nntured shepherd in his cottage, who
supplied me with sheep's milk, and my horse with plenty of
grass.
I set out very early next morning, miking the
best of
my way westward, as 1 knew that Bern lay west of Lucern*
But, after a few miles, the country proved very mountainous,
and, having travelled the whole day over mountains, I was overtaken amongst them by night. As I was looking; out for a
place v/here I might shelter myself during the niuht, against the
snow and the rain, (for it both snowed and rained) I perceived
a light at a distance, and making towards it, got into a kind of
foot-path, but so narrow and rugged, that I was obliged to lead
my horse, and feel my way with one foot, hiving no liiht to direct me, before 1 durst move the other.
Thus, with much difficulty I reached the place where the light was, a poor little cottage ; and knocking at the door, was asked by a man within,
who I was, and what 1 wanted ? I answered that I was a stranger and had lost my way.
Lost your way ? replied the man,
there is no way here to lose.
1 then asked him in what canton
I was, and, upon his answering, that 1 was in the canton ot Bcrn^
" 1 thank God" I cried out, transported with joy, '' thnt I am."
The good man answered, " And so do I." 1 then told him who
I was, and that
was going to Bern, but had quite lost myself,
by keeping out of all the highroads, to avoid filling into the
hands of those who sought my destruction. He thcrru})on onen*;d the door; received and entertained rae with all the hospitalI

I

;
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poverty would admit of; rpgaled rae with sour crout
laid eggs, the only provisions he had, and clean
straw with a kind of rug for my bed, he having no other for
The good woman expressed as much sathimsplf and his wife.
isfaction and good nature in her countenance, as her husband,
and said many kind things in the Swiss language, which her
husliand interpreted to me in the Italian; for that language he
well understood, and spoke so as to be understood, having learned it, as he told me, in his youth, while servant in a public
house on the borders of Italy, where both languages are spoken.
1 never passed a more comfortable night ; and no sooner did I
begin to stir in the morning, than the good man and his wife
came both to know how I had rested ; and, wishing they had
been able to accommodate me better, obliged me to breakfist
on two eggs, which providence, they said, had supplied them
I then took leave of the wife, who, with
with for that purpose.
her eyes lifted up to heaven, seemed most sincerely to wish me
good journey. As for the husband, he would by all means attend me to the high road leading to Bern; Avhich road, he said,
was but two miles distant from that place. But he insisted on
my first going back with him, to see the way 1 had come the
night before; the only way, he said, I could have possibly come
from the neighbouring canton of Lucern. I saw it, and shuddered
at the danger I had escaped ; for I found that 1 had w ilked and
led my horse a good way along a very narrow path on the brink
The man made so many pious and perof a dreadful precipice.
tinent remarks on the occasion, as both charmed and surprised
me. I no less admired his disinterestedness than his piety
for, upon our parting, after he harl attended me till I was out
of all danger of losing my way, I could by no means j)revaii
upon him to accept of any reward for his trouble. He had the
satisfaction, he said, of having; relieved me in the greatest distress, which was in itself a sufficient reward, and he cared for
ity his

and some new

no other.
1 reached Bern that night, and proposed staying some time
there ; but, being informed by the principal minister of the
place, to whom I discovered myself, that boats went frequently
down the Rhine, at that time oY the year, with goods and passengers from Basil to Holland, and advised by him to avail myself of that opportunity, 1 set out accordingly the next day, and
crossing the popish canton of Soleurre in the night, but very
carefully avoiding the town of that name, I got early the next
morning to Basil. There met with a most friendly reception
from one of the ministers of the place, having been warmly recommended to him by a letter I brought with me from his brothAs a boat was to sail in two days, he entertained
er at Bern.
me very elegantly, during that time, at his house ; and I em1

IH
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barked the third day, leaving

my

horse to

my

host, in return for

his kindness.

The company in the boat consisted of a few traders, of a great
many vagabonds, the very refuse of the neighbouring nations,
and some criminals flying from justice. But I was not long with
them for, the boat siriking against a rock not far from Strasburgh, I resolved not to wait till it was refitted, (as it was not
my design to goto Holland) but to pursue my journey partly in
the common diligence or stage-coach, and partly on post horses,
through France into Flanders.
Having got safe into French Flanders, I there repaired to the
college of the Scotch Jesuits at Douay, and, discovering myself
to the rector, I acquainted him with the cause of my sudden departure from Italy, and begged him to give immediate notice of
my arrival, as well as the motives of my flight, to Michael Angelo Tamburini, General of the order, and ray very particular
;

friend.

The rector wrote as 1 had desired him, to the General ; and
the GencTal, taking no notice of my flight, in his answer (for he
could not disapprove it, and did not think it safe to approve it)
ordered me to continue whrre I was till further orders. I arrived at Douay early in May ; and continued there till the latter
end of June, or the beginning of July, when the rector received
a second letter from the General, acquainting him, that he had
been commanded by the congregation of the Inquisition, to order
me, wherever I was, back to Italy
name, full pardon and forgiveness, if

;

to

promise me,

obeyed

in their

did not
obey, to treat me as an apostate. He added, that the same order had been transmitted, soon after my flight, to the nuncios at
and he, thereibre, advised
the different Roman Catholic courts
me to consult my own safety without further delay.
Upon the receipt of the General's kind letter, the rector was
should repair by all means, and without loss of
of opinion that
time, to England, not only as the safest asylum I could fly to, in
my present situation, but as a place where should soon recover
my native language, and be usefully employed, as soon as I recovered it, either there or in Scotland. I readily closed with
the rector's opinion, being very uneasy in my mind, as my old
doubts, in point of religion, daily gained ground, and new ones
arose upon my reading (which was my only employment) the
books of controversy 1 found in the library of the college. The
place being thus agreed on, and it being at the same time, settled between the rector and me, that I should set out the very
next morning, I solemnly promised, at his request and desire, to
take no kind of notice, after my arrival in England, of his having been any ways privy to my flight, or of the Geneial's letter
This promise 1 have faithfully and honourably observto him.
1

;

I

I

;

but, if

1

;
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and should have thought myself guilty of the blackest inif 1 had not observed it, being sensible that, had it
been known at Rome, that either the rector or General had
been accessary to my flight, the Inquisition would have resontFor, though a Jesuit in France, in
ed it severely in both

ed

;

gratitude

Flanders, or in Germany, is out of the reach of the Inquisition,
the General is not; and the high tribunal not only have it in
their power to pynish the General himself, who resides constantly at Rome, but may oblige him to inflict what, punishment
they please on any of the order noxious to them.
The rector went that very night out of town ; and in his absence, but not without his privity, I took one of the horses of
the college, early next morning, as if I were going for chr.nge of
air, being somewhat indisposed, to pass a few days at Lisle
but, steering a different course, I reached Aire that night, and
I was there in no danger of being stopped
Calais the next day.
and seized at the prosecution of the Inquisition, a tribunal no
But, being informed
less abhorred in France than in England
by the General, that the nuncios at the different courts had been

ordered, soon after my flight, to cause me to be apprehended in
the Roman Catholic countries through which I mij^ht pass, as
an apostate or deserter from the order, I was under no small
apprehension of being discovered and apprehended as such,
€ven at Calais, No sooner, therefore, did 1 alight at the inn,
than I went down to the ^uny ; and there, as 1 was very little
acquainted with the sea, and thought the passage much shorter
than it is, endeavoured to eni;';age some fishermen to carry me,
that very night, in one oi their small vessels over to England.
This alarmed the guards of the harbour ; and I should have
been certainly apprehended, as a person guilty or suspected of
some great crime, fleeing from justice, had not liOrd Baltimore,
tvhom I had the good luck to meet in the inn, informed me of my
clanger, and pitying my condition, attended me that moment, with
all his company, to the port, and conveyed me immediately on
board his yacht. There lay that night, leaving every thing I
had, but the clothes on my back, in ihe mn ; and the next day, his
Lordship set me ashore at Dover, from whence I came in the
common stage to London.
I

I
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To

the Editors

of

the

Methodist Magazine.

Dear Brethren,
As you had the kindness to admit into one of your Num'Thoughts on 1 Pet. iiich, 19v.' in which were noticed
some of the clogs and difficulties' attendant on the Hell redemp-

bers,

'
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scheme I take the liberty of presenting you, for publicasome strictures on the certainty and eternity of future pun:

tion,

In doing this, I think it of great importance that the
ishment.
subject to be discussed, should be stated fairly, which I think is
the'case in the following question.
Will the finally impenitent and incorrigible sinner be punished forever in another life? Against the amrmati\'e of this question, the advocate of " Universal Restoration'''' so called, protests ;
and to support it, I shall otTer some arguments from the
from the nature and attributes of
present state of the world
God from the Scriptures and from the nature of man.
1. Arguments drawn from the present state of thp world.
In the above question, it is taken as a conceded point, that
there is such a thing as sin
that there is a ditrerence between
good and evil, virtue and vice. This difference is a first principle in morals, and all reasoning must be grounded on first
If a man is not
principles.
Reid's Works, Vol. 4. p. 182.

—
—

—
—
;

—

capable of perceiving this difference in his cool moments, when
he reflects seriously, he is not capable of being convinced by
reasoning.
To reason with such a man would be a waste of
time, ana could not possibly be productive of any good whatever.
It is

deemed proper, before

I

proceed any farther, to

state,

that the Universalists, as they call ihf^mstlves, are divided in
their opinions respecting j)unishment ; one class denying it al-

together, the other maintaining that it will be only for a limited
period.
Each, affecting to reason from the Goodness and Justice of God, and affirming, it would be contrary to the former

any of his creatures miserable and to the
punish a soul with everlasting misery for the sins which
had been committed by it in time. And wherefore ? because,
say they, his goodness obliges him to prevent misery; and se»
condly, because there is no proportion between the punishment

attribute, to render

;

latter, to

—

and the crime.

To shew

the fallacy of this reasoning,

w^ may suppose an

intelligent being existing before the creation of this world

and

having a knowledge of the purpose of the Divine mind to create
man with the powers with which he was invested at his creation, placed under the law that was given Adam in paradise, objecting against the threat with which that law was gur^rded:
suppose, 1 say, such a being to reason upon the introduction of
sin and misery, as a consequpnce of the transgression of that
law, after the manner of the advocates of Universal Restorr^tion,
and what would he say ? A God of goodness and love will n ver suffer his »vork to be marred
will never sufff r such a noble
creature as man, whom he is about to form holy and hajjjjy, tor
the purpose of serving and glorifying his Creator, to be misera;

VoL.

ill.

16

;

!
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It is contrary to every idea of goodness that can be formed
of a B'ing, who cannot possibly delight in the misery of any of
his creatures, to suppose that he will allow it ; and moreover it
would be a direlicton of his power, which is in accordance with
Thf^ thing is utterly irreconciliable
his goodness, to permit it.
with every attribute of the Deity, ahd cannot be admitted even

hie.

in thought.

Besides, if the doctrine were credible, or admissible with reference to the first creature that may be formed, it is certainly
contrary to every idea of Justice, to involve a second and a
third being in the consequences oi the transgression of the first
and so much the more, ;is the beings thus involved will propagate their species, surpassing the power of calculation, and every
being thus produced will partake of the misery introduced into
the world by the transgression of the first.
Shocking shocking unjust unjust
It is well known, who did reason with the Woman, in the
above manner in the garden ; and we cannot he at a loss to
know who reason in the same way against the certainty and
eternity of hell torments now.
It is far from my d^si^n to undertake to account for the introduction of natural and moral evil into the world ; or to reconcile their existence with the perfections of the Deity.
Many
have undertakpn to do this ; and others have not been unwilling
That their existence is comto acknowledge their ignorance.
patible with the goodness and justice of the Deity, none, I presume, will have the temerity to deny. My design is to apply
!

!

!

the above reasoning, a priori, to the doctrine of endless punishment, and to shew therpby the absurdity of arguing, as
many do, against the plainest matter of fact, and the clearest
declarations of scripture, from premises with which their
limited capacities cannot be perfectly acquainted.
The opponents of the doctrine of punishment tell us it would be incompatible with the goodness of God that any of his creatures
should he miserable : but where is their proof? Do they think
their bare assertion will overthrow facts? or their word make
the threatening of God of no efiect ? Have they any ground to
reason as they do, when every man in the world, or that has
ever been in the world, is a melancholy proof of the falsehood
of their assertion, and inf^onclusiveness of th^ir reasoning.
Although, as said before, I do not undertake to account for
the existence of sin, or shew how its fxistcncc is compatible
with the perfections and attributes of God ; yt from the death
of Jesus Christ upon the cross for our redemption, we learn, not
only the greatness of the s;icrifice that was off red to atone, but
the infnite demerit of sin, that rend Ted such a s;- orifice necessary. That this sacrifice that was offered was, Tm avrow tov /^owyey*?,

t-HS DOCTRINE OP
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his (God's) only begotten Son, we have the unequivocal evidence
" And nothing less or of inferior
of scripture, John iii. 16.

worth, could have answered the end, else God would have lequired and provided thnt : for it would be dc i-o^atory to his wisdom to require or provide less than was necessary fully to accomplish his design ; for thus the effect could either not be
produced ; or, if produced, be brought about with such a penury of means, as would little comport with the dignity and sufficiency of the divine plenitude ; and would leave endless pl.ice
for doubt in thf humnn breast, whoth(T such scanty means
could be considered sufficient to accomplish so great an end."
" It appears from the natur*^ of this sacrifice, that could it be
conceived possible th-3t a greater sacrifice had been necessary,
yet it must appear impossible that such an one could have been
provided; for a greater than God manifested in the flesh, could
not have been produced ; for God himself could I'urnish nothing
greater than the Almighty''s Fellow, Zech. xiii. 7. Awake,
sword against my shepherd, and smite the man that is my fellov;^,
saith the Lord of hosts.
Smite the Shepherd and the sheep shall
be scattered.
See Matt. xxvi. 31. where these words are quoted by our Lord, as referring to his sacrificial death
and see
John X. 30. where the same sentiment is delivered in the words,
/ and the Father are one. tyu kou 6 Uctrmp h eo-juev. Thus God
gave the greatest gift his eternal plenitude could provide; and
beyond which heaven itself had nothing more valuable or glorious to impart."
" As nothing less than this infinitely meritorious sacrifice
could have been sufficient for the redcmpiion of the world, we
see in it the destructive nature of sin, and its infuite demerit.
If
we look on sin in itself, our minds get s-^^on liounded in their
views, by particular acts of transgression, o1 which we can
scarcely perceive the turpitude and demerii as we neither consider the ^nnc.js/e whence th( y have proceedt d, the carnal mind
which is enmity against God ; nor the nature and dignity of that
Godatainsi whom they are committed. But when we consider
the infinite dignity of Jesus, whose passion and death were required to make (tenement for sin, then we shall see it as exceeding sinful, KKT vitt^QoMv, that its vitiosity and turpitude are beyond all comparison and description. Rom. vii. 13." Dr. A.
Clarke's Sermon on John iii. 16.
As then the t:;ift th>tt God has bestowed on mankind of his
only begotten Son Christ Jesus, is superior in nature and dignity
to every other gift that could have, possibly, been bestowed,
and of consequence to all that was included in. the grant made
to Adam in paradise ; and as the command to believe on the
Son is equ'iily important, and no less explicit than the injunction which Moses tells us was laid upon our first parents by war
;

;

'

—
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of

trial

50, note

See Leland on Rev. vol.
of their obedience.'
; and as the violation of that injunction,
'

Brought death

into the world,

and

all

I.

page

our woe,'

entailing misery on the whole human family, from father to son,
of how much sorer punishment shall he be thought worthy, who,
by renouncing the gospel, tramples under foot the Son of God.
Hob. X. 29. Who shall then say that a violation of the com-

on Jesus Christ shall be attended with no punawful words, Mark xvi. 16, He that believeth not shall he damned, are no more than an empty threat,
and were never intended to be inflicted on the finally impeni'

mand

to believe

ishment, or

tent

that the

and incorrigible sinner.
Arguments drawn from the nature and perfections of the

2.

Deity.
immutable, and omnipotent Being,
God, has been f)lea?5ed to make himself known to
In the Revelahis creatures by his works and by his word.
tion he has given to mankind of his will, he has proclaimed
the Lord, the Lord God, merciful and gracious, longhimself
Keeping mercy
suffering, and abundant in goodness and truth.
for thousands, forgiving iniquity, and trangression, and sin, and
that will by no means clear the guilty.' Exod. xxxiv. 6, 7.
This declaration in various forms of expression, is inlerspeised
through the old and new Testaments. It is the glory of the
Gospel that it is a transcript of the divine mind, an emanation of
Him who is holy, just, and true. And is every way suited to
the condition of man, who is depraved, guilty and condemned.
In this revelatioHj it must be confessed, as it has often been acknowledged by the wise.^t and best of men, are many things ahovt

That

self existent, eternal,

whom we

call

'

What ideas are implanted
reason, but nothing contrary to it.
in man of the holiness, the justice, the truth of God 1 and what
representations of these awfully glorious and sublime attributes
are given us in the revelation which God has afforded of himself ? Are no! tho^e ideas, and these representations in perfect
harmony, in perfect unison ? Surely. And iheir concurrent testimony is, that the impenitent and incorrigible sinner must be
punished.
1.

The Holiness

of God.

In contemplating the divine char-

acter, on whatever other points men may differ, they univerIn what
sally agree in this, that He is a pure and holy Being.
light is this being represented in the scriptures ? He is described

The whole host of
every where in them as a Holy Being.
heaven proclaim him^oly, and perpetually cry out. Holy, Holy,
Entertaining those
Holy, Lord God Almighty, Rev. iv. 8.
ideas, and crediting these representations, can we suppose for
©ne moment that He can receive to himself, to dwell with him

—
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forever, an unholy soul, a soul dying in sin ? More especially
holds not communion, even in this life, with the workHe, whose nature and perfections
ers of iniquity ? Surely not.

when he

all opposed to sin, cannot possibly iove those beinfj;s who
have not been made partakers of his nature, or who do not
bear his image.
And would these unholy souls be happy if they were admitted
into heaven, carrying with them all the turbulent passions that
agitate the human breast ? Could they unite in the exercises
and employments of those who zoere made white through the
Their unholy dispositions
blood of the Lamb? Impossible.
would prevent them forever from joining with the righteous,
and heaven, instead of being a paradise to them, would rather
be an Aceldama, a place of confusion and strife.
Nor will it be any advantage to the cause against which I
am pleading, to say that punishment for a limited durijtion

are

prepare the soul tor the fruition of God in endless glory,
it can be proved that a connexion has been established
between punishment and purity, as between cause and effect i
and that pain protracted, independent of the merits of Jesus
Christ, and the grace of God, can work that meetness, so frequently enjoined in bis word, and represented to be so indis*
pensably necessary for an inheritance among the saints in light.
But who can prove this ? Who can demonstrate surh a connexion ? Can the advocates of Universal Restoration' ? No.
Such a connexion would be an impeachment of
Impossible,
a proof that the death of Christ was a
the wisdom of God
needless undertaking, and also an arraignment of his justice.
"
A needless disj^lay of means to accomplish an end, which,
when produced, could not justify the means employed. 2. It
would imply an unjust exaciion of more payment than the sum
of ihe debt, and thus be an. impeachment of the Divine equity/*
Di. A. Clarke's Sermon on John iii. i6.
But the doctrine which ascribes to punishment a power to
produce holy dispositions, is contrary to matter of fact, and repugnant to the sentiments of almost all mankind. Were it so,

may

unless

—

1

—

not see men renewed in the spirit of their mind by
pains, by punishments, by sufferings? Afflictions and sufferings
in this life, I own may be sanctified, but it is not of this class I
am treating. The many criminals tliat are rather hardened
than amended by their punishments, are so many firoofs of my
posiiion, and go to shew that neither anger, nor malice, nor re-

why do we

venge, nor pride, nor haired, nor any other evil passion, can be
exterminated by pains or penalties, no more .than fire and faggot can make a scriptural Christian, enlighten the understanding, or

change the heart.
CTo be Continued.^

ANECDOTE.

tit

To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine,

The

following interesting anecdote, I have translated from
French Methodist Magazine, printed in Guernsey. If you
think it worthy of a place in your Miscellany it is at your ser-

th»

EVANGELUS.

vice.

J{ew'York, Feb.

1,

1820.

ANECDOTE.
At a certain time a Merchant vessel, loaded with grain, bound
Cardagen in Wales, was taken in the En^^lish Channel, by
an American Captain. When the Captain d' scended into the
cabin to visit his prize, he perceived a small box with an openina; on the top, resemblinji a counter in which money is put.
Being somewhat surprised at the sight, he said to the Welch
captain, " Whp.t is that ?" pointing to the box with his staff.
"O," replied the honest captain, " It is now done." " What!"
"To tell you the truth," replied
said the American captain.
the Welsh commander, " I, and my poor sailors, have been in
the habit of putting each two copfco^s in that box every Monday morning, to aid in sending M^Pibnaries to preach the Gosto

an f-nd." "• Ah !" said the
very good." And h.iving paused
a few minutes, he added, " Captain, 1 will not touch a hnir
Accordingly, he permitted the
of your head, nor your ship."
pious Welch captain to continue his voyaj^e. Such a generous
action in an enemy is certainly above all praise, and speaks
more forcibly in favour ot missions, than volumes.

pel to the heathen

;

but

now

American captain, " That

Tleligiows

and

all is at

is

^lissionai!^ Intelligence.

FROM DR. CLARKE, DATED MILI.BROOK, APRIL
Tt will

be

28, 18l9.

Committee to hear that the Cingavery good hoalth, continue to behave w( 11,

pleasinii to the

lese priests are in

and are making considerable progress both in Christian knowledge and learning. In proportion as they gain information in
Divine thiui^s, perceive, that the wish to communicate what
they have learnt increases. I rejoice to see, that pity for the
dark state ot their countrymen deoply impresses their he:.rts.
This is surely a token tor good. It is but luely that have noticed this strong desire ; and 1 believe nothin!/ would prevent
them, even now, from soliciting their return, but the consciousness that they have not yet got a sufficient acquaintance widj
I

I

A LETTER FROM DR. CLARKE,

lli^

They think that were they now in Ceythe Christian religion.
lon, and the peoph' would listen quietly to what they can say
for Christianity, and against Budhuism, Brahmanism, and other
kinds of idolatry, they would sur- ly be convinced of their erIn conversation with
rors, and embrace the religion of Christ.
Munhi Rathana to day, he said, " I no wsnt clothes; I no want
no want meat, drink, I no want people to me bow
money ;
down ; but 1 want to know Bible about ; and to make well [convert] poor Cint^alese men. 1 loss much time in temple ; and there
learn nonsense only, since five years old. When I look b.ck on
temple, I not pleased : I very sorry ; always I pray God to know
Bible, and make well poor Cingalese men." This concern 1 have
been long looking for. and am thankful to find that it is coming
in the right way ; that is not the offspring oi mail's suggestionsy
1

but appears to come immediately from

God himself.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM DR. CLARKE, DATED MILLBROOH,
JUNE

7,

1819.

The two Cingalese priests go on well, and are now in good
health; and study as hard as they c:-in.
In catechising them
last night,

1

had much

satisfaction

;

their

minds grow

in religi-

ous knowledge, and their hearts in religious feeling.
They are
very conscientious in all things, and most rigidly upright.
They excite a great deal of interest here. Yesterday, we
had no less than eight Clf-rgyman to visit us, besides others in
Among the Clergy were, Mr. Simeon, of Camtheir train.
bridge, and Mr. Marsh, of Colchester.
The humility oftheij
carriage, and the simplicity of their answers, gave great satisfaction
and I believe it was the general feeling, that a signal
Providence had plyced these interesting and intelligent strangers under our care, whom they all seemed to believe were designed by the great Head of the Church for some great and glorious work.
Is not this a loud call from God, Be faithful, and
go on! Yes, God now, in the most forcible manner, says to us,
" Go YE into all the world, and preach my Gospel to every creature!" And have we not the utmost proofs that He is with us?
and the strongest assurances that he will be with us. For
some time after our Lor<"s resurrection, there appeared to have
been littlo concern in the minds even of the Apostles, for the
evangelizing of the world
but God did not long suffer this;
he permitted them to be burnt out i>y persecution from Judea,
th:it they might be obliji;ed to -^6, and preach among the gentiles
the unsearchable riches of Christ.
We have not been thus
;

:

!

!

!

;

;
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He has given us peace in our borders ; a sufficidealt with.
ency of power to occupy and maintain the whole length and
and power,
breadth of Immanuel's land in our own country
men, and means, to carry the glad tidings to the remotest bounds
:

O how

of the crration.

make

we honoured

highly are

May God

!

us faithful

"Poetx^.
Saviour, let

For the Methodist Magazine.

all

my future days be thine,

To spread thy praise be all my sweet employ
And while I know that thou, my God, art mine,

REFLECTIONS

All

sweet, and every pain

toil is

is

joy.

passing the grave of Thomas Paine.

On

CM.
Nezu.lTorh, November, 1819.

When struggUne nature heaves the parting
And hope and

sigh,

fear maintain a doubtful strife,

Why shrinks the firm philosopher to die ?
Why clings the trembling infidel to life ?
Oh,

From

Evangelical Guardian and Review.

the

THE RESTORATION OF ISRAEL,
Ezek. xxxvi.

because his hope, forbid to soar

'tis

Beyond the grave's impenetrable gloom,
Beholds,

when

life's

poor pilgi-image

A dread anniliilation
For who can plunge

in the

into a

A land of <iarkness,

tomb

8.

Mountains of Israel rear on high
Your summits, crown'd with verdure new,
And spread your branches to the sky,
Refulgent with celestial dew.
!

is o'er,

!

gnlph unknowa,
and shade

O'er Jordan's stream of gentle flow,

solitude,

And Judah's peaceful valleys smil&
Leap from the crumbling brink of life alone,
Nor feci the terrors that are round him spread.' And far reflect the lovely glow
To ocsan's waves of ceaseless toil.

And

did he die without a hope of heaven ?
his couch did no kind angel bend,

Sec where the

Around

Oh then, indeed,

to resign

the ling'ring breath

",

parting sigh.

Dark, wretched, gloomy was his mortal life,
A prey to passion, and to sense a slave
The hapless child of misei'y and strife,
Rests not in peace ev'n in his lonely grave.*

—

The bloody

Shall smoke upon the altars high,
But ardent hearts from hill to shore
Send grateful incense to the sky.

Our Jesus wipes the mourner's

And

!

it is

not generally hioztm that the re-

nfT. P. have been
it

is

lately

removed /row

supposed sent

to

his

Englan(l.

—

him
The king

Nations

And

reign,

tear,

Satan's wiles are spread in vain.

Praise
* Perhaps

'.

no more

—

:

!

mlitary grave, and

sacrifice

The jubilee of man is near—
'Tis come
our God's unbounded

I live ? and am I call'd to prove
An interest in the grace I once deni'd
Oh, wond'rous pow'r Gh all victorious love
to find the Crucified

!

Where peace and innocence abound

I this

That led «ny heart

trees again are blest.
yellow harvests smile around
of heavenly joy and rest,

fi-uitful

And

Sweet scenes

emotion in my bosom swells,
melancholy spot survey ;
On scenes long past, recording raem'ry dwells.
When I, like him, pursued the devious way.

maiiis

j

Fresh cities bloom along the plain,
Fresh temples to Jehovali rise ;

Tlie

What deep

And do

burst at length

The kindling voice of praise again
Wings its sweet anthems to the skies<

horror hovers o'er the couch of death.

While

is

And purer flames to Jesus burn.
And Zion girds on her new strength.

'twas terrible to die,

'Twas dreadful

^ keener anguish barbs the
And

scatter'd tribes return.

Their slavish chain

To whisper in his heart of sins forgiv'n,
And hopes of happiness that never end ?

^ye tribes of Israel
praise
that ransom'd you from woe y

the

!

hymn

of triumph raise.
bid the Fon^ of rapture flow ;
!

IP
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l>i\inity,

A SERMON ON COL.

III.

1, 2, 3, 4.

(Concluded from page 08.)

Perhaps we cannot

better improve this subject than by
as a ground of self-examination.
To apply the
word of truth to our own hearts, in such a manner as to make it a
rule by which to judge impartially and correctly of our religious state, it must be confessed, is not an easy task
and the
difficulties which attend it, frequently prevent one of the most
important ends of the Christian ministry
that true /mowledge
of ourselves, without which there can be no stability in reliThousands who sit under the ministry of the word, and
gion.
approve, and perhaps extol the discourses they hear, are very

using

it, first,

;

—

—

little benefitted.
The reason is obvious they do not apply
those truths they hear to their own hearts and lives.
The subWould to God that
ject is to them a kind of abstract theory.
truth did not compel us to say that this is the case with multir
tudes whose names are enrolled among the professed disciples
of Jesus Christ.
What little progress in the spiritual life what superficial attainments in Christian virtues, do we perceive, even in those
who have grown up in the sunshine of the gospel ? who were
carried to the house of God in their childhood, and who have
been constant attendants on the preaching of the word for a
long succession of years ? Would this be the case if every hearer received the word as if it were spoken directly and individually to him ? as if it were designed, not merely to move his
passions, and engage his imagination, but to search the depth
of his heart, and bring every exercise of it to the touchstone of
unadulterated truth? to unveil every hidden deforitiity, and
Vol. ill.
le

—

—
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1, ^, 3, 4,

bring to full view every moral feature of the soul ? Did those
hear the word of God receive it in this way, it would indeed be like seed sown in good ground. Our congregations
would flourish like willows by the water courses ; and instead
of trifling and vanity, our ass^blies would be adorned with
Instead of general remarks on the
the beauties of holiness.
speaker, and his performance, each o: e would be most Ibrward
to speak of the suit:ibleness of the subject, or particular parts
of it, to his own state ; wherein he derived confirmation and
comfort from perceiving the agreement between the gospel
character, and his own experience, and wherein he found himself wanting.
It is hoped these general remarks will not be considered
altogether foreign from our sul)ject ; especially as they are designed to prepare the way for the more effectual improvement
of the preceding discourse.
The state of our afl^ection, with reference both to earthly and
heavenly things, is the important matter which now invites our
The following interrogations may be found
particular inquiry.
of great use in endeavouring to ascertain our true state.
Have I ever been thoroughly convinced ol the entire insufficiency of all earthly things lo afford me solid happiness ? Under this conviction, have 1 voluntarily renounced the world,
with all its pleasures, riches and honours, giving up all expectation and desire of deriving happiness from them ? Have I
ever perceived the fitness and excellency of spiritual things,
ever
their suitableness to my nature and my wants ? Have
cordially, and with a settled purpose of mind embraced these
things as my great interest, and supreme delight? What influence has the fluctuations and changes of worldly things had
upon me ? Have I been elated with prosperity ? have 1 been
depressed and disheartened by adversity ? Which gives me the
most sensiMe pain and affliction of mind, the loss of earthly
things and disappointments in prospects of t.'mporal prosperity,
or a consciousness of deficiency in the graces of the spirit,
and barrenness of soul in the things of God ?
Which gives me most pleasure as a subject of private
meditation, the grace of Gotl in my soul, and my treasure in
the heavens, or my earthly riches, and the means of acquiring
and preserving them ?
Which do find the most agreeable subjpct of conversation,
Christ, and holiness and heaven, or those worldly things in
which I am necessarily involved in pursuing my lawful calling
in life ? In short, can 1 apply the words of the Apostle to my" Yea, doubtless, and I cotmt all things but loss for the exself
cellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord?''''

who

I

I

—
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In proposing these, or like questions to ourselves, we should
that, on the one hand, self-complacency does not
pervert our judgment, and on the other, that Satan does not take
the advantage of the strictures we p^^ss upon ourselves, to

be cautious

weaken our confidence, and destroy our peace.
We may, Secondly, improve our subject in the way of reproof.
if we compare the lives of a large proportion of nominal
Christians with the true Christian character as drawn by Christ
and his Apostles, we shall be convinced that there is much less
real religion in the visible church
the community of professed
believers, than we might be led to suppose from superficial observation.
But when it is recollected that the religion of Jesus
Christ prohibits the love of the world
that it expressly declares that those who love the world cannot have the love of
the Father in them, and that the want of love to Jesus Christ,
even that love which purifies the heart, and excludes the love of
the world, is not only a proof that we do not belong to Christ,
but also a certain evidence of the displeasure and curse of God,
we are ready to inquire where do the Christians live ? Where
is the church ? Where are the living members of Christ ?
What place of worldly amusement cannot boast of Christian attendants, and support its pretensions under the auspices of its
religious admir^^rs ? Even the ball-room, and the theatre, those
nurseries of every corrupt passion, can produce, from within
the pales of the church, their able advocates, and firm sup-

—

—

porters.

But it is not in these sinks of popular and fashionable vice
only, that the Christian profession is prostituted, and the precepts and examples of the great Pattern of believers disregarded and dishonoured. The love of the world is deep rooted in
the hearts of thousands, who probably abstain from fashionable
amusements, more from the principle of avarice, than from the
love of God, and delight in spiritual things.

What

corroding cares, what anxious solicitude, what inward
fears, what sorrows about earthly things, do thousands feel, who profess to believe these declarations, "• I will never leave thee nor forsake thee
No good thing will he withhold
from them that walk uprightly." How they shall accumulate
earthly treasures
how they shall secure their possessions from
loss, occupy their morning and evening thoughts.
In the light
of apostolical precepts and examples, all such professors may
find abundant reproof.
To all such the language of the text is
peculiarly applicable, " Set not your aftection on things on the
earth."
Lastly.
Let us improve our subject ais a ground of exhortathirst,

what

—

—

—
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To air who are laying up treasure upon earth, and seeking
pleasure in the perishable interests of time and sense, our subLet such reflect on the
ject is full of important admonition.
fading nature of the objects of their affection, and ihe sources
Let them recollect that their prospects and
of their felicity.
their expectations are liable to be blasted by a thousand occurrences which they have neither wisdom to foresee nor power to
Let them not forget, that though the sun of prosperity
prevent.
may shine upon them, and affluence and plenty, in all their rich
and gay variety, attend their path, the season of worldly possessions is short ; and that the period is at hand when the rich
and the poor will meet together when distinctions of rank and
circumstances will vanish away, and nothing remain as a ground
of support and comfort to the soul but '" Righteousness and
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost."
Lean not upon that
Suffer then, the word of exhortation.
broken reed, the world; it Avill pierce you through with many
ModEstimate things according to their real worth.
sorrows.
erate your desire for earthly possessions, either of pleasure,
wealth or honour. Never expect from this poor world what it
has not in its power to give. Consider well the infinite value
of that treasure which moth cannot corrupt, and which thieves
cannot steal. Seek hrst the kingdom of God and his righteousness
Settle, as of the first importance, the great point of the
'

•

—

—

Secure your interest in Christ. Make
salvation of your soul.
the land of
sure of an inheritance in the spiritual Canaan
promise. " Set your affection on things above, not on things
on the earth." Amen.

—

THE LOVE OF GOD TO A LOST WORLD, DEMONSTRATED BT
THE INCARNATION AND DEATH OF CHRIST.
Extract from Dr. A. Clarke'^s Sermon on John

iii.

16.

(Continued from page 97.)
2. This leads me to consider God through the impulse of
His own infinite love and innate goodness, providing for the
rescue and salvation of the world, by giving His only begotten
it
God so loved the zvorld.
here asserted, that the love of God was the spring and
souice of human redemption
and when we consider the fallen,
degicid<^d, and corrupt state of the human race, we may rest satisfied, that there it must originate, or no where.
Man could
have no claim on the holiness or justice of his Maker, because

Son

to die for

:

It is

:
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he had swerved from his allegiance, and broken his law ; nor
can we conceive that any other attribute of the Divine Nature
could be excited in his behalf.
Yet even here is a difficulty and one of no ordinary magnitude ;
how could even this love be moved towards man ? According to the best notions we can form of love, it never exists
but in a conviction of some real or fancied excellence or amiaExcellence may be esteemed for its own
bleness in its object.
beauty and amiableness may be desired on our own acsake
count.
Love, properly speaking, is composed of desire and
esteem ; desire to possess, on account of the beauty or amiableness of the object; esteem for the person on account of mental
;

—

:

On

tracing the operation of this passion or affecshall find that the desire to possess is scarcely
ever, if at all, excited for mere mental excellence ; and thai
esteem is scarcely ever formed for mere corporeal accomplish-

excellence.

tion carefully,

we

ments.
old and the deformed may be esteemed, if they have menand the young and the beautiful may be deexcellencies
sired, though they have none.
But where there is neither beauty nor excellence, love is never excited.
may lay it down as an indisputable truth that God never
acts without an infinite reason to justify His conduct.
He must
ever have a suitable motive to induce him to act; and a proper
He can neve^ act from caprice or
object to justify the motive.

The

tal

;

We

because He acts from infinite intelligence, and can
never be influenced by self-interest. What motive, therefore,
could induce him to place His love upon man ? For what, could
He desire him ? For xohat would he esteem him ? Here is the
difficulty which no kind of assertions can solve.
The common
assertion, He did because He would
will never satisfy the inquiring mind ; and may be as well applied to acts of vmdtctive
justice as to acts of mere mercy ; and thus the mind will be lefi
under the full empire of doid)t relative to the conduct of God
in matters of the most solemn importance, in which its own accountablenes and highest interests are particularly concerned ;
and on which it cannot be too circumstantially informed.
On this enquiry the infinite disparity between God and man
will ever present itself to the view
the perfections and independence of the Creator
and the worthlessness and wickedness of the creature.
In deep astonishment we may ask with
one of old, " What is man that thou shouldest magnify him ? and
that thou shoiddest set thine heart upon him? Job vii. 17. In
a word, what is the apparent reason why God hath so lovei»
the zu or Id?
Strange as it may appear, I am led to conclude that we shall
not get a satisfactory answer to this question without haying
partiality,

—

—

;
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I will lay down as an axioni,
recourse to the creation of man.
what I think will not be disputed, and what cannot be successLet
fully controverted, that man is the creature of God? s love.
us fif^ure to ourselves, for we may innocently do it, the state of
the Divine Nature previously to the formation of the human be-

ing.

Infinitely

cient, the

happy, because

Supreme Being could

was wanting, nothing

from

and self-suffino wants
to Him nothing
As the good man is satisfied

infinitely perfect
feel

needful.

;

—

hi7nself from the contemplation of his conscious rectitude

;

comparing infinitely great with small things, the Divine
Mind was supremely satisfied with the possession and contemFrom unmixed, unplation of its own unlimited excellencies.
sullied goodness, sprang all the endlessly varied attributes, perfections, and excellencies, of the Divine Nature ; or rather in
this principle all are founded, and of this each is an especial
Benevolence is, however, an affection inseparamodification.
God the all sufficient knew, that He could,
ble from goodness.
in a certain way, communicate influences from His own petfections
but the being must resemble Himself, to which the comHis benevolence, therefore, to
munication could be made.
communicate and diffiise His own infinite happiness, we may
naturally suppose, led Him to form the purpose of creating intelligent beings, to whom such communication could be made.
He, therefore, in the exuberance of His eternal goodness, projected the creation of man, whom He formed in his own image,
Here, then,
that he might be capable of those communications.
was a motive worthy of eternal goodness, the desire tb commuand here was an object worthy of
nicate its own blessedness
the Divine wisdom and power, the making an intelligent creature^, a transcript of His own eternity, 'hSkd bjjd meat melohim,
Psa. viii. 5. just less than God; and endowing him with powers and faculties of the most extraordinary and comprehensive
so,

:

;

nature.
I

do not found these observations on the supposition of cer-

possessed by man previously to his fall : I
found them on what he is no7o.
I found them
on his vast and
comprehensive understanding
on his astonishing powers of
ratiocination
on the extent and endless variety of his imagination or inventive faculty
and I see the proof and exercise of
these in his invention of arts and sciences. Though fallen from
God, morally degraded and depraved, he has not lost his natuhe is yet capable of the most exalted degrees of
ral powers
knowledge in all natural things and his knoiolcdgc, is power.
Let us take a cursory view of what he has done, and of what
he is capable
He has numbered the stars -of heaven ; he has
demonstrated the planetary revolutions, and the laws by which
they are governed he has accounted for every apparent anoina-

tain excellencies

;

;

:

:

;

:

—

;

!
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ly in the various affections of the heavenly bodies ; he has measured their distances, determined their solid contents, and weighed the sun
His researches into the three kingdoms of nature, the animal,
vegetable, and mineral, are, for their variety, correctness, and
The laws of matter,
importance, of the highest consideration.
of organized and unorganized beings, and those chemical principles by which all the operations of nature are conducted, have
been investigated by him with the utmost success. He has
shewn the father of the rain, and who has begotten the drops of
dew ; he has accounted for the formation of the snow, the hailstones, and the ice ; and demonstrated the laws by which the
tempest and tornado are governed; .he has taken the thunder
from the clouds ; and he plays with the lightnings of heaven I
He has invented those grand subsidiaries of life, the lever,
the screw, the wedge, the inclined plane, and the pulley; and
by these means multiplied his power beyond conception : he
has invented the telescope, and by this instrument has brought
the hosts of heaven almost into contact with the earth.
By his
engines he has acquired a sort of omnipotency over inert matter ; and produced effects, which, to the uninstructed mind, present all the appearance of sepernatural agency.
By his mental
energy he has sprung up into illimitable space ; and has seen
and described those worlds which an infinite skill has planned,
and an infinite benevolence sustains. He has proceeded to all
describable and assignable limits, and has conceived the most
astonishing relations and affections of space, place and vacuity :
and yet, at all those limits, he has felt himself unlimited and still
can imagine the possibility of worlds and beings, natural and intellectual, in endless variety, beyond the whole. Here is a most
extraordinary power describe all known or conjectured beings, and he can imagine more
point out all the good that even
God has promised, and he can desire still greater enjoyments
After having made the boldest excursions to the heavens, he
has dared even to the heaven of heavens ; and demonstated the
being and attributes of God, not only hy proofs drawn from His
works, but by arguments a priori, from which all created nature
These are among the boldest efforts of
is necessarily excluded
:

—

—

i

!

human mind.
What has man

the

not done ? And of what is he not capable To
such powers and energies, what limits can be assigned ? Do not
all his acts shew that he is fearfully and wonderfully made ? And
if such be the shadow, what was the substance ! If such is, fallen
man, what was he 6e/bre his fall
And what is the necessary
conclusion from the whole ? It is this the creature in question
was made for God and nothing less than God can satisfy his
infinite desires.
His being and his powers give the fullest proof
!

!

;

;
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that the saying of the wise
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own

man

to

be immortal

;

is

III.

" God
be an image of

perfectly correct

and made him

to

IG,

:

Wisd. ii. 23.
not this over-rating human excellence, and enduing
man with a dignity and perfection little consistent with the doc'
trine of the fall ?"
I answer, No.
I
have appealed to facts,
and /cd5 within the knowledge of all men; and such facts as
amply support all the reasoning which has been founded upon
them. But, after all these proofs of natural excellence, we have
ten thousand others of his internal moral depravity, and alienation from the Divine life.
The general tenor of his moral conduct is an infraction of the laws of his Creator.
While lord of
the lower world, he is a slave to the vilest and most degrading
passions : he loves not his Maker ; and is hostile and oppressive to his fellows.
In a word, he is as fearfully and wonderfully vile, as he was fearfully and wonderfully made: and all
this shews most forcibly that he stands guilty before God ; and
is in danger ofperishing everlastingly.
Now, in these two things, the physical and intellectual greatness of man, and his moral depravity and baseness, lies the reason of human redemption.
As he is guilty, polluted, and morally incapable of helping himself, he stands in need of a Redeemer, to save him from everlasting destruction. As he is one
of the noblest works of God; that in which He has manifested
His skill, power, and goodness, in the most singular manner ;
he is worthy to be redeemed. *' For it was not proper," as St.
Athanasius observes, " that those should perish who were once
partakers of the image of God."
To save such a creature from
such a final destruction of the m(Z for which he was created,
was an object worthy the interposition even of God Himself.
He knew the powers with which He had endued him ; and He
loves every work of His hand in proportion to the degree of
impression it bears of His own excellence.
Though man has
sinned, and has become universally depraved ; yet, he has lost
none of his essential faculties they still remain : and the grandeur of the ruins shews the unrivalled excellence and perfection
of the original building, God cannot forsake the work of His
hands and He still beholds him as radically the noblest of His
creatures.
And as the attention of God must be fixed on each
of His works in proportion to its excellency, and the greatness
of the design for which he had formed it ; man as the most noble of His creatures, and made for the highest ends, must be
the object of His peculiar regards.
Of no creature but man is
his

" But

eternity."
is

—

—

:

—

said, that it was made in the image and likeness of God,
Neither the thrones, dominions, principalities, powers, cherubim, seraphim, archangels, or angels, have shared this honour,
h is possible, that only one order of created beings could be
it

—
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And is it not on this account, that Jesus took
not upon Him the nature of the angels, but the seed of Abraham^
him with whom the covenant of redemption was made for Jews
and Gentiles? Now, in this superior exadlence of the human nature^ do we not find a solution of the difficulty, why GoA passed
hy angels, to redeem man : and why, He so loved the hximan
race, as to send His only begotten Son into the world to die for
thus formed.

redemption

its

!II.

sus

From

?

this

it

appears that the sacrifice of the Lord Jethe world could be redeemed.

was the only means by which

Before 1 enter particularly into the discussion of this point,
be necessary to speak something o^ Him who is the Author of this redemption
and who is here called God's only begotten Son.
When we examine the orecles of God relative to
the Person and character of this Divine Being, we shall find
that they speak of Him as God, and clothe Him him with every attribute essential to the supreme and eternal Deity. I shall
quote a few of their sayings without any particular reference
He was in the beginning with God he was God, and all things
were made by him and for him, and without him was nothing made,
that was made ; and he is before all things, and by him do all things
it

will

;

:

;

He was God manifest in the flesh ; for that Word which
was God, was made flesh, and tabernacled among us ; and in
that flesh dwelt all the fidness of the Godhead bodily.
These
are only a few of the sayings of the inspired writers relative to
this subject
but they are full and conclusive
they are oracles
from heaven, and have no delusive meaning; and any one of
them is sufficient to prove the point. " But did His conduct
among men justify this high character?" Yes; most amply.
From the first impression made by the reported miracles of
Christ, Nicodemus could say, " No man can do the miracles
which thou dost, except God be with him." And every reasonable man, on the same evidence, would draw the same inference.
But we certainly can go much farther, when we find
Him by His own authority and power, without the invocation of
any foreign help, with a word, or a touch, and in a moment,
restoring sight to the blind; speech to the dumb
hearing to
the deaf; and health to the diseased; cleansing the lepers, and
raising the dead.
These are works which could only be eiTected by the Omnipotence of God. This is incontestible. Thereforej while the cleansing of theTepers, and the feeding to the
full so many thousands of nft^n and women, with five barley
loaves and two small fishes, stand upon such irrefragable testiconsist.

:

;

;

mony

as that contained in the four Evangelists, Jesus Christ
in the eye of unbiased reason, as the Author of
nature, the true and only Potentate, the almighty and everlast-

must appear,

ing God, howsoever obscured

Vol. lU,

He may seem
17

to be,

by dwelling in
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But, as the salvation of the whole human race stands or with the proper, essential, underived Deity of Jesus Christ,
we must take heed lest, while we profess to hold the thing, we
must have redestroy the foundation on which it rests.
course to such scriptures as those which I have already proand we must not confound the Godhead with the manduced
hood: we must carefully distinguish the two natures in Christ,
the Divine and human. As man, he laboured, fainted, hungered,
was thirsty ; ate, drank, slept, suffered, and died. As God, He
created all things, governs all, worked the most stupendous miracles ; is omniscient, omnipresent, and is the Judge as well as
flesh.
falls

— We

—
—
:

As God and man, comthe Maker of the whole human race.
bined in one Person, He suffered /or maw; died /or man; rose
again /or man ; caus^ repentance and remission of sins to be
preached in the world, in His name j forgives iniquity; dispenses the gifts and graces of the Hofy Ghost ; is Mediator between God and man ; and the sole Head and Governor of His
church.
He was man, that he might suffer and die for the offences of
man for justice and reason both required that the nature that
But He was God, that the sufsinned should suffer for the sin.
and thus, infering might be stamped with an infinite value
stead of merely suffering on account of sin, might be a sufficient
Were Jesus
sacrifice and atonement for the sin of the world.
to be considered merely as man, then it is evident that his sufferings and death could be no atonement for sin, because they
If He be considered merely as God, then
could have no merit.
he could neither suffer nor die; and, consequently, woti must
be unredeemed for without shedding of blood there is no remission; but if we consider Him as God-man, we see him capable of suffering ; and find that the purgation of our sins was by
the merit of the blood which He shed in His passion and death.
Thus, as one has said, " He was man that he might have blood to
shed and God, that when shed, it might be^of infinite value.'^
But while we distinguish the tzw natures in Jesus Christ, we
must not suppose that the sacred writers always express these
The names givtwo natures by distinct and appropriate names
en to our blessetl Lord are used indifferently to express His whole
nature : Jesus, Christ, Jesus the Christ, the Messiah, Son of
Man, Son of G-od, beloved Sm, only begotten Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, our Saviour, i^c i^c^ are all repeatedly and indiscriminately used to designate His xohole Person as God and
man, in reference to the great work oi human salvation, which,
from its nature, could not be accomplished but by such an union.
All who are taught of God use these terms in the same way.
;

;

;

;

:

—

of Jesus Christ, we do not mean the man,
ChrisuJcsus, born of the Virgin Mary; nor Him who is th^

When we speak

—
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we mean both

;

the great

God, even our Saviour, Jesus Christ, "who, for us men, and
our salvation, came down from heaven, and was incarnated by
the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was made man."
In
this sense

I

invariably use these terms,

when

the contrary

is

not

specified,

(To be Continued.)

For

the

Methodist Magazine,
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observed by a celebrated author, that upon the supposition that St. Paul believed that Jesus Christ was a mere
man, he would be justly chargeable with the want of common
sense in writing his Epistles. Perhaps no passage in his writings would be more unintelligible than the text now under consideration, admitting the above to have been his opinion.
It
is universally conceded that the manifestation of which our
apostle speaks, is that which was made in the person of Jesus
Had this manifestation been merely the exhibition of
Christ.
the moral character of God in that righteousness which was
taught and practised by Jesus Christ, it would be difficult to
conceive why the apostle should call it a great mystery,' any
It

is

'

more than when the same manifestation was made in the virtuous lives, and moral precepts of patriarchs, prophets, and
other holy men.
Those who dispute the authority of the English translation of
passage, are

hut feebly

supported,

either from ancient
and analogy of the subject.
If we read, " Great is the mystery of godliness, which was
manifested in the flesh," &:c. we perceive the whole subject involved in absurdity: for to talk of the "mystery of godliness,"
or the gospel, "manifested in the flesh, justified in the spirit
believed on in the world, and received up into glory," to say the
But it shows, with sutficient
least, is not very intelligible.
clearness, to what extremities the advocates of Christ's mere
humanity are driven. To them it would appear a less evil to

this

authorities, or from the connection

implicate St. Paul, as deficient in common sense, than to admit
And so great has been the exerthe Deity of the Son of God.
tion of those who deny the real divinity of Christ, to remove
this formidable passage out of the way of their favourite opin-

—
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it would appear as if they supposed it the only passage
in the bible which had the appearance of maintaining an oppoBut it should not be forgotten that the gospel
site doctrine.

ion, that

of St. John, chap. i. 14. asserts the same thing, concerning the
authority of which the most learned critics have adduced no
objection.
But why should the text of St. Paul be assailed
with such elaborate criticism, while that of St. John is admitted
especially when they both unpquivocally assert
to be correct
the same thinji ? St Paul asserts that Gorl was manifested in
the flesh, ©E05 eipxymaiQn tv <t»§ki
and John says, " The Word"
;

:

(which just before he called God) " was made flesh."

a»^ ly/vFTO.
The following
show how feeble

quotation from Dr.

M Knight,

may

K«*

c

Aeyo?

serve to

on which the objections to the
" The Clermont MS. with the
validity of our translation rest.
Vulgate, and some other ancient versions, read here 0, which,
instead of ©Efl?, God.
The Syriac version, as tranlated by Tremellius, huth, Quad Deus revelatus est in came } That God was
revealed in the fiesh.
The Colbeitine MS. hath ej, loho. But
Mill saith, it is the only Greek MS. which hath that reading.
All the others, with one consent, have ®m which is followed by
Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Theophylact, as appears by their
Commentaries. Mill saith 05 and
were substituted in place
of the true reading, not however by the Arians,* nor by the
other heretics, as neither they, nor the orthodox fathers, have
the authority

is

;

cited this text."

But we venture

to say that ifojore is admitted instead of
impossible, by any fair construction of the text, to
make it any way intelliirible, or even compatible with common
sense.
But it appears extremely difficult, not to s;)y impossible, for all th° cunning craftiness of men to avoid the conclusion,
The proper harmony of
admitting ©so? to be the true reading.
the passage, with this reading, will be, " God was manifested
in the flesh ; God was justified (») by the Spirit ; God was seen
of angels ; God was preached unio the Gentiles
God was believed on in the world
God was received up into glory.
What is the conclusion ? That Jesus Christ was God.
€>Eo«,

it

is

;

;

* This authority from Mil! heightens the probability of the correctness of
Dr. Clarke's supposition relative to the occasion of the apparent difference ia
the ancient MSa. See bis Commentary on the passage.

;
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God

hath given to a believer in Christ, {he premise as a ket/
of his Providence, because he hath the promise of

to the chest
this life

and

that

which

is

to

come,

1

Tim.

iv. 8.

Of

this life,

not according to our desires, but necessities, wherein they shall
have whatsoever they can want or desire. God exercises a
special Providence over those who are afflicted, or in distressing
circumstances, for it is written, "He is a helper of the fatherless," and " in him the fatherless find mercy," Hos. xiv. 3.
Now what greater comfort is there than this, that He who presides in the world, is so wise, that he cannot be mistaken ; so
faithful, that he cannot deceive ; so pitiful that he cannot neglect his people ; and so powerful that he can make stones into
bread if he please ? God doth not govern the world only by
his will, as an absolute monarch, but by his wisdom and goodness as a tender father.
'Tis not his greatest pleasure to shew
his sovereign power, or his inconceivable wisdom, but his immense goodness, to .which he makes his other attributes subservient.

That which was the design of God in creating, is the same in
government of the world; the communication and difFusion
of his goodness.
From hence we may be sure that he will do
nothing but for the best, his wisdom appoints it with the highest
reason, and his goodness orders it to the most gracious end and
his

:

because God

the greatest good, he doth not only will good,
but the best good in every thing he does.
The consideration
is

we are under the care of an infallible, unwearied, and righteous Governor; infallible, because of his infinite wisdom; unwearied, because of his unbounded power ; and righteous, because of his eternal goodness and holiness, ought to administer
the highest consolation.
To trust the Providence of God, when cur warehouses and
bags are full, and our tables plentifully spread, is no hard thing
but to trust in God when our purses are empty, and but a handful of meal and a cruise of oil is left, and all the sources of relief
apparently cut off, will prove our faith, and evince that we are
Christians indeed.
And yet none of us are exempt from this
duty of trusting Providence, but are bound to acknowledge it
in our daily prayer, for daily bread ; from the greatest and
richest prince, to the meanest and poorest beggar.
Whatever
your wants are, want not faith, and you cannot want supplies.
that

—
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'Tis the want of faith prevents God from doing great works for
the naore we trust him, the more he concerns him;

his creatures

The more
self in our affairs.
shall feel the curse of him that

we

trust ourselves, the

maketh

more we

arm, though it
were the best flesh in the world, because it is a departing from
God. No wonder then that God departs from us, and carries
away his blessing with him : while we trust ourselves, we do but
trouble ourselves ; but the committing our way to the Lord
renders our minds calm and easy, and removes all anxious disturbing thoughts what the success shall be.
We have to deal with a God who is bound up to no particular means, or to any means at all ; who is at no expense in supplying miraculous succours, and who delights to perfect his
He, and He only, knows
strength in his creatures weakness.
what will further our good, and what will hinder it. He can
set all causes in such a posture, as shall conspire together, as
one link, to bring about success, and make even contrary moThough Providences may
tions meet in one gracious end.
geem to cross and contradict one another, they shall never cross
his word, and the truth of his promise ; for his Providence is
Providence directs us by means ;
but a servant to his truth.
not to use them, is to tempt our guardian : where it intends
any great thing for our good, it generally opens a door, and
puts such circumstances into our hands, as we may use without
To
the breach of any command, or the neglect of our duty.
use means without respect to God, is proudly to contemn him
to depend upon God without the use of means, is irreligiously
to tempt him ; in both we abuse bis Providence ; in the one we
disobey him in not using the means he hath appointed, in the
other presumptuously impose upon him, for the encouragement
Let not any reliance upon ordinary proviof our laziness.
dences induce you to act contrary to the command. No providences, wherein we have seeming circumstances of glorifying
God, must lead us out of the way of duty ; this is to rob God
one way, to pay in another. Commit thy way to the guidance
of his providence, with an obedience to his precept, and reliance on his promise, and refer the result to God. If we set up
our golden-calves made of our own ear-rings, our wit, strength,
and carnal prudence, because God seems to neglect us, the
issue may be the same to us, as with the Israelites, and (he very
dust of our demolished calf m^iy be as bitter to us as theirs was
to them.
God hath as much wisdom in fixing the period of performance,
How presumpas he had mercy at first in making the promise.
tuous would it be for a vain ignorant world to prescribe rules to
the Creator; much more for a single atom of dust, full of vanity,
and worse than nothing. Since we had no part in making the
flesh his

—

—
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world or ourselves, let us not presume to direct God in governGod being infinitely wise, and his will infinitely good,
ing us.
it must needs be that goodness and wisdom are the rules whereby he directs himself in his actions in the world. And what
greater motive, (or argument,) can there be to persuade our
submission, than wisdom and goodness transacting all things.
God's counsel being the firmest as well as the wisest, it is folly
both ways to resist it. We might as well murmur at God's creahe is
tion, as at his providence, for that is as arbitrary as this
under no law but his own righteous will. Murmur not, therefore 5 whatever is done in the world, is done by a wise agent,
who acts for the perfection of the whole universe ; and why
should I murmur at that which promotes the common happiness
and perfection, that being better and more desirable than the
perfection of any one particular person ?— This temper of murmuring will hinder our prayers ; with what face can we pray
If God doth exto that God whose wisdom we thus repine at.
ercise a providence iti the world, why do we murmur ? If he
doth not take care of ihose things, why do we pray to him ?
Do not presume to lead God, but be led by him ; 'tis our safety
to follow him ; 'lis our sin and danger to presume to be his diWe may lose ourselves when we are our own blind
rectors.
guides, and fall into a ditch ; but when we follow God, he hath
wisdom to foresee the precipices we may stumble into, and
goodness to divert us from them. The church wherein God
hath laid up his gospel, and those souls which are as the ark
wherein God hath deposited his law, shall be shadowed with
the wings of his merciful providence, in a perpetual succession
All the providences of God are to preof all true blessings.
serve his law in the world; his severest judgments are to quicken up the law of nature in them that know no other, and the law
And he hath given,
of his gospel in men that sit under it.
Christ to his church, and thereby given an earnest that still
'Tis not to be thought that God
their good shall be promoted.
will spare any thing else, when he hath given them his Son.

—

:

—

—
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To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine,

Dear Brethren,
If you think the following worthy a place in your excellent Miscellany, you will oblige a number of subscribers by
inserting

E.

it.

BROWN.

Mr. James Banks was born in Stamford, state of ConnectiAt the age of eight years he, with his pacut, A. D. 1794.
rents, removed to the town of North-Castle, in which he reAs his parents were strangers
sided until the close of his life.
after the course of this world,' he had not
to God, walking
the advantage of those pious instructions which have a manifest
tendency to engrave upon the ten Jer heart the fear of the
Being
Lord,' and impart to the youthful mind a religious bent.
favoured, however, with the preaching of the gospel by the
Methodists, his mother was brought to a discovery of her lost
estate, and the danger to which she was exposed whilst aleinThis excited her to flee for refuge,
ated from the life of God.
to lay hold on the hope set before her ;' and she was soon adthe blood
ijiitted to the enjoyment of that peace which is by
admonof the cross.' Now she began to instruct her children,
ishing them of the evil of their ways, and directing them to attend constantly on the ministry of the gospel.
By this time the subject of our memoir had acquired strong
not willing that
But the compassionate God,
vicious habits.
any should perish,' was pleased to penetrate his heart »vith a
On examining the state of his
sense of his guilt and danger.
it was time to seek the Lord,' and acsoul, he was convinced
cordingly betook himself to prayer and reading of the holy scripBut the strong man armed' was grown too strong to be
lures.
easily bound, and habit too confirmed to be thrown off by a
He relapsed, and walked again in the counsel of the
wish.
ungodly.' Various are the means which the Governor of the
world employs to work his ends.' In the spring of 1811 his
This awful providence was
father was taken away by death.
a means of bringing him again to reflect on the sins of his life,
and to mourn the flight of the Spirit of Grace,' whom he had
madly resisted. During this year he made many promises to
but unhappily failed in keeping
turn from the evil of his ways
The sin -which most easily beset him being committed in
them.
flie time of day, rendered him unfit for the work of repentance
'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

—

;
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and when night came on

His
his ' soul was full of troubles.'
sorrows arose to such a height that sleep departed from him,
and Satan, to add to his affliciion, strongly tempted him to put
an end to his life. The wrath of God so heavily bore upon
him, that he has been frequently heard to say, " that for aught
he knew, he felt himself as miserable as if he had been enveloped
in a flame of fire."
Thus did his " days in one sad tenor run,"
until the March of 1812.
All these things he endeavoured to
But the cry of distress is heard throuj^h a variety of
conceal.
organs and if forbidden to express itself through one, it instantly betakes itself to another
so that although he did not
orally declare it, it was so manifest that one of his pious neighbours inquired diligently into his case gave him such instructions as he thought fit, and invited him to attend a meeting apIt, was
pointed for prayer. He complied with the request.
truly a season of refreshing.
The Lord poured out his Spirit
upon young and old. He sought the Lord with all his heart
Christians joined in making supplication on his behalf, and before the solemn services were ended, he arose and testified that
his " sins were blotted out, and the love of God was shed abroad
in his heart by the Holy Ghost given unto him."
From this
time he denied himself, and took up his cross.
He united himself to the Methodist Society
exhorted sinners to " flee the
;

;

—

—
the
prayed
the public congregation —
—
family — and spent much time
private devotion.
But man
wrath

to

come"

in

in

in

is

a mutable being. Sad proof of this he gave by committing
This was known to his faagain " the sin which beset him."
miliar friend, Mr. Finch, who suffered one night to pass withBut feeling the force
out speaking with him on the occasion.
'' Thou shalt not suffer sin upon thy brother,"
him and expressed his sorrow for his late offence.
For this he was very thankful, and evinced all that compunction for sin which was shown by the penitent king of Israel
and in so doing he exhibited one of the finest traits of the Christian character
" Let the righteous smite me and it shall be a
kindness let him reprove me, and it shall be an excellent oil."
After this God "restored unto him the joy of his salvation,"
and he was " stedfast and unmoveable, always abounding in the
work of the Lord." He was now appointed to the charge of
a class, which place he filled with dignity and usefulness till
he was called to share in purer services, and to occuJDy a loftier
place in the heavenly world.
To follow the Creator in his
*' goings
forth," affords the purest pleasure of which we are capable.
But when the Almighty plants his footsteps beyond the
ken of human intellect, far from exciting a sensation of pain, it
should increase our admiration of the Divinity, and prompt us
to unreserved submission and adoration.
The time was at
Vol, III.
18

of that saying,

he went

to

—

—
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hand when this man of God was to " rest from his labours."
About the middle of December the " last malady" fjistened upon
him, which was not to let go its hold till it had accompanied
Nothing, however, was discovthe body down to thegr-ve.
ered'during the first two weeks of his illness, tending to move
But on Monday, Janthe fears of his frienis or his physician.
uary 3, his symptoms became alarming, and excited fears that
he was near his end. But his rapid advance towards the etern d world did not terrify him, nor interrupt " the peace of God
which rule'!" in his breast. He had had too long experience
of hih Redeemer's goodness to distrust it in this time of trouble
and he wailed only for orders " to depart and be with Christ."
On being asked what were his prospects ? he answered, " O
The veil is withdrawn, and I
not a doubt
1 have not a douf-t
see him who is invisible."
Durinc; this triumph of his soul he was deeply concerned for
It appeared as if he already saw the
the solvation of others.

—

!

!

!

tribunal erected, and sinners waiting the final decision of the
''
ri,^hteous Jad::e.
O, said he, what other sentence will he pronouncd, than that which shall consign you to everlasting burnings!" Here he broke out in fervent prayer for one who once
*'kncw the way of rightpousness," but had lonj since "turnt^d
from the holy cotnmandment." And having prayerl for his re-

—

covery, he added, " It were better that you h?id remained in
sins, than after obtaining forgiveness, and ' tasting that
the Lord is gracious,' you should crucify the Son of God
(Let this be a Wiirning to backsliders to " repent
alro^sh."
and do their first works, lest the Son be angry, and they utterly
Turning to his wif, ^-nd
perish in their own corru})tions.")
seeing her weeping, he asked, " V/hat is the matter?" She
gave him an indirect answer. " 1 did not know, said he, but

your

you

murmuring against God

wer«>

right."

Some one going

— Ffar

not

— God

to his bed-side, askel, " Sir,

will

do

have you

any doubt of your acceptance with God. and your preparation
He answered in a strong voice, '' O no my
for hpaven ?"
way is clear not a cloud hangs over my prospect! The God
in whose service I have spent the last eight years of my life,
will give me a happy deliverance,"
and then exclaimed, " Glo!

—

ry

!

glory

!

— God

—

is faithful

that hath promised."

Tuesday 4th, the tokens of approaching death were siill more
apparent, and his disorder baffled the skill of the physician,
and proved Puj)erior to the power of medicine. But his " heart
was fixed, trusting in the Lord." He rejoiced in the midst of
He endured " as seeing Him who is invisible."
his sufferings.
He bore his pains with uncommon fortitude, and in the severest
agonies he would cry out " O, my God, how good thou art!"

—

—

:
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Wednesday

5lh, nothing more favourable appeared.
But
body was sinking to its mother dust, his soul was

while his
rising to

its

father

God

asleep; but shortly
following lines

awoke

His pains subsiding a little, he fell
in an exstacy of joy, and sung the

And let this feeble body
And let it faint or die

fail,
;

My soul shall quit this mournful vale.
And

soar to worlds on high
Shall join the disembodied saints,
And find i's long--souwht rest
That only bliss for which it pants
In the Redeemer's breast.
:

;

Much

of Thursday he employed in prayer ; and though he
to join the " general assembly and church of the
first born." yet he longed for the prosperity of the church on
earth.
He prayed for the revival of God's work for the extension of the Redeemers kingdom
for the poor heathen
for
the conversion of sinners, and for those that were just entering
the eternal world ; and these petitions he put up, one would
suppose, with as much zeal as though he were engaged in his

was about

—

—

own

—

behalf.

Friday afternoon, whilst the lamp of life was going out, he
triumphed more than ever in God his Saviour. " O, said he,
how willing I am to die I shall soon be at the right hand of
God." He then earnestly exhorted professors of religion to
*' grow
in grace, and in the knowledge of Christ ;" to " perfect holiness in the fear of the Lord," and persevere in the way
To those that
of " well-doing," to the end of their course.
were yet in their sins, he said, " death is coming on apace
my strength fails, and I can say but little but 1 beseech you
neglect not the awful concerns of eternity, but prepare to meet
your God. Religion is worthy the choice of you all, and
"
claims your immediate attention."
feel," continued he,
" that I am going direct to heaven." After making some further remarks on the excellence of religion, and the importance
of communion with God, he said, appu-ently to enforce his extlis attention w.^s
hortations, " Come see a Christian die."
then suddenly turned to the mortality of our species, and their
following each other in quick succession to their " long home."
" Soe !" said be, " how they are huddling in the gr^^ve
But the
grave has charms for me, and presents a delis^htful ajtpearance 1 feel the overwhelming power of God O what showers
of grace refresh my soul? Never, never was I so filled with ihe
presence of the Lord." During the night he revivrd a little,
and was heard to say, " Tell brother Finch
am of the s:'me
mind vet" which were his last words. The most intimate
:

;

1

—

!

!

—

I

.
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friendship had, for a long time, existed between brother F,
and himself; and he had often told him of the manifestions of
God to his soul, and that he was persuaded he should leave the
world rejoicing. Hence he says, " I am of the same mind yet."
And having " fought the good fight, he finished his course" on
Saturday morning about eight o'clock. It was a solemn time ;
and to witness his joy and fortitude in the agonies of death
He proved the truth
filled the minds of many with amazement.
of that saying, " The path of the just is as the shining light,
His faith
that shineth more and more unto the perfect day."
strengthened as he drew nigh to eternity, and he parted from
earth without a sigh or murmur, " knowing that in heaven he
had a better and an enduring substance."
" His joys be mine each hearer

When my last

hour arrives
be yours my verse
Such only be your lives."

They

shall

cries,

:

replies,

Cowper.

Miscellaneous.
THE DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT CONSIDERED.
tContinued from pag^e 117.)

The

Justice of God. Justice in God, is defined by some
as " that essential perfection, whereby he is infinitely righteous
and just, both in his nature, and in all his proceedings with his
creatures, prescribing equal laws as the supreme governor, and
dispensing equal rewards and punishments as the supreme
Judge." Psalm Ixxxix. 14. Or as defined in Doddridge's
Lectures, Vol. I. Lect. 89. " That governor is said to administer his government with Justice, who in proportion to his legal
power distributes good to the virtuous, and evil to the vicious,
or in other words, treats his subjects on the whole according to
their characters."
II.

proposition.
with respect to his disj)ensations, on the whole just
his rational and free creatures."

" God
to all

is

demonstration.
All rational and free creatures are the proper subjects of
moral government, i. e. are capable of being governed by a law
enforced by the sanction of rewards and punishments.
2. It is highly congruous that they should be treated with
favour or severity, as virtue or vice do on the whole prevail in
1

their tempers

and conduct.
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3. It would be justly accounted an infamous thing, for any
created governor to act contrary to the rule of Justice, in his
treatment of any such creatures committed to his government.
4. The most excellent creatures might in some imaginable
instances lie under some temptations of this kind, to which God
cannot possibly be exposed.
5. It would be most dishonourable to conceive of the divine
being, as acting contrary to those rules, and dispensing final
good and evil without regard to the moral character of his crea" God is therefore just in all his dispensations to mantures.
kind."
That man is a moral and accountable agent, a creature formed for religion, possessed of powers and faculties capable of
contemplating the great Author of his being, and Lord of the
Universe, of adoring his perfections and of acting from a regard
to his authority and in obedience to his Laws, are truths so
clear, that it would be lost labour and a waste of time, to strive
Man, surely is a creature of law, and
to make them plainer.
what notion can we have of a law without a sanction ? none.
Or to what purpose would it be to make laws, if they were
left without sanction of punishments against the transgressors ?
In all civilized countries and well regulated governments, it
has been judged necessary to enforce the observance of the
laws with sanctions of penalties against the violaters of them.
And these very men who are so clamorous against the enforcement of the divine law by punishment, are frequently seen to
recur to the laws of the government under which they live for
redress of injuries which they assert they sustain.
As parents
too, or masters, they see no inconsistency in their principles,
nor impropriety in their conduct, to make their children, or
servants observe their commands.
But when they themselves,
as subjects of the Divine Law, are to be considered as objects
of God's displeasure, and obnoxious to punishment, in consequence of transgressing ifw law, they then cry out against the
injustice of such a procedure, as if man could be more just than

God.
argued by them, that

would be inconsistent with the
punishment, for oftences committed in so short a space of time.
To which it may be replied
1. that it is against the infinite Majesty of God the offence is committed.
And that it seems to be according to the
soundest dictates of reason, and agreeable to the principles
and usages of the most enlightened and best regulated governments, to graduate crimes, and to apportion punishment to their
respective magnitude and enormity.
What then must be the
enormity of, the offence that is committed against Him who is
King of Kings and Lord of Lords, and what short of tttrnal
It is

justice of

:

God,

it

to inflict eternal

—
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destruction from the presence of the Lord, and from the glory
of his power, 2 Thess. i. 9. would be an adequate punishment
for such an enormous offence?

m3y be answered

whatever reasons require a ternan eternal one. As for example,
the display of God's wisdom, holiness, justice, majesty, and
power
a regard to his slighted and injured Son
his violated
law, his rejected gospel, his abused patience, slighted promises,
despised threatenings, and the impression it may make on the
inhr^bitants of happy worlds: see Eph. iii. 10. to whom the
punishment of the damned may be an instructive spectacle.
3. It may be farther observed, that God has been pleased to
advertise us of the consequences of violating his law, and of
neglecting that great salvation which has been purchased by
the death of Christ, and has warned us frequently and phnnly of
the inevitable and eternal misery that awaits the finally impenso that we have not even a plea of ignorance, but are
itent
2.

It

that

-porary hclJ, will also require

:

—

:

:

left to

own choice.
The Truth of God.

our

Although in the commencement of
these strictures it was assumed as a postulate, that there is a
difference between vice and virtue, it may not be amiss to present the reader with a few quotations, from eminent writers of
acknowledged abilities, on this subject.
" There is in virtue a natural and interior fitness, and in vice
a similar unfitness and injustice, so that virtue and vice are two
Bayle,
kinds of qualities, naturally and morally different."
quoted by Robinson, Claude'' s Essay, vol. 2. page 403.
" What he (God) has determined to be right, is essentially
and inherently right what he has determined to be wrong or
A thing is not good, beevil, is inherently and essentially so.
cause God has commanded it: a thing is not evil because he
He has commanded the ^ood, because it is
has forbidden it.
in its own nature good and useful : he has forbidden the evil, be*
cause it is in its own nature bad and hurtful.''^ Dr. A. Clarke's
111.

:

note on

1

Kings,

ii.

3.

" To imagine that Justice in God is not the same thing as
Justice among men, but something transcendent, and we know
not what is in reality subverting the nature of things, taking
away the intrinsic difference between good and evil, and overFor though the essence of
turning the ground of all religion.
God is really incomprehensible, yet the notion of his moral attributes must be easy and familiar, else the whole doctrine of
And all this is in scripthe gospel would be insignificant to us.
lure so constantly supposed to be true, that God there perpetually appeals to the common reason and natural judgment of
mankind lor the equity of his dealings with them. Ezek. xviiio
;

—
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Luke

xii.

57. and so the apostle Paul,

Rom.

14S
iii.

quoted from the fifty-first Psalm." Dr. Samuel Clarke on
the Attributes of God, Vol. I. page 379.
" The conceit of Mr. Hobbes" says Dr Beattie, " that in the
nature of things therr is no distinction between just and unjust,
and that in civil society the will of human
right and wrong
governors is the sole standard of duty, and consequently of the
law of nature; this conceit, I say, we need not stop to examine.
For Hobbes and his pnradoxes are now forgotten, as they deserve to be and Dr. Clarke, in his excellent work on the evidences of religion, has proved, that this paradox is both absurd and self contradictory as well as impious." Beatlie''s
Works, vol. 8. joaisfc 255. Philadelphia Edition, 1809.
says Mons. Claude "that
'^ Man is a creature subject to law,^^
even the light of his conscience discovers an essential difference
thi't thence
between vice and virtue, good actions and bad
come the emotions of conscience, and the judgments we make
of one another's actions, approving or condemning them ; for
4.

:

;

;

this necpss;'rily proves, that there

we ackn)wledge

all

men ought

is

common

a

to live

;

and

rule

this

is

by which
a truth so

all men, that ihe wickedest of all, who endeavour to
application to themselves, do, however, acknowledge
it, when proposed in general-, and applied to other subjects.
If there be a law common to all men, there must be a supreme
Judge, before whose tribunal they must appear to give an account of their actions; and if there be a supreme tribunal to
judge, it necessarily follows, that there are punishments ordained for the transgressors of this common law. I^aw, Judge,
Punishment, are three things which reason and nature have
A law is no law if it
joined together in indissoluble bonds.

natural to

elude

its

does not suppose a judgment, and judgment is no judgment if
but if thrse three things be
it does not suppose punishment
inseparable from each other, thpy are also from a fourth, the
nature of man, and dignity of his condition, as he is a reasonable
creature, reason being only a principle of good or evil, or, if
you please, a power which renders us capable of good and
evil, in opposition to brute beasts, not naturally made capable
It must therefore be owned, that we
of either vice or virtue.
are subject to a law, a law relites to a judge, a judge to a dispensation of punishments, so that these four things, reason, law,
judgment, and punishment are truths of incontestible evidence,
nor can any one be denied without destroying them all."
Claude''s Essuy, Vol. II. page 402.
The Apostle Paul asserts the same things in that remarkable
declaration of his, Rom. ii. 1-4, 15. For when the Gentiles which
have not the law. do by nature ihe tfmigs contained in the law,
these having not the law, are a law unto themsleves ^ which shew
:
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the

work of the law written in

their hearts, their conscience also

hearing witness, and their thoughts the meanwhile accusing, or else
And with Dr. Macknight's valuable note
excusing one another.
on the latter verse I shall close these quotations. " As the law
in this passage signifies divine revelation, the work of the law
must be the discovery of men's duty, which revelation makes
by its precepts. The same discovery is in part maide by men's
natural reason and conscience, on which account it is said to
be written on their heart. The reality of such a natural revelation, made to the heathen, Taylor observes, the Aposde hath
proved by three arguments
1
By the pious and virtuous actions which many oi' the heathens performed
2. By the natural
:

.

:

operations of their consciences : 3. By their reasonings with
one another, in which they either accused or else excused one
another.
For in these accusations they must have appealed
to some law or rule.
Thus, in the compass of two verses the
Apostle hath explained what the light of nature is, and demonstrated that there is such a light existing.
It is a revelation
from God, written on the heart or mind of man ; consequently
is a revelation common to all nations ; and so far as it goes, it
agrees with the things written in the external revelation, which
God hath made to some nations : for the mind of man, as made
by Goci, harmonizes with the mindof God."
If then, it be an incontrovertible fact, that there is a natural

and

intrinsic difference

that

God

ence

—

if

between good and

evil,

—

if it

be a fact

has impressed the minds of all men with this differit be a fact that all men
have an apprehension or no-

God, and that punishment must naturally
and of undeniable consequence follow sin, 1 conclude that these
impressions were made by the God of Truth, and were intended
not to lead men astray, but to conduct them to Him who is the
fountain of Truth and Holiness.
tion of the Justice of

When

Christ held that conversation with his Disciples, a short

i)eriod before his death, which is recorded in St. John's gospel,
le promised them, after his departure, to send unto them the

Comforter, who is called the Spirit of Truth, John xvi. 3. who
would guide them into all truth. The influences and teachings
of the Holy Spirit were not to be confined to the Apostles and
immediate followers of the Lord Jesus Christ but were to extend to, and be enjoyed by all his children and faithful followers to the end of the world.
Now would it not be a reflection
on the goodness and truth of the Deity, if his children were suffered to remain in ignorance of the cardinal doctrines of the
gospel, notwithstanding they are earnestly and constantly seeking the Truth, and forming their lives according to his holy
word ? John vii. 17. Far from us be such an unworthy thought
of God, as not only supposes him to conceal the truth from his
1

;

—
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chosen ones, who fear his name, Ps. xxv. 14. but to reveal it
to those who are hostile to his government by denying its holy
sanctions.

Considering, then, the natural and universal sentiments of
that the
the subject of rewards and punishments ;
greatest critics in sacred and profane literature, and men most
renowned for wisdom and piety, have firmly entertained and
constantly asserted the affirmative of the question under consideration ; and that the language of scripture is, on the whole,
(and in things pertaining to duty and motive especially,) a plain
and popular language, designed by the Spirit of truth to be understood in its popular acceptation ; I hesitate not to affirm that
the finally impenitent and incorrigible sinner zoill be punished for
ever in another life,

—

men on

(To be continued.)

For
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The

in rude strains the valorous deeds of
while the forests ring with the shrill
notes of the feathered tribe. Man, in a more refined state, in
mournful ditties laments the loss of his lover or relative, and
soothes his sorrows in recounting their excellencies.
The Christian chaunts in melodious accents the greatness of
redeeming love, while his heart gladdens at the prospect of
joining the heavenly choir, where angels, cherubim, seraphim,
Vocal
continually cry, Holy is the Lord God of Sabbaoth.
music has a softening influence on the mind, raises it from
earthly things, and prepares the worshipper to receive the truths
of the gospel as seed sown in good ground.
An ancienf Philosopher once said, " Let me make all the
ballads of a country, and I care not v;ho makes its laws :" that
poetry, full of divinity and expression which is used in psalmo<3y, will have no less effect than the philosopher's ballads.
Doctor Rush says, in his Essay on Education, p. 13, 14.
" To those who have studied human nature it will not appear
parodosical to recommend in this essay a particular attention
to vocal music, its mechanical effects in civilizing the mind,
and thereby preparing for the influence of religion and government, have so often been fell and recorded, that it will be
unnecessary to mention facts in favour of its usefulness, in order to excite a proper attention to it."
Many that would be employed in frivolous or wicked amusements on the Sabbath, if they had been taught sacred music,
iiN'ould be found reguiarlv at church, either joining in the heav'^
'
19
Vol. III.

savage recounts

his ancestors

and

friends,

t
«.
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enly theme or attentively listening to the captivating strains.
Few churches have thin congregations where there is good
singing; and instances are not few of persons going to church
to hear the psalmody, to whom the word has proved spirit and
life, and who have become living members, and have died in the
triumphs of faith. While thus engaged in tuning their vocal
powers, they are storing their minds with the rich productions
of the poets, necessarily committed to memory, which will be to
them a treasure in the day of need. Their bodies will also
feel the beneficial effects of this delightful exercise, as our physical powers are strengthened by use.
On this subject I would
again quote the celebrated Dr. Rush, Essay, p. 8Q, on Female
Education. " Vocal music should never be neglected in the
education of a young lady in this country. Besides preparing
her to join in that part of public worship which consists in
f)salmody, it will enable her to soothe the cares of domestic
ife.
The distress and vexation of a husband, the noise of a
nursery, and even the sorrows that will sometimes intrude into
her bosom, may all be relieved by a song, where sound and
sentiment unite to act upon the mind.
I hope it will not be
thought foreign to this part of our subject, to introduce a fact
which has been suggested to me by my profession, and that is,
the exercise of tiie organs of the breast, by singing, contributes
very much to defend them from those diseases which our climate and other causes of late expose them to. Our German
fellow-citizens are seldom affected with consumptions, nor have
I ever known of but one instance of spitting of blood among
them. This, I believe, is in part occasioned by the strength
which their lungs acquire by exercising them frequently in vocal
music." This constitutes part of their education.
In the
same page, he says, that " Mr. Adgate informed me that he
had known several instances of persons, who were strongly
disposed to the consumption, who were restored to health by
the moderate exercise of their lungs in singing."
It would be strange indeed if even singing could not be carried to excess; but if any persons injure themselves, it is because they are untaught. A good singer knows that ease is essential to melody, and if the vocal powers are strained, it is the
novice that is injured ; because he thinks he sings better than
others, he sings louder ; and why ? because he knows not the
difference between noise and melody.
But in above thirty
years observation, I have no cause to think that any persons of
my acquaintance have shortened their lives a single day by
singing.

Singing has been considered an essential part of divine worall professing Christians.*
We cannot sing by na-

ship with

*

The Quakers excepted.

—
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and who does not desire to
read ? And if we wish them to sing,
why not have them taught? To expect the end without the
means, we consider enthusiastic ; and surely those who consider
singing a prominent part of their religious exercise ought to use
such means as are in their power to enable them to join in it.
The Methodists are now a numerous people, spread over the
face of the earth ; it is desirable that they should be enabled
harmoniously to join in the praises of God wherever they meet.
tare any

have

more than we can read

;

his children taught to

Many good tunes are so altered by unskilful singers, that those
who have been singing the same tunes in different places, are
to sing together, and in some instances the composer of
the original would hardly be able to recognize the tune; and
these variations will continue, unless they are corrected by the
notes.
Nor is it strange : language would suffer as much as music, but for the use of letters ; the notes in music are as the
grammar in language. It is desirable that vocal music should
become a part of the education of the rising generation, because it will engage their attention, keep them from vain

unable

amusements, and bad company. 1 have rarely known a skilful
It will cultivate
singer deviate from the paths of virtue.
friendly feelings among them, which will lead to acquaintance
that may subserve even their temporal interest, and sweeten
the charming powers of music would ensure their attendlife
ance with their parents at the meeting house, and eventually
their minds would be opened to perceive the spirituality of the
regeneration would folioiv, and
words they had so often sung
as their parents must decline, they might enjoy the felicity of
seeing their children become pillars in the church of God.
This would soften a dying bed. The greater number of our
hymns breathe such ardent strains of piety, that some have
scrupled to sing them others, with more zeal than knowledge,
have thought it criminal for those whose slate they did not suit,
to sing them. In answer, I would say, whoever thought it a
crime for their children to learn their prayers or catechism, although they then did not perceive the spirituality of them ? Or
:

;

;

who of us object to the scriptures being made a school-book,
because the children would read them over without then understanding their depth and sublimity ? And who can say there is
a greater impropriety in reciting the most devout hymns in
tune, than the reading the same hymns in a suitable ton€ of
voice, or committing them to memory? What could be more
grateful to the feelings of pious parents, than to see their own
and their neighbours' children assembled together, repeating in
the most captivating harmonious strains, the hymns that had so
often set their own hearts on fire ? and if the children did not

then understand them,

the

parents would contemplate with
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pleasure the day when the enlightening grace of God should
open their minds, apply them to their hearts, and make them as
beneficial to their children, as they had foimerly found them
to their own souls : and what Christian's heart would not glow
with gratitude in such a case ? And as many pious christians
are fond of singing the praises of the Most High, but understand but little of the art ; as they have learned to pray since they
set out on the Christian course, 1 see no reason why they
should not learn to sing with the understanding as well as with
the spirit ; and if they despair of learning vocal music scientifically, they may improve themselves by practising with those
ivho sing correctly.
1 have known some, with good ears and
memory, wno have been good singers, although unacquainted
with the theory ; but the theory and practice together is the

have

roost excellent

As Christians

way.

our talents, and

smg

it

becomes us

to

improve

in

HARMONY.
Philadelphia^ February,
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SOME ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE OF TERTULLIAN, WITH EXTRACTS
FROM HIS APOLOGY,

The following will give us. some idea of the sufferings of the
primitive Christians, and the calumny heaped on them by their
may also see something of their manners, which
enemies.
cannot be uninteresting to those who partially suffer, in conse-

We

quence of following the same risen Lord, and who expect to
share in the same glory.
"Quintus Septimus Florens Tertullianus, was born at CarHis Father was a Roman centhage, the metropolis of Africa.
turion, by whom he was educated in the Gentile religion, an5
furnished with all the learning that was to be had either in
Greece or Rome, which, together with his extraordinary natural
endowments, made him one of the most considerable persons
Tvho appeared in the first ages of the Church.
He was converted to Christianity towards the end of the second century, and a persecution breaking out a short time afterwards, he published an apology in behalf of the Christian
cause, in which he strongly remonstrated against the injustice
and cruelty of the Pagan magistrates. Thus piece was in very
great esteem xoith the antients, and is said, by Jerome, to conIt is without controtain aH the treasures of human learning.
versy, a most excellent performance, well worthy the perusal of
every serious reader it may be met with in the English language in Mr. Reeves' collection of primitive apologies. We
;
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by way of specimen; "If you,
the guardians of the Roman Empire, must not examine the
Christian cause, and give it a fair hearing ; if the Christian
cause is the only cause which your Lordships either fear or
blush to be concerned for in public ; be pleased to tolerate thus
far, to let truth wait upon you in private, and to read the apolenter not upon defences
ogy we are not suffered to speak.
in the pojjular way, by begging your favour and moving your
compassion, because we know the state of our religion too well
to wonder at our usage.
The truth we profess we know to be a
stranger upon earth, and she expects not friends in a strange
land.
She came from Heaven, and there are all our hopes, and
preferments One thing, indeed, this heavenly stranger warmly
pleads for, that you would vouchsafe to understand her well beThat you hate us ignorantly, I prove
fore you condemn her.
from hence, because all who hated us heretofore, did it upon
the same ground, being no longer able to continue our enemies,
shall subjoin the following lines

We

—

Their ignorance
than they continued ignorant of our religion.
and their hatred fell together. Such are the men you now see
Christians, overcome by the piety of our profession ; and the
number of such professors are not less than they are given in ;
for the common cry is, town and country are overrun with
Christians ; and this universal revolt of ail ages and sexes is
lamented as a public loss ; and yet this amazing progress of
Christianity is not enough to surprise men into a suspicion that
there must needs be some secret good, some charming advantage
at the bottom, thus to drain the world, and attract from every
But nothing will dispose some men fo juster thought.
quarter.
In this alone human curiosity seems to stagnate, and with as
much complacency, to stand still in ignorance, as it usually runs
on in the discovery of science."
"The Marcionites, AppelTertullian lived to a great age.
lites, Praxeans, Hermogeans, Jews, Gentiles, Gnostics, &c,
have all felt the weight of his reason ; for he has battered down
their heresies with his mighty volumes, as with so much thunder."
In his Apology, chap, xxxix. " Concerning the discipline of
iheir employments^ and manners of living,'''' we have
Christians
a lively picture of primitive Christianity, as well as a true account of Paganism. How much Christendom is indebted to
Christianity, let those judge who carefully read what follows.
" Having vindicated our sect from the calumnies of rebellion,
&c. I come now to lay before you the Christian way and fashion of living.
We Christians, then, are a corporation or society of men most strictly united by the same religion, by the
same rites of worship, and animated by one and the same hope.
When we come to the public service of God, we come in as for,•

;
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midable a body as if we were to storm heaven by force of prayer;
and such a force is a most grateful violence to God. When this
holy army of suppliants is met and disposed in godly array, we
all send up our prayers for the life of the Emperors, for their
ministers, for magistrates, for the good of the state, for the
peace of the empire, and for retarding the final doom.

—

" We meet together also for the reading of holy scriptures,
and we take such lessons out of them as we judge suit best with
the condition of the times, to confirm our faith either by forewarning us what we are to expect, or by bringing to our minds

And certainly our spiritual
the predictions already fulfilled.
is greatly nourished by reading the holy scriptures, our
hopes thereby are erected, and our trust fixed and settled upon
God : However, besides the reading, we continually preach
and press the duties of the gospel with all the power and argulife

ment we are able ; for it is in these assemblies, that we exhort,
reprove, and pass the divine censure or sentence of excommunication ; for the judgments in this place are delivered with all
solemnity, and after the maturest deliberation imaginable, as
being delivered by men who know they are pronouncing God's
sentence, and act with the same caution as if God stood visibly
among them, and the censures here pronounced are looked upon
as an anticipation of the judgment to come, and the sinner precondemned by God, who has sinned to such a degree, as to be
shut out by the ministers from the fellowship of the faithful, the
communion of prayers and sacraments and the rest of that sacred commerce.

" Tne presidents or bishops among us, are men of the most
venerable age and piety, raised to this honour not by the powers of money, but the brightness of their lives ; for nothing
That kind of treasury we have,
sacred is to be had for money.
is not filled with any dishonourable sum, as the price of a purevery one puts a little to the public stock,
chased religion
commonly once a month, or when he pleases, and only on confor there is no compuldition that he is both willing and able
all here is a free-will offering ; and all these
sion upon any
collections are deposited in a common bank for charitable uses,
not for the support of merry meetings, for drinking and gluttony,
but for feeding the poor, and burying the dead, and providing for
boys and girls, who have neither parents nor provisions left to sup'
port them; for relieving oldptople zoom out in the service of the
saints, or those who have suffered by shipwreck, or are condemned
to the mines, or islands, or prisons, only for the faith of Christ
these may be said to live upon their profession, for while they
suffer for professing the name of Christ, they are fed with the
collections of his Church.
•,

;

:
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But Strange that such lively expressions of Christian charcannot pass with some men without a censure ; for look
(say they) how these Christians seem to love each other, when
in their hearts they hate each other to death ? How forward are
they to stake their lives for one another, when inwardly they
could cut one another's throats ? But the true reason of this
defamation, upon the account of styling ourselves brethren, I
take to be this, because the name of brother is found wiih these
men to be only a gilded expression of a counterfeit friendship.
But you need not wonder at this loving title among Christians,
when we own even you yourselves for brethren by right of one
common nature although indeed you have cancelled this relation, and by being inhuman brethren have forfeited the title of
men; but by what diviner ties are we Christian brethren, we
who all acknowledge but one and the same God, as our universal Father
who have all drank of one and the same Holy
Spirit, and who are all delivered as it were from one common
womb of ignorance, and called out of darkness into his marvellous light
But it may be we cannot pass for real brothers with
you, because you want a tragedy about the bloody feuds of the
Christian fraternity ; or because our brotherly love coruinues
even to the division of our estates, which is a test few brotherhoods will bear^ and which commonly divides the dearest unions
among you." If there have been many " bloody feuds" in
Christendom since this was written, they have all been occasioned, not by Christians, but by men living in Christendom
called Christians, but possessing the spirit of their father the
d€vil, who was a murderer from the beginning.
•'

I

ity

;

•,

!

Religious anvV M-issionaY^ Intelligence,
EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM SETH LEWIS, ESQ. TO REV. ROBERT
R. ROBERTS, ONE OF THE BISHOPS OF THE METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
Opeloussas, Sept. 24, 1818.

Rev.

Sir,

Though

I

am

personally

unknown

to you,

I

trust the sub-

which I now write will sufBi:iently apologize for my
My object is to lay before you a
troubling you with this letter.
sketch of our situation in this Country with regard to Religion,
and to entreat you, if practicable, to relieve our wants in ihis
respect.
This circuit, at present under the care of the Rev.
Thomas Nixon, seems to me much too large for a single preacher; and the more so as in the whole extent of it there is cot a

ject on

—
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single local preacher, except one Presbyterian who resides at
Alexandria, and two or three of the Baptist Church who reside
near the upper part of the circuit, and who sometimes come
But from the neighinto this parish and preach to the people.
bourhood of this place to Berwick bay, a distance of near one
hundred miles, the voice of a protestant minister of the gospel
is scarcely ever heard except when the Methodist preacher
comes round to his appointments. This with his utmost exertions he is able to do only once in five weeks, travelling each
time not less than five hundred and eighty miles according to
the computed distances.
This alone may enable you to judge
how necessary it is to send more ministers into this circuit.
Where the preaching of the gospel is seldom heard, the Christian
waits with patience, and rejoices when the time comes for him
again to hear the glad tidings of salvation, and join in the pubNot so the men of this
lic worship of the God he loves
world, who it is to be feared are rather " like the man beholding
his natural face in a glass, who goeth and straightway forgetteth
what manner of man he was." Does not the long intervals between the times of preaching give time for many good impressions to wear offand be lost ? Is it not to be feared that many a
good seed sown that might spring up and bear fruit, is thus
choaked and destroyed among the thorns, when the tender plant
by more frequent watering might have been preserved alive ?
With the exception of a few names in this extensive circuit, ali
appear careless of the one thing needful, and I am confident
that could you find time to pass through our country and wit
ness for yourself the state of religion in it, your strongest symIndeed, it seems to me important
pathies would be awakened.
and very desirable, that if possible either yourself or one of the
other Bishops should visit this almost insulated place.
This circuit is extensive. its population already considerIt includes five parishes, Rapide, Avaable and increasing.
gelles, St. Sandry, belter known by the name of Opeloussas,
the two last included within the
St. Martin's, and St. Mary's
former parish of Attakapas.
The population is composed of two classes first the original
:

—

—
;

;

who are

chiefly of French origin, and use the French language. These are, almost without exception, professed Roman
Catholics and Secondly, what is here called the American part
The people in Rapide are chiefly American
of the people.
in Avagelles I believe the majority are French, but of the numbers in these two I am in possession of no certain information
settlers,

:

;

:

This parIn both, however, the po[)ulation is fast increasing.
ish is believed to contain about eight thousand persons, probably one third of them American : St. Martin's about the same

number, of which one fourth

is

believed to be American,

and

—
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Mary's about three thousand, a majority of whom are thought
be American. Amongst these are many men of education,
and of considerable wealth; insomuch that perhaps the American part of the people in this circuit, in point of information
and talents, may fairly vie with any equal mass of population
in the union
but, as I observed before, all are immersed in the
pursuit of the riches of this world, and to all appearance thoughtless of the world to come.
You will easily perceive the task the preacher assumes, and
the talents he ought to possess, to stem the torrent of irreligion
and vice among such a people. Talents would seem to be requisitite, such as will command the respect of all.
St.

to

;

Your

ob't servant

and brother

in Christ.

SETH LEWIS.
Extract of a letter from Mr. Thomas L. M'-Kenney, agent of
Indian trade, in anszver to an application by Bishop M'^Kendree
for information concerning the establishment of Schools, 4^c.
amo'ng the Indians.
Georgetown, D. C. March 13, 1820.

"

At

a place called Spring-place, in the Cherokee country,
and interesting establishment which for fourteen years, and upwards, has kept its place, under the government of the Moravian Society, and over which the Rev. and
venerable John Gambold has presided from the beginning and
from which the light of civilization has been emiited, though
and now this apostle to the heathen, havfeebly, till this lime
ing been spared to witness it, enjoys the enviable gratification
of seeing those feeble glimmerings multiplied, until a wide display of light surrounds his desert home, with which is happily
mingled, and to no inconsiderable extent, the more interesting
and lovely radiance of Christianity. Accompanying this you
will receive a letter addressed to me by one of the first members of his wilderness church a native of the forest, who owes
the improvement which this letter sets forth, to the care and
guidance of this good man. To give it additional interest, I
have had the copy taken by a Choctaw youth who has lived in
is

that peaceful

;

;

my

The letter
family for nearly two years.
except in its punctuation."

is

genuine, and un-

altered,

A COPY.
Mountjoy, January 15, 1818.

Honoured

You

Sir,

often write to

my Dear

you are a true friend
Vor. IJL

that

to the

brother Gambold, and

poor despised Indians.

20

I

hear

God

:
;
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bless and reward you for if, and grant you long life and happiness.
Now, as my uncle, Charles Hicks, is gone to Washington, to
plead our cause before our dear father, the President, and make
our distresses known, I take the liberty to write this to you. 1
wish you to be on my uncle's side, if 1 dare ask this favour
for we poor Indians feel very much humbled.
I really know if
our friends there, with you, knew our situation, they would sincerely pity us
Oh, for the sake of God's love and mercy pity
us ! If we do not get help from that quarter we are undone.
Our neighbouring white people seem to aim at our destruc!

They have not the fear of God before their eyes
they seem not to believe in a Saviour ; they set wicked exthey insult our
amples before the poor ignorant Indians
people who bear it patiently. I cannot cease from weeping
to our merciful Saviour, to shew mercy to us, and help from the
hands of our oppressors. We are persuaded if our honoured
father, the President, could see our great distress into which
we are brought, he would weep over us, he would pity us, he
v/ould help us.
Yet we live far off from him, and he cannot
Yet we constantly look from a distance to him for
see us.
help, as poor helpless children look up to their father, crying
to have pity on them.
Since 1 have experienced grace and mercy from my dear
Saviour, and have become truly happy in him, and with his
children, it is my constant prayei, that my whole dear Nation
might enjoy the same blessing that I enjoy.
This grieves me more than I can teli, that at a time when
iihere is a good prospect that many more will join the few who
have embraced Christianity, we shall be driven away from the
land of our fathers, which is as dear to us as our own lives ;
from our improved farms, from our beloved teachers, into a
land strange to us
yea, into savage life again.
Dear Sir, I
declare I would prefer death to such a life again.
I am in hopes, and many more with me, that our beloved father, the President, will certainly help his poor children, when
he hears from my uncle our distressed situation. Yes, God,
the father of all mankind, will incline his heart to consider our
case and help us. Oh, Sir, I implore you for the sake of the
dear crucified Saviour, who shed his blood for the poor red as
well as white people, continue to be our friend.
Pray for us j
plead for us ; and the blessings of those who are ready to perish will come upon you. and the great Judge of all flesh, will,
at the great day of retribution, remember your kindness to our
poor people.
Signed,
tion.

;

;

Margaret Ann Crutchfikld.

—
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EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ANTHONY BANNING TO
BISHOP M'KENDREE.
August

I

9, 1819.

Rev. AND DEAR Sir,
I embrace the opportunity of informing you that it has not
been long since I was called by an impression of mind, as I
believe from God, to visit several settlements that were destitute of the preaching of the gospel, where I had good times.
Amongst the rest I went to the Sandusky I went through several of the Indian villages, had an interview with Mr. Walker,
who is the agent placed at Sandusky 1 discoursed with him
pointedly and affectionately on the subject of religion.
I had
reason to believe from his friendly disposition, that he was convinced of the necessity of an interest in Jesus Christ. His
wife I found to be a very intelligent woman, and 1 thought,
from her conversation, not far from the kingdom. I conversed
with many of the Indians, through Mr. Walker, who I found
were seeking God and others who were savingly interested in
had a meeting appointed on
1
the merits of Jesus Christ.
Tuesday, at their council house, which commenced about
Mr. Walker interpreted for me. Soon after
eleven o'clock.
preaching began, such solemnity and weeping as was discoverable, have not often seen amongst our Christian congreI truly felt the place awful by reason of the presence
gations.
When I was done they commenced singing, being asof God.
1 preached
sisted by a black man by the name of Steward.
again in the afternoon, as our meeting did not break up till near
sun-down.
:

;

;

I

Many other circumstances occurred in the time of worship,
as indications of friendjship, and their devotion to God, which
would swell my letter too much to relate.
I conversed with Steward, who gave me full satisfaction with
respect to his piety, and his object amongst the Indians.
Mr.
Walker, and some of the Indians, further satisfied my mind
about Steward, so that too much eould not be said in his favour
as to his usefulness amongst the Indians, considering his circumstances and opportunities.
It has struck my mind forcibly, that if the Conference should
be disposed to send any person to preach to the Indians, that it
should be left in such a situation as to let them fairly understand the nature of the case ; and if application should be made
Congress for assistance, that this black man may not be forMr. Walker, and the Indians, requested me to make
their situation known to Conference
I promised to do it, and
to visit them again next month, and spend some time with them.
to

gotten.

:

;
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Please to excuse the length of my letter, but make what use
it, making allowance for haste, &c.
I am with due respect, yours, &c.

you please of

ANTHONY BANNING.

To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine,
Rockingham

Ct. Virginia, Feb. 20, lfi20.

.Dear Brethren,
It is with much pleasure I announce to you the prosperity
of Zion, and the gracious work of God in this part of the world.
In August last we held a Camp-meeting near Harrisonburg. The
place was in a beautiful grove
the tents were generally well
built of plank, with good floors, so as to be quite comfortable.
At night the encampment was so well illuminated with lamps
and light wood, as to enable the preacher to see the countenances of a considerable part of the congregation ; and such
were the order and decorum of the place, as to make it quite
agreeable and safe for all who wished to be benefited by the
meeting. It is true, some have said there was much disorder
but we have generally observed that disorderly persons can
see the most disorder, and those who have attended the least to
preaching, and been the most troublesome to the Managers,
have had the most illiberal remarks to make. The best characters in the county were present, night and day, and concur in
saying great good was done. The number of conversions was
not as great, as at some meetings of the kind, at which I have
been ; but the work was deep and genuine. Since that time
the sacred flame has spread through different sections of the
Jn one village
country, and is yet progressing gloriously.
called Waynsborough, in Augusta county, where Satan has
long reigned, and dissipation has been viewed as a mark of honour, there has been a marvellous change.
At the commencement of this revival there were symptoms
of those extravagances which often characterise great revivals ;
but by some cautious remarks on the subject, and a little attention to the hymns and tunes used in singing, they soon disappeared, and the work has progressed with a tender and deep
Much weeping and little noise
sense of the presence of God.
have been among us. In some instances children have attended
sought and found the pardon of their sins through the blood
of Jesus, and returned to their parents with open arms and
streaming eyes, declaring what God had done for their souls ;
and their unaffected simplicity, and astoyishing fluency, with

—

—
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the manifest love and concern for their souls, have had a blessed effect on their connections ; and thus it is now working
through whole families. Some that a few months ago were vile
opposers, are now zealous members of the Church, and bid fair
In the course of
to become ornaments to the best of causes.

months we have added more than two hundred pers6ns to
all of whom, we have cause to believe, are
happily converted to God. With pleasure I add, the whole disIn Greenbrier cirtrict (Greenbrier) is in a prosperous way.
cuit, near three hundred souls have professed conversion during
six

the society, nearly

the last year.

Join with us

in

ascribing glory, glory, to the

Great Shepherd and Bishop of souls for what he has done for us
unworthy mortals.
May we learn to be more humble and
thankful and faithful.

Thomas Kennerlv,
To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine,
Lynn, March

8, 1820.

Dear Brethren,

We are requested by the Missionary Society of this place,
forward to you for publication in your Magazine, extracts
from another letter from our Missionary, the Rev. Joseph A.
Merrill, addressed to said Society ; dated Feb. 15, 1820.
10

Enoch Mudge.
Elijah Hedding.
" Since my last communication, I have made two visits into
the upper Coos country, and am happy to state, that the prospect still brightens. In Lunenburgh there is a gracious work of
religion.
1 have attended a number of meetings in that place,
and the power of God was evidently manifested among the peoThe tears and sighs of mourners clearly discovered that
ple.
At one time nearly the
the word was not delivered in vain.
whole assembly rose and requested prayers, and after the congregation was dismissed, a number of mourning and weeping
and still desired we should pray for them. They
roadily prostrated themselves at the foot of the cross, while our
Several have proprayers were offered to God in their behalf.
fessed faith in the Lord Jesus, and others are still struggling for
deliverance.
" There is a good work in the Congregational society in this
town. At a meeting not long since, the preacher, after giving
an invitation to the people to rise to be prayed for, and counting forty, urged the importance of their kneeling, from the
example of Christ and the apostles ; he then kneeled, and was
souls tarried,
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joined in this scriptural and rational act by nearly
gregation.

" About one hundred have been added
Stratford circuit since the last conference

;

all

the con-

to the societies

on

and, perhaps, more

than that number on LandatF circuit.
" I have made a tour of about five weeks into Maine ; preached in the towns of Shelbourn, Rumford, Bethel, Livermore,
Augusta, Sidney, Gardner, Litchfield, and Vienna. In some of
these towns I preached four and five times, and have reason to
The prospect in several
think the labour will not be lost.
towns is good
in Vienna about sixty have experienced religion of late, and the attention in most of these places is con;

—

siderable.

" You observe in your letter that several wished to knowhow many miles I have travelled, and how many sermons I
have preached since my appointment. I am not much in fa-

vour of

this

practice,

generally

;

but as

it

is

the wish of

my

and has been a practice among Missionaries, I shall
here state for the satisfaction of the Society, that i have visited
and preached in seventy towns travelled three thousand six
hundred and seventy miles, (in about eight months) and preached two hundred and forty sermons ; but how many families I
have visited, I cannot tell.
Joseph A. Merrill."
friends,

;

To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine,
Bristol,

R.

1.

March

21, 1820,

Dear Brethren,
As your excellent Magazine is intended to benefit the
Christian world, and especially the members of the Methodist
Church, if you think the following account of what God has
done through the instrumentality of the Methodists in the town
of Bristol, (R. I.) \vorthy of publication, you will oblige a number of your readers by inserting it.
Yours, &c.

Allen Wardwell.
About the year 1791, a sea captain, providentially in the
New-York, was happily brought to experience the truth^

city of

and, being a citizen of Bristol, on his return home he said to his
friends and neighbours, in the language of the woman of Samaria, " Come, see a man which told me all things that ever I
did : is not this the Christ ?" A few were affected by this circumstance J but to most of the people it seemed like an idle

—
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This captain invited the Methodist preachers to come to
They preached Jesus, a full and perfect Saviour, offered to the chief of sinners.
They taught salvation by faith in
His all atoning merits. They urged the necessity of being
born again, and great was the etfect of their ministry. Although there was great opposition, both from the world, and
from professors of religion, yet God owned His word sinners
were awakened and converted; and at the close of the first year
a little society was formed consisting of about eighteen members who rejoiced to bear the cross, and follow the footsteps of

tale.

Bristol.

—

—

—

—

their divine master.

The work continued gradually to increase from year to year
The infant society grew in number and in grace. Great peace
and union dwelt among them. Having no chapel, the Court
House was occupied for preaching on the Sabbath, and the
meetings of the society attended in private houses.
In 1805 the society had so increased as to enable them to
build a neat and commodious chapel, which has always been
well attended.
In 1812 a powerful revival broke out in the place; about
one hundred joined our church
an equal number was added
to the Congregational and Episcopal churches, and a few to
the Baptist.
As a considerable number of our members are sea-faring
men, our society has often been scattered, and the number remaining in town frequently fluctuating ; but, blessed be God,
union and love have wonderfully prevailed, and not an instance
has occurred in which a member in the fellowship of the church
has died either at home or abroad who has not given a dying
testimony oi'the truth of our doctrines, and the power of divine
grace.*
About the first of February last, several of our brethren went
down to Bedford to a Quarterly Meeting. In this place there
On their return they appearis a powerful revival of religion.
ed to be greatly quickened in spirit, and the holy flame soon
began to kindle among others. Our stationed preacher, brother Thomas Tucker, now began to witness an answer to his
many prayers, for his heart had often sighed on account of the
iniquity of the people, and the low state of the church, and his
daily and fervent prayer had been that God would revive his

—

work.
* It should be recorded to the praise of God, that from among' tlie members
of this society who have fallen asleep in the Lord, an unusual number have been
distinguished in their last sickness and death, with extraordinarv manifestations of the presence and love of Christ and have gone, not merely in peace
and comfort, but also in songs cf triumph aud victory, to tho paradise of God.
;

—
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The

brethren

now

united with him with

R.

all

I.

their

hearts-

prayer was incessantly offered to God for the out-pouring of his
and such a wonderful work has ensued as perhaps was
Spirit
never before witnessed in New-England, in the same space of
;

time.

At our Quarterly Meeting, on the 19th and 20th February,
pleasing symptoms of the revival appeared ; but on the 26th,
While one convert,
at a private house, the flame burst forth.
happy in the Saviour's love, was declaring what God had done
for her soul, the power of God seemed to rest on all present
Saints rejoiced, while many sinners cried aloud for mercy, and
went from the place deeply wounded for sin.
soon found that no private house would contain the multitudes whose attention was called up, and consequently repaired to the chapel, which has been uniformly crowded with all
Loud have been the cries of
classes of people, night and day.
the wounded ; and apostolic zeal has attended the preacher
and the brethren, and great indeed has been Zion's strength.
The means which have been used in this marvellous work,
have been feeble, and God has taken the weak things to conMeetings have generally began v/ith prayfound the mighty.
er and exhortation, after which the mourners have been called
round the altar, where the children of.God have joined in prayer in their behalf.
From thirty to sixty have crowded the sacred place, and at almost every meeting some souls have exThe testimonies of
perienced the power of converting grace.
young converts have had a blessed effect. The work has been
rather more males
principally among the youth of both sexes
than females. Children have experienced convierting grace,
and have gone home and preached to their parents ; and in
some instances almost whole families have been happily brought
to the knowledge of the truth.
Some as vile characters as any
in the place, have become servants and preachers of righteousness.
Among the other Societies there is great seriousness, and a
prospect of a good work.
For about two weeks our chapel has been opened every day,
in the morning, at two o'clock, p. m. and in the evening till near
midnight.
The first week seventy-eight gave evidence of having passed
from death unto life, and it is believed that about one hundred
and fifty have witnessed a work of renewing grace in their
The work still goes
hearts, in our chapel, within three weeks.
on solidly many crowd the altar for prayer. Sometimes one
hundred souls have been crying for mej'cy in the congregation
at the same time ; and an equal number, like bottles of new
wine, ready to burst forth with the praises of God.

We

—

—
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liivinit^.

THE LOVE OF GOD TO A LOST WORLD, DEMONSTRATED BY
THE INCARNATION AND DEATH OP CHRIST.
Extract from Dr. A. Clarke? s Sermon on John

iii.

16.

(Continued from page 131.)

IV. From all this we may be clearly convinced that sin must
be an inconceivable evil, and possess an indescribable malignity, when it required no less a sacrifice to make atonement for
than that offered by God, manifested in the flesh.
It is said in the text that God gave this glorious Personage,
Now, it is most evident from
through His love to the world.
the Scriptures, that xhii giving implies the intention of God, that
He should be considered as a sacrificial offering, and die for
the sins of mankind.
This our Lord Himself clearly expresses :
The son of man came to give his life a ransom for many j
Matt. XX. 28.
/ LAY DOWN MY LIFE for the sheep, John x. 15.
And that this was a sacrificial and atoning death, we find, because
without it neither repentance nor remission of sins could be efThus it behoved Christ to
fectually preached in the world.
SUFFER and to rise from the o^AD—that repentance and remission of sins should be prc-ached in his name among all nations.
And in His institution of the Eucharist, He says, that the cup
represents the blood of the neio covenant, ichich zoas shed /or
Luke xxiv. 4^, 47.
the remission of sins, Mfitt. xxvi. 27, 28.
And, because God gave Him for this very purpose, therefore is
He called the Lamb of God, that lakcth away the sin of the world,
John i. 29. And, on this account, it is said that, 7ve were not
it

—

redeemed with corruptible things
Tj^jw «(^aTt,

the

—

VALUABLE BLOOD

blemish and without spot
Vol. hi.

;

who

bid with the precious blood,
of Chvist, OS a lamb without
verily icos foreordained before

21

—
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the world,

HIMSELF a ransom /or

1

Pet-

Tim.

i.

18

— 20.
And

111.

IG,

And, he gave

Paul expressgreat God, even our Saviour Jesus Christ, gave
HIMSELF FOR US, that he might redeem us from all iiiiquiiy, Tit,
ii. 13, 14.
So that this giving evidently means a sacrificial offering ^ a giving up life unto d^-alh ; and this was the very design of God in sending His Son into the world.
And from what is said of this in the Scriptures we learn, that
such an offering and sacrifice was indispensably necessary; for
hdd it not been so, God would not have required it and that
He did require it, is most clearly and explicitly revealed. The
Mosaic institutions derived their authority and origin from God,
In them He required that the lives of certain animals should be
offered at his altar, as a redemption price for the lives of trailsgressors : and yet in these sacrifices, offerings, burnt offerings^
and sacrifices for sin, which were offered according to this very
LAW, He took no pleasure, because it zoas not possible that the
blood of bulls and of goats should take away sin.
See Psa. xl.
6
8. collated with Heb. x. 4
7.
Nor had these any significancy, nor could have any effect, but as they referred to the
sacrificial offering of the life of our blessed Lord, who was that
Lamb of God, (ihat One which God alone could provide,) that
could take away the sin of the world; and which was, in the purpose of God, SLAiafi-om the foundation of the world, Rev. xiii.
8.
And, therefore, the Apostle justly argues, that the law, in
these sacrificial rites, was only the shadow of the good to come,
and not the very image or substance of the things
and, consequently, could not make the comers thereunto perfect, could
neither pardon nor purify them. Heb. x. 1.
The whole sacrificial system being little more than a continual remembrance of
the demerit and destructive nature of sin ; and of the utter imall,

1

ii.

6.

St.

ly Sd}s, that the

•,

—

—

—

,•

any human means could be effectual to remove
and deserved punishment and, therefore, the incarnation, passion, and death, of the Lord Jesus, were intended in
God's infinite counsel, and provided by His indescribable love»
to do what the law could not perform ;
God so loved the world.
From this view of the subject I am led to contend:
1. That this sacrifice was indispensably necessary, else God
had not required it,
2. That nothing less or of inferior worth, could have answered
the end, else God would have required and provided that : for
it would be dcrof^atory to his wisdom to require or provide less
for thus
than was necessary fully to accomplish his design
or, if produced, be
the effect could either not be produced
brought about with such a penury of means, as would little comport with the dignity and sufficiency of the divine plenitude ;
and would leave endless place for doubt in the human breast,
possibility that
its guilt,

;

;

;
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whrther such scanty means could be considered sufficient to
accomplish so great an end.
1- It would be equally inconsistent with God's wisdom, as
well as with His justice, to require more than what was absoiutely necessary; as this would imply, 1. A needless display o:
mtans to accomplish an end, which, when produced, could
not justify the means employed.
2. It would imply an unjust
exaction of more payment than the sum of the debt, and thus be
an impeachment of the Divine equity.
2. it appears from the nature of this sacrifice, that could it be
conceived possible that a greater sacrifice had been necessary,
yet it must appear impossible that such an one could have been
provided for a greater than God manifested in the ilesh, could
for God himself could furnish nolhinp,
not have been produced
greater than the Almighty''s Fellozo, Zech. xiii. 7. Awake, 6
sword against my shepherd, and smite the man that is my fellow,
Smite the Shepherd and the sheep shall
saith the Lord of Hosts.
he scattered.
See 31att. xxvi. 31. where these words are quoted by our Lord, as referring to his sacrificial death
and see
John X. 30. where the same sentiment is delivered in the words^
/ and the Father are one, eyw xa« o Ha-vrip h ktjjuv. Thus God
gave the greatest gift his eternal plenitude could provide; and
beyond which heaven itself had nothing more valuable or glo;

;

;

rious to impart.

As every thing that God does is of infinite worth and
and mast be sutlicient to accomplish the end for which it
we may, therefore, safely conclude, that "the
was designed
death of Jesus Christ upon the cross for our redemption, was a
full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction,
3.

value,

;

for the

sins of the

require, as

such a sacrifice God did
it was for this very purthat they who believe in Him

whole world;

for

we have already seen; and

pose that he did require it, viz.
might not perish, but have everlasting life. And as there is in
it such a fulness of merit, it must excite the strongest confidence in them who flee to lay hold on the hope set before
them in the gospel.
4. As nothing less than this infinitely meritorious sacrifice
could have been sufficient for the redemption of the world, we see
in it the destructive nature of sin, and its (any thing but) infinite
demerit. If we look on sin in itself, our minds get soon bounded in
their views, by particular acts of transgression, of which we cafi
scarcely perceive the turpitude and demerit as we neither consider the principle whence they have proceeded, the carnal mmd
which is enmity against God, nor the nature and dignity of that
God against whom they are committed. But when we consider
the infinite dignity of Jesus, whose passion and death were required to make atonement for sin, then we shall see it as exceed;
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and turpitude are

be-

comparison and description. Rom. vii. 1 3.
5. We not only see the exceeding sinfulness of sin in the
grandeur of the sacrifice required for its expiation but we see
also, in the dignity oi ihe redeeming nature, \\\q dignity of the
nature to he redeemed.
Had the human nature been inferior to
the angelic nature, the sacrifice of an angel or archangel might
have been deemed sufficient to make an atonement for the sin
of man: though eyen this could not have possessed infinite
merit ^ and, therefore, even allowing the inferiority of the nature of man, must have been in many important respects inefficient.
But so radically great and excellent was the human
nature, that nothing less than the incarnation of God could be

yond

all

;

sufficient; and by this means this being who v/as made in the
Divine image, and in the most intimate union with God, was
restored to this image ; and consequently to the same union.
But as I haVe spoken particularly on this subject already, I
need not extend the argument any further here.
V. But we rnu&t not suppose that because such an infinitely
meritorious sacrifice has been offered for the salvation of the
human race, that therefore they must necessarily be saved,
merely because the offering has been made. Our Lord guards
tjs against this error by shewing us in the text that the gift of
God^s love becomes effectual to the salvation of them only who
believe
that whosoever believeth in him should jtot perish, but
have everlasting life.
Now, as what the lazo speaks, it speaks to them who are under
the law; so, what the gospel speaks, it speaks to them who are under the gospel: i. e. who live in a Christian country, and have the
opportunity of reading and hearing the word of life. As those
who sin under the law, shall be judged by the law; so those
who sin under the gospel, shall be judged by the gospel. The
text, therefore, does not relate to those heathen countries to
which the word of this salvatien has not yet been sent.
But what is that believing to which this salvation is annexed ?
I need not discuss this subject here at large, having already
treated it in the most circumstantial manner in a discourse on
Acts xvi. 30. intitled Salvation by Faith. It is enough to state,
in general terms, that believing here implies giving credit to what
God has spoken concerning Christ, His sacrifice, the end for
which it was offered, and the way in which it is to be applied
in order to its becoming effectual.
1. It does appear to me that it is absolutely necessary to believe the proper and essential Godhead of Christ, in order to be
convinced that the sacrifice which has been offered is a sufficient
sacrifice. Nothing less than a sacrifice oi infinite merit, can atone
for the offences of the whole world} and purchase for mankind an
:
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ETERNAL GLORY and if Jcsiis be not properly, essentially, and
God, He has not offered, He could not offer, such a sac:

eternally

The sacred writers are nervous and
we have already seen nor can I

pointed on this subsee that any sinner,
deeply convinced of his fallen guilty state, can rely on the merit
of His sacrifice for salvation, unless he have a plenary conviciion
of this most glorious and momentous truth,
^s eternal glory
must be of infinite value ; if it be purchased by Christ, or be
given as the consequence of His meritorious death, then that
death must be of infinite merit ; or else it could not procure
what is of infinite value. So that, could we even suppose the
possibility of the pardon of sin without such a merit, we could
not possibly believe that eternal glory could be procured withIt must be granted, if Christ be but a mere man, as
out it.
some think; or the highest and Jirst of all the creatures of God,
as others suppose
let his actions and suffering be whatever
they may, they are only the obedience and sufferings of an
and cannot possess infinite <ind
originated and limited being
eternal merit : but the contrary has, I hope, been satisfactorily
rifice.

ject,

as

:

;

;

proved.
necessary to believe that His sufferings were not acmere consequence of Jewish malice, and His own
Jesus was not a martyr, but a sacrifice.
inflexible integrity.
Before Jews or their malice existed, His sacrifcial death was
designed, because it was absolutely necessary ; therefore is
He called the Lamb slaiyifrom the foundation of the world. Here
is no martyrdom, no fortuitous sifftring ^
here is nothing less
than a sacrifcial offering.
3. It is necessary to believe, to be fully persuaded, that He
died for our offences, and rose again for our justification
that
this was the very end or object of His incarnation, passion, and
That He died for every human soul, for all who are
death.
partakers of the same nature which He has assumed
that the
merit and benefits of His death must necessarily extend to all
mankind, because He has assumed that nature which is common
to all
nor could the merit of His death be limited to any particular /)ar/, nation, tribe or individuals, of the vast human family.
It is not the nature of a particular nation, tribe, family, or
individual, which He has assumed, but the nature of the zvhole
human race : and " God has made of one blood all the nations
of men, for to dwell on all the face of the earth," that all these
might be redeemed with one blood ; for He is the Kinsman of
the whole.
The merit of His death must, therefore, extend to
every man, unless we can find individuals or families that have
not sprung from that stock of which he became incarnated.
His death must be infinitely meritorious, and extend in its ben-efits to all who are partakers
of the same nature, because He
2.' It

is

cidental, or the

;

;

:

—
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was God manifested in the flesh : and to contract or limit that
merit, that it should apply only to a few, or even to arty multitudes short of the whole human race, is one of those things which
impossible to God Himself, because it involves a moral contraHe could no more limit the merit of that death, than
He could limit His own eternity, or contract that love which
induced Him to undertake the redemption of a lost world.
4.
must believe that the juay in which God saves man by
Christ, is the way offaith.
No human works can here avail ;
for were they ever so pure and perfect, they could not possess
infinite merit, because their subject is a limited creature.
Nor
can any kind of sufferings be more available. 1 have proved
elsewhere, that as sufferings are the effects, either 7iear or remote,
of SIN ; consequently, they cannot destroy their cause.
They
can be no other in all points of view than the miseries of a limited
and imperfect creature ; and, consequently, cannot have that
merit requisite to atone for otfences against the Majesty of heaven ; or procure for i\\Q\v patient, much less for the whole world,
an infinite and eternal weight of glory.
Faith alone, therefore, is left, as the means by which {Repurchased blessings are applied. Although God is just, yet he can
be the Justifier of him that believelh in Jesus ; of him that believes on and trusts to the infinitely meritorious death of the Son
For God never can act without a reason, and such
of His love.
The death of Christ
a reason as can amply justify His acting.
for man is a sufficient reason why God should forgive the man
who reposes all his trust and confidence in him. And this very
thing is a sufficient reason for God's act, and for man's /atVA.
I dwell the more particularly on the necessity of considering
Christ's death as a meritorious sacrifice, and the necessity of
believing in it as such ; in order to distinguish the true orthodox
Christ, from that of Arvanism.
This latter
or scriptural faith
doctrine, of which most who speak and write seem deplorably ignorant, is built ostensibly on the incomparable merit of
This is not the Arianism which is s[)oken of by
Jesus Christ.
many of the fathers ^ for they are continually confounding the
doctrine imputed to Arius, with that held by multitudes who
professed to be his followers ^ whose doctrine appears to be, in
many respects, nearly the same with what is now called Socin"
ianism.
The Arianism which I refer to is thai of ihe present
day, which is founded in the following scale of intellectual entitles and perfections } and which the doctrine of metaphysics has
been called in to accredit and support. " The principal things,'*
says a late author, " relating to incorporeal essences or spirits^
taught us by Revelation, are the following
1st, That God Himself is a Spirit ; and infinitely the most
perfect of all otiiers ; whose high dignity and singular majesty
we call the Godhead, or Deity,
is

diction.

We

m
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2d, That next to God there is another being, originally a
pure spiritual essence, which in time assumed thereunto a corpo^
real substance or body, of a most excellent and superlative nature, who therefore is called the Son of God, or next to Him in
dig7iity.

We

are informed also, that in the third degree of the scale
3d,
o{ spiritual essences is one of a peculiar nature 5 having a near
relation to the other two ; and, from his office, has the name of
Holy Ghost, as being the sanctifier of men.
4th, At an immense remove from these we find a fourth class
oi incorporeal substances, caWcd angels by us, but by the heathens, damons, genii, ^c. concerning which we read of various
denominations, numbers, and suboidinations
which latter is
called the hierarchy of angels, and is usually reckoned threefold,
viz. The Jirsf. hierarchy contains the three most honorary orders, called seraphims, cherubims, and thrones ^ the second hierarchy consists of three intermediate orders, called domi7ii&ns,
virtues, and powers ; the third hierarchy contains the three lowest orders, called principalities, arch-angels, and angels,'^''—
Martin's Philology, article Metaphysics, p. 180.
This scheme is formed on the philosophical principle of the
graduated scale of intelligences, and of entities in general ;
wiiich maintains that there is no chasm or break from God, the
Fountain of being, to the lowest inorganized particle of matter,
or atom ; and that all proceed from the indivisible particle of
inert matter, through different forms of organized being, up to
animal life ; and through different degrees of animal life up to
intellectual ; and through various degrees of intellectual life up
Matter being more perfect as it approaches to, or
to God.
arises from inertness, to organization ; organization being more
or less perfect as it approaches to, or recedes (rom vitality ^
vitality, being more or less perfect, as it approaches to, or re•

.

cedes from intellectual existence ; and intellectual existence, being more or less perfect, as it aj)proaches to, or recedes from the
Ens Entium, or God. This scheme also supposes, that all orders of created beings are connected by certain links, which partake of the nature of the beings in the ascending and descending

—

e. ^. animals and vegetables are linked together by
polype, or plant animal; fowls and reptiles, by the bat
;
FISHES and beasts, by the hippopotamus; quadrupeds and

scale:
the.

MAN, by the ouran outang ; and man and angels, by men of extraordinary powers, such as Plato among the ancients, and
Sir Isaac J^ewlon among the moderns.
This graduated scale of entities is highly illustrative of the
manifold wisdom of God; and to it I have no objection, provided the holy and adorable Trinity be left out of the question«
From the lowest particle of matter, up to God, the scale may

—

,
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be accurate enough but when it attempts to graduate the Sacred Persons in the Holy Trinity, saying, as in the preceding
extract, that the Son of God is next in dignity to God ; that
"the Holy Ghost is the third degree in spiritual essences,
having a near relation to the other two ;" we are not only to
receive such assertions with caution, but to reject them in toio,
as being utterly repugnant to Divine revelation, in which the
preceding system says they are taught*
Revelation most certainly teaches us that there are Persons
in the Holy Trinity, Matt. iii. 16, 17 ; but it no where teaches
for, " In
us that there is any inequality among those persons
this Trinity none is afore or after other ; none is greater or
LESS than another : for, although there be one Person of the Father, another of the Soji, and another of 'the Holy Ghost, yet the
Godhead of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, is
the glory equal, the Majesty co-eternal
for, the
ALL one
whole Three Persons are co-eternal together, and co-equal."
Thus far the Athanasian creed is consistent with itself, and with
the Sacred Oracles ; and is point blank opposed to the Arian
and to all refinements on that syssystem, already produced
:

;

;

;

;

tem oi

origination, begetting, proceeding, S^c,

places, in contradiction
spurious doctrines.*

to

the above,

it

:

though, in other

countenances those

But I have intimated above that this doctrine is intended to
oppose all sacrificial merit in the passion and death of Christ,
while it allows Him a moral merit, in consequence of which
God gives the covenant of salvation to the Gentiles and pardons, sanctifies, and saves, all who believe the Christian reveThis is specious, but radically unlation, and lead a holy life.
Us imposing aspect has deceived many, as it seems to
solid.
magnify the Lord Jesus, while it strips Him of every kind of
merit, but that which He has as a righteous and holy man.
This is by no means the view which the Sacred Scriptures
give us of the merit of Christ, in His passion and death and
appears to me both defective and dangerous.
This scheme lias got its best support, and highest colouring,
from Dr. J Taylor, \vhora I have often quoted in another
but whom I must
plaxe, with deserved approbation and delight
;

—

:

.

;

refer to

here with widely opposite feelings.

From

his Intro-

* This Creed, far from being a work of Athaoasius, to wham it does not appear to have been attributed before the severilh century, is probably, not the

work of any Greek Father. All the ancient copies ofit are in Latin and the
Greek copies are evidently translated from them, and are of no antiquity.
The Benediclints have proved that it is not the work of Athanasius and
think it was written in France. They have entered it at the end of their ediWktn, tchcre, or by whom it was written, no man
tion, among the spuna.
knows
;

;

—

— —
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collect the following ex-

which contain, at least, the fair outlines of his scheme.
" God," says he, " grounded the extraordinary favours enjoyed by the Israelites, on Abraham's faiih and obedience
and selected them out of respect to the piety and virtue of their
ancestor sJ^^
P^g* 4.
"Jesus Christ, having assumed a human body, exhibited a
pattern of the most perfect obedience, even unto death ; in firm
adherence to the truth He taught ; and, in consequence of this,
He is a pattern of reward, by being raised from the dead and
having a commission to raise all mankind and to put all into
the possession of eternal life who shall, in the last day, be found
lb. p. 25.
virtuous and holy.
" The BLOOD oi Christ is the perfect obedience and goodness of Christ
nor is the blood of Christ to be considered
only in relation to our Lord's death and sufferings; as if mere
death or suffering were, in itself, of such a nature as to be
But His blood implies a charpleasing or acceptable to God.
acter
and it is His blood, as He is a Lamb without spot and
blemish, (1 Pet. i. 19.) that is, as He is perfectly holy, which
is of so great value in the sight of God.
His blood is the same
as his offering himself without spot to God.^''
Heb. x. 14. lb,
tracts

;

—

;

:

:

;

p. 44.

"

What

Christ did was neither to incline God to be gracious,
Him from any counter obligations, arising from
law or justice, or what the sinner's case might deserve ; but
what Christ did and suffered was a proper and wise expedient,
a FIT ground and method of granting mercy to the world.^^
lb. p. 47.
" When I say, Christ's love and obedience is a just foundation of the Divine grace, I know not how to explain myself better than by the following instance
there have been masters
willing, now and then, to grant a relaxation from study, or even
to remit deserved punishment, in case any one boy, in behalf
of the whole school, or of the offender, would compose and
present a distich, or copy of Latin verses
and one may say
that the kind verse-maker purchased the favour in both cases;
or that his learning, ingenuity, industry, goodness, and compliance, with the governor's will and pleasure, was a just ground
or foundation of the pardon and refreshment ; or a proper reason of granting them."
lb. p. 49, note,

nor

to

disengage

—

:

—

:

"Agreeably to this scheme, Abraham is proposed as a bright
example of obedience and reward and his obedience is given
as the reason of conferring blessings upon his posterity
and
particularly of having the Messiah, the Redeemer, and greatest
;

;

blessings of mankind, descend from him.

Vol.

III.

'J?

lb. p. 50,
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most exceptionable, most meagre, and ineffiwe gather thiit, as God Cnlhd Abraham from his Gentilism, revealed to him the knowledge of His
name and nature, and made him eminent for piety and probity,
that He might constitute him the he. id of a numerous posterity,
whom He could bless, protect, and save, in the most extraordin-ry m^*nner, on account of the rewardable righteousness and

From

cient

all

this

scheme of

salvation,

merit of their -progewior ^ so, He has sent Jesus Christ to eninstruct the whole world, Jews and Gentiles ; a
li. hten and
pprson, who in every respect did the will of God, and was obedient to the Divine will, even unto death ; and who, therefore,
like " the kind verse maker,''^ in the preceding'iliustrative instance, (which appears to have been made for the purpose,)
may be said to hwe purchased ihf^ favour of God for the offending world ; so that His super-eminent ^oot/ns^s and compliance
7oith the will of the Supreme Governor, is a just ground -nd foundation o\' pardon and salvation to the world, and a proper reason

for grantiyig them !
This is a sort of rewardable moral merit,

in reference to the
world, just similar to that of Abraham, in behalf of the Jervish
people; from which every idea of sacrifaal merit and atonement is excluded. On this ground the martyred Isaiah, and
the massacred Baptist, might have afforded to the benevolence
of God a suficient ground and proper reason for the remission
of the sins of men ; for, as the life of one man is as much, personally considered, as the life of another ; and obedience unto
de^th, as much marked the conduct of the evangelical prophet,
of Zechariah, the son of Barachiah, and the holy Baptist, as
that of our blessed Lord, if divested of His Godhead and Eternity, as this scheme supposes ; might not they, or any of them,
have been as a complete a ground why God should forgive the
sins of the world, as the obedient life and death of Christ?
Again, if Abraham's m^ rit could extend to the whole Jewish
race, why not to the Gentiles, in whose behalf chiefly the covenant was made ? for it was made with him, while yet uncircumcised ; and the pledge on God's part was, that in his seed all
Now, if this will hold
the nations of the earth shoxdd be blessed.
good on the above reasoning, what need was there of the miraculous conception, the agony and bloody sweat, the cross
and passion, the death and burial, the glorious resurrection and
ascension, of the blesseil Jesus ? Why such an extraordinary
why such an apparatus of
expenditure of means and energies
prophecy, legal ordinances, sacrificial institutions, and miracu:

lous interpositions ; to keep in view the Divino purpose ; to
commemorate the facts by which it was prefigured presrrve the
;

regal line from which the promised

Seed was

to issue

;

and
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it to the world ; if so much less, so indescrimight have accomplished the purpose ? Was not all

finally, to exhibit

bably

less,

this
'<

Just like an ocean into tempest toss'd,
waft ^feather, or to drown ajly ?"

To
But

more fully the utter inefficacy of this pretendedly.
moral merit, let us hear what our Lord says in the
text: "God gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on Him should not perish."
Was any thing like this
ever adciressed to the Jews, in reference to Abraham ? Were
they ever promised remission of sins, provided they believed on
this friend of God ? Were thet/ ever commanded to believe
on him at all ? Were they not ever led to consider that their
sacrifices^ where the life-blood of the animal was poured out in
behalf of the offerer, were the grand cause of the remission of
deserved punishment, and the forgiveness of sin ? Did they not
know that without shedding of blood there was no remission ; and
that the sacrificial code was the essential part of the Jewish
system ? And do not we see, from the concurrent testimony
both of the Old and cATezo covenants, that all th»se sacrifices
typified the offering of the life of Jesus Christ upon the cross,
by which He obtained eternal redemption for us ; so that he
who believeth on him, as having " died for his offences, and risen
again for his justification, is freely justified from all things,
from which he could not be justified by the law of Moses ?"
I contend, therefore, that this one circumstance, the command
to believe on Christ crucified for the remission of sins, even leaving His Godhead entirely out of the question, utterly destroys
the pretended parallelism between Abr;iham and Jesus
and
completely saps, subverts, and ruins this splendid edifice,
it
is to that faith which credits, trusts to, and relies upon, the meritorious blood (rijutw aijuar*) of our Lord Jesus, which He sweat
in the garden, and poured out upon the cross, as a full atonement and sacrifice for sin, that pardon and eternal glory are
promised
and promised not on account of the merit of the
faith, but the merit of the Sacrifice, which faith has apprehended.
to see

sufficient

;

;

(To be concluded

iq the next-)
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REMARKS ON THE

OI.IVE TREE.

HARMER.

We

have before taken notice that the olive tree is very comJudea
I
would now remark, that the Scriptures frequently refer to it, and that those very references have given
some pain to an ingenious traveller, on the account of trees of
this species wanting a vivid verdure.
Mr. Sharp, in his forty-eighth letter from Italy, expresses his
pain in these words, " The fields, and indeed the whole face of
Tuscany, are in a manner covered with olive trees, but the olive
the
tree does not answer the character 1 had conceived of it
Royal Psalmist and some of the Sacred Writers speak with rapture of the green olive trees, so that I expected a beautiful
green ; and I confess to you, I was wretchedly disappointed, to
find its hue resembling that of our hedges, when they are covThe olive tree may, possibly, delight in the
ered with dust.
barren district of Judea, but, undoubtedly, will disgust a man
accustomed to English verdure."
The objection shows, that it is of some importance to attend
to minute, and even seemingly trifling circumstances mentioned
in Holy Writ, which is the great design of these papers. In considering it, I cannot allow the propriety of this worthy writer's
method of alleviating the difficulty he had proposed Judea is

mon

in

:

:

:

so destitute of verdure, as to make a tree that looks as
if it was all over covered with dust, an object sufficient to charm
the eye by its colour ; and such a supposition is still less admissible, when it relates to former times, when it was much betThe true way of solving the difficulty is, imter cultivated.
agine, to consider the word translated green, not as descriptive
of colour, in these passages, but of some other property, youth-

not

now

I

fulness, vigour, prosperity, &:c.
It certainly must be so understood in some places where it
No mortal ever imagined that when Nebuchadnezzar
occurs.
said, / was at rest in mine house, and green in my palace, Dan.
iv. 4, that he meant either th.U the colour of his face, or of his
garments was green but that he was, as our translators justly
render it, flourishing in his palace, that he was in such a stUe,
\vith respect to his royalty, as a tree is when ii is green, considered as a vegetnble.
So in the fifty second Psidm David de•,

scribes a wicked man, as soon to wither

away and disappear;

;
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while he should be like a young vigorous olive tree, which had
long to live and to flourish. The beauty of the olive tree,
marked out in other passages of Scripture, consisted in the
spread of its branches, not in its colour," Hosea xiv. 6.
The disappointment then of Mr. Sharp arose, not from the
misrepresentation of the sacred writers, but merely from his
misunderstanding them.
In like manner, when the Psalmist says, / shall be anointed
with green oil, Ps. xcii. 10, ^vhere there is the same word in
the original, we are not to suppose he means oil of a green
colour: would there have been any great advantage in'that?
Or can any passage be produced to show it was an object
of desire to the people of the East? But we are, I believe,
to understand the word as signifying precious, fragrant oil,
such as princes in times of prosperity were anointed with :
fragrant if you will, as a field which the Lord has blessed, a
fiowery field, in all its verdure, to the smell of which Isaac compared the scent of the perfumed clothes Jacob had on when Isaac
blessed him. Gen. xxvii. 27
It appears from many passages, that when princes were victorious, rich presents were wont to be made them ;* and from
the history of Hezekiah,t that precious ointments, or oils in
which odoriferous plants or other substances had been put, and
kept there some time, were presented to them, preserved long
by them among their treasures in part, and in part, we may believe, made use of on joyful occasions: which kind of oil is,
without doubt, what the Psalmist calls green oil, and with which
he was to be anointed, when Cod should exalt his power, and
make his horn like that of an unicorn.
To think of greenness of colour in the oil, would be childish
to interpret the word of oil, expressed from green, that is to
say, from unripe olives, would not well agree with the accounts
of some modern writers on medical preparations, who affirni
that oil cannot be drawn from unripe olives ; to understand
the word as signifying fresh drawn oil, would be to give it much
less energy, than, I apprehend, was intended by the Psalmist ;
to explain it of oil made extremely odoriferous is, I cannot help
thinking, placing it in the proper point of light.
It is natural to suppose most, if not all the oil that was made
use of for anointing themselves for pleasure, was more^ or less
fragrant; it would else have hardly answered the purpose,
which was the stifling those disagreeable scents the heat of
that climate often excited. On this account it became extremely
necessary to the enjoyment of life ; for which reason the Pro-

*2 Sam.

viii.

10, 2

Chmn.

x-sxii, 13.

I Js.

xxxix.

e.

:
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phel Micah* threatened Israel, That they shotdd tread

oliveSi

We

are ready to imagine no
but not anoint themselves with oil.
oth-T important use of oil but for eating, but they found life

would be inelegant without anointing.
Some of their ointments were extremely precious such was
the composition with which the head of our Lord was anointed t But a slight infusion of some of their own country flowers was sutficic nt to give their hair a very agreeable scent.
So Hasselquist tells us, the Egyptians put the flowers of the
tuberose into sweet oil, and by this means give the oil a most
excellent smell, scarcely inferior to oil of jessamine ;t. and in
anoth^^r place, that he found jessamine growing in the Holy
:

Landjjl besides other fragrant plants.

T\\e Attieil^utes of

God

liis^la^ed.

THE WONDERFUL CONSTRUCTION OF THE EAR.

— STURM.

Although the Ear, in point of beauty, must give place to
the eye ; it is nevertheless perfectly adapted to its use, and no
In the first place,
less a masterpiece of the Creator's hind.
it is placed in the most conits position shews much wisdom :
venient part of the human machine, near the brain, the common seat of all the senses. The external structure form of the
ear deserves our admiration : it nearly resembles a muscle
but, it has neither the soilness of mere flesh, nor the hardness
Were it flesh only, the upper part would fall down
of bone.
If,
over the office, and prevent the communication of sounds.
on the other hand, it were provided with solid bones, we should
feel much pain and many inconveniences, when we lay on
On this account, the Creator has chosen a cartieither side.
laginous substance for the outward part of the ear; which has
that degree of firmness, that polish and folding which are most
proper to -reflect sounds: for, the whole use of the external
part, is to collect the undulations of the air, and convey them
into the orifice of the ear.
The internal structure of this organ is still more proper to
Within the ear there is an opening, which
excite our surprise.
is called the Meatus Auditorius, or Auditory Canal ; the entrance of which is defended with small hairs, to prevent insects
from penetrating into it ; and it is for the same purpose that it
*Ch.

vi. 15.

t Matt. xxvi. 7.

J

Page

267.

[j

Page

134.
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is always moistf^ned with a sort of bitter glutinous humouFj
callrd the Ear-wax, which is separated from its glands.
The Tympanum, or Drum, is placed obliquely in the AudiThis part of the Ear has really a great resemtory Canal.
blance to a drum ; for, first there is a sort of bony ring in the
cavity of the Auditory Canal, over which a round, thin, dry

Secondly, there is a muscle tightly
is stretched.
connected with the Malleus, which answers the same end here,
it increases 'the vibrathat the cotgut string does to the drum
tions of the membrane, and serves sometimes to tighten, and
sometimes to relax it. fn the cavity, under the drum, there are
some very small, but very remarkable bones, called Auditory
Bones : they are distinguished by these names ; Malleus, the

membrane

;

Incus, the Anvil, Os Orbiculctte, the Orbicular Bnne ;
and the Stapes or Stirrup. Their use is to contribute to the
Behind the cavity
vibrations and extension of the Tympanum.

Hammer,

Drum, there is another opening, called the Eustachian
This passage lets the air in
Tube, which lertds to the palate.
and out from the funnel of the ear, to make the membrane viSounds received through the mouth, are
brate the bptier.
heard by m^ans of this passa/e, when the outward orifice of the
cnr is closed up.
Next comes the Cochlea, which rises in a
and finally, behind
spiral line, similar to a winding staircase
Therefore,
this, the Auditory Xerve terminates in the hrain.
of the

:

the essential requisite of hearing consists in the aforesaid Tymthe external parts
:

panum, or Drum, and the Auditory Nerve

serving only to collect the sound, or undulations of the air, in
order to strengthen the sense of hearing.
Hearing, is a thing in itself highly worthy of admiration. By a
portion of air extremely small, which we put in motion we know
not how, we can in an instant make our thoughts, desires, and
conceptions known to another; and that as perfecdy as if his
soul could spe into ours.
But, to make the action of the air in
the propagation of sounds more easy to be understood: h t us
remember that the air is not a solid, but a fluid body. Throw
a stone into calm water ; and it will occasion undulations, which
will extend more or less according to the degree of force with
which the stone was cast in. Let us now suppose, that a word
spoken produces the same effect in the air, which the stone
does in the water.
While the speaker pronounces the word,
he expels with more or less force, a quantity of air out of his
mouth: this air communicates an undulatory motion to the external air;

and

vibrations to the

contained
tions the

in the

this air thus

Tympanum,

put in motion communicates
or

Drum

cavity of the Ear,
the
is shaken :

Hammer

is

;

by

the

a2;itatpd

Hammer

;

Drum,

its

the air

by these agita-

in its

turn shdkes
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the Anvil, and the Os Orbiculare ; and the Stirrup transmits to
the Nerves, through the Fenestra Ovalis, or Oval Orifice, the
motion it has received, and those vibrate like the strings of a
harpsichord.
This motion of the air gains strength by agitating the fluid contained in the labyrinth and Cochlea; and communicates itself to what is properly called the Auditory J^erve,
The soul then feels a sensation, proportioned to the strength or
weakness of the impression received and by virtue of a mysterious law of the Creator forms to itself representations of objects and of truths.
What joy should we feel, in being capable of distinguishing
sounds How deplorable would our case be, were we denied
the faculty of hearing
in certain respects, privation of hearing
would be worse than the loss of sight. Through the eye, only
sensible and corporeal ideas can enter into the soul
but by
the ear, we may form ideas of invisible and spiritual subjects.
Consequently, had we been born deaf, it would have been ex»
tremely difficult for us to have received any instructions concerning Religion, God, the nature of the soul, or salvation.—
could not have acquired knowledge sufficient for any art or
science whatever.
In order to make his goodness still more
manifest to different generations of men, God permits now and
then a person to be born deaf.
Let us never look on any of
those helpless persons, without endeavouring to estimate better
the worth of the sense of which they are deprived, and that
goodness of God which has granted it to us. And let us ever
remember, that to make a proper use of our hearing, is the best
method of testifying our gratitude to God for so great a gift.
:

!

!

:

We

THE DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT CONSIDERED,
CConlinued from page 145.)

From the Scriptures, All Scripture is given by inspiration of
God, and is profitable for docti'ine, for reproof, for correction^
for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect.

2Tim.

iii.

16,

17.

The

design of

God

in

making

this

revelation of his mind and will to man was, that he might be
holy.
Every part of revelation is suited to his nature and condition, and must unite in producing the above effect.
The
promises, the threatenings, the invitations, the precepts are all
necessary, and are all connected in man's salvation, Had
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there been no intention on the part of God, to punish the obstinately wicked in another life, confident I am, there would
have been no declarations, of such punishments, made in his
word. No passage would have been found on record, from
which, by fair and legitimate construction, the doctrine of endthink
less punishment could be inferred.
So far from it,
reasonable to suppose, (and this supposition
it much more
is consistent with the views given of the divine goodness,)
that positive declarations to the contrary would have been interspersed through his word ; that the mind of man might not
be unnecessarily disturbed with the apprehension of punishment. Inquire we now is this the case ? is there any place
in scripture where such an intimation is given,
such an assurance made? Is there one, single, solitary text, which directly
asserts, God will not punish forever the transgressors of his law,
I

—

or which can be even fairly or justly rendered to support that
doctrine ? not one.
But supposing, for the sake of argument, that future and eternal punishment was not clearly revealed, and that only some
intimations were given of the possibility of the thing
Or suppose that the number of passages, susceptible of such a construction as favoured the doctrine I am miintaining, was balanced by an equal number of passages, which might be so construed as to support the doctrine I am opposing ; what would
be the duty of the prudent and judicious man in such a case?
It would undoubtedly he the duty of every, one, who considers
the direction and tendency which principle gives to practice, to
embrace that system which is the more likely to influence his
conduct; which affords the greater foundation and security for
happiness, and from which there is the loss danger of sustainFor the bare possibility of the truth of endless
ing any loss.
punishment, is an argument sufficiently cogent, to induce every
Should
serious and considerate mind to receive the doctrine.
the man who embraces this doctrine, and who endeavours to live
in such a manner as to avoid eternal misery, be mistaken, he
he suffers
sustains no injury in consequence of thai mistake.
no loss. He is just where he would have been, had he embraced the doctrine of Universalism. But it is not so with the
man who receives the doctrine of hell redemption,^ and who,'
influenced by that doctrine, is at no pains to escape the threatened punishment he dies, and flnds himself mistidcen, but alas
too late to correct the error, or benefit by the discovery ; and
is obliged to endure through eternal duration, the punishment
inflicted on him for his folly rnd his crimes.
''
it is an observation of great importance, and necessary to
be attended to in this, as in most other doctrines of religion,
that obscure passages of scripture are always to be interpreted
:

—

—

'

!

:

Vor,. III.

23

—

—
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by iho plain ones, and not the plain ones made doubtful by
And the reason is evident : bethose that are more obscure.
Ci^use that which is at present obscure may very easily in the
rovidcnce, have the
event ol' things, and in the unfoldint;; of
dilficuhies removed, and make a final harmony and consistency
of the whole : but if that which is once clearly and plainly rei

in words express and full, and without ambigiiity, is
ever in any wise to be shaken by any after discovery or if a
general and pcrpi tual rule can be made in any degree uncertiiin, by the present diihcuky of application of any par hculur
case
there can then never be anz^ cert 'in assurance of an^'
Dr. S. Clarke's Sermons, voh
doctrine in revelation at all."
I. p. 385.
Guided in our investigations by this rule, let us proceed to
cxaminp the Old Testament, and see if there be any indicaand
tions, or any proofs of the point under consideration
whether we have sufficient t^round, from the testimony it affords, to conclude, that i^e y/na//y impenitent and incorrigible
sinner zmll be punished forever in another life.
The first instance we have on reccrd of the displeasure of
God manifested against sin, is to be found in the account given
of the introduction of evil into the world, by the violation of the
divine commmd in paradise.
This account has been already
noticed and I think it will bo difficult, if not impossible, for
that class of Universalists who deny the compatibility of m?>ery with the goodness of God to account for the existence of
either natural or moral evil consistently with their own princiWe are next presented with the history of the deluge,
ples.

vealerl,

;

;

;

;

cause, Gen. vi. 5, J 2, 13, its universality, and its effects,
24.
An event so extraordinary in itself, and so
vii. 17
lasting in its consequences, that proofs of it can be found in
every section of the globe ; and testimony of its truth as a punishment, collected from the records or traditions of every naread the same displeasure of Jehovah
tion under heaven.
in the destruction of the cities of the plain by fire, Gen. xix.
In the overthrow of Pharaoh and his host in the Red Sea, Exod.
In the detention and wanderings of the Israelites in the
xiv.
wilderness.
In the fate of Korah, Dathan and Abiram.
And
^finally in tho utter extinction (v.'ith the exception of two) of
that vast mullitude who made their escape out of the land of
Ham. In short, there is not a judgment recorded in the OldTestament, as having overtaken or fallen upon any nation, city,
or individual, which does not oppose the doctrine 1 am opposing, and demonstrate that punishment is consistent with the
gooi'ness of God.
Vv iiatsoever things were written aforetime, were written, saith
its

Gen.

—

We

—

St. Paul,

—

for our instruction

—

and admonition.

Rom.

xv.

4.—

:
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I Cor. X. 11.
Accordingly we find our blessed Lord himself,
as well as the divinely inspired writers of the New Testament,
frequently allading to the transactions above noticed.
Our
Lord in
at. xxiv. 36
39, seems to consider the destruction
of the old world by the d<duge, as a representation of the certainty, universality, and extremity of the punishment, in which

—

M

the unrighteous and unholy will be involved at the day of Judgment. And in the parallel place in Luke xvii. 26
30 the
crime and punishment of the inhabitants of Sodom, are associated, for the same purpose, with the crime and punishment of

—

the Antediluvians.

^

St. Peter (as well as St. Paul, Heb. xi. 7.) appealed to the
punishment of the old world by water, and of So loni and Goraorrlia by fire, as clear proofs from facts, that God will not
spare impenitent sinners And in his second epistle, ii. 6, he
says, God made them an ensample unto those that after should
live ungodly.
I sh.dl here transcribe Dr. Macknight's note on
this passage.
Because the word used here is vvohiyi^a -and not
-xK^xhtyfAd.
Erasmus supposes the Apostle meant, not an example to be imitated, but an example to be avoided: and that
Jude to express the same idea uses the word ^nyfxcx.. Estius
says, these differences in the use of the words are not always
observed; and therefore he is of opinion, that by an example
Peter means a tt/pe or representation of the future punishment
of the wicked by everlasting fire.' St. Jude also, ver. 7, considers the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrha and the cities
about them, set forth for an example (or type) suliering the
vengeance of eternal fire. On which verse Parkhurst remarks,
The miraculous fire from heaven, which destroyed the cities
of Sodom and Gomorrha, is a dreadful emblem of that everlasting Jire (rotnv^ TO aivmv Matt. XXV. 41.) which awaits the ungodly and unclean.'
In the above references and quotations, made by our Lord
and his Apostles, the destruction of the Antediluvian world, and
the cities of Sodom and Gomorrha, is represented as a ij/pe of
And we are
the destruction of the ungodly in another life.
equally at a loss to perceive either the wisdom and justness of
:

'•

'

the selections, or their applicability to the point of doctrine
they iu-e brought forward to establish, if they are to be considered in any other view.
We usually consider a type, as an
example, pattern, or general similitude to a person, event, or
'

thing which is to come
and it should be referred from a less to
a greatpr, as from the death of a beast to the death of a man
from a lower to a higher, as from earth to heaven from time
present to futurity, as from this world to the eternal state :'
from the punishment inflicted on the inhabitants of Sodom
and Gomorrha, to the endless and never ceasing punishment in:

:

:
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For whaton the incorrigible sinner in another life.
ever is infinite eludes our comprehension, and mocks our panting toil, however urged by the most vehement imagination
under this reflection types may be useful by offering a similiCalmeVs diet. Article Types.
tude adapted to our powers.'
The institution of sacrifices is another topic, which strongly supports the doctrine of future punishment
for the more
thoroughly we examine the subject, the more fully will we be
convinced, that it does not owe its origin to human invention.
There is nothing in nature, in reason, or in interest to originate,
The first account we
to justify, or perpetuate the prr^ctice.
have of this rite is recorded of Abel in Gen iv. 4. and is menThat
tioned by St. Paul in the epistle to the Hebrews xi. 4
the institution was of divine appointment may be argued, not
only from its being coeval with the fall, and of consequence
long before any grant was made to man to eat the flesh of anibut also from the strong and sensible proof
mals, Gen. ix. 3.
given of the divine acceptance in the case of Abf' 1. Compare
Gen. iv. 4. with Heb. xi. 4. In like manner God afterw.irds
accepted the sacrifices of Noah, Gen. viii. 20, 21, of Abraham
till at length they vvere reduced to a system and esof Job,
tablished in the dispensation of Moses.
It will not be amiss, now to consider, briefly, the design of the
Whether sacrifices
ordinance, which I think was twofold.
are considered as belonging to the Patriarchial orMosaical dispensation, they were commemorative of events that were past,
In the foror were intended to prefigure something to come.
mer case, they carried the offerer back to that important event
in the history of man, the Fall, by which the whole human
family had fallen under the displeasure of God, and become obnoxious to punishment. They were also an acknowledgment
a confession that death was due to
of the guilt of the offerer;
a.deprecafion of merited punishment;
sin ;
and an expression
of his utter in.ibiiity to extricate himself from the writchedness
Jn the latter case they prefigured the great
of his condition.
flicted

'

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

propitiatory sacrifice of Christ upon the cross, as the L^mb
slain from the foundation of the world ; and signified an humble and confident reliance on the merit of his atonement.
Nor ought the universality of the practice of sacrificing to be
passed over unnoticed. ' It is notorious' says a learned writer
the Atonement, page 303)
th.it all n ;tions, Jews
and Heathens, befcre th-^ time of Christ, entertained the notion
that the displeasure oi the offended Deity, was to b( averted
And I think it would be a difby the sacrifice of the animal.'
ficult task, to find any nation of former times, which did not conNor can
sider the design of sacrificing as represented above.
any reasonable objection be made to the abuse of the ordinance

(Magee on

'

I
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from the substitution of human victims in the place of animals.
Fear of punishment and ot the divine displeasure seems to lie
at the foundation of all their oblations, and the more highly
they thought ol the object of their religious worship ; or the deeper the hold guilt had taken on their minds ; the more valuable
they conceived the sacrifice ought to be, which they presented
to that object in order to appease his wrath, or prevent the punishment.
From the whole then, we may justly conclude in the
words of Dr. Kennicott, quoted by the above writer, whether
we refer them to the sameness of opinion that prevailed, respecting the design ; or the universiil practice of offering sacrifices, that ' Whatever custom hrts prevailed over the world,
among nations the most opposite in polity and customs in general
nations not united by commerce or communication,
(when that custom has nothing in nature, or the reason of things,
to give it birth, and establish to itself such a currency,) must be
derived from some revelation.'
Before I close these remarks, I shill notice an objection that
may probably be prefered ; that I have not supported my doctrine, by positive and direct quotations from the Old-Testaft should not be concealed that the paucity of texts in
ment,
which rewards and punishments are expressly mentioned, may
ha\e givt n rise to the assertion of the Author of The divine
legation of Moses,' that ' the doctrine of a future state of rewards
and punishvients is not to be found in, nor did make part of the
Mosaic dispensation.'' This is the statement of the celebrated
Bishop Warburton, and yet ihis self-same prehite declares on
oath, and subscribes to the following counter-assertion, that 'm

deep

;

'

the

Old-Testament everlasting

Christ.''

—

iv.

is

offered

to

mankind

bii

But there are many places
future punisl)ment is to be found.

in which the doctrine ot
Psal. ix. 17.
xi. 6. Eccles.

Mai,

life

Articles of religion. Art. 7.

1

.

Dan.

xii; 2.

iii.

besides

14.— Ixvi. 24.
And if any stress

17. Isa. xxxiii

many

others.

be placed on the comparative number of texts, in which
is threat^^ned, over and above the places
where future rewards are promised, it will be found, 1 believe to
be in favour of the former. For in the whole of the Old- Testament the phrase everlasting life never occurs but once. Dan.
xii. 2.
jind many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth
shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everis to

future punishment

lasting confempt,

(To be Continued.)
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A DESCRIPTIVE VJEW OF THE WESTERN COUNTRY,

For

A

the

Methodist

Ma^azme.

descriptive view of the Western Country previously to its dis-.
covery and settlement by English settlers, or the citizens of the
United States, as additional or supplementary to Introductory
Remarks, to the Rise and Progress of religion in the Wester?}

Country.

No.

J.

In the year 1170, Madoc, son of Owen Groynnedk, prmce
of Wales, dissatisfied with the situation of affairs at home, left
his country, as related by the Welch historians, in quest of
new settlements, and leaving Ireland to the north, proceeded
west till he discovered a fertile country ; where leaving a colo-

ny, he returned, and persuading many of his countrymen to
join him, put to sea with ten shi])S, and was never more heard of.
This account has several times drawn the attention of the
world ; but as no vestiges of them had been found, it was concluded, perhaps too rashly, to be a fable, or, at least, that no
remains of the colony existed. Of late years, however, the
western setders have received frequent accounts of a nation,
inhabiting at a great distance up the Missouri, in manners and
appearance resembling the other Indians, but speaking Welch,
and retaining some ceremonies of the Christian worship ; and
at length this is universally believed to be a fact.*
ornament, such as soldiers usually
I hnve myself seen a brass
in front of their belts, being one of six attached to six
skeletons, dug up not far from the falls of the Ohio river: it
was cast matal, and on it was represented a Mermaid playing
upon a harp, (the coat of arms, as understand, of Wales).
There was also a motto on it in Roman characters. I have
since attempted to obtain it, to get a fac simile taken of it ; but

wear

I

understood that the gentleman, then living in Kentucky, in
whose possession it was, had parted with it and that it had
been taken to Virginia.
The tradition from the old Indians is, that it was at the falls
of Ohio that the first white people were cut oft" by the natives,
who had penetrated these western regions. This circumstance,
commumcated
in relation to the ornament, with some others,
to the late Dr. John P. Campbell, who wrote an account of the
;

I

Antiquities of the

Western Country; which

after

many

difficul-

^ Iralay's Auoeric?..
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not necessary here to mention, has gone to the press since
have
but from the extracts from the work, which
;
seen, it appears silent as to the source Irom which the informaI
have it moreover from good authority,
tion was obtained.
lh..t upwards of thirty years ago Indians came to Kaskaskia, in
the now state of Illinois, who spake the Welch dialect, w-ro
perfectly understood and conversed with two Welchmen then
From information, tomb stones, and other monuments .of
there.
the existence of such a people have been found, with the year
bring
engraved, corresponding very near to that given above
Time may, jvith the enterprizing disabout the 12th century.
position of our people, satisfy the inquiring mind on this score,
whether such a race be yet iu existence or no.
* The merit of first discovering the Mississippi river after the
above period, according to Lewis Hennepin's account published
in London in 1698, is due to the Sieur la Salle, who disrovered
It was called by the natives Meschasipu
this river in 1682.
It seems that father Hennepin forgot that
the father ofzvaters.
the river was previously discovered by Ferdinand de Soto in
1541, also by colonel Wood in 1654, and by captain Bolt in
Monsieur de la Salle was the first who traversed that
1670.
In the spring of the same year, 1682, he passed down
river.
he afterwards remounted that
to the mouths of the Mississippi
river, and returned to Canada in the month of October following, from whenc? he took his passage to France, where he gave
so flattering- an account of the advantae;cs that would certainly
accrue from the settling a colony in those parts, that a company was formed for carrying those desit^ns into execution, with
a squadron consisting of four vessels, having on board a sufficient number of persons, and aJl kinds of goods and provisions,
necessary, for the service of the new colony, which he proposed
to fix at or near the mouth of the Mississippi.
But having
sailed beyond the mouth of the river, he attempted to fix a colony at the bay of St. Bernard, where he arrived the 8th day
of February, 1684, about one hundred h^agues westward of the
There his men underwent such hardships, that'
Mississippi.
most of them perished miserably. The leader, animated with
an ardent desire of extending his discoveries, made various excursions with such of them who were able to travel ; but on the
19th of March 1687, two of his men villainously murdered him,
when exploring the interior parts of the country in search of
mines, and of the tract which led to those of St. Barbe in Newties,

his death

I

;

;

l

Mexico.
About seven years after Monsieur Ibberville, a respectable
officer in the French navy, undertook to execute whatever la
Salle had promised
and his reputation being established. a|;

"

* Imiay'? America,

—
;
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ready, the court entrusted him with the conduct of the project.
He carrierl his people very safely to the mouth of the great river, and there laid the foundation of the first colony that the
French ever had on the Mississippi. He took care to provide
them with every thing necessary for their subsistence, and
obliged them to erpct a fort for their defence against the Indians.
This being done, he returned to France in order to obtain supplies.

The

success of his voyage made him extremely welcome at
and he was soon in a condition to put to sea again. His
second voyage was as fortunate as the first but very unluckily
for his colony, he died whilst he was preparing for the third.
The design might have been abandoned had not Crozat, a private man of an immense fortune undertaken its support at his
own expense. In 1712 the king gave him Louisiana. Thus
Louis imitated the Pope, who divided between the kings of
Spain and Portugal the territories of America, where the Holy
See had not one inch of ground.
In order to have some plausible pretence for setting on foot
a project for changing the face of public affairs in France, it
court,

;

was thought

make way

requisite that a

new company should be

erected,

which Mr. Crozat was to resign his grant
which he did accordingly. This gave rise to the Mississippi
scheme, that made so great noise in Europe, projected by Mr.
Law. This company was relinquished in the year 1731. By
a secret Convention of the 3d November, 1762, the French
government ceded so much of the province as lies beyond the
Mississippi to the Ibberville, thence through the middle of that
river and the lakes Maurepas and Pont Chartrain to the sea,
to Great Britain; and in 1762 ceded the western side of the
Mississippi, and the town of New-Orleans, which was laid out
to

for

1720, to Spain.

Spain having conquered the Floridas from Great Britain during our revolutionary war, they were confirmed to her by the
By the treaty of Si. Idlefonso, of the
treaty of peace of 1783.
1st Octolier, 1800, his Catholic majesty engaged to cede back
to the French Republic, Louisiana, which w.is confirmed at
and from France it passed to the
Madrid, 21st March, 1801
United States by the treaty of 30th April, 1802.*
;

(To be continued.)
* In the succeeding numbers our readers will perceive the connexion of
with Religious and Missionary Intelligence.

this
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Missionary and Bible Society of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in America, held in John-street Church, J\'*ezo- York,

Of the

April 17, 1820.
In conformity to a requisition in the Constitution, the board
of Managers beg leave to present to the Society, a brief statement of their proceedings since their organization in April
Perhaps a few preliminary remarks respecting the cirlast.
cumstances which led to the establishment of the Society, may
not be deemed impertinent.
It had long been cause of regret, that that ministry, which
has been so signally owned of God, was not furnished with pecuniary means in proportion to the extensive field in which it
seemed destined to move, as well as to enlarge the sphere of
its usefulness in those places where it had commenced its opeKnowing that, for want of efficient aid, efforts to exrations.
tend the benefits of the Gospel to remote and destitute parts ol
our country, had frequently failed, or if accomplished at all, i£
was under great embarrassments and also knowing that large
fields remained yet uncultivated, the members of this Society
were moved to adopt the plan sketched out in their Constitu;

most effectual in their power to remove the existing
embarrassments, and to accomplish so desirable an event as
the general diffusion of Gospel truth.
But as the motives by which they were actuated, and the objects they wished to accomplish, are developed in their Constitution and Address, it is unnecessary to enter into a detail of
them in this place. From those documents it will appear, that
it was the intention of this Society to extend itself, by means
of auxiliary and branch societies, throughout the United States,
and to embrace, in the field of its labours, every place, especially on our own continent, where the light of Divine truth
had not yet penetrated. No local interest, therefore, nor local
The ultimate design is to
views, have actuated the Society.
add, if possible, energy and extension to the plan of disseminating scriptural knowledge among men, by means of an itinerating ministry
to carry the light of ov;^ngelical truth to every
corner of our inhabited continent, whether Christian or savage.
This Society is so far from wishing to interfere with the numerous societies established in our country, for the laudable
purpose of circulating the Holy Scriptures, that it will lend its
aid to extend their usefulness, rejoicing in every ^^uch attempt
But thou;:;h the
to spread the knowledge of the Holy One.
circulation of the Sacred Scriptures, without note or comment,
Vol. JU.
24
tion, as the

;

—
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must be attendrd with great good to the souls of men. still the
living ministry is God's principal method of saving souls.
Each has its use. But combined, their force is irresistible.
To carry the objects of this Society into effect, the Board of
Mi^n.^gers, immediately after their ori^anization, sent a Circular
to the several annual Conferences, with a copy of the

Address

Constitution, inviting them, and through them, the members of
our church generally, to co-operate with the Society by means
of auxiliary and branch societies
and the Board h,ts greai
:

pleasure in being able to say, that their plan has been very
generally approved, and that a number of auxiliaries have been

formed in different parts of our continent, which have been
recognised by the Board.
These circumstances rtfford no small
evidence of the utility of the plan, nnd of its ultimate success.
The managers have received officiLd information of the formation of the following auxiliaries, viz.
1. The New- York Female Missionary and Bible Society,
Auxiliary, &.c.
The formation of this society was notified to
the managers of the parent institution, September 1, lSi9, in
" I have the pleathe followint!: manner, by its secretary.
sure to inform you. that a number of iemales in this city, with a
desire to contribute their feeble aid to the benevolent purposes
of your institution, have ibrmed an association, under the
name of " The New York Female Missionary and Bible Society^ auxiliary to the Missionary and Bible Society oj" the Methodist Episcopal Church in America.
" Although our number was small in the beginning, we hnve
much reason to be encouraged with the present prospects of the
society, and are not without hopes, that we shall not be an entirely useless branch of the parent institurion."
Caroline M. Thayer, Sec'ry.
2. The Young Men's Missionary and Bible Society in NewYork, Auxiliary. &c. The following is an extract of the communication which accompanied the notice of its formation,
"This society was formed on the second of August, 1819;
a copy of its constitution nnd by-laws accompany this letUer.
and we
Abo\it sixty persons have already become members
have reason to believe that this number will soon be much augmented.
"We hail, with emotions of joy and gratitude, the establish;

ment of the parent institution, as the auspicious era when the
Sun of Righteousness is aiiout to arise, and by his glorious appearai.c-^", dispel the gloom which overspreads the mint's of
those who are now sitting in darkness and in the shadow of
death.
The hour ol mercy to the benighted inhabitants of this
western continent approaches.
A ray of hope leams upon the
region of want and misery, where no gospel is heard, no Sab=
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bath is known, nor Bible found.
Happy are we to unite with
our fathers in tiie furtherance of Bible and Missionary exertions,
a work so glorious in its nature, so extensive in its operations
We believe the work of missions to be holy in its object, pure
in its means, and charitable in its end; for it h-s the glory. of
God for its object, the Gospel and the Bible for its means, and
for its end, the temporal and etern;il welfare ot mankind."

—

Gabriel P.

Dis,-.oswAy, Sec'ry.

3. The following notice of the formation of an Auxiliary on
Courtlandt Circuit, was received from the Corresponding Sec-

retary.

" This is to inform you that a Missionary and Bible Society,
Auxiliary to the Missionary and Bible Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in America, has been formed on Courdandt
Circuit,"
•«
Elisha p. Jacob, Sec'ry.

— an

Auxiliary was formed on New-Rosecretary of which, in his official notice,
observes, "
have 36 subscribers, and a fair prospect of
obtaining many more.
The subject has not been ur^ed so zealously as it would have been, owing to some peculiar circumstances on the circuit.
The institution, however is generally
approved by the people, and, I think, will become a permanent auxiliary."
Marvin Richardson, Sec'ry.
4.

November 20th
The

chelle Circuit.

We

Slamford Circuit Auxiliary Society was notified by its
December 5lh, 1819. " As every endeavour, says
he, to promote the inteiesis of mankind, is matter of great joy
5.

Secretary,
to all

who

love the Lord Jesus,

tional pleasure to

1

trust

be informed of our

it

will

efforts

afford
in

this

you addisection of

the country.

Perhaps no means have been more successfully employed

for

the extension of the Redeemer's kingdom than missionary establishments ; and the many exertions which are brought to bear
on this subject at present, are circumstances highly favourable
to Zion.
Through the good providence of God, we have in this

place formed a society auxiliary to the Missionary and Bible
Society in New-York.
The members enter into the spiiit and
design of the institution, and promise to become an important;
branch of the grand society. We trust that the time for the
bestovvment ot higher favours on the church is -near at hand ;
and that the important era will soon arrive, when the Lord shall
hiis holy arm
in the eyes of all nations, and zvhen the
ends of the earth shall sec the salvation of our God.''''
Ebenezer BrowNj Sec'ry.

make bare
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6. The Genesee Conference Missionary and Bible Society,
auxiliary to the Missionary and Bible Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in America, was formed, August 29th, 1819,
The secretary of this society, in his
in the village of Ithaca.
official notification, observes, " The times are hard in this coun-

something considerable.
I think we shall be able to do
hope that these societies may prove successful in disj)elling
the dark gloom of nature from the minds of thousands of our
try, but

1

fellow

men."
Jesse Merrit, Sec'ry.

7. The following communication announced the formation of
an auxiliary at Boston, Massachusetts.

"

When we came

to this

Boston, December 20lk, 1819.
town, we found a Domestic Mission-

ary Society formed, having two hundred members, with a consj,-*
derable number who had been liberal in supporting the instituBrother Hoyt and myself thought it not
tion by donations.
"best to make any movements towards raising an auxiliary society
to that in New-York, independent of the one already formed.
This is the reason why we have not sooner signified our cordial
approbation of that excellent institution. But when the brethren were sufficiently enlightened into the nature and design of the
Missionary and Bible Society at New- York, we at once perceived
that it met with the approbation of all.
" We accordingly met on the evening of Nov. 12th, read the
Constitution, together with the Circular Address from New- York,
and agreed to exchange the Constitution of the Methodist Domestic Missionary Society for the one sent from New-Yotk, without
a dissenting voice. But as the year does not expire until the
first Friday in March, they resolved that the money collected
up to that lime shall be appropriated for the purpose mentioned
in their former Constitution, after which the Constitution sent
us from New-York shall be enforced, with the addition of one
article."

V.

W. Osborne,

Sec'ry,

8. The following letter was received from Columbia,
South
Carolina, dated Dec. 22d, 1819, directed to our corresponding
secretary.

"

Dear Brother,
I am happy to commence

"

a correspondence with you, and
especially, as the chief subject of it will be the highly interesting plan of extending missionary societies.
Our church

more

in this place is very

unanimous, and have formed a Missionary
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Society, elected its officers, and adopted its constitution, iu
the form presented by the parent Society, except such parts as
relate to bibles ; there being a Bible Society here, which will
Consequently our funds
attend to that branch of the business:.
shall
will be applied principally to the missionary service.

We

be tiappy

to receive

communications from you at all times."
C. Clifton, Sec'ry.

The above are all the auxiliaries actually formed, of which
But from sources of
the Board has had official notification.
correct information, and from official documents, it appears that
all the annual conferences have warmly approved of the plan
and objects of the Society, have recommended tbeai to the people of their charge, and resolved to enter into ihe measure as
soon as circumstances will admit. Some have simply df tV r ed
the establishment of auxiliaries until the decision of ihe General Conference on the subject shall be known.
The following is an extract from the report of the Committee
appointed by the Virginia Conference, to take into consideration the Constitution and Address of the parent institution.
1. " Resolved, That this conference highly approve of the
design and objects of the Missionary and Bible Society of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in America.
2. " Resolved, That should the General Conference approve
the plan intended to be submitted to that body by the said Society, so soon as their decision shall be known, a society be
formed in Richmond, to be denominated The Virginia Conference Missionary and Bible Society, auxiliary to the Missionary
and Bible Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church in America ; and that this Conference recommend to each of its members, to use his influence to establish branch societies in every
district, station, and circuit within the limits of the Conference,
0!i

the principle

recommended by

the

Board of Managers of

the

parent Society in their circular."
In a subsequent resolution they recommend leaving out the
word " Bible" in the style of the institution.
The Baltimore Conference have also sent the report of their
Committee, on the same subject, of which the following is an
extract.
'•

The committee

to

whom was

referred the address of Bishop

M'Kendree on
ries of the

the state of the Indian tribes within the territoUnited States, and also the communication of the

Missionary and Bible Society of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, beg leave to report, that the subjects referred to them,
on which they have had further information from Bishop George,
and also from brother T. Mason, Corresponding Secretary of
the Missionary and Bible Society, appear to them of a nature so

—
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interesting and important, as to deserve the highest consideration of this Conference ; that the objects contemplated, in their
opinion, are not only highly interesting, but much more feasible

might at first be thought.
wiih no little pleasure, mingled with admiration, that
your committee contemplate the providential coincidences which
both mark out, and open our way on these great subjects.
These coincidences are, particularly, the organization at this
crisis of our Missionary and Bible Society; the appropriation
by the government of the United Stales of a considerable sum
of money annually, for the establishment of schools, among the
Indians ; the manner in which the officers of government have
determined to apply this money, together with the ripening of
some of the Indian tribes for the reception of the Gospel,
through whom the way may be opened to others especially
when missionaries of the cross shall have been raised uj)
among themselves, to preach in their own tongues, and with
their own native eloquence, the wonderful works of God ; the
extensive openings among the French in Louisiana, and the
readiness of suitable missionaries, already prepared of the
Lord, to enter on the woi k, both among the French and InWith joyful
dians, under the direction of our superintendents.
eyes your committee behold these vast fields whitening to the
harvest, and doubt not that the Lord of the harvest, in answer
to prayer, will thrust our labourers into them.
" Your Committee, therefore, beg leave to submit the followthan
'•

it

It

is

;

ing resolutions.
1. " Resolved, That the it^stifution of a parent auxiliary
society to the Missionary and Bible Society, for the district
within the bounds of this Conference, be earnestly recommended ; the seat of it to be the city of Baltimore.
2. " That the formation of sub-auxiliary societies, to be
connected with the Parent Auxiliary Society, be recommended
in all the circuits and stations, in which it may be practicable,
within the same bounds."
As one object of this society was to send the unadulterated
word to the French of Louisiana and the Floridas, the Board
addressed a letter to Bishop M'Kendree, requesting his opinion resj)ecting the practicability and the most suitable means
of conveying the glad tidings of salvation to these peojiie. The
answer received from the Bishop induced a belief that the

design was practicable; but to carry it into execution, it would
be indispensable to have men qualified to preach in the
The B.»ard, accordingly, selected two
Fiench language.
young preachers, who signified their willingness to accept
of their appointment, and they were put in a way to commence the study of the French language.
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Jin extract of the answer of Bishop M'-Kendree^ to the communication of the Board, is here subjoined,

" Your plan meets my views of preaching the Gospel to
every creature, belter than any one I have yet seen.
1. •' Because that body ot "missionaries whom you intend to
assist, have mutually agreed to renounce ease and worldly
interest,

bours.

and devote

their

and

time, their talents,

their la-

They know no geographical boundaries;

but like the
Gospel which they preach, euibrace the poor as well as the
And in oider to
rich, of every nation and condition of men.
perpetuate the blessings of the Gospel to all classes of men,
they voluntarily subject themselves to a system of rules and
regulations, calculated to promote so desirable an end, and labour for the reformation and happiness of mankind, which is
the ultimate design of the Gospel.
2. " It promises that pecuniary aid, for want of which we

have had the mortification ot seeing many well devised plans
frustrated, and many hopeful prospects fade away.

"You
in

are suliicienlly acquainted

with the state

of things

Canada.

"Florida, the state of Louisiana, and the Missouri territory,
form our western frontiers, and furnish a large field for missionIn the^e bounds there are many French, some
ary enterprise.
of them friendly to our views of religion.
Believing that it
would be productive of much good, we have long wished for,
and frequenll)' endeavoured to procure ministers, who would
be Itinerant missionaries indeed, to send to our western frontiers, to preach to those inhabitants in French
but we have
hitherto been disappointed."
From these interesting communications, the managers have
reason to congratulate the Society on the success ol its efforts.
The almost unanimous approbation of the institution, by the
members, and fiiends of our church, gives an encouraging
anticipation of its future success in extending the triumphs of
the cross among the tribes of men.
These things not only remind us of our duty, and encourage
us to perseveiance with renewed diligence, but also lead us to
adore that gracious Providence, which has appeared to smile
upon our undertaking, and to direct its operations. That Gospel, which has been gradually illuminating the human understanding, is, we humbly trust, about to arise with increased
splendour, and by its radiant beams, enlighten the whole length
and breadth of this western hemisphere. To accomplish an
end so desirable, and so glorious, this Society shall become an
;

efficient auxiliary.

When we cast our eye upon the map of the world we behold millions of our fellow men, either enslaved by degrading

!
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immersed in all the darkness of heathenism.
nalivee of our wilderness, the original proprietors of our
soil, as well as many of the civilized inhabitants of our new
states and territories, in addition to the many to be found in
superstition, or

The

every town and neighbourhood, remain yet to be converted to
God. What a call for the united exertion of the Christian world
The voice of humanity, of mercy, the voice of God, calls
aloud to the christian philanthropist to lend his aid for the accomplishment of the conversion and eternal salvation of these imAnd shall the call be unheeded ? This society
mortal souls.
would echo the sound of divine mercy, and call upon its patrons
and supporters for their animated exertions to extend its beneficent influence among mankind.
The managers feel, with no common weight, the importance
of the duties assigned them, and (he high responsibility resting
upon them, in the management of the concerns of the Society.
And while they look up to God for wisdom and grace to direct
and support them, they would throw themselves at the feet of
their brethren, and solicit the united exertions of preachers and
people, to encourage, by every laudable means a liberal supIt is no common cause you are called
port of the institution.
a cause which involves the
It is the cause of God
to support.
salvation of those souls for which Christ bled.
In behalf of the Board
N. BANGS, 3d Vice President.
Thomas Mason, Corresponding Sec'ry.
;

OFFICERS.

Rev. William M'Kendree, President,
Enoch George, 1st Vice President,
Robert R. Roberts, 2d Vice President,
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ditto.
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New-York Female Missionary and

Bible Society^

Aux-

Missionary and Bible Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in America, holden in the Society Room
in John-street, on Wednesday, April 5, 1820.
iliary to the

The Board of Managers of the New- York Female Missionary and Bible Society, Auxiliary to the Missionary and Bible
Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church in America, in presenting their first Annual Report, congratuljte the members
and friends of this Institution, on the measure of prosperity
which has attended their exertions.
Commencing in a most inauspicious era, on account of the
depression of business, and cons^quent pecuniary omlarrassment, which has pervaded all classes of Society, we rather feel
to acknowledge with gratitude, the encoura;jement we have received, than to recount the difficulties that have often beset the
path of '!uty. By the Report of the Treasurer, it appears, that
after defraying the incidental expenses of the Society, there
remains in the Treasury a bal;i nee of one hundred and thirtyseven dollars and twenty-nine cents.
Small as the offering is we are thus enabled to bring to the
Parent Society, we trust our design will be duly appreciated,
and our feeble aid cheerfully accepted.
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We have experienced no diminution of Missionary ardour,
and feel no abatement of that zeal for the advancement of the
Redeemer's kingdom, which first prompted us to unite our exertions, with those of our brethren, in the common cause.
In September last, an Official Notice of our orn;anization, to-

gether with a copy of the Constitution, Avas transmitted, by your
Secretary, to the Rev. T. Mason, Corresponding Secretary of
the Parent Institution.
The following is an extract from his reply to that communication.

" It gives the Board of Managers no small gratification to
see our Sisters coming forward, with so much promptitude and
zeal, to aid them in the glorious cause in which they have embarked thus evincing the importance and usefulness of the female character, " an help meet for man,^'' as stated in that inspired volume, whose saving truths it is our mutual design to
spread abroad, even to the ends of the earth.
" Whoever reads the history of the Acts of the Apostles,
and the Epistles of those first Messengers of Christ, must see
that in those days of pure and unadulterated Christianity, there
were many women, who performed important sevices in the
church, and helped much in the Gospel of our common salvation.
"And blessed be God! the records of our own times will
iprove to succeeding ages, that there were in these days many
;

helped much in the Gospel, and aided in spreading
the knowledge of salvation through these United States, and

women who

elsewhere."
genius and spirit of our religion, the prophecies and promHoly Scriptures, the characters ascribed to our blessed Saviour, all lead to the conclusion, that the grand mission of
the Lord Jesus Christ was designed to embrace in its arms of
mercy all the habitable earth.
Triumphant thought! the truth and mercy, peace and righteousness, of our Redeemer's kingdom will finally overcome all
opposition, and the holy light of Christianity illumine every region of the globe. How ought our minds to be affected under
Shall we commisfrate the wants of
such glorious prospects

The

ises of the

!

our fellow-creatures with a cold and ineffective pity, and sit
down contented with feeble and inactive wishes for the rapid exif we have had any fellowship
tension of the Gospel ? No
with our Saviour, in his prayers and tears for the salvation of
mankind, we shall not only by our prayf rs, but by our active,
vigorous exertions, and by contributing of our substance, as God
has given ability, aid in the dissemination of that Gospel
through which we hope for eternal salvation.
When we cast our eyes over the eirth, and see how small a
:

portion of

it

is

irradiated

—

by the beams of

that

Gospel which
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;
a boundless field for Missionary exertions
our view.
The fertile regions of the East,
the theatre of those grand events which formed the theme of ancient pro[)hecy, Asia, is overrun with Moslem superstition, or
Pagan idolatry Africa presents a like gloomy aspect ; and even
in enlightened Europe, a great proportion of the population are
subject to a superstition not less gross, to an idolAtry not less
absurd, than the rites of J jggernaut, or the worship of Mahomet.
Though this dark picture is occasionally illumined by a brilliant spot, where the zeal of European Missionaries has diffused
the holy light of Christianity, yet by far the greater proportion
of the Ecistern World is enveloped in the mists of ignorance
and superstition. To us, who dwell in this highly favoured land
of light and liberty, where the Gospel is proclaimed, free as the
current of our mighty streams, and pure as the breezes of our
native mountains, another field, not less interesting, not less
prolific, is presented for our exertions.
If we turn to our western waters, we shall behold brethren
kindred who have emigrated from among us, and perhaps with
us gone up to the house of God, and listened to the sound of the
Gospel, now scattered over an immense territory, secluded from
the ordinary means of grace, and destitute of the institution of
religion, to whom the voice of a Christian Missionary would be
ermon.
like the dew of
We, too, have existing within our own territory, the scattered
remnant of a people, once formidable in warfare, lofty and independant in char.icter, but now degenerated, debased; and, (to
use the expessive language of one of their own chiefs) " melting
away like snow in summer.''''
These people were once the legitimate proprietors of the
How far oppression and injustice have
soil on which we tread.
been concerned in their expulsion, is irrelevant to our purpose
but one fact is undeniable, and ought to raise a
to inquire
blush upon the cheek of those who have been accessary to it;

was designed
presents

for all

itself to

—

—

H

;

the Indian tribes, in their intercourse with civilized men, have
acquired habits that have unnerved, and vices that ruined them.
owe them a debt of justice we can never cancel, but by

We

placing within their reach
" This balm of Gilead, which can heal the wounds
Ol uuiversal nai ure."

,

Here then, is the field for missionary labour. The native
upon our frontiers, the French of Louisiana, the Spaniards
of South America, have each a claim upon our exertions, and
tribes

present an equal stimulus to activity.
Your Board of Managers have already found, that by increasing our duties, if we discharge them with fidelity, we increase
our means of happiness.
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— We

have seen in perOur views have grasped futurity
spective, through the lapse of succeeding years, the ^^ Missionary and Bible Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church in
America,'*'' stretching its benevolent arms from the Alhghany to
!

the Andes, encircling in its embrace the emigrant from our own
the native Indian upon our borders, the French, the
Spaniard, the Peruvian, uniting all in the common bond of piety,
and leading th^^m to that blessed place, where there shall be one
fold and one Shepherd.
If any are disposed to call this prospect visionary, let them
vicinity,

examine the history of Missions for a few years past. The
providence of God has evidently presided over every event,
which has had the remotest influence on the diffusion of Christianity; and wherever the sound of a Missionary Society has
gone forth, there has been h'>ard a cry " send us the Gospel also;" while the success which has attended every former
exertion, warrants a conclusion, that however gigantic the attempt, if it be calculated to promote the best interests of suffering humanity, and undertaken with a single aim to the glory of
God, we may confidently rely on the same over-ruling Providence who has hitherto prospered the concerns of Missions,
beyond even the sanguine hopes of their most enthusiastic votaries.

—

let us cheerfully submit
Let us then redouble our exertions
any privation which duty demands, and moke every exertion which prudence justifies, and we cannot fail of success.
While our fathers and brethren are engaging with ardour in
the blessed work, and uniting their energies to promote the glorious object of our mutual desire, we too, in our humble sphere,
may emulate the plaudit, thou hast been faithful over a few.
;

to

Caroline Matilda Thayer, Sec'ry,

Xew-York, April

5,

1820.

The Treasurer of the Missionary and Bible Society of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in America, acknowled-'cs with
pleasure and gratitude the receipt of $137 29. from "The
also,
New-York Female Missionary and Bible Society"
j^ll9 13. from '^ The Young Men's Missionary and Bible Society of New York," both auxiliary to the parent institution.
Also $20 contributed by the Females of Hallowel Circuit, to
constitute the Rev. Oliver Beale, (their preacher,) a member
:

for life.
Jt is ardently desired that the above c^ses may form a precedent which others will plead, and an example the lustre of
which shall appear in the zeal of emulation.

May, 1B20,

—
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account of the revival op religion in provincetown, mass,
communicated in a letter from rev. e. slbby to
rev. t. merritt.
Dear Brother,
I have not had time till now, to comply with your request,
in giving some account of the gracious work of God in Provincetown. A detail of the particulars may not only afford a degree
of happiness to your own mind, but, perhaps may convey comfort and encouragement to the hearts of many, who pray for
the peace of Jerusalem, and love the prosperity of Zion.
Nearly thirty years ago the people here had some transient
Methodist preaching ; and in a few years after the travelling
preachers found their way to this place, and formed a society.
This society attempted to build a meeting-house, but the frame
was cut up in the night. They made a second attempt, and
succeeded, by means of an armed guard, until the frame was
up and covered. But the partial Laws of Massachusetts at that
lime, in point of religious freedom, subjected this society to
severe oppression, and the hot hand of persecution, induced
many of them to remove to other places.
The number being thus reduced, and the encouragement
small, the place became entirely abandoned by the Methodist
preachers for some years. At length, through the aid of the
local ministry, a society was again collected ; so that when 1
came to this place there were nearly fifty regular members.
This number, however, by deaths and removals, in time of the
war, was soon reduced. About two years since there were
some conversions and additions to the society. After this little
revival was past, nothing special took place until last summer.
Prosperity and hardness of heart appeared to join hand in hand,
and the people remained in a careless situation.
Some time last May, a remarkably sudden death impressed
On the eighteenth of June, the heavens
the minds of many.
The atgathered blackness, and a dreadful scene succeeded.
the vivid lightning
mosphere became full of electrical fluid
streamed in all directions ; and the mighty rushing of the
clouds, with the most tremendous peals of thunder, shook crea;

and conveyed terror and dismay to the stoutest heart.
clouds ran low, and in the height of the tempest, a most
awful clap of thunder spent its force on a neighbouring house,
and in the twinkling of an eye, laid low the master, and fixed
his bounds forever! I ran to the fatal spot to view the solemn
scene, and to offer the hand of condolence to the afflicted ; but
God alone, was able
their situation admitted of no relief
alas
to inspire their wounded hearts with comfort, and to calm the
troubled passion of the soul.
Friends and neighbours hastened
from their homes, to witness the sorrowful catastrophe, while

tion,
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every countenance shewed how capable was the he'nrt, of all
the powers of sympathy.
The next Sabb:nh the corpse was
conveyed to the meeting-house, on which occ^ision, an unusual
The solemnity of the
concourse of dying mortals assembled.
people, the sighs and tears of many in particular, evinced the
deep impressions made on the mind ; while convictions, more
powerful than thunder, rolled in upon the soul, and many trembled under the power of the word.
But all this was not sutficient to produce the intended effect.
To this melancholy scene, in a few days succeeded another, less
dis;!Strous.
On the evening of the Sabbath, a house in another
The residents at
part of the town was struck with lightning.
that time, were two young married females, and two small
children, who being providentially absent, the house sustained
the only injury.
As 1 called the next day to see the house, one
of the females burst into tears as I entered the door, and said
" she did not want one additional thing of this world, until she
had the presence of her God." This Providence was regarded
by them as the voice of Jehovah, and had a good effect on their
minds :— Both of them experienced religion at camp meeting.
By this time the people became still more serious, and convictions increased daily.
This was seen by the frequent weeping under the word, and in some instances, that of kneeling in
public.
Our prayer-meetings became solemn, and the voice of

mourning was heard there. One female obtained religion, and
others were on the point of giving up all for Christ.
" The Lord hath a controversy with his people, and he will
plead with Israel." Those solemn and interesting events, were
That the minds
not regarded by all as they should have been.
of the people might be fully prepared for the reception of the
blessings that he was about to bestow on them, it became important, that He should once more stretch out his Rod, and

speak from Sinai's fiery mount. Early on Monday morning,
previous to camp-meeting, " the heavens thundered, and the
Most High gave his voice." Judgments began at the house of
God, and the people trembled. A powerful burst of holy indignation fell on the temple and the house of God was torn to
The lightning pressed one man to the floor, but spared
pieces.
his life.
The people in wild amaze looked one upon another,
while, if we understand ihe language of the heart, it was this;
"All that thou hast spoken will we do." What a day What
countenances
what powerful preaching to saints
It) my God
and sinners O Lord have mercy on us was the cry of many
!

!

!

!

!

hearts.

Under such circumstances, and with the most solemn impressions of mind, on Tuesday morning, August lOth, a number
of us set out for the Camp-meeting, where we arrived early on
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Wednesday morning. We had not long been there, before the
work began among the people from Provincetown. When 1
came on to the ground on Wednesday morning, in time of public prayer-meeting, the man that was struck down with lightning
in the meeting house, was now struck down with the power of

God

on the camp ground, and cried for mercy. One of the
young females also, whose hou^e was struck with lightning, was
in the same situation.
The Lord soon heard their cries, and
made an everlasting covenant with them, even the sure mercies
of David.
Several who came from Provincetown, on Thursday in the afternoon, felt the load of sin removed, but did not experience
those emotions of joy which they desired.
In this situation they
returned on board the sloop in the evening.
They appealed
to be tranquil and easy in their minds, but wanted more enjoyment of love. Being about to retire to rest, we all kneeled
down to prayers, and in a moment of time, the power of the
Most High was displayed like the rushing of a mighty wind, and
the Holy Ghost fell on all present.
A young man belonging to
the vessel, having been convicted in the afternoon under j)reaching. came out of his birth, fell on his knees, and in a few mO"
menls the Lord converted his soul. He shouted aloud for joy,
and praised the blessed Jesus with all his might. The holy
flame spread among the whole, and each believing soul enjoyed
Those who had the burden of sin re «
the fulness of the Spirit.
moved in the afternoon, now enjoyed the royal favour. This
enjoyment was not only for the moment, but throughout the night
a continual stream of divine meicy animated every breast, and
continued during the camp meeting, and on their passage home.

A man

from this place, who went to camp meeting in a boat,
the urgency of business was obliged to return home before
the meeting was over, who on his way home experienced religion
in a very powerful manner; and returned shouting praises to
Jesus for his great goodness to his precious soul. On entering
his house he kneeled down, and perhaps for the first time, called on the name of the Lord, and presented his family to a throne
of grace. Soon his friends and neighbours came around, to learn
what tidings from the camp. He reported well of the day he
related what the Saviour had done for him, that several from
Provincetown had got religion, and loud were the shouts of victory in the camp! and that the Lord of Hosts was among the
This information excited the wonder a.«d astonishment
people.
of the people here, and with earnest expectation they waited for
our return.
(To be continued.)

by
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THE LOVE OP GOD TO A LOST WORLD, DEMONSTRATED BY
THE INCARNATION AND DEATH OF CHRIST.
Extract from Dr. A. Clarke's Sermon on John

iii.

16.

(Concluded from page 171.)

VI. This brings me to the last thing proposed, viz. That
1. They are
they who thus believe receive a double benefit:
That they should not perish,
exempted from eternal perdition
That they should have
2. They are brought to eternal glori/ :

—

everlasting

—

—

life.

—

1. That man
this double benefit proves
and, therefore, exposed to punishment dind per ditio7i.
2. That he is unholy ; and, therefore, unfit for glory.
Though we
1. That they should not perish^ iva, fxri xxox-moci.
generally connect the idea of eternal destruction with the word
perish, and use it to signify to run into decay, or ruin; to be
cut ojf^ to be killed, to die, and to be annihilated ; yet, the lite^
ral meaning of the word is very simple ; it is compounded of
per, by or through ; and co, I go ; and signifies no more than
passing out of sight.
So, in Isa. Ivii. 1. "The righteous perThus it signifies to be removed by
isheth,"'' Justus periit.
death j to pass out of sight into the invisible world, or paradise
of God,
The original word is compounded of airo intensive, and oXXy/*»
or oXXvo) to destroy, to kill, to lose : hence, the word »7ro\\vfit
I

is

have stated, that

guilty

:

;

signifies to be utterly lost ; not

implying any extinction

oi'

being,

but the rendering that being useless ; totally defeating the end
and purpose oilfe. As God created man for Hnnjeif, and to
be finally happy with Himself ; and he cannot be united to Him
unless he be holy : he that sins and neglects the means of his

Vol.

III.

26
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recovery, loses the end of his living ; be also pas<<es by from ihe
sight of men: he goes into ihe invisible world ^ but it is the

He

blackness of darkness forever.

is

not

annihilated

:

even

his body rises in the great day ; but bis resurrection is to shame
and everlasting contempt. He goes to heU, the place of the

perdition of ungodly
is not quenched.
dition, or perishing :

men

fire

unsaved

;

and there, his worm dieth not, and the
is what the Scripture means by per-

;

This
this

is

the portion of the sinner who des
this, that Jesus Christ shed His

was to prevent
blood.
As man is a
and

it

sacrificial
sinner, he is in danger of this
perdition; for this is the punishment which the Divine justice
has awarded to transgression
and from this punishment lie
who, with a penitent heart, believes, as before described, on
the Son of God, is truly justified from all things ; and shall not
This is ihe first part of the benefit.
thus perish.
His being will not
But, Secondly, he is to have eternal life.
lie
only be continued, but his wELL-6f««^ shall be secured
This is called evershall be filled for, and received into glory.
lasting life, (f<u»iv aiwnov, the life that always lives, q. d. an uv- it is
In a word, it is eternal ; for, as the design of
always in being.
God was to unite men eternally to Hims( If, and He is the jiuthor and Source of Itfe ; consequently, he who is made holy,
and is thus united to God, ever lives in and by this eternal life.
This is a life that cannot perish; a life that can never know
:

:

decay.

—

2. Thus we see
I. That as man is guilty, he needs iha\ pardon which preserves from tne punishment of perdition. 2. As
he is impure and unholy in his nature, he needs to be washed,
to be cleansed from all unrighteousness, and made a pariaker
of the Divine nature; have the very though;s of hi.s heart
cleansed by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, ihat he may be
with God for ever and ever.
fit to dwell
His being sanctified
throughout bod\, .soul, and spirit, prepares him lor this state ;
and this is the second part of the double benefit which he receives

by believing on Christ Jesus.
3. This double benefit comprises the two grand doctrines
relative to salvation, which enter almost into every Christian's

creed

:

Justification, or {[ic pardon of sin ; through which we
are no longei obnoxious to punishment, and, theiefoie, saved
from perdition.
2. Sanctification, or the purification of the soul from all unrighteousness, by which it is prepared for eternal glor\
Wi.howi just fica lion or pardon, i' mmi periah: wunoutsanctfication,
or holiiess, it cannot see God,
1.

.

The first

of these great

shedding of Chris

I''

s

works

is

usually attributed to the
Rom. v. 9. See also

blood, Acts XX. 28.

—
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Eph. i. 7. Col. i. 14. Heb. ix. 12; the second to the infusion
But
of His Spirit, 2 Thess. ii. 13. 1 Fet. i. 2. Rom. xv. 16.
and is, therefore, railed
this very Spint comes through Christ
the Spirit of Chris I, and the gift vf Christ, John xv. 26. xvi. 7.
and comes from the Father in the name of Christ, John xiv. IS.
26. And His gifts and giaces were to be communicated in consequence of Christ'^s final triumph^ John vii. 39. Acts ii. 33.
;

Eph.

iv. 8.

Now, we must

not suppose that these two blessings are so
necessarily connected, that one must follow the other.
Justification, or pardon of sin, implies no more in itself than the
removal of (hat guilt and condemnation which exposed the sinThis, in itself, gives no right to eterner to eternal perdition.
nal glory.
Sanctification, or complete holiness, is a meelness for glory ;
but neither does it give any right to heaven.
Pardon of sin,
as an act of God's mercy, does not imply the purification of the
soul : the first removes the guilt, the second takes away the dis-

position that
guilt

Who
ative

led

to

those acts of transgression

by which

this

was contracted.
supposes that the king, when through his royal prerog-

and clemency, he pardons a man who has been capitally

convicted of forgery, takes as fully away the covetous principle
which led him to commit the act, as by his pardon he takes
away his liability to the punishment of the gallows ? I produce
this instance merely to shew, that pardon and holiness aie not
so necessarily connected, as that one must imply the other.
Yet there is every reason to believe, and genuine experience
in Divine things confiims it, that in the act of justification,
when the Spirit of God, the Spirit of holiness, is given to bear
witness with our spirits that we are the children of God
all
the outlines of the Divine image, are drawn upon (he soul ; and
it is the work of the
Holy Spirit, in our sanctification to touch
q^, and ^/Z i/jo, all those outlines, till e\ery feature of the Divine likeness is tilled ujj and perfected.
Therefore, no believer
should ever rest till he find (he whole body of sin and death
destroyed; and till the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus
has made him free from the law of sin and death.
I
have said that neilher jus tificatio)i, nor sanctification, gives
a right to glory. Mere innocence i? not entitled to reward; and
mere meetness, for a thing or place, is no pvoo{ of right lo possession.
The fact is, that the right to that glory comes mei ely by Jesus Christ, and is (he eft'ccl of His infinite merit: and
here the excellence and perfection of that merit appear.
The
merit must be infinite that can rescue the soui from deserved
endless punishment ; the merit must be infinite that can give a
man a title to eternal glory. Now the text states, that an ex;

20i
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lo,

torments, and a title to, and meetness for,
Christ, as the gift of Godh love.
And,
as to be saved from eternal perdition is of infinite value to an
immortal soul, and as the enjoyment of God, in His own heavens, throughout eternity, is of infinite worth, and both these are
attributed to Christ's giving Himself for us ; therefore Christ's
merit must be infinite ; and it could not be so, were He not |)roperly and essentially God.
Thus we are led back to the point
from wliich we set out ; and the postulates on the premises
amount to demonstration in the conclusion. We were obliged
to commence with the Deity of Christ ; as most obviously nothing less could have been adequate to the work which was given
Him to do : and the work v/hich He has done, and the blessings
which he has acquired, demonstrate His infinite merit, and thus
prove the point of His essential Divinity.
1 have only one word to add to what has already been said ;
and that shall refer to the incomprehensibility of that love which
induced God to give His Son for the redemption of the world,
God so loved the world, says the text, outw *)y«7rro-£u 6 ©eo? no
description of this love is here attempted ; its length, breadth,
depth, and height, are like the nature of that God in whom it
To
resides ; all indescribable, because all incomprehensible.
the same subject, the apostle recurs, 1 Epist. iii. 1. Behold
WHAT MANNER of loZB, TOTaT»v uyccTrviv, the Father hath BESTOWED
upon us ! In the wtw, so, of the ^ospc/, and the ^otairnv what
MANNER, of the epistle, God has put an eternity of meaning and
has left a subject for everlasting contemplation, wonder, and
praise, to angels and men : for, though not directly interested
in the subject, yet these things the angels desire to look into.
And to see them in all their relations,, connections, and endlessly continued results, would be sufficient to constitute a heaven
of heavens to all beatified spirits, were there no other subjects
relative to creation. Providence, and the ceconomy oi grace, to
be investigated in a future state.
with the principles with which 1 comI shall now conclude
menced. From the text, and the reasonings on it, it appears
evident
L That the world, the zuhole human race, was in a ruinous

emption

froni endless

eternal glory,

comes by

:

;

-,

—

in danger of perishing everlastingly ; and
rescue itself from the impending destruction,
2. That God, through the impulse of His own infinite lovt
and innate goodness provided for its rescue and salvation, by
giving His only begotten Son to die for it.
3. That the sacrificial death of Jesus was the only means by
which the redemption of the world could have been effected;
and, such is the nature of this Sacrifice, that it is absolutely suf-

condemned
without

state,

joot/jer to
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ficientto accomplish this gracious design

;

nothing greater could

be given, and nothing less could have been availing.
4. That sin is an inconceivable evil, and possesses an indescribable malignity, when it required no less a sacrifice to
make atonement for it than that offered by God manifested in ths
Jlesh.

That no man

5.

is

saved through

this

Sacrifice but he

who

what God has spoken concerning this
and
Christ ; His sacrifice ; the end for which it was offered
the viay in which it is to be applied in order to its becoming ef-

believes

;

who

e.

i.

credits

;

fectual.

—

1. They
6. That they who believe secure a double benefit ;
are exempted from eternal perdition
that they should not perish
2. They are brought to eternal glory
that they should have
1. That man is
everlasting life : this double benefit proving,

—

—

—

—

—

exposed to punishment, and needs pardon 2. That
mail is impure and unholy ; and, therefore, until for the glory of
God 3. That the merit must be infinite which procured for a
fallen world such ineftable privileges
and, 4. That man owes
to God his Creator, to God his Redeemer, and to God his Sanctifier ; the utmost gralitxide, the most affectionate obedience, and
unbounded j9ra?ses, throughout eternity.
Therefore " to Him who hath loved us, and washed us from
our sins in His own blood, and hath made us kings and priests
unto God and His Father, to Him be glory and dominion, for
ever and ever Amen !"

guilty,

is

—

—

—

Millbrook,

March

28, 1818.

EXTRACT FROM A SERMON ON JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.
BY REV. JABEZ BUNTING.
Therefore being

justified

by

faith,

Lord Jesus

we have peace

Christ.

— lioMAWs

with God, through cur

v. 1.

MAY

observe, in general, that God, in his act of Justificaand if the blessing be not forfeited, its final effect
will be, nothijig less than the removal of the whole curse brought
on us by sin, and our restoration to an ultimate condition as
good, at least, as would have resulted even from continued innocence.
But I am now to speak of those consequences of
Justification only, which d^re it% present and immediate resuhs.
I

tion, designs,

These

are,

The

and intercourse between the parGod. For " being justified byfaith, we have peace with God,'''' and consequently, unforbidden
access to him.
The matter and ground of God's controversy
with us being then removed, by his act of gracious absolution,
1.

restoration of amity

doned sinner and

we become

the pardoning

the objects of his friendship.

"Abraham

believed

—
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it was imputed to him for righteousness ; and be was"
immediately ''called the Friend of God f"* (James ii. 23.) and
so are all those who are similarly justified. This reconciliation,
however, does not extend to their instant and absolute deliverance from all those evils, which transgression has entailed on
man. They are still, for a season, left in a state of subjection
to affliction and pain, to temporal suffering and mortality.
These are portions of the original curse, from which their justiBut it entitles them to
fication does not as yet release them.
such supports under all remaining trouble, and to such promises of a sanctifying influence with it, as will, if embraced, " turn

God, and

Whom

the Lord loveth, he may
the curse into a blessing."
But these
chasten, and in very faithfulness afflict them.
are acts of salutary discipline, rather than of vindictive disHis friendship, not his righteous enmity, is the prinpleasure.
ciple from which they all proceed ; and their salvation, not
still

is the end to which they are all directed.
Another immediate result of Justification, is the Adoption
of the persons justified into the family of God, and their consequent right to eternal life of body and soul. God condescends
to become not only their friend, but their father ; and they are
the objects not merely of his amicable regard, but of his paterAnd admitted to the elation of children, they
nal tenderness.
become entitled to the children''5 inheritance; for "if children,
then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with Christ; if so be
that we suffer with him, that we may be also glorified together."
(Rom. viii. 17.) In the second verse of ihis chapter, "the
glory of God" is mentioned, as that for which all are authorized to hope, who now "stand in this grace," this state of
peace and favour. " Whom he justifies, ihem he also glorifies,"
The punishment due to man,
if they abide in that privilege.
as a sinner, included the forfeiture and deprivation of all filial
But pardon
relation to God, and filial expectations from him.
operates so as to take off the forfeiture ; and therefore restores
the believer to that relation, and to those expectations of which
he was before deprived.

their destruction,
2.

i

3.

With these

results of justification

is

inseparably connect-

ed another, of the utmost value and importance: namely, The
In the heart of Man in
habitual indzaeUing of the Holy Spirit.
But sin provoked his
innocence^ that spirit originally resideddeparture, and, since without him nothing is wise, nothing holy,
nothing happy, Man abandoned by him, necessarily sunk into a
state of spiritual blindness, corruption, and wretchedness.
Now, as sin brought us into this condition, by inducing the
Holy Spirit's departure, so the pardon of sin is followed by our
deliveiance from it, because it makes v/ay for his return to our
souls,

and

for his

renewed and

settled residence with us

and

in

—
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Justification fakes off (he interdict of holy influence, under
which guih had placed us and thus " relative grace" leads to
Hence we
our full and abiding enjoyment of " real grace."
read, ''Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of ihe law, being made a curse for us ;v— thai the blessing of Abraham might

US.

;

the Gentile-, thro^^gh Jesus Christ ; that we might receive the promise of the Spirit through faith." (Gal iii. 13, 14.)
" Because ye are sons, God hdth sent forth the spirit of hi> Son
With the remission of sins,
into your hearts." (Gal. iv. 6.)
St Peter also connects, as an immediate rcMiit, as a distinct
"
the gift of the Holy Glio-t."
but yet a simulta'.eous blessing,
And in the fif h verse of thi.s rhaptpp. the Holy
(Aci.^ li. 38.)

come on

Ghost

is

said to be giveti to th ^se

In a lower >en5e.

1

know,

who

tire justified

that blessed spirit

i?

by

ftiith.

nupaned even

who are as yet only --etiking pardon, and not
actually justified ; for without him t''ey could neither repent
n-ir believe the Go- pel
But whatever good iniluences we may
to rnpre penitents,

cxfenence, antecedently

to our ju^tificotioti, they are not sufa holy state and character.
They are only
partial, incipient and preparaiory ;
" the rising beams," as it
ba> been well expre?sed, -'of the sanctification of [he Sj>irit.'*
Thev only prove that he is reconquei'ing and refitting hisalien-

ficienl to constitute

—

But when we are justified, he then
aied and ruined temple.
begins (o inhabit it, and makes it his settled home. And it is
thi> mhabiiation of the Spirit, that it is the operating cause of ail
Christian comfort and Christian holiness.
tiul;,
Of this indwelling ihe immediate effects are,
First.
Tranquility of conscience.
For he testifies and manifests to those in whom he dwells, their free justification, and
gracious adoption.
The spirit which such persons have re^
ceived, is, " not the spirit of bondage to fear, but the spirit of
adoption, whereby we cry, Abba
beareth witness with our spirit, that

Father.

The

spirit

itself

we are

the children of God."
(Rom. viii. 15, 16.) Wnen the Holy Ghost is thus fully given
unto us, we are told, (Rom. v. 5.) that he "sheds abroad the

He diflfuses through the soul such
in our hearts."
a sati>factory persuasion and feeling of God's pardoning love,
as banishes our shy distrust of him, silences our fears, subdues
our painful anxieties, and fills us with a grateful sense of our
unspeakable obligations to his redeeming goodness.
Second. Pozver over sin; a prevailing desire and ability to
walk before God in hoiy obedience. No sooner is the Holy
Spirit enthroned in the iieari, than he begins lo make all things
new. In his genuine work, purity is always connected with
consolation.
Those, to whom he witnesses their freedom from
condeaination, he also enables to " walk, not after the flesh, but

love of G(<d

after the Spirit,"

(Rom.

viii. 1.)

—
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Third. A joyous hope of heanen. That justified person?
have a gracious title lo future felicity has been already shewn.
They "re/oice in
1 now speak of their happy /)ro.?/)fc/s of it.
hope of the glory of God." (Rom. v. 2.) Their title results
from the fact of their adoption their power to rejoice in hope,
from the Spirit's testimony of that fact. " We, through the
Spirit, wait for the hope of righteousness by faith," and " abound
(Gal. v. 5.
in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost."

Rom. XV. 13.)
It now remains

only to show the Method, by which Justificonsequent blessings are attained. To have
a complete view of this method, we must consider the Originating, the Meritorious, and the Instrumental Cause of our Justication,

and

all its

cation.
1 .
The Originating Cause is the grace, the free, undeserved,
and spontaneous love of God towards fallen Man. He remembered and pitied us in our low estate for his mercy endureth
"After that the fcindness and love of God our Saviour
forever.
toward man appeared, not by works of righteousness which we
have done, but according to his mercy he saved us. The grace
We are justified freely by his
of God bringeth salvation.
;

—

Grace.''^

(Titus

God

ii.

11.

iii,

4, 5.

Rom.

iii.

24.)

wise and holy and just, as well as merciful
and gracious. And his wisdom determined, that in order to
reconcile the designs of his mercy towards sinners with the
claims of his purity and justice, that mercy should be exercised
We are
only through the intervention of a Divine Rpdeemer.
Our
justified «ays the text, through our Lord Jesus Christ.
Lord Jesus Christ is the sole Meritorious Cause of our JustiAll which he did, and all which he suffered, in his
fication.
mediatorial character, may be said to have contributed lo this
For what he did, in obedience to the precepts
great purpose.
of the law, and v/hai he suffered, in satisfaction of its penalty,
taken together, constitute that mediatorial righteousness, for
Now
the sake of which the Father is ever well pleased in him.
in this mediatorial righteousness all who are justified have a
I do not mean, that it is personally imputed to
saving interest.
them in its formal nature or distinct acts ^ for against any such
imputation, there lie, I think, insuperable objections both from
2.

But

is

But the collective merit and moral effects
reason and scripture.
of all which the Mediator did and suffered are so reckoned to
our account, when we are justified, that for the s^ake of Christ,
and in consideration of his obedience unio death, we are reBut when I speak of
leased from guilt, and accepted of God.
what the Lord Jesus did and suffered, as meritoriously procuring
our pardon, 1 would not be understood to intimate, that the active obedience of his life contributes equally, or in exactly the

—

;
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with the atoning sacrifice of his death.
seem evidently to assign, if not
an exclusive influence, yet a most marked and decided predominance, in this matter.
are "justified by his blood;
reconciled to God by the death of his Son ;
and have redemption through his blood.
Christ once suffered for sins, the just
for the unjust, that he might bring us to God, being put to death
to that result,

latter the scriptures

We

—

—

(Rom.

—

Eph. i. 7. 1 Pet. hi. 18.) His
was not only the grand and crowning
act of his obedience, without which all the sanctity of his former
life could not have saved us
but it was, in a special and disin the flesh."

v. 9, 10.

sacrifice of himself for us

;

It is only as a Lamb
of our redemption.
slain, that he takes away our sins.
His personal purity, and his
active obedience, however, w eve previously necessary, to qualify
him for the work of atonement ; for if he had not been " a Lamb
without blemish and without spot,'' he could not have redeemed

tinct

us

manner,

by

the price

his blood.

And

his resurrection

and intercession were

i\ho subsequently necessary; his resurrection, in order to testify
the sufliciency and divine acceptance of his atonement; and his
it might be pleaded in our
and the blessings, which it has deserved, be seasonably
dispensed and applied.
We may therefore say, in the general
terms of the text, that we are justified, and have peace with
through his mediation
God, through our Lord Jesus Christ
while we believe, that if we
and merits, collectively considered
would express ourselves in terms more strict and definite, such
as other parts of scripture authorise, the Atoning blood of our
Saviour is that to which our Justification is most emphatically
and particularly to be ascribed.

intercession, in order that the merit of

behalf,

5

From

—

—

this statement of the meritorious cause of Justificaappears, that while our pardon is, in its origin, an act of
the highest grace, it is also, in its mode, an act most perfectly
consistent with God's essential righteousness, and demonstrative
of his inviolable justice.
It proceeds not on the principle of
abolishing the law or its penally ; for that would have implied
that the law was unduly rigorous, either in its precepts or in its
sanctions.
But it rests on the ground, that the law has been
magnified and vindicated ; and that its penalty, or sufierings
which were fully equivalent to that penalty in a moral view,
when the dignity of the sufferer is considered, have been sustained by our voluntary Substitute.
Thus " Grace reigns
through righteousness," not at the expense of righteousness.
"Now the righteousness of God without the law is manifested,
being witnessed by the iaw and the prophets ; even the righteousness of God, which is by faith of Jesus Christ unto all and
upon all them that believe
Being justified freely by his grace,
through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus ; whom God hath
27
Vol. IlL

tion,

it

:

—
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set forth to

be a propitiation through

faith in his

blood

;

to de-

clare his righteousness for the remission of sins that are past,
through the forbearance of God ; to declare, I say, at this time,
his righteousness : that he might be just, and the jastifier of

him which believelh in Jesus. (Rom. iii. 21— 26.)
This quotation naturally leads me to mention,
3. The Instrumental Cause of justification.
The merit of

—

the blood of Jesus does not operate necessarily, so as to produce our pardon as an immediate and unavoidable eflect, but
through the instrumentality of Faith.
The faith by which we are justified is present faith ; faith actually existing and exercised.
are not justified by to-mor-

We

would lead

to the antinomian noa notion which to mention
is to confute.
We are not justified by yesterday'' s faith recorded
or remembered ; for that would imply the opinion, that Justification is irreversible ; an opinion which I have already assigned some of our reasons for rejecting.
The Justification offered
in the scriptures is a Justification upon believing, and in which
we are never savingly interested until we believe, and only so
long as we continue to believe.
On all unbelievers the wiath
of God abides.
The atonement of Jesus was indeed accepted,
us from him, at the time when it was offered ; but it is not accepted, as for us, to our individual justification, until we individually believe, nor after we cease to believe.
The Object of justifying faith may be inferred from what has
been before said, as to the originating and meritorious causes
of Justification.
It has respect, in general, to all that Christ is
set forth in the gospel as doing and suffering by the gracious
appointment of the Father, in order to our redemption and pardon.
But it has respect, in particular, to the atoning sacrifice

faith foreseen

Tojo'' s

tion

;

for that

o7 Justification from eternity

;

of Christ, as it is exhibited, by divine authority, in the scripand as attested to be acceptable and sufficient by his
resurrection from the dead, and his mediatorial exaltation at the
tures,

right

hand of God.

The Acts

or exercises of this faith seem to be three : or
which is required in order to our Justification,
is' a coiilplex act of the mind, which includes three distinct but
concurrent exertions of its powers.
It includes,
(1.) The assent of the understanding to the truth of the testimony of God in the gospel ; and especially to that part of it,
which concerns the design and efficacy of the death of Jesus as

rather, that faiih,

a

sacrifice for sin.

The consent

of the will and affections to this plan of salsuch an approbation and choice of it, as implies a renunciation of every other refuge, and a steady and decided
preference of this. Unbelief is called a disallowing of the foundation laid in Zion ; whereas faith includes a hearty allowance
(2.)

vation

;

—
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and a thankful acquiescence in God's revealed
forgiveness.
it,
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method of

(3.) From this assent of the enlightened understanding, and
consent of the rectified will, to the evangelical testimony concerning Christ crucified, results the third thing, which 1 suppose
to be implied in justifying faith
namely, actual trust in the
Saviour, and personal apprehension of his merits.
When, under the promised leading and influence of the Holy Ghost, the
:

penitent sinner thus confidently relies, and

individually lays

hold on Christ, ihen the work of justifying faith is complete;
then, and not till then, we are immediately justified.
On the whole, may it not be said, that the faith, to which
the privilege of Justification is annexed, is such a belief of the
gospel, by the power of ihe Spirit of God, as leads us lo come
to Christ, to receive Christ, to trust in Christ, and to commit
the keeping of our souls into his hands, in humble confidence of

—

power and will to save us
It will readily occur to you,
that the several expressions, which I have just used, are all em-

his

!

ployed in holy scripture, as synonymous with that believing
which is unto unrighteousness.

THE DOCTRINE OF FUTURE TUMSHMENT COlVSIDEREDo
CConlinucd from page 181.)

Old Testament to the New, in addition
remarks on the paucity of texts in the writings
of Moses, which support the doctrine of future and endless punishment; I shall transcribe the observations of an eminent
In passing from the

to the foregoing

whom

am

indebted for some thoughts, introduced
" In the apostolical writings, there are a
variety of ancient facts mentioned or alluded to, which are not
recorded in the Jewish scriptures such as the sin and punishment of the evil angels, 2 Pet. ii. 4. and thf;ir connfinemcnt in
everlasting chains under darkness to the judgment of the great
The prophecy of Enoch concerning the judgday, Jude v. 6.
ment and punishment of the wicked, Jude vcr. 14. Noah's
peaching righteousness to the Antediluvians, 2 Pet. ii. 5.
Abraham's seeing Christ's day and being gl;ul, mentioned by
Lot's being vexed with the filthy
Christ himself, John viii. 6G.
The emblemdiscourse of the wicked Sodomites, 2 Pet. ii. 7.
atical purpose for which Moses slew the Egyptian who strovf'
critic,

to

I

into these strictures.

;

—

—

—

—
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—

The names of Pharaoh's magiwith the Israelite, Acts vii. 25.
Moses' exclacians who coniended with Moses, 2 Tim. iii. 8.
mation on the mount, when terrified by what he saw, Heb. xii.
21.
The emblematical meaninj^ of the tabernacles and of their
All which ancient facts are
services, explained, Heb. ix. 8, 9.

—

—

—

mentioned by the inspired writers, as things universally known
and acknowledged. It is no objection to the truth of these
things, that they are not recorded in the books of the Old- TesFor it is reasonable to believe, that the writers of
tament.
these books have not recorded all the revelations which God
nor all the circumstances
made to mankind in ancient times
of the revelations which they have recorded."
No objections, however, can possibly be made against the
doctrine for which 1 am contending, founded on the scantiness
of proof occuring in the writings of the New-Testament, for
there it is so clearly revealed, the punishment is so awfully, so
repeatedly, and 1 may say, so circumstantially described, that
if language conveys any ideas, or words have any meaning, it
is utterly impossible for the ingenuity of men, or the sophistry
:

of cavillers, to set aside their meaning or v/eaken their force.
To transcribe every passage that maintains the doctrine, would
be to transcribe a very great portion of the divine word, and
I shall content
swell these strictures to an unnecessary size.
myself therefore, with making a few selections from our blessed
Lord's discourses, and the writings of his divinely inspired
And first from our Lord. He taught the doctrine
Apostles.
of future and endless punishment by parables, and without tht-m,
and in no place did he ever say, nor can the inference be fairly drawn from any of his words, that those punishments should

ever come to an end.
He taught the doctrine, for which I am contending, in the
parable of the Sower. Js therefore the tares (who are the
children of the wicked one, ver 38) are gathered and burned in
so shall it be in the end of the world. Matt. xiii. comp,
thejire
,•

30. and

40—42.

In the }).irable of the dragnet, the

good are

So shall it
gathered into vessels, but the bad are cast away.
he at the end of the world: the angels shall come forth and sever
the uic/ccdfroni among the just, and shall cast them into the furnace of fire : there shall be zvailuig and gnasning of teeth. Matt.
And zohen
In the parable of ihe marringo feast.
xiii. 49, 50.
the King came in to see the guests, he saiv there a ma}i zvhich had
not on a zveddnig garment j and he sailh unto him, Friend, how
earnest thou m hither, not having a wedding garmerd ? And he

—

9, and xiv. 11.) Then said the
iii.
him hand andfoot, and lake him azoay,
and cast him into outer darkness : there shall be zoeeping and
And to meniion but
13.
gnashing of l<^eth. Malt. xxii. 11

was

speechless. (,bee

King

ti)

Rom.

1

the servants, bind

—
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one more, in that of the talents ; Cast ye the unprofitable servant into outer darkness : there shall be weeping and gnashing
of teeth. Matl. xxv. 60—33.
He taught the same doctrine in language without a figure. /
say imio you that many shall come from the east and west, and
shall sit down with Abratiam, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the king-

But the children of the kingdom shall be cast
dom, of heaveji.
out into outer darkness : there shall be zveeping and gnashing of
Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers,
teeth
Mall. viii. 11, 12.
hoio can ye escape the damnation of hell ! Malt, xxiii. J3,
in
yindicatitig his character trom the blaspliemous objections of
the Pharisees, he saiih, but whosoever speaketh against the Holy
Ghost, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world, neither
in the world to come. Matl. xii. 32.
In Mark the same doctrine
is taught, though the words are somewhat different.
But he
that shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost hath never forgivedanger of eternal damnation. Mark in. 29. and in
Luke's gospel the same crime and the same punisnmeiit are
mentioned in expressions diflrring from the fore^^oing hear them

ness, but IS in
St.

—

;

unto him that blasphenuth against the Holy Ghost, it shall
not be forgiven him. Luke xii. 10.
'Now our Saviour says
expressly of this sin, both negatively, that it shall never be forgiven ; and affirmatively, that the person guilty of it shall be obnoxious to eternal judgment, and confirms all this with an asseveration, Verily J say unto you, he that blasphemeth against the
Holy Ghost, hath never forgiveness, but Dio'xpi mv is liable to eterThe same sentiment is advanced in the case of
nal judgment.'
but

Judas wno betrayed his master; The !^on of Man goeth, as it
of him j but woe unto that man by whom the Son of
Man is betrayed! it had been good for that man if he had not
been born. Matt. xxvi. 24.
On which text Dr. A. Clarke comments thus. * Can this be said of any sinner if there be any
redemption from hell torments ? if a sinner should suffer millions of millions of years in them, and get out at last to the enjoyment of heaven then it was well lor him that he had been
born, for still he has an eternity of blessedness before him.
is zor it ten

;

Can

the doctrine of the non-eterntty of hell torments stand in
the presence of this saying ? Or can the doctrine ot the annihilation of the wicked consist with this declaration V Marvel not
the which all that are in the
: for the hour is coming, in
graves, shall hear his voice, and shall come forth : they that have
(lone good to the resurrection of life ; and they that have done
evil unto the resurrection of damnation John v. 28, 29.
One
inst ince more, and 1 shall close my quotations from the discourses of the Saviour.
hand
thy
offend thee, tut it off; it is
If

at this

better for thee to
to

go

enter into lije maimed, than having two

into hell, into the fire that naver shall be

quenched

:

hands
zi-kcre

:

:214

their
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worm

dieth not.

and

the fire is not quanched.

And

if thy

fool offpjid thee, cut it off : it is better for thee to enter halt into
lifo, than having two foet to he cast into hell, into the fire that
never shall be quenched : where their worm dieth not, and the
And if thine eye offend thee, pluck it out
fire is not quenched.
it is better for thee to enter into the kingdom of God with one eye,
than having two eyes to be cast into hell fire ; where their worm
dieth not, and the fire is not quenched. Mark ix. 43
4 8.
Dr.
Whitby's note on this passage, though long, is too valuable to be
withheld from the reader.
"These words seem plainly taken
from Isa. Ixvi. 24. where they exactly may be found ; and it
seems reasonable to interpret them according to the received
opinion of the Jews.
Now it is certain, 1st. that Gehenna was
by them still looked on and represented as the place in which the
wicked were to be tormented by fire : so the Jerusalem Targum represents Gehenna which is prepared for the wicked in
the world to come, as a furnace " sparkling and flaming with

—

—

into which the wicked fall."
And the Targum upon Ecclesiastcs speaks of the "fire of hell," Eccles. ix. 15. " of the
sparks of the fire of hell," x. 1 1 . and " of the wicked who

fire,

Accordingly our Lord
shall go to be burned in hell, viii. 10.
speaks here, verse 47. and Matt. v. 22. of the wicked being
" cast into the fire of hell," and of their being " cast into a
furnace of fire," Matt. xiii. 42.
Secondly. The ancient Jews held that the punishments of
So
the wicked in hell should be perpetual, or without end.
Judith saith, that they shall weep under a sense of their pains
Josephus informs us that the Phariforever, chap. xvi. 17.
sees held " the souls of the wicked were to be punished aiSio,
-riy-u^ice. with perpetual punishment," and that there was appointed for them Ei^y/^oj a*o»o; " a perpetual prison." Philo saith the
punishment of the wicked person is '(nv aTroSavovTa «£>, " to live
for ever dying," and " to be forever in pains and griefs, and
calamities that never cease :" Accordingly our Lord continually
saith of them, that they shall go away into eternal punishment,
and that their worm dieth not, and their fire is not quenched,
and that God will destroy their soul and body in hell fire."
xxv. 41. Luke iii. 17.
Matt, xviii. 8.
I am next to look to the writings of the Apostles, and see

—

what they say on this most awful and important subject. Nor
can I be at any loss, for it meets my eye, in one form or anoth1 shall
er, in the writings of each of the inspired penmen,
therefore select only a few passages.
Rom i. 18 For the wrath of God

is

revealed from heaven

against all unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness. See ch. ii. 5
9.
Be not deceived; neither fornicators, nor
1 Cor. vi. 9, 10.
idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of them-

—
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selves with mankind, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards,
nor revilers, nor extortioners shall inherit the kingdom ot God,
see Gal. v. 19— 21.— Eph. v. 5, 6.— Phil. iii. 18, 19.— Col.
xxii. 15.
iii. 5, 6.— Rev. xxi. 8.
sudden destruction cometh upon them,
1 Thess. V. 3. Then
as travail upon a woman with child, and they shall not escape.

—

See also 2 Pet. iii. 10.
2 Thess. i. 7—9. The Lord Jesus shall be revealed from
heaven with his mighty angels in flaming fire, taking vengeance
on them that know not God, and that obey not the gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ who shall be punished with everlasting
destruction from the presence of the Lord and from the glory
of his power.
Heb. vi. a. Whose end is to be burned (comj)are Matt. iii.
A certain fearful looking for of judg10, and vii. 19. x. 27.)
ment, and fiery indignation which shall devour the adversaries.
31 verse, It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living
God. xii. 29. For our God is a consuming fire.
Heb. vi. 2. Kat;i^»u«Toj anuvia, and of eternal judgment. Here
follows Dr. Whitby's note on these words, " Hence interpreters
:

observe, that the doctrine of Origen, touching the period of
the torments of the damned, is here condemned ; and indeed
the primitive fathers, not Origen himself excepted, taught the
contrary.
" I( we do not the will of Christ," saith Clemens Romanus,
aJtv 5J/x«; pi/(r£T«* T715 aiuna xoXwo-ja;?, "Nothing will deliver us from
eternal punishment:" the black way, in Barnabas, is o^oj th
Qoifurs onum fxsra, Tijutugiaj, " The way of eternal death with punishment." " The punishment of the damned," saith Justin

Martyr

is

xoXao-*; x»*

TifjiU^ioe, iv

xnnDiita

TV^i.

KoXxa-lg a.ir^^xvroi,

x-oKocati;

" eudless punishment, and torment in eternal fire."
In Theophylus, it is xoAwo-ij ata^vjoj aiwvjoj T«;u«§ia, "eterIreneus in his symhol of faith, makes this
nal punishment."
«»w«o?

TTt/foj

Kiuna

^i!tr),

one article, that th; «o-EiSEts xa* ajjxiij ^5 to «*wv*oy tv^teiu-J/t), "Christ
would send the ungodly and unjust into everlasting fire."
Tertullian declares, Omnes homines aiit eruciatui destinari aut
utroque sempiterno, " that all men are appointed to
And if any man" saith he,
eternal torments or refreshments.
" thinks the wicked are to be consumed, and not punished, let
him remember, Ignem gehennce cctemum predicari in pmnam ceterrefrigero,

nam, that

hell-fire

is

styled eternal, because designed for eter-

nal punishment," and thence concludes, " their substance will
remain forever, whose punishment doth so." So St. Cyprian
saith, Servantur cum corporibus suis animce infinitis criiciatibus ad
dotorem; that "the souls of the wicked are kept with their
Tormenius nee
bodies, to be grieved with endless torments."
modus ullus aut termimis ; " There is no measure nor end of

^IQ
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Lastly, Origen reckons this
their torments," saith Munitius.
amonn; the doctrines defined by the Church, " that every soul,
when it t^oes out of this world, shall either enjoy the inheritance
of eternal life and bliss, if its deeds have rendered it fit for life,
sive igni cbterno, ac suppliciis mancipanda est, or it is to be delivered up to eternal fire and punishment, if its sins have deserved
that state."

From the foregoing- arguments and quotations, the judicious
and attentive reader will conclude with me, that the proposition
which was laid down for discussion, at the commencement of
this essay has been fully and incontrovertibly established.
And that if any credit at all is to be given to speech, or if language can convey one determinate idea, or bear any certain
meaning the doctrine of the certainty and eternity of future
punishment is proved beyond a doubt. If the above declarations of our Lord, attended with all the solemnity, and reiterated
asseverations with which they are accompanied, together with
the numerous and unequivocal assertions of his Apostles, do not
fully maintain it, is it possible for any language to do it ? If these,
with all the rest that might be added from the word of God, do
not silence or satisfy the advocate of Univcrsalism, what will
do it? If the plain and literal meaning of such passages can be
parried, so could every other quotation that could be made, or
And indeed, if they
assurances that could have been given.
do not prove the doctrine, I am at a loss to conceive what doctrine can be proved from matters of fact, or the writings of the
Let the Universalists try what the Scripinspired penmen.
the gift of his
tures say on the being and attributes of God,
Son Jesus Christ the descent of the Holy Ghost on the day of
;

—

—

pentecost, (or does he set that article in the Christian faith,
with all his influences, operations, graces, and comforts aside
the
the crucifixion and atonement of the Redeemer,
also)
day of Judgment, the resurrection of the dead, the immorand eternal blessedness.
tality and immateriality of the soul,
The way and manner he takes to establish any one or all of
these doctrines, if fair and logical, shall bo turned upon himself, and made to support that doctrine he now denies : Empty
declamation, or positive assertion will not, however, be taken

—

—

—

—

—

for proof.

Against all that has been said, on the endless duration of
punishment, the Universalist may come forward, and assert
with confidence, as he has done before, and think that this confident assertion shall pass as sterling proof, that there is no
word in the Greek language, which conveys the idea of eternity, or that ought to be so rendered : that Atwv and Amho» are
never to be taken in that sense, for they always convey the
idea of a limited duration, of a period which must come to a
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Hore

close.

I

fessing to have

must express my surprise, that any man proany knowledge of the language, much more,

who undertakes

that one
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to give us a

new

translation of the

New-

Testament should be so devoid of modesty, or a sacred regard
As well might he say
to truth, as to make the above assertion.
that there is no meaning in words at all, as to say that aionion
never expresses an idea of unlimited duration as every person
acquainted with the language, and the application of that, and
in the sacred scriptures, must know to
its correlative terms,
;

Notwithstanding the unblushing confidence with
the contrary.
this declaration is made, I shall meet it by asserting

which

A»s;y and Ajwvioy, in various places in the New-Testament, signify a proper eternity.
Without having respect to the words as substantive or adjective, or to their number as singular and plural, I find they occur
ONE HUNDRED AND NINETY NINE timcs in thc Ncvv Testament.
I have examined every
place where thc-y are to be found, and
have arranged them, as belonging to thc different subjects under
the following heads.
9
To the Mosaic Dispensation,
the World itself with the various ages )
„
and revolutions'which have happened )
God, Christ, and the Holy Ghost, to- i
gether with the reign of Christ,
>
Ascriptions of glory and praise to God, )
c,.

in turn, that

—
—

^

....

Christ, &c.

Eternal life and blessedness,
Eternal death and punishment,

In

making

exactly laid

Nor am

in

-

65

-

-

21

199
do not say that it is such as is
the Lexicons which I have consulted.

this classification,

down

-'*

5

-

I

sure that others, taking the same side of the question
with me, might not assign some to the Mosaic Dispensation
which I have considered as falling under the division that reAs any different arrangelates to the Ages, &c. of the world.
ment will not affect the main point, which relates to the word
as meaning Eternity, 1 conceive the present distribution sulficiently exact for my purpose ; and shall proceed to give an example or two, from each division, and leave the reader to judge
I

for himself.
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DESCRirTlVE VIEW OF THE WESTERN COUNTRY.

A

For

A

the

Methodist Magazine,

descriptive view of the Western Country previously to its discovery and settlement by English settlers, or the citizens of the
United States, as additional or supplementary to Introductory
Remarks, to the Rise and Progress of religion in the Western

Country.

.

No.

The

following

is

a description

—

.,

II.

of this country, given in a

pamphlet published in Paris. " The Mississippi first acquires
importance in the latitude of forty-five north. Jt flows in a devious course above two thousand miles, and enters the bay of
Mexico, by many mouths, in latitude twenty-nine. In these latitudes is comprised the temperate zone, which has always been
deemed most favourable to the perfection of animal and vegetThis advantage is not marred by the sterilifying
able nature.
influence of lofty mountains, the pestilential fumes of untractaThrough
ble bogs, or the dreary uniformity of sandy plans.
the whole extent there is not a snow-capt hill, a moory sand, or
This valley is of different breadths.
a volcanic eminence.
The ridge which bounds it on the east, is, in some places, nearFrom this
ly a thousand miles from the great middle stream.
ridge, secondary rivers of great extent and magnificence flow
towards the centre, and the intermediate regions are an un-

On the west the valley is of similar dicultivated paradise.
mensions, the streams are equally large and useful, and the condition of the surface equally delightful.
There cannot be imagined a district more favourable to setand soil, there are the
of communication and commerce.
The whole
Through which run deep
district is a sloping side of a valley.
and navigable rivers, which begin their course in the remotest
This
borders, and which all terminate in the central stream.
stream, one of the longest and widest in the world, is remarkably
distinguished by its depth and freedom from natural impediIt flows into a gulph, which contains great numbers of
ments.
populous islands. Among these islands are numerous passages
Thus, not
into the ocean which washes the shores of Europe.
only every part of this district is easily accessible by means of
rivers, but the same channels are ready to convey the products
of every quarter to markets the most contiguous and most re-

tlement.

utmost

mote.

In addition to general climate

facilities
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Fancy, in her happiest mood, cannot combine all the facilities
of nature and society in a more absolute degree, than will be
actually combined when the valley of the Mississip[)i shall be
long enough included in the American states.
Not one of the
impediments to opulence will he found here. Not one of the
advantages, the least of which have made other regions the
envy and admiration of mankind, will here be wanting.
The Nile flows in a torrid climate, through a long and narrow
valley.
The fertility which its annual inundations produce,
extends only two or three leagues on cither side of it.
The
benefits of this fertility are marred by the neighbourhood of
scorching sands, over which the gales carry intolerable heat,
and incurable pestilence, and which harbour a race of savages,
whose trade is war and pillage. The greater Nile of the
Western hemisphere diffuses by its inundations the fertility of
l^gypt twenty leagues from its shores, and occupies a valley
wider than from Duna to the Rhine, flowing among the most
beautiful dales, and under the benignest season.
The territories of Great-Britain in India, produce nothing
which the territory of the Mississippi could not as easily produce.
The Ganges fertilizes a valley less extensive, its
Deltas, as well as those of the Nile are in the same latitudes,
and these rivers generate the same exuberant soil, only in
smaller space and less quantities than the American Nile: But
the Mississippi comprehends in its bosom the regions of the
temperate zone as well as the tropical climates and products.
A nation could not bury itself in a more inaccessible fortress than
this valley.
The mouths of the river, as to all attacks by sea,
are better than the bastions of Malt;^.
AM around the entrance
is impassible to man and horse, and the great channel is already
barred by

These

forts

— easily extended and improved.

strictures

following were also

were penned long before the

made previously

late

war.
The
Louisiana

to the cession of

United States.
is some amusement, at least, in reflecting upon the vast
consequences which some time or other must infallibly attend
If we consider the progress of empires
the setding of America.
which have hitherto existed in the world, we shall find the
short duration of their most glorious periods, owing to causes
which will not operate against that of North America. Those
empires were formed by conquest a great many nations different in character, language and ideas, were by force jumbled into
one heterogeneous power It is most surprizing that such dissonant parts should hold together so long. But when the band
of union was weakened, they returned to their original and natural separation
language and national character formed many
This,
sovereignties out of the former connected varieties.
however, will be very different with North-America the habilato the

There

;

:

:

;

—
25^0
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Me

parts of which, including the dominions of Britain and Spain
north of latitude 30, contain above 3,500,000 square miles.
It would be unnecessary to remr.rk that this includes what does
not belong at present to our North-America.
If we want it, 1
This exwarrant (continues our author) it will soon be ours.
tent of territory is much greater than that of any empire that
ever existed, as will apj)ear from the following table
:

Square miles.
The Persian Empire under Darius contained
1,650,000
The Roman Empire, in its utmost extent
1,610,000
The Chinese Empire
1,749,000
The Great Mogul's
1,116,000
The Russian empire, including all Tartary, is larger than any
of these, but I might as well throw into the American scale the
countries about the Hudson's bay, for the one is as likely to be
peopled as the other; whereas, all 1 have taken in will assuredBesides North-America is actually peopling very
ly be so.
fast, which is far enough from being the case in the Russian
deserts.
Now the habitable part of what was once the British
dominions alone, in North-America, contains above 1,200,000
But the
square miles, or almost equal to any of the above.
whole as I before observed is, 3,500,000, or more than the Persian and Roman together.
So that those seeds of decay, sown in the very foundation of
Further the peoancient empires will have no existence here.
pling of this vast tract, from a nation renowned in trade, navigation, and naval power, has occasioned all the ideas of the
All these advantages
original to be transplanted into the copy.
having been so long enjoyed, with the amazing and unparalled
situation for commerce between Europe, Asia, and the great
^Southern Continent; and America at the same time possessing
above other countries, the means of building, fitting out and
maintaining a great Navy the inhabitants ofthis potent empire,
so far from being in the least dinger from the attacks of any
other quarter of the globe, will have it in their power to engross
the whole commerce of it and to reign not only lords of America, but to possess in the utmost security the dominion of sea
throughout the world, which their ancestors enjoyed before
them.
None of the ancient empires, therefore, which fell a
prey to the Tartars, nor the present one of China, can be compared to this of North-America which as surely as the land is
in being, will hereafter be trod by the first people the world ever
-

;

;

;

knew."

May

view of our nation, however exhilerating to us as
and citizens, humble us as Christians under a sense
of the goodness of Almighty God to us as a people.
Theophilus Armenius.
Jan, 20, 1820.
this

politicians

(To be continued.)
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ACCOUNT OF THE REVIVAL OF RELIGION IN PROVINCETOWN, MASS.
COMMUNICATED IN A LETTER FROM REV. E. KIBBY TO
REV. T. MERRITT.
(Continued from page 200.)

Friday in the afternoon we set out for home. The most of
our company were now happy, having received of (he fulness of
God. There were some, however, niourning for their sins, and
deeply lamenting that they must return without being converted.
Blessed God! O blessed disappointment! the adorable Jesus
had other thoughts. After we had gotten out of the creek, being
all on deck, passing the time in singing praises, and speaking of
the goodness of God, in an unexpected moment the heavens

dropped fatness, and we were overshadowed with the Most
High. Some shouted some cried aloud for mercy some fell
This display of the power of the great I AM, made a finish of the
business: all our company were now converted excepting the
!

!

f

All of us now rejoiced greatly in the name
captain of the sloop.
of the Lord.
During the night there was an enlarged enjoyment, the praises
of Jesus were frequently sung, and every soul filled with the
goodness of God. Saturday in the morning, by the rising of the
Having heard what the Lord had
sun, we all safely landed.
The young condone, the people looked at us with surprise.
verts were filled with the good wine of the kingdom, and the
AVherever they went, they
grace of God shone in their faces.
seemed to carry conviction, and many trembled in their preAs they entered their houses they fell on their knees to
sence.
prayer, and then told their friends what the Lord had done for
O what a day Provincetown never saw the like bethem.
fore.
ye guilty, trembling, penitent sinners! the clouds are
big with mercy, and shall break in blessings on your heads.
Sabbath-day being pleasant, at the appointed hour, all who
could, hastened to meeting, and crowded to the house of God,
!

O

Every countenance appeared to be extremely interesting
joy sparkled in the eyes of the righteous while those who had
no interest in the blood of the Redeemer, a[)peared sorrowful
and dejected. The preaching was attended with demonstra
A wonderous change appeared in the people
lions of power.
from Camp-meeting, their looks and deportment showed wha
God had done for them. At the time of prayer they all foil on
their knees in public, and worshipped God in a devout manner.
These combined circumstances much affected the people, and
The sacred
presented to view a most interesting assembly.
flame spread among the pious, while the blessed Spirit deeply
impressed the minds of sinners they wept, they groaned. the\

;

;

:

trembled.
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After the dismission of the public congregation in the afternoon, we usually had a society meeting ; but on this occasion
The whole congregation, with few exthey all became one.
I came out
ceptions, took their seats among the righteous.
of the pulpit, and in a few words addressed the whole, and then
gave liberty to the young converts to tell their wonderous story.
They arose one after another, and honoured the hand that made
them. They related what God had done for their souls in an
Many burst into weeping, and the voice of
admirable miuner.
mourning was heard in all directions. I invited the distressed
to the altar for prayers,

what could not approach

and instantly the

circle

was

filled,

and

on their knees in the
Blessed
aisles, and in their seats, and cried aloud for mercy
Jesus Mercy was near at hand for the penitent the power of
God was manifested among the people in a gracious manner,
the saints of God shouted aloud for joy, the cries of the distressed reached the very heavens, and the footsteps of our God
were glorious. The work had now began in good earnest,
and sudden was the appearance of the Lord in his temple.
The fields being white and all ready to harvest, the people
of God now entered into the work with spirit and engagedness.
Our meetings commenced every evening, and every meeting
was productive of the most precious fruits. The work spread
in dirterent directions, and the house of prayer was filled with
people from all parts of the place; while the power of the Most
High, was frequently displayed in the most astonishing manner.
And though our meetings were regularly dismissed, at a seasonable hour, yet it was often the case that many were unable to
get away, in consequence of having fallen under the Divine
power; so that it became necessary for some to attend upon
them, until God vv^as pleased to convert their souls, and restore
their bodily faculties to them.
It was seldom the case that 1 had a chance to retire to rest
until a very late hour, and in some instances, was called out of
bed to pray with the distressed, and to comfort those that mournIndeed, my time was wholly spent, both day and night, in
cd.
the discharge of the most important and the most pleasant duties
of my station among the people.
After the work assumed such a powerful appearance, and
became so satisfactory in its operations, a most sensible alteration was seen in the appearances of almost all the inhabitants of
the town, and this great and glorious work, became the subject
For someof daily conversation among all classes of people.
time but little was said against it, and those who did not share
in the blessing, stood astonished and confounded at what they
saw and heard. The power of God was not only manifested
in our meetings, but the divine presence seemed to be every
the altar,

fell

!

!

!
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wlirro.
Some w€rc awakened as they were walking, others
while ia their daily employments
some were converted at
meeting, and some experienced religion in going home.
The
Lord was not only present on the shore, but men and hoys on
board their vessels in the harbour, were deeply impressed in
their minds. One in particular, was so stiffened with the power
of God, as to be unable to return on shore during the night.
Some that fell asleep in deep distress of mind, were roused from
their slumbers by the pardoning love of God, and shouted praisThus, noon and midnight,
es in the silent watches of the night.
morning and evening, witnessed the happy conversion of souls.
The work was so rapid that it seemed difficult to keep pace
with it. Like a contagion, spreading every where, it \\'ag not
known to day who would be its victims to-morrow. The conversion of some was manifest in their countenances, before it
was hardly known that they were under concern of mind.
Whenever any experienced religion, they usually appeared at
the next meeting, and related what the Lord had done for them ;
which had a tendency to encourage the mourner, and to impress
the most awful sentiments on the conscience of the sinner.
Parents and children, husbands and wives, brothers and sisters,
friends and neighbours, would often meet to congratulate each
other on the happy change wrought in the heart by divine grace.
Convictions were very powerful, and conversions remarkably
clear.
Every meeting was crowned with newborn souls.
We seldom had a dull season and more than once the mighty
power of God shook the place where we were assembled.
But few at those times left the house, and they perhaps, for fear of
I was myself as composed as while
the falling of the building.
I am thus writing, and sat
with infinite pleasure, to survey the
solemn scene. The presence of God came as it were, like the
rushing of a mighty wind, and filled the place where we were
sitting. This shook the bodies of the people, and they the seats,
and the seats the house; so that it trembled to its very foundation.
This was a most awful time.
At the commencement of this reformation^ most of the men
belonging to this place, were absent at sea, who on their return
home, were greatly astonished at the wonderful change they
saw wrought among the people in their absence. What the
Almighty has been doing for several weeks, was presented to
their view all at once.
When they entered their houses, to see
the admirable change which had taken place in iheir dearest
connections; when they walked the streets, to hear no swearing, to see no fighting, while the place of carnal mirth w.is not
to be found, but a fixed seriousness marked every face ; and
above all, when they went to the temple of devotion, and saw
such a goodly number of the congregation, bending the kne'^
;

;

)
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to the great God of heaven and earth ; to see their plain and unaffected manner, their true devotion, their happiness, and especially to hear them speak of the goodness of God, and to tell

what

the

Lord had done

and

for their souls,

to

hear them from

time to time warn sinners to flee from the wrath to come, and
invite their dear friends, in the most pathetic language, to come
and go to heaven with them, was a solemn scene, which none
Powerful conbut the most hardened sinner could withstand.
victions soon took hold of the mind, and being unwilling that
their friends should go to glory and leave them behind, they
made suit to a throne of grace, in the name of the eternal Son,
who suffered for them on the cross, and pardon was given unto
them ; and they were blessed with the enjoyment of divine
The hand of Omnipotence was powerfully upon them,
love.
and ten or twelve experienced religion in one meeting. Glory
on earth peace, and good-will toward
to God in the highest
men Hallelujah praise ye the Lord The work seemed for
!

!

!

!

some time to go on among the seamen, and many were brought
Backsliders also were reclaimto the knowledge of the truth.
Strangers,
ed, and once more blessed with the divine favour.
and persons who were providentially here, shared in the work,
as well as the people belonging to Provincetown.
This blessed reformation assumed some traits not common
In point of power
in this part of the vineyard of our Lord.
and rapidity it became truly astonishing. In the commencement of the revival, a young man not of our society, became
awakened among the Methodists, and set out to serve the Lord.
But having some discouragements from a quarter that he ought
not, one evening his father was conversing with him on a particular subject, and seeing his countenance to change, asked
him what the matter was, and he said he did not know,' then
rose from his seat, walked across the room two or three times
and fell to the floor. In this situation he lay for some lime, in
great distress of soul, and then arose and praised the Lord with
all his might, and delared to his friends, what his blessed Re'

deemer had done

for his

immortal soul.

(To be continued.
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We

present to our readers the following Report of the Committee, appointed by the General Conference to take into consideration the state of missions, and to whom was referred the
Constitution of the Missionary Sociely of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
The alterations which are made in the Constitution of this
Society, are such as were recommended to be made by the
board of Managers, and also such as were authorized by the
13th Article of the original Constitution, respecting the location of the Society, and the application of its funds.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
TO

WHOM WAS REFERRED

SO MUCH OF BISHOP m'kENDREe's ADDRESS AS RELATES TO MISSIONS.

Your Committee regard the Christian Ministry as peculiarly
a Missionary Ministry. " Go ye into all the world, and preach
the gospel to every creature," is the very foundation of its authority, and developes its character simultaneously with its
orii^in.

The success which attended the Itinerant and Missionary
labours of the first heralds of salvation, farther establishes the
correctness of this view, and demonstrates the Divine sanction
of this method of spreading the Gospel.
In process of time, however, the Missionary spirit declined,
and the spirit of genuine Christianity with it. Then it pleased
the Lord to raise up the Messrs. Wesleys, Whitefield, and others,
through whose Itinerant and Missionary labours, a great revival
of vital piety was commenced, the progress and extent of which,
at present, your Committee cannot but regard as cause of unbounded thankfulness and pleasure.
The Missions of Boardman and Pilmore ; of Wright, of Asbury, and others, are events in our history not soon to be forA grateful people feel their happy influence, and hold
gotten.
their memory dear, and generations yet unborn will rise up and
call

them blessed.

cause of Missions ? We cannot.
Missionary system. Yield the Missionary
spirit, and you yield the very life-blood ol the cause.
In Missionary efforts our British brethren are before us.
We
congratulate them on their zeal, and their success.
But your
Committee beg leave to entreat this Conference to emulate their
example. The time, indeed, may not yet be come in which we
should send our Missionaries beyond seas.
Our own Continent
presents to us fields sufficiently vast, which are opening before
us, and whitening to the harvest.
These, it is probable, will

Can we then be

Methodism

Vol.

ill.

listless to the

itself is a

29
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demand all the labourers, and all the means, which we can command at present.
You will permit your Committee to mention some of those
Missionary grounds, which may have a peculiar claim to your
firs« attentions.
They are the Canadas, the Floridas, the State
of Louisiana; the Territories of Arkansas and Missouri; our
frontiers generally, having regard to those who use
the French, Spanish, or other foreign languages, as well as to
those who use the English ; together with any destitute places
in the interior, in which circuits may not yet have been formed,
and where it may be judged important to have efficient mis-

Wtstern

sions.
In a particular manner the Committee solicit the attention of
the Conference to the condition of the Aborigines of our coimtry,
the Indian tribes. American Christians are certainly under peculiar obligations to impart to them the blessings of civilization
and Christian light. That there is no just cause to despair of suc-

—

and pious undertaking, is
demonstrated by the fact that there are already gathered into
church fellowship about sixty members of the Wyandot tribe,
and that a successful mission, under
in the state of Ohio
our direction, is now in operation among them. Why might
not similar success attend other missions amonir other tribes ?
Is the Lord's arm shortened that he cannot save our brothers
of the forest ? or is his ear heavy that He will not hear in their
behalf?
The Government of the United States has manifested a disposition towards the Indians, which may contribute much, not
Ten
only to their civilization, but to their evangelization.
thousand dollars annually have been appropriated by Congress for the establishment of Schools among them. By this
act it is required that the plan of education embrace, for the
cess, through grace, in this charitable

;

boys, in addition to reading, writing, and arithmetic, the pracknowledge of agriculture, and ot such of the mechanic
arts as are suited to the condition of the Indians ; and for the
This your Committee
girls, spinning, weaving, and sewing.
consider a very judicious regulation, and perfectly compatible
with the duties of Missionaries, if men of families, who might
be established among them, as teachers in those Schools, whilst
their wives would assist in the instruction of the girls in their
appropriate departments. The civilization of the Indians, will
promote their evangelization.
Indeed, your Committee are decidedly of opinion, that it is
the rising generation among the Indians, to whom your attention
should be chiefly directed ; and that the institution of schools
among them, on the government plan, and under the government patronage, should be your first care. It will be necessary,
tical
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tlie same time, in the appointment of teachers, to select suitable persons, with a view to the ulterior object of Christian instruction, both to the youth and the adult ; which object, it is
evident, will be greatly promoted by means of a common language ; by the influence which a teacher will have over the
youth ; and by the free access which will be gained, through
This is the course which
them, to their parents and friends.
has been pursued by our missionary brethren of the British
Connexion, in the island of Ceylon, and your Committee believe
with great success.
Several denominations have already availed themselves of
the pioftered aid of Government above mentioned, and have
flourishing schools, of a missionary character, now in operation,

at

among different tribes.
The American board

of Commissioners for foreign missions,
have an establishment of this kind on the Chickamaugah, in the
Cherokee country and another among the Choctaws. At the
first are -^bout one hundred Indian children, and at the second
from forty to sixty. This Board have also directed their attention to the country west oj' the Mississippi ; and an establishment similar to those above named is already in a state of forwardness there. Besides these, branches arc organizing in different parts of the Chenkee and Choctaw countries and measures are in operation to establish two other principal schools,
one for the benefit of the Creeks, and the other for the Chicka;

;

saws.

The Baptist society have a school in Kentucky, at the Great
Crossings, to which fifteen or twenty Indian children have been
and they are about to organize
sent from the Indian country
a school at the Valley Towns, in the Cherokee country.
At Spring-place, in the Cherokee nation, there has been a
school for fourteen years, under the care of the Moravians ;
which is said to have been productive of much good.
The United Foreign Mission Society of New York, are about
organizing a school west of the Mississippi, and also for the benIt is supposed they will go
efit of the emigrant Cherokees.
into operation in the course of this spring and summer.
^
Your Committee had felicitated themselves on the pleasing
and inviting openings for such institutions which had appear-*
ed, particularly among the Wyandots ; of which tribe, many,
through the instrumentality of our missions, have already been
turned from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan
unto God.
But whilst we have been delaying, others have
stepped in. The Agent of that tribe has informed a member of
your Commiltf e, that he has written to the Secretary of War
to place the proportion of the ten thousand dollars per annum,
allowed by Congress, which may be allotted to that agency, a'
:

'
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Committee of Friends, on Indian concerns,
and they have it in contemplation to open three
schools, the ensuing summer, in the said agency.
Your Committee hope not to be understood as expressing
any regret at the zeal of other denominations in so good a cause.
Far from it. The mention of this is intended rather to provoke
ourselves to love, and to good works.
There yet is room.
From the above sketch it will be seen how the spirit of missions is diffusing itself in our country.
It ought to be cherished, and rightly directed.
If we do not cherish it, others will.
It is of God, and will prevail.
Indeed, many of the Indians themselves, bordering on our
improved settlements, are roused to a sense of their deplorable
condition.
With outstretched arms they cry to us and s^y,
*'
Come and help us !" Your Committee believe it a call of
Providence, which should be obeyed. With these views, they
submit the following Resolutions, viz.
Resolved, by the Delegates of the Annual Conferences, in
General Conference assembled,
1st. That this Conference do highly approve of the institution of the Missionary Society, of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, in the city of New York, and, on the rec ommend..tion
of the Managers thereof, do agree to, and adopt the following
the disposal of the
in this city

;

CONSTITUTION,

(viz.)

This Association shall be denominated " The Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church ;"
the object of which is, to enable the several Annual ConferenArticle

1.

ces more effectually to extend their missionary labours throughout the United States, and elsewhere.
Article 2. The business ot this Soci"ty shall be conducted by
a President, thirteen Vice-Presidents, Clerk, Recording and
Corresponding Secretary. Treasurer, and thirty two Managers,
all of whom shall be members of the Methodist Episcopal
The President, first two Vice Presidents. Clerk,
Church.
Secretaries, Treasurer, and the thirty-two Managers, shall be
elected by the Society annually ; and each annual Conference
"shall have the privilege of appointing one Vice President from
its own body.
Article 3. Thirteen members at all meetings of the board of
Managers, and twenty five at all meetings of the Society, shall
be a quorum.
Article 4.

The Board

shall

have authority

to

make by-laws

for regulating its own proceedings, fill up vacancies that may
occur during the year, and shall present a statement of its tr^ms-

actions and funds to the Society at

its

annual meeting

;

and

;
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also lay before the General Conference, a report of its transactions for the four preceding years, and state of its funds.
Article 5 Ordained Ministers of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, whether travelling,' or local, being members of the Society, shall be ex-officio members of the lioard of Managers, and
be entitled to vote in all meetings of the Board.
Article 6. The board of Managers shall hftve authority,
whenever they may deem it expedient and requisite, to procure
Bibles and Testaments for distribution, on such terms as they
may judge most advisable, provided they shall not at any time
apply to this object more than one third of the amount of the
funds received for the current year.
Article 7. Each subscriber paying two dollars annually, shall
be a member; and the payment of twenty dollars atone lime,
shall constitute a member for life.
Article 8. Auxiliary Societies, embracing the same objects
with this, shall, if they request it, be supplied with Bibhs and
Testaments at cost ; provided the same shall not amount to
more than one third the monies received from such Auxiliary
Societies, and that after supplying their own districts with Bibles and Testaments, they shall agree to place their surplus
funds at the disposal of this Society.
Article 9. The annual meeting of the Society shall be held
on the third Monday in April
Article 10. The President, Vice Presidents, Clerk, Secretaries, and Treasurer for the time being, shall be ex-officio
members of the board of Man;<gers.
Article 11. At all meetings of the Society, and of the Board,
the President, or in his absence, the Vice President first on the
list then present, and in the absence of all the Vice Presidents,
such member as shall be apj^ointed by the meeting for that
purpose, shall preside.
Article 12. The minutes of each meeting shall be signed by
the Chairman.
Article 13. The Treasurer of this Society, under the direction of the Board of Managers, shall give information to the
Superintendents annually, or oftener if the Managers judge it
expedient, of the state of the funds, and of the amount for which
drafts may be made thereon, for the Missionary purposes
contemplated by this Constitution ; agreeably to which information the Superintendents shall have authority to draw on the
Treasurer for the same, and to pay over the amount to the Missionary or Missionaries appointed by them, either wholly at
once, or by instalments, at the discretion of the Superintendents
provided the drafts of all the Superintendents together shall
not amount to more than the sum thus authorized to be drawn
for, and that the appropriation for the support of any Mission-

.
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ary or Missionaries shall always be regulated by the rules
which now are or hereafter may be established for the support
of other Itinerant Ministers and Preachers of the Methodist
Episcopal Church ; and provided also that the appropriations
and payments which may be made by the Superintendents under this Article, shall be communicated as soon as practicable
thereafter to the

Board of Managers

for insertion in their an-

nual report.
Article 14. This Constitution shall not be altered but by the
General Conference, on the recommendation of the board of

Manac^ers.

Resolved, &c. 2dly. That

it be, and hereby is, earnestly reAnnual Conferences, to take such measures as they may deem most advisable, for the establishment of
Branch Societies, Auxiliary to the Parent Methodist Missionary Society at New-York, in all convenient and practicable
places within their bounds ; and that it be the duty of the General Superintendents to communicate this recommendation to the
said Conferences, and to use their best endeavours and influence
to have it carried into speedy and general effect.
Resolved, «Sjc. 3dly. That this Conference do fully approve

commended

to all

the

of the plan of education for the civilization of the Indians, required by a Circular, in Conformity with an Act of Congress,
issued from the Department of War, by the Hon. J C. Calhoun, on the 3d of Septemfier, 1 8 9, and by a supplement thereto issued from the same department on the 29th of February
last; and that they do hereby authorize the General Superintendents of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and any others,
ivho, under thfir direction, may be engaged in establishing, organizing, or conducting such school, or schools, to act in conformity therewith.
Resolved, &:c. 4thly. That the Superintendents be, and hereby are, requested to keep in view the selection of a suitable
Missionary station
westwardly or southwestwardly
where a
person may be appointed as soon as they may deem it expedient, to have charge of the Missions, which are or muy be in
that direction, in the absence of the General Superintendents.
Resolved, &c. 5thly. That a more particular and regular attention ought to be paid to the instruction of the destitute souls
in our cities, towns, and country places ; and that the same be,
and is hereby earnestly urtjed on all our l^reachers who may
be appointed to such places respectively; and more especially
in stations, where such instructions may be given with the greatest regularity and effect ; in which good cause the s.ud Preachers are advised and requested, by "all prudent and affectionate
]

—

—
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means, to engage, as far as possible, the aid of our Brethren,
the Local Preachers.
Resolved, &c. 6thly. That this Conference do highly approve of the pious zeal which caused the institution of the Mite
Society of Philadelphia, for promoting Domestic and Foreign
Missions ; that the thanks of this Conference be, and hereby
are, rendered to the said Society for the same, and for their
friendly address to this Conference on the subject ; but that,
having adopted a modified Constitution of a Missionary Society,
to be established in New- York, from the objects of which the
publishing of Bibles has been separated, for the reasons contained in the said Address from Philadelphia, and also on the
recommendation of the Society in New-York, and contemplating
very imjoortant advantages from having the Parent Missionary
Society located where the Book-Concern is conducted, so that
the Editor and General Book-Steward, for the time being, may
always be Treasurer thereof, this General Conference do respectfully and affectionately recommend to the Society in Philadelphia to become Auxiliary to thnt in New- York,
All which is respectfully submittted.

Wm. Ryland,
Baltimore,

May

Chairman.

15, 1820.

BAPTISM or THE TWO CINGALESE YOUNG MEN, FORMERLY PRIESTS
OF BUDHU.
From

Missionar}' Notices, ]\o. 52, for April, 1820.

Extract of a Letter from the Rev. R. Newlon, dated Liverpool,
March 14, 1820.
gladly avail myself of the earliest opportunity of giving you
interesting reliIn the morning of last Lord^s
gious services 1 ever witnessed.
day, March 12, the two young men from Ceylon, late priests of
Budhu, who, during the last eighteen months, have been under
the care and instruction of Dr. Clarke, were, by baptism, reAlthough no previous anceived into the Christian church.
1

some information respecting one of the most

nouncement had been made

to the public, yet, in

consequence

of private intimations circulated among friends, the Biunswick
Having gone through (he orchapel was crowded to excess.
dinary morning service, as prescribed in the Book of Common
Prayer, Dr. Clarke then gave the congregation a circumstantial account of the two strangers who appeai'ed before them ;
their dedication to the temple of Budhu in their early youth,
the rapid progress they made in the languages, learning, and

—
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—

their advancement from the lower
religion of their country ;
their continto the higher order of the Budhist priesthood,

—

—

their beginning to be
ued, and ardent thirst for knowledge,
dissatisfied with their own, and also with that of the Bramunical religion which they examined ; their application to a priest
of Budhu, celebrated for his learning and talents, to know his
opinion of Christianity, who said to them, " The religion of
Budhu is the moon ; Christianity is the sun !''' The Doctor
then remarked on their providentially meeting with a copy of
the New Testament in the Cingalese language, which they carehow much they were struck with the character and
fully read
the
ministry of Jesus Christ, as recorded by the evangelists ;
resolution they formed to abandon their temples with all their
pecuniary resources ; and if possible, to come to England,
where they knew Christianity is professed, and where they expected to see this Divine religion shine in all the effulgence of
The Doctor then noticed their application
its own gloiy.
to Sir Alexander Johnston to take them with him to this countheir arrival in London when the Doctor was in town,
try
his interview with Sir Alexander, and subsequently with our
Missionary Committee, with the circumstances which led to
He then gave an account of
their being confided to his care.
the proficiency they had made in the English language, their
and their progress in Christotal abandonment of heathenism
their desire to
tian knowledge and in Christian experience ;
be baptized, and the hope which they entertained, that on their
return to the East, they might communicate to their countrymen the momentous verities of the religion of Christ. The
Doctor then proceeded to administer the ordinance of holy bapThe
tism according to the form of the Church of England.
elder, at his own particular request, was named Adam Sirrah
:

—

—

—

-

—

—

younger Alexander Dherma
ordinance they were
most affectionately recognized by the Doctor before the congreThey then repaired to the Lord's
gation, as Christian Brethren,
table to receive the memorials of the body and blood of Christ.
We were all deeply affected while " shewing forth the Lord's
death." Indeed the whole service was most solemn and impres-

Goonna Munhi Rathana, and
Rama. Having received the

sive.

"

The power

Many were

the

tears

of the

the

initiatory

Lord was eminently present."

which were shed, and the prayers which

were offered up on the occasion. Lively gratitude for the blesa strong feeling of comsings of the gospel which we enjoy,

—

—

an earnest desire to
perishing heathen,
communicate to them the knowledge of " the common salvaand an ardent hope that the two individuals who had
tion,"
just " made a good profession before many witnesses," might
misseralion for the

—

>
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in promoting this glorious consummation, were
the sentiments in which the whole congregation appeared to indulge.
But you should have been present, you should have
heard, and seen, and felt, as we did, to form any adequate idea

be instrumental

uncommon interest which was excited. 1 have since
conversed with both the young men, and am fully satisfied that
the administration of the outward and visible sign, has been accompanied with the " inward and spiritual grace.''''
of the

The following
of

this

are extracts from a more circumstantial account
solemn service, hj a person present, arrived subsequenllij to Mr. Nev}ton''s communication

After Dr. Claike had, in a solemn and impressive manner,
read the morning service, which served as an excellent preparation for the still more solemn one yet before him
he gave a
short account of these very interesting strangers.
The eldest
was born near Point de Galle, in the island of Ceylon, and was
sent to the celebrated temple of Matura, when about six years
of age, where he received his instruction, not only in his maternal language, but also in the Patois Portuguese, the Pali, the TaHaving passed through the proper
mul, and the Sanscrit.
forms, he became Gannunaxie, or priest, and in process of time
Theerunanxie, or High Priest, and had, previously to his coming to England, been constituted High Priest in the temple of
Doodanahuveh, near Galle. The younger was born near Colombo, in the same island, entered the temple at about (he same
age, went also through the usual forms, and was made Gannunanxie, and was for five years Theerunanxie, previously to his
;

leaving his native country, his family and his gods, and was
High Priest in the same temple with the former ; his mind is also highly cultivated in all the learning of his native country.
They are cousins-german, and are of the second class, called
but these two
the Carava class; the first being the Goigama
classes are so near in point of honour and respect, that they
often mingle in social intercourse, and the several families of
each not unfrequently intermarry; a circumstance peculiar only
to those two classes in the island.
The translation of the New Testament into Cingalese got
into the hands of the two Cingalese, who, having naturally curious and inquiring minds, read it with great care and attention,
and were deeply struck with the character of our blessed Lord ;
and from his history were led to contemplate Him as the most
wise and benevolent of Beings.
Their attention thus roused,
they inquired and sought deeper still into the truths of our holy
religion ; and in proportion to their inquiry, so was their reliance in their belief of Budhooism shaken.
Siill. however, ihev
;

Vol.

Ill,

30

;
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could not see, for they mutually examined and perused this
Testament together, how they could, without
subjecting themselves to privations and hardships, make any
profession of their growing attachment to Christianity while in
their own temple ; but the desire to know it yet more fully induced them to wish to visit that happy country where they knew
it was the established religion, and of which they had formed
the highest conceptions.
Hearing that Sir A. Johnston was
about to return to Europe on account of his lady's ill health,
they agreed to request him to allow them to accompany him to
England. Previously to this they had no personal acquaintance
with that gentleman, but they knew the philanthrophy and excellence of his character ; they saw the interest he took in the
amelioration of the civil condition of their country
they knew
him as the first establisher of our noble English trial by Jury in
Ceylon, and the pains he had himself taken to acquire a knowledge of the Tamul language, in order to the impartial administration of justice.
To this gentleman they went ; he treated
them with his known politeness and tenderness, but could not,
upon their explanation of their wishes, find any motive sufficiently powerful to justify him in taking the proposed step, knowing but little of the men ; he therefore refused. Again and again they urged him, but he as constantly refused to grant them
their request.
After the ship which was to convey Sir A.
Johnston and his family was under weigh, these two priests, undaunted in their resolution even by such great obstacles, put ofl['
in a boat and joined the vessel, without having had an opportunity of bidding adieu to their parents and friends.
They
found, however, a kind reception from Sir A. J. who protected
them on their voyage from all insult, supplied their wants, but at
the same time put their resolution and sincerity to the strongest proof.
He took care to pay them no particular respect
they ate of the most homely fare, and slept on a mat, &ic. All
this they did without one complaint, so great was their thirst
for spiritual instruction, going in quest of a religion of which
they knew so little, and yet were willing for its sake to relinquish their honours, glebe lands, parents, and country.
But
previously to this, 1 should have remarked, added the Doctor, that upon their coming away, they consulted an old and
very learned priest, concerning his opinion relative to the comparative merits of Budhooism and Christianity, from whom (hey
received this singular answer: addressing Dherma, who had
proposed the question, he said, " Oh Dherma, the religion of
Budhoo is the moon, but the religion of Jesus is the sun."
Dr. Clarke having stated the circumstances of their arrival in
England, and their being placed under his care by the Missionary Coaimittec. described the difficulty he found in conveying
translation of our

;
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They knew no English, nor indeed any
oiher European tongue, and he was unacquainted with Cingalese or Tamul, and as to the Patois Portuguese, which they knew,
it was so different from the genuine Portuguese, that they could
not understand the latter when either spoken or read.
Dr. C. next spoke of the ardent application of the young
men to their studies, and the depth and extent of their proficiency.
In reading, they had gone beyond what could at all
have been expected for the time, and can read, and in general
understand the Bible and Testament. Though they had previously known nothing of writing, (their own being a sort of
engraving, with a steel point upon the talipot leaf,) yet they
can now write well in English, and have gone through a general course of common arithmelic, and have acquired a good notion of the principles of Geography and Astronomy.
In religious matters, he said their improvement had been
Of the grand principles of the Christian Religion they
great.
instruction to them.

have a clear and accurate knowledge. From idolatry and all its
concomitants, they are completely saved, and believe most conTheir fascientiously the whole system of Divine Revelation.
vourite doctrine of Metempsychosis or Transmigration oi Souls,
ihey have totally abandoned ; and the Doctor stated, that he
firmly believed that they had not remaining the slightest vestige of their ancient religious prejudices, nor the slightest doubt
concerning the Truth of Christianity,
He farther observed, that their hearts as well as their heads,
had experienced a powerful change they loved prayer and the
reading of the Holy Scriptures, and often experienced gracious
influences of the Divine Spirit on their minds ; though frequently they were cast down respecting their religious state ;
and especially at their supposed slow advances in religious
knowledge and feeling ; deploring the sinfulness of their own
hearts, of which God seemed to have given them a clear discovery ; leading them into all the chambers of the house of magery, and shewing them the idols set up in the heart against
Ezekiel viii. 7
10.
the worship of the true God.
Dr. Clarke then observed, that they had long and earnestly
desired to be received into the Christian Church by baptism ;
into the nature and end of which he had taken care to give
them the fullest instructions, in order that he might be satisfied
that they clearly understood the whole.
Having spoken pretty much at large concerning these foreigners, the Doctor then adverted to the doctrine of Christian baptism.
After he had, on this highly important topic, dwelt for
a considerable length, he left the desk, and came to the font
where the Priests were standing, and immediately gave out the
hymn beginning thus j
;
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When

he came

MEN..

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
la solema power come down."

to the following lines,

" See these sinful worms of earth,
Bless to them the cleansing dood,"

&:c.

he laid bis hands upon their heads ; when they were iramediately melted into tears, and the whole congregation appeared,
by the eagerness of their attention, and their death-like stillness, to feel as if the power of the Highest was indeed overshadowing them.
Dr. Clarke then proceeded regularly through the whole service for the Baptism of Adults ; to the respective questions in
which the young men, though deeply affected, made answer
clearly, and distinctly, and with much animation.
This done,
they both kneeled down, and were baptised in the Name of the
Holy Trinity. The eldest by computation, now about twentynine years of age, earnestly requested to have the name of his
Christian instructor prefixed to his own ; and was accordingly
baptized Adam Sirrah Goano Munhi Rathana. The youngest,
now twenty-seven years of age, wishing to take the name of
his patron, the Honorable Sir Alexander Johnston, was^ bap-

Alexander Dherma Rama.
then most earnestly and affectionately commended them to the prayers of the congregation ^ that not only the
Divine presence might influence and bless them, but that' God
would have them in his holy care and keeping during their approaching voyage, taking them in safety and peace to their destined place
but also protect and support them under all the difficulties and trials which, as Christians, and so peculiarly circumstanced as they were, they would necessarily experience
and every heart in the congregation, I believe, was immediately lifted up most fervently to God on their behalf.
Having concluded the service, Dr. Clarke took each of them
by the hand, saying " By this ba))tism administered to you in
the Name of the most holy Trinity, and by the suffrages of this
congregation, I admit you into the Christian Church."
During the principal part of this service, there were few, if
any, of the many hundreds assembled, who were not in tears.
The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper was then administered
to them, and to many hundreds of persons by Dr. Clarke and Mr.
Newton.
I have
since heard that Alexander Dherma Rama, who,
through fear of death, had been subject to bondage, had, during
ihis service, his fear taken entirely away
O! said he, " I not
fear to die now
if I die, I go straight to'the kingdom of God."
tized

The Doctor

;

:.

•'

;
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Rathana, upon his returning to his room, prostraand spent a long time in prayer and

ted himself on the floor,
praise.

Thus ended a service which to me and to many will be had in
everlasting remembrance, and with it a scene I can never again
hope to witness ; had you no other fruit of your Missionary
exertions than the conversion of these two Priests, you would
most unquestionably have reason to laud and magnify God, who
it into your hearts and those of your brethren to send
Missionaries to the island of Ceylon.
thus put

The following is an extract from the journal of Mr. Newstead, of Ceylon, taken from the Missionary Notices, No.
61, for March, 1820.
ACCOUNT OF THE CONVERSION AND BAPTISM OF A YOUNG
HEATHEN OF CEYLON.

March 15. This morning, at our English service, a heathen,
about 28 years old, was received into the Christian Church, by
At
the ordinance of baptism, and named Cornelius Robert.
his own request he gave the following statement of his experience, and of the reasons which induced him to wish for baptism
That his parents and family, with himself, were all heathens, i. c. professed Budhists, and consequently ignorant of
every thing relative to Christianity. That about two years
ago, a Christian School was established in his village (Tempelee,)
and sometime after the catechist master sent him an order to assemble all the people in his village, both Heathens and Christians (so called) to hear preaching j he himself also attendedj
and while hearing the sermon, was " trying in his mind to understand it," he immediately felt struck with the goodness of the
He then strove to compare all he
things which he was hearing.
:

knew

of the religion of

Budhu with

the Christian religion,

and

examined, he could find " neither beginning nor
Budhism but all was " confusion," so that he could find

said, that as he

end" to
" no reason for it." On the contrary, the Christian religion
seemed to " shiae to him as the full moon," he seemed as if
" before he was quite dark within, and as if sudden light was darted into his mind." From that time, he began to read the
Christian Scriptures in the Cingalese language, and to pray to
the Christian's God, and to see more and more that he was a
sinner against God," and only could be saved through Jesus
Christ, the Saviour of the world, as taught in the Holy Scrip;
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earnestly desired baptism from that time : " Not,"
he thought that alone would save his soul,'^ for
to be saved through the faith which God should give
him, in his son Jesus Christ; only he wished in this Christian
way to be received into the Christian Church, and be acknowledged, and looked upon as a Christian. He hoped, he said, that
no one would think he took this step to be capable of any office,
or place, or honour, or any worldly motive whatever, (a thing very
common with the Cingalese who use Christian ordinances as a
stepping stone, or ladder of preferment or gain.) but only in the
way of saving his soul, and confessing Christianity." All this he
said, through the interpreter, with the utmost clearness and composure, and with much apparent devotion in his looks and deHe also gave several very consistent and proper
portment.
answers to the questions proposed to him. Amongst which he
declared his solemn belief in the Divinity and Atonement of our
Lord Jesus his power and willingness to save all the human
Again, that one part of his
race, and particularly himself.
strong conviction of the duty of being a Christian, afterwards arose from comparing the lives and conduct of Heathens
and Christians ; that he saw the heathens living almost as the
beasts, while those who were taught in the Christian religion,
were in all things far better. Again, that he believed, though he
so much wished to be baptized, that if God should call him to die
before he was baptized, he should be saved without it, if he had
which faith he believed, would
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ
save him, though he felt himself to be a sinner before God. As
he kneeled down to be baptized, he was evidently much affected,
and his first act on rising was to lift his hands and eyes, and utOne who
ter loud praises to God, regardless of all around.
stood near him, rcmaiked that he afterwards looked round him
on the congregation with the most altered smile of satisfaction,
as if he would say " I rejoice that I am no longer shut out from
laid particular
you." After a short address to him, in which
stress on the example he should present to his village as a Christian, from his own remark relative to the difference he had observed between Heathens and Christians, I presented to him a
new Cingalese Testament, with his new Christian name inscribed
tures.

He

he said, "
he looked

tiiat

;

;

1^

I

With the whole of
with which he was greatly pleased.
not but be highly gratified, and
I could
deeply affected, and was powerfully reminded by several parOn
ticulars in it, of Acts x. 34, 35, and of Rom. ii. 14, 15.
both of which parts of Holy Writ, this circumstance is surely
an affecting and lively comment. " For I say unto you, that
God is able of these stones, to raise up children unto Abraham."
This man is now one of our native schoolmasters.
in

it,

this

interesting affair,
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ACCOUNT OF THE WORK OF GOD

IN CHILLICOTHE.
Chillicothe,

May

3, 102O.

REV. AND DEAR BROTHER,
I SIT down, agreeably to your request, to perform the
pleasing task of giving you a brief account of the present state
of religion in our Church in this borough, and more particularly
of the progress of the work of God within the last few months.
You will recollect that I communicated to you, about a year
since, an account of the great revival of religion during the
winter of 1818
19, which was published in the Methodist
Magazine, for June, 1819. That period forms quite an epoch
In the summer of 1818, it
in the history of our Society here.
consisted of about one hundred members ; and in less than one
year there were added about three hundred and twenty new members ! The Society has continued in a flourishing state since
that time ; an unusually large proportion of the new members
(most of whom were young persons) remaining " Stedfast in the
faith, giving glory to God;" and exemplifying in their lives
and conversation the sincerity of their profession and the genuineness of their piety.
It has pleased God, in the riches of his goodness and mercy, to visit us again with an outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
During the last winter, an increased solemnity and attention in
the public worship of God, was very apparent.
In the month
of February a few cases of convictions and conversions occurred, and a few added to the church.
In March the work of Divine Grace became more apparent, and considerably increased.
The altar was often crowded with mourners, crying to God for
mercy ; and at almost every meeting, some were made partakers of justifying grace.
Many who had remained impenitent
throughout the great revival last year, were now cut to the
heart, and brought to cry out, " What must I do to be saved ?"
The Divine Presence, as in the former revival, rested upon the
assembly at most meetings for public worship and on some occasions to such a degree as to cause sinners to tremble, while
the people of God rejoiced exceedingly.
The number who
joined themselves to the church that month was very considerable.
You will, I am sure, recollect with pleasure the quarterly
meeting which you held with us on the 2nd of April. On that
day, twenty-two members were added to the church.
The
whole number of new members received, during the months
of March and April, is u})wards oi ffty ; one half at least of
this number have experienced the efficacy of the gospel o:

—
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"the power of God to salvation, to those who
The work of Grace still continues ; though not in
believe."
Precious souls are still brought
that degree it did in March.
to the " knowledge of the truth ;" and there is much reason to
be encouraged at the prospect of the returns of the " times of
Christ, in being

refreshing from the presence of the Lord."
There is one or two cases of the power of Divine Grace,
in this revival which may be worthy of particular notice.
The

man who had been sometime employed

in finishing our newMeeting-house, together with bis family and all his hands who
were at work on the Meeting-house, have embraced religion,
and been brought to experience its efficacy to the joy of their
souls.
They are all very steady and good men, and will doubtless be ornaments to their profession.
Another case which I
will mention, is somewhat similar,— Brother
's partner
(Mr.
.) and, with the exception of one, all the hands
employed in their shop, who were not previously professors of

L——

M

religion, have been made the happy subjects of redeeming
grace, and joined themselves to the church
making in this one
Mechanic's shop, about a dozen witnesses for Jesus I
"
the Lord's doings, and they are marvellous in
These are
are truly a highly favoured people.
our eyes."
The
Lord has " turned again our captivity •," He has " enlarged our
borders and strengthened our stakes ;" " He hath put our feet
upon a rock, and established our goings
and he hath put a
new song in our mouths, even praises unto our God."

—

We

•,

AH hail the power of Jesus name

and

let

!

us all
Join

in tlie

universal song-,
of all.

And crown him Lord
I

remain,

my

dear, and

much esteemed
Yours,

brother,

Sic.

Samuel Williams*
Rev. John Collin?^

:
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THE WISE STUDENT, AND CHRISTIAN PREACHER.

A SERMON,
Preached at Broad-Mead, August 28, 1780: being the day of the Annual
Meeting of the Bristol Education SociKTy.

BY JOHN RYLAND,

A.

M.

—

iNTRonucTtoN. I do Dot address myself this day to my honoured fathers
and brethren in the ministry here present; I have need to be taught of
them, and will freely at all times sit at their feet for instruction. I do not immediately address myself to the congregation before me my highest ambition
is to be useful to you, my dear young friends, who are Students in this httle
seminary of Religion and Learning. I have known what it is to be in your
and if I can drop a few hints for your use, it
situation, or rather below you
will finally terminate in the satisfaction and honour of the elder ministers now
present, and likewise in the edification of the Christian people of this and many
other churches of Christ.
;

;

1

Timothy

iv. 15,

— " Give thyself

zoholly

to them.''''

The

things in my text, if tak^n in a limited sense, refer to
the wise instructions the Apostle had given to his son Timothy, in the preceding part of the epistle ; hut considered in a
more extensive view, we may take in the whole of divine Reveall

and the whole work of the Christian ministry.
on this passage of Scripture, Give thyself wholly
them, or, as the original expresses it, Be in them j 1 propose
shew
I. What is requisite to our being in the things of God, which

lation,

In treating

to

to

are he;-e referred to.
The hindrances and opposites to being in them*
!!.
III. What is included in being
them*
Vol. III.
31

m
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IV. The glorious advantages and pleasures of such a state of
mind.
I,
What is requisite to our being in the things of God which
are here referred to.
And above all thinj^s in the world, regeneration, or a divine change in all the powers and affections of
the soul, is essentially necessary ; and without which, it is impossible to be iri the great things of God.
Regeneration is the infusion of divine life into the soul ; without it we are spiritually dead ; and a dead man will never give
himself wholly to the things of God.
Life is a state of active
existence ; animal life is the motion of the blood ; rational life is
the operation of the understanding, and a capacity of receiving
ideas of truth spiritual life is divinely active existence arising
from the agency of the Spirit of God on the soul, it is the motion
of God in the creature, as conversion is the motion of the creature to God
this life is the union of the soul with God, hence
arises an activity in the undf rstanding to discern the beauty of
God ; an activity in the will, to choose God as the purest good ;
an activity in the conscience to fear God ; an activity in the memory to recollect God ; an activity in the passions to admire and
love God, and delight in his perfections ; and this divine activity
How is
is unbounded in its hatred of sin and love to holiness.
it possible for any man who is totally destitute of this divine life,
to relish the glorious discoveries of divine Revelation ? Regeneand
ration is an impression of the image of God on the soul
how can a man be pleased with the display of the moral perfections of God in the Scriptures, who hath no correspondent
impression of the wisdom and goodness, the holiness and justice
of the divine Nature on his own heart? Regeneration is the
inscription of the divine law on the soul and conscience, it includes a spiritual perception of the vast extent of the law, a cordial approbation of the purity and beauty of the law, an ardent
inclination to obey the law, and a sweet joy when we exercise
;

:

:

that obedience in

when
with

it

feels

itself

any decree

itself fall

when

it

to the holy will of

can

the soul always dislikes itself
:
short in obedience; and it is pleased
in itself

feel

any measure of conformity-

God.

is a divine change in the conceptions, choice,
a man that is born again has new
of the soul
conceptions of God and of himself, he hath new views of sin and
holiness, new conceptions of Christ and the blessed Spirit, new
prospects of the world and time, of life and death, heaven and
he hath a new choice of God lor his eternal portion, and
hell
a new bent and determination of his will for Christ and holiness ;
he has new affections towards good and evil in all their circumstances as present or absent ; he loves all moral good, and hates
all moral evil ; he pursues the one, and flies from the other, with

Regeneration

and

aflections

:

:
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great eagerness and vivacity ; he has new hopes and new fears,
new joys and new sorrows, new anger at himself and sin, new
gratitude to God for his great salvation.
Now, my dear brethren, is it possible for any man to ^ive himself wholly to the
things of God, and the work of the ministry, before this divine
change is passed upon his heart ? Can a blind m.in delight in
colours? Can a deaf man take pleasure in the most charming
music ? Can a dead man relish the sweets of a feast, or delight
in the sublime conversation of wise and worthy men ? And how
then can you expect a man under the power of a carnal mind,
and full of pride and enmity against Christ, to delight in the glorious discoveries of the Gospel ? Our Divine Master has deterthis by an immutable decree, " Ye must be born again ;
except a man be born again, he cannot enter, nay, he cannot

mined

see the
flesh,

kingdom of God," John

cannot please God,"

Rom.

iii.

viii.

"

They

the
imholiness

that are in

" Without

faith

it is

please God," Heb. xi.
"And without
no man shall to eternity see God, so as to be happy in him,"
Heb. xii. 14. This blessed work of regeneration will always shew itself in persons called by God to the Christian ministry, in these four ways
Love to Christ a sound taste for
true divinity
a spirit of prayer and tender compassion for
possible to

;

—

immortal souls.

—

—

—

1. Love to Christ.
Love to Christ consists in a vast esteem
of his worth, and boundless admiration of his inlinite perfections,
attended with sincere love to him, and fervent gratitude for his
blessings. Love implies a spiritual understanding, or a conception of clear and just ideas of him, a sense of interest in his
heart, and a forcible inclination of the will to him considered as
the supreme God ; this will profluce a lively emotion of the
purest passions towards him as the supreme truth and beauty.
In Christ there is every possible excellence to feed the passioa
of love, and raise it to the utmost force and fire God the Father
determined in the constitution of the person of Christ, to furnish
out an object that should infinitely exceed the warmest love of
men and angels ; an object that should exhaust and distance all
created powers and affections; an object that should exceed all
others, and be absolutely unrivalled and unparalleled to eterIn the person of Christ you see the lowest humility and
nity.
infinite glory, the sweetest meekness and infinite majesty, the
deepest reverence of God, and yet full equality with God in all
divine perfections : you see in him patience under the worst of
evils, and yet he was worthy of all possible good : an exceeding
great spirit of the most humble obedience and supreme dominperfect resignation to the divine will, and absolute
ion over all
sovereignty over heaven, earth and hell : extreme poverty and
:

—
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reliance on God for a crumb of bread, joined with all- sufficiency
for ten thousand worlds.
In the actions of Christ, you see the most amazing humiliation
and divine glory: love to God in the hijrhest exertions, and at
He apthe same moment the utmost love to God's enemies.
peared most zealous for God's justice, and yet suffered most
awfully from justice he displayed the most illustrious holiness;
and yet was treated as the most guilty man that ever lived in the
:

world he was dealt with as most unworthy, and yet was never
more worthy than when he sweat blood in the garden, and died
on the cross he suffered most extremely from those very persons
and when he was most of
to whom he shewed the greatest love
all in the power of his enemies, he then gained the most glorious
:

:

:

—

This is the glorious person who is
victory over his enemies.
the supreme object of your love and is he not worthy of your
utmost esteem, your ardent desire, your strongest good- will, and
your most intense delight ? This is the great God-man who
ought to be the end of all your studies, the end and matter of
all your sermons, and the end of your life and existence for time
and eternity. Another fruit of regeneration will always be,
The only true divinity, is
2. A sound taste for true divinity.
that which humbles the sinner, and brings him deep into the
dust before God. " I am nothing," says the ^^reatest of all mere
men, 2 Cor. xii. " Less than the least," Eph. iii. 8. At the
same time, divine Revelation exalts Christ above nil creatures
and worlds, it speaks strong consolation to every distressed sinner, and promotes holiness in the most effectual and glorious
manner. And you may be as sure as you are of your own existence, that all sermons and writings of a theological kind, which
have any tendency to pufi'up the soul with a vain pride, to degrade the Redeemer to a mere man, or any way eclipse his supreme divinity, to distress convinced sinners, to deprave the divine law, to lessen the evil of sin, and give us sliiht thoughts of
the commission of the least iniquity : you may be sure that
these are not the truths of God, but the inventions and errors of
men. Because God has purposed to stain the pride of all flesh,
(Isa. xxiii.) and has eternally decreed, that no flesh shall glory
:

in his presence, 1 Cor. i. 30
sound taste in true divinity,

includes a clear knowledge of
the beauty and haraiony of the doctrines of the g05]:)el, with
power to receive pleasure from every beautiful discovery of God
the Bible is the standard of religious
in the holy Scriptures
taste : and it is of the utmost importance for a student or a
preacher to form a good taste very early in life : this true taste
is a fund of perpetual pleasures to ourselves, and it hath the
happiest tendency to produce and cherish the same excellent

A

:

quality

amongst our people and the churches of Christ,

1

re-
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it prevail in any degree, and wish to see it flourish
more than ever amongst all the worthy preachers of the gospel.
I trust, my dear young friends, that you will more than ever
cultivate and cherish an exquisite senso of the beautiful and good

joicc to see

objects in the Bible, and that you will take plrasur^^ in all the
lovely t^radaiions of beauty, revealed in the Scriptures of God ;
and at the same time 1 wish you may have 3 lively and keen disgust 5t the deformity of vice, and the infinite ugliness of sin :
Sirs, what a reviving pleasure is it to see in our s'icred Bi-

O

!

great ideas, bursting from the conceptions and
God, expressed in every kind of style that can
please and astonish the soul, and rouse the passions of the heart,
to the most rational and manly devotion to God, and zeal for
ble

new and

affections of

his glory in the world

excels

all

And what

!

Surely,

my

the eloquence of mortal

friends. Scripture

eloquence

men and immortal

angels!

your studies lo see
fresh trood appearing daily in the Scriptures, to determine and
fix your will for God, whilst new beauties open upon your transported souls, to firo and fix your affections Another effect of
a pleasure

must

it

be

to

you

in

!

regeneration will inevitably be,
3. A spirit of fervent prayer.

Prayer is the darting out of
whole soul to God in one grand pathetic desire. In right
prayer, our understanding, will, and affections approach to God,
and enter into a lively converse with his divine perfections shinIn right prayer we are forced to feel
ing on us through Christ.
our entire dependance on the Lord Jesus for acceptance with
God, and we equally feel our dependance on the Holy Spirit
Prayer imfor real assistance in all our approaches to God.
proves our rational powers, harmonizes and sweetens our best
affections, calms the conscience, and brightens the imagination.
Prayer makes all the graces of the Holy Spirit to flourish in the
soul ; it strengthens the personal and divine graces, and the
Christian and the social graces thrive and grow in the exercise
Prayer invigorates gracious habits, and excites
of prayer.
Prayer sends us to our studies with serene joy,
gracious acts.
and cheerful hope of success in all things.
My dear younsr students, nothing can be done without prayer ^
no vital religion in the soul tan fjrosper without prayer, no stuNot even the study
dies in divinity can flourish without prayer.
and attainment of human sciences can be happily prosecuted
without prayer. Dr. Doddridge used frrquently to observe,
Uiat he never advanced well in human learning without prayer,
and that he always made the most proficiency in his studies
when he prayed with the greatest frequency and fervour.
Depend upon it, my friends, there never was, there never
will be, a usetul and honourable minister of the gospel without
The effectual in- wrought prayer of a
constant fervent prayer.

the
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Another fruit of
righteous student availeth much, James v. 16.
regeneration will always be,
That man who
4. A tender compassion for immortal souls.
hath no deep and serious sense of the worth of his own soul, will
never have any just conviction of the infinite worth of the souls
of mankind, and consequently he has no right or fitness to be a
Student of Divinity, or a Minister of religion : he will be a
trifling, worthless creature, and cannot be otherwise than ^n infamous character in the church of God. Above all things, my
dear young friends, study the worth of the souL and the dignity
of Christ ; these ever ought to be the prime objftots of your most
fixed attention.
The ORIGIN of the soul shews its immortality ; it came from
God, he is the Father of spirits, it is the breath of God, and
who dares to say that the breath of God is mortal, or dying and
perishing breath!
The NATURE of the soul evinces its immortality. It is a spirit,
an invisible and immaterial substance, endued with life and
action : the great Creator of all souls declares there is a spirit in
man. Job xxxii. 8. and that a spirit has not flesh and bones, i. e.
It is God that
it is not a material substance, Luke xxiv. 39.
formeth the spirit of man within him, Zech. xii. 1. And the
spirituality and activity of the soul resemble God the Fathe^
of spirits, Heb.

xii.

The amazing powers

of the soul evince

its

immortality.

The

UNDERSTANDING cau couccive of the eternity and infinite perfections of God, which no creature below man can do in the least
degree the soul has a capacity to take in ideas of all things in
heaven, earth, and hell, and can fly back to eternity before the
:

creation ; and roll down into eternity and all its amazing wonders when time shall be no more.
The soul has an infinite thirst after knowledge and if a
learned man could absolutely master all the sciences, he would
sit down famished, and weep bitterly, and wish to have ten thousand more worlds of science yei to conquer. Nothing but the
boundless perfections of God can satisfy the immortal soul of
-,

man!

The WILL, in its objects and actions, equally with the underIts object is
standing, shews the soul of man to be immortal.
The actions
good, universal good, pure good, immortal good.
of the will are boundless, and can never come to any rest but in
God, the supreme eternal good. The amazing dominion of the
soul over the body, resembles the vast dominion of God over the
whole universe ; and the actions of the will are often most vigorous and strong when the body is in a deep consumption, or in
the very agonies of death

proclaim

man immortaL

5

these objects and actions of the will

—

—
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Man

a partner with the Deity,
In that high attribute, immortal life:
gaze, and as I gaze my mouoting soul
Catches strange fire, Eternity, at thee."
1

Young.

The grandeur

of the passions evinces the immortality of the
Admiration points at a great and unlimited object, the
boundless and wonderful God. Love has for its object an infinite and eternal beauty and good.
The proper object of our
hatred is sin, an infinite evil, and our hatred is infinite.
Our
hopes and fears point to an eternity of good and evil our joys
wish to be eternal
and even the sorrows of a guilty sinner
point out an hereafter, and intimate eternity to man.
In truth, every thing in God and his works proclaims the imsoul.

;

:

mortality of the soul. The magnificent structure of the universe ;
the boundless space, the amazing magnitude of the heavenly
bodies, their rapid motions, the succession of day and night, the
revolutions of nature in the seasons of the year, the gradations of
life from a worm to an angel, the astonishing works of genius,
the prodigious labours of art and strength all round the globe,
proclaim that immortals have been here.
The moral perfections of God, his promises of eternal life to
believers, and his threatenings of eternal death to the wicked, all
But in the death of Christy
declare the immortality of the soul.
considered as a price, a sacrifice, a punishment, you have
brighter views of the worth and immortality of the soul than can
be exhibited in the light of heaven or the flames of hell. Here
you see the eternal Son of God incarnate, rolled in dust and
blood in the garden, surrounded with darkness and the curse of
God on the cross, that we might rise into the highest heavens,
and dwell to eternity in the bosom of infinite love.
Let all these considerations, with a thousand more that pour
in on our astonished minds, excite us to imitate the Lord Jesus
and his blessed apostles, in the tenderest compassion for immorWell did the Redeemer assert, that the profit of the
tal souls.
whole world would not compensate for the loss of one soul.
"What can a man give in exchange for his soul?" Matt. xvi. 2G.
The eternal damnation and misery of one soul, is a matter of
greater importance, and big with greater and more terrible
events, than the temporal destruction and misery of all the inhabitants in the city of Bristol, for ten thousand ages.
Because
there will come up a point, an instant in eternity, when that one
soul will have suffered as much pain and misery as all the inhabitants of Bristol would suffer in ten thousand ages.
Therefore, the sufferings and misery of one soul to eternity, for that
will still be before it, will be greater than the temporal suffering? of a whole city, or th&n the whole world v:ould suffer h:
ten thousand ages.

—
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Let us awake, then, my dear young brethren, to the care of
own souls, as the one thing needful ; and let us cherish the
strongest and tenderest love and compassion to the souls of men.
Let us study and pray, and labour for souls let all our pursuits
of learning and knowledge terminate in the glory of Christ and
Read Dr. Young's amazing
the salvation of precious souls.
Thoughts on the Immortality of the Soul, Night 6 and 7. Mr,
Flavel's Treatise on the Soul ; and Dr. Gill, on the Immortality
Beverley on the Soul,
of the Soul. Body of Divinity, Vol. 2.
and the celebrated Andrew Baxter's Treatise on the Immortality
We now
of the Soul. This book triumphs over all opposition.
proceed to consider,
II. The hindrances and opposites to our being in the things
These are pride, sensuof God, and the work of the ministry.
ality, idleness, imprudence, an eagerness for vain disputation,
scepticism and lukewarmness,
our

:

—

—

Pride is a high thought of self, a violent thirst for
1. Pride.
A
applause, attended with a scornful contempt of other men.
young man that thinks more highly of himself than he ought to
think, (Rom. xii.) whilst he continues in that distempered state
of mind, never will be a wise and successful student of divinity.
Pride will make him think slightly and scornfully of his tutors.
Pride will stop his ears against the wisest lectures in the world.
Pride will shut his eyes to the most beautiful truths that ever
were proposed by God or man. Pride will make him scorn to
Pride will dreadsit at our divine Master's feet to learn his will.
fully offend the Spirit; and if he is affronted and grieved, all
All the men upon
success in the study of divinity is at an end.
earth, and all the angels in heaven can never make a young
man wise, if he despises the teachings of the Spirit of God.
The Holy Spirit has a most amazing dignity and delicacy in his
whole manner of instructing souls, and he expects we should
A
treat him with mfinitc veneration, delight and gratitude.
novice is in great danger of pride, and of falling into the snare
and condemnation of the devil, 1 Tim. iii. 6. In a word, pride
renders a man quite unlike the humble Jesus, and it is the first
and blackest feature of the devil on the soul. There never was
a great and good, and useful preacher ; there never will be one
in the church of Christ, that indulges and cherishes the disgustful and detestable sin of pride
Under this word I include all intemperance
2. Sensuality.
and luxury in meats and drinks ; all impurity, or every species
Intemperance in
of fleshy lusts which war against the soul.
food, and insobriety in drinking, are sad enemies to the clear,
cool, and regular operations of reason, and most wretchedly
spoil all attempts for the improvement of the mind in human
learning and the liberal sciences ; much more do these lusts un!

.!

!
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for the contemplation of the sublime truths of the
fit the soul
A young man who is a slave to his belly, is a poor
gospel.
low creature ; he can never rise to any thing useful or honoura-

ble in

life.

"The

highest heaven of his pursuit,
equal with the brute."

Is to live

Watts.

Impurity or unchastity is the most dreadful enemy to our
all unchaste passions and appetites take away the heart
;
and spirit of a man ; they darken our understanding ; debauch
our reason ; and pervert all great and generous pursuits. A
young man in the fever of lust is no more fit to study the Scriptures, and preach the gospel, than a man that is mad with a
raging fever in his brain, or a lunatic in Be-llam.
When I consider how many students and preachers have
fallen by the sin of unchastity, I could wish to weep in tears of
My dear young
blood, and drown this Bible with my tears.
friends, let me exhort you to preserve the dignity of your bodies ;
preserve the utmost chastity of body, soul, and imagination;
always remember that chastity in a student and a preacher, is
absolutely as essential to our honour and usefulness, as chastity
And it is impossible, 1 say, it is utterly impossiin a virgin.
ever to be a successful and worthy
ble, for any man
Oh
preacher, without being entirely, and for ever chaste.
Sirs, remember that one unclean action may stab your honour,
and ruin your importance and usefulness for life.
Our great Master, who knows our frame, knew what he said
when he cautioned his own disciples " Take heed, and beware,
lest your heart be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness,"
Luke xxi. 34. "Flee youthful lusts," 2 Tim. ii. 22. "Abstain
from fleshly lusts, which war against the soul," 1 Pet. ii. 1 1
Ostervald against Uncleanness, to which is annexed, an admirable Discourse on the Dignity of Chastity, is a book of admirable use.
To which I could add Dr. Evans on Purity, and
Mr. Henry's Sermon against Uncleanness, with Dr. Watts'
most pungent and alarming Poem against lewdness, in his misMy great concern for your honour and
cellaneous Thoughts.
happiness, is the reason why 1 am so earnest on this head of my
discourse
and let me close with this remark, that the Spirit of
God loves a chaste soul, and he never will dwell in a lustful
souls

:

:

heart

Laziness conLaziness, or indolence of body and mind.
in sauntering about, and doing nothing at all, or in doing things that have no respect or tendency to our main end in
life ; and it is hard to say which is worst, to do nothing, or to
do nothing to good purpose. A lazy student will make a mean
and worthless minister ; and a worthless insipid preacher will be
3.

sists

Vol.

II

L

3<2
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a contemptible wretch in the eyes of all wise men : he will be
despised by the judicious part of his audience ; yea, the most
ignorant part of his people will despise him; and he will soon
become a vagabond, and the burden and plague of the churches
of Christ.
It is a matter of eternal importance for a student, or a young
mini- ter, to know how to employ every part of his time in so^
discreet and advantageous a manner, as to preserve his health ot*
body and cheerfulness of mind, and to make all his various studies subservient to his grand end, the glory of Christ, and the

happiness of souls.
4, Inij'rudence, is another sad hindrance to our being in the
things of God,
Prudence consists in proposing the very best end, and in using
Imprudence is the reverse of
the best means to attain that end.
this, it consists in proposing a wrong end, or in using unfit
means to attain a right one ; the height of folly or imprudence
appears in neglecting both means and end : a man that uses
wrong means to attain a right end is half z. fool ; but a man that
uses bad means to attain a bad end, or neglects both right means

and a right end, is z finished fool.
Prudence will guard us from those

foolish actions

which hurt

our temper, our studies, our character and usefulness. I will
just mention a few instances of imprudence which persons in
your situation are very liable to fall into, unless the most resoSuch are night studies.
lute prudence guard you against them.
Dr. Owen used to say he would give all the knowledge he had
gained by sitting up at night studies for a good ^hare of health
Dr. Watts laments his error of the
in the last years of his life.
same kind in his Sermon on Prudence. Mr. Hervey ruined his
constitution by night studies, and langui^ihed out his days under
Mr. Toplady evidently destroyed his
the greatest weakness.
fine health, and brought on speedy death at thirty-eight years of
age, by a most imprudent pursuit of knowledge, oftentimes for
whole nights. One of your predecessors in this seminary, Mr.
Thomas Williams, a man of the first-rate powers, killed himself
I once asked Dr.
at the age of twenty- three, by night studies.
Gill by what means and methods he attained such vast degrees
of learning ? He replied, " I never took any extraordinary methods in my life, I always went to bed and rose as other people
do." I wish you may all be so wise as to imitate his example.
I am ashamed to mention the folly of beginning courtships in
there is so much nonsense in it, it is
the course of your studies
so disgraceful to your character, and so injurious to your attention, that I hope no young man will be guilty of it.
An 27/ choice of books, and buying too many books, is anothei
I believe
instance of imprudence which you are very liable to.
:
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most frequently committed. The only way to
and a firm guard over yourself, with a disThis will excite you to seek the
trust of your own judgment.
advice of your tutors, and to abide by that advice which if you
do, you will save yourselves from a great deal of vain expense
and repentance in future life.
I must pass by the imprudence of a silly curiosity of knowing
the secrets of families, and a gossipping, tatlling humour of tellI
will only
ing all you know of those persons and families.
mention Mr. Brine's just remark,
this error is the

avoid

it is

resolution,

;

"

A silent tongue is a sign of a wise head."

The maxims
and

in

self for

The

of prudence in Dr. Cotton Mather's Manuductio,
Solomon's Proverb have been of unspeakable use to my-

more than

thirty years past.

last instance

of imprudence

I

shall

mention

is,

the neg-

book every mornifig.
Prayer without this will not be well performed; and if we think
that any other good book will do as well, we shall find ourselves
God is a most
mistaken, and smart for our folly all the day.
jealous Being; he loves his own book above ten thour;aMd worlds:
he sees whether we prefer his volume above all other books.
He looks keenly on our temper and practice and if we, in our
great wisdom, think it more for our interest to read other books,
he silently resents our conduct, and will, as a kind Father,
chastise us for our folly, by withholding success from our
studies most commonly for the whole of that day.
5. An eagerness for vain disputation on every occasion. This
lect of reading the Bible as the very first

;

itch for disputing flows from pride, or a high conceit of our own
superiority over others in wit and parts : this temper makes a
young man contemptible and odious, but it will never make him
lovely to others or happy in himself.
I am a friend to honest free-thinking, or the right use of our
understanding in the inquiry after truth ; but a violent love for
disputing is not the way to attain truth ; this is to be done by
patient attention, and a resolution to search for evidence, and

submit to it as fast as it shall rise. Mr. Locke, on the Conduct
of the Understanding, Dr. Watts' Improvement of the Mind,
and Mr. Boswell's Method of Study, are excellent books to direct a young man in his inquiries after truth.

Above all things, my friends, never indulge for one moment,
a spirit of levity and frothiness in disputing about the tremendous truths of divine Revelation this is little better than an
atheistical spirit, and has been followed with awful consequences : you had better die than indulge such an ungodly temper and practice.
:

—
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I put these two together,
6. Scepticism and lukewarmness.
because the former always produces and cherishes the latter.
Scepticism is a distempered state of the understanding, by which
a man is inclined to doubt of the most important and interesting
truth.i.
A doubt is a suspension of thought, and a propensity
to withhold the assent of the mind to any truth ; this very much
arises fiom pride, darkness, and enmity, and therefore should
be considered and abhorred as the sickness or moral disease of
the soul
the best remedy against it is fervent prayer, and an
honest love of truth, with a firm resolution to pursue it to our
:

death.
it is bad
is always the effect of scepticism
growing from a veiy bad root. Lukewarmness is a sad indifference of heart to religion under a formal profession of it.
This is the prevailing sin in the congregations of Protestant
Dissenters in the present day.
Let me exhort you to avoid it
as the plague and poison of your souls ; for it will be so far from
doing you any good, that it will be sure to do you much hurt,
and put your mind quite out of a proper disposition to pursue
and attain the truth.

Lukewarmness

:

fruit

(To be Continued.)

liiogYaphy
To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine,

Dear Brethren,
As a tribute of respect for departed worth, I present you
with an imperfect sketch of the character and death of oui highly respected friend, Dr. Loudon, for insertion in the Magazine.
Yours with high esteem,
William Ross.
Troy,

May

18, 1820.

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE AND DEATH OF DR. LOUDON, OF
TROY, NEW-YORK.

Dr. John Loudon, late
He was born in

Ireland.

trim and parish of

of the city of Troy, was a native of
the year 1760, in the county of An-

Dungor.
Nothing remarkable occurs in the history of his life till about
the 17th year of his age.
It was then that he became peculiarly impressed with the importance of religion, which afterwards
he made the principal study and business of his life.
At that early age he joined the Presbyterian Church, of
which he continued a member for many years.

—
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He landed in
the year 1792.
there a short lime, came up the
river, calling at diffeient places on his way, till finally he arrived at this place, where he established himself in business as a

He came to this country in
New- York, and after remaining

physician.

Here also he attached himself to the Presbyterian Church,
and he continued a circumspect, zealous, and useful member, until convinced it was his duty to enter into another apartment of
the building of God.
That he was viewed as a man of piety,
and as one qualified to be useful by ihe large and respectable
Presbyterian congregation

appear by

in this city, is

made

sufficiently to

him a Lay Elder, which office he
sometime, always evincing his unconquerable at-

their constituting

sustained for

tachment to the interests of Christ.
At length, however, according to his own declaration, he
found a more excellent way.
Considering the discipline of the Presbyterian Church defective, and being particularly opposed to the doctrines of Calvinism, however nicely they might be touched by the Hopkinsian pencil, in the year 1810, he became a member of our
church in Troy. This step he seems to have taken, upon mature consideration.
The reasons he assigned for it, togeih^ir
with the communications he made to Dr. Coe, his former pastor, and to the various committees appointed to wait on him at
the time, all conspire to evince this.
1 now have before me
the reasons, and the substance of the communications now alluded to, from which it may be necessary to make some extracts,
not because they will be new, in regard to doctrine, to readers
in general, but because they are calculated to show in what a
clear and perspicuous light he viewed the grand doctrines of

the gospel.
He says in one of his communications to the Presbyterian
Society
" I beg your attention for a few moments, while I address
you as the congregation of this Church. By your appointment,
I have had the honour of holding the office of Elder among you.

now resign that office to you, because I cannot in conscience
hold the doctrines which are taught in this church, and which
are supported by the Session in general.
In the first place,
they say God directs by his sovereign agency all things.
To
this I reply ;
Though God is the author of every good and perfect gift, yet he neither determines nor directs the sins of any of
his creatures.
Because all sin being a trangression of the law
or will of God, and therefore displeasing to Him, it never could
be the result of divine agency. In the second place, they hold
that God, in the dispensation of his grace, through Jesus Christ,
gives too kinds of grace, the one sovereign and special, and
I
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To this I answer, " The grace of God
the Other common.
which bringeth salvation hath appeared unto all men."" There
are not two kinds of grace, one real, and the other counterfeit,
but there is but one kind. It may differ in degree, but not in
quality, " A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump."
They
say in the third place, That having received this special grace,
they never can fall from it, nor make shipwreck of their faith.
In answer to this, I would refer you to all the cautions and admonitions given to the church. If they that despised Moses"*
law, died without mercy, under two or three xoitnesses, of how
much sorer punishment suppose ye shall he be thought worthy,
who hath trodden under foot the Son of God, and counted
the blood of the covenant wherewith he was sanctified an unholy thing, and hath done despite to the Spirit of grace. ^^
After having stated the foregoing reasons for dissolving his
connection with the Presbyterians, still keeping the same ideas
" To differ in some speculative points in reliin view, he says,
gion has been common in all periods of the church but for members of the same church, to differ in the first and most essential
And when this
principles of religion, has not been so common.
has been the case, but few have been possessed of integrity or
ability sufficient to show wherein and how far they differed from
each other. Notwithstanding I may not be fully qualified for this
task, yet 1 believe an attempt of the kind to be a duty which I
owe to the glory and truth of God. We differ in the first place
in regard to the being and perfections of God, ihe first princiFrom the revelation which God has made
ple of all religion.
of himself to me, I think it my duty to worship him as the sum
of all moral and divine perfection ; as a being infinite in power, wisdom and righteousness, truth, holiness, goodness, and
mercy. And as a being whose nature is love, and who, as a
high expression of his love, sent his Son to save a lost world.
and
I believe with Paul, that all being dead, one died for all ;
also that every one that believeth in him that died for all, shall
Now God has commandnot perish, but have everlasting liie.
ed all men to believe ^ and therefore I infer that he has given
ability to all to believe ; and in my opinion, to say otherwise is
Likewise to say that
to impeach his justice and goodness.

—

;

common

grace, or only sufficient grace to conhe gives to the elect only
sovereign or special grace, which they cannot misapply, or
misimprove, makes him to be a respecter of persons, in direct
opposition to the holy scriptures. And if it be said that though
God calls upon all men to repent and believe, yet he secretly
determines that they shall not obey the call, and that this determination may take effect, withholds the necessary grace, then my
reply is, this doctrine impeaches the truth of God, and is contrary to the express declaration and oath of him, " Who will

God

gives to

demn them

all

for misapplication, while
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all men to be saved, and who has no pleasure in the death
But say you, If God wills the salvation of all
of sinners."
men, then all will be saved, for who can resist His will ? To
which I reply, What will be the ground of condemnation to
infidels, in the day of Judgment ? Will it not be their having, in
opposition to the most solemn injunction of the Almighty, voluntarily rejected the mercy of God in Jesus Christ ; and will
not their guilty consciences then rise in testimony against them,
inasmuch as they will stand self-condemaed before their Judge?
No apology then on account of the decrees of God or of Adam's
No excuse on the ground that God mocked them with
sin.
common grace, when special was necessary. Nay, "every mouth
v/ill be stopped, and all will become guilty before God."
He
continues by saying, " I infer from the harmony of the divine
perfections, that the God of infinite Justice, never required an
act of obedience from any of his creatures, without giving or
promising them power to perform that act. You say, he bids
the dead live, the lame walk, and the blind to see, without giving them life, strength, or light.
say the. reprobate (such
1
is every impenilent person) rejects these gifts, and in so doing
he damns himself. And I would also suggest, that although the
Almighty knew from the beginning, that he would do so, yet
that knowledge, far from being the cau?e of his reprobation, is
to be considered merely as the foresight of the enmity of the
Again, the uncertainty of the fruitcarnal mind against God.
fulness of grace in the hearts of men, does not arise from the
quality of the grace which is given, but from the manner in
which that grace is received and improved. God sows good
seed, but it is the enemy that sows tares ; God gives no counterfeit talents ; but in order that such as he does give, may result
in the salvation of the soul, they must be improved according to
his designs."
He reasons upon the possibility of final apostacy as follows
"God's providence, in preserving the scriptures, and guarding
them from the errors and innovations of men 5 as well as the
history of religion from the earliest period of the church, are
proofs which combine with the almost innumerable admonitions
and warnings of Christ and the Apostles, to show that, not only
the exercise of grace on the part of God, but also vigilance and
faithfulness on the part of men, are necessary in order that they
may escape perdition, and obtain the kingdom of God. And
for want of that vigilance and faithfulness now alluded to,
men who are in the favour of God, may nevertheless become
unfruitful in the knowledge and love of God, and perish forever.
Believers, as branches in Christ, the true vine, may not only become unfruitful ; but in consequence of their unfruitfulness will
be separated from Christ, and become fuel for the burning.

have

—

—

(To be continued.)
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BLASPHEMY AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST-

FROM THE ENGLISH METHODIST MAGAZINE.

To

the Editor

of

the

Methodist Magazine.

following explanation of the blasphemy against the Holy
Ghost, extracted from a discourse professedly written on the
subject by the late learned and orthodox Dr. Waterland, if
favoured with a place in your Miscellany, will, I doubt not, be
highly acceptable to your intelligent readers.

The

" The blasphemy against the Holy Ghost

shall not

be forgiven."
Matt.

xii.

31.

I am to examine what the sin or blasphemy against the Holy
Ghost means, and wherein it precisely consists. I say sin or
blasphemy, because some call it the sin against the Holy Ghost,
though Scripture itself never calls it any thing but blasphemy ;
which is worth observing. For from thence we may be assured,
that this sin ought to be reckoned among the sins of speech,
among the offences of the tongue. All the sins which men com-

mit are reducible to three heads, as being in thought, in word,
or in deed : now, the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost can
properly be referred to the second only of the three now mentioned ; it lies in words, is committed by speaking, and particularly by evil-speaking ; by reviling and defaming thtf Holy SpiIt is called, in the 32d verse, speaking against the
rit of God.
Holy Ghost, And by St. Mark, it appears that the sin consisted
in something which the pharisees said ; for it is there remarked
as the sum and substance of the guilt they were chargeable with,
And it is
that they said of Jesus, He hath an unclean spirit.
farther observable, that our blessed Lord, in the close of his discourse upon that occasion, pronounces thus "• Every idle word
that men speak, they shall give an account thereof in the day of
judgment." Idle words here mean malicious, or impious expressions ; alluding still to the main subject of his discourse, the
spiteful and opprobrious words which the pharisees had impi:

To be short then,
ously thrown out against the Spirit of God.
the sin, or blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, was the belying,
slandering, or reviUng the Divine Spirit by which our Lord
wrought his miracles, ascribing them to the devil.
There may be, and there have been several offences committed against the Holy Ghost, which yet do not amount to the
blasphemy against him specified in the text. There is such a
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the Holy Spirit, and quenching the Spirit,
refuse to hearken to his counsels, to follow his mo»
tions, or to obey his calls : but this is not blaspheming him.
There is also what St. Stephen calls resisting the Holy Ghost,
which is opposing him with an high hand, and rebelling against
ithing as grieving

when men

him, and is a very heavy sin and yet neither is that the same
with blaspheming and slandering him, which is what those pharisees were guilty of. Ananias and Sapphira grievously aifronted
the Holy Ghost in telling him a lie, either pi-esuming on his ignorance as not knowing it, or upon his patience as if he should
have connived at it ; but yet, that was not so bad as what the
pharisees did in ascribing his works to the devil. The malicious
telling a lie of him, to defame and slander him^ was a more heinous offence than telling a lie to him, under a weak and foolish
persuasion.
There is also another way of affronting the Holy
Ghost, by villifying his operations ; which yet cotnes not up to
the sin of the text. Upon the day of Pentecost, when the disciples, full of the Holy Ghost, began to speak " with other tongues
as the Spirit gave them utterance," there were some standing by,
who mocking, said, "These men are full of new wine," villifying
the operations of the Spirit, as the effects of drunkenness : but
the men who said it, said it perhaps wantonly or ignorantly,
rather than spitefully and maliciously.
They might not know
that the disciples really spake with other longues ; but being
themselves unacquainted with (he languages then spoken, they
took them all to be jargon, such as men might utter under some
disorder of mind, occasioned by either wine, or by frenzy. But
the pharisees who are charged with being guilty of blaspheming
the Holy Ghost, very well knew what they had seen done, could
not be accounted for in a natural way ; and yet such was their
spleen and rage against the Gospel, that they chose rather to
i-mpute the miracles of our Lord to the devil, than to acknowledge the Divine hand, which was so visible in them, that they
themselves could not but see it, had they been at all disposed
:

to

it.

may here also mention Simon Magus, as a person who very
highly affronted the Uoiy Ghost, when he oftered money for the
purchasing his miraculous gifts. But neither was that any such
direct blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, as the text mentions
for he had some respect and veneration for the miracles he saw
wrought, and for the author of them
and was very far from imputing them to the assistance of the devil.
The blasphemy against the Holy Ghost was something worse
still than any ihing 1 have yet mentioned : it was defaming the
Holy Spirit of God, and God himself, under the execrable name
o{ Beelzebub ; it was reviling, and that knoiinngly and desperately^
I

:

:
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In this, as I conceive,
the divine works, as diabolical operations.
and in this precisely consisted that blasphemy, which shall never
t»e forgiven, the sin against the Holy Ghost,

The Mltibutes

ot

God

Tiis^la^eSl.

Extractedfrom Palei/s Jfalural Theology.

OF THE MUSCLES.

Muscles, with their tendons, are the instruments by which
h will be our business to point
animal motion is performed,
out instances in which, and properties with respect to which, the
disposition of these muscles is as strictly mechanical, as that of
the wires and strings of a puppet.
1. We may observe, what I believe is universal, an exact
relation between the joint and the muscles which move it.
Whatever motion the joint, by its mechanical motion, is capable
of performing, that motion, the annexed muscles, by their posiFor example ; if there be, as at
tion, are capable of producing.
the knee and elbow, a hinge-joint ca})able of motion only in the
same plane, the leaders, as they are called, i e, muscular tendons,
are placed in directions paiallel to the bone, so as, by the contraction or relaxation of the muscles to which they belong, (o
produce that motion, and no other. It' these joints were capable
of a freer motion, there are no muscles to produce it. AVhereas,
at the shoulder and the hip, where the ball and socket joint
allows, by its construction, of a rotatory or sweeping motion, tendons are placed in such a position, and pull in such a direction,
as to produce the motion of which the joint admits. For instance,
the sartorious or tailor's muscle, rising from the spine, running
diagonally across the thigh, and twking hold of the inside of die
bone of the leg, a little below the knee, enables us, by its con-

throw one leg and thigh over the other; giving effect,
time, to the ball and socket joint of the hip, and the
There is, as we have seen, a specific
hinge-joint at the knee.
mechanism in the bones, for the rotatory of the head and hands
there is, also, in the oblique direction of the n)uscles, belonging to
them, a specific provision for the putting this mechanism of ihe
The oblique
bones, in action. And mark the consent oi uses
muscles would have been inefficient, without that particular articulation ; that particular articulation would have been lost, without the oblique muscles. It may be proper, however, to observej

traction, to
at the

same

;
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wilh respect to the head^ although I think it does not vary the
case, that its oblique motions and inclinations are often motions
in a diagonal, produced by the joint action of the muscles lying in
straight directions.
But whether the pull be single or combined,
the articulation is always such, as to be capable of obeying the
action of the muscles. The oblique muscles attached to the head,
are likewise so disposed, as to be capable of steadying the globe,
as well as of moving it.
The head of a new-born infant, is often
obliged to be filleitedup.
After death, the head drops and rolls
in every direction ; so that it is by the equilibre of the muscles,
by the aid of a considerable and equipollent muscular force in
constant exertion, that the head maintains its erect posture.
The muscles here supply what would otherwise be a great defect
in the articulation: for thejuniiu the neck, although admirably
adapted to the motion of the head, is insufficient for its support.
It is not only by the means of a most curious structure of the
bones that a man turns his head, but by virtue of an additional
muscular power, that he holds it up.
As another example of what we are illustrating, viz. conformity of use between the bones and the muscles, it has been observed of the diflerent vertebrae, that their processes are exactly proportioned to the quantity of motion which the other bones
allow of, and which the respective muscles are capable of producing.
Its force is exerted in
2. A muscle acts only by contraction.
no other way. When the exertion ceases, it relaxes itself, that
returns by relaxation, to its former state ; but without
it
is,
energy. This is the nature of the muscular fibre ; and being so,
it is evident that the reciprocal energetic motion of the limbs, by
which we mean motion wilh force iii <jpposite directions, can only
be produced by the instrumeniality of opposite or antagonist
muscles ; of flexors and extensors answering to each other. For
instance, the biceps and brachiaeus intenius, muscles ])laced in
the front part of the upper -.irn, by liieir contraction bend the
elbow : and wilh such a degree ot force, as the case requires, or
Tne relaxation of these muscles, after
the strength admits of.
For the
the effort, would merely let the fore arm drop down.
back stroke, therefore, and that the aim ma) not only bend at
the elbow, but also extend and straighten itself, with force,
other muscles, the longus atiu bievi? brachiaeus exlernus, and
the anconaeus, placed on the hinder part of the arms, by their
contractile twitch, ftch back liie fore-arm into a straight line
with the cubit, wilh no le-s force tnan thai with which it was
bent out of it
The same thing obiains in all the limbs, and in
every moveable part of the body. A finger is not bent and
straightened, without tne contraction of two muscles taking place.
It is evident, therefore, mat the animal functions require that
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particular disposition of the muscles which we describe by the
name of antagonist muscles. And they are accordingly so disposed. Every muscle is provided with an adversary. They
act like two sawyers in a pit, by an opposite pull : and nothing
surely can more strongly indicate design, and attention to an
end, than their being thus stationed, than this collocation.
The
nature of the muscular fibre being what it is, the purposes of the

animal could be answered by no other. And not only the capafor motion, but the aspect and symmetry of the body is
preserved by the muscles being marshalled according to this
order, e. g. the mouth is holden in the middle of the face, and
its angles kept in a state of exact correspondency, by two
muscles drawing against, and balancing each other.
In a
hemiphlegia, when the muscle on one side is weakened, the
muscle on the other side draws the mouth awry.
city

(To be Continued.)

AN ACCOUNT OF A STORM.

A LETTER TO THE REV. DAVID
SHARP,

We

were travelling in a deep and narrow valley, not far from
Ohio river. The mutterings of distant thunder had occasionWe came to the foot
ally filled our ears, for some time before.
The ascent was
of the hill, more properly, a small mountain.
pretty steep, but the height was not very great.
The mountain
the

rising before us, covered the cloud from our view, excepting
the broken columns which floated before the tempest.
be-

We

ascend the mountain slowly ; but not without some apprehension, that the storm would approach us, before our arriThis apprehenval at a farm house, which was not far distant.
sion, at last, induced us to increase our speed.
Coming suddenly to the top of the mountain, from whence nature presented an awful prospect, the mind seemed to be arrested under
an overwhelming impression, and lost in astonishment. At
this moment, a few drops of rain fell,
and gave us notice, that it was time to prepare, by putting on our outside
But
garments, for the onset of the approaching storm.
)fore
we could effect this object, the rain broke upon us with such
so that my wife, who
violence, that we were wet to the skin
had an infant in her arms, did not put on hers, but wrapped our
babe in it. The wind blew with great violence ; the rain fell
in torrents ; the lightnings flamed incessantly around us ; while
the thunder, peal quickly succeeding peal, kept up an uninterrupted ro'ir. The trees were in fearful commotion, bending
and breaking, and th^ir branches falling on every side, Wha*

gan

to

—
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still more frightful, was, the day seemed to
be turned into night. The thickness of the clouds which seemed
to roll upon the earth, and the torrents of rain mixed with a
large quantity of leaves torn from the trees, obstructed our view
beyond a few rods. So fearful was the scene, that our beasts
refused to go, and turned themselves away from the violence of

rendered the scene

the tempest.

—

But we were safe for our God rode on the wings of the
him with
I adored
wind, and directed the fury of the storm.
rapture.
A flood of heavenly bliss descended into my soul,
I was ready to shout aloud,
while the rain fell upon my body.
when I beheld the power and majesty of Jehovah, manifested
in such awfully sublime operations of nature, while I felt the
From the bursting lightoverflowings of his love in my heart.
nings on every hand, and the falling timber on every side, we
could but sensibly discover, that our mortal existence was hung
Death appeared to be at hand, ready to
in awful suspense.
But this only incieased
close his jaws upon us in a moment.
the rapture of my soul.
On the righteousness of my Redeemer,
my heart reposed in the sweetest peace. I would have embraced death with extacy, under the assurance of resting eter-

God.
At such a moment, how valuable is religion. Its truth and
That reexcellence appear in all their beauty and splendour.
ligion which exists, not in floating notions of the brain, but in
the power of God in the heart, is worth more than thousands of
nally in

worlds.
After a short time the storm abated ; and we arrived in safety
at the house of a hospitable farmer, grateful for the protection
of Providence, and resigned to the divine will, with respect to
the time and manner of our removal to a better world.

C
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From the English Metliodist MagazineA SHORT MEMOIR OP MRS. HUNT, LATE OF SALISBURY.

The interest we feel in reading biographical memoirs, varies
kind and degree, according to the various subjects whose lives
are recorded.
The accounts of some so abound with accident,
and paint the vicissitudes of the world in such striking colours,
that we arc drawn as by enchantment through every line of their
history and regret at the close that it should end so soon, everi
in
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see nothing in the persons themselves which we particularly admire. Ttie lives of others, whose outward circumstances
have not been marked by the marvellous, or uncommon, forcibly
display the power of genius and application, and shew us what

when we

amazing

effects

may be produced by

the solitary

and unaided

In others, we behold the transoperations of individual minds.
cendent efficacy of divine grace, subduing and irradicating the
habits of depravity, infusing the noblest principles of piety and
benevolence, and seizing on every faculty to promote the service
and glory of God. The sentiments and feelings excited by a
contemplation of such different characters, cannot be of the same
order they must necessarily differ : but to every serious reader,
the biography of the Christian will afford infinitely greater
charms than a narrative of adventures, or a monument to genius.
But Christian biography itself includes a wide variety. Some
of its subjects claim our attention on account of the distinguished
stations they held in the church, and the eminent talents with
which they were entrusted others, for their flaming zeal, and
astonishing success in religious enterprize ; others for their extraordinary trials and afflictions and others, for their early commencement, steady progress, and constant perseverance in the
path of life. Persons of this last description, are worthy of peculiar honour, in however a humble sphere in life they may have
moved ; because they bore the burden and heat of the day, and
did not grow weary in well-doing, " but continued steadfast and
unmoveablc, always abounding in the work of the Lord." Their
example is a lesson to all. li teaches the young to remember
their Creator in the morning of iheir days ; it teaches the middle-aged to cleave to God, through all the fatigues, anxieties,
and engagements of life; and it teaches the old to pursue their
way with unremitting diligence, and increasing celerity.
In this class we must reckon the subject of this memoir, Mrs,
Barbara Hunt, who, for 63 years, was a consistent and exem-

—

;

;

She was born at Salisplaiy member of the Methodist soriety.
At two years of age, she lost her father,
bury, in the year 1736.
but it was her happiness that her surviving parent was a truly
pious woman, who offered up many prayers in her behalf, and
instructed her infant mind in the knowledge of the truth. Hence
it is not astonishing, that she was a subject of serious impressions
She did not, however, act the decided part,
at a very early age.
till about her fourteenth year, when she began to make religion
her one concern and having given herself to the Lord, she also
gave herself to his people, by the will of God ; and joined the
Methodist society, a step which she never regretted, but on
which she often reflected with pleasure and gratitude. This, it
must be confessed, was ati hcroical undertaking for a child, at a
time when the society was very small, and composed chiefly of a
•,
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few old persons, who were the butt of derision and contempt to
all the city.
Indeed, they had lo pass through a scene of fierce
persecution, and were often obliged to fly from the ungodly rabble
The misconduct of Mi . Hall,
as with their lives in their hands.
(Mr. Wesley's brother-in-law,) afforded the children of darkness
an occasion of triumph, and encouraged them to commit many
outrages on the poor Meihodifts, who were loaded with infamy
and insults on his account. But all this was insufficient to inSie felt the need of salvation, and
timidate our departed friend.
was resolved, on no account, to omit any of the appointed means
of obtaining it; one of wl.ich she judged was that ofChri>tian
fellowship,

in spite, therefoi-e, of all opposition, she cleaved to

God, and his people, and cheerfully went forth to Jesus, without
the camp, bearing his reproach.
It is much to be lamemed, that, in the present day, when the
cross of uniting with a Christian church is exceedingly light, so
many, wi;io profess a concern for religion, should be so reluctant
The flimsy, futile objections which they bring
to take it. up.
forward to excuse themselves, only serve to [trove, that the
" world's dread laugh," tne frowns and sneers of mortals, weigh
more with them than all thai is desirable in the lavour of God,
Let such blush with dcsei'ved shame,
or dreadful in his curse.
while they behold the magnanimity of a child bidding defiance
to the scorn and haired ol the wctrld.
From a conversation which I had with Mrs. Hunt, a few
months since, I am inclined to think she was about three years
seeking redemption, before she experienced a sense of pardon.
Her joy then was unspeakable and full of glory; and as she was
of a very cheerful and gentle disposition, religion appeared in

Throughout the remaining part
her -' all lovely and serene."
of her life, she generally posse.«sed a consciousness of the divine
favour ; and, as she used to ex|)ress herself, she enjoyed renewed manifestations of the love of God very frequently. Being
asked by a preacher, when renewing her ticket, if she had ever
known the pardon of her sins, she replied, "Yes, hundreds of
She was aware that past experience, however genuine,
limes !"
is no ground of dependance, and that we should bring matters to
the present, in judging of our state before God.
In 1761, she removed from Salisbury to Bradford, Wilts. At
parting from her christian friends, with whom she had often taken
sweet counsel, she was greatly affected. She and they shed
tears of reciprocal aflection over each other, prayed together,
and sung, with great emotion, the following verse

—

:

Saviour, who know'st the hearts of men,
And rul'stthem as it seems tliee good,
Regard a broken-hearted train
Pour down the balsam of thy lilood
That while we part, and fainting cry,
" farewell !" our bearts mav feel thee nigh,
;

;
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This painfully pleasi;ig period she never afterwards forgot, but
She
often mentioned it with sentiments of thankfulness and joy.
till she became acquainted with Mr. Richard
she was united in marriage, November 1, 1767.
Soon after this, she returned with her husband to her native
place, where she continued till the day of her death.
As her family began to increase, she was called to pass through
a variety of difficulties, and she sensibly felt, that " man is born
She drank deeply and
to trouble, as the sparks fly upward."
Indeed, her trials for
frequently of the bitter cup of aifliction.
many years, were of such a peculiarly distressing kind, that her
grace must have been exercised to the uttermost, to bear up under them. But while in the world she had tribulation, in Christ
She was
she enjoyed that peace which passeth understanding.
July 31, 1780,
often indulged with extraordinary consolations.
she writes thus, " O the peace and joy I have fell in believing
such as my tongue can never express !" She here alludes to a
remarkable manifestation of God's presence and love, which she
said so transported her, that, like the great apostle, she scarcely
knew for two or three days whether she was in or out of the

lived at Biadford

Hunt, to

whom

—

!

body.

She was particularly fond of singing hymns

suitable to her ex-

perience.
In the midst of her sorrows, one thing afforded her unspeakable pleasure, namely, the conversion of many of her children to
God. Several of them being united to partners who truly love
and fear God ; and having large families who were likely to tread
in their parents' steps, it is not to be wond* red at, that a heart
pious and affectionate as hers, should frequently exult with joy
on their account. Doubtless, her fervent intercessions were
daily presented to the throne of grace, for her dear offspring ; the
prevalence and efficacy of which, many of them happily realize.
may every request on their behalf be granted And when this
short Memoir meets the eyes of her grandchildren, may they
recollect her early piety, and be solicitous to obtain an equal,
may they think of her manay, a superior degree themselves
ternal advice, and strive to follow it ; and, above all, may they
remember her earnest prayers for their salvation, and wait for
!"
the answer, by cleaving to Christ " with full purpose of heart
For upwards of 60 years this Israelite indeed steadily proceeded in her Christian course. Though often called to sustain
(he most poignant afflictions, there was an equanimity, and even
a cheerfulness of mind manifested in them all, which fully evinced
that her religion not only improved the comforts of life, but

O

I

—

softened

its

rigours

;

and practically

illustrated the

paradox of

" as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing."
Had Mrs. Hunt
been called to move in any of the higher walks of life, where
St. Paul,

!

;
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greater publicity would have been given to her excellencies, she
would, doubtless, have appeared an exalted character, " a burning and a shining light."
But her intrinsic worth was the same,
though hidden in a great measure from the public eye. In her
own sphere, (which, though not extensive, was respectable,) she

shone with uncommon lustre.
For about four years previous to her dissolution, she appeared
The last
to be making rapid progress in her Christian course.
time I conversed with her, she informed me, that about three
years ago, when many were seeking that perfect love which casteth out fear, she was strongly drawn out in prayer for this great
blessing; and that after some time she obtained it, and could
joyfully say, from experience, " that the blood of Jesus Christ
cleanseth from all sin."
From this time her earthly tabernacle was more evidently
sinking into decay; and several times she expected its immediate
At one of these
dissolution, through severe attacks of illness.
seasons, about two years ago, she was greatly favoured with
divine consolations, and had a delightful prospect of the glory
reserved for her in heaven.
July 14, 1813, though very weak in body, she joyfully sung a
lively hymn with one of her nieces, and at the close of it, said
that she should soon be singing the praises of God in heaven. It
appears that she had some presentiment of her death at that time,
for the next day she was taken ill with a violent sickness, and
loss of appetite, the effects of which terminated her mortal existence.
But while her body was falling into ruin, her soul was
Her hope in the covenant of grace was
divinely supported.
strong, her expressions were heavenly, and she ardently longed
Jesus, she said would
to be with her Saviour in a belter world.
At another time, she triumphantly
soon take her to himself.
repeated the following verse
:

The
1

My

promis'd

now

Ian;],

from Pisgab's top,

rejoice to see

hope

is full,

O blessed hope

!

Of immortality
July 21, the day previous to her departure, her pain became
extreme and the adversary of souls was permitted, for a season,
A near relative,
to take advantage from it to harrass her mind.
who was in the habit of conversing and praying with her in times
of affliction, inquired how she was? She replied, that -she could
neither live nor die, and that her mind was dark and gloomy.
She was desired to look to the Rock of Ages, and told, that "at
evpn-tide it should be light." Prayer was also made to the Lord
for her, that her pains might be mitigated, and that he might
Vol. III.
34
:

;
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appear as " the strength of her heart, and her portion for ever."
gracious answer was sent, and she became tranquil and composed.
The next morning, the same relative had somf^ pleasing
and profitable conversation with her, read the xcth Psalm, and
prayed. The Sun of Righteousness arose and shone resplendenlly on her soul, and she sensibly felt that God was indeed her sup" O, (said she,) what an unworthy
port and her Covenant-God.
creature I" then p^^used,— and shortly repeated again, "What
an unworthy creature but Jesus died lor me !" A few moments
after, she said, that through her bodily weakness she could not
say much to her friends, but she knew that her life was hid with
Christ in God.
Some one remarked, that as that was the case,
When Christ, her life, should appear: she also would appear with
him in glory. At this she seemed to be lost in a rapture of joy.
About ten o'clock, being visited by one of her near neighbours,
who met in the same class with her, she said, " It is almost over,
it is almost at an end
O that the Lord would release me, and
take me to himself! Come, Lord
come, come quickly !"

A

!

!

!

Stretching out her hands, she exclaimed, " O how glad should I
be, to clap my glad wings and tower away
1 will trust in the
Lord Jehovah, for in him is everlasting strength. All my hope,
and all my confidence is in the Lord Jehovah." Death now
made rapid advances ; but she continued in the same happy
state, smiling, and speaking of her future felicity, with the utmost
composure and recollection. Being raised upon her pillow, one
dear mother, do you find Christ
of her daughters said,
precious to your soul now .^" She answered, as well as she could
articulate, " Yes, Yes.'''
These were her last words, and in less
than half an hour after, she fell asleep in Jesus, without a struggle or a groan, July, 22, 1813.
Mrs. Hunt's character may be summed up in a few words. In
her sentiments, she was clear and evangelical ; in her temper,
gentle, cheerful, and serene ; and in her conduct, consistent,
irreproachable, and exemplary.
As a child, she was dutiful
as a wife, she did her husband good and not evil all her days ; as
a mother, she was tender and affectionate ; and as a Christian,
she was simple, circumspect, and diligent.
In short, " Whatsoever things were true, honest, just, pure, lovely, or of good
report," she not only thought of, but as she had opportunity,
diligently prictised these things— May her surviving partner,
her descendants, and all who read this Memoir, follow her as she
followed Christ Amen.
!

"My

—

!

—

.
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THE DOCTRINE OP FUTURE PUNISHMENT CONSIDERED.
(Concluded from page 217.)

The Mosaic

—

Cor. x. 11. ra TE^») rwy aiwvwy xa tw
come. ' Here it 'evidently means
Dr. A. Clarke.
the whole duration of the Mosaic oeconomy.'
Heb. ix. ^26. £Tt o-vvTEXfja 7u> cnuiywv, in the end ol the world
7riacv,

dispensation.

1

the ends ot the world are

—

The last
Whitby.
*

—

The present world. Matt, xxviii. 20.
unto the end of the world,

Rom. xii. 2. tw «»a)vt tstw. Be
To God. Rom. 25. os ta-nv

—

who

Dr.

of the three celebrated ages of the world.'

i.

ew; th? o-uvTEXsia?

ra

ajwyes.

not conformed to this world.
(vXoynroi;

tj?

t«5 r^iuvx^,

The Crea-

blessed for ever.
So tlien, according to the assertion
of the universalist translator of the New-Testament, God must

tor,

is

Rom. xvi.
commandment

kxt' c'lrnxyny tu Kimiov @(ov ,

26.
of the everlasting God.

Jesus Christ.

— Rev.

i.

18.

^<u» 6*/*» e*j

How

far re-

According

to the

Query.

cease to exist, or cease to be blessed.
moved is this from blasphemy ?

touj a»wva5

toiv ajoivwy.

lam

alive forevermore.

Heb. xiii. 8. xa* e*j tou? «j«ya<:, Jesus Christ the same yester'
day, and to-day, and forever.
In my opinion this is to be understood q/'<Ae nature, rather than of the doctrine of Christ, especially as O'wuTo?, the phrase here used, is that by which the
immutability of the Son is expressed: Heb. i. 12. But thou art
I avTo? the sarne.^
Macknight in log.

—

Rom.

God

over

IX.

5.

«y

E7r»

TravTwy ©eo? ti/^oynToj

eig Tot^;

onmocc,

Who

is

blessed forever.
This text serves a double purpose ; it not only is proof in point, to establish the doctrine that
primarily it is brought to serve ; but it will remain as long as
sun and moon endure, an insuperable barrier against the docWhitby's note on it is too long to be
trine of the Unitarians.
transcribed, 1 shall present the rcad'.T with the leading features
" This
of it, and leave him to read the original at his leisure.
place galls the Arians."
For " first the reading we follow is
certainly the true reading; (1) Because it is the reading with
which all the versions agree, the Lb tin and Arabic, the iEthiopic
and the Syriac. (2) Because it hath the general consent, omnium
ferme patrum, o^ almost all the fathers, who have thus cited it
from the second to the sixth century. Secondly The words
will not admit of that interpunction and interpretation which will
do any service to the Arians or Socinians. This is the constant epithet and periphrasis of the great God in the old Tesall,

:
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lament, that he is tuXoynro^ n? tov amvct, God blessed for evermore,
1 Chron. xvi.
36. Psal. xli. 13. and Ixxxix, 52; and also
in the new Testament, where he is styled the God who is blessed for evermore." See also Doddridge and A. Clarke, in loc.
The reign oj" Christ. Luke i. 33. K»t /Sao-tXtvo-E* jt* tov ojxov leeicw^
£»; Tou; «»&)»«?,
And he shall reign over the house of Jacob for
ever.
xat /SatrtXEVo-Ei Eij TOt>« aiwya? twv aiwvaw, And he shall
over and fver.
The Holy Spirit Gal. vi, 8. tx. tov ffvewjuaxo? ^Epjo-E* ^«»iv ajwvjov.
Shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting.
Note ; no effect can
continue longer than its cause.
Heb. ix. 14. eg ^iOimiVfjioiTo; aiunovy Who through the eternal
Spirit, &c.
tooj ajwvac? tw
Ascriptions of praise to God.
Rev. v. 13.
«»wv«v. Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power be unto him
that sitteth upon the throne and unto the Lamb/or ever and ever.
It is deemed unnecessary to multiply quotations on this head,
or the following one, as they are to be found in every part of the
new Testament. One shall suffice.
Everlasting life. Matt. XXV 46. o* Js ^mam n; ^mv icmiviov, But

Rev.

xi. 15.

reis^n for

m

the righteous into life eternal.
On this member of the text
there is no difference between the Universalist and myself.
The

next article in the clnssification, is
Eternal punishment. Matt. xxv. 46. twi ccmXivirovTon outoi ejjxoXka-iv aiunov,
And these shall go away into everlasting punishment. " No end," says Dr. A. Clarke, " no remedy to all
eternity.
No end to the punishment of those, whose fnal impenitence manifests in them, an eternal will and desire to sin.
By dying in a settled opposition to God, they cast themselves
into a necessity of continuing in an eternal aversion from him.
" But some are of opinion that this punishment shall have an
end: This is as likely as that the glory of the righteous shall
have an end : for the same word is used to express the duration
of the punishment, xoXairiv ajwnov, as is used to express the duration of the state of glory, ^w?v jhwvkoi, 1 have seen the best things
that have been written in favour of the final redemption of
damned spirits but 1 never saw an answer to the argument
against that doctrine, drawn from this verse, but what sound
learning and criticism should be ashamed to acknowledge."
Dr. Doddridge's note on this verse is worthy of being copied.
Everlasting punishment
As the original word
everlasting life.
atwviov is the same in both places,
thought it proper to use the
same word in the translation of both and miserable are they
that dare venture their souls on its signifying a limited duration
:

—

I

;

in either.
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17. » ^oifot too rt-jrouj tig atwva T6T»igTiTflw, The mist of
reserved forever.
The same words occur in Jude 13. and are rendered, is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever.
ii

Pet.

darkness

ii.

is

avwCaivM £*? aiwva; aiwvwv, And the smokc of their
Rev. xiv. 1
torment ascendeth up for ever and ever. " This horrible curse,"
says Dr. Doddridge, is " sufficient to make the ears of every one,
1 .

that hears

it

to tingle.''^

Dr. Samuel Clarke, (and he was considered by his contemporaries 'a host in himself,') says,
The words eternal and everlasting, are used by the sacred Writers in different senses.
Sometimes (which is the lowest sense they are ever taken in)
they signify nothing more than a long duration. Gen. xvii. 8.
Numb. X. 8. Hab. iii. 6. Exod. xxi. 6.
The next sense they are used in, is to denote a duration con'

tinuing as long as the subject exists, and thr n putting it in a
state out of which it shall never be restored.
Thus Numb. xxiv.
20. Deut. xiii. 16.
Thai City shall be an heap for ever; the
sense is as it follows in the very next words, it shall not be built
again.
In other places of scripture, the words eternal and forever,
signify, in a higher sense, a duration, nol fguratively buiproperly and literally everlasting ; without end, though not without
Thus Angels and the souls of men are eternal, or im^
beginning.
mortal ; and the happiness they enjoy in heaven, is everlasting
life, an endless and eternal weight of glory.
The last and highest, and most absolutely perfect sense of the
words eternal and everlasting, is when they signify a duration
of inexhaustible and never-failing permanency, both without
And not only so, but including also
beginning and without end.
In this sense it applies
necessary and independent existence."
'•
to God alone.
This is a perfection by which God is very
frequently described in scripture, Deut, xxxiii. 27. Isa. Ivii. 15.
Rom. xvi. 26. 1 Tim. i. 17.— ch. vi. 16. Dr. S. Clarke's sermon on the eternity of God, Vol. I. 74 78.
Dr. Adam Clarke, in his Commentary on Gen. xxi. 33. furnishes us with a very valuable and critical note on Jehovah the
STRONG GOD, the ETERNAL ONE. This is the lirst place in scripture in which olam occurs as an attribute of Go'l ; and here it is
evidently designed to point out his eternal duration
that it can
mean no limited time is self-evident, because nothing of this
kind can be attributed to God. The Septuagint renders the
words ©EOf aiwyjos, the everexisting God; and the Arabic says, we

—

:

ddha thamma bismillahi ilahitdalami, and he invoked there, in
the name of God, the eternal God.
The word is from the same
root with the Hebrew, and is used by the Arab lawgiver, in the
commencement of his Koran, to express {he perfections and ^r-

r^
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senee of the supreme God. From this application of both words,
we learn that dlam ai«y originally signified eternal, or duration
dlam signifies he was hidden, concealed or kept sewithout end.
cret : and aim according to Aristotle, De Cselo, lib. 1. chap. 9,
and a higher authority need not be sought, is compounded of
au always, and uy being aswy Eo-Ttv avo tov an uwi. The same author informs us that God was termed Aisan, because he was always existing, xaX»T«» A»r«v, ^ixuoxxTM. De Mundo, ch. 7. infine<.
Hence we see that no words can more forcibly express the grand
characteristics of eternity than these.
It is that duration which
is concealed, hidden or kept secret from all created beings
which \h always existing; sliW ru7ining on, but never running
OUT an interminable, incessant, and immeasurable duration :
it is THAT, in the whole of which, God alone can be said to eX'
ist ; and that which the eternal mind can alone comprehend.
As the real grammatical meaning of both words is eternal,
and all other meanings only accommodated ones, sound criticism
in all matters of dispute concerning the import of a word or
term, must have recourse to the grammatical meaning, and its
use among the earliest and mo-t correct writers in the language
and will determine all accommodated meanings liy this alone.
Now, the first and best writers in both these languages apply
(j/am and atwv to express eternal, in the proper meaning of that
word and this is their proper meaning in the Old and NewTestaments when applied to God, his attributes, his operations
taken in connexion with the ends for which he performs them."
" The word is with the same strict propriety applied to the duration of the rewards and punishments in a future state. And the
argument that pretends to prove, and it is only pretension, that
in the future punishment of the wicked, " the worm shall die,"*^
and the fire shall be quenched," will apply as forcibly to the
state of happy spirits, and as fully prove that a point in eternity

—

:

—

—

:

;

shall arrive,

when

the repose of the righteous shall be interrupt-

and the glorification of the children of God have an eternal
end."
Dr. Doddridge on Rev. xx. 10. says, " No phrase can more
strongly express a proper eternity than this."
Dr. Macknight on Jude 6. says, everlasting chains is a metaphorical expression which denotes a perpetual confinement,
which it is no more in their power to escape from, than a man
who is strongly bound with iron chains can break them. And
on 2 Pet. iii. 18. he quotes Bengelius who translates «; »i/x£{«)(
etimo?, until the day of eternity, who also remarks eternity is a
day without a night a real and petpetual day.
Hi TOV enmct, says Dr. Gcorj^e Campbell, with a negative particle, when the sense is not confined by the verb, has invariably
the same meaning, which is nerer. See his note on Joh. viii. 51,
ed,

;

—
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Dr. Whitby has served my purpose already. Those who
would receive farther light from this critical commentator, may
see his opinions on the eternity of punislim^^nt in his appendix
to the first chapter of the srcond epistle to the Thessalonians.
Aiu», uiio?, 0, JEtRVM, mudus, soeculum
qu. an a-y. item in f. g,
«»wy vita
hinc Munag, n, o K»i v. Eeternus. Schkevelii Lexicon.
AifiN,* wvof, 6, Vox haec, prout in N. T. occurrit, respondet Hc'
:

)?

;

cujus varias significationes accepit.
sive sit initii, sive finis expers,
duratione, finis experte, usurpatur ad imitationem Hebroica

braico

olarrit

9.1 ^ternitas duratio omnis,

De

olam Matt. vi.
Luc. i. 33. Joh.
A*aiviOj, iou,

o,n

13.

93^o|a

m

rovi;

uiuvoi

celebretur in asternum.

xii. 34.

vi. 51, 58.

etajtiJvjof, »»,ov.

est finis expers, maxime id, quod est post hujus
mundique decursum eventurum. Hue pertinent omnia ilia
N. T. loca, inquibus formulas: wf cx.iuno)i, K^tan a.ii)mi, x§t/*» ajainov,

2. J

Omne, quod

vit(B

xoT^aani onuinoi et

(Jo|a,

aiunog I'eperiuntur,

Matt.
2 Tim.
Quemadmodum enim formulis : w^anunovet
ii. 10. Heb. v. 9.
scqq. pence perpetua peceatorum, quas impii post hanc vitam luenf
sorsqice eorum miserafutura non interrupta mdicantur, ita opposita formula : ^m cctuno^, perennes felicitaiis piorum post mortem
status et conditio significatur, quae 2 Cor. iv. 17. a»«vtov/Sa|oj ^o|»if,
Luc, xvi. 9. ax.nvoct cciuivKn, Heb. ix. 15. wwvmj xX»5jovo^t«, et 2 Pet.
^uin

xviii. 8. xix. 16.

i.

1

J.,

xxv

cctuviog ^(xa-iXita.

ernnri^Kx,^

41, 46. Marc.

7ov ®tov

29.

iii.

Rom.

V. C.

ii.

7.

appellatur.

3.§ iEternum absolute, quod neque initium,
Schleusneki Lexicon.
bet. Rom. xvi. 26.

neque finem ha-

Aiuiy, uvog,
It denotes duration, or conq an m, always bemg.
tinuance of time, but with great variety. Comp. Swjccr Thesaur.

in Anni.
I. Both in the singular and plural it signifies eternity, whether joasf or to come. Luke i. 55. Acts xv. 18. Matt. vi. 13. Mark
iii. 29. Joh. iv. 14. vi. 51. Eph. iii. 11. 1 Tim. i. 17.
II. The duration of this world. Malt, xxviii. 20.

* This word occurs also in the New-Testament it answers to the Hebrewword olam, whose various meaning^s il takes.
9.f Eternity, the whole duration whether it be without beginning or end. Of
duration without end it is used in imitation of the Hebrew olam, Matt. vi. 13.
be glory for ever.
2. I Everj? thing which is without end, especially what will come to pass
in this sense the word is used in all
after this lite, and the end of the world
those places in the JNew-Testaraent where the words eternal fire, eternal
punishment,
eternal
condemnation,
judgment, eternal
&c. occur; for by such
expressions the perpetual punishment of crimes, which the wicked suffer
;

;

after this life, their future uninterrurted miserable state, is pointed out :
and so in phrases of au opposite kind, eternal habitations, eternal life, &c.
the state and condition of the constant happiness of the pious after death is
pointed out.
complete eternity, which has neither beginning nor end.
3. J

A

—
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V. o' A*wv o Efj£o/*£voj, the world to come, the next
X. 30. Luke xviii 30.
Aiumf, s, 6, «'. and Munoi, », ov, from awv
I.

.

Eternal^ having neither beginning nor end.

(comp.
II.

1

Tim.

i.

17.)

Heb.

life.

Rom

Mark

xvi. 26.

ix. 14.

Eternal, without end. Matt. xxv. 41, 4S.

— Parkhurst's Lexicon.

2 Thess.

i.

9.

And now I make an appeal to the understanding and conscience of the reader, and call on him, in the name of the God
of Truth, whose cause and whose honour, I am endeavouring to
defend, to say, is th^re any thing in any of the above passages of
Scripture, that will favour either the doctrine oi no punishment^ or
a punishment for a limited duration? Say, have i not proved my
point, that Amv signifies a proper eternity ? that it must be so
necessarily, and cannot be otherwise, considering the subjects
with which it stands connected ? and that he was certainly
wrong, who said ' it always has reference to periods of time'
and that it ' doth not mean an eternity ?'
Surely it is unbecoming a man of learning, who professes a
knowledge of the original languages, to make such unfounded
assertions, especially when such important consequences, as inIf
volve the salvation or damnation of souls, flow from them.
nothing else, a regard to his own reputation as a man of truth,
should have made him more cautious, as he must have known
that it was in the power of his reader to detect his mistake.
He has not supported his translation, or assertion, by any
authority ; nor can he find, I will venture to say, a single Greek
Lexicon, which will bear him out in saying Aucv never means
It is thus, howeternity; if he can, let us have the name.
it is by such means, sinners are
ever, poor souls are deluded,
encouraged to live in rebellion against the Lord, with the assurance from a Greek scholar, who asserts, but without proof,
that if the sinner should be damned, he will finally be restored,
But Christian reader, be not
for Ajwv does not mean Eternity.
deceived by such assertions 5 you will not, if you are wise, rest
your ETERNAL ALL upon the word of a mere man. Judge for
yourself, in the fear of God, from the above quotations from
Scripture, and from the works of writers critically skilled in the
language, and say, have I not sufficient ground for taking the
affirmative side of the question. Will the finally impenitent and
incorrigible sinner be punished forever in another life ?

—

—

—

;
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Remarks, to the Rise and Progress of religion in the Western
Country,

No.

From

III.

and delightful scenery presented to our
view in the preceding number, we now turn our attention to
the aborigines of North-America, and design giving a brief
sketch of the early and successful attempt of the Episcopal
Church of the United brethren, or Unitas Fratrum, (generally
called the Moravian Church,) to i(|troduce Christianity among
them; and some of the most inter^ting circumstances attending
the enchanting

the mission.

We

feel considerably interested as to the leading features of
mission from two considerations, 1st. That from the Moravian Church (so called) the Methodists as a people through
their founder the Rev. John Wesley derived, in a great degree,
their spiritual light, the revival of the doctrines of the Gospel,
the witness of the spirit, and holiness of her.rt.
2dly With a
view to encourage and aid the late successful mission opened
to the Wyandott nation of Indians by the ministers of the Methodist Church.
Without doubt, it must be truly gratifying to
the friends of true piety, to find th^t the influence of such holy
men as John Wesley, George Whitrfield, Peter Boehler and
others, in giving an early impulse to the missions among the
Indians, yet to have their names held in remembrance.
How
happy mankind, if we did but know it, in being blessed with
such burning and shining lights.
Before we proceed with our account respecting the early missions among the Indians, that our ministers and people may form
correct views of this extraordin^iry part of the human family,
whose character as a people Was ever been underatcd as to talents and powers of mind, we design to devote this number to
the consideration ot their orii:in and character in general
impressed as we are as to the propriety of the course, as it
seems that Providence is again ..bout opening a way for the introduction of Christianity among some of the Indian tribes.
The first Europeans who came to North-America, found this
immense continent inhabited by numerous nations of Indians.

this

"'
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They no doubt were once

a great and powerful nation. Indeed
appears fully demonstrated from their early history on the
Atlantic side of the mountains, as given by Mr. Jefferson in his
Notes on Virginia. Evidence of the same fact may be gathered from their general history in the west.
Indeed, we know
not, but the first ideas of our confederacy, may have been derived from that first formed by the Indians in North-America, from
the account given of it by the above named gentleman.
As to their origin, there is no certainty. The investigation
even of the most learned have produced nothing but conjectures,
more or less probable; those seem nearest the truth who join the
celebrated Dr. Robertson, in supposing Tartary in Asia to be
the native country of all the American Indian nations.
Many of the Indian nations who resided for npar a century
back, on the Ohio river and its waters, once belonged to the
There are also many
great confederacy in the Atlantic states.
of these nations now extinct. Before the arrival of Europeans in
America, the Indians relate that their arrival was foretold by
some prophets, who preteri3ed that they had received divine
In the ye»' 1781, there were Indians on the
revelation of it.
Muskingum who were ])resent when the first houses were built
this

in

Philadelphia.

As

the

Europeans

settled the country,

the

deer retired into the wood lands, and were followed up by the
Indians.
In point of strength* these Indians far excel the South- AmeriThe men have a firm walk ; a light
cans and West-Indians.

and run remarkably swift. Their smell, sight, and hearing,
are very acute, and their memory so strong, that they can relate the most trivial circumstances which have happened in
their councijs many years ago, and tell the exact time of former
The powers of their
meetings with the greatest precision.
imagination are lively, and enable them in a short time, to atThey
tain to great skill and dexterity in whatever they learn.
step,

to their manner of living, or
tends to their supposed advantage, with the greatest ease ; and
their continual practice in, and scrupulous attention to every
needful accomplishment, to which they are trained up from their
They
infancy, gives them great advantage over other nations.
have given many instances of the greatness of their mental powThe
ers, and of their accuracy of deliberation and judgment.
more opportunities they have to exert their faculties, the more
we discover that God has blessed them with a great share of
natural understanding.
Though the Indians are uncultivated, yet perhaps no heathen
nation, in its moral conduct, exhibits a greater show of goodness

comprehend whatever belongs

^Loskiel's Indian Missions.
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virtue.
This pre-eminence will appear upon the slightest
and the followcomparison between them and other heathen
ing short remarks made from many years experience, and an in-

snd

;

timate acquaintance with them, will confirm it.
In common life and conversation, the Indians observe great
decency. They usually treat one another and strangers with
kindness and civility, and without empty compliments.
Their
whole behaviour appears solid and prudent. In matters of conto
speak
sequence, they seem
and act with the most cool and
serious deliberation, avoiding all appearance of precipitancy.
But upon closer examination their caution appears to rise chiefly from suspicion, and their coolness is affected.
They are
perfect masters of the art ol dissembling
If an Indian has lost
his whole property by fire or any other calamity, he speaks of it
as he would of the most trivial occurrence
yet his pride
cannot always conceal his sorrow.
In the conduct of both sexes, the greatest decency and propriety is observed.
At least nothing lascivious or indecent is
openly allowed, so that, in this respect, it cannot be denied but
that they excel most nations.
They are sociable and friendly. Sarcastical and offensive
behaviour is carefully avoided. They never put any one to
Their common
the blush, nor reproach even a noted murderer.
conversations turn upon hunting, fishing, and affairs of state.
No one interrupts his neighbour in speaking, and they listen
very attentively to news, whether true or false. This is one
reason why they are so fond of receiving strangers ; but no inquiry is made about news, till they have smoked one pipe of
They have no expressions for cursing or swearing
tobacco.
in their own language, nor did they practise it, till they learned
They avoid every thing like suspicion, and
it from the whites.
frequently leave their implements and game in the open air,
for many days ; not because they have the fullest confidence in
their neighbours, for stealing is not an uncommon practice
among them ; they will therefore pretend to guard the game
merely from the attack of wild beasts.
They are all equally noble and free. The only difference
Age is
consists in wealth, age, dexterity, courage, and office.
every where much respected, for according to their ideas, long
life and wisdom are always connected together.
The youth
once sought instructions from the aged, by presents, they have
like the whites degenerated in this particular.
They strictly
obey their captain or chief; are fond of presents, but unwilling
They use
to acknowledge themselves under any obligation.
a certain charm, or magic spell, to procure presents called feeson,
and find the superstition of believing in the besons a profitable
:

me.

;;
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hospitality

of the Indians

is

well

known.

It

extends

even to stranc^ers who take refuge among them. But in their
conduct towards their enemies they are cruel and inexorable
but when enraged, bent upon nothing but murder and bloodshed. They are, however, remarkable for concealing their passions, and waiting for a convenient opportunity of gratifying
Their fury knows no bounds. If they cannot satisthem.
fy their resentment, they even call upon their friends and posterity to do it.
The longest space of time cannot cool their
wrath, nor the most distant place of refuge afford security to
their enemy.
The crimes, such as fornication, adultery, stealth, lying and
cheating, they consider heinous and scandalous, and punish
them in various ways. Since the introduction of ardent spirits
among them, murders are more frequent. An Indian feast is
seldom concluded without bloodshed. They generally lay all
The men love ease, and
the blame upon the rum or whiskey.
though very capable of learning every kind of work, will not
submit to hard labour, neither their education nor their wants
The women are
inclining them to industry and application.
more employed, for the whole burden of house-keeping falls
upon them, and nothing but hunger and want can rouse the men
from tht'ir drowsiness, and give them activity.
The honour and welfare of the nation is considered by the Indians as a most important concern.
For though they are joined
together neither by force nor compact, ypt they ronsider themselves as one nation, of which they have an exalted ide i, and
profess great attachment to their particular tribe.
Independence appears to them to he the grand prerogative of Indians,
considered either collectively or as individuals. They frankly own the superiority of the whites in sever?il arts, but despise them, as suhmitting to laborious employm nts.
The
public spirit of the inlians produces thp most noble exertion in favour of their own people.
They dread no danger
suffer any haidshij.s. and meet torments and death itself, in defence of their country.
Even in their list moments, they preserve the greatrsi appearnc^ of insensihiljty, in honour of their
nation, boast of their intrepidity, and wiih sav;^ge pride defy the
greitest sufferings and tortures which tlieir enemies can inilict
•upon them.
The Indians imagine that they have sufficient reason for disliking the white people, p -rticularly ihe Americans
for say
they, they have taken away ourlmd; enclosed our hunting
places for the use of their cattle, done infinite mischief to us, especially by the introduction of whiskey among us, and pro'hahly
intend in time to seize upon all our country, and to destroy our
whole nation.
;
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There are indeed no rules of oratory laid down in the Indian
language, yet their orators must be well exercised before they can
gain applause.
In their public delivery, they speak with a very
pompous and elev-^ted tone. In matters relating to their own
affairs, in which they are all versed, they speak with great
clearness and precision, and so concise, that great circumlocution is required to convey the full meaning of their expressions
in an European language.
If they intend to speak in an obscure and reserved manner, they can say so much in few words,
that even the Indians themselves must study their allusions.
They show great skill in conveying an account of a bad action
in terms which to men ignorant of their craftiness, appear descriptive of a virtuous deed, and for this purpose, their expresTheir Chiefs are particularly well
sions are well chosen.
versed in this art of dissemMing, and therefore very strict attention must be paid to every word of their discourse, especially if an answer is expected, and great caution is required to
guard against deceit.
As to their religion, the Indians differ in many respects from
their forefathers; their intercourse with the Europeans has
changed in many instances their notions of things. The prevailing opinion ol all these nations is, that there is one God
Besides the Supreme Being, they
the Gr-^at and Good Spirit.
believe in Good and Evil Spirits, considering them as subordinate Deities.

Theophilus Armenius.
Feb.

%

1820.
(To be continued.}

ACCOUNT OF THE REVIVAL OF RELIGION IN PROVINCETOWN, MASS.
COMMUNICATED IN A LETTER FROM REV. E, KIBBY TO
REV. T. MERRITT.
(Coucluded from page 224.)

A

GIRL of about eighteen years of age, daughter of the man
I went to see her,
that was killed with lightning, sent for me.
and found her under concern of mind. I prayed with her, pointIn the evening
ed her to the Lamb of God, and then left her.
she attended meeting, at the close of which a female left her seat,
came into the aisle, and fell on her knees before the jjulpit,
trembling exceedingly, under the power of God.
This girl
thought within herself, if she could but touch this person, she
should be healed, and her soul would be converted on the spot.
She put forth hqr hand, and the instant she touched her, she fell
to the floor stiff and motionless.
The meeting was dismissed,
part of the people went home, and part of them stopped behind to see the final issue. She continued in this situation for
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some lenj^th of time, and then came too, uttering unpleasant
groans, and in a mournful tone of voice, begged the people to
pray for her, for she was distressed in her mind, and then fell
away again in a senseless situation. In silent prayers her
case went up before God, while the people waited patiently for
the salvation of the Lord.
At length it was noticed that her
countenance changed. I stepped into the pulpit that I might
have a full view of her, (for she was surrounded with people.)
and saw at once the work was done. I asked her if she was
happy, and being unable to speak, she smiled. She cast her
ey-es round on the people, and then seemed to fix her attention
on me, so that it was thought that she wished me to come down
and pray with her I told them not so, the work was done, and
Singing seemed to de=
she wanted praises more than prayers.
light her soul, while her countenance became extremely interesting, and had more of the angelic than the human appearAt length the crowed made way, and I went down to her,
ance.
:

and asked her if she was happy, and she again answered me
We waited a few moments, and she soon spoke
with a smile.
the other day Mr.
in a feeble tone of voice, " O, I am happy
K. came to our house, and I went away, because I was afraid
he would speak to me about religion ; but I love him now. O,
all these people look good to me,
love them
I love my Jesus
all !" When at length her strength returned, two persons, one
having hold of each arm, led her away ; and she went home
praising the Lord with all her heart.
During the night she was too happy to close her eyes in
sleep, and in the morning she was too happy to stay at home
and eat her morsel alone. As she was visiting some of her religious friends, to tell what the Lord had done for her soul, she
went into an house, and as she entered the door, spoke in a
low tone of voice, " 1 am happy." Putting her hand to her bosom, she exclaimed again, " O, I am happy !" and as she uttered these words, a young man fell under the power, and plead
1 was called in, and found the young man in
great
for mercy.
agonies of mind ; sometimes stiff and motionle^, and sometimes
extremely agitated in his body.
In this situation he continued
for some time, and when the use of his limbs and tongue returned, he arose and shouted the praises of his blessed Saviour,
and conversed with all in the room on the subject of religion.
A man, belonging to the other society, about twelve o'clock
at night, came in haste to my house for me to go and see his
wife, who was under a peculiar exercise, both of body and
mind. Just as I came to the house, her limbs became limber,
and soon after she was enabled to speak. The little company
around her bedside, waited with anxiety to hear the relation of
It appeared, that after the family had gone
the whole matter.
!

!
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at an early hour she retired to rest, but was soon
out of sleep, with the most awful distress of mind, and
immediately her limbs became stiff, so that she could neither
In this situation the family
stir her body nor use her tongue.
I continued with
found her when they returned from meeting.
her till nearly the break of day, and the Sun of Righteousness
arose, with healing in his wings, and light and love broke in
upon her soul, and she was happy.
Another remarkable instance of the power of God was in the

to meetinc^,

awaked

Becase of a wicked young man, belonging to another place.
ing detained here, he came to meeting one evening, without
the fear of God before his eyes ; and, while in the act of ridiculing a young man, who trembled under the power as he
spoke, felt something affect his hand he lifted it up, to see
what the matter was with it, and thence his arm began to tremble, and then his whole body, in the most surprising manner.
At the close of the meeting, I went to him and asked him what
was the matter? He replied he did not know, but said he could
He appeared totally ignorant of his situation, and
not help it.
much mortified with his trembling condition. I again asked him
if he felt distressed in his mind ? he said he did not know, but
he could not help it, and said he supposed all the people would
laugh at him but insisted on it, that he could not help it.
He continued for sometime in this situation, trembling as
though his joints would be dislocated, casting now and thrn a
I
explained his state to him,
wishful look upon the people.
informed him that the Spirit of God was now striving with him,
and explained to him the nature of the new birth. He appeared the most distressed person I ever saw ; sweat poured out of
every pore, so that his hair and linen were as wet as though
He continued to tremble for nearly
they had been in the sea.
two days, for the most part of the time, and then the Lord appeared for his deliverance ; and he took his departure from ug,
praising God.
An opposer, w,ho staid after the meeting was done one evening, sitting on the top of the railing of one of the se;its, looking
at some men who were on the floor, under the operation of divine power, he thought some one pressed him hard on the
shoulders, he turned to see who it was, and to his astonishment
no person was near him. He exclaimed in great surprise,
God! art thou here!" He knew nothing more till ho
found himself on his knees at prayer, and soon happy, shouting
the praises of his blessed Saviour.
These are a few, among
many instances of remarkable traits of divine power, in this
and
great
glorious reformation.
The subjects of this work, have been from forty years old
down to children of ten and twelve. The hicrh and the low.
;

;

"My
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and the wise and simple, have shared in the
Parents and children, husbands and wives, and even
some whole families, have been converted to God. The first
time of joinina; society, which was in three or four weeks after
the work began, fifty- live came forward to be admitted.
The
work hitherto has been wholly confined to the Methodist congregation.
Ten or twelve from the other society have experienced religion, and joined with us.
To the number of one
hundred and thirty four have been received into society, and
many more having been converted, it is expected there will be
additions still.
O Lord, make bare thine arm, and leave not a
sinner to trample upon thy laws in the place.
When we come to consider the manner in which it has pleased the Almighty^ in his infinite wisdom, to bring about this glorious revival of religion, it is not strange that it should be attended with some considerable degree of noise. In all the
stages of the work, a peculiar energy has accompanied it, and
it has throughout had
the appearance of coming from Sinai's
mount. The most dreadful thunder and lightning have been the
means, in the providence of God, of striking terror to the conscience of the sinner, and the most bold offender against heaven, who was never moved by the melting streams of divine mercy, and whose heart the harmonious sound of the gospel never
affected, has trembled under omnipotent power, and yielded to
God in this reformation. And though our meetings have sometimes been rather noisy, yet God has been in the noise, and it
has been the case that in an undue suppression of the feelings
of the heart, the blood has flowed from the nose and ears
I
have often been so sensible of the suppression of the feelings
of the soul, as giving the greatest distress to the body, that I
have stopped while speaking until they could vent their feelings.
The providential dealings of the Lord, have been remarkable towards the inhabitants of this place.
Those the most iminenily exposed to injury from the fury of the lightning, have
been distinguished with divine compassion. At three different
times, the fears of the people were greatly excited, by the
striking of the lightning; and at three periods, during this re>
vival, the eternal God made a display of his redeeming grace,
in the most striking manner.
How little did the people imagine, that when the judgments of an angry God threatened
them with instant destruction, divine mercy would so soon follow. The Congregationnlists sustained no injury from the lightning, in either their public orprivate buildings ; and this work
has lieen wholly confined to the Methodist Society.
rich and poor,

blessino-.

!
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A SERMON,
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— " Give thyself wholly

to th&m.''^

(Concluded from page 251.)

What

Ml,
is included in being in them.
It most clearly implies the most happy agreement of our
ture

and

n,a»

affections, with the beautifol discoveries of divine rev-

elation.
Grace, in the heart of a Christian, is a perception of
Grace is a capacity to rethe ideas of God in the Gospel.
ceive, with a just regard, the displays of the divine perfectioi^
in our redemption ; this divine grace will issue in delight and

fixed attention.
Delight is the result of a union of tlie will with the glorious
objects revealed in the Gospel of Christ. This delightful union
of the will and taste with God the Redeemer, is justly styled
and when the soul of
fruition, or the sweet enjoyment of God
:

a student of divinity feels Christ to be agreeable and pleasing to
his views and taste, it always produces a lively mixture of love
and joy ; from this excellent state of mind will arise an incessant
attention, or a steady fixation of thought on the bright and
A very great man
beautiful objects revealed in the Gospel.
(Sir Isaac Newton) used to say, that all his discoveries were
not so much owing to any superior capacity above other men.
rie
Vol, 11 L
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a steady, unbroken attention, which waited
up and appeared clear to his mind.

to

till

truth-

And shall not the infinitely nobler subjects of divinity be as
closely attended as were those of philosophy by that wonderful
man Are not these great objects to entertain us eternally in
!

heaven ; and shall we grow weary of them now? If v^e nauseate
them in our daily studies if we are now sick of Christ's person, satisfaction, righteousness, and grace, how can we
relish heaven ? How can we be &t t& enter into the presence of
the Son of God, to contemplate him with vast esteem, admiration, and unbounded gratitude to eternity T
This 'heme is infinitely pleasing, but I must beware of prolixity ; r will therefore close with an illustration of the subject
by some Scripture images or similitudes.
Be in them as a labourer is in his work, as a husbandman is
as a shepherd in the fold among his sheep,
in his field,
as a
builder in a house to see the structure regularly carried on,
a&
a steward in his master's estate,— as a merchant seeking goodly
pearls and who delights in commerce,^ as an officer in an army,
as a pilot in a ship attending the directions of his compass:
be in them as a physician is in an hospital to inspect the health
of his patients, and use the best methods of cure ^ as an ambassador is in a court, representing the person of his prince,
preserving his honour, and taking the best care of his interests.
Be in them as an angel is in heaven, to adore God, and minister
;

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

to the heirs of salvation.

IV. Let us consider the advantage and pleasure of being in
the things of God.
This will appear as to your present studies, your work in the
your settlement with a people, your administration of
pulpit,
divine ordinances
in your visits and conversation ;
on the
bed of death, and your departure into an eternal world.
If your hearts are in the great things of God, the advantage
and pleasure of such a state of mind will appear,
In your present studies under your tutors, you will have a
1 .
grateful sense of the goodness of the providence of Christ in
placing you here in a recess from worldly cares, and in a state
of leisure to contemplate the noblest objects of religion and
learning ; you will have a warm esteem for your tutors, you will
treat them with veneration and love ; you will prize the advantages you enjoy ; you will wisely mind your proper business
which is assigned you ; and you will endeavour to perform your
exercises with punctuality, beauty, and honour ; you will be

—

;

—

—

—

—

your whole behaviour in the family ; and by your
make every body love you. You will be ardently looking forward to your main work, and be daily making
sorne preparation for it.
You will never forget the painters^

amiable

in

discreet conduct
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motto, nulla dies sine lined.
This is an excellent maxim for a
student of divinity ; you will be every day laying in a stock of
the best ideas to furnish you for your great Master's work.
Indeed, my dear friends, I can never enough inculcate this maxim
and I do most earnestly entreat you not to let one day slip
through your hands without laying up some new ideas to tit you
for the ministry of the Gospel.
Frequently say within yourselves, " I scorn the thought of being a poor, raw, ignorant boy
in the pulpit; and I am resolved that I never will rashly, and in
an unprepared state of mind, ascend the chair of divinity, or
throne of state
I
tremble at the prospect of it ; shrink back
with sacred dread, even while I wish to spring forwards \vhen
my great Master calls. J feel, 1 feel a generous ambition to excel for the edifying of the church, i Cor. xiv. 12.
I
feel a
fctrong compassion for immortal souls, and wish to carry a large
number to the foot of my Redeemer's throne, to be for ever happy in the bosom of his love."
2. If your whole heart and soul are in your work, you will say
within yourself, " I am now to stand in Christ's stead, to entreat
souls to be reconciled to God, 2 Cor. v. 20.
Now now men.
devils, angels, and the God of angels, havie all their eyes upon
me to behold the springs of my actions, and the end of my sermons I am now in the presence of all hell and heaven Now
what are my aims ? Do I love self or Christ best ? Who is to
be honoured at this hour, Christ or vile self? Is Christ or sordid self to wear the crown to-day ?"
I beg you to form a clear idea of a good and a bad sermon.
A sermon addressed wholly to the imagination, and not at all to
our reason, is not a good sermon. A discourse addressed to our
reason, and no one stroke to please the imagination, is not a
good sermon. An entire rhapsody addressed to the passions,
and not at all to the understanding, is not a good sermon, A
dry address to the understanding and judgment, and nothing to
strike and move the passions, is not a good sermon.
A sermon
that soothes the passions, and has nothing pointed to the conA discourse without any Scripture
science, is a bad sermon.
proof, well selected and explained, is not a good one : and a
sermon consisting of a string of texts of Scripture, dryly picked
out of the Concordance, is not a pleasing, nor an instructive
useful sermon.
A sermon made up of scraps of Latin and
Greek, and dry Pagan sentences, is a bad sermon. A sermon
:

:

!

:

that

ihat

!

is all

is

dency,

!

law and no Gospel, is a bad sermon and a discourse
Gospel and no law, i. e. of no practical use and ten:

all

is not a good one.
good sermon strikes the imagination, instructs the understanding, informs the judgment, persuades the will, convinces
the conscience, improves our r':'ason, fixeth truth and facts in the

A
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memory, animates and rouses the passions, and guides them

to

and sublime devotion; arms the
whole soul against sin, strengthens faith, and provokes to love
and {^ood works ; comforts and animates the heart against the
devil, the world, and death
and enriches the soul with Scripture knowledge, by Scriptures wisely and beautifully explained.
This is my idea of a good sermon.
The advantage and pleasure of being in the things of God
their proper uses in repentance

"

;

will appear,
If your very soul is in
3. In your settlement with a people.
y©ur work, you will not say, I scorn a poor village and a poor
people.
I wish to be a preacher to a polished auditory, and to
liave' a Sparkling congregation.
No, sirs, this is vain, mad
pride ; and if you are truly humble, you will not wish to choose
lor yourself, but you will leave it entirely to the wisdom and will
of the Lord Jesus, discovered in the agency of his providence,
and the advice of his best friends. Nor will you lightly part
from a people if there is any prospect of usefulness. A young
minister frisking from one people to another in a rash manner,
Do not hastily
will always hurt his reputation and usefulness.
leave your post, but strive to make it good, and never quit it but
with honour ; fully convinced that God our Saviour calls you to
another post of greater usefulness.
Advantages and pleasures will farther attend your being in
the things of God,

In the administration of all the divine ordinances.
You
consider baptism as a sublime act of worship to the sacred
ihree persons in one God ; including adoration of each divine
person, invocation, self-consecration, subjection of soul, delight,
gratitude and praise, with zeal for the glory of each person in
the divine nature. The Lord's supper will be the most delightfal ordinance of worship under heaven : here all the doctrines,
duties, blessings, and graces of Christianity are united ; and
youi* soul will rebound with joy at the prospect of the approaching hour, in which you shall, with your people, consecrate yourselves afresh to Christ.
Church meetings for meditation, prayer, praise, and the relation of vital experience, in a wise and
prudent maimer, will be objects of your greatest attention and
4.

will

delight.
5.

In your visits

and common conversation.

If

your heart

is

in the things of God, you will steer between two foolish cksilly affectremes : a haughty reserve and a low familiarity.

A

tation of dignity, or a proud reserve is exceedingly disgustful
and contemptible in the eyes of all persons of good sense and

wisdom; men of discernment can easily see the difference
between real dignity and a vain affectation of it they will always esteem the true and despise the counterfeit, a^ easily as

true

;
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we can

discern the true nobleman in a sorry coat, from a fop
or a fribbler, aping nobility.
On the other hand, you will avoid all meanness and grovelling in your visits and conversation with your people, or with
mankind at large. You will scorn to degrade your divine Master's character by sinking your own. You will behave with such
a mixture of wisdom, dignity, and love, as never to suffer one
man in the world to despise you. Dr. Watts's humble attempt
has some admirable hints for our visits and conversation and
likewise Mr. Henry in his sermon on friendly visits ; you can
never read them too often. A minister, whilst he copies his
Master's example, must be in the best sense a gentleman.
The advantage and pleasure of being in the things of God,
;

will also appear,

C. On the bed of death.
Death is the cessation of the motion
of the blood, the respiration of the lungs, the sensation of the
nerves, and the disunion of soul and body.
You must die you
must die you may die before you have finished your course of
studies ; or at farthest, before you have preached one year>
Therefore set death before your eyes as very near and present to
your mind. You must leave this world forever. Your inward
qualities of mind must be laid open.
Your true character will
be declared. Your labours will soon be finished
your state
fixed in heaven or hell ; your bodies must be all turned into
putrefaction and loathsomeness, and be crumbled into dust and
ashes; you must shortly go with all your self-active and percipient powers into a new world, where you will have new sensations and passions, pleasing or painful, to eternity.
Now, if your hearts are in the great things of divine revelation,
you will feel strong victorious consolation in your soul, in the
agonies of death.
You will triumph over the king of terrors,
and bid defiance to his dart. This will be your noble and manly language to your surrounding friends; "I am dying! I ara
dying perhaps when my heart has beat about sixty strokes
more, or my lungs have opened twenty times, I shall have done
with men and things, books and studies, learning and sciences,
sermons, conversation, temptations, &c.
My character is going
to be declared by Christ my Master, my Redeemer and Judge
he will fix my state for ever. Now now I shall be with all the
great and good preachers in heaven
I shall never go to the
world of bad preachers in the invisible state
1
know that a
damned preacher of the Gospel is the most horrid character in
hell.
1 adore God ;
I shall never live with those cursed men
who were in this world the plague and scandal of the ministerial
office ; but I shall rise to eternal dignity amongst the grand assembly of good preachers in heaven I There I shall converse
for ever with those best and dearest objects of my delightful
!

!

;

!

:

!

:

:

attention below."
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Passions^

You are this moment in the hands of Christ : ha
1. To fear.
sustains your being, and determines your existence from moment
to moment ; and the question is put sixty times every minute
whether you shall live or die, be in time or eternity. A single
volition of his will determines your eternal existence for heaven
cr hell.
He is always near you ; he is now within you he reads
your heart every minute he inspects all the motions of your
thoughts and passions, and discerns the springs of your conduct
to the very bottom of your being ; if he says live, you live
or
Can you dare to indulge one sin under his
die, and you die
bright and burning eye ? O sirs, remember that one sin committed, one lust indulged, even if it be not repeated, may stab
your honours and labours for life! Can you, O can you dare
to commit one sin, or indulge your souls in lukewarmness and
indifference in the immediate presence of your Judge and your
;

;

;

I

!

—

!

Ood!
Hope is the desire and expectation of absent
2. To hope.
good; and if you are true believers, and called by Christ to the
ministry, what rich ground have you for hope of the richest
What is that good you hope for
blessings that he can bestow
as Christian students ? Why you hope to be saved from infinite
wrath to come, as you are Christians, and you hope to be useful
and worthy ministers of Christ, to advance his glory in the sal!

vation of souls.
It is
Indulge this hope to the utmost every hour of your life.
not only possible but probable, that you shall attain the two
great objects of your wishes yes, you have good encouragement
to entreat the Lord Jesus, to give you an habitual certainty of
your salvation, and a lively confidence, that your preparatory
studies shall not be in vain with respect to the sacred office of a
Christian preacher.
Christ gives you leave to love him ; he invites you to love
him ; he desires you to love him ; he is pleased when you love
him ; he delights to see you diligent at your studies out of pure
This leads us,
Jove to your Redeemer.
3. To gratitude.
All our religion is scarcely any thing but
gratitude, says that incomparable and elegant divine Dr. WitGratitude includes a deep sense of benefits from Christ, a
sius.
lively benevolence to him, sweet complacency ia him, and ardent desire to make the very best returns to him.
Ingratitude is the absence of all these excellent qualities. It is
a compound of stupidity and nonsense ; it is a want of every
thing that is amiable and generous; and must be infinitely despised and abhorred by our blessed Redeemer : fly from it as
;

from

hell,

and hate

it

as the pit of damnation.

!
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O my

young brethren, consider what the Lord Jesus has done
and providence ever since you were born
Your birth place, your parents, your preservation, your reliWhat has he done for you
gious advantages, your supplies
Has he not bought your souls with
in redemption and grace!
his blood I Did he not find you under an eternal obligation to
the law in its utmost extent, and you not able to obey one line
or letter of it ? Did he not find you pressed down with an immense load of debt, and you not able to pay one mite Did he
not find you in the prison of justice and the fetters of your lusts,
doomed to die under the curse The sword of justice at your
necks, when he interposed his own A dreadful cup brimful of
wrath in your hands, and h-e took it from you, and drank off the

for

you

in creation

5

!

!

!

!

very dregs into the depth of his precious soul
In what condition did Christ find you when he called you by
his grace ? Were you not by nature in darkness, and now arc
Dead, and now alive
Lost, and now
ye light in the Lord
In slavery, now at liberty
Poor, and nou' made
are found
Base, and now m.ade honourable
Never forget your
rich
and often compare it with your present state of
state of nature
grace, and your future state of glory.
Ambition is a mixed passion, composed of
4. To ambition.
!

!

!

!

!

!

;

and ardent desire. It is a vivid wonder at an
object considered as exceeding great, new, and good, with a
violent desire to have a union of soul with that object.
The approbation of Christ, the eternal God, is the proper

lively adnairation

object of a holy and generous ambition

and this object I wish
;
throw open, and propose to your souls, as a most mighty
motive to be sincere Christians, wise students, and most excelReligion arises at first under the
lent preachers of the Gospel.
agency of the Holy Spirit, from a vast admiration of Christ,
and a vehement desire to have an interest in him. Our call to
the ministry arises in the same manner
we admire the character
of a good preacher ; we esteem the office
we desire the work

to

:

;

—

of glorifying Christ in the salvation of precious souls.
These
are the "first springs which excite a pious sensible man to think
of the office ; and after he is placed in this honourable station,
these glorious motives must keep him awake and zealous to his
death. A pure and generous ambition is needful to ferment our
best passions, and excite us to generous attempts to please
Christ, and gain the approbation of his people.
And, my dear friends, what objects are here to raise the most
holy ambition to the noblest tone and exertion Say frequently
to yourselves, " What
has God my Saviour called me as a
Christian by his grace, and appointed me to be a preacher of
his Gospel, to beseech sinners, in Christ's stead, to be reconciled
lo God
Is this my great business for life
What, to display
!

!

!

!
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the power and grace of Christ

to save to the uttermost! To
address precious souls in his name
To propose the brightest
truths to the minds of men
to open the richest goodness, to allure their wills to choose Christ
to paint his beauty and fulness, to gain over and fix their best affections 5 to shew his allsufficiency to supply all possible wants, and thus raise a poor
distressed sinner's hope! To display the boundless grandeur of
Christ, to excite our utmost veneration
and paint his perfect
beauty and loveliness to attract the most unbounded esteem and
delight
To revive withering churches ; to refresh drooping
Christians ; to oppose the power of sia ; to weaken the empire
of the god of this world ; to advance the power of godliness ;
(o spread generous religion amongst Protestant Dissenters ; to
onimate slothful preachers! to condemn and shame^bad ministers
of religion ; to emulate the best of our brethren of the Established Church of England ; and to imitate the worthiest fathers
amongst ourselves !" O Sirs, do not your hearts rebound at
the thought ? And do you not think it a greater honour to be
a wise preacher, than to be an angel in heaven ? Yea, you are
angels by office ; be angels in your temper, passions, and activ>
!

;

;

!

!

!

God.
Are you angels
What a shame is it
ity for

Make good your name and

?

character

I

be a foolish or a wicked angel an ignorant arigcl! an unholy angel
a lazy angel an angel that is
<lisgusted at the glory of Christ ? an angel that hates to gaze on
his beauty
an angel that degrades Jesus Christ an angel that
hates 10 adore Christ an angel that despises the sufferings of
Christ an angel that denies his perfect satisfaction an angel
that scorns his righteousness
an angel that hates his godhead
an angel that robs him of his eternal divinity an angel that is
resolved to thrust him from his throne, and degrade him down to
a mere man What sort of an angel is that ? Is he a celestial or
an infernal angel ?
5. To Justice, Interest, Compassion, Pleasure, and Honour. Justice is an ardent regard to the rights of Christ, with
a deliberate will and purpose to preserve those rights inviolate
to

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Christ has a right to our hearts, our lives, our abilis the greatest and worst injustice to defraud him
of his rights, and employ our powers for our own honour, or expend our talents for our own use.
Interest is the deep concern and profit of man.
Interest governs all the world
O Sirs, let it govern you to the utmost in
your present studies, and in your future labours: mind your
interest : never forget your deepest, dearest interest.
Let interest gain all your attention, and influence your whole heart.
Ever remember that your very highest interest is to glorify
Christ to the utmost of your genius ^and power.
It is your no-

to eternity.
ities

;

and

it

:

!

;

!
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upon Christ, as your principle, to live like
him as your pattern, and to live to him as your end, through an

blest interest to live

eternal duration.

Compassion for Souls. Millions of souls, precious and immortal souls all around you, are in a perishing condition Souls
are in a state of sin, misery, ignorance, atheism, pride, enmity,
unbelief, apostacy from God, sensuality and lust! blind, dark,
dead, full of the plague, and mad against God, every moment
!

Have you no compassion for
drop into eternal fire
Hath not God felt compassion for your souls ? Have
not his bowels melted over you, when he saw you on the brink
of damnation, and foresaw the consequences, the eternal conseliable

souls

to

!

?

when your giddy thoughtless
quences of your going on in sin
them not ? O have pity on souls, because God
has eternal pity and compassion for you!
Pleasure. Pleasure is a state of ease in all the powers, and
Pleasure is a consciouspassions, and thoughts of the soul.
ness of something agreeable to our faculties and taste, it is a
delightful sensation of beauty and good.
And what objects have you to yield you ten thousand pleasures
whilst you are students, and when you commence preachers of
A good minister's path is strewed with roses of
the Gospel
You
pleasure, quite down to his death-bed and up to heaven
have the pleasures of pure sensation, science and taste: you
have the pleasures of contemplation and devotion the pleasures
of honour and distinction in the church of God; the pleasures
the pleasures of receiving good
of doing good every moment
every instant of your lives.
;

soul foresaw

!

!

!

;

;

^

"

live in

1

pleasure while

1

live to thee."

O! the pleasures of studying the Scriptures, of displaying their
sense! The pleasures of prayer! and the pleasures of

true

saving souls

Honour

to eternity

!

a generous scorn of doing wrong, and a determination of '.he will to do every thing worthy of our Master, and of
Our close union of soul with
our office and character in life.
Christ, should produce and cherish a high sense of honour, and
excite us to the exercise of every excellent quality of the heart
we should implore the daily influences of the Holy Spirit, to keep
is

this will teach us to avoid
a generous dignity in our souls
every thing mean and sordid in our life and conduct before mankind O Sirs, the deepest humility and the nicest sense of
honour may live and flourish in the same heart
Glory is a mixed passion, com6. To Glory and Shame.
posed of vehement self-love and unbounded joy in an immense
It arises from an assured interest in that good, and a
good.
self-approbation on account of that interest which we have in it.
37
Vol. III.

up

;

:

!
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Shame is a mixed passion, composed of self-love, sorrow at a
great loss, and self-contempt, on account of that loss of a vast
good, by our

own

folly.

Violent self-love aggravates the sorrow^

and increases the contempt of ourselves, because we are the
blameable authors of our loss ; and whatever good is lost by
our own fault, it must give us the utmost twinges of self-contempt and disapprobation.
Now, Sirs, which do you choose for your portion in future
life, and to all eternity : glory in Christ as your supreme good;
or shame and self-contempt at the loss of that good? Do you
choose the shame of being a lazy, ignorant sluggard while at
this seminary, and then to come out into our churches to be despised, slighted, neglected, and forsaken, by every wise Christian
in England, and the object of contempt to every excellent
minister of the Gospel, who shall have the pain to be plagued
with your company, and will rejoice to see you turn your back
to depart out of their house, and ease them of your worthless
conversation ? Or do you choose the glory of being a wise
student, a lively preacher of Christ all the days of your life;
and at last of receiving from the lips of your gracious Master,
that joyful sentence, Well done, good and faithful servant! enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord !

^iogTra^\\^

A SH0R.T ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE AND DEATH OF DR. LOUDON, OF
TROV, NEW-YORK.
(Concluded from

man

pag^e 255.)

me, says Christ, he is cast forth as a
branch and is withered, and men gather them and cast them
into the fire, and they are burned.
Did any one ever see a
branch of a vine that was never united to the vine, or can any
one believe that a branch was ever broken and taken away
from the vine on which it never grew? No such language
I insist on the
could ever proceed from the mouth of wisdom.
truth of the assertion, viz. Such as believe in Christ may become unfruitful in good works and so be taken away from
the grace of God may be received in vain.
Christ,
St. Paul has advanced ideas very similar to those of his Lord
and Master. The natural branches were broken off because of
unbelief, and thou standest by faith.
Be not high-minded, but
fear.
Faith is that by which men are united to Christ. If then
If a

—

abide not

in

—
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that principle be ship-wrecked, separation from Christ must be
the inevitable consequence.
After having reasoned largely from a number of passages of
scripture, to shew the danger of fatally backsliding, he concludes as follows,
" Has God commanded his saints to work
out their salvation with fear and trembling, where no ground of
fear exists ? ' But,' say you, ' The denunciations and warnings
of scripture, are designed only to deter the saints from sin, and
" My answer is, according to this argument, the
apostacy.'
saints are threatened with eternal separation from Christ, to
prevent that which never could take place, (1. e.) to prevent
believers from making shipwreck of faith and a good conscience.
This is but poorly calculated to aid a bad cause."
These extracts are sufficient to shew that he who submits to
be taught of God, shall know the truth, walk in its light, and en-

—

freedom.
not be thought improper here to remark, that Dr. Loudon when but a young man, had an imperfect perception of what
we deem the true doctrines of the Gospel. Soon after he joined the Presbyterians, he, with other young men, formed themselves into a Philological society, at the meetings of which it
was their custom to give their ideas on different portions of
scripture, and to argue upon various points in theology.
On these occasions he invariably supported the sentiments
taught by the Methodist Church, although he did not know, at
that time, that there were any body of Christians on earth that
held those sentiments ; nor did he ever come to the knowledge
of that fact until some years after his arrival in this country.
He first became acquainted with the Methodists in this city, and
here, according to what has already been stated, like the merchantman in the Gospel seeking goodly pearls^ he sold all that he
had and bought the one of great price. When he joined us, our
church in this place was inconsiderable and obscure. Nevertheless, deeming our doctrines and discipline of a superior character, laying all minor considerations aside, he stepped into the
light which shone upon his mind, and in that light he walked
till his sun of life went down.
Both as a private citizen and as a practising physician he
was highly respected. As a citizen in common life, he endeavoured to promote peace, propriety, and good order in every
department of society. This he did, not only by precepts, but
also by examples of sobriety, industry and economy.
He was
a lover of peace; honesty, plainness, and candour were ever
conspicuous traits in his character.
As a physician he was deservedly honoured, not only on account of his knowledge of the healing art, but in consequence of
a judicious and successful "application of that knowledge.
And

joy

It

its

may

—
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without derogating from others of the same profession, it may
Let the poor of Troy
testify how often he has entered their habitations, lighted up the
lamp of hope, and by the blessing of God, restored health to
But this is not the
the sick without money and without price.
best.
Dr. Loudon was a Christian. And in him the Christian
graces shone with peculiar lustre. It is true, there may be those
who talk more about religion than he did; and there may be
those too, who appear to be more transported and overwhelmed with the thoughts of Heaven, than he generally appeared to
be ; but I am inclined to think that but few, if any, are more
strengthened, settled and established than he was in the docIn him, light
trine, experience, and practice of Christianity.
and heat, regularity and zeal, cheerfulness and sobriety, liberality and firmness, plainness and gospel simplicity, formed an
interesting and instructive combinaiion.
As he was uniform in his religious deportment, his faith and
He was sometimes
love were like a constant aspiring flame.
heard to say, that he had no trials worthy of notice, and that
temptations and crosses were of but little weight, insomuch that
his Christian friends were sometimes almost ready to question
jthe genuineness and depth of his experience in the things of
God. But doubtless his views in this respect are to be attributed partly to the strict discipline which he exercised over
himself from his youth, and partly to the elevated ideas he entertained of the glorious reward of grace.
He could say, with
that emphasis which is inspired by the present enjoyment of
divine favour, and the stedfast hope of a blissful immortality
hereafter, " 1 know that the sufferings of this present time are
not worthy to be compared with the glory that shall be revealed in us."
Such was the confidence we had in his integrity, that he was
considered as a pillar in the church, and as a father in the congregation of the saints.
Such he was. His uniform piety, his
earnest solicitude for the welfare of Zion, his faithfulness in the
discharge of duty, both as a leader and a trustee in the church,
his firmness under embarrassments, and the judiciousness of his
counsels, all conspirt d to entitle him to that respect. The views
of our dejjarted brother savoured not of bigotry.
He had
learned to think and to let think without censoriousness.
And
his knowledge of (he piety of persons who belonged to religious
communities besides his own, authorised him to give them ihe
right hand of fellowship, and in return ihey embrac ed him in the
arms of Christian affection, esteemed him in life, and lan.ented
him in death. He was however particularly united in Christian affection to those with whom he was connected in church
With them he took sweet counsel, and with them
fellowship.

be said he was the poor man's doctor.
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heavenly places in Christ

Jesus.

The benevolence

was commensurate with the
and the means he possessed of doing good
and in death he evinced a laudable desire for
of his conduct

affection of his heart,

In life
temporal, as well as spiritual, prosperity of the church.—
For a series of years, he gave liberally of his earthly substance
for the support of religious worship, and for the comfort of the
servants of Christ, who were engaged in spreading the influence
of evangelical truth.
And as a monument of his benevolence in
death, we are now in possession of a good dwelling-house, to.
gether with necessary appurtenances, designed to be a permanent residence for the minister stationed in Troy.
From this view of his character, we could wish that the useful life of Dr. Loudon might have been preserved stiil longer
to the church.
But we submit without murmuring to the decree
of Providence.
Men qualified to be useful, both to the souls
and bodies, of men, are taken, while those of comparatively little
worth in society are left. Herein the ways of Providence are inscrutable
human reason must bow down, and the speculations
of mortals yield to ineffable wisdom and goodness. It is enough
for us to know that he has filled up the measure of his usefulness, and is gone to receive his glorious reward.
He bade us, and ail below, an adieu on the 12th of February
last.
Although God had given him a robust constitution, yet
his exposures in the performance of his professional duties were
so frequent and great, that a immber of times he was brought to
the borders of the grave.
But notwithstanding the effects of
the whole seemed to be well nigh obviated, till the latter part
of the summer past, yet then it became evident that the springs
of life were much enfeebled.
Sometime last fall he took a severe cold, which increased the consumptive affection which had
already taken hold of his constitution. From that time the strin<^s
of life continued to weaken until dissolution took place. He was
confined to his room only about four weeks previous to hi?
death ; but during that period his sufferings were very severe.
Now it was that the Christian character displayed its thousand endearing excellencies. Intervals of ease and prospects
of returning health elated him not.
Excruciating pain, and the
probability of speedy death, appeared not in the least to depress his spirits or terrify his mind.
On the contrary, through
all the varied scenes incident to his situatior, his mind v.-as
composed and his heart fixed. Religion was his theme, and of its
superior advantages he thought and spoke like one, who, standing
on the threshhold of another state, had both worlds full in view.
Among the many of all classes that visited him, but few, if
any, went away unaffected.
How often did the saints leave
to others.

the

—
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God for the power of religion And how
often did infidelity and irreligion, sicken and shrink back while
glowing words of sacred truth fell from those lips which were
Bis bed-side blessing

!

He spoke from what he had learnshortly to quiver in death.
ed of Christ. The resurrection of the body was a subject on
which he dwelt with peculiar emphasis and pleasure. But as
it is unnecessary farther to particularize, suffice it to say, that
in full assurance of a glorious resurrection, and a blissful immortality, ke smiled and appeared to be perfectly undisturbed,
while death was loosing the silver cord. While thus yielding
to the order of his God, he gave a willing farewell to this world,
and closing bis eyes on terrestrial, he opened them on celestial
objects, on Saturday the 12th day of February, 1820, in the
60th year of his age.
" Precious in the sight of the Lord

On

is

the death of his saints."

Monday

following his funeral solemnities were attended
by a numerous concourse of people, who, from the highest to
the lowest, and from the eldest to the youngest^ seemed to be
deeply affected with the stroke which had deprived our city of
one of its most valuable inhabitants, and the church of God of
one of its brightest ornaments. " May w^ he followers of them
zfjho through faith and patience inherit the promises.^''
the

ScTciyjtuTce Illustrated.

For

the

Methodist Magazine.

OBSERVATIONS ON SOME PORTIONS OF THE PSALMS.

No

literary compositions, either ancient or modern, breathe
a higher degree of devotion than the Psalms of David. They
have always been highly valued by the godly, for that spirit of
Their
piety by which they are so remarkably distinguished.
beauty and elegance have added to their commendation. On account of these, they have become objects of particular notice
among men of learning. Independent of the consideration, that
they compose part of that divine book, which Providence will always preserve, they would be handed down through all succeeding generations, on account of that sublimity of thought and elegance of composition, which have raised them to universal ad-

miration.

These songs of Zion would be still more admired, were the
This, indeed, is
English version of them equal to the original.
However, we have a right
not to be expected in a translation.
io expect, that the meaning of the text should be distinctly giv-

—
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But much lo the injury of the Psalms, in our translation
there are several passages, in which not only their beauty is
The spirit of piety, which
lost, but their meaning is mistaken.
seems sonictimes to be
is their most prominent characteristic,
interrupted by such harshness and resentment, as very illy accord with the feelings of a devout heart in its approaches to the
Divine Being. In this respect our translation is not only de-

en.

fective, but corrupt

known

— conveying ideas

to the original.

and exciting feelings un-

—

This language may seem too strong But judge of its proby the following quotations. " Let death seize upon them,
and let them go down quickly into hell.'''' " Add iniquity unto
their iniquity, and let them not come into thy righteousness.^''
Can any language be too strongs in rePsal. Iv. xv.^69. 27.
lation to such passages as these ? Would not the pious heart,
filled with that pleasurable sensibility which accompanies devotion, feel a dreadful chill to pervade it, on approaching these
passages ? Would not the raven wings of horror darken the scene
on every side? And would not every nerve tremble, and the
hand be ready to let the Book of God fall ? But if, on such occasions, the eye could rest on the original text, and ascertain
its meaning, what an inexpressibly cheering thrill would pass
through the heart, while the eyes would swim in tears of joy
These tears have been mine.
Whatever may be said in justification of praying for the temporal destruction of our enemies, under certain circumstances,
undoubtedly nothing but horror can be felt on reading these
" Add insentences " Let them go down quickly into hell."

priety

:

iquity unto their iniquity."
That spirit of bitterness, which, with

the concomitant prin-

ciple of pre-determined reprobation, prevailed in the age in
which the Bible was translated, may, perhaps have had some

—

Corruptions they are
influence in leading to these corruptions
—for there is nothing like them in the Hebrew text.
In order to show how much these beautiful songs of Inspiration have suffered, and what injury has been done to the piety
of their composer, let us place a few quotations from the English
In doing this, we
version parallel with correct translations.
hope not only to use our endeavours to wipe away, in some degree, that imputation of cruelty which has been charged upon
the spirit of the Psalms, but also to impart to others some of
That consolation, which we have felt on correctly reading these
holy compositions.
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TRANSLATED FROM THE HEBREWo
ENGLISH VERSION.
God hath made them desoDestroy thou them, O God
they will fall by their
let them fall by their own coun- late
they will be
cast them out in the mul- own counsels
sels
;

:

;'

;

cast out in the multitude of their
for they have rebelled against transgressions : for they have
rebelled against thee.
thee. Psal. v. 10.
With the froward thou wilt
With the tVoward thou wilt
shew thyself froward. Psal. shew thyself unpleasant,
titude of their transgressions:

xviii. 26.

Death will seize upon them ;
Let death seize upon them,
and let them go down quickly they will go down quickly into
hell.
into hell. Psal. Iv. 15.
Their table shall be a snare
Let their table become a
snare before them : and that before them, and their prosper-

which should
their welfare,

have been
let

it

for ity a trap,

become a

trap. Ixix. 22.

Their eyes shall be darkenLet their eyes be darkened,
that they see not ; and make ed from seeing, and their loins
their loins continually to shake, shall he made to shake continually.
ver. 23.
.

And the inflammation of thine
Pour out thine indignation
upon them, and let thy wrathful anger shall arrest them, to pour
anger take hold of them. ver. upon them thine indignation.
24.

Their palaces shall be a vaLet their habitation be desoand let none dwell in their pour, even in their tents there

late,

shall not be

tents, ver. 25.

iniquity to their iniquity ;
let them not come into thy

Add
and

righteousness, ver. 27.

Thou

an inhabitant.
punishment

wilt inflict

upon them for theiriniquity for
they would not come into thy
;

righteousness.

They shall be blotted from
Let them be blotted out of
book of the living, and not the book of life and with the
be written with the righteous, righteous they shall not be enthe

ver. 28.

;

rolled.

Here we see on one side of the page, several quotations from
the English translation, in the form of petitions to the Divine Being, breathing a spirit in which we dare not approach the God
of truth and righteousness ; while on the other, we behold declarations, and predictions, exhibiting to view the purest principles of justice, and the most awful consequences of wickedness, at the same time leaving the heart in possession of the tenThe difference between the two
derest pity and compassion.

translations given in the

above specimen, though

it

makes an

—
:
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important difference in the sense, has been made, it will be seen,
by the alteration of only a few words. This alteration not only
recommends itself to the good sense and piety of the people of God ; but it cotild be easily justified by verbal criticism.
But without entering into this subject at present, let us just remark, that most of the errors above, have been made by changing the future tense of the verbs in the indicative to the imperas in the first text above quoted, the Hebrew verb
ative mood
is iSi3', they will fall, not let them fall.
Hitherto this subject Tias been chiefly considered in regard to
But there are many parts of them
the piety of the Psalms.
which contain declarations of important truth, and predictions
of future events. These, when put in the form of petitions, frequently lose a great part of their strength and beauty^ fail to
accomplish the object for which they werf^ v/ritten while the
reader is misled, even when the}' contain the purest sentiments
of devotion. For, the meaning of the origincu, our version never conveys to his mind.
But what renders thi^ subject still more interesting, is, a number of the Psalms immediately relate to the Saviour of the world.
He is often introduced as speaking in them. This is the case
with the sixty-ninth Psalm, from which several of the above
How does the language of these quotaquotations are m.^de.
tions suit the lips of the benevolent Jesus? Did he ever utter
such petitions as these ? Do they accord with that boundless
compassion which ever reigned in his heajt, and was constantly
manifested in his holy life ? Let that prayer which he offered
on the cross for his persecutors and murderers bear testimony
" Father forgive them, for they know not what they do."
It is to be observed, that although the English version of the
Psalms is defective, and in some places erroneous, yet it may be
read with great advantage and it ought to be read with careful
attention, and devout feelings, in order to obtain that spirit of
piety by which we shall be prepared for the service of God.
:

—

—

—

And we may

whenever we meet with any thing
which does not accord with the purest princiciples of truth and righteousness, it is not to be attributed to
rest assured, that

in that version

Hebrew Psalms, but to our translation of them. The foregoing observations have been made in order to impress this
truth upon the mind.
Q,

the
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or THE MUSCLES.

T\\e MtTcibutes ol

Extracted

from

Paley's

God
Mdural

liiaiijla^ed.

Theology,

OF THE MUSCLES.
(Continued from page 260.)

of the muscles, which could only he
the result of care, is, their being almost universally so disposed
I
as not to obstruct or int' rfere with one another's actions,
know but one instance in which this impediment is perceived.
cannot easily swallow whilst we gape. This, I understand,
is owing to the muscles employed in the act of deglution being
so implicated with the muscles of the lower jaw, that whilst these
The
last are contracted, the former cannot act with freedom.
obstruction is, in this instance, attended with inconveniency ; but
it shews what the effect is where it does exist; and what loss of
Now, when
faculty there would be if it were more frequent.
we reflect upon the number of muscles, not fewer than four hundred and forty-six in the human body, known and named ; how
contiguous they lie to each other, in layers, as it were, over one
another, crossing one another
sometimes embedded in one another; sometimes perforating one another, an arrangement
which leaves to each its liberty and its full play, must necessarily
require meditation and counsel.
IV. The following is oftentimes the case with the muscles.
Their action is wanted where their situation would be inconveIn which case, the body of the muscle is placed in some
nient.
commodious position at a distance, and made to communicate
with the point of action, by slender strings or wires.
If the
muscles which move the fingers, had been placed in the palm or
back of the hand, they would have swelled that part to an awkward and clumsy thickness. The beauty, the proportions of
the part, would have been destroyed.
They are, therefore, disposed in the arm, and even up to the elbow ; and act by long
tendons, strapt down at the wrist, and passing under the ligaments to the fingers, and to the joints of the fingers which they
are severally to move. In like manner, the muscles which move
the toes, and many of the joints of the foot, how gracefully are
they disposed in the calf of the leg, instead of forming an unwieldly tumefaction in the fool itself! The observation may be
repeated of the muscle which draws the nictitating membrane
over the eye. Its office is in the front of the eye ; but its body
is lodged in the back part of the globe, where it lies safe, and
where it encumbers nothing.
III.

Another property

We

;

OP THE MUSCLESi
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V. The great mechanical variety in the figure of the
may be thus stated. It appears to be a fixt law, that

muscles,
the conTherefore, the

traction of a muscle shall be towards its centre.
subject for mechanism on each occasion is, so to modify the
figure and adjust the position of th€ muscle, as to produce the
motion required, agreeably with this law. This can only be done
by giving to different muscles a diversity of configuration, suited
to their several offices, and to their situation with respect to the

work which they have

On

account we find
sometimes
;
with double, sometimes with treble tendons, sometimes with
none sometimes one tendon to several muscles, at other times
one muscle to several tendons. The shape of the organ is susceptible of incalculable variety, whilst the original property of
the muscle, the law and line of its contraction, remains the same,
and is simple. Herein the muscular system may be said to bear
a perfect resemblance to our works of art. An artist does not
alter the native quality of his materials, or their laws of action.
He takes these as he finds them. His skill and ingenuity are
employed in turning them, such as they are, to his account, by
giving to the parts of his machine, a form and relation, in which
these unalterable properties may operate to the production of

them under a

to

perform.

multiplicity of Ibrms

and

thi§

attitudes

:

the effects intended.
VI. The ejaculations can never too often be repeated
How
many things must go right for us to be an hour at ease! How
many more for us to be vigorous and active ! Yet vigour and
activity are, in a vast plurality of instances, preserved in human
bodies, notwithstanding that they depend upon so great a number of instruments of motion, and notwithstandmg that the defect
!

—

or disorder sometimes of a very small instrument, of a single

hundred and forty-six muscles
which are employed, may be attended with grievous inconvenipair, for instance, out of the four

ency.

There is piety and good sense in the following observation,
taken out of the Religious Philosopher: " With much compassion," says this writer, " as well as astonishment at the goodness of our loving Creator, have I considered the sad state of a
certain gentleman, who, as to the rest, was in pretty good health,
but only wanted the use of these two little muscles that serve to
lift up the eye-lids, and so had almost lost the use of his sight,
being forced, as long as this defect lasted, to shove up his eyelids every moment with his own hands :"
In general we may
remark in how small a degree those who enjoy the perfect use
of their organs, know the comprehensiveness of the blessing, the;
variety of their obligation.
They perceive a result, but they
think little of the multitude of concurrences and rectitudes, which
go to form it.

—
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Besides these observations, which belong to the muscular
organ as such, we may notice some advantages of structure
which are more conspicuous in muscles of a certain class or des-

Thus

cription than others.

The

:

and precision, of which the muscu1 think, in no part so remarkably as in the tongue.
It is worth any man's while to watch the
agility of his tongue
the wonderful promptitude with which it
executes changes of position, and the perfect exactness. Each
syllable of articulated sound requires, for its utterance, a specific
The disaction of the tongue, and of the parts adjacent to it.
position and configuration of the mouth, appertaining to every
letter and word, is not only peculiar, but, if nicely and accurately attended to, perceptible to the sight ; insomuch that curious
persons have availed themselves of this circumstance to teach
the deaf to speak, and to understand what is said by others. In
the same person, and after his habit of speaking is formed, one,
and only one, position of the parts will produce a given articuHow instantaneously are these positions
late sound correctly.
how numerous are the permutations,
assumed and dismissed
how various, yet how infallible Arbitrary and antic variety is
not the thing we admire, but variety obeying a rule, conducing
to an efiect. and commensurate with exigencies infinitely diverbelieve also, that the anatomy of the tongue corres1
sified.
ponds with these observations upon its activity. The muscles
of the tongue are so numerous, and so implicated with one another, that they cannot be traced by the nicest dissection ; nevertheless, (which is a great perfection of the organ,) neither the
number, nor the complexity, nor what might seem to be the entanglement of its fibres, in any wise impede its motion, or ren=
1.

lar

motion

variety, quickness,
is

capable, are seen,
;

;

!

der the determination or success of

its efforts

uncertain.

(To be continued.)

T\ie Gi:ace ol

The

God Manifested^

following narration was communicated to the Editors by
who observes concerning the subject of it,
that the "Young woman was illiterate, being capable of readThough this was doubtless the
ing and writing but poorly."
case, yet she speaks the language of genuine experience in the
things of God; and we doubt not but her account of the gra*
cious work of God upon her heart, will be read by all experimental Christians with interest and profit. Under this expectation we present it to the readers of our Magazine, praying

a respected friend,

EXPERIENCE AND DEATH OP MISS MARGARET ANDERSON.
that

God may

raise

up many such examples of
His power to save to

faith
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and pa-

tience, as witnesses of

the uttermost.
The evidence of g;enuine experience, and ardour of devotion
discoverable in this unvarnished narration of the dealings of

God

we doubt not, more than compensate
which the critic may discern.

with her, will,

literary defects

for

any

THE EXPERIENCE AND DEATH OF MISS MARGARET ANDERSON.

Margaret Anderson was the daughter of Mr. Thomas Anderson, who originally came from Ireland. He finally settled
in the upper end of Washington county, Virginia
where he
ended his days. He lived to be old withovJ religion.
The following is transcribed from her diary. I was born in
Bath county in Virginia, May 19, 1789. My parents were
both brought up in the church of England
and like most
others, being taught to deny the power of godliness, they negHowever, they frequently read the scriplected the form f/lso.
tures to their children, and taught them the Lord's prayer ; an
advantage all children do not possess.
When I was about four years of age, the Lord revealed himself to me, in such a manner, th.it my soul was filled with most
1 believed he sent his angels to
ardent desires to behold him.
protect me, and that I walked constantly in his presence, which
;

;

filled

my

soul with delight.

One day I asked my mother, if ever I should see God ? She
told me that if I would be a good child, I should see him coming in the clouds, and his face would outshine the brightness of
This was transporting to me. 1 looked for the promthe sun.
ise to be fulfilled immediately : wherefore I spent much of my
time in watching, expecting every moment to see him make
his appearance through the parted sky.
One night, being very weary with expectation, I lay down
in heaviness, and soon sunk into a deep sleep : when I dreamed
that I saw the Lord coming through the window ; he came, as I
thought, to the bedside where I slept with my two sisters, (one
of them younger, the other older than myself,) and took me up
in his arms and blessed me, and my sisters also.
I awoke in a
transport of joy.
My anxiety was now at an end : I thought
that while I lived he would protect me ; and when I died, he
would take me home to rest with himself.
When I was about five years of age, the corruption of my
nature began to discover itself, in various instances, insomuch
that I was often afraid that the Lord was angry with me.
This
appeared more terrible than death : especially when any one
told me, that

through

my

what

heart,

1 had done was sinful, it went like a dagger
and made me to tremble. Bui these impres-
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sions woulrl soon vanish like the early dew, and leave my heart
as much prone to sin and lolly as it was before.
Notwithstanding my repeated promises of reformation, my
fondness for play and diversions daily increased, until the ninth
year of my age. My desire for play was such as caused me
not only to spend all my leisure hours in pursuit of vanity, but
also to break the sabbath.
Nor did any person ever tell me
that this was a violation of God's holy law, which saith that we
shall keep the sabbath day holy.
However, be it remembered,
to the glory of God, that with regard to profane swearing, or
even naming our Maker in common discourse, my mother
guarded her children against it with the greatest care. 1 was
taught to look upon swearing, as one of the basest of crimes.
To these pious instructions I chiefly owed that solemnity of
soul, which 1 always felt, when I remembered that 1 was in the
presence of God. 1 never remember to have called his holy
In
name-, in the most serious matters, without a secret awe.
common discourse, I looked upon it as the greatest impiety, to
and I was afraid to lie
use the name of my blessed Maker
down to sleep without repeating the prayers I had learned, lest
some evil should befal me while 1 slept.
When I was about ten years of age, my convictions increaswas often convinced that the way I was in was
ed much.
trembled when I thought of
I
the way to everlasting ruin.
for I knew that I deserved the wrath of
death and judgment
God, and I had no idea of faith and repentance, for I had never
heard religion in the true sense of the word so much as named.
I felt my disease, but knew not the remedy: which wrought in
my heart many painful sensations, and made me wish that 1 had
never been horn. I felt no power to forsake my sins, neither did
I seemed to be without
1 know in what manner to turn to God.
but pride, anger,
restraint, putting no reins upon my passions
and revenge reigned in my heart, and influenced all my actions.
At this time I could not think of God, but with a guilty dread.
I would sometimes weep in secret places for my sins, and make
many promises to forsake them. I had never seen any person
kneel in prayer, but I had heard that some did it
and I was
resolved to do it myself, thinking that I could not so easily
slide into folly, if 1 would make it a constant practice to pray
on my knees. But I alternately prayed and sinned, until the
twelfth year of my age.
About this time 1 grew more serious, and spent most of my
I was very strict
leisure hours in reading the scriptures.
in
observing limes of prayer, and was fearful of violating the Lord's
day. And as did not believe that any of the family regarded
these duties, except myself, I thought I was more righteous
By these means, my conscience was
than any o^ my friends.
;

I

;

;

;

I
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My wounds were healed outwardly, while the
poison rankled within; and so deceived was 1 that 1 thought I
had religion enough. How plain a proof that I was a stranger to the work of regeneration. But I was not suffered to remain easy, for any length of lime, under this delusion j for the
Spirit of God, who was unwilling that I should perish, convinthat 1 was
ced me that 1 could do nothing to merit salvation
yet in the gall of bitterness and in the bonds of iniquity.
This
would often cry out
discovery made my heart to tremble, and
in the anguish of my soul. Oh
that I might know my sins forgiven Oh ! that I could hear some person say that there was
mercy for me. And now the light began to dawn upon my benighted soul, and 1 saw clearly, that I must be born again or
perish everlastingly.
My parents were much opposed to the Methodists, and from
what I heard of them, I thought they jtistly deserved the reproaches that the world cast upon them. But this prejudice
was all removed when 1 heard them preach. 1 believed them to
be the people of God. They shewed to me the necessity of
regeneration, and I now saw, that except 1 should be born
again, 1 should never see the kingdom of God.
About this time my oldest sister was awakened by hearing
the Methodists preach
and soon after she found peace with
God. She joined their church. I betook myself to prayer
more earnestly than ever. With weeping and mourning I cried
unto the Lord day and night
and 1 now began to see many
things sinful, which before
had esteemed as innocent amusements such as dancing, singing vain songs, and reading such
books as neither tended to piety or excited to virtue. All these
I determined to
Although 1 had the resolution to forforsake.
sake my sins, yet was ashamed to own it: but would complain of
indisposition of body
which not only wounded my conscience,
but prevented the grace of God from working in my heart, as it
otherwise would have done.
Yet I continued crying for mercy ;
but I thought that my prayers were never heard.
While I was in this extremity, suddenly a light broke in upon
lulled asleep.

:

1

!

!

;

:

1

;

1

:

which made my heart to leap for joy. I felt my burden removed, and nothing remained but love and peace. For
a while I rejoiced with joy unspeakable. Soon after, I begai*
to reason with my heart," what these things might be which I

my soul,

felt?

The enemy suggested

immediately, that

it

was only a de-

lusion.

that my sister, and a black woman in the famhad professed to be converted, and to know their sins forgiven.
I had never before heard them speak of such raptures.
1 therefore concluded that these were some of the wiles of the
devil, and that I should do well toresist them.
1 have
since
I

ily,

remembered
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1 opened my heart to some experienced Chrishave done well ; but I was afraid, and so hid my

thought, that had
tian

I

mij^ht

Lord's gilt in the earth. Hereby I forfeited the blessing, lost
I was now
peace, and became more wretched than before.
I had no person to
like unto one wandering alone in the dark
guide or instruct me tor 1 had never made known to any person the exercise of my mind. Although at this time the anguish of spirit which I felt was indescribable, yet 1 soon grew
hardened in unbelief, lost most of my good impressions, and
became more careless than before.

my

;

;

(To be Continued.)

THE DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT CONSIDERED.*
(Continued from page 272.)

What a piece of workmanship is
Man.
From
man! how noble in reason! how infinite in faculties! in form
and moving how express and admirable in action how like an
angel in apprehension how like a God !'
the nature of

'

!

!

have already considered man with reference to the divine
I shall now contemplate him in another point of light, as
an intelligent and sentient being, possessing certain faculties
which were planted in him by the hand of his Maker. Of the
existence and operations of these faculties he is perfectly conscious ; and their existence and operations are at war with the
doctrine that opposes future and endless punishment..
In taking this view of his faculties, 1 do not purpose noticing
every one, of which the human mind is possessed: nor do I
wish to run into metaphysical subtleties, or over nice distincThe sentitions, in treating on those which are mentioned.
ments and expressions shall be such as are familiar to every
one who has been in the habit of reflecting, or is in the least
degree acquainted with the works of those Authors who have
I shall refer the reader to their
written on these subjects.
1

law.

writings.

Whoever has come

to the years of understanding and reflecand has paid attention to the operations of his own mind,
must have perceived in the conduct, both of himself and others,
It is not
certain things to be right and others to be wrong.
supposed, however, that circumstanced as man is in this life,
tion,

* Through mistake

this

was

said to be concluded in the last

Number.
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he will never form a wrong opinion on speculative points, or be
the faculty by which he determistaken in cases of casuistry
fve perplexed by sophistry,
mines may be warped by interest,
be overcast by error, or be disturbed or perverted by
It is of his cool and dispassionate
bodily pains or passions.
decisions in general that it is affirmed, they will ever be agreeable to the nature of things,
they will ever be consistent with
;

—

—

—

—

truth.

But consider this interiigent being leaving this world and entering into another with this faculty free, perfectly free from the
influences and effects of the above and similar causes, and what
is there in that state, where error and sophistry are not known
to have a place, to produce any alterations in this power of
perception ? what to make any change ' in the eternal and unalterable nature of right and ^vrong,' truth and falsehood, good
and evil ? what to give a wrong cast to the decisions then pronounced ? Must not that which appears right and wrong to
the soul at the first moment of its entering into the world of
spirits, continue to appear so through the successive and ceaseless periods of eternity ?
have no right to infer otherwise
from either scripture or reason, and we think it is susceptible of
proof that this perceptive faculty must cease to exist, before it
can cease to apprehend those contrary and essentially opposite
qualities in any other manner than in their true and proper na-

We

tures.
' By
an original power of the mind,' says Dr. Reid, ' We
have the conception of right and wrong in human conduct, of
merit and demerit, of duty and moral obligation, and our other
moral conceptions and that, by the same faculty, we perceive
some things in human conduct to be right and others to be
:

wrong
faculty

that the first principles of morals are the dictates of this

;
:

and

dictates, a«

that we have the same reason to rely upon those
upon the determinations of our senses, or of our

other natural faculties.'

Nearly

Vol. 4. p. 185.
foregoing faculty,

if it 'be rrot the same,
exercising itself in a different manner, is conscience.
In the
preceding remarks, I intended to be understood as confining
myself altogether to the power of perceiving. Here 1 shall
consider it with reference to the act of judging and condemning.
The fact is, they are so closely connected, that like the colours of the rainbow, it is impossible accurately to mark their
Hmits, or to «ay with certainty and precision, where the one
ends, and the other begins.
Conscience has been differently defined by different writers.
By some it has been considered as a principle planted in man
by God himself. Others have represented it as God's vice.^erent,
others
others have called it a ray of divine light,

allied to the

—

Vol.

III.

—

29
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a monitor, &c. But, whatever shades of difference may be intended to be represented by the above names, there is one
point, in which it would seem they all agree, that it is clothed
with authority to judge and to condemn.
Mr. Locke, b. I. ch. 3. s. 8. says, "Conscience is nothing
else but our own opinion or judgment of the moral rectitude or
jjravity of our own actions.'
This definition, as being the only
intelligible one he has met with, is adopted by the Bishop of
Landaff in his justly celebrated apology for the Bible.
Dr. Reid speaking of conscience says, ' It is evident therefore, that this principle has from its nature an authority to direct and determine with regard to our conduct ; to judge, to
acquit or condemn, and even to punish ; an authority which belongs to no other principle of the human mind.' Vol. 4. p. 202.
The above view given by Dr. Reid agrees with what St.
Paul says on the same subject, Rom. ii. 14. The Gentiles^ who
have not the (written) law, do hy riature the things contained in the
law, these having not the law, are a law unto themselves : which
shew the work of the lazo written in their hearts, their conscience
also bearing witness^ and their thoughts the meanwhile accusing, or
Is
This' says an elegant writer,
else excusing one another,
one of the finest passages of scripture on this subject. The
Apostle speaks of a law oi nature, that is a rule of action rising
out of the very being of man, so that because he is what he is,
and as long as he is, what he is, A man, he must necessarily
have in himself, go where he will, do what he will, this rule of
The Apostle tells us further, where this law is, it is in
acting.
and moreover, he inthe heart, that is in our secret thoughts
One
forms us how our thoughts move in regard to our actions.
thought excuses another thought, and a second thought accuses
a first thought, contending together, as if ten just men were
disputing with ten unjust men, ten patient men against ten passionate men, ten wise and honest men setting ten foolish men
right.
The heart in this case is like a court, if ignorance or
presumption sit to judge, the law (or decision) will be for sin ;
but if reason and religion judge, the law of righteousness will
sway the heart and guide the life but take which way we will,
our actions do not alter the nature of things, right is right, and
wrong is wrong, let what will come of us.'
1.
There is in man a certain affection of mind, or principle
of action, which is commonly called Conscience, whereby we
are capable of considering ourselves as under a divine law,
and accountable to God for our conduct.
2. Hence arises self- approbation or self-condemnation in men,
as they apprehend their actions have been agreeable or disagreeable to the divine law.
'

'

:

:

'

—
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The force of this often appears so great, that the worst of
cannot, at least without great difficulty, divest themselves
of it ; and that even when they are in such circumstances, as to
have least to fear from their fellow- creatures, and especially in
3.

men

their

dying moments.
exceedingly probable, that

4. It is

by God

this principle is

to intimate a future state of retribution, since

ly to that

it

seems

intended

it is

chief-

to refer.

5. Both the wisdom and truth of God seem to require, that
there should be a future state in some respects answerable to
Doddridge's Lectures. Lee. 92.
this apprehension.'
From the above definitions, the following inferences are plain
and obvious.
That Conscience recognises a divine law, and refers the conduct of man to it.
That it acknowledges a difference in the nature of things, be-

tween right and wrong, good and evil.
That it turns itself in judgment upon the motives and principles of the agent in whom it resides, as well as upon the action
itself.

That

it

feels there is a natural

and punishment
That when guilty,

guilt

;

and

and necessary relation betwixt

lastly,

it reflects upon the past with remorse, attends to the present with p^un, and looks forward to the future
with fear of punishment, and when punished, acknowledges the

punishment to be just.
Turn your attention to the page of history and read what is
recorded of this faculty. O who can describe the power of a
guilty conscience! How many have I'elt its sentence of condemnation and have confest it, and trembled, and wept. How
many more have been tortured by it, and have endeavoured to
suppress or conceal their anguish, but have not been able.
No
man,' says Chrysostom, ' Can flee from the judgment of his own
conscience, which cannot be shunned.
It cannot be coiTupted
it cannot be terrified,
it cannot be flattered or bribed,
nor
can its testimony be obscured by any lapse of time.' Cicero
great is the power of Conscience ;
in his oration for Milo says,
ihey fear nothing who know they have committed no evil, on
the contrary they who have sinned live in continual dread o(
punishment.'
Dr. A. Clarke on Conscience at the end of the
epistle to the Hebrews.
Consider the poor guilty sinner in the prospect of death.
How different is his death from the death of the good man.
The latter at peace with God, his own heart, and all mankind,
quits this world in the triumphs of faith, and goes rejoicing into
the presence of the King of Saints.
Whilst the former, overwhelmed with a sense of the wrath of the insulted and offended
'

—

—

—

'
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Majesty of Heaven, is driven away in his wickedntsF, and painfully and reluctantly passes from the place of suffering here, to
the awful regions of the damned, to suffer more acutely forever
and ever. What makes the difference in their last moments T
It is not the room in which the sinner is confined, nor the bed
on which he dies. It is not the property he is about to leave,
nor the company he is about to quit. It is his character, his
true and proper character, his immoral state that is now finishrA, and therefore may now be judged.
This makes all the difference, and it is impossible to make aay thing supply the place
of goodness.
Now the understanding recovers its discernment
of right and wrong; now the memory recalls the prominent actions of the life ; now the conscience rises from the meanness
of a slave, to the majesty of a judge; now the heart meditates
See the
terror, and feels the approach of an Almighty Judge.
miserable wretch tossing from side to side, in the morning wishing it were evening, and in the evening wishing it were morning.
Hear him, in the bitterness of bis anguish condemn himself for his sinful course of life, or for his neglect of the great
salvation which was procured by the death of Christ, and was
offered to repenting sinners in the gospel. Every droj) of sweat
that oozes out of his sinking frame, every groan that escapes his
convulsed soul, every expression of remorse and self-condemnation which he now utters, proclaims the state of his guilty, miserable mind, and justifies the saying of St. Paul, It is a fearful
' Till at
last, in
thing to fall into the hands of the living God.
the midst of these melancholy exertions, his eyes fix
his feahis livid
tures change,
his countenance becomes disfigured,
and by
his whole frame quivers
lips convulsively separate,
this last effort, his unhappy soul starts with reluctance from that
body of clay, falls into the hands of its God, and finds itself

—

—

—

—

;

alone at the foot of the awful tribunal.'
Going in this state into the world of spirits, can there, or will
there be any change, either in his views or feelings ? ImpossiAll the anguish experienced before death, will be expeble.
rienced after it, with an increase of poignancy and weight : and
forever, shall the guilty sinner feel, to the fullest extent, the
truth of the declaration, If thy heart condemn thee, God is greater
than thy heart and zoill condemn thee also,
(To be Contiaued.)
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As

early as the year 1727, the United Brethren, or Unitas
Fratrum, (Moravians,) began to take into consideration a mission to the heathen nations.
In the year 1732 they sent Missionaries to St. Thomas, an island in the West- Indies, then under the Danish Government. The year following others were
sent to Greenland
and not long after to North-America. Expelled the dominions of the Elector of Saxony, the followers of
Schwenkfeld (the founder of the society) such of them as resided since 1725 in Berthelsdorf (a large village in Upper Lusatia) resolved to go to Georgia in North-America.
The first
Colony arrived in Georgia in the spring 173S, and commenced
Jn 1737 the Rev. Peter Boehler of the Univertheir ministry*
sity of Jena, was chosen and ordained minister of the Colony.
The Colony meeting with obstacles of a serious nature in Georgia, through the desire of the Rev. G. Whitefield, was transfered
to Nazareth, an establishment for a negro school in Pennsylvania, for which he had laid the foundation of the building, and
from which the whole manor afterwards received its name. This
place they settled in 1740, and afterwards bought the phce of
Mr. Whitefield, from whence they commenced their successful
missions among the Indians, and pursued these wandering tribes
from town to town. From Nazareth, Nain. and Bethleheoj,
on the Delaware river in Pennsylvania, Friadenshuttan and
other towns on the Susquehannah river
thence to Goshgoskink and other towns on the Alleghany
thence to Friedensstadt on Beaver, which empties into the Ohio below Pittsburg:

—

:

:

thence to Shoenhun, Gnaddenhutten, &;c. on the Muskingum ;
thence to New Salem pn fluron river of lake Erie, and New

Gnaddenhutten on Huron river of Lake St. Clair. Many of
these towns had been previously settled by the Indians, but most
of them settled with the aid, under the direction, and named

hy

the Missionaries themselves.
mission, says their historian,

The
kiel,

in

Mr. George Henry Los-

178S had now stood forty-five years.

From a

register

—
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of the congregation dated in 1772, we learn that from the beginning of the mission to that year, seven hundred and twenty
Indians had been added to the church of Christ by holy baptism, most of whom departed this life, rejoicing in God their
Saviour.
I would willingly add the number of those converted
lo the Lord since that period, but as the church-books and other
writings of the Missionaries were burnt, when they were taken
prisoners on the Muskingum in 1781, I cannpt speak with certainty.
Supposing even that from 1772 to 1787 the long standing of the mission, and the great pains and suiTerings of the
The reason
Missionaries, the flock collected was very small.
of this may be found, partly in the peculiar character of the Indian nations, but chiefly in this, that the Missionaries did not
so much endeavour to gather a large number of baptized heathen^ as to lead souls to Christ ; who should truly believe on
and live unto him. This small flock is, however, large enough
to be a light of the Lord, shining unto many heathen nations
ibr the eternal salvation of their immortal souls."
We cannot, from the limits we have prescribed for these
numbers enter into a detailed account of the mission in question. We shall, therefore, in this number give a summary view
of the most interesting events of the mission in reference to the
Christian experience of the believing Indians, deaths, &c. and
the next number will close our narrative in regard to this subject, with a brief account of the horrid murder of a part of the
Indian congregation on the Tuscarawas, a branch of the Mus-

kingum

river.

Tschoop, an outrageous Indian, who had even made himself
a cripple by debauchery, was awakened through the ministry of
Some time after he related the manChristian Henry Rauch.
" Brethren, I have been a
ner of his conversion as follows
therefore I
heathen and have grown old among the heathen
know how heathen think. Once a preacher came and began to explain to us, that there was a God. We answered,
* Dost thou think us
so ignorant as not to know that ? Go back
:

—

;

Then again another
whence thou earnest.
preacher came and began to teach us and to say, " You must
We answered thou fool,
not steal, nor lie, nor get drunk," &c.

to the place from

Learn first thyself,
dost thou think that we don't know that.
and then teach the people to whom thou belongest to leave off
For who steals and lies, or who is more drunkthese things.
en than thy own jieople ? And thus we dismissed him.
Brother Christian Henry Rauch came into my hut, and sat
down by me. He spoke to me nearly as follows, " I come to
you in the name of the Lord of heaven and of earth : He sends

—

io let

you know,

from the misery

that he will
in

make you happy, and

which you

lie

at present.

To

deliver
this

you

end he

;
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his life a ransom for man, and shed his
blood for him," &:c. &c. When he had finished his discourse,
he lay down upon a board, fatigued by the journey, and fell
I
then thought, what kind of a man is
into a sound sleep.
I
might kill him and throw
this? There he lies and sleeps.
him out into the wood, and who would regard it ? But this gives
him no concern. However, I could not forget his words. They
Even when I was asleep, I
continually occurred to my mind.
dreamt of that blood which Christ shed for us. I found this
to be something different from what I had ever heard, and I in-

became a man, gave

Thus
terpreted Christian Henry's words to the other Indians.
through the grace of God, an awakening took place among us.
I say therefore brethren, preach Christ our Saviour, his sufferings and death, if you would have your words to gain entrance
among the heathen." Tschoop was among the first fruits of
the mission, professed to be converted about the year 1740,
and dictated an interesting letter on the occasion, addressed to
the brethren in Pennsylvania.
He wrote from Shekmeho on
ike North-run, in Connecticut.
Nicodemus was baptized in Dec. 1742. He had been exceeded by none in the practice of evil, and given to drunkenness.
On hearing the word of the cross, he was one of the first
who experienced its saving power. In his walk and conversation he was an example to all.
From a turbulent spirit he be<:ame patient, lowly and humble in heart, but strong in faith.
He was appointed elder of the congregation at Gnaddenhutlcn,
on which place he departed this life, in August, 1748. He was
Once lookfigurative in speech, highly instructive and useful.
ing at a mill at Gnaddenhutten, he addressed a Missionary,
" Brother," said he, " I discover something that rejoices my
heart, I have seen the great wheel, and many little ones; every one was in motion, and seemed all alive, but suddenly all
stopped, and the mill was as dead.
then thought, surely all
I
depends upon one wheel, if the water runs upon that,
every thing else is alive, but when that ceases to flow, all appears dead.
Just so it is with my heart, it is dead as the
wheel ; but as soon as Jesu's blood flows upon it, it gets life
and sets every thing in motion, and the whole man being governed by it, it becomes evident that there is life throughout
but when the heart is removed from the crucified Jesus, it dies
gradually, and at length all life ceases."
" In May, 1749, many of the Indians of Gnaddenhutten went
(o Bethlehem to see three Christian Greenlanders who were
returning to their native country, conducted by a Missionary,
Matthew Stach. There were at the same time in Bethlehem a
boy and a young Indian woman from Bcrbice in South-America,
so that the brethren there had the satisfaction to see heathen

—
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and languages, namely Arawacks
Mahikians and Delawares in the 41st, and
Greenlanders in the 65th degree of north latitude."'"'
In the year 1780 at Salem, a sermon preached upon our Saviour's parable of the sower, gave occasion to many to examine
their hearts.
A Missionary speaking to an Indian brother previous to the Lord's Supper, addressed him thus, " Tell me how
is your heart disposed at present."
He replied " You could
not have asked me a more agreeable question ; I am ready to
answer it every day, and if you was even to awake me at night,
I should want no time to consider, for my Saviour has given me
such an heart, that I am as willing to lay my wants and deficiences open to my brethren, as to describe the happiness I
of three
living

in

different nations

the

6th,

:

enjoy.'"'

About tliis time an Indian that came from the banks of the
Mississippi observed, " Thus have I roved about till I am grown
old and grey.
I have taken great pains to find something profitable to myself and children, but have not found any thing
good. "With you I find at once all 1 wanted ; and the cause of
my staying so long is, that 1 may hear as much as possible, and
have something to relate to my countrymen on my return."
An heathen Shawnee said, " When I came here and heard
you speak of the wretchedness and depravity of the human
heart, 1 thought,
"Well, said I, God grant the believing Indians
begin to mend their lives, for they seem to be a very bad people.
I am not so wicked, and commit no sins, but please my
God. I serve him and sacrifice enough. But lately I was
convinced at your chapel, that I am a very sinful man, and that
It is exactly in my heart as in that old basket {pointing to an
old basket full of rubbish.)
He then began to weep aloud.
Some time after he was baptized into the death of Jesus, being
the first of the Shawnees at that time, added to the Christian
church. Ever since his baptism the death and sufferings of
Jesus were so precious to him that he spoke of them to all who
visited him, telling them, that he was no more afraid of death,
being assured' that his soul was redeemed and saved by the
death of the Saviour,
The labour of the Holy Ghost, was more particularly perceptible in the sick and dying.
sick girl six years old, said
with tears, " I now desire nothing more in this world, but to be
baptized and cleansed by the blood of Jesus, to whom I wisht©
depart." Her request was granted to her great joy.
An Indian woman, to whom holy baptism was administered
on her death bed, could not sleep the following night for joy,
and said, " I now wish the sooner the better to depart to Christ,
and do not desire to recover." The day before she died, she
asljed, " What caji mak-e our Saviour delay, that he does not

—
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take me to himself?" She was assured that he would soon grant
her request.
The day following she exclaimed: "Now he appears," and soon after expired.
A boy of eight years old lately baptized, sent shortly before
his departure for a Missionary, and said, "Now I shall depart,
but what dress shall I put on ?" Brother Z. answered, " you have
put on the right dress in holy baptism, when you were clothed
with the blood and righteousness of Christ Jesus your Saviour:
you want no other dress." The boy replied, " True, O how do
I rejoice !"
and during brother Z's prayer h.e departed gently and happily.

Theophilus Armenius.
Feb.

2,

1820.
(To be Continued.)

ACCOUNT OF THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE WORK OP GOD
LOUISIANA, IN A LETTER FROM MR. D. DE VINNE TO
THE EDITORS.

IN

Nouvelle Iberia, (La.) iVIarch 20, 1820.

Dear Brethren,
At a time when

the Christian world is endeavouring to
disseminate religious knowledge, and every page of Missionary
intelligence is read with more than ordinary attention; perhaps
a sketch of the rise, progress and present state of Methodism on
the west of the Mississippi might not be uninteresting to some of
your numerous readers ; especially if they consider the peculiar situation of the country, so remotely separated from the
body of Christians ; of a considerable, but widely scattered population, and mostly inhabited by those who speak another language, and were generally opposed to the doctrines of the reformation.
Although we lament that so few have believed our
report, and that iniquity so generally abounds, yet that God
should in any measure bless our feeble endeavours, and get to
himself a name and a praise, even at this remote out-posl, we
feel abundantly thankful ; and with rejoicing, do ascribe to

name the praise and glory.
Shortly after the cession of Louisiana to the United States,
a concern was excited in the Western Conference, for the lamentable state of the inhabitants of this new acquisition ; and
brother Elisha W. Bowman volunteered to explore and search
out the American settlements.
On entering his sphere of labour, he found what might be expected, where Cliristian instihis

were neglected where the gospel in its purity had nevand where a copy of the Holy Scriptures had
Vol. hi.
40

tutions

er extended,

;
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scarcely ever appeared beyond the desk of the priesthood. Intemperance, profanity, and a want of moral honesty, were "but
too prevalent, and the sabbaths were regarded only as days of
public business or amusements.
Those who did not work on
the Lord's day, were generally engaged in gaming, racing,
hunting, attendance on balls, or similar diversions. The French
of education were either professed Catholics or real disciples of
the French philosophy, and the illiterate were extremely ignorant, not understanding any system, not even that in which they
professed to believe.
Nor did many of the American emigrants,
who had been instructed in better things, teach them other preBeing descepts, or set them an example worthy of imitation.
titute

of the public

means of grace, they readily

forgot their

former scruples, easily fell in with the current of the times, and,
in many instances, even excelled the natives in profanity and
dissipation.
In this state of affairs, he passed into this extensive field, the
moral and religious state of which was wild indeed; stopping
in the settlements, and making known his mission, he was in some
places received as the messenger of Heaven, and a ready door
was opened to preach the word at other places, he was subjected to every inconvenience, and when no place was found for pubIn this manner he
lic instruction, he taught from house to house.
visited many of the English settlements on the west of the river.
What he suffered in these great and perilous labours will be
readily conceived. But the great Head of the church who promised to be " with his disciples, always even unto the end of the
world," did not suffer him to return without seeing some fruit
Congregations were formed, members who had
of his labour.
removed from the older stales were again reclaimed and received, and some who had lived in sin were hopefully brought
The following year he was
from the power of Satan to God.
joined by brother Thomas Laslley ; they still kept in operation
the former plan, and finally formed two extensive circuits.
In 1811 an additional circuit was formed and supplied by an:

In 1813. at the formation of the Mississippi
other labourer.
Conference, this part of the work was set off into a separate district, and has since been regularly supplied from the members of
that Conference.
This itinerating ministry has been subjected to diificulties of
no ordinary kind. The neighbourhoods being so remotely sepand
arated, the rides consequently must have been very long
the roads between their appointments sometimes lying through
and not unfrequently inmiry swamps or extensive marshes
terrupted by deep water-courses, through which they were
And these rides must be daily, in order to
obliged to swim.
reach the very distant appointments, which brought them into
;

;
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inclemencies of the weather. Their reception and accommodation, which were among the different ranks in society,
were also very various. At some places they were kindly received and entertained with all the conveniences of life ; at a
few others, though as kindly received, their fare was extremely
poor; a miserable cabin screened them from the weather, and

all the

meat, with the common yam of the country, constituted
And, indeed, during the first years, in some instances, the public-house was their home, and their private funds
their only friends.
Though the suffering and voluntary privations of these men were great, yet their love for souls was
greater.
Impelled by this they kept on their course, preached
the good word, and seemed cheerfully to sacrifice whatever they
loved before,
in the prosecution of this blessed work the gospel has been
carried into most of the English settlements, and the people have
been taught publicly and from house to house. When the Louisianaian Bible Society had the blessed word for distribution,
they have loaded themselves with the sacred treasure, and carried them on horse back from sixty to eighty miles to the dis-

a

little

their food.

—

tant

French and American

families.

They have used

their

influence to form schools, and in their rides have searched out
and procured teachers; and wherever a number of children
could be collected, they have religiously instructed and catechised them.
They also hfted up their voices against the iniquities of the land, and denounced publicly and in private the Divine threatenings against the violators of God's law.
During such energetic measures to advance the Redeemer's

kingdom, it is not to be exj^ected that Satan would suffer his
peaceable reign to be disturbed without opposition. Gross
misrepresentations, relative to their views in travelling through
the country, were industriously circulated, in order to excite
Others
suspicion, and to prevent attendance on their ministry.
whose views were pointedly exposed, threatened personal abuse,
and in some instances, belayed them on the road and attempted
to execute their fell purposes. But in every instance they have
been defeated so wonderfully has God shielded these men, that
they can say hitherto they " have done us no harm, the God
of the armies of Israel has been our shield and buckler."
Notwithstanding this ministry has been supplied by men
from higher latitudes, yet they have generally enjoyed good
health. Not one has fallen a victim to the diseases of the country.
Brother Richmond Nolley is the only one who has died,
and his was not a disease. In the prosecution of his extensive
labours, he attempted to swim across a bayou or creek on his
horse ; but the current carrying them both down, he was parted
from the horse and obliged to swim for the shore. Here it ap;
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pears, he searched a considerable time for a house, but finding
none, and being wet and benumbed with the cold, he seems at
last to have resigned himself to ihis inscrutable, but to him, gracious dispensation of Providence.
Tiie next day he was fuund
in a grove of woods lying on his back, his hands folded on his
breast, and all his garments disposed in the most graceful manner.
Near him the mud was indented by his knees, where it
seems, after committing his soul to Him who gave it, he arose,
adjusted himself in the manner described above, and ascended
So
to that Heaven for which he had so fervently laboured.
died Richaond Nolley. and a more faithful disciple never crossed the Mississippi he prayed
he laboured as
he preached
in sight of Heaven,
And when he fell, he fell a martyr but

—

—

—

"his ashes

—

lie,

No marble tells us where. With his name,
No bard embalms, nor saactifies his song."'

—

But Still he lives he lives in the memory of thousands. The
recolJection of his fervent zeal, at this day quickens his brethren, and the purity of his life stiil reproves the vices of many
"who

knew him

—but

to return.

These servants of God have had the pleasure to see the work
Churches have arisen
of the Lord prosper in their hands.
"where none were seen before: and now, the sweet voice of prayer and praise is heard, where once the savage yell, or the still
more horrible imprecation sounded. A considerable number
of whites are joined in society, among whom are some of the
most distinguished families in the country: and also many of
the people of colour.
Of the latter great numbers have been
awakened and converted to Gcd, but from a variety of causes,
could not join society.

This class of men have shared large-

when the toiU of the day
were over, they have collected them at night in some did cabin,
and instructed, encouraged and raised their desponding hopes
It is now generally acknowledged that
to thoughts of Heaven.
affairs are vastly changed for the better, and that the state of
morals is much improved. Gaming and similar diversions are
less common, and a desire for useful improvements and the cultivation of letiers, seems daily to be gaining ground. The observance of the Sabbath, though no statute of the state requires it, is
considerably more regarded and Religion is now respected, and
the means of grace attended by more and more seiious hearers.
And were there any tolerable supply of zealous holy ministers,
we doubt not but that there would be a great ingathering
ly in ;he labours of the^e Missionaries

:

;

The instruments under God of producing a
have not been confined to the Methodista alone;
three Baptist ministers in iheir local sphere have borne a tesamong

this people.

change thus

far,

——
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limony for the truth. But iho5e who devoted ihemseives wholiy
work, and carried the glad lidiiigs to the ihinly-scai'ered
inhabitants, were more abundantij owoed in reformiog society
to the

and

in

bringing souls to God.

is done we rejoice, and give God the glory
;
but much, very much yet remains, particularly amongst the
French populaiion. Conscious of this I would Siibnait the following statement? to the consideration of the me^ibers of ibe general and several auxiliary Missionary societies in our cborch.
Frona which it wili be seen that the religious conditioD of Louisiana calls aloud to them, and that the time Las fully come
when we should have Missionaries here, declaring a pore, udcorruf ted gospel to the natives in their vernacular lor.jne.
For here are many thousands of adult pereons who have never
heard a protestant sermon, nor read one page in the Hoi Scriptires.
But I need not urge, I trust it is eaoogh that thev only
hios. From my o?rn observaiions. and tho~e of twenty years
residence in the country, whose- oSiciai duties have brought
them extensively through it ; it is calculated that three fourilia
of the inhabitants are French, and that not more than peraaps
one in fineen of this proportion can undersiar*d an English sermon. M^:•rt than this number can probably speak and uoderstand a iev^ Eo^lisn words; they may buy articles at a stM^,
direct you on a road, but it by no cs^ans follows tliat they can
ur.derstanu an argument in English.
They think and reason
in Fiench. and if ever ihey are taught any thing beyond the
commoa aflair» of life, it must be in tnat lan^age.
Tee Proies'ant ministers of the ditferent denooiirations hare
prea'hing only in a few j.laces in ten parishes, and in some
of these only occasionally : leaving fourieen In which the gospel as taught by toem, has never yet been heard. Indeed, many
of these parishes have cot had preaching of any kind, and it
yet remains for the honour of some Missionary to proclaisi ihe
gj>r>el here, and erect a standard for the Prince of Peace.
The inhabitants of Louisiana are far from being a ruJe or a
If some of them are warmly attached to the
conceited people.
former church establishment, oihers appear to be inquirers after truJi ; most of them would, i believe, aitend to the leaching
of a Missionary in their own language, and all would treat him
with beco-iiing respect.
I have called at many of iheu- bouse*
and have unifcrmly been received and treaied well. Sonie :oo,
I have found very desirous to know the tenets of oL:er professing Cnristians ; taese I have endeavoured to communicate
and explain, and have always either discovered a tacit, or received a candid acknowledgement of ibeir reasar«ib!e.i€ss.
Many too aiiead upon our ministry, tixMigh they cannot onderstaad perhaps a dczea scr.tences in a whole sensoa.
The

In the go:-d that

.•
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is, this people must yet be taught the doctrines of the
Bible, for hitherto they have had neither written nor oral instruciion that would give them an idea of the plan of salvation.
The Holy Book has already been widely distributed among
them ; many have read and are desirous to understand ; and
now it remains for the holy Evangelical Missionary to go

truth

among them

in

tti€

of this honour

and dignity of

spirit

and apply these sacred

truths.

Who

his office to explain

will avail

themselves

?

No part of our great republic is so illy supplied with reliIt is
gious instruction as this, and none surely needs it more.
easy, however, to censure and expose vice; but until this country has the blessings of an Evangelical ministiy, let Christians,
who know human nature, be less bitter in their charges. Men
of every profession here put to the blush those of the ministry.
In every part of the state may be found professional men of
talent and ability to fill every requisite station, and those too
in sufficient numbers : all who have emigrated hither, among
those in the gospel ministry, though needed infinitely more
than any of the rest, few,, very few, have yet ventured beyond the precincts of what they themselves judge to be unBut to you to you Brethren of the Missionary
healthy.

—

Solicitude waits on
Society, are the €yes of many directed.
your decisions ; and prayer entreats Heaven to direct you
Gur necessity is our eloquence, and the confident assurance of

your Missionary zeal, our hope.
May the kingdom of the Redeemer come
of the earth remember and turn to the Lord
dreds of the nations worship before Him.

— May

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM REV. THOMAS
THE EDITORS.

;

and

L.

all

the ends

all the

DOUGLASS

kin-

TO

" The plan proposed in the Address of the Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, places things on very
advantageous ground. The men to be aided and sanctioned as
Missionaries, are to be approved by our annual Conferences,
Men who, reto act under the direction of our Bishops.
nouncing ease and worldly prosj^ects, devoted to God and His
church, and qualified for the divine work in which they have
engaged, will spread the word of life; and by uniting precept
with example, they will plant the standard of Immanuel, and

and

diffuse light to thousands in regions

Oh

where darkness now reigns.

could our venerable Father, Bishop Asbury, the apostle
of America, have witnessed such a plan matured, and carried
!

;

;

SID

POETRY,

by his sons in the gospel, his great soul must
such rapture, that like Simeon, he would have exclaimed, Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in ptace.—
The strength of Jehovah must be fell by
Admirable system
the powers of darkness in the operation of such a plan.
I think the publication of the Methodist Magazine, and the
establishment of the Missionary Society, both engrafted on the old
itinerant Missionary plan, is calculated to impart such energy
and spirit to the whole connection, that we shall not only keep
up the life and power of religion, where it is already planted, but
renewed exertion, and unequalled success since the apostolic
age in saving souls from death, will be the resulting consequences."
"Nashville is certainly the most central, as well as the most
populous town within the limits of this Conference and therefore ought to be the place for the location of an auxiliary society, and which I shall use my endeavour to establish as soon
into operation

have

felt

!

•

as possible."

Toetr^.

They
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A SOLILOqUir

publish'd their message in accents mosf

cheering,

Whilst angelic mildness appear'd in their face.
visited BritProchuming the name of a friend most endearing,
ain in the year 1818, in quest of
A friend who had died for the whole human-,
knowledge and true religion.

Of a Heathen

Priest,

who

°

race.

CeyloD 1 wander'd thro 'mazes of error,
Enveloped in darkness, and mentally blind,
My system of worship was mingled with terror,

IN

Which

served to contract, or to shackle the

mind.
This system,

'tis

true,

A spark then

Embarking

others,

brothers.
like myself,

though

all

haste, with

in

my

views thus ex-

j braved the rough billows true wisdom to find
At length, full of rapture, in Britain I landed.

Priests of

The garden of knowledge, and food

Budho

With

slaves are

panded.

;

Whilst long

which excited ambition,
famed country to see ;

had been taught me by

To which t adher'd, and resolv'd to pursue
But now I'm convinc'd, these my fathers and

Were dark

I caught,

i ardently wished this

To visit the sages of every condition,
Where the mind is unshackled, and

for the

mind.

we

adher'd to our native opinions,

senses benumb'd thus inactive

we

q

lay:

Britain, I greet thee,thou

^^y

sources of science I

much favour'd nation,
mean to explore
;

Wc had not yet

heard in our dreary dominions, ^,,^j thanks shall I yield to the God of Creation,
Nor ever once dream'd of a bright Gospel ray.
y^^^^ brought me in safety to tread on thy

At length there appear'd
^!'^*'

,.

„,,
brought
Who

"*^

in our city

some

shore.

stran-

juj

.
J..J.
u
us glad t.dmgs, and bade us be

Yet

still

^^

Their zeal and their love bad encounter'd
dangers,
Arising irom climates, or perils by sea.

o'er

my country my bowels

^^.^^^^

my

'

all

I

wish

are yearning,

>^^ companions are twin'd round

heart

to excite

And what

is

them

to study true learning.

most useful

to

them would impart.

; ;

!

.

;
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aiy soul would

now

fly

on

wide spreading

its

Oh! may

And

pinions,

To publish in Ceylon the mystical plan
To sound forth with ardor throughout her dominions,

guilt,

An

millions in China,

m^—

all ranks and all stations,
Bombay, and Bengal.

HAIL pure

the Methodist

Devotion

!

Magazine.

Thy transcendant

light

Cheers the cold heart, and gives supreme de-

eastern princess,

who had made some

pro-

Of all what she heard,

this confession,

that the half

light.

To those who seek for noblest joys sublime,
And pleasures from the sacred source divine.
Thy pow'r alone can franquilize the soul,

gression.

In wisdom and science, 'mid sages of old

Was forc'd, after trial, to make
''

'

S, IS19.

and from

For

His kingdom extend to

was promis'd and purchas'd be

the nations

thrall

To

that

mine,
every faculty, every feature,
Partake of the lilteness and image divine

Till

Hackney, May,

The great Benefactor, and Saviour of man.

may the Almighty soon rescue
From Satan's delusion, from

1 recover the heavenly nature,

all

was not

When tempests rage, and

deep

afflictions roll;

Thy healing

influ'nce does a balm impart,
A heav'niy cordial to the bleeding heart.
Let me too acknowledge the heart-feeling pleasFor thee I'd weave a wreath, O could I now
ure.
thy brow >
Which thrills through my soul, and enlivens my But reach thy head, I'd twine it round
Then at thy shrine would that bless'd homage
taste.
told."

!

When

reading the scriptures, that mine of rich

Which

tyeasui e.

Surpassing the diamonds and gold of the
This book

is

diffusing

its light,

east.

Sure
!

may

all

may

distinguish the signs of the times.

the wboJe truth be promulg'd without

The name of a SAVIOUR, be sounded abroad.
Let heart-felt religion be ever increasing,
'Till all sliall acknowledge and worship one
God.
wise

men had

thee, fair one, well I

found out, by deep penetra-

heart away.

makes my
all beaming with celestial fire.
With warmth immortal does my breast inspire
Wlule faith beholds, with keenest vision bright,

That world of glories hid from mortal sight.
Could we e'en search those beds of pearl below,
Where amber shines, and lovely corals grow,
We could not find a gem one half so feur.

As those

Celestial scenes imfolding are.

Nor yet Golconda's flaming mines of gold,
Arabia's sweets, so fam'd by bards of old,
Can feast the soul, can give such chaste delight,
As those unveiling

tion,

The birth of Messiah, and tribute would bring
They therefore adore Him, with solemn prostra-

5

tion,

my

know thy voice,
heart rejoice ;

Thine eye

ceasing.

Some

shjuld in raptures melt

know

'Tis thy soft accents

and revealing

The trutli to the people in far distant climes
Thus Britain expresses her love and her feeling,

Oh

I

to the

mental sight.

Devotion! 'Tis thine to elevate the mind,
Above this earth, to joys of purest kind.

Expanding

all its faculties to rise.

Andhail'd him their Malcer, their Sariour, their
And grasp at infinite beyond the skies.
King.
Thou dost unlock the secret door of heaven,
By ardent prayer, the key to mortals given,
But what kind of tribute can I ever tender

To him who hath loved, by redeeming my soul? And usher in that bright, efl'ulgent ray.
Which brighter shines unto the perfect day.
My heart and affections I freely surrender,
A. Yorfr, Fct. 9, 1820.
My will and my spirit, my body, my whole.*
*1 Thsss. V. 13.
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ON THE NECESSITY AND DUTY OP EVANGELIZING THE ABORIGINES
OF AMERICA.

A SERMON ON PSALM

II.

8.

Ask

of me, and 1 shall give tliee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the
uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession.

That

this Psalm has an immediate relation to the Messi.ih,
not only the opinion of Christians, but is admitted even by
many of the Jewish commentators themselves ; and of course,
those who reject the Lord Jpsus as the true Messiah, believe the
Without entering into
person here spoken of is yet to come.
this inquiry we may observe, that however literally the Psalm
may apply to David, yet the predictions contained in it, have
a more complete accomplishment in the person a:id conduct of
Jesus Christ, of whom king David was an expressive type.
It would, indeed, be an easy matter, by entering into an analysis of the several parts of this Fsalm, to shew their exact accomplishment, in the conduct of the enemies of the Lord Jesus towards Him, their " gathering tot^ether," their nefarious
"councils" and their violent rage, against the "Lord's anointed,'' &c. but waving these considerations, we only observe
that the text itself, Jsk of me, ^c. is a promise made by God
the Father to Jesus Christ, to extend his dominion over the
gentile world
" I will give thee the heathen tor thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession."
How comprehensive this promise And how glorious the prosis

—

!

pect to the believer
But it has never yet been fulfilled in its fullest extent. The
kingdom of Christ has n^ver included the uttf rmosi parts of the
It remains, therefore, for the " latter day glory" of the
earth.
Vol, IlL
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Church to behold the inheritance of the Messiah, in its most
extended sense. For although, after the ascension of Christ,
and that accomplishment of His promise to His disconsolate
disciples, and the gift of tongues on the memorable day of Pentecost, the kingdom of Christ was rapidly extended among the
nations of the earth, yet all were not comprehended in the circle of His government
even whole nations remained totally
d'-stitute of the knowledge of Christ.
And so they remain to
the present day ; and so they are likely to remain until more
combined and energetic efforts are made by the Christian world
in the great work of evangelization,
ft is true, we have reason to congratulate ourselves on the exertions which have been
made, and still are making, in this glorious work; but to render those exertions effectual to the general diffusion of gospel
truth, the latent energies of the Christian community must be
called into action, and a more united and combined effort must
he persevered in by all experimental Christians. I say exper;

imental Christians ; for as to the exertions of those who are
only nominally so, any farther than their pecuniary aid may
be r-^ndered subservient to the grand purposes of the Christian
mi*nb.ry, as they are so nearly allied in disposition, motives,
and worldly pursuits, to those whom they attempt to convert,
their converts when made are not morally better in the sight of
a holy God.
Those conversions which do not affect the heart
by producing a radical change, leave the convert under the empire of all his depraved passions and appetites ; so that while
he exchanges an erroneous for a true system, he does but hold
Unless Christianity enter into
the truth in unrighteousness.
the heart, and influence the will and affections, the motives and
This is
conduct, it does nothing worthy of its sacred Author.
its design ; and it is only when this design is accomplished, that
its superlative excellence and divine authority are demonstraEvidence, and arguments addressed to the understanding,
ted.
may produce conviction, and induce a rational assent of the
mind to the truth ; but it is only by the operation of the Holy
Ghost upon the heart, that the grand design of Christianity is
•

effected.

And though it is the most sublime of all sciences, naturally
tending to enlighten the understanding, and to expand all the
powers of the soul, yet its divine Author never ordained His
apostles and ministers for the purpose of merely imparting
knowledge to the human intellect ; but He had a higher end
in view, even the reformation of the heart and life, the present
and eternal salvation of the soul. And so far as this grand design is accomplished, so far the inheritance of Christ is extended.
That there remains much to be done before the promise in
our text

is fulfilled,

will

be evident

to all

who

for

a moment
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look at the present state of the moral world. It is supposed
that there are about seve7i hundred and sixty two millions of souls
on the terraqueous globe and it is estiaiated that four hundred
and seventy Jive millions of these are Pagans, seventy-three millions are Mahometans, and two hundred and fourteen millions are
Christians ; so that fve hundred and forty -eight millions do not
even profess the Christian religion if we add to these that proportion of the Christian world which are only nominally Christian, what a great work remains to be done, before the uttermost parts of the earth are given to Christ for His possession t
But out of the four hundred and seventy-five millions of Pagans, it is supposed that fve millions of them are included
among the American Indians. Now while we behold so many
of our fellow men immersed in all the darkness and superstition of heathenism, can the heai't of the Christian philanthropist remain unaffected, and betray all the apathy of a sangfroid
philosophy? Surely it cannot. Nay it does not. The Christian community, both in Europe and America, have already felt
that impetus from the Holy Spirit, which excites to vigorous
The Pagans of the old world have already felt the
exertion.
blessed effects of these benevolent exertions, from the ministerial labours of our brethren in Europe ; and neither are those
upon our own borders entirely forgotten. May success attend
every effort to evangelize the heathen world.
But while our brethren beyond the Atlantic, are calling forth
their united energies to Christianize the idolators of the east,
it becomes the duty of American Christians to turn their attenHere is ample room for
tion to their red brethren of the west.
the full display of that Christian benevolence, which it is the
Surely these are a part
peculiar office of the gospel to inspire.
of those heathen which were given to Christ in the covenant of
redemption ; and they are now waiting lor the salvation of God
and whenever His kingdom shall extend to the " uttermost
:

:

:

parts of the earth," these depressed children of the desert shall

be comprehended within its limits.
That this important, and very desirable event may be accomplished,
I.

The

we

will notice,

obligations

we

are under to communicate the glad

tidings of salvation to them.
II, The most suitable means to

do

this.

I. In respect to the obligations we are under to communicate
the glad tidings of salvation to our brethren of the forest, we
may observe,
1. That justice, the first law of heaven, and the immutable
The Amerrule of moral obligation, demands it at our hands.

;
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ican Indians are the original proprietors of the land we inhabit
of which their forefathers were dispossessed, not always the
most honourably, and sometimes with much injustice and crnelWithout adverting to the inhuman barbarities of those
ty.
Christian savages, the Spaniards, who, impelled by avarice,
that " cursed thirst of gold," practised upon the natives of the
West-Indies, and of South-America, all the cruelties of the most
gothic warfare
exhibiting all that depravity of heart which
characterises a fallen spirit, while they held before those simple people the idolatrous crucifix in one hand, and the murderous sword in the other 1 say without chilling the heart with a
recital of those horrid cruelties
we may observe that the Indians inhabiting these northern regions, were not always treated with thit justice and equity, which the laws of national intercourse demanded.
It must be confessed that in m^ny instances, while they attempted to introduce among them the arts
of civilization, and offered to them the blessings of the gospel,
they also tiught them vices to which they had been strangers,
presenting to their vitiated appetites the inebriating liquid, and
by degrees, the horrid language of blasphemy.
If arning them,
A thirst for opulence, also, frequently predominated over those
better fe lintjs of the heart which Christianity inspires, and led
tht'm to i idulge in that cupidity in their traffic with the natives,
which is equally condemned by the laws of nature and of God.
These impolitic and antichristian proceedings, were but the
prelude, not to say the cause, of those coersive measures, which
terminated in the sanguinary Indian wars, recorded in history, to the perpetual disgrace of the Christian name.
Gladly would we, were it compatible with truth and honesty, draw a
veil over these sad evidences of human weakness and depravity ; but the facts are too notorious to be either concealed or
dis!-elieved ; and even to thp present day, the conduct of the
whites towards the Indian Tribes, is mark^ d with similar evidences of the degeneracy of the human heart.
But while an impartial regard to truth extorts these remarks,

—

—

—

we

rejoice to have it in our power to nf^tice many honourable
exceptions to such unjustifiable proceedings. Many laudable
attempts were made, and with some success too, to intioduce
these wild men of the woods into the glorious privileges of the
gospel.
The indefatigable labours of a Braynard, and others,
will long be remembered with gratitude and joy, as well as
the persevering endeavours of the Moravian Missionaries, to
make known the superior advantages of Christianity unto the
Indian tribes.
Not dwelling, however, upon what has been done ; forgetting,

as far as possible, the injuries which have been inflicted upon

them, and praising

God

for

every attempt to do them good

;

we
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ihSit justice demands from the Christian communit)', a prompt
and vigorous exertion to communicate to these people, the pre-

say

eminent principles of Christianity. They are our brethren ; for
God hath made of one blood all the nations of the earth. Descending from the same original stock, however remotely they may
be now separated from us, as a branch of the sime tree, they
claim a common kindred with us as a part of the greu humm
family. Therefore, the grand maxim of our divine Sr.viour, which
admits of universal application, Do as you would be done, by, requires us to leave no gospel means untried for the conversion of
these our brethren. It is a debt we owe them. They h;jve a just
claim upon us ; and therefore, if we pay them not, especially
now that we are able, their account will be presented against
us in the tremendous day of reckoning, and
*'

Vengeacce

will

claim the

full

arrear."

They may evm now say to us, " You have taken possession
©four lands without an equivalent You have driven us back
and we are scattered and peeled unto this
into the wilderness,
day Instead of teaching us to be better, you have made us
worse and notwithstanding you have the good book, and profess to worship the true Cod, who has forbidden all manner of
to obt-.in wealth, you have defrauded us of our proiniquity
perty, and have introduced to us your liquid poison, with which
we have been led from drunkenness to shed each other's blood.
Why not set us an examj le of that soberness, justice, and mercy which your good book teaches you to observe ?" How cutespecially when we consider that it is the
ting such Linguagp

—

—

—

—
—

!

language of honest
effectual

way

truth.

to

is,

To

silence such con) plaints, the only
offensive stumbling blocks out

remove the

of their way, and present unto them, in all its native excellence
and simplicity, the religion of the Lord Jesus. And certainly,
if we wish them the same happiness we would enjoy ourselves.
we shall use all possible exertions to bring them to the knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus.

we owe them, then we cannot be
possible haste to discharge it, that
we may "reckon ourselves dead indeed unto" this "sin."
2. The spirit and genius ot our religion urge us to the performance of this duty. What is the pro eminent characteristic
If this

be

so, if

it is

a debt

we make

guiltless unless

all

not love? Does it nof breathe good will
divine founder, who was eminently distinguished for his benevolence to the souls and bodies of men, it
administers consolation to the afflicted, instruction to the ignorant, and pardon to the guilty. Unlike a cold philosophy which
looks with stoical apathy on the miseries of mankind, Chris-

of

to

this religion

man ? Like

?

Is it

its
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tianity sheds a compassionate tear over the suftering sons of
men, while it beholds them blreding under the wounds sin hath
made ; and provides an efficient balsam to heal their wounded
It not only discloses to man
points him to an all-sufficient remedy.

spirits.

But

his

wretchedness, but

does more. While human science is employed in furwith instructions for the regulation of the affairs of
this life, Christianity directs the inquiring mind to the firlds of
immortality, as the ultimate end of his existence.
Nor does it
content itself with making known to man that he is destined for
immortality but, if its injunctions are obeyed, it^fits him for its
enjoyment. Shall then the statesman exhaust his eloquence,
and the philosopher his storehouse of human wisdom, merely
for the purpose of fitting men to be useful members of human
society? and shall the preacher of immortality be less assiduous to qualify men for the society of Heaven ? How inconsis=
it

nishins;

man

;

tent!

With a view to introduce the arts of civilization among the
Indian Tribes, the Congress of the United States has appropriated the sum of ten thousand dollars annually.
If this praiseworthy attempt to instruct them in the useful arts, succeed according to the design of that patriotic body, it will greatly aid
the Christian Missionary in his work.
But the Christian Mis-i
sionary has a higher end in view than merely to instruct men
in reference to the present life.
His object is to prepare them
for mansions of immortal glory.
Christianity, indeed, derives
its chief importance from that leading truth of it, which declares
man immortal, and by that provision it makes to qualify him
for eternal blessedness.
Take away these advantages from the
system, and you deprive it of one of the strongest motives to
induce man to attend to its sacred injunctions.
Now look at the Indian tribes, consisting of, perhaps, five
all candidates for immortality
millions of souls
all must be
either happy or miserable in another state of existence
are
they not worthy the attention of the Christian ministry ? Are
they not as susceptible of those refined enjoyments which
Christianity imparts, as white people? and should they not be
sought after with assiduity and perseverance ?
That system of religion therefore, which reveals these sublime and interesting truths, and whose very essence is love, imperiously demands from all its votaries, and especially from its
public ministers, every possible exertion to extend its beneficial influence to these sons of the forest.
Who more worthy
the attention of a Christian Missionary ? Who more need the
enlightening and renovating truths of the gospel, than these
American pagans, who have been so long wrapt up in the mantle of ignorance and superstition ? Shall the love of ease, of

—

—

—
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gold, deter us from seeking

Why did He
forsake the bosom of His Father? Why did He sweat, bleed,
agonize, die! Was it not to rescue immortal souls from the
thraldom of sin? What induced Him to undertake this glorious
work? Pure, unbounded love! And a portion of this same
love is infused into the hearts of all His disciples.
The nature, therefore, of the religion we teach, requires us to sacrifice
temporal enjoyments, after the example of our divine Head, for
the sake of communicating its saving influence to our fellowtheir happiness

?

Look

at our great Pattern.

men.
In perfect conformity to the spirit of His religion,

and

to

His

own

conduct, Jesus Christ has forbidden his followers to lay up
And how shall we evince our attachment
treasure upon earth.
to him, and to His sacred cause, but by an extended benevolence towards our fellow men ? The Christian man, and especially the Christian minister, who refuses to exert himself in
this glorious cause, merely because it will abridge him of some
of the fading enjoyments and glories of this poor world, exhibits but very dubious marks of his discipleship.
Does he not
thereby evince that he loves the present world more than he
loves his God? Nay, is not his God the god of this world ?
The peculiar glories of the world to come, opened upon the
believing soul by the Gospel of Jesus Christ, while they eclipse
tfhe fluctuating glories of this ever varying life, inspire the Christian believer with ardent desires for the present and future hapThis view of ihe subject
piness of the wandering sons of men.
leads us to notice,
3. That the benefits resulting to society from the conversion
of these wandering tribes of men to the Christian faith, is another motive which strongly urges us to a prompt discharge of
this duty.
To understand what these benefits are, it is important to know what experimental Christianity does for men ; and
then to contrast the present state of the Indian tribes, with what
it will be when they are truly converted to God.
As to the effects of experimental Christiainity, whenever it talipes.
up its abode in the human heart, it expels from thence pride,
hatred, avarice, revenge, malice, &:c. and introduces in their
place, humility, love, benevolence, a spirit of forbearance and
And all those who live under the influence of this
forgiveness.
religion, are actuated in all their intercourse among men, by a
sacred regard to justice, as well a? mercy and humility. Now
see the happy consequences of bringing these savages under
the influence of this benign system of doctrines and precepts.
Call to mind the many barbarities they have perpetrated, whether with or without ptovocation from their white neighbours.
It is well known that, in their wars, neither age nor sex e'^capes

.
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Nor

is it in war alone that our defenceless
exterior settlements have felt the effects of
With what horror is the midnight yell heard by

their vengeance.

inhabitants of the
their ferocity.

those who understand its murderous signal
And how often have
the houses of the peaceable inhabitants been assailed by these
wild men, who know no other rule of action but what their passions dictate.
It is too well known by those acquainted with
their character that revenge dies not in their breast, only with
its possessor, or with the object of his malice.
"*
Calculate then, if you are able, what must be gained by converting these misguided people to that religion which teaches
its possessor to love his enemies, and to do good to those who
despitefuUy use him.
Instead of assailing the abodes of their
unoffending neighbours with their merciless warfare, they would
unite with them in the sweetest harmony of brotherly love, and
the mutual interchange of justice and kindness.
These are the
genuine fruits of that holiness of heart which the gospel incul!

cates.
that this is not so, merely because there are
professed Christians, who indulge in evil tempers, in avarice, revenge, &c. as much as the Pagans themselves.
admit, indeed, the fact itself, but deny the consequence deduced from it ; that is, we admit that there always have been, and
are still, professors of Christianity, who violate the obvious
principles of their religion ; but we deny that it is fairly inferable from hence, that justice, goodness, love and mercy, do not

Let no one say,

many

We

result from experimental Christianity.
All that can be justly
concluded from the admission of the fact, is, that such persons

are Christians in name only, they profess what they do not enjoy.
But why should the inconsistency of nominal professors of
religion be imj)roved into an objection against the blessed effects of Christianity ? Must the system be responsible for the
mal-conduct of those who abuse it ? It is granted, indeed, that
this is one of those difficulties which the Christian Missionary
will have to remove, while obviating the objections which his
Indian disciple will bring against Christianity; and perhaps he
will find it haider to remove than any other, seeing it is so
difficult to separate a cause itself, from those who professedly

espouse it.
But does

this objection still exist ? Look at the great prinIt uniformly inculcates all the princiciples of Christianity.
Nay, it goes farples of morality, justice, truth, honesty, «Szc.

ther

:

in the

it

and moulds the soul

As has been already observed,
to

God and man.

tainly I

change
image of God.

strikes at the root of all vice, produces a radical

disposition,

And

if I

love

its

into the

—

very -essence is love Love
neighbour aS myiself, cer-

my

cannot designedly do him an injury.

I

can make no
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upon his property, person or character. All those
elevated sentiments, and those delicate and fine sensibilities,
v/hich exalt human beings to their original dignity in the scale
of creation, and qualify them for useful members of society, result from the radical operation of Christianity upon man.
It
not only teaches men what they ought to be and do, but it
makes all those who yield to its influence, what they ought to
be, and enables them to do what ought to be done.
It points
out the road in which man should walk, and then enables him to
walk in it. Wherever therefore this divine religion takes up its
abode, it expels the spirit of strife, wrath, envy, and war. These
pests of human happiness, which have their origin in the darkness
of human depravity, and only thrive in th€ wilderness of uncultivated fallen nature, wither before the rising beams of the Sun of
righeousness.
Just so far therefore, as the influcnceof this religion of peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, -extends among the Indian tribes, so far will their peace and happiness be promoted.
All that is included in the melioration of human wretchedness, in
restoring the guilty offender to pardon and reconciliation before
God, in the purification of the liuman heart from its native defilement and perversity, in raising the lapsed powers of the soul to
active vigour in the service of God, and in fitting man for a usefal member of society here, as well as qualifying him for permanent happiness hereafter, is secured in making these children of the desert genuine Christians. When this is effected,
instead of the savage yell, the murderous tomahawk, and all the
sad effects of savage warfai-e, your ears shall be saluted with
songs of redeeming love, and the shouts of salvation
and behold all those advantages which flow from friendly and mutual
interchanges of acts of justice and kindness.
To effect an object in which the individual interest of so
many immortal souls is so intimately connected, every lover of
mankind will exert all his influence. But this is the object to
be accomplished by the conversion of the aboriginal inhabitants
And who can resist a motive of such comof our country.
manding influence ? None but those who regard the interests of
the present world in preference to those of the next. But even
such, if they prefer the blessings of peace to war, of justice and
humanity to injustice and cruelty, will rejoice to see these
blessings secured by the introduction of Christianity among
these people.
But when we connect the. happiness of the present and the future life together, we have the strongest motive
imaginable to urge us to the vigorous performance of this most
obvious duty;
irifringement

'

-,

(To be Continued.)
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CONVERSION AND HAPPY DEATH OT WASHBURN PECK.

For

the

Methodist Magazine.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONVERSION AND HAPPY DEATH OF WASHBURN, SON OF ABEL AND DIADAMIA PECK.

Washburn Peck was born

in New-Haven, state of Vermont,
His parents were both pious. Tlieir tiouse
has been a preaching place for Methodist preachers for many
But notwithstanding these religious advantages, the
years.
salvation of his soul occupied but little of his attention in the
When he entered the eighteenth year of
early part of his life.
His pious
his age, he was much given to trifling amusements.
friends watched his movements with deep solicitude, and often
He listened with resentreated him to forsake his evil ways.
pectful silence, but instructions and tears were all ineffectual.
The throne of grace was now their only refuge there with
strong cries and tears, his friends, especially his pious mother,

May

13, 1799.

:

interceded for her son.
One Sabbath evening, Oct. 12, 1817, a prayer meeting was
Notwithstandto be held, as was usual, at his father's house.
ing he was requested to attend, he took a horse and set off for
a wedding not far distant. When he arrived at the place, the
He then turned his course with a design to
ivedding was over.
spend the evening among some gay young friends. He had,
however, rode but a short distance, when Jiis horse refused to
proceed, but began stamping with his feet with amazing vioAt this instant an unusual roaring assailed his ears, at
lence.
He now
the same time pungent conviction reached his heart.
believed himself launching into the world of spirits, and that
the frame of nature would soon be on fire, and the elements
melt with fervent heat. All his sins stared him in the face, and
he expected soon to be wrilhit)g in the flames of hell; he gave
a leap with a view to clear himself of his horse and he fell on
In the depth of this consternation
his face upon the ground.
and despair he cried mightily to God for mercy, covenanting in
the most solemn manner, that if God would spare him a little
longer, he would forsake his sins, and make religion his whole
business. He arose crying aloud for mercy, and set out for home.
On his arrival at his father's house, with his heart filled with
anguish, and his eyes overflowing with tears, he related the circumstances which had occurred on the way. Now for the first
time his friends heard from his own lips the language of genuine repentaRce.
He mourned over the sins of his past life.

—

•
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friends with painful delight.

—

kneeled to supplicate a throne of
grace.
The ensuing night, sleep departed from his eyes, and
in the morning he refused to be comforted.
A great change
was visible in all his conduct. At length, the Lord spake peace
lo his troubled mind.
He changed his sighs and tears for joy
and praise. The Lord gave hitri the garment of praise for the
spirit of heaviness.
A {e\N weeks after this he united in class, and for some time
he was a pattern of piety. His conscience was remarkably tender his conversation pious, and his whole deportment was serious and worthy of imitation.
Though doubts and fears often
interrupted the joys of religion, yet his uprightness of conduct, his apparent sincerity and self-abasement, constrained all
around him to acknowledge he had been with Christ.
However, a few months before his last illness, he had become
considerably backsliden in heart
but when it pleased God
to send the harbinger of death, it pleased him at the same time
to send his Holy S])irit to his heart, and awaken him to a sense
On June 8, 1819, he was attacked with
of his fallen condition.
a billious complaint, which finally baffled the power of mediAt first he concealed his distress of mind, but on the third
cine.
day he opened his distressed case to his cousin who watched
with him.
He had a great struggle before he found comfort.
Although death was making rapid progress on his mortal frame,
yet such was the disti'ess of his mind, that he in a measure forHe manifested the most sincere repentance
got his poor body.
and humiliation, after reproaching himself in bitter terms as the
all

—

:

chief of sinners.

On the fiflh day of his illness he found spiritual comfort. He
prayed most fervently, and exhorted all around him to turn to
God. He took his sister by the hand, and said, " O ray sister
shall I meet you in heaven ?" She replied, " 1 believe you will
faithful unto death. ^'
He exclaimed, " O glory to God
can meet you in heaven, it is enough." His sister said to
He
him, "I believe the Lord will soon receive your spirit."
exclaimed with rapture, " O I will praise him 1 will praise
him! I will praise him! 1 wish I could go this moment. O! I
shall soon thirst no more, and feel no more pain forever. There
I shall behold my blessed Saviour, and gaze on his beauties
if

I

if

1

am

?

!

!

eternally.

case of his infirm father, who was soon to be depived of
whom he had placed some dependence for his declinDuring the
ing years, affected him very sensibly at times.
ninth day of his illness, his friends sat around expecting every
moment that the taper of life would be extingui>hed. Although
it was with much difficultv he could draw the vital air. he would

The

a son on
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in praising God, and in exhorting all
prepare for death.
On the eleventh day of his sickness his friends enjoyed the
pleasure of seeing him yet alive, and his poor frame was yet in
some degree enlivened by the lamp of life. After some silence, he
said to those present^ O how uncertain is life
But a few days
ago I was in health enjoying prospects of a long life ; but now
I am seized in the morning of my days, and soon it will be said
that Washburn Peck is no more.
On the twelfth day, his sister hearing him saying somethingj
stepped to him and heard him repeating the following lines,

exert

all

his strength

around him

to

!

"No foot of land da possess^
No cottage in the wilderness,
I

A poor wayfaring- man

r

1 lodge awhile in tents below,
ffladly wander to and fro.

And

Till

I

my Canaan

gain."

arms around her neck, and, with a
countenance beaming with joy, said, "Glory! glory! glory! I
What a glorious place what a deshall soon get to heaven.
lightful employment awaits me there I He continued in this
happy state of mind till nature sunk under its sufferings; and
on the evening of the thirteenth day, about nine o'clock, his
spirit took its flight to joys on high.
After which he threw his

!

For

the Melhodist JVagaxine*
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ye are not under the law,

but under

There appears to be a strong propensity in mankind, to
involve religion in the perplexity of metaphysical disquisition.
From the gratification of this propensity, what a multitude of
evils have resulted, with regard to both doctrinal and practical
divinity? What else could have been expected? For when we
give ourselves up to travel over the ground of metaphysics,
nothing is more difficult than to keep the path of truth, especially

when

the objects of our pursuit are things of a divine na-

Because on this ground we are surrounded with the
a few feeble rays, as from distant stars,
shadows of midnight
break, in a very scnall degree, the gloom with which we are enture.

;_^
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veloped, and afford a very indistinct view of a few objects near
Yet in this delusive land men delight to wander fov
here they feel at liberty to please themselves with the systems
of their own fancy.
The prudent use of metaphysical discussion, in order to expose errors founded on metaphysical arguments, may sometimes
be necessary and useful. 13ut when men put no restraint on
themselves, in regard to this subject, they aie very likely, with
Kaim, to plunge themselves into the absurdities of fatalism, or to
wander, with Smith, into the opposite region of errors.
have been warring against fatality and some other doctrines connected with it, until we have been driven, it is to be
feared, into extremes on the other side of the question. Sometimes
in our unguarded moments, we are ready to adopt the language
" It is said," that man is
of the latter of the above writers.
" incapable of true virtue, as long as he is left merely to the action of his oron natural powers.
This is a mistaken view of
human nature." " The most ignorant mind may become enlightened, the most rude and uncultivated taste refined, and the
most vicious disposition reformed. And this effect we see produced simply by presenting clear ideas, and distinct examples
of virtue and of taste before it; and by illuminating and directing it, in {he free and proper exercise of its natural faculties and
powers. This language, whatever the Author meant by it, cerBy adopting
tainly contains the very roarrov/ of Pelagianism.
it, we fly into the face of the eighth article of our faith
and
thereby, we deny the first and most important doctrine of revealed religion the utter moral depravity of man through the
fall, by which he is naturally rendered absolutely incapable of
any liberty in the actions of his mind, respecting a choice of
good in preference to evil.*
When once we have entangled our minds with the perplexing subtleties of metaphysical writers, a kind of fatal obscurity
hangs over our intellect, from which it is often extremely diffiEven when we approach the light of
cult to deliver ourselves.

—

at tiand.

We

—

-^

—

* Mr. Smith does, iodeed, profess to believe the depravity of human naBut what kind of depravity would he "strenuously assert?" Let Mr.
Smith answer liimself. " But can any moral necessity be attaclied to man's
condition of depravity, which was not attached to his original state of innocence and perfection .'"' Here the secret comes out. The depravity of humaa
nature is physical, but not moral for raoral depravity on the principles of nature, is always attended with proportionable moral necessity
This 'is the mis,

ture.

—

.

erable subterfuge of modern Pelagians. They readily admit, that man has become physically depraved, subject to weakness of intellect, and infirmity and
mortality of body This they may " strenuously assert"
but they will as
strenuously deny, that man is by nature morally depraved utterly dead to all
good.
rejoice to know
we glory to declare that every man through the redemption which is in Jesus, has been delltiered from that utter moral necessity
into which he fell by transgression, and has been restored to a state of raoraJ

—

We

—
—

—

—

—
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the gospel, a strange obliquity of intellect, arising from the false
impressions which we have received, is likely to divert us from
the path of truth. The plainest terms are misunderstood. Few
words are plainer than the word law; yet, if we mistake not,
the false ideas which have been received, with respect to the
meaning of this term, as it occurs in different places in the Holy
Scriptures, have occasioned a great part of the errors introduced
into modern theology.
Let any one, who is utterly unacquainted with the perplexing disputations of metaphysical divines, take up and diligently
read the Holy Bible, and he will readily perceive, that man has
been placed under two moral governments distinctly difl'erent
He will see that man existed in the garden
from each other.
a law arising from the
of Eden under the law of his Creator
natural relations of man, and perfectly consistent with his origiHe will likewise discover that man is noio
nal circumstances.
under the law of his Redeemer a law arising from the principles
of grace, and perfectly adapted to his relations and circum-

—

.

—

stances as a redeemed sinner.

These two distinct codes of moral obligation ought never to
be confounded. They should always be kept distinctly separate from each other, in all our inquiries after religious truth.
For the chief relations v>^hich they bear to each other, are, that
the violation of the first rendered the second necessary in order
to the salvation of man, and that as the second came from the
same Author, and is intended to govern the same rational being,
though under different circumstances, it must necessarily partake,
in so.me degree, of the' moral nature of the first, and must have
the happiness of the subject in the
the same great object in view
Their most prominent charmanifestation of the glory of God,
acteristics distinguish them as diiTerent codes of obligation.
The principles on which they are predicated are difTerent their
obligations in many respects are remarkably unlike each other
and the means by which their great object is to be accomplish-

—

;

;

ed, exhibit such a difference as to excite astonishment.
Saint Paul, in the words at the head of these observations,

places these two different codes of moral government, in opposition to each other, in order to enforce an important doctrine
The first he calls fAe Lazo ; and the seof practical religion.
cond he denominates Grace. Under the first, according to this
free-agency, in which he is able to make an election of g'ocd or evil. Bii't this
but by tlie svpernntural inis not by natural powers or natural princi|)Ie.s
fluence of divine g^nce. The iriost vicious disposilidn, while tbe subject is
But not simply
within the limits of probation, may, therefore, be reformed
by preseutmg c'ear ideas, and distinct examples of virtue before the mind;
but by the Alniig^lity power and supernatural mfluence of the Holy Ghost,
creating the soul an'ev^ in CJirist Je-us. Let us never yield this doctrine of the
;

—

:

supernatural influence of the Holy

iSpirit.

—

—

;
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and under the second,
from the dominion of

sin.

We

are not ignorant, that it has been a general opinion, that
law in the words referred to, is the law of Moses.
But we
hope, that neither deference for the tiames of great men, nor the
influence of general opinion, will ever l^ad us to receive, or to
give, a wrong construction of any text in the Sacred Book.
That to construe the law in this text, as being the law of Moses,
would be wrong, is evident from the passage itself. It is an argument in favour of practical religion, drawn by the Apostle
from the difference existing between the law and grace. In order to give weight to this argument, we must admit that under
this law is the dominion of sin
otherwise it will lose all its
On this admission, the argument will run thus, " if ye
force.
were under the law, ye would be under the dominion of sin but
ye are not under the law, but under grace therefore sin shali
We at once perceive the pronot have dominion over you."
But if we allow not, that
priety and weight of this argument.
under this law is the dominion of sin, we make the argument to
run thus, "If ye were under the law, sin would not have dominion over you but ye are not under the law, but under grace
therefore sin shall not have dominion over you."
But Avho
would not be ashamed to palm such an argument as this upon
Paul ? This passage then necessarily implies, that under this
law is the dominion of sin. Now, nothing is more evident than
that the saints, who lived under the law of Moses, were not under the dominion of sin ; for the author of the epistle to the
Hebrews, informs us that "through faith they wrought righteousness."
Hence it will be apparent, that any construction
making the laiv in the Vtords under consideration to be the law
of Moses, would be erroneous.
For if mankind were under the
law in question, they would be under the dominion of sin ; but
the saints, who lived under the law of Moses, were not under
the

—

;

:

;

the dominion of sin
theiefore the law mentioned
cannot be the law of Moses.
;

(To be continued.)
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OP THE MUSCLE'S.

T\\e Attributes of Go(l Dis^jila^e^.

Extracted fro?n Palei/s Jfatural Theology.

OF THE MUSCLES.
(Continued from page 300.)

HERE

entreat the reader's permission, to step a little out of
consider the parts of the mouth, in some of their other
properties.
It has been said, and that by an eminent physiologist, that whenever nature attempts to work two or more purposes by one instrument, she does both or all imperfectly.
Is
this true of the tongue, regarded as an instrument of speech, and
of taste ; or regarded as an instrument of speech, of taste, and of
So much otherwise, that many persons, that is to
deglutition ?
say, nine hundred and ninety-nine persons out of a thousand, by
(he instrumentality of this one organ, talk, and taste, and swallow very well. In fact, the constant warmth and moisture of the
tongue, the thinness of the skin, the papilae upon its surface,
qualify this organ for its office of tasting, as much as its inextricable multiplicity of fibres do for the rapid movements which are
necessary to speech. Animals which feed upon grass, have their
tongues covered with a perforated skin, so as to admit the dissolved food to the papilae underneath, which, in the mean time,
remain defended from the rough action of the unbruised spiculae.
There are brought together, within the cavity of the mouth
I

my

way,

to

distinct uses, and parts executing more distinct offices, than
think can be found lying so near to one another, or within the
.same compass, in any other portion of the body; viz. teeth of
muscles
different shape, first for cutting, secondly for grinding
most artificially disposed for carrying on the compound motion
of the lower jaw, half lateral and half vertical, by which the mill
is worked : fountains of saliva, springing up in different parts of
the cavity for the moistening of the food, whilst the mastication
is going on : glands to feed th« fountains : a muscular constriction, of a very peculiar kind, in the back part of the cavity, for

more
i

:

the grinding of the prepared aliment into its passage towards
the stomach, and in many cases, for carrying it along that pas-

sage; for, although we may imagine this to be done simply by
the weight of the food itself, it in truth is not so, even in the
upright posture of the human neck ; and most evidently is not
the case with quadrupeds ; with a horse for instance, in which,
when pasturing, the food is thrust upwards by muscular strength,
instead of descending of its own accord.

/
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In the mean time, and within the same cavity, is going on another business, ahogether different from what is here described,
In addiiion, therefore, to all
that of respiration and speech.
that has been mentioned, we have a passage opened from this
cavity to the lungs, for the admission of air, exclusively of every
other substance : we have muscles, some in the larynx, and without number in the tongue, for the purpose of modulating that
air in its passage, with a variety, a compass, and precision, of
which no other musical instrument is capable. And, lastly,
which in my opinion crowns the whole as a piece of machinery,
we have a specific contrivance for dividing the pneumatic part
from the mechanical, and for preventing one set of actions interWhere various functions are united, the
fering with the other.
difficulty is to guard against the inconveniences of a too great
In no apparatus put together by art, and for the
complexity.
purposes of art, do I know such multifarious uses so aptly combined, as in the natural organization of the human mouth, or
where the structure, compared with the uses, is so simple. The
mouth, with all these intentions to serve, is a single cavity, is
one machine, with its parts neither crowded nor confused, and

—

each unembarrassed by the rest ; each at least at liberty in a
degree sufficient for the end to be attained. If we cannot eat
and sing at the same moment, we can eat one moment and sing
the respiration proceeding freely all the while.
the next
There is one case, however, of this double office, and that of
the earliest necessity, which the mouth alone could not perform ;
and that is, carrying on together the two actions of sucking and
Another route therefore is opened for the air,
breathing.
namely, through the nose, which lets the breath pass backward
and forward, whilst the lips, in the act of sucking, are necessarily
shut close upon the body from which the nutriment is drawn.
This is a circumstance which always appeared to me worthy of
The nose would have been necessary, although it had
notice.
The making it the seat of a
not been the organ of smelling.
sense, was superadding a new use to a part already wanted, was
taking a wise advantage of an antecedent and a constitutional
:

necessity.
(To be Continued.)
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T\\e Grace of

God Manifested.

THE EXPERIENCE AND DEATH OF MISS MARGARET ANDERSON.
(Continued from page 304.)

When 1

was about fourteen years of age, T was greatly alarmed
by the death of a very wicked man in our neighbourhood: and
likewise by a sermon delivered on the occasion, by a Baptist
preacher, (whose memory will be ever dear to me) particularly in pronouncing these words of the hymn,
"

My

thouglits on awful subjects roll,
iDanination and (he dead
guilty soul,
;

What horrors seize the
Upon a dying bed."

Every line appeared to sink into my heart as though it had been
engraved with a pen of iron. For some months I was almost
motionless with horror.
in

hell;

and

I

thought

I

could hear the groans of the

was awfully afraid that Justice would
Well might the prophet exarrest me, before I could repent.
claim, " There is no peace to the wicked, saith m) God." For
in their gayest and most thoughtless hours, one serious reflection on death will make them completely miserable, the
thoughts of judgment fill them with the most fearful apfTehensions, and even the thoughts of heaven and happiness distress
them. And yet they will foster sin in their bosoms, as though
comfort.
Thus it was with me
I
it alone could give them
would gladly have turned to the Lord, but I loved my sins too
Yet I still adhered to all my former rules
•well to forsake them.
of devotion, and avoided almost every thing that I believed was
but vain and triflmg conversation, I would not acknowlsinful
edge to be such. I now saw that I must get religion or be mis1 never was contented
to live
erable in time and in eternity.
and 1 knew that sin was the cause of all my misery.
•without it
It appeared to me, that to root out sin would be to do violence
The carnal mind
to myself; and this I felt unwilling to do.
of which 1 was possessed, is enmity against God, is not subject
It will readily submit to
to his law; neither indeed can it be.
an outward form, but never can yield to the power of godliness.
twice or thrice every day in seI made it a custom to pray
but when 1 would spend the day in a more vain or trifling
cret
manner, than imagined I ought to do, I was afraid to pray,
I dared
fearing the Lord would cut me off for my presumption.
not lay down upon my bed to sleep, without praying, for fear
some judgment would fall upon me in my sleep for my omission

damned

I

:

;

:

:

1

;
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But alas! wheo the morning light would appear,
dog to his vomit, or the swine to the mire, I would
again go in quest of pleasure, even where 1 experienced the
day before, ihat thei e was none to be found yea, those very
things of which 1 was convinced when I recollected myself,
were the sources of so much pain, I followed against the clearand thus hardened my heart and stiffest light and knowledge
ened my neck, against the calls and mercies of God, insomuch
that I can but wonder, that the Lord did not withdraw his Holy
Spirit from me, and give me over to a hard heart and a repronow in this, and then in
1 would ?eek happiness,
bate mind.
Every creature cried out,
that vanity, but all without success.
" It is not in me." As well may the body feed uf)0n the wind,
of duty.
like

the

;

;

someas the soul be satisfied with the trifles of this world.
I
times looked for happiness in the prosperity of my friends, and
sometimes in that trifle of trifles, dress. But all only served to
prove, that true happiness is not to be found in the things of this
world, or in any thing less than God.
Let the poor empty worldlings, (if they think proper,) boast
of their happiness : but as for me, while 1 was a stranger to
God, I was an utter stranger to peace and happiness, for which
My soul is humbled within me,
I am truly thankful to my God.
when I remember the various ways by which he has warned
me to leave ray sin and misery, and seek for rest in the arms of
He called me to seek Him sometimes by
a crucified Redeemer.
his tender mercies, and sometimes by awful threatenings,
whicjh always excited some short lived resolutions of amendment. One in particular was about the first of December 1 804,
which made a deeper impression on my mind, than any thing I

had hitherto felt.
Having spent the sabbath day with some of my young and
prodigal companions in a very trifling manner, at night I retired
distressing thoughts rolled through
;
could then give no account.
I felt somewhat indisposed in body, but more distressed in mind. In
this situation 1 spent great part of the night, without closing my
eyes in sleep. Some titne in the night, 1 thought 1 heard a
rumbling noise over my head, like the sound of thunder. An
awful sensation shook my whole frame, and great fear fell upon
me. 1 thougitt the house was shaking most violently ; and
I felt such a weight fall upon my heart, that I thought I must
certainly be crushed in pieces.
It appeared to roll slowly over
me, and passed off at my feet. This was repeated several
times; and it appeared to me, as if my very bones must be
crushed to pieces
it then passed off with a solemn noise
whicti so affrighted me, that I trembled through my whole frame,
while an awful horror run through my soul. I think that wtiat
to bed, but could not sleep

my breast, for

which

:

I
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I then felt was only to be compared to the feelings of an unconverted soul just going to leave the body, to appear before that
just and holy God who judges boih the quick and dead.
I
attempted to pray, but my heart was so hard it seemed like
a rock. I could only say, Lord have mercy upon me. All my
sins passed before me, and I thought they would sink my soul
to hell before mortiing.
My feelings were such as to batlle all
description.
The pains of hell seemed to have gotten hold of
me. Death and damnation stood threatening me with all their
horrors, while a justly oftended God appeared with his sword
drawn ready to hew me in pieces. After some time the horrid
gloom seemed to dissipate my feelings were hushed into a
calm, and I presently fell asleep. While I slept, there was a
scene set before me, more interesting, if possible, than the occurrence which happened while I lay sleepless. I thought in
my dream, that by some means, unknown to me, I was conducted to a place I had never seen before. I recollect nothing of
my passage : I only remember finding myself there, and what
"Was there presented to my view.
The place appeared to my
sight as a lonesome wood, where no human creature was near me.
The heavens appeared overspread with black clouds, from
which torrents of rain descended, attended with dreadful thunderings and lightning, which rent the earth and tore up the
trees by the roots, and covered the earth v;ith a watery deluge.
I thought that I took shelter under a lofty oak, which I had no
sooner done, than it was cleft from fop to bottom. The storm
raged on every side. 1 saw no possible way of escaping, but expected every moment to be destroyed. In this extremity, methought I cast myself prostrate on the ground, resolved, that if I
died, I would die with a prayer in my mouth. I cried Lord, have
mercy on me, or I perish. Then to my surprise the storm ceased
and all was calm around me. This so filled my heart with gratitude to God, that I arose and praised the Most High with a loud
But when I awoke, and found
Toice, and in transports of joy.
it was but a dream, my mind was burdened with all the miseries
I now determined in my mind, that
of an accusing conscience.
I never would spend another day, as I had done the one just
past.
For some time I prayed more earnestly than I had done
tsefore ; but alas! this seed was sown among thorns, which soon
sprang up and choaked it, so that it brought ^rth no frui^.
However, though I did much violence to my conscience, yet I did
not get it so lulled asleep from this time, but that 1 feared death,
and trembled at the thoughts of judgment. These agitations
were quite discoverable. They would often disturb my mind,
notwithstanding I was anxious to drink the cup of jjleasure,
which was mingled by my gay associates. My thoughts on eter:
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would make those pleasures extremely bitter; rendering
In this manner 1 went on for
in the extreme.
several months, sometimes half complying with, and at other
times almost ready to reject entirely the calls of heaven. On
the 6th of July, 1805, my sister Jane, who was three years
younger than myself, was powerfully awakened, and converted
My sister Rachel was also stirred up to
in a few days after.
seek the Lord. These things awakened in me more of a spirit
of emulation than of true penitence ; for I had always boasted in
and 1
believing myself a better Christian than either of them
was unwilling to be excelled by them in any thing that I thought
was religion. When I would examine myself, whether I was
willing to let the world go, my evil heart would plead, no, I
I would then ask myself, shall my sister go
love it too well.
before me in religion? the answer would be no, no.
I could
not bear the idea for a moment.
1 thus halted between two
I was sometimes offended, because
opinions for several days.
1 knew what the consequences would be. For whosoever departeth from his sins, and separateth himself from his iniquities,
maketh himself a prey, a by-word, and a reproach. I was unnity

me unhappy

;

willing to be left behind.
ters living

more holy than

I
I

could not bear the idea of my sisdid; or that I should go down to

even live contented, when they were esteemed more holy
and pious tl>an myself. I would sometimes conclude, if they
No: I will go
go, 1 wiii go also, I will not be left behind.
alo'ig with them.
Then again I would conclude to wait a little
In (his combat with my own heart, I would often cry
longer.
unto the Lord, beseeching him deeply to awaken my soul, and
hell, or

give me a true sense of my danger.
And although my indulgent God did comply with my request, yet how often did I
grieve his Holy Spirit, and flee for refuge, to some of the beggarly elements of the world.
I would gladly have enjoyed the
comforts of religion, but 1 was not willing to undergo the reproach of the cross of Christ, or the labour that was necessary
undergo to acquire the love of God. Wherefore I
for me to
could neither embrace nor reject religion.
(To be Continued.)
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Miscellaneous

THE DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT CONSIDERED.
(Continued from page 308.)

Against

this

it

may, perhaps, be objected, that those powers

of perceiving and condemning, may eithnr cease to exist, or
cease to operate in another life. To which it is replied in the
words of a masterly reasoner, ' That as it is evident our present
powers and capacities of reason, memory and aff^'ction, do not
depend upon our gross body in the manner in whi'ch perception
by our organs of sense does so they do not appear to depend
upon it at all in any such manner, as to give ground to think,
that the dissolution of this body will be the destruction of these
our present powers of reflection, as it will of our powers of sensation ; or to give ground to conclude even that it will be so
It is by no means certn in,
much as a suspension of the former.'
that any thing which is dissolved by death, is any way neces:

—

'

sary to the living being in this its state of reflection after ideas
yet when these ideas are brought in, we are capaare gained
ble of reflecting in the most intense degree, and of enjoying the
greatest pleasure, and feeling the greatest pain by means of that
it does not appear then, that the relation of this
reflection,
gross body to the reflecting being is in any degree necessary to
Nor,
thinking ; to our intellectual enjoyments or sufferings
consequently that the dissolution or alienation of the former by
death, will be the destruclion of those present powers which
render us capable of this state of reflection.' Butler's Analogy,
:

:

Part

1.

ch.

I.

may be

said, that the damned will be restored; for
In making this
Hell, like the grave must give up its deposit.
assertion the Universalist does not inform us how this is to be
Is it, that the faculties noticed above, whose
accomplished.
operation now afford so much misery, will be destroyed, and
yet the soul be restored to the ret,ions of glory ? This is impossible : for as the soul is one and indivisible, and is made up of
Still it

faculties

which are essentially necessary

to constitute its unity

to destroy any of its essential parts, is to destroy itself, and involves the contradiction to destroy and not to destroy, to be and
not to be at the same period, which is impossible. If, however,
shall not say one word
annihilation of all its pnrts is meant,
No person can rationally deny, that the power
against that.
which created, can also annihilate the soul, and sink it in a moment into non-existence. But as it is not against the total and
I
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complete annihilation, the above reasoning is intended to lie, but
against the destruction of some parts, while the entireness of
the soul is supposed to remain, I shall proceed to notice another reason assigned for the restoration of the damned.
A second may say, the soul shall cease of necessity to be
miserable, because of the termination or extinguishment of the
means used for that purpose. As far as this relates to the misery experienced by the soul from its own nature, and fixedness
As far as it reof condition, it has been rei)lied to already.
lates to the infliction of punishment from another source, it cannot be supposed for a moment, that the power which furnished
those means at the commencement of the miserable state, let
them be what they may, can be at any loss to perpetuate them.
The power of the Almighty is illimitable, and the treasures of
his wrath are inexhaustible ; therefore the smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever and ever. Rev. xiv. 11.
Another, allowing the sufficiency of Divine power to continue
the punishment, by the means first furnished, may yet plead for
a change in the faculties through the efficiency of fjrace.
But
this cannot be allowed for the following reasons. (1 ) We have
no assurance, nor even an intimation given in the word of God,
that any gracious influences will be experienced in hell.
The
contrary is every where asserted, and the impossibility of the
thing represented by that great and impassible gult which is

(whence every good and perfect gift
cometh.) and the regions of the damned. (2 ) This life is the
only state of probation ; and to admit the possibility of a change
in the damned, would be to admit the possibility of a change
in the blessed from felicity to misery.
(3.) Admit the possibility of grace being extended to the damned, they must have,
from the identity of their nature, the same power to resist it as
when here on earth. If they resist it, every such resistance
becomes a fresh offence, and calls anew for additional punishThis idea of fresh crimes and additional punishment,
ment.
makes it necessary that there should be another Sitcrifice for
sin, a new atonement.
(4.) But if compulsion should be pleaded by the advocate of the system I am opposing, it cannot be
admitted, for it is contrary to the procedure of the Divine BeHere he does not force the faculties,
ing in the present life.
nor influence them in any other way than by the rational and
moral motives of promises and threatenings. (5.) We can have
no idea, how it is possible for an intelligent bemg to love another intelligent being, who not only has no relation to his happiness, but employs all his power to make him miserable. " As
fixed betwixt Heaven,

aggravate the suflerings of the damned by dispLiying
him will be unbounded, their torment will excite their hatred, their haired will aggravate their

God

will

his attributes, their hatred of
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See Saurin's Sermon on Hell. (6.) Because the
eternal and immutable law of God, to which they are still subYes, they are still subject, forbids the interposition of grace.
jects of Law ; not indeed, precisely in the same sense they
torment."

were when on earth ; 7iot now as probationers, but as objects of
the divine displeasure, as subjects of the penalties of that law
which they had violated. The presence of punishment forbids,
surely, the absence of law, for law and punishment are natural-

and indissolubly connected. The last and only way left for
them to escape, is by a direct and arbitrary exertion of OmnipTo which I shall reply in the words of Dr. S.
otent power.
Clarke, whose reasoning on the subject, carries with it the evily

dence of

intuition.

must be understood to reach
cannot be said to extend to the working any thing which implies a contradiction ; as that a thing
that the same thing
should be and not be at the same time
should be made and not be made : or have been and not have
been : that the same body should be in two places at once, or not
be in the place where it is, &:c. These and the like are in the
nature of things absolutely impossible ; and to ascribe to God
a power of doing what cannot be done, is not magnifying but
mocking his power.
(2.) The Infinite power of God cannot be said to extend to
such things as are naturally evil absolutely with respect to himSuch would be a power of destroying his own being, weakself.
ening or diminishing his oivn power.
(3.) Infinite power cannot be understood to include a possibility of doing such things as are morally evil with regard to
Such are whatever things are unjust, unrighteous, cruel,
others.
A possibility of doing any
contrary to promise, and the like.
of which things, is not a mark of power, but of impotency or
weakness. Hence the Scripture frequently uses such expres(1.) 'Tis evident /n;?n?7ejootoe?'

to a\\ possible things, but

:

God which cannot lie. Tit. i. 2. He cannot
sions as these
deny himself. 2Tim. ii. 13. And Heb. vi. 13. 18. Because
God could swear by no greater, he sware by himself confirmthat by two iming the immutability of his counsel by an oath
mutable things in which it was impossible for God to lie, we
For God
.
might have a strong consolation.
can no more act in contradiction to the moral perfections of his
;

—

;

.

.

axon nature, than he can act in contradiction to the absolute naClarke's Sermon on the Omnipotence of God.
ture of things.
it

was observed above, when

treating

on the peculiar power

of conscience in the act of condemning, that it always looks
This is another pasforward with Fear towards punishment.
sion of the soul, which demonstrates that the doctrine of UniThe difference between the docversalism cannot be true.
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punishment

for a limited duration, and no punishment
not perceptible in their effects upon the human mind.
For let a person once believe that punishment is to be only for
a certain, though indefinite period, and the limits of that period will be reduced to the lowest circle of contraction.
Many
reasons, brought from the nature of the Deity, as well as from
the nature of crimes, will be assigned to justify fixing the
standard at the lowest possible point; till at length, the advocates of restoration, contemning every idea ol punishment, give
loose to their passions, plunge into crimes, and find themselves
at last consigned to the blackness of darkness forever.
There can be no doubt, but that God. the righteous judge,
will, at the last day, render to every man according to his deeds,
Rom. ii. 6. But is it possible for any man thus accurately to
fix the magnitude and enormity of crime, or to pronounce with
positiveness upon the just and necessary quantum of punishment ? It is not. Mis ignorance of a thousand things connected with the decision, forbids the thought; and his partiality
and self-love, which manifest themselvf s in an infinite variety
of instances in this life, would le*d him to palliate his offence,
Everlasting punishment is denounced
or justify his conduct.
in Go'l's word against the finally impenitent^ and to the truth
and justness of the threatening, does the passion of Fear, in the

trine of

nt all,

is

man

breast of every

respond.

appear still plainer, by attending more closely to
Fear,' says Archbishop Tillotson,
its nature and use.
is a
passion that is most deeply rooted in our natures, and flows immediately from the principle of self-preservation, which God
Every one desires his own prehath planted in every man.
servation and happiness, and therefore hath a natural dread ami
horror of every thing that can destroy his being, or endanger
And the greatest danger is from the greatest
his happiness.
power, and that is Omnipotency. So that the fear of God is
an inward acknowledgment of a holy and just being which is
armed with an Almighty and irresistible power ; God having
hid in every man's conscience, a secret awe and dread of his
Ser, Vol. 1. p. 4.
infinite power and eternal justice.'
Archbishop Seeker in his lectures on the Decalogue, page
103, says, 'Wickedness, condemned by her own witness, is
and, being pressed with conscience, always
very timorous
Nor do these horrors reLte only,
forecasteth grievous things.
or chiefly, to what we have deserved to suffer in this world
but
when our share in it draws to an end, and death approaches,
then our fears grow stronger than ever, concerning somewhat,
which is yet to come. Plal. de Rep. L. 1.'
Thus, also, Mr. Locke, 'Fear is an uneasiness of the Mind,
This

will

'

'

;

:

upon the thought of
Vol.

Ill,

future evil likely to befall us.'
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2,

'
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ch» 20. sec. 10.
And this agrees with what St. James say?,
chap. ii. 19. The devils also believe and tremble : and with what
they themselves said in Matt. viii. 29. They cried out, saying,
what have we to do with thee, Jesus, thou Son of God, art thou
come hither to torment vs before the time? AU'eady miserable,
they ^:new there yet was greater and severer punishment to be
inflicted on them. Nor will the period ever come round in eternity, when this passion will be destroyed, either in fallen Angels, or guilty souls, or the prosj)ect of future punishment cease
to agitate with horror and dismay.
As the doctrine of the Universalists is at war with the nature
and constitution of the human mind ; so, also, is it at war with
the duty of man relating to God, and to society.
What part or
branch of piety is it suited to, or calculated to cherish or promote ? Begin with what the word of God begins with, and you
will find it is opposed to that^ The fear of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom : and be must be very superficially acquainted with his own mind, and a stranger to }Heiy, who does not
know the influence this principle gives to every duty of a religious nature.
Nor will he find upon a close attention to the
subject, that there is a single grace, or Christian duty, but what
the doctrine of Universalism is unfriendly to.
Try it with regard to humility, faith, prayer, self-denial, meekness, taking up
the cross, and in short to every thing contained in the summary
of the Christian's attainments and character,
"Let that mind
be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus," and the evil effects
of that doctrine, will be evident, which removes the sanctions
of eternal punishment from man in a state of probation.
'
It is also subversive of moral-philosophy.
For they,' says
Dr. Paley, ' who would establish a system of morality, independent of a future state,' (in which punishments are inflicted,
as v/ell as rewards bestowed) ' must look out for some difl^erent
i-dea of moral obligation :' and again he says, ' whoever reads
the second part, of the ninth section of Mr. Humes' fourth
appendix to his principles of Morals, will acknowledge the necessity of additional sanctions, beside the motives there proposed, to withhold men from the gratification* of lust, revenge,
envy, ambition, avarice
or to prevent the existence of these
passions.
But the necessity of these sanctions is not now the
question.
If they be in fact established, if the rewards and
punishments held forth in ihe gospel will actually come to pass,
they must be considered. Such as reject the Christian religion,' (or the sanctions of it, notwithstanding they may profess
to be Christians)
are to make the best shift they can to build
up a system, and lay the foundations of morality without it.'
Paley's Works, Vol. 3. page G4, 66.

—

;

'

(To be Continued.)
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of the Methodist Magazine,

Dear Brethren,
The following alarming account of the liie and death of
Mr. R
Irtte of
A
county, Maryland, taken from
,

a pamphlet published by the Rev. J. Fletcher,
well worth a place in the Methodist Magazine.

is

thought to bo

E. H.

Baltimore oounly, July 17, 1820.

•THE MISERABLE

" As death

END OF AN APOSTATE.

the inevitable lot of mortals, however distant
the thoughtless may think the period, it is the wisdom of all
that must encounter the ieaporlant scene to prepare for the soThe means of improvement are numelemnities of that hour.
rous, and among those the life and death of such as have gone
before us, are not to be accounted the smallest.
The relation which I am now to give of a person, with whom
intimately acquainted, may serve to awaken our fears,
I was
" lest a promise being left us of entering into rest, any of you
come short of it."
This youth, like ail others, in an unawakened state, lived in
security somewhere about twenty years. It pleased the Father of Mercies to convince him that the life he lived would
lead him to destruction, and that it was high time to seek the
Lofd while he might be found, and call upon him while he was
With this conviction he set out to save his soul. He
near.
thought it his duty to join the Church -of God, and to beg divine
assistance to fulfil the covenant engagements that were made in
It was not long before he
his behalf at the time of his baptism.
thought he had found the pearl of great price, and appeared to
His words were, " J know by
rejoice in a present salvation.
experience that God has power on earth to forgive sin." He
walked in all the means of grace for several years. At length
he thought it his duty to change his condition of life. Unhappy for him he chose a gay, handsome young lady, but a stranger to religious seriousness ; and although she was not of his
way of thinking, his family and personal appearance pleased
her so well that she submitted to his request, thinking that after they were married, she could cure him of his religious frenAt first she
7,y ; and too well she succeeded in the attempt.
began to reason with him in her way; she observed that if they
meant to be thought any thing of by tlieir friends and neighbours, they should not treat them with so much neglect ; when
they visited them to go to this, that, and the other place of diThat he knew how much persons of his way of thinkversion.
ing were neglected by people of respectability ; that he kept
is
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much reading and praying going on in his house, that the
neighbours laughf d at it in fine, said she, I married you to be
happy, but utterly despair of happiness, unless you leave it off,
and be like other people. He told her that happiness was what
he wanted, what he sought, and what he had found but he
never found it in those things, which she esteemed to be objects of happiness, but that he found it in his God and religion ; he told her that he hoped he should ever make it his
highest ambition to make her happy, but that he was certain
that happiness that arose from the customs and manners of this
world was not substantial
that although for the present it
might afford imaginary sweetness, in the end it would be bitter
as death.
When she found that mildness would not do, she
took the harsher way. She refused to conform to family devotion.
He grieved, he wept, and in secret often prayed for her,
but to no purpose.
She used every stratagem that her fruitful
imagination could invent. She persisted on till she finally
wearied him out, he thought it was useless to try any longer to
bear up under the opposition he met with. He thought he
would attend to his private duties, and try to get to heaven alone
but she pursued him to his closet,
if she would not go with him
and finally drove him from every retreat, until he gave up
every religious duty. When he gave over the cultivation of
his heart by grace, and the regulation of his life by religion, he
they
soon found the corruptions of his heart to stir within
broke out in his life, till he finally gratified her in every request
she made, and ran to greater lengths than ever he did before he
made a profession of religion he found the truth of this proverb, " The backslider in heart shall be filled with his own
ways." Some time after this he went to hear a sermon, that
was preached on a particular occasion, in which the minister
entered into all the feelings of the heart, and all his sins were
brought to his remembrance. He there promised the Lord,
once more, (hat he would set out to s( rve him let his op{)osition
be what it would. But his difficultif^s appeared to be greater,
and he found he had much less strength to resist them than he
had before. He lound himself in his enemies hands, and that he
was like a man who had been bound by his enemy when he
SO

;

1

:

;

—

;

;

:

aslc'^p, and afterwards awoke with surprise.
He strugglos,
but he cannot get free he groans under his bondage, and wishHis wife redoubled her efforts, and
es for liberty, but in vain.
gained her point a second time. He continued in this state
lor some time, sinning with but little remorse of conscience.
He lost his desires for all the means of grace, and entirely forsook the company of the people of God he gave himself up to
the customs and maxims of the woild, without having regard
even to morality. After this he was laid upon a bed of afflic-

was

;

;

—

tion,

and
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was despaired of by himself and

his friends.

his life

In this affliction his fears were all alarmed, his sins appeared
in dreadful colours before him, and he viewed them in such a
light, that he thought he dare not look up to God for mercy.
" How can I, said he, expect that God will pardon me, when I
have run counter to his will, grieved his spirit, sinned away all
that peace 1 once enjoyed, and finally have gone farther since
my apostasy, than 1 ever did before I pretended to religion ?
0, that I had my time to live over again, or that I had never
been born!" His disorder increased, and his fears were wrought
up to terror. " If (said he) God would give me another trial, I
would amend my ways. ]f God will not hear me perhaps he
will hear the prayers of his people in my behalf.
send for
ihem that they may pray for me, for how can I stand before the
avenger of sin in this my lamentable condition." His friends

O

and God heard prayers in his behalf, and contrary
he recovered. But as his strength of body increased, his conviction subsided, and by the time he was restored to health, he was ready for, and actually did return to all
visited him,

to expectation

fell in company
Several years after this,
with him, when we entered into close conversation about the
I asked him what he thought would become
state of his soul
of him, if he died in his present state ? " Why" said he, " as
" Well." said
sure as God is in heaven, I shall be damned."
do you never think of
1, " do you mean to die in this state ?
"
My friend," said he, " I have
changing your course of life ?"
no desire to serve God, I have no desire for any thing that is
good; to tell you the truth, said he, " I as much believe my dam-

his former vices.

1

;

believe f am sitting conversing witfi you."
is sealed, as
" 1 know," said he, " the very time when the Spirit of God
took its flight, and what you may be more surprised at than all
am not troubled about it, no, no more than
I have yet said, is,
if there was no God to punish sin, nor a hell to punish sinners
struck speechless. 1 cannot paint to the reader's
I was
in."
had at that time, but I could say no
imagination the feelings
more to him, I could only observe with what an air of indifference he spoke it, and notwithstanding he spoke with confidence, and his words made such impressions on my mind, yet
After 1 ))ar(his heart appeared to be as unfeeling as a stone.
ed with him 1 fell into meditation on the awful subject.
Lord,
thought I, who have i been talking with? An immortal spirit
clothed with flesh and blood, that appears to be sealed over to
eternal damnation
A man that once had a day of grace, and
The door of
the offer of mercy, but now all appears to be lost
heaven is shut against him, never to be opened more. He
once had it in his power to accept of salvation, and because he
did not improve his time and talent, God, judicially has taken

nation

I

I

1

I

!

;
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them

all

away, and given him over

blindnf ss of mind.

by judgment,

— may

He

is

this

neither

to

hardness of heart, snd

moved by mercy, nor

be a lesson

to

me, thought

I,

terrified

to im-

God, and the salvation of my own soul.
About two years after, he was laid on a dying bed, and his conscience roared like thunder against him, and every sense withHis sickness
in him appeared to he awakened to torment him.
was short, and his end awful. His Christian friends came to
visit him, and wanted to administer to his comfort, but he was
They told him, perhaps he was mistaken, it was
comfortless.
" Oh!" said he, " would
not as bad with him as he imagined.
to God I was mistaken, happy would it be for me, but," continued he, " can I be mistaken about my affliction ? Is it imagination that confines me here ? Are my pains imaginary ? No,
no, they are a reality, and I am as certain of my damnation as I
am of my affliction." Some persons offered to go to prayer wilh
He charged them not to attempt it;
him, but he forbid it.
" For," said he, " that moment you attempt to lift up your hearts
})rove to the glory of

to (^od in my behalf, I feel the flames of hell kindle in my
You might as well pray for the devil as for me You
breast.
would have as much success. Do you think to force God ?
Do you think to force the gates of heaven that are barred by
Justice against me? No, your prayers shall return upon your

—

own heads, I want none of them." The distress of his mind
seemed to swallow up that of his body, and he continued nearly
All that
in the same situation till the day he made his exit.
Christians or Christian ministers could say to him, made no imHe never asked any one to pity, or
pression on his mind.
Just before he departed, after he had been rolling for some time from side to side, with horror depicted in
every feature of his face, he called out to his wife, to bring him
a cup of cold water, " For" said he, " in one hour I shall be
})ray for him.

—

She brought him the
1
shall never get another drop."
he reached back
water, he took and drank it with greediness
the cup with his trembling hand, and stared her in the face
his eyes flashing terror all around him, he cried out, " Becky,
Becky, you are the cause of my eternal damnation." He turned over, and with an awful groan left the world, and launched
If the reader should ask after his
into a boundless eternity.

where

wife,

say

what impressions

is, 1

it

—

made upon her mind

;

all

1

have

to

fear she died as she lived.

This melancholy history should prove precautionary to two
1st, Persecudescriptions of people, in an especial manner.
tors of religion may see what will probably be the result of
opposing their relations, who wish to save their souls alive,
viz. That the eternal destruction of those they turn aside will
re measurably laid to their charge. Better (said the Saviour)
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were it for that man that a millstone were hanged about his neck
and he drowned in the depth of the sea, than that he should olfend
one of these little ones that believe in me." 2dly, Professors
of religion are hereby cautioned against " Being unequally
yoked together with unbelievers." Whatever may be their accomplishments, beauty, family or fortune, they are dangerous
companions
and one of this character can do you more harm,
but
than a thousand enemies whose society you may shun
once bound to an ungodly companion, you plant your bed full of
thorns for life without a miracle of God's grace in changing
;

—

the heart.

IRpeliglows

and M-issionar^ InteWigence.

For

A

'

the

Methodist Magazine.

descriptive view of the Western Country previously to its discovery and settlement by English settlers, or the citizens of the
United Stales, as additional or supplementary to Introductory
Remarks, to the Rise and Progress of religion in the Western

Country,

No. V.
bloody catastrophe which we are about
to relate, the Indian congregations were much terrified with
reports which were brought in of some of the Moravian Indians
being taken prisoners by the whites, carried off to Pittsburg,
and some of them murdered.
The humane conduct of Col. Gibson, the Commander at
Pittsburg, toward the Christian Indians, greatly incensed those
people who represented all the Indians as Canaanites, who
without mercy ought to be destroyed from the face of the earth,
and who considered America as the land of promise, given to
the whites.*
Hearing that difierent companies of the believing
Indians came occasionally from Sandusky to the settlements ou
Muskingum to fetch provisions, a party of murderers, about one
hundred and sixty in number, assembled in the country near
Wheeling and BufFaloe, determined first to surprise these Indians,
and to destroy the settlements, and then to march to Sandusky
where they might cut off the whole congregation. As soon as
Col. Gibson heard of this black design, he sent messengers to
our Indians on the Muskingum to give them timely notice of
their danger
They however received
but they came too late.

Previously

to the

:

^Loskiel's Missions,

—
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in all the settlements early intelligence of the approach of the
murderers, lime enough for them to have saved themselves by
flight; for a white man, who had narrowly escaped from the
hands of some savages, warned them with great earnestness to
These savages having murdered and imfly for their lives.
paled a woman and child, not far from the Ohio, arrived soon
after at Gnaddenhutten, where they expressed to our Indians
their ff-ars, that a party of white people who were pursuing
them, would certainly kill every Indi'.n they met on the road.
But our Indians who at other times behaved with great caution
and timidity, if only the least appearance of danger existed,
showed no signs of fear, but went to meet real danger with incredible confidence.
This was undoubtedly owing to an idea, that they had
nothing to fear from the Americans, but only from Indians.
However, on the 5th of March (1782) Samuel an assistant was
called from Shoenbrunn to Salem, where all the assistants in
those parts met, to consult whether they should fly upon the approach of the white people ; but both those of Salem and GnadSamuel addenlititten, were of opinion that they should stay.
vised that every one should be left to act according to his own
When Samuel returned to
sentiments, and thus they parted.
Shoenbrunn, some brethren accompanied him part of the way,
and he declared that such love and harmony prevailed among
the believing Indians, as he had never seen before.

Meanwhile the murderers marched first to Gnaddenhutten
About a mile from
Avhere they arrived on the 6'th of March.
the settlement they pet young Schebosch in the wood, fired at
him and wounded him, so much so that he could not escape.
He then according Ip the account of the murderers themselves,
begged for his life, represented, that he was Schebosch son of a
But they paid no attention to his entreawhite Christian man.
They then
ties, and cut him to pieces with their tomahawks.
approached the Indians, most of whom were in their plantations, and surrounded them, but almost imperceptibly, but
feigning a friendly behaviour, told them to go home, promising
They then pretended to pity them on
to do them no injury.
account of the mischief done to them by the English and the
savages, assuring them of the protection and friendship of the
Americans. The poor believing Indians knowing nothing of
the death of young Schebosch, believed every word they said,
went home with them and treated them in the most hospitable
manner. They likewise spoke freely concerning their sentiments as Christian Indians, who had never triken the least share
A small barrel of wine being found among their
in the war.
goods, they told their persecutors on inquiry, that it was intended for the Lord's Supper, and that they were going to car-
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ry it to Sandusky.
Upon this they were informed that they
should not return thither, but go to Pittsburg, where they should
be out of the way of any assault made by the English or the
savages.
This they h<^ard with resignation, concluding, that
God perhaps would choose this method to put an end to their
present sufferings.
Prepossessed with this idea, they cheerfully
delivered their guns,
derers,

tomahawks and other weapons to the murto take care of them, and in Pittsburg to
Our Indians even
to its rightful owner.

who promised

return every article
showed them all those things which they had secreted in the
woods, assisted in packing them up, and emptied all the bee
hives for their pretended friends,
In the meantime the assistant, John Martin, went to Salem,
and brought the news of the arrival of the white people to the
believing Indians, assuring them that they need not be afraid
to go with them, for they were come to carry them to a place

'

The Salem
of safety, and afford them protection and support.
Indians did not hesitate to accept of this proposal, believing
unanimously that God had sent the Americans to release them
from their disagreeable situation at Sandusky, and imagining;
that when they had arrived at Pittsburg, they might soon find
a safe place to build a settlement, and easily procure advice
and assistance from Bethlehem. Thus John Martin with two
Salem brethren returned to Gnaddenhutten, to acquaint both
their Indian brethren and the white people with their resolution.
The latter expressed a desire to see Salem, and a party
of them was conducted and received with much friendship,
(Gnaddenhuttten, Salem and Shoenbrunn, all being in one viHere they pretended to have the same good will and
cinity.)
affection toward the Indians as at Gnaddenhutten, and easily
persuaded them to return wilh them. In the meantime the defenceless Indians were suddenly attacked and driven together
by the white people, and widiout resistance seized and bound.
The Salem Indians, now met the same fate. Before they entered Gnaddenhutten, they were at once surprised by their conductors, robbed of their guns, and even of their pocket knives,
and brought bound into the setdement. Soon after this the
murderers held a council, and resolved by a majority of votes
to murder them all the next day.
Those who were of a different opinion, wrung their hands,
calling God to witness, that they were innocent of the blood of
But the majority remained
these harmless Christian Indians.
unmoved, and only differed as to the mode of execution. Some
were for burning them alive, others for taking their scalps, and
the latter was at last agreed upon ; upon which some of the
murderers were sent to the prisoners, to tell them, that as they
Vol. hi.

45
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were Christian Indians, they might prepare themselves in a
Christian manner, for they must all die to morrow.
It may be easily conceived how great their terror was at
hearing a s<^ntence so unexpected.
However they soon recollected thpmselves, and patiently suffered the murderers to lead

them into two houses, in one of which the brethren, and in the
other the sisters and children were confined, like sheep ready
for slaughter.
They declared to the murderers, that though
they could call God to witness, that they were perfectly innocent,
yet they were prepared and willing to suffer death. But as they
had at their conversion and baptism made a solemn promise to
the Lord Jesus Christ that they would live unto him and endeavour to please him alone in this world, they knew that they

had been dfficient in many respects, and therefore wished to
have some time granted to pour out their hearts before Him in
prayer, and crave His mercy and pardo-n.
This request being
complied with, they spent their last night heire below in prayer,
and in exhorting each other to remain taithful to the end. One
brother, called Abraham, who for some time past had been in a
lukewarm state of heart, seeing his end approaching, made the
following public confession before his brethren : " Dear brethren it seems as if we all shall soon depart unto our Saviour,
for our sentence is fixed.
You know that I have been an untoward child, and have grieved the Lord and my brethren by
my disobedience, not walking as 1 ought to have done. But
y^t I will now cleave to my Syviour with my last breath, and
hold him fast, though 1 am so great a sinner.
I know assuredly that he will forgive me all my sins, and will not cast me
out."
The brethren assured him. of their love and forgiveness, and both they and the sisters spent the latter part of the
night in singing the pruises of God their Saviour, in the joyful
hope, that they soon should be able to praise him without sin.
When the day of execution arrived, namely, the 8th of
March, two houses were fixed upon, one for the brethren, the
other for the sisters and children, to which the wantan murderers gave the name of slaughter houses.
Some of them went t&
the Indian brethren and showed great impatience that the execution had not yet begun, to which the brethren replied, that they
!

all ready to die, having commended their souls to God.
Immediately after this declaration the carnnge commenced.
The poor innocent people, men, women, and children were led,
bound two and two together with ropes, into the before mentioned slaughter houses and there scalped and murdered.
According to the testimony of the murderers themselves, they
behaved with uncommon patience, and went to meet death with

were

Abraham was the first victim. A sister
who spoke both English and German well.

cheerful resignation.

called Christina,,
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on her knees before the captain of the gang and begged her
but was told that he could not help her."

Thus ninety-six persons magnified the name of the Lord:
sixty-two were grown persons, five valuable assistants in the
ministry, and thirty-four children ! Two youths, fiftepn or sixteen years old escaped.
One was scalped and laid as dead till
night, the other secreting himself in the ci liar of the house in
which the sisters were executed, he was there almost literally
floating in blood

Oh!

;

he escaped by night also.

could raise a Missionary flame, till the Gospel be
so spread among the Indians that this foul blot be wiped oft' the
Christian name.
The Captain of this wretched gang, as I understand, afterwards lived a miserable life. I am told he pined away, and it
is to be feared died as he lived.
This story has been told all
that

I

over Christendom, and well for their posterity that the names
of the perpeitrators are concealed. The extract that 1 now
give, is a translation into English from the (ierman language.
This cruel act produced the retaliation by the savages, in which
the unfortunate Col. Crawford and others, fell the victims, and
were so cruelly tortured by them in the Sandusky plains.
As to events permitted by Divine Providence, perhaps to his
saints in blessed eternity will there discover, that many dark
The following remark of some savthings will be made light.
ages on this occasion deserves pariicular notice. " We intended to draw our friends, the believing Indians, back into heathenism, but God disapproved of it, and therefore took them to him*
self."

Theophilus Armenius*
Feb,

3,

1820,

fTo be Continued.)

extract of a letter from daniel asbtjav, p. e. of broad-river
district, to wm. m. kem^edy, dated camden, s. c. juke 27, 1 820.

Dear Brother,
THANK the Lord that he has once more revived his
Camden. Many who but a short time since were in the
broad road to hell, are now walking in the narrow road to heavOur meeting house though large for that place, is filled
en.
by day and by night, with men and women, who are inquiring
the way to Zion,
Our class meetings are crouded between
thirty and forty have joined our church, and many more are on
the way
and what is rather uncommon, the work hitherto has
prevailed mostly among the males.
It would
do your heart
I

work

in

—

—

good, dear brother, to

visit

Camden

in its present state

;

the old

—
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professors appear lo be all alive in religion, and looking forin confident expectation of seeing still greater wonders of
grace wrought by the God of Israel. As yet very little oppoBrother Hill is indefaiigable
sition lo the work has ap])eared.
in visiting from house to house, talking to, and praying with and

ward

and the Lord blesses his labour of love.
more than ever convinced that if we were more faithful
for the people,

I

in

am
this

towns and circuits, we should be more
our own souls, and much more successful in the work
May the holy flame spread wide and sink
of our high calling.
deep till all the earth be filled with the knowledge of God.
AmExV.

duty of

happy

visiting, both in

in

For

the J\Iethodist

Magazine.

on revivals of religion

Messrs, Bangs

&

in

schenectady.

Mason,

Your

nineteenth number contains an account of a revival of religion in the city of Schenectady, which took place
dm'ing the preceding winter and spring, for the truth of which
but sirs, judge of my surprise,
I had publicly pledged my name
when I read in the Religious Intelligencer, published in NewHaven on the 22d of April, 1820, a communication, dated Schenectady, March 6th, 1820, saying, " // is now thirty years since
After
the Lord visited this place by an outpouring of his spirit.'^''
pausing a moment, 1 sought for the Author of such, intelligence,
Charity forand behold it was a student of Union College
could only conbade me to attribute it to ill design in him
jecture that he was a Freshman, who had not been in Schenectady the preceding year, when it pleased Almighty God graThe same
ciously to visit that city with a revival of religion.
Author says page 751, of Malta, " It was a place of great spiritual dearth^ and like the mountains of Gilboa, AacZ never rain
Now in this town there were more than one hundred
or dew.''''
zealous Methodists, previous to the revival of which he has given some account. He then goes on to state a great increase of
members in that vicinity in the Presbyterian churches of Stillwater and Ballston but he seems to be totally ignorant of the
conversion of more than one hundred and seventy souls to the
Lord Jesus Christ, and who joined the Methodist Church.
How much more to the honour of our blessed Iramanuel, would
his conimunication have been, had he been in possession of the
:

!

:

I

:

whole truth in relation to that glorious revival.
I hope my veracity will not be questioned, when I say that
his account of the late revival in Schenectady, was at the time
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he wrote (March 6, 1 820) modestly short of the truth that is to
say, he was not fully informed of the state of the work, when he
told us that '^Jifteen had experienced religion, and one hundred
were tmder conviction :" for previous to the date of his letter,
more than twenty, probably unknown to him, in the congregation
of my charge, wero happily converted to God.
This gracious
work had been for some months budding and blossoming among
the multitudes that frequented our house of worship until about
the last of January, souls began to struggle into gospel liberty.
;

;

It

seemed however

tress,)

as

if the

in the general,

(as in

Kin^ Ilezekiah's disand there was

children were come to the birth,

Our pious neighbours of the
strength to bring forth.
Presbyterian and Dutch Reformed Churches, observing this,
flew to the help of the Lord, and their indefatigable activity
and perseverance, I think, were of great use. Agreeing jjp
let Predestination sleep, their preaching, their exhortations and
their fervent prayers werp more like the Methodists, than the
people of their order, in that city, had ever before witnessed.
Revivals of religion were now no longer termed Methodist delusion, and the subjects of grace were no more called crazy.
The people submitted to the order in which God saw fit to
work. In the beginning of April, God, in bis infinite goodness,
poured out His spirit more pl^•r!tUully upon the congregation of
my charge; of about twenty penitents, kneeled at the altar, in
supplications for mercy, about half of them were brought into
gospel liberty, which I thus state as a sample of the order of
While other denominations were gathering their
the work.
harvest of souls, our little Zion flourished like the palm-tree,
and our converts grew like the willows by the water-courses.
In the midst of these happy days, my term of service expired,
after an increase of the members of my charge of seventy- six
souls ; and 1 had to force myself from one of the most blessed
revivals that J had ever before witnessed. Thus closed my two
years labour, with a most, affectionate people, consisting of fifly.f'^ur members when 1 took the oversight of them in 1818,
and took leave of them after a nett gain of one hundred and
forty souls . which causes my soul to magnify the Lord, and
not

my

spirit to rejoice in

God

niy Saviour.

have only to add, that the doctrines principally insisted
upon were human depravity and its consequences, general redemption by Jesus Christ, repentance towards God, faith towards our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and holiness of heart
and life.
To aid me in this important work, the people of my charge
were zealously engaged in prayer, and class-meetings, and all
Such are the means, which 1 trust God
the means of grace.
I
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never fail to bless. May His glorious work continue to
prosper, until all shall join in ascribing glory to God in tht
highest, on earth peace and good-zoill to men.
tviH

William Thacher.
7\^e.w-Yorl,June 12, 1820.

For

the Methodist

Ma^az me.

copy of a letter from a young gentleman, late a resident
in new- york, to his sister in this city, dated ulysses,
tompkins county.

Dear

Sister,

As

I have been in the habit of communicating to you the
L'^arkable occurrences which have fallen in my way, from time
to time, and believing it will be interesting to you to hear of the
prosperity of Zion, I shall, without farther remark, lay before

you the following narrative.
A young man, who had spent his early years in the bustle
and hurry of a city life, had felt, for some time, a desire to seek,
in retirement and solitude, that satisfaction he had pursued in
vain amidst the busy multitude. Accordingly, he left his parents, his brothers and sisters, his numerous young companions and vain amusements, and sought a home and livelihood

among

strangers in the country.
Solitude and retirement opened to his mind a different scene
from that which had hitherto occupied his thoughts. He cast
a retrospective glance over his past life, his present state, and
extended his views to future prospects. He saw that he had
lived in opposition to the commands of God, and felt the pf^ng
He remembered the prayers of his aged
of conscious error.
fathrr, and the admonitions of his godly mother, and called to
mind the instructions he had been privileged to hear from pious
For awhile he attempted to conceal these reflecministers.
tions, but in retirement and solitude they sank deeper and
deeper into his heart, and drove sleep from his pillow, and
peace from his soul. He felt that the hand of the Almighty
was upon him, and on one occasion, under the preaching of the
word, has feelings broke over all restraint, and he puUicly

confessed his guiltiness, and mourned his unhappy situation.
From this period, he sought the Lord, in the means of his
It would swell my narappointment, nor did he seek in vain.
rative to too great a length to enumerate the various exercises
finally, at a prr^yer-meeting, after
of mind which succeeded,
two or three hours struggle in prayer, the peace of God visited
his heart, and he raised his voice in praises to his God and Sa-

—

viour.
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By

this

time you are beginnine to ask,

— Oh my dear

who

is

this

h^ppy

your brother himself, who is the
happy witness of pardoning love. Yes, blesse be God, have
set my face Zionward, and hope through t.';race to persevere.
I know I have just entered a wariarp. and" am not un.-ware that
1 shall have much to encounter, but while I keep ne.ir the Cnptain of my salvation, I need not fear the fiery .ssaulis of the enemy. Praised be the name of my God, I k»ow well, be has converted my soul, and " saved mine eyes from tears, and my feet
from falling."
I
am fully persuaded, that the doctrines of the Methodist
Church are agreeable to Scripture, and to the teachinsis of the
Holy Spirit; and I have conscientiously connected myself with
that Church, and feel that 1 am growing in t{race, and in the
knowledge of the truth ns it is in Jesus. While you are worshipping in spacious edifices, and " temples made with hands,'^''
youth

?

sister

it is

i

I

humble dwelling where the people of
have convened to hear the gracious news
But even the doors of these lowly mansions
of free salvation.
have been shut against us, and we have followed the example of
the primitive Christians, meeting from house to house— until,
our little society have unanimously agreed to throw together our
mites, and build a Meeting-House, and the day before yesterday
Though small, it will be sufficiently comthe frame was raised.
modious for us and thus the hand of the Lord has led us, from a
Log-School House, to a decent framed Meeting-House. Our
Society consists of about seventy members, and will soon be inFourteen in one night have experienced religion,
corporated.
and the work is still progressing. About one half of our society
and
are young professors, and perhaps one third young people
what is truly encouraging, see some of my young companion!^
bowing at the footstool of mercy.
I
often feel a zealous ftrvency springing up in my soul in
behalf of the unconverted, and have felt, and still feel that it is
Uny indispensable duty to warn sinners of the wrath to come,
and invite them to a bleeding Saviour. O could I compass
them all in my arms, i would bear them to Calvary, and there
suft'ering, bleeding, dying
point them to an agonizing Jesus,
and if the sight did not pierce the rebel heart, I would
for them
still encircle them in the arms of faith and prayer, and fly with
them to Him zoho " ever liveth to make intercession for them.^^
Remember me, my dear sister, instruct me as experience enables you, pray for me, and may we at last meet at the right
hand of God the Father, for the Redeemer's sake.
T. Z. N»
a log-school-house

God,

in

is

the

this vicinity,

—

;

1

!

—

;

—

;

;;

;
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From the

Religious IntdUgenctr.

For

TTritten after hearing a
of the Trinity,

HAIL, Glorious Mystery
Welcorae to
Expand, my

While

Sermon on

May 21,

soul,

the

Do(

Christian,

Why

1820.

Truth divine!
mine

why

Magazine.

that dejected air

Which

man

to

so sad a look

be sad."

?

?

you cannot brook
you to despair ?

drives

;

with sacred

fire,

I this wond'rous truth admire.

Does discontent thus mar your peace.
And cause you to complain
.'

O

Father of uncreated mind,

Who sent thy Son to save mankind,
Thee would we love, Thee would we
Thy Name

SAY,

Is there a foe
!

this heart of

the Methodist

" 'Tis impious for a good

LINES

!

break the bondage, find release,

And
praise,

cheerfulness regain.

Thy brow

contracted strikes a dread,
who know thee not
all cheerfulness is fled,

O'er those

we'll sing in endless lays.

The " light" that fills the ethereal throne,
Shine gracious in the eternal Son
Reflected in his glorious face,
see thy mercy to our race.

And when
Religion

forgot.

is

:

We

And now

the Saviour claims our praise;
Grateful, our hearts their anthems raise.

The

First begotten from above,
Descends with grace, and peace, and

!

stoops, to dwell with

men

;

And
Yea,

love.

Equal with God, he reign'd on high.
Encircled with immensity.
Vast condescension Oh, how low

He

Those austere looks are only fit
For the monastic cell
Where loves the boding owl to sit

in

the cloister's deep recess.

Where hope ne'er gilds the scene.
That gloomy phantom may oppress,

And haunt
But

with sullen spleen.

in society,

And

below.

JJow by his death upon the tree,
Opens the gates of heaven to me.

fluting bats to dwell.

where love

friendship sweetly join;

We want the mildness of a dove,
And wisdom

to refine.

This precious gift, all gifts above,*
Vouchsafes to us Jehovah's love.

Jesus was gentle, he w.is mild,
Ne'er harsh, nor too severe;

Behold the Father

Meek in his spirit
And cheerful to

reconcil'd,

With looks of love, and visage mild;
The Comforter, with blessings sends,t
To turn his rebel foes to friends.

The

holy Spirit, next

we

praise,

Great Sanctifierof our race
Thou art our God ; to Thee wo bow
Qrant us Thy saving influence now.

Thus we will bless the Sacred Three,
Nor less rejoice in unity ;
For we unite the One in Three,
And laud him to eternity.
A. N.
*

Remans

viii. 32,

1

John5iv.25.

we

If

as a child,

endear.

our passions thus controul,

No discord shall we find
No darkness shall surround
No vapours so unkind.
But pure

;

the soul,

celestial light divine,

Will bless us with its rays
uncreated beams shall shine,
Throughout our peaceful days.

And

It. Yorlc,

Aug.

16, 1S20.

O

THE

FOR OCTOBER,

1820.

l>i\init:j.

For

the

Methodist Magazine,

^N THE NECESSITY AND DUTY OF EVANGELIZING THE ABORIGINES
OF AMERICA.

A SERMON

OjN^

PSALM

II.

8.

(Concluded from page 329.)

We

will now inquire into the means necessary to effect
very desirable object.
1. It has been God's ordinary method from the beginning, to
evangelize mankind by a living ministry. " The Gospel," saith
St. Paul, " is the power of God unto salvation, to every one
that believeth." Wherever the Gospel is preached in the power and demonstration of the Spirit, it always produces more or
less effect.
All other means that are used, are no farther effectual, than they are used in subserviency to the grand purposes
of the living ministry of God's holy word.
But, in order to obviate the difficulties which have heretofore
originated from the misconduct of some who have gone among
these people, men must be selected, not only of approved abilities as ministers, but of irreproachable character and conduct
5I«

this

—

Men in whose hearts dwells that love of God
as Christians
which kindles an ardent desire for the salvation ol" those to
whom they preach. In a word, they must be men of deep and
genuine experience in the things of God, as well as able ministers of the New-Testament, burning with love to the souls of
men, and evincing in all their conduct, that they are actuated
hy a pure desire to promote the spiritual and eternal. happiness
of the souls of the Indians : that are seeking, not for ease, honour, or wealth, but ttie salvation of their souls.
Jt is vain to expect to convert these Pagans for the better, by
sending among them as ministers of the Gospel, men that are
Vol.. III.

46
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only nominal Christians themselves, however eminent they

may

attainments, and for science in general.
How
much soever the mind may be imbued with human science,
unless the heart is changed by divine grace, unless born of the
Spirit, a man can have no clear perception of the plan of salvation by grace through faith ; and of course is not qualified to
explain the nature of true religion to others.
It is not intended,
however, by this observation, to undervalue human learning,
nor scientific attainments, as though they were useless to a
Christian Missionary.
Far be the thought from us.
consider it essential for every minister of the Lord Jesus, if he
would succeed in his great work, to " study to shew himself
approved of God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth."
But what we mean is, that
an external designation to the office by the appointment of man,
though the person may possess all the human accomplishments
which can be imparted to him, he is nevertheless unqualified to
unfold the mysteries of redemption and salvation, unless he
have his heart renovated by the Spirit of God, and he be called
to the important work of the ministry by the same renewing

be

for literary

We

Spirit.

Without

this essential qualification, he is not only unqualified
them in the knowledge of the truth, but he is also
unprepared to encounter the difficulties and hardships he will
unavoidably meet. A Missionary among the Indians especially, must be actuated from a higher motive than any worldly
consideration whatever, or he will faint in his mind, and in
despair abandon his work.
He must count the cost of tempo-

to instruct

rary privations, of enduring hardships, of encountering difficulties, for the sake of saving souls.
And in the midst of these
temporary sufferings, if his mind fix no higher than upon earthly objects, if he does not extend his views to futurity as the ultimate reward of his ministerial labours, disappointment will
follow in the train of other evils, and he will retire from the
field in despair.

In addition to this, should he not be conscious of a call from
for this special work ? St. Paul saith, " When it pleased

God
God

to reveal his Son in me, that I might preach him among the
heathen, immediately I confered not with flesh and blood."
From these words, it is manifest that he had a special call to
preach Christ among the heathen ; and though we do not look
now for those extraordinary manifestations which were made
known in the Apostolic age, yet every true minister of the Lord
Jesus is moved to that work by the Holy Ghost; and if any
such minister is called of God to the special work of evangelising the heathen, will not the Holy Ghost make known to that
man his designation to that special work ?
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Call not this enthusiasm.
Enthusiasm lies on the other side
of the question.
To succeed in a work of this kind, we must
move in the order of God. Means, as well as men, of God's
own appointment must be used. How, indeed, can a man expect to succeed in an employment so sacred and important, unless he is conscious he moves in obedience to God's will ? And
how can he be conscious of this unless the will of God be made
known to him in some way ? How else can this be done but by
the Holy Spirit inwardly moving upon the mind, inclining it
to this work, producing in the heart an earnest desire for the
salvation of those people to whom he is preparing to go? This,
together with special indications of Providence pointing out the
way, may fully convince a man that he is acting in obedience
to the divine will.
Going forth under these impressions he will
be conscious of the divine presence, will enjoy the approving
smiles of God; and knowing his work is with his God, will pursue the path of duty under a confident expectation of success.
The light of heaven will illumine his path, and the Holy Spirit
be his daily consolation. But for a man to engage in a work
of this kind, without a consciousness of the divine approbation,
is to

engage

for success

;

This then

in his

own name, and

and surely

this is the

to trust in his

own powers

height of enthusiasm.

considered of the utmost importance to all those
preach Christ to the heathen. They must not
only be satisfied that they are called to the work of the minisis

who would go

to

try in general, but of their call to this work in particular.
Being satisfied of this, and having voluntarily submitted themselves to the order of God, they will assure themselves of success, inasmuch as they are not doing their own, but the work
of God. And if God is about to extend His salvation to these
Gentiles, He will move the hearts of His ministers to go, and
the hearts of His people to aid with their prayers and money.
Men will rise up in the strength and power of the Most High,
and " Go forth weeping bearing precious seed, and shall return with joy, bringing their sheaves with them."
Instruments
thus chosen and qualified of God, acting under the direction of
the Master of assemblies, will evince the sincerity of their zeal,
by their readiness to endure hardships, to persevere through
every opposition which may arise in their way, in order to
carry the glad tidings of salvation to those " other sheep'''' of
Christ.
Such men will have the approbation and support of
God, and certainly they deserve the support and approbation
of all Christian men.
It is moreover supposed that it will be according to the ordinary course of Divine Providence, that these people must be
taught in their own language.
This is infered from the manner in which God has wrought heretofore. When God wa"?
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about to send the light of the Gospel more extensively among
the several nations of the earth, He qualified his Apostles for
by miraculously enduing them with the gift of
this work,
tongues, so that all " did hear them speak in their own language the wonderful works of God." Such a miraculous interposition of Divine Providence and grace, we grant, was peculiar to that age, and was rendered necessary by the then state
of the world ; and therefore, we have no reason to expect a repetition of such miracles now : but we believe that those who
go among the American Indians, with a view to teach them the

knowledge of salvation by the remission of sins, will find it esThis will
sential to acquire a knowledge of their language.
require time and labour.
The maxim of the wise man, " Train up a child in the way
he should go," directs the attention of the Christian Missionary to the youth. Their minds, tender and flexible, are more
susceptible of religious instruction, than those who have become confirmed in their superstitions by long habit, and who
may feel it their interest to resist all innovations upon their
Not that we are to despair of success among
religious systems.
Recent events, inthose who have arrived to a mature age.
deed, justify the expectation that very many of these may be
brought into the sheep-fold of Christ. While, therefore, the
sacred truths of the Gospel are announced to the adult, the
youth are to be initiated by degrees into the elementary principles of Christianity, and thereby prepared to become rational
and experimental believers at a more advanced period of lifeThis method, if rightly managed, cannot fail of success. And
we rejoice in being able to recognise the hand of Divine Providence, moving the Legislature of these United States to adopt
measures for the permanent establishment of schools among the
Indian Tribes. This will greatly facilitate the work of the
Missionary of the cross in his attempts to evangelize them.
By this means, a knowledge of the useful arts, will accompany

These
two branches ofltnowledge, mutually assisting each other, will
grow up together.
But while it is admitted to be the imperious duty of Christian ministers to be on the alert in this work of benevolence to
the souls of men, it must be seen, at the same time, that it is a
duly equally incumbent upon every private member of the
Christian community, to afford all the pecuniary aid in his
power. While men rise up in the Spirit of the Most High, and
say, " Here am I, send me," the people ought to say, " Here
are we, ready to impart to you of our temporal substance for
your support."
the introduction of Christian principles and practice.
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we ought not to trouble ourselves about
we have so many unconverted in our own

towns and neighbourhoods, it is to be feared, originates more
from unjustifiable parsimony than from zeal in the cause of God.
Suppose the apostles had reasoned thus, when a way was opened for them to carry the gospel to the Gentile world Did they
say, " We will not go until all the Jews in Jerusalem are converted" ? They understood their mission better than this. And
suppose that Mr. Wesley had said, " 1 will not consent to send
I

Missionaries to America until

all the

sinners in

England are

brought to the knowledge of the truth !" Where should we have
been at the present day ?
Such objections lose all their force the moment they are exposed to the light shed on the page of ecclesiastical history by
the practice of the apostles and their successors in the grand
work of reformation. St. Paul told the unbelieving Jews, " Seeing ye count yourselves unworthy of eternal life, Lo, we turn to

And if there are many professed Christians
the Gentiles."
who cou7it themselves unworthy of eternal life, let the devout
minister, whose soul thirsts for the salvation of men, turn his
face towards the Gentiles of the American deserts.
Here he
will find an ample field for the full display of all that philanthropy with which Christianity has inspired his expanded soul.
Throwing himself into the arms of his God, he will be carried
through his toilsome labours, and will rejoice in beholding these
wandering sons of the forest coming home to God.
Shall avarice bind up the heart of the wealthy Christian ?
Shall it stop his ears to the cries of these outcasts of men ? Nay,
Let the
rather let the streams of divine love expand his heart.
mounds raised by the sordid love of the world, be washed away
by the copious streams of divine grace, that from the heart may
flow forth riils of Christian liberality towards the souls of lost
men. He will then experience the truth of our Lord's declaration. That it is more blessed to give than to receive.
To what more noble purpose can money be applied, than to
sending the messengers of peace to the lost tribes of men? Surely
this is laying up treasure in heaven in the most important sense
in this part of the work, every one may contriof the word,
It is by the junction of many streams that
bute something.
mighty rivers are formed. Let, then, that river which makes
glad the city of God, be augmented by the accession of all those
souls which may yet be converted, by the combined exertions
of ministers and people to evangelize the Pagans of our wildernesses.

These then are some of the means to be employed in this
great work.
Until the heathen are given to Christ for His in
heritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for His posses

S6f
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sion, these, and all other legitimate means must be used by the
Christian world.
And who will refuse his aid ? This work is
eminently the work of God.
It must therefore prosper.
Mark
the coincidences of Divine Providence, in this auspicious era
of the world, in special reference to this highly interesting subject.

Peace, almost universal, had at last succeeded the din of
war, and blessed mankind with political tranquility. Bible,
Tract, and Missionary Societies had been gradually illuminating the moral world, even in the midst of war and bloodshed
and by this means the minds of men were prepared, on the cessation of political contests, to inhale the milder air of Christian
•,

beneficence, and to exert their powers for the eternal interests
of their fellow-men. While the great men of the earth were
contending for empire, and wrecking their vengeance on each
other to gratify a lawless ambition, the hearts of genuine Christians were sighing for a more general diffusion of gospel truth and
holiness.
Their sighs came up before the throne of the Eternal, and He appears to have come down at last to deliver them.
The contending nations were hushed to silence : and the blast of
the war trumpet is succeeded by the long and thrilling sound of
of the trumpet of salvation. A general impulse throughout the
Christian world is felt ; and has been particularly directed towards the long neglected heathen world. Legislators, as well as
Kings and Emperors, no longer agitated and tortured with those
great political questions on which the fate of empires depended,
and the lives of thousands hung in awful suspense, acknowledging
the supreme dominion of " Him that silleth upon the throne and
the Lamb,'''' have turned their attention to the civil, literary and
religious improvement of their subjects and constituents
In the
meantime, the poor heathen came up in remembrance before
God, and their case has called forth the commiseration of His
people.
And that eternal Spirit which inspired the desire for,
shall ultimately effect the salvation of these immortal souls.
In addition to the many institutions which were already in existence, and directed to the spread of the gospel, the Methodist
Missionary Society sprung up to bless the benighted heathen, as
as well others, with its enlightening rays.
hail the existence
of this Society, and the happy era which gave it birth
The
unanimous approbation of this Society by all the Annual Conferences, and the pledges given to aid the parent institution by
the formation of efficient auxiliaries, as well as the recognition
of the Society by the General Conference, afford ample testimony of the purity of its principles, and of its benign tendency.
In this institution the ministry and the people are happily united,
and are combining their efforts for the promotion of the commoa
!

We

!

—
!
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cause.
And shall not these combined efforts be effectual in
spreading the glory of the Redeemer of men ?
About the same time that this Society was maturing its plans
in New- York, a successful mission was commenced by our
brethren in the West, among the Wyandot Tribe of Indians.
The news of this was heard with indescribable delight and gratitude.
Consider all these circumstances. Do they not indicate a special call of God, a call sent to the Christians of
America, to direct their attention to their red brethren of the
Forest? I say again, we cannot remain inactive, and be guilt-

God.
This part of the gospel ministry is most eminently of a Missionary character. "< Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature," was the command of God to the first
Missionaries of the cross to spread themselves over the Gentile
world
and the encouraging declaration, " Lo I am with you
always," was a medium of never-failing support in all their labours.
Rising up under the influence of the same Almighty
Spirit, and moving forward for the accomplishment of the same
important end, the force of this divine mandate is still felt by
the conscientious minister; and the encouraging promise, reaching down to the latest posterity, " I am with you always, even
unto the end of the world^'''' still inspires his ardent soul with
confidence of success. Going out under these impressions, he
may rest assured that " The wilderness and solitary places shall
be glad for them ; and the desert shall rejoice, and blossom as
the rose
for in the wilderness shall waters break out, and
streams in the desert." And if he persevere in his work, these
" ransomed of the Lord shall return, and come to Zion with
songs and everlasting joy upon their heads
they shall obtain
joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away."
What an enviable station does a primitive Missionary occupy
less before

;

—

;

How

delightful to impart the consolations of the gospel to these
and disconsolate souls ! They who thus " water shall

thirsty

be watered again." Surely God, Angels, and all the company
of saints, must smile with approbation upon the God-like undertaking.

Go, then, ye heralds of salvation. The prayers of the church,
and the blessing of God go with you. Angels will be ministering spirits unto you.
In the Name of Immanuel, therefore, go
and proclaim unto these benighted sons of the forest, the glad
!

tidings of salvation.

Cry

in their ears,

" AH hail Immanuel's name,
Adorn'd with richest grace;
The music loud proclaim

To all the human
j^

race,

From sea to sea, from shore to shore,
Till the bright sua shall set no more.

—
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ZephjTs that gently move
And ever}' flowing wave,
Shall spread Immaauel's love
And mighty power to save
Till not a dark deserted place,

*

;

without tbe light of grace."

Assure them that Jesus Christ tasted death for them, and consequently that they are sincerely invited to believe in Him, and
live forever.

Believing, as you do, in the imis your strong hold.
goodness of God to the whole human family that this
goodness has been demonstrated in the gift of Jesus Christ
you may boldly
that He gave himself a ransom for all men
proclaim Him as the Almighty Saviour of the [ndian Tribes,
as well as other men
and may bid defiance to every objection
which the ingenuity of men may urge against that gospel which
you preach. With what rapture may you unfold the unbounded love of the triune God to a lost world and declare the unsearchable riches of Christ You, who have this extensive view
of the gospel of Christ, may unhesitatingly assure them that
they have been camprehended in the grand system of redempNo demur no mental reserve need you have, while you
tion.
are delivering your divine message in the name of your Master.
No you declare, on His authority whose ambassadors you are,
and who cannot possibly delude his creatures with delusive
you believingly declare to these wandering tribes of
promises,

Here

—

partial

—

—

!

!

—

!

—

men, that they are the objects of eternal love. On this eternal
rock take your stand and let not all the rolling billows of erStanding here, as in the centre of the vast
ror beat you off.
circle of God's universal love, you may alternately turn to each
quarter of the globe, and publish the willingness of Almighty
God to save the lost and wandering sons of men. Armed with
this truth, you have a sword which turns every way, repelling
every unhallowed invader, and securely guarding the tree o(
By this sword, the sinner is cut loose from all his objeclife.
tions against the benign system of Christianity, and deprived of
every excuse against coming to Christ for life everlasting.
For you may confidently tender him a free pardon' of all his
sins in the name of Christ, if he will repent and believe with an
heart unto righteousness ; and powerfully urge him to this duty,
by exhibiting to him the awful consequences of refusing to accept of such an all-sufficient Saviour, We therefore say again,
in the language of the Poet,

—

«

Go with heavenly ardour burning,
Bright wiih Christ's transmitted rays.
Comfort those in darkness mourniDg,
Turn their sighs to songs of praise.
Bear his cross, which is your glory,
Spread your Master's glorious fame;

—
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Tell his crucitixion story,
Tell the world his w omj'rous name."

The wide world is before the Chn^tian Missionary. Thou°
sands are hanging upon his lips for insUuclion.
For instruclion in what ? What art or science is he sent to impart? A
science of heavenly origin He is sent to imbue the savage mind
His object is to convert
with the knowledge of the true God.
!

the soul, and this is the ' art of God."
The science oisalvation by grace is the theme, tiie foundation of ali hi^ instructions.
What a theme this How delighitiil to behold the unfolding
wisdom and goodness of God to a ruined world in the gift of
Jesus Christ, and in the glorious plan of salvation through him!
!

To make these untutored savages of the wilderness understand and feel the importance of these interesting truths, must
certainly be one of the most delightful and interesting employments of an intelligent being. While he is instrumental in scattering the bread of eternal life among them, with what joy and
gratitude must he behold these hungry sons of men collecting
together to partake of that bread, that they may live forever.
Beloved brethren Look round and behold the fields white,
ready to harvest. And will j ou not help to send forth more labourers into this harvest ? Though we are not the first in this
great work, it is hoped we shall not be the less zealous.
Rather let the zeal of those who have gone before us, provoke
Let the missionary society lately
us to love and good works.
come into existence among us, and which looks with a compassionate eye to the pagans of our wilderness, receive your paWhile men are volunteering their servitronage and support.
ces, men approved of God, and acting under the proper authorities of the church, will you not aid them according to the
ability which God giveth?
May God bless the benighted heathen with the bright rays of
his truth, and the consolations of his salvation.
Amen.
!

^CTciptuTje IWustTated.
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(Concluded from page 335.)

—

For ye are not under the law that law originally obligatory
on man in the garden of Eden. But why ? Has it ceased to
exist, because it has been violated? or have its obligations become void, because the world has been redeemed by Tesus
Christ ? Neither the one nor the other.
It still exists, and all
Vol. III.
47
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obligations are in force.
Depending, not on casual circumstances, not on the will or the actions of moral beings, but on a
permanent principle, on the existence of human nature, with
those relations which that nature bears to its Creator, it must
its

—

continue and remain in force so long as human nature shall exThe EXISTENCE of this nature, not subject to the influence
ist.
of secondary causes, but permanently reposing on the divine
will, must aflbrd, through all the periods it may occupy, and
through all the changes this nature may undergo either in regard to its moral qualities or its condition of happiness or misThis position
ery, a basis sufficient to support original law.
may be denied. But the more it is tested by the doctrines of
the Gospel, the more its truth will appear.
The doctrines of
grace, the principles of justice, the happiness of the saints, the
misery of the wicked, all present us with a train of arguments
in confirmation of it.
But ye are not under this law ; because the Son of God who
was by the most free and gracious act of his own will, made
under this lazv, hath perfectly and unconditionally satisfied its
demands in his most holy and meritorious death. Its obligabut they are all met and fully answered
tions are all in force
From the awful moment
in the most precious blood of Christ.
when this law was first transgressed^ until the grand period
when the Son shall deliver his mediatorial kingdom unto the
Father, Jesus stands our great high-priest, and presents his
In this
spotless righteousness to the requisitions of this law.
righteousness they are all satisfied.
Therefore, as this law has
been made honourable, its demands satisfied, its sanctions secured, its authority established on the broad basis of eternal justice, in the full payment of the whole penalty incurred by transgression, we have been taken from under it, and placed under
grace.
The Redeemer, having taken upon himself to answer for us
to original law, has introduced another system of government,
every way suited to the condition of a fallen world. This sysNothing can be more appropriate,
tem, the Apostle calls grace.
than this appellation.
For this system began in grace, and it
will end in grace; it astonished the worlds, by an act of unbounded grace on the cross, and it will again astonish them,
when the great plan of redemption shall be unfolded in the
glory of the redeemed.
But this system is not lawless grace. If it were it would dethe happiness of
feat the accomplishment of its own object
man. For true felicity is the offspring of holiness a perfect
conformity, in nature, and in action, internal and external, to
The government of the Redeemer is a govdivine obligation.
ernment of gracious law, pure, extensive, and energetic ; yet

—

—

—

—

^
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perfectly adapted to the present physical imperfections of hu-

manity.
Nevertheless, it is not the old system of law imposed upon
man in Paradise, new modelled, changed, and lowered down
from its high tone of purity and perfection. But it is a system
entirely new, predicated upon new principles, and using new
means to accomplish the object in view. This truth should
never be forgotten. Reference to a single doctrine of the gospel, alone will be sufficient to support the ground we have assumed, Christianity is the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus.
The Holy Ghost is sent into the world as the Spirit of life
to give us a new principle of divine life, by creating us anew in
that from a new and living principle of holiness,
Christ Jesus
we may be enabled to render obedience unto Christ. This doctrine itself is sufficient to put the question beyond all doubi, that
the system of gracious law, which has been introduced by the
Redeemer, is a new system distinctly different from original
law.
But, however new, extraordinary, and boundless is that grace
under which we live, its precepts are not to be violated with
Those who resist the influence of the Holy Ghost,
impunity.
and live and die in unbelief will be punished with everlasting
not for violations of original law
destruction
but for transgressions of the law of Christ ; while those who receive this influence, repent, and believe in Christ, and live and die in obedience unto him, will be graciously rewarded with eternal life.
While we make, with the apostle, a proper distinction between the law under which Adam was placed in Paradise, and
the law of Christ, we shall be likely to avoid a multitude of
dangerous errors. The path of truth will be plain before us;
a thousand difficulties will disappear ; and a vast number of
passages in the holy scriptures, which otherwise would be involved in obscurity, will not only appear plain, but beautifully
accurate and correct.
But if we confound the codes of law which we have been
One of two things will
considering, what mischief will result
probably come to pass. We shall plunge ourselves into the
whirlpools of blind and dark necessity ; or we shall wander into
the not less dangerous fields of Pelagianism.
In the first, we
shall be oppressed with the horrible thought, that not only the
actions of all moral beings, but their final results in happiness
Irt
or misery, were predetermined in the councils of eternity.
the second, adopting a proud idea of the dignity of man, W6
shall be likely, with a sweeping stroke, to erase all the most
essential doctrines of Christianity, and to reduce it down to a
pitiable code of moral virtues, little superior to systems of heathen morality. When once divines involve themselves in the
;

—

—

!
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mists of error,

we have been

by neglecting
urging, they

to attend to that distinction

which

may

exeit all the energies of their
intelle< tual powers to disengage themselves from the entanglements with which they are surrounded. But while they keep
this disiinrtion out of view, they will exert them in vain.
That neglecting to make a proper distinction between the
law of our Creator and the law of oui- Redeemer, leads to the
errors at which we have hinted, needs no particular proof.
Reference to the writings of those who have fallen in these errors, is a ?uffi. ient demonstration of this.
With the following remark we close these observations. Tlie
Avord law is used in the holy bible to convey different ideas ;
and theref re it becomes necessary, since it is of importance to
understand it. to examine very carefully any passage where we
find it, comparing it Avith ihe context, and parallel passages ;
in order to ascertain its precise meaning.
"

C-L— K.
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OF THE MUSCLES.
(Continued from page 337.)

But
sent

which is the proper subject of the prethe celerity and piecision of muscular motion.
qualities may be particulaily observed in the execution

to return to that

section,

—

These
of many species of instrumental music,

in which the changes
produced by the hand of the musician are exceedingly rapid;
are exactly measured, even when most minute ; and display,
on the part of the muscles, an obedience of action, alike wonderful for its quickness and its correctness.
Or lei a f)erson only observe hi- own hand whilst he is writing; ttie number of muscles, which are brought to bear upon
how the joint and adjusted operation of several tenthe pen
dons is concerned in every stroke, yet that five hundred such
Not a letter can be turned withstrokes are drawn in a minute.
out moie than one, or two, or three tendinous contractions, definite, both as to the choice of the tendon, and as to the space
through which the contraction moves yet how currently does
the work proceed
and when we look at it, how faithful have
the muscles been to their duty, how true to the order which en;

;

!

—
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deavour or habit hath inculcated For, let it be remembered,
that, whilst a man's hand- writing is the same, an exactitude of
The?e two inorder is preserved, wheiher he write well or ill.
stances, of music and writing, shew not only the quickness but
precision of muscular motion.
II. Regarding the particular configuration of the muscles,
sphincter or circular muscles appear to me admirable pieies of
mechanism. It is the muscu'ar power most happily applied;
the same quality of ihe muscular substance, but under a new
!

modification.

mechanical

;

The

circular disposition of the fibres

but, though the

most mechanical,

is

is

strictly

not the only
The regulated

in sphincters which deserves our notice.
degree of contractile force with which they are endowed,

thing

suffix

cient for retention, yei vincible when requisite, together with
their ordinary state of actual contraction, by means of which
their dependence upon the will is not constant, but occasional,

gives to them a constitution, of which the conveniency is inesThis their semi-voluntary character, is exactly such
timable.
as suits with the wants and functions of the animal.
III. We may also, upon the subject of the muscles, observe,
that many of our most important actions are achieved by the
Frequently a diagonal
combined help of different muscles.
motion is produced, by the contraction of tendons pullifig in the
This is the case
direction of the sides of the parallelogram.
Sometimes the
with some of the oblique nutations of the head.
number of co-operating muscles is very great. Dr. Nieuntyt,
in Leipsic transactions, reckons up a hundred muscles that are
employed every time we breathe ; yet we take in, or let out, our
breath, without reflecting what a work is thereby performed
•what an apparatus is laid in, of instruments for the service, and
how many such contribute their assistance to the effect! Breathing with ease, is a blessing of every moment, yet, of all others,
it IS that which we possess with the least consciousness.
A
man in an asthma is the only man who knows how to estimate it.
IV. Mr. Home has observed,* that the most important and
most delicate actions are performed in the body by the smallest
muscles , and he mentions, as his examples, the muscles which
have been disi overed in the iris of the eye, and the drum of the
ear.
The tenuity of these muscles is astonishing. They are
microspic hairs : must be magnified to be visible ; yet are they
real, effective muscles ; and not only such, but the grandest and
most precious of our faculties, sight and hearing, depend upon
their health and actions.
V. The muscles act in the limbs with what is called a mechanThe muscle at the shoulder, by which the
ical disadvantage.
;

* Phil. Tran. part

i.

1800, p.

8.

;
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raised, is fixed nearly in the same manner as a load is
upon a steelyard, within a few decimals, we will say of an
In this
inch, from the centre upon which the steelyard turns.
situation, we find that a very heavy draught is no more than
sufficient to countervail the force of a small lead plummet, placed
upon the long arm of the steelyard, at the distance of perhaps
fifteen or twenty inches from the centre, and on the other side
And this is the disadvantage which is meant. And an
of it.
absolute disadvantage, no doubt, it would be, if the object were
But observe how
to spare the force of muscular contraction.
conducive is this constitution to animal conveniency. Mechanism has always in view one or other of these two purposes
either to move a great weight slowly, and through a small space,
or to move a light weight rapidly, through a considerable sweep.
For the former of these purposes, a different species of lever,
and a different collocation of the muscles, might be better than

arm

is

fixed

the present : but for the second, the present structure is the
Now so it happens, that the second, and not the first,
true one.
is that which the occasions of animal life principally call for.
In what concerns the human body, it is of much more consequence to any man to be able to carry his hand to his head with
due expedition, than it would be to have the power of raising
from the ground a heavier load (of two or three more hundred
This last
weight, we will suppose,) than he can lift at present.
a faculty, which, on some extraordinary occasions, he may
desire to possess ; but the other is what he wants, and uses
every hour or minute. In like manner, a husbandman or a
gardener will do more execution, by being able to carry his
scythe, his rake, or his flail, with a sufficient dispatch through a
sufficient space, than if^ with a greater strength, his motions
were proportionably more confined and slow. It is the same
It is the same also
with a mechanic in the use of his tools.
is

with other animals in the use of their limbs.
In general, the
vivacity of their motions would be ill exchanged for greater
force under a clumsier structure.
{To be Continued.)
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THE EXPERIENCE AND DEATH OF MISS MARGARET ANDERSON.
(Continued from page 341.)

The

sabbath following I was requested to go to meeting but
I made many exI thought I had been too forward before.
Some of my young companions, with whom my sisters
cuses.
:
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and myself had been very intimate, came on a visit to see us ;
and I thought it would be treating them in an impolite manner,
I was however
for us to go to meeting and leave them behind.
prevailed on to go, and as I went, I made a covenant with the
Lord, that if he would awaken my soul to a full sense of my
lost and ruined estate, I would then give him my whole heart,
and fight against him no more. According to my request, I
was struck to the heart, insomuch that I wept, trembled, and
cried aloud in the congregation nor was I any longer ashamed
For I felt that I was an undone sinner, havto own the cause.
ing been disobedient both to his secret calls and to his revealed
:

will.

My

eyes being thoroughly opened, I saw things in a very
1 now found that many
things which I had before thought were well pleasing in the sight of heaven, were an
abomination to Him, who I was now resolved to serve with all
my heart, mind, soul and strength yet my sins seemed to rise
high as mountains before me.
I returned home with a firm resolution to forsake my every
I
now began to pray in
sin, and seek and serve the Lord.
good earnest ; and the more I prayed, the more I saw the exceeding sinfulness of my heart, and also the necessity of conThe opinion I had once entertained of my piety and
version.
and I now saw, that, for my
strict morality, was now at an end
different light.

:

:

best actions, as well as my basest crimes, I stood guilty before
God. For while my heart was filled with vanity and pride, how
could my actions and duties be acceptable in the sight of the
Lord? The enemy of souls often suggested to my mind, that it
was too late to pray ; that I had delayed so long, and resisted
so many calls, that the gates of mercy were now shut against
me. One evening, being unusually distressed, I threw myself
on my bed, saying, if there is no mercy for me, why should I
? If my day of grace is past, my prayers must be an abomTherefore I will pray no more, since hell
ination to the Lord.
I might have got religion once, but now
is my portion, 1 yield.
I must now bear the wrath of God to all eternity ;
it is too late

pray

:

have sinned so much, that I have run beyond the reach of
mercy. No mortal tongue could express the torment that I
which gave me relief
I presently fell into a sound sleep,
felt.
for I had
for a little while, and was very refreshing to my body
had no rest for several days. About midnight it appeared as
1
if something whispered in my ears softly, arise and pray,
1 soon
immediately arose, and cast myself upon my knees.
felt such a weight of the goodness of God, that I could not find
language to praise God as I would and here I continued in
1 was now well assured that
praise and prayer until morning.
there was mercy for me, and that the Lord would pardon all

for

I

;

5
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my

I thought every prosins, and give rest to my weary soul.
mise throughout the bible was for me, and yet 1 could not directly lay hold of any
but I believed that they would all be
fulfilled.
Now the language of my heart was, give me Jesus
I saw it " Worse than death my God to love, and not
or I die.
my God alone." I felt that I would rather die than sin against
him.
Had ten thousand v/orlds been offered to me in competition with my God, they would not have been any temptation.
Yet my burden was raiher increased than diminished my guilt
seemed more intolerable than before and I was made to abhor
myself, and repent in dust and ashes.
At this time the Lord's
gracious promises to repenting sinners, were very sweet, especially these, '• Come unto me, all ye that labour, and are heavy
" Bles>ed are
laden, and I will give you rest." Matt. xi. 28.
they that mourn, for they shall be comforted." Matt. v. 4.
*' Ask,
and it shall be given you ; seek, and ye «hall find ; knock,
and it shall be opened unto you." Mati, vii. 7.
The fifty third and fifty-fifih chapters of Isaiah, with the sixI read with
ty-third, were made a great blessing to my soul.
great eagerness, as well to know the very worst of myself, as
to find what gracious things were promised to me, on condition
of forsaking my sins, and turning to the Lord with my whole
heart.
I was now truly weary
and heavy laden ready to laydown my all at Jesus' feet, crying. Lord, if thou savest me, [
will acknowledge thy goodness ; or if thou damnest me, I will
:

;

;

:

own

it IS

On

j ist

:

but

if 1 [)eiish,

I

will perish at thy feet.

day of September my load of sin appeared
to be removed.
I
felt all calm and peace within, yet withI concluded the
out any feeling sense of either love or joy.
insensibility of my heart was such that I could not feel my
load of woe, and that the supernatural agency of the Holy
Spirit was not given.
In the evening, being asked by a servant
of God, if I had found the pearl of gieal price? 1 answered in
the negative.
Yet I expressed an unshaken resnlution never
to give over till 1 had found it.
For 1 felt a degree of hope,
scarcethai it was ready for me, if I could only believe.
I had
ly done speaking, when a stieam of love and joy flowed into
the

third

my

soul, so that I could scarcely refrain from praising God
with a loud voice.
ran up stairs, and for some moments felt
1
such inexpressible joy, as 1 must forever remam unable to express or de.-cnbe. Now 1 found power to believe that God, for
thought that I would
1
Christ's sake, had jia doned my sins.
go and make it known; but the enemy suggested it to my
mind, that it would not be best to tell it now, but wait for a
for what 1 now felt mighi be only imaginary.
clearer evidence
Therefore I concluded, that i( would be prudent to conceal it
;

for the present.

So

i

refiamed irom

leiling

what the Lord had

:

:
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fearing I should not be able to hold fast my
had a very happy evening, but a restless night.
My sins would sometimes arise, as though they would destroy
me and unbelief prompted me to say all this cannot be forgiven.
Then for a moment I would see Jesus Christ as a mediator, stepping between his Father's wrath and me.
At this sight,
all my sins would vanish.
Then again, unbelief would return
with redoubled force and tearing from me almost every twig of
hope, would leave me on the verge of despair.
Thus tossed, as on a tempestuous ocean, with despair travelling m the rear of hope, often casting over my mind a gloom
of imjienetrable darkness, the promises would be hid from my
view.
Sometimes all the sins 1 had ever committed in my life,
would ^ome into view, and I would be ready to give up all for
lost.
And yet was resolved that if 1 must go to hell, 1 would
go there pleading for mercy. It must forever remain untold
what 1 felt during this hurricane of thought, struggling between
hope and despair. At this time temptations and sorrows were
poured in upon me like an overwhelming deluge. My distress
was so great for five days, that I could eat nothing, except
when I forced myself to eat a little for the support of nature j
and this only by the persuasion of my friends.
On Sunday the 10th of September, 1805, I awoke in the
morning uncommonly refreshed in spirit, with these words in
my mouth

done

my soul,

for

confidence.

I

;

;

" Jesus hath died, that I might
Might live to God alone
In him eternal life receive,
And be in spirit one."

live

;

;

O

how my heart panted for a manifestation of what I then bewhole soul cried out, Come Lord Jesus,
lieved attainable!
5.nd take possession of thine own

My

!

Claim the purchase of thy blood

Come seal the witness
And be in spirit one.

to

my

:

heart,

Toward evening my

grief returned upon me with so much
that! thought I must expire beneath the load! Reclining upon my bed, I lay for some moments insensible to every
Just then the great Deliverer appeared to
thing around me.
v/eight,

assistance A sudden light shone around me, like the brightness of the sun, and these Avords were applied with energy to

my

ray soul

!

:

" Hanging upon the cross,
Saviour bleeds he bleeds for me
Bleeding there fpr wretched thee,
Hanging on the tree he bleeds.
Now to wash thy sins away,
Interceding there for thee,
for poor sinners prays and pleads."

My

Vol. hi.

;
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I now felt all my guilt removed
and my soul felt as light as
a bird escaped from the snare. There was now, a new song
put into my mouth, even praise and thanksgiving to the Lord.
The next day in relating what the Lord had done for my soul,
my sister Rachel was also set at liberty, and we praised God
together.
Our language was with the Poet,
;

" All glory to the dying Lamb,
And never ceasing praise
live to know his name,
Or men to feel his grace."
;

While angels

(To be continued.)

MiscfcWaiieous

THE DOCTRINE OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT CONSIDERED.
(Concluded from page 346.)

The

doctrine of Universalism

also calculated

is

to subvert

governments, by weakening or destroying the principles upon which all such governments are, foundec), the sancLet these restraints be rem.oved, let it be
tions of divine law.
inculcated on all classes in society, that a man may do as he
will, or commit what wickedness he pleases in this life, and that
or what amounts to the
he will not be punished in the next
same thing, that his punishment will be only for a limited duration, and then who can pronounce himself safe from the hand
of the assassin? What security has any man, that he Avill not
all civil

;

bed, by the villain, who believes and deno future punishment ? who laughs at the notion
of a devil and a hell, as mere nursery tales, trumped up for the
purpose of scaring little children, and keeping them in awe ?
Nor will it serve the cause of Universalism, to say, that if a
man commit a great number of enormous crimes, he will be
punished for a time in another life. (1) Because, let him get
out of misery when he will, there is an eternity of happiness beand between the period of his suffering, and the eterfore him
nity of his happiness there can be no proportion whatever.
{'i) Because the mind of the sinner will always fix the poition
of misery at the lowest possible point, till, as to its practical
effects, the idea of suffering punishment no longer exists.
But, I may be gravely told, that every civilized society has
wisely provided against such evils, as before mentioned, commanding respect to the majesty of its laws, by inflicting the
sanctions of punishments
and that if a villain were to act as

be murdered

in his

clares, there

is

;

:
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So then, human laws which
regard only the present life of man, shall have power to deprive him of that life, when they have been, to a certain extent,
and the law of God be devoid of power to enforce
violated
Human laws shall command obedience, or inflict
obedience
a punishment, and the divine be violated with impunity
This
surely cannot be consistent with the dictates of either reason
that a man shall pay the forfeit of his life to the
or justice,
violated law, that embraces his existence, as a member of civil
society ; and yet be a transgressor of that law which is immutable and eternal in its obligations, and escape condemnation.
No, the law of God runs parallel with the immortality of the
soul of man, and is always present in its moral obligations, or
in the infliction of punishment.
Stated above, he would be hung.

;

!

!

—

But even on their own principles, the Universalists need say
nothing about the sanctions of human laws, when every criminal has it completely in his power, to avoid such punishment,
by putting an end to his own existence and if we can believe
the doctrine of some, of going directly to heaven, and entering
Nor can the man,
at once into the joys of eternal blessedness.
who discards the doctrine of punishment altogether, be considered as acting wisely or consistently with his own principles,
if he remain in this world of sorrow and suffering, when witli
a mere bodkin,' he might
the assistance of a razor, a rope, or
free himself from all his grief and pain, and enter at once into
O ye advocates of the doctrine of no
the regions of glory.
punishment, disparage not heaven, by staying here.
Give
proof of the sincerity of your profession, and the goodness of
that doctrine that will support you in such an undertaking;
perhaps you can be well spared out of the community. Act
consistently, f\or upon your own hypothesis, nothing is to be
Give us, 1 say, this
lost, but every thing is to be gained.
proof of the tru(.h and goodness of your doctrine, or else hereafter, forever hold your peace.
The doctrine of a future state,' says Dr. Leland, ' comprehends botJi the rewards conferred upon good men, and the punishments which shall be inflicted upon the wicked in the world
The one of these cannot be rightly separated from
to come.
the other.
And the belief of the latter is at least as necessary
as the former; and without which the consideration and belief
of a future state will have no great influence on the moral state
of mankind.
' It is
a good observation of M. de Montesquieu, that the idea
of a place of future rewards necessarily imports that of a place
of future punishments : and that when the people hope for the
one without fearing the other, civil laxos have no force. It would
probably, among other ill eflects, encourage self-murder, which
;

'

'
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is said to be very common amongst the disciples of Fo in
Several passages
China, who hold the immortality of the soul.
might be produced to shew, that the wisest of the Heathens
were sensible of the great importance and necessity of the
doctrine of future punishments as well as rewards to the wellbeing of society. Accordingly, this always made a part of the
representations of a future state exhibited in the mysteries,
which were under the direction of the civil magistrate.' And to
omit the names of some of the wisest among the Heathens,
mentioned by Dr. Leland, in the work from which the above
extract is taken, I shall content myself with the testimony of
Celsus on the subject. He says, ' the Christians rightly mainlain that those persons, who lead good lives, shall be happy ;
and that the unjust shall be subject to eternal evils ^ and he
adds from this doctrine neither they nor any one else should
depart.'
Necess. of Rev. Vol. 2. p. 368.
It has been already shewn, of how great importance the doctrine of future punishments was considered, by the wisest among
the Pagans
and how necessary it was, for the peace of society, and good order among men, that the people should believe
the punishment of a future state.
For after all, civil penalties
can reach no farther than the outward action ; they can at most
only restrain open acts of wickedness. But if bad men have
nothing farther to fear than the penalties of human laws, these
can have no influence to prevent their giving way to sinful
thoughts, affections and dispositions, which do not properly
come within the reach of human judicatories, or to hinder them
from committing the greatest wickedness in secret, when they
flatter themselves that they shall escape detection, or that by
fraud, bribery, interest or power, they shall avoid the judgments of earthly tribunals^ Or, if their crimes should expose
them to death, they may despise the penalty,, if death be all
they have to fear, and they have nothing to apprehend after it.
But, if besides all this, they should really believe, that there is
a supreme governor and judge, of infinite power, wisdom, and
justice, who knoweth all their actions, and even their most secret intentions and thoughts, and will call them to a strict account and that the penalties of human laws and governments
are far from being the worst they have to fear, but that much
greater punishments are prepared for them in a future state this,
if really b<^lieved, must needs have a mighty influence to stem
;

;

;

the

violence of

tlieii-

vicious appetites and passions, and to

which might put them in way
laws and penalties will be
found too weak to restrain men, where there is no fear of God
before their eyes, no regard to a future state, and the powers of
the world to come.

awaken them

to serious thoughts,

of better impressions.

Human
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It may now be inquired, if Universalism is not only unsupported by the word of God, but is absolutely and unequivocally opposed by the spirit and letter of his law ; if it be subversive of the peace and order of civil society, as well as incompatible with the spirit and genius of the Christian Religion,
how comes it to pass, that it finds any advocates, or that it
should so far be dignified, as that houses should be erected,
devoted to its service ? Sorry should I be, to impute it to any
improper cause. Nor can it be supposed, that the self-same
reason has influenced all who have embraced the doctrine.
Making allowances for the inattention of some, the weakness
of others,
the partialities in its favour, founded on education,
the settled opposition to rigid Calvinism as containing the
unconditional election of some to everlasting life, and the counter part of this doctrine, unconditional reprobation and appointment of others to eternal damnation ; making 1 say, all due
allowance for these and other causes, I am decidedly of opinion,
that Universalism owes its being to the apostacy of Christians,
or the badness of the lives of those who embrace it.
What
man that is striving to enter into the strait gate,' expects any
benefit from a system that is equally ojjposed by the word of
God and the experience of the saints? Who, that treads in the
footsteps of the Adorable Redeemer, is to be found marshalled
in its ranks ? Who, that like the Aposde Paul, is fighting the
good fight of Faith, contends for victory under its banners ?
Aids
it cannot be denied, and the truth ought not
to be suppressed, that one is a Backslider and he flies to this ' refuge of
lies' to obtain relief.
Another is a Drunkard, and he finds it
quite convenient to embrace the doctrine.
Another lives in a
state of Adultery, and behold, he is an Universalist.
Anotheiis a
but where is the necessity of travelling down the
catalogue of scandalous crimes; let any man look round on
men of this profession, in his own neighbourhood, and then lei
him say, if their vices will not bear me out in making this statement.
I am certainly not surprised,' says
an elegant writer,
' that
dissolute men should doubt of a future state (of punishment), and endeavour to combat or to weaken a truth, so capable of disturbing their criminal sensualities. It is hoiTible
to look forward to everlasting misery.
The world has no pleasure, which can endure a thought so shocking
consequently,
it has always endeavoured to efface it from the heart and mind of
man. It well knows, that the belief of a future state is a troublesome check on the human passions, and that it will never succeed in making tranquil and resolute libertine=;, without having first made them unbelievers.'
A.

—

—

—
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To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magazine.

Dear Brethren,

With the subject of the following memoir, I was long, and
I had the account of his conversion
intimately acquainted.
to preach the funefrom sister S
, when she applied to me
At that time, I
ral sermon of her much lamented husband.
gave, from the pulpit, the substance of the following communication ; but believing such instances of the goodness and grace
of God ought not to be buried in oblivion, 1 applied, when in
, and obtained from him,
Baltimore, to their son, Mr. H. L. S.
the following 'Extract,' which I send you for publication, if
you think it worthy a place in your useful Magazine.

—

I

am, &c.

A. M'Caine.

EXTRACT FROM MR.
"

I

forgot to mention in

returned from Amsterdam

its
I

B.

S.'s

LIFE.

proper place when Captain S.

told

him what

I

suffered in

mind

from fears about his salvation, and begged that he would relate
to me his experience, that I might know his ground of hope for
acceptance, that if it should please God to call me to the trial
of parting with him when absent from home I might find comHe
fort in the reflection that he was gone to a better world.
When about seventeen years of age,
then related as follows
home being uncomfortable from the treatment I met with from
my step-mother, 1 ran away and enlisted in the flying camp
and as we were passing through Baltimore to join the regiment,
we rested on the Sabbath at the Point, when a young man and
myself went to Methodist preaching the word reached both our
When
It was the first spiritual sermon 1 ever heard.
hearts.
meeting was over we each told our minds to the other, and
formed a resolution to seek and serve the Lord. Accordingly
when we got to the regiment we used to meet at every convenient opportunity to read our bible, pray and converse together
After this we still kept up meetuntil WG both found peace.
ings when time and opportunity permitted, for reading, singthis was often our employment on moonlight
ing and prayer
nights when oft'duty. Thus we spent our time while at camp, and
When my time
believe 1 enjoyed religion while in the army.
was expired I returned home, but soon found I could not stay
I then turned my mind to the sea, but having no Christhere.
tian friend to converse with, and being young and inexperienced, exposed to numerous temptations, I lost my religion, but
:

'

;

;

I

not my conviction, for that followed me continually, and by it I
believe i was kept from falling into many of the vices unto
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my calling exposed me ; and when at any time through a
powerful temptation and the influence of bad company, 1 was
overtaken by any sin, I felt immediate remorse, and would
promise the Lord amendment, but still I went on this way for

which

ten years. During this time, I got the command of a vessel, and
on a voyage from Barbadoes to Boston, whilst crossing the

my

watch below was out, 1 came on deck,
was in the month of October, a few minutes after seven o'clock in the morning, the wind blowing fresh,
a heavy swell took the side of the vessel, on which
was standthe Mate was very much alarming, and washed me overboard
ed, the swell foamed so high, that no person on board could
I was now about twenty-nine years of
see any thing of me.
age, in full vigour of health, and could swim exceeding vvelP,
they tacked for me the way they thought
went over, but by
I thought then all hope of bethat tack were farther from me.
ing saved was over, for I could see them though they could not

Gulph-Stream,

after

to see the weather.

It

I

:

I

see me ; then 1 pulled off as many of my clothes as I could to
lighten me, and strove to give up to the mercy of my gracious
God. I recollected that the Mate did not understand navigation
very well, and thought it might be, when they were tired of look-

ing for me, that he would recollect the tack the vessel was on,
when I fell overboard, and then return, to proceed home by the
same way ; so 1 threw myself on my back, to collect my mind,
and strove to prepare to meet my fate ; and v^-hilst thus engaged,
J felt a sense of God to my soul,
which took away the fear of
death, and I believed if I was drowned, God would receive my
In this time the vessel tacked back, as I expected, and
soul.
to their great astonishment they discovered me, and soon got
me on board again we then looked at the watch, and found I
had been out of the vessel 07ie hour ; then 1 discovered the wonderful hand of the Lord that sustained me on the foaming billows' for such a length of time, and felt gratitude springing up
in my soul to God for this wonderful deliverance, and formed
a resolution after I got on shore again to set out and serve the
Lord. From that to the present time I have kept the annual return of that day as a time of humiliation, prayer, fasting and
thanksgiving to God for my wonderful deliverance and after I
got home I strove to keep my promise, and sought the Lord
in private prayer, and every other means of grace in my reach.
The year following the Lord restored me to his favour, and
ever since I have strove to do the will of God. Though I am conscious of many imperfections, yet I strive to keep a conscience
void of offence, walking as near as I discover in the line of
ray duly ; and I can say, that I feel no more fears, (as to my
soul) in a storm than in a calm, for I know that 1 am at all
times in the hands of a good God. i strive to be resigned to his
;

;
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will whether in life or death, and feel a trust that I shall b-e
saved through the mercy and mediation of Jesus Christ. From
this time 1 never felt the same anxiety about him when from
liome," B. S.
H. L. S.

For Rev. Alexander M'Caine.
Ballimore,

May 23,

1820.

IRjeligiows auiV M^issionac^

For

J

the

InteWigence.

Methodist Magazine.

descriptive view of the Western Country previously to its discovery and settlement hy English settlers, or the citizens of the

United States, as additional or supplementary to Introductory
Remarks, to the Rise and Progress of religion in the Western
Country^

No. VI. Concluded.

THE FIRST DISCOVERY OF KENTUCKY.
*'
It is a melancholy reflection," says Gen. Knox, Secretary
" that
of War, in his report to President Washington in 1794
our modes of population have been more destructive to the Indian nations than the conduct of the conquerors of Mexico and
The evidence of this is the utter extirpation of nearly
Pera.
A fuall the Indians in the most populous parts of the union.
ture historian may mark the cause of this destruction of the
human race in sable colours." Gracious heaven if these unfortunate natives have been literally swept from the eastern
side the mountains, and our modes of population have been
more fatal to them than that of the Spaniards, what could theirs
have been ? *' It is computed by able writers," says my Lord
Kaimes, " that the present inhabitants of America amount not
to one twentieth part of those who existed when that ContiThis decay is ascribed to
nent was discovered by Columbus.
the intemperate use of spirits, and to the small-pox, both of
them introduced by the Europeans." He seems to have forgotten, that they are indebted to us also for " the intemperate
use" of the sword and the dreadful bigotry and cruellies practised by the pretendcdly religious and avaricious Spaniards.
may add another proof of European humanity, says another
writer, " A plantation in Jamaica, which employs one hundred slaves requires an annual recruit of no less than seven
yearly victims to the cruelties of the lower overseers, who follow them all day with whips." May we also add with the
most humiliating sensations, that this boasted land of freedona^
;

!

We
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<the United States) is in part alike guilty.
Bartholomew Casa
says, " The Spaniards in five years destroyed in Amrrica ten
millions of human souls
with a view of convertin;^ these unfortunate men to Christianity
He tells us that they hanged
these unfortunate natives thirteen in a row in honour of the
!

!

thirteen Apostles! And they also gave their infants to be devoured by dogs! There is a story recorded of an Indian who
being tied to the stake, a Franciscan Friar persuaded him to
turn Christian, and then he Avould go to Heaven.
The Indian
asked him, " If there were any Spaniards there ?" " Certainly,"
the Friar answered, "It is full of them," when the dying Indian replied, " I had rather go to Hell than to have any more

of their

company

!"

" That the blood of these devoted victims
destroyed in the mines, there confined to labour, weighed as
much as the gold and silver that had been dug out of them It
being their apology, " that God had not redeemed with his
blood the Indians," and that therefore they might be treated as
the " lowest species of beasts!"
But to return to our subject. Previously to the discovery
and settlement of Kentucky, and the other now adjacent states
by the English Colonists, now citizens of the United States,
the French Government had, as we have shown, commenced
being in possession of the
settlements on the Mississippi
strong fortress, the fortification at Quebec, the Gibraltar of
Westerji America, as it was then considered, with the hopes of
had anticipated a period at
surrounding the British Colonies
no distant date, when the whole Continent of America would
fall into their hands.
They therefore, to expedite this object,
and with a view to humble their rival (the British Government)
commenced a chain of fortifications from New-Orleans up the
Mississippi river to St. Louis
thence up the Illinois river to
Greenbay; thence by Macanaw to Detroit^ and so on to Quebec, the latter being the first of the French settlements in America.
There were some fortifications on the Wabash at St Vinalso one at Pittsburg, called fort Du
cennes and Ouiatanan

Corsim

tells

us,

!

;

;

:

5

Quesne,

The Roman
French
French

settlers

Catholic Religion was promoted

around these

fortifications;

among

the

where there are

settlers yet residing in the vicinity of those places.

adhere to the Roman Catholic faith. They have
two Cathedrals in the west, one at Bardstown, Ky. and one at St;
Louis, Miss.
The priests, however, of this order were more
They were very successful in
tolerant than the Spaniards.

They

still

many of the Indians to their faith. The cross
common ornament yet to be seen among the Indians.

proselyting

very

Vol. hi.

49

is

a
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Bat the memorable battle fought on the plains of Abraham,
near Quebec, in 1759, by Gens. Wolfe and Montcalm, in which
the French were vanquished, broke up this chain of fortifications they fell into the hands of the English, and most of them
subsequently into the hands of the American Government.
The English Colonists, particularly the people of Virginia,
had long entertained an opinion that the Pacific Ocean washed
the Western side of the Alleghany mountains.
Indeed it appears to have been so considered at the time the Charter was
granted by James I. which described the boundaries with so
much ambiguity that it appears to have given rise to this general opinion.
They had no idea of the delightful regions of the
West, that now gladden the hearts of tens of thousands of its
inhabitants.
The first of this Country then discovered was the
The first discoverer, as far as we
present state of Kentucky.
can learn, was one James M'Bride, who in 1754, passing down
the Ohio river, with some others, in canoes, landed at the mouth
of the Kentucky river, and marked the initials of his name and
date upon a tree, which was to be seen until a very recent date,
and may yet, for aught I know, be visible. Kentucky was discovered by John Finley, and some other Indian traders from
North-Carolina, in 1 767, then known to the Indians by the name
of the bloody ground, and afterwards the middle ground ; was
held by none of the tribes exclusively, was never settled by
ihem, but held as a common hunting ground.
This region was
formerTy claimed by various tribes of Indians, whose title, if
they had any, originated in such a manner as to render it
doubtful which ought to possess it
hence this fertile spot became an object of contention, a theatre of war, from which ii
was properly denominated, the bloody ground. Finley communicated his discovery to Daniel Boon, who explored it with
him in 1769. It has, however, been contended by some, that
it was discovered as early as 1750 by persons from Virginia
and North-Carolina, who made a treaty with the Piankiska Indians. If so, it could only have been the lower part of the
country, as these Indians resided on the Little Wabash, in the
now state of Illinois. But Daniel Boon is deservedly celebrated
as the discoverer of Kentucky. He has published an account of
his discovery, and his wars with the Indians
it is a very entertaining production.
The discovery and settlement of this country, forms a memorable epoch in the events of the world.
It
turned the eyes of all Christendom at once upon the wild woods
of America; and here we are, forming a nation in the earth,
of all nations, people, and tongues !
The following is extracted from Boon's history as a specimen
of the prophetic spirit in which he appears about thirty or forty
years ago to speak of future events, which in part have been
;

;

;
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" Curiosity is natural to the soul of man, and
have a powerful influence upon our afiections.
Let these influencing powers actuate by permission or
disposal of Providence, from selfish or social views, yet in time
the mysterious will of heaven is unfolded, and we behold our conduct from whatever motives excited, operating to answer the important design of Heaven.
Thus we behold Kentucky an howling wilderness. Here, where the hand of violence shed the blood
already realized.

interesting objects

of the innocent ; where the horrid yells of the savages, and the
groans of the distressed sounded in our ears, we now hear the
praises and the adoration of our Creator ; where wretched wigwams stood, the miserable abode of savages, we behold the
foundations of cities laid, that in all probability, will equal the
glory of any upon earth,
And to view Kentucky situated upon
the fertile banks of the great Ohio, rising from obscurity to shine
with splendour, equal to any of the stars of the American hemisphere."
On the 1st of May, 1769, Daniel Boon left his residence on
the Yadkin river, N. C. in company with John Finley, John
Stewart, Joseph Holden, James Monay, and William Cool.
They hunted and gamboled through the New Country, Ky.
"This, day," says Boon,
till the 22d day of December.
" John Stewart and I had a pleasing ramble, but fortune changhad passed through a
ed the scene in the close of it.
great forest, on which stood myriads of trees, some gay with
nature was here a series of
blossoms, others rich with fruits
wonder, and a fund of delight. Here she displayed her ingenuity and industry in a variety of flowers and fruits beautifully
coloured, and elegantly shaped and charmingly flavoured ; and
we were diverted with innumerable animals presenting themIn the decline of the day, near
selves perpetually to our view.
Kentucky river, as we ascended the brow of a small hill, a number of Indians rushed out of a thick cane-brake upon us, and
made us prisoners."
This scene seems to be laid in December, and appears sinIt may be a mistake as to the month, but the climate
gular.
of this state has changed very materially since its first settleIt would scarcely be believed, yet it is a fact, that dument.
ring the great revival of religion of 1801, 2, 3, in Kentucky
and Tennessee, in the month of January a Camp-meeting was
held several days in the woods in Tennessee ; and so mild was
Bees
the season that fire was only necessary to cook wiih.
were swarming about this time in such vast numbers, that the
people became alarmed, supposing it ominous of some change in
nature ; and what was equally singular this season, a gentleman
of veracity informed me, that the dew drops from the^me trees
fell in such quantities on the leaves below, that it was gathered

We
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where he was in North-Carolina, in spoonfuls at a time, appaHe will vouch for the fact if required.
rently pure honey.
He was also at the Camp-meeting.
On Col. Boon's making his escape from the Indians, his fel-

low prisoner was killed. He met his brother by accident in
search of him in the wilderness.
His brother, (Squire Boon)
returned to the settlement for horses and ammuition on the 1st
" 1 confess," says
of May, 1770, and leaves Col. Boon alone.
he, " never was before under greater necessity of exercising
philosophy and fortitude
1 was without bread, salt, or sugar,
without company, or even a horse, or dog. A few days I passed
uncomfortably.
The idea of my family, &c. and a thousand
dreadful apprehensions presented themselves to ray view, and
J

;

indulged disposed me to melancholy."
" One day 1 undertook a tour through the country, and the
diversities and beauties of nature I met with, in this charming
Just
season, expelled every gloomy and vexatious thought.
at the close of day the gentle gales retired, and left the place
to the disposal of a profound calm.
Not a breeze shook the
most tremulous leaf. I had gained the summit of a commanding ridge, and looking round with astonishing delight beheld
the ample plains, the beauteous tracts below.
On the other
hand I sui-veycd the famous river Ohio, that rolled in silent
dignity, with inconceivable grandeur.
At a vast distance I beheld the mountains lift their venerable brows, and penetrate
the clouds.
All things were still.
I kindled a fire near a fountain of sweet water, and feasted on the loin of a buck, which a
few hours before I had killed. The sullen shades of night soon
overspread the whole hemisphere, and the earth seemed to
gasp after having moisture.
My roving excursion had this
day fatigued m.y body, and diverted my imagination. I laid me
down to sleep, and 1 awoke not until the sun had chased away
the night.
I continued this tour from day to day equally pleased as at the first." " 1 returned to my old camp, nothing had
disturbed it.
I did
not confine my lodging to it, but often reposed in the thick cane-brakes to avoid the savages, who I believe often visited my camp ; but fortunately for me in my absence." " In this situation 1 was constantly exposed to danger
and death. How unhappy such a situation for a man to be
tormented with (ear, which is vain if no danger comes, and if
it does, only augments the pain
It was my happiness to be
destitute of this afflicting passion.
The prowling wolves diverted my nocturnal hours with perpetual bowlings ; and the
various species of animals in this vast forest, in the day time
if

!

were continually in my view."
" Thus was 1 surrounded with plenty in the midst of want. 1
was happy in the midst of dangers and inconveniencies. In
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such diversity it was impossible I should be disposed to melancholy. No populous city with all the varieties of commerce
and stately structures, could afford so much pleasure to my
mind as the beauties of nature. Thus through an uninterrupted
scene of sylvan pleasures I spent the time, till the 27th of July,
when my brother met me at our old camp, and in the latter part
of 1771, I returned with him and found my family in happy circumstances."
Reviewing the rise and progress of these Western regions,
says an author in his address on^ that subject to its inhabitants,
"The recital of your happiness will call to your country all
the unfortunate of the earth, who having experienced oppression, political or religious, will there obtain deliverance from
To you innumerable multitudes will emigrate
their chains.
from the hateful regions of despotism and tyranny and you
to that land, " where
will surely welcome them as brothers"
;

and sciences flourish, where afhumanity raises her drooping head where springs a harvest for the poor; where conscience ceases to be a slave
where
government j^rotects, and nature makes reparation for the creation of man, and establishes an asylum in the wilderness for the
" Let the memory of Lycurgus who
distressed of mankind."
of Locke who taught the doctrine of
banished covetousness
toleration; of Penn who founded a city of brethren; of Washington the defender of liberty," ever be your illustrious exagriculture, industry, laws, arts
flicted

;

—

;

amples.
" In your country, like the land of promise, flowing with milk
and honey a land of brooks of water, of fountains and depths,
a land of wheat and barthat spring out of vallies and hills,
ley, and all kind of fruits, you shall eat bread without scarcewhere the mildness of
ness, and not lack any necessary of life
your air is so great that you are not chilled with the cold of
Capricorn, nor scorched with the burning heat of Cancer; you
neither feel the effects of infectious fogs nor pestilential vapours.
Thus, your country, favoured with the smiles of Heaven, will
probably be inhabited by the first people the world ever knew."
1 may add, may God grant, that they may be the best.
;

—

;

Theophilus Armenius.
Feh, 10, 1820.
Mouiit-Carmel, Edward's county,

Illinois,

July 26, 1330.

Messrs. Bangs and Mason, Editors of the Methodist Magazine.

Dear Brethren,
Pursuant
stitution of

mel."

We

enclose you a copy of the ConSociety of Mount-Carare here in our infancv, both as to our settlement

"

to direction

I

The Methodist Missionary
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But generally of " one heart and of one
and establishment
mind." The objects embraced in the Constitution have for
many years been contemplated by us, as well as those for which
the setdement was formed, (the education of our own children.)
And although some of us are occupants of our rough cabins,
and others just getting into better tenements, yet we have begun to look around us, to see what good we can do to some of
our unfortunate fellow-beings. We have endeavoured to lay
a good foundation, and if we do but little we trust that posterThe government has some time since
ity will build upon it.
been addressed, and its assistance promised us. We trust,
brethren, that our Missionary who will be employed during this
fall and winter to visit the Atlantic states and pass through the
cities, will find our friends and brethren in these old mother
states, with ears open to listen to our story, and hearts and
hands ready to aid us in some small contributions toward the
furtherance of our humble undertaking.
I am, very affectionately,
:

Yours,

Th.

S.

Hinde.

Since we commenced our arrangements as to our
P. S.
present plan, we rejoice to learn through the medium of the
Methodist Magazine, that the General Conference has so zeaWe shall be happy to act in
lously espoused the same cause.
unison with the General Missionary Society established by
them, and hope that we shall not be considered, when it is organized, an unworthy auxiliary.

T. S. H.

a meeting of a number of the citizens of Mount-Carmel,
Edward's county and state of Illinois, at the place of public

At
in

worship, pursuant to appointment, in the afternoon of Saturday,
July 22, 1820, for the purpose of taking into consideration the
establishment of an Indian free school and Indian missions,
Elias Stone, (a travelling preacher) was chosen Chairman,
and Thomas S. Hinde appointed Secretary, when the following
Constitution (after a suitable address on the occasion was delivered by Mr. W. Beauchamp,) was reported, and adopted.

CONSTITUTION.
society shall be denominated, " The Methodist
Art.
;''''
the object shall be to
Missionary Societxf of Mount-Carmel
promote civilization and religious knowledge among the In1 .

The

dians.
Art. 2. Any person who shall contribute two dollars annually to the funds of the society, shall be a member of it; and any
person who shall contribute twenty dollars at one time, shall be
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less than twenty members shall constimeetings of the society.
Art. 3. The concerns of the society shall be under the direction of a board consisting of a President, Vice-President,
Five Managers, a Secretary and Treasurer, and shall be annually chosen in general meetings of the society from its members.
Each of the above officers shall ha,ve a vote, and not
less than five of them shall constitute a quorum.
Art. 4. The board shall have power to make such regulations and by-laws as may be necessary to carry the object of

a member for
tute a

quorum

life.

Not

in the

the society into effect.
Art. 5. It shall be the duty of the secretary to record all the
transactions of the society and of the board, and to correspond
under the direction of the board with individuals and other societies.

The Treasurer shall keep a fair account of the financoncerns of the society, shall receive, contribute, and pay
them out by order of the board.
Art. 7. The first particular object of the society shall be to
establish a school at Mount-Carmel for the instruction of Indian children, according to the plan issued from the War department by the Hon. J. C. Calhoun, Sept. 3, 1819, and a supplement thereof issued Feb. 29, 1820.
Art. 8.
The second particular object shall be, to afford
means, as soon as the funds will justify it, to send, under the
direction of the Missouri Annual Conference, one missionary,
or more, to preach the gospel to the Indian tribes.
Signed in behalf of the Society.
Art. 6.

cial

Elias Stone, Chairman,

Th.

S.

Hinde, Secretary,

The

Society being formed, proceeded to the appointment of
when David Sharp, the P. E. of Illinois district, was
chosen president ; William Beauchamp, Vice President
Th.
S. Hinde, Secretary ; Scoby Stewart, Treasurer ; John Ingersoll, John Tilton, Edward Ulm, Thomas Gould, Joshua Beall,

its officers,

;

Managers.

The members united in the Society were, Elias Stone, Wm.
Simonds, John Groves, Fletcher Creighton, Abraham Russel,
Thomas H. Hinde, Samuel Riggs, Stephen Simonds, William
Stone, John Lucas, John Voorheis, Charles Riggs, James Johnson, William Simonds, jr. B, Harvey, John Brown, Jos. Jones,
Michael Fettinger, Elijah Harris, John Wooster, Isaiah Lewis,
William Wilson, Lemuel Barlow, Samuel Gordon, Solomon
Kennip, Elijah Simonds, Isaac Ingersoll, Benjamin Ingersoll,
Archibald Millrose. Coloured men, John Buntin, Daniel Brown.
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Ladies. Mary Beauchamp, Belinda Hinde, Charity Barlow,
Lyda Simonds, Jane Dickson, Eliza Simonds, Elizabeth Rigly, Mary Beauchamp, jr. Grace Rigly, Judith Beall, Sarah
Ann Reave, Mary Rigly, Elizabeth Johnson, Mary Johnson,

Rachel Riggs, Sdrah Shreader. Total 56.
At a meeting of the board of managers appointed above on
Tuesday, July 25, 1 320, after making preparations for the employment of a Missionary to travel through the states, and
other arrangements
the Institution,

for carrying

into operation the objects

Resolved, That the Secretary be instructed

to

make

of

out a

of the names of the members
of the Institution, and forward them to the Editors of the Meth-

copy of
odist

the Constitution,

and

Magazine, published

A

in

lists

New- York.

true transcript.

Th.

AN account of the WORK OP GOD
'

S.

Hinde, Secretary,

IN

CANAAN,

Canaan, March

N. Y.
IG, 1820.

Respected Brethren,
I TAKE this early opportunity to send you a sketch of
the glorious work of God going on in this place, which, if you
think proper, you can publish in your useful miscellany.
can but admire the peculiar manifestations of divine
goodness to the people in this section of the town. To open
the way to a particular detail of the present work, I think it
proper to notice the rise of Methodism in this neighbourhood.
in the year 1805 two or three families belonging to this branch
Soon after
of the church of Christ, moved from Goshen, Con.
they arrived, they found it necessary to unite themselves together
and to have regular mcetinjis. They accordingly met on every
Sunday and Thursday. Their number consisted of only six

We

When they met they often remembered with
or seven persons.
tears the society they had left, and the privileges of which they
were now deprived. For three or four months after they established their meetings, a neighbour seldom came in to unite with
them in the worship of God, even on the Sabbath but the Lord
Sometimes a ray
often visited them to the joy of their souls.
of hope would break through the dark cloud of gloomy prospects that surrounded the little band, and their drooping spirits
were revived with the hope of better times. In the following November the author of this sketch, the first in the neighbourhood, became the subject of awakening grace. In the
month of December, Elijah Chichester and N. U. Tompkins,
;
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who

then travelled on Lebanon circuit, attended a few apthis place.
These heralds of free grace brought
certain strange doctrines to the ears of some of the people,
and some inquiry was awakened in their minds, whether these
In the month of March, 1 806, a society
things were so.
was formed of eight members.
On the 29th of January
previous to the forming of the society, I found peace with God ;
and in the April following I united with the church. The Lord
now began to work. In the course of the year the society increased to about thirty. From this time until the year 1808,
nothing special appeared, except now and then an individual
was brought to find favour with God, and joined the church.
In the year 1808 a revival broke out, and for a short time went
on gloriously ; fifteen or twenty souls were delivered from the
bondage of sin, and brought into the liberty of the children of
God. But the work was opposed by some professors, who
held up doctrines in opposition to the doctrines of free grace.
A declension in the work soon took place. This revival, however, with the labours of brother R. Flint, a local preacher, was
the means of opening the eyes of the people, to distinguish between truth and error. In 18J3 a cloud of mercy passed over
this part of the town, and a refreshing shower watered the plants
in Zion. Several souls were awakened and converted. In 1815,
in the month of May, the minds of the people became serious :
some inquired what they must do to be saved. After the AnThe brethren
nual Conference the work became more general.
and sisters began to wrestle ardently with God in jjrayer, for
One evening at meeting, the power
the deliverance of souls.
of God came down like a rushing mighty wind one young man
was seized with awful horror, and soon fell prostrate on the
His piercing cries were, God be merciful to me a sinner.
floor.
Being unable to walk, some friends assisted him home. Soon
after he found peace, and became a useful member in the church.
In this meeting several found redemption in the blood of Christ,
among whom was a young woman by the name of Polly ChamShe had no earthly parents living. About midnight
berlain.
the pressure of unpardoned sin became so intolerable she sunk
down into the arms of her aunt, and cried out. Save, Lord, or I

pointments in

:

sink.

said
soul,

Soon after we were engaged in prayer for her. It was
by him who was mouth in prayer, Save, oh Lord, save this

who appears

to

be sinking.

Quick as a

She cried

out,

I

am

not sink-

changed ;
she began to utter glory to God in the highest! Jesus has
come my soul is happy O glory
In this young woman there
appeared something very extraordinary. From the time she engaged in this glorious cause, she manifested an unshaken confidence in God. Sobriety without sadness, cheerfulness without
Vol. III.
50
ing, but rising.

!

!

flash of lightning her notes

!
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levity, were prominent traits in her character ; and prayer and
praise occupied much of her attention.
She often became so
transported with a view of that glory which awaited her, as to
loose her bodily strength.
It has often been remarked by those
who were intimately acquainted with her, that the rapid progress she made in the divine life, denoted her stay to be short
in this world.
This remark proved true ; for in less than five
years after she found peace with God, she was called to leave
this vale of tears.
She attended quarterly meeting in the autumn of 1819, for the last time, in Tyringham, and in love feast
she spoke with clearness, and expressed a lively prospect of
gaining a crown of glory beyond the grave, and said, Jt will
not be long before we shall meet in a love feast above.
At the
sacrament the Lord was present Polly lost her strength, and
was unable to hold the bread or the cup. She whispered, I
This expresshall soon drink it new in my Father's kingdom.
sion was noticed by several: It proved true, for in November
following, she left this world, after a short illness of two weeks.
The church miiitAnt has lost a valuable member she was beloved in life, and her death is lamented by her friends.
believe, however, that our loss is her gain.
By means of this
revival about twenty were added to the church, the most of
whom remain faithful. The church has enjoyed precious seasons from the time of this revival to the present Peace and har:

:

We

:

mony have

prevailed.
(To be Continued.)

STATE OF RELIGION

IN

UPPER-CANADA, IN A LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE EDITOR.
Niagara, U. C. July 28, 1820.

Rev, AND Dear

Sir,

Your letter to Brother C. of the 4th inst. was received,
and your respects presented to a number of your former acquaintances, who were hoping, after an absence of fifteen years,
to have seen you at the Conference.
As you received your first religious impressions, as well as
commenced your ministerial labours in this country, you will
be gratified to learn some interesting particulars of our religious
At the Genesee Conference, which has just
state in Canada.
closed its session in this place, about one hundred preachers
were present eighteen were admitted on trial thirty brethren,
after previous examination and election, received from Bishop
George the imposition of hands, and one hundred and twentyJwo were appointed to labour in the different circuits and staSeveral circumstances were calculated to render the ortions.
;

;

—
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dinalion solemn and affecting.
The congregation being much
loo large on Sabbath to be accommodated in the MeetingHouse, were in the afternoon assembled in the grove, at the
extremity of Lundy''s Lane.
All attention, solemnity and order! and the solemnity of the scene was heightened by the never ceasing roar of the Niagara Falls, which was calculated to
awaken in the mind a remembrance of Him, whose " voice is as
the sound of many waters,'''^
Before many witnesses twenty
brethren stood up in the grove (most of them young men) assented to the solemn requirements of the church, and were ordained to the ministry. How great the contrast between this
assemblage and the purposes of the meeting, and that of July,
1814, when two contending armies contested the palm of victory
in that terrible and sanguinary conflict, hundreds were
slain,
their bodies committed to the flames, and the broken
fragments of burned bones were left to whiten on the plains
But now a dispassionate multitude eagerly listen to the word
of life,
a lovely band of enterprising youth were enlisted in
the sacred warfare ; and one hundred and twenty-two are waiting for their appointments to engage the common enemy in the
A more glorious warfare this, whose Captain
field of action.
laid down his life for his enemies, whose victory is no less certain than the promises of God are sure, and whose employments
are to save men's lives, and not to destroy them.
It is worthy of remark that some of these young men were
engaged in the memorable battles of Chipaway and Lundy's
Lane and having since been called by the Spirit of all grace
to a more worthy enterprise, they have enlisted for life in the
service of God and his people.
The
Religion in this province, we think to be on the rise.
last four years have been a season of harvest indeed, and reviThe most favoured last year were in
vals are still going on.
the old settlement on
the back settlements of Augusta circuit,
Rideau-river, and the settlement on the river Thames, and
During the last spring a
these revivals are still progressing.
have
very pleasing revival commenced in the city of Detroit.
about twenty in society in that city, whose piety and faithfulness
we trust will render them conspicuous as " a city on a hill whose
A meeting-house is also commenced
light will not be hid."
there.
A serious and weighty attention to the word continues
The peoto be manifest in almost every part of this province.
ple in general appear to love the plain truths of the gospel.
According to a calculation we have just made, there are in this
province, about two hundred and eleven public teachers, who
are professionally engaged in instructing the people in the way
of life. They are as follow Church Clergyman, sixteen : Presbyterian and Congregational, fifteen : Baptist ministers and
!

—

—

;
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European Methodist Missionaries, five
preachers, eighteen
Preachers of the Society of Friends, about ten ; Mennonests and
German Baptists, seven total seventy-one. Beside these we
have Itinerant Methodist preachers, twenty-eight Local preachone huners, forty-seven public licensed exhorters, sixty-five
dred and forty. Jn all two hundred and eleven. There may
be others which do not at present occur to our minds.
When it is considered that these two hundred and eleven employ themselves on sabbaths, (thirty of whom itinerate continually through the settlements, preaching from once to thrice
a day) together with the numerous meetings for prayer, as well
as sabbath schools (which thank God are increasing), the inhabitants in this province, can hardly be considered as being
:

—

:

—

:

destitute of the

means of grace.

We remain

affectionately,

Your Brethren

in the gospel of Christ,

RYAN,
W. CASE.

H.

Extracts

WESLEYAN MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
frem Speeches delivered at the last Anniversary of the

Wesleyan

Jllis-

sionary Society, London.

The Rev. Richard Watson, read the report, which took a view of the
The Sodifferent Missionarv Stations of the Societ}' beginning with Europe.
ciety has eleven Missionaries in Ireland, five in France, and one in Gibraltar. The report then made the tour of Asia, Africa, and America, particularly
the West India Islands: the whole comprising' upwards of eighty Stations, upon which are employed near 140 Missionaries belonging to the society. The
report dwelt with some detail on the exertions of the Society in Ceylon, where
the native schools communicating instruction to upwards of four thousand five
hundred children, are especially promising. Female schools, which, in India,
are a perfect novelty, have also been lately instituted in that important island,
and the Society has voted to this department alone for missionary labour in
Ceylon, an annual sum of lOOOZ. The Report likewise referred especially to
Jamaica, where the societies during the last year, had an increase of more than
one thousand members, besides five hundred in other islands
and to British
ISorth America, where many of our countrymen and fellow subjects are most
lamentably deficient of the means of religious worship and instruction. The
;

—

report concluded with a statement of subscriptions and donations, among which
were items of generous donations from various gentlemen and members of
colonial legislative assemblies in the West Indies, and 600/ from General Boyer, Presidentof the Haytian Republic.
Joseph Butterworth, Esq. then read part of a letter from a gentleman of
the highest judicial authority in India, stating, that not only was superstition
tottering there, but the absurd distinctions of caste were giving way, so that
the Indian ladies now began to visit and held intercourse with the European
ladies, a circumstance never known in that countr}^ till very lately.
The
system too of instructing: the females, is likely entirely to remove the prejudices of caste for such was the depravity of the native females, that it would
not be proper to admit them to the families of Europeans, even on visits, till
they have been prepared by instruction.
The Rev. Adam Cl/rke, L. L. D. observed, that the report stited the
want* of tlifi world, the exertions made to supply il'osr' wants, and that these
exertions ijad been crowned with the blessing of Gud ;— that there was yet a
wide and extensive field open; that those circumstances which formerly
;

—
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tendered all their exertions of comparatively little effect were now removing,
and that there was every reason to expect greater and more excellent things.
These were reasons why we should exert ourselves. We might wish well to
the work but we must learn to do more. He had known persons who would
give their prayers by the half hour together, but would not give one shilling
from their purses; he accounted such piety as sounding brass and a tinkling
;

cymbal. He believed God had brought every human being into the world,
that he might do good in proportion to the good that he hath received from his
Maker. If he couid lead their hearts to those feelings which would be excited by the sigh of a poor heathen just awakened from a sense of his errors,
he should not doubt of leading their hands in their pockets, and of inducing
them cheerfully and liberally to come forward in so good a cause.
The Eev. Mr. James, of Birmingham, said, that a purer beam of glory,
could never encircle the brow of mortals than that of bearing a part in the
cause of Missions. He had listened to the contents of the Report with feelings of esteem, delight, and gratitude to God, who had put it into the hearts of
his people to devise such liberal things, and who had enabled them thus to direct their energies for the promotion of his glory. He remembered an anecdote of Cowper, who, hearing a man singing the praises of his Maker, could
not help exclaiming, "Bless you for so praising Him in whom my soul delights!" And he (Mr. J.) could not help saying, "Bless you, for doing so
much in the cause of H CM, whom if! know any thing of this heart, I love."
He had never attended a meeting, in which he had been more affected he
believed his feelings and those of liis friends were reciprocal and this communion of feeling proved that the Christianity which both he and they professed, was the religion of the New-Testament.
have been, said he, accustomed to look to our own respective Societies, and each to say, " This is our
cause!" But he rejoiced to see that communion of feeling and of interest
which now pervades the members of Missionary Societies. The Missionary
field is one, notwithstanding it is occupied by various labourers
If one suffer,
all suffer with liim
and if one rejoice, all rejoice with him. When you are
successful, we will rejoice with you and when we are prosperous, you will rejoice with us.
When we are labouring and are disappointed in our expectations,we doubt not of your condoling with us; and when you are in similar
circumstances 1 am sure we shall sympathize with you. Your success is indeed our success and our success in the Loudon Missionary Socictj', is your
success. Missionary societies have one object in view and, "Sir, in their common exertion 1 rejoice; and I will be a member of every missionary society.
Mr. J. could not but very highly respect the man, who, 'leaving his country,
the house of his fathers, and the endearing relations of Britain, became an ambassador to Christ for the Heathen. Had Providence denied him every
other opportunity of evincing his love for the missionary cause, he should esteem it an honour to bear the luggage of the pious missionary to the beach
and while the ship, enriched with so valuable a cargo for the heathen world,
disappeared from his view, to commend him in his humble prayers to the fatherly protection and blessing of the God of missions. He blessed God on account of Africa, that the very nation which had done her the greatest possible
outrage, would now be the means of communicating substantial blessmgs to
her.
With regard to the schools in Ceylon, they would be the means of removing one of the greatest obstacles to the spread of Christianity. It would be
like strangling the hydra superstition in the birth, and would open a glorious
way foi ultimate success. He (Mr. J.) now begged to say a word or two with
respect to ways and means.
do not speak for nothing. Missions, Sir, to
the Pagan world cannot be supported without pecuniary aid and it is the imperious duly of every professor of Christianity to contribute according to the
means he is blessed with by Providence. He knew a good man in Berkshire
who had a cherry orchard. He bethought himself what he should do for the
Missionary cause, and at length selected two cherry trees, the fruit of which
he would most sacredly devote to the aid of Missions nor did he learn that
these trees suffered more from blight or mildew than any others. When his
friends occasionally visited him, he allowed them the full range of his orchard.
" Of every tree in the garden you may freely eat, but of these two trees ye
shall not eat
The fruit was carefully kept separate
they belong to God"
was brought to market aud the proceeds remitted to the Missionary Society.
;

:
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;
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:
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No part of the price was kept back, and last year near thirty shillings, the produce of these tivo trees, was sacreilly appropriated to the cause of Missions.
Kvery man, Sir, has not his cherry orchard, but every man may render unto
God a tythe ofFtrip.g- of the little he possesses. It is the offerings of the many,
which replenish our funds, invigorate our spirits, and, nerving our arm, impel us to renewed efforts and to increasing success.
The Rev. Gkorgs-, Burdf.u, Secretary to the Loudon Missionary Society,
was glad of an opportunily to expre-s in that manner his good will to the
Wesleyan Missionary Society. Differing as he did with the members of that
Society on certain topics, he could gladly co-operate with them. No Society
had more strenuouslj' exerted itself, or liad been rendered more extensively
useful. He could most cordially say, " Grace be to all who love our Lord Jesus
Christ in sincerity :" and none who knew tiie spirit and operations of that Sofor their faith worked by love.
There
ciety, could doubt of their loving him,
was no fear of the two Societies crowding together, so as to impede each
others's usefulness; but on the contrary, he rejoiced to see such a good understanding between them. He thought they might be made a mutual blessing,
and might greatly assist each other. He recommended to the people prayer
They were not to suppose
for the Officers of the Society and the Missionaries.
Perhaps there are not more
tHat they had advanced far in the great woi'k.
than five hundred Missionaries in the whole world, and there are five hundred
millions who have never heard the gospel; and of these, twenty millions are
must exert ourselves to make known to
annually dropping into eternily.
as many of these as possible the way of salvation. Our success in this way may
not have caused us to exert ourselves so much as he hoped we would do. God
would soon raise up, in the course of his providence, converted heathen to
preach the gospel; as on the present system, it had been calculated that it
would take no less than five thousand years to convert the v.hole world.
James Wood, Esq. of Manchester, declared, the cause of Christian Missions
was at all times entitled to the most serious consideration, but he thoug-ht we
did not sufficiently consider its importance in reference to ourselves. For his
part, he could not" think or act in that cause without feeling something of a participation in those blessings which he wished to communicate toothers; he
]iad never given a pound to Missions but the Lord had given it back with a
How comes it to pass, he asked, that while
sort of interest peculiar to himself
there are six-eighths of the human race perishing for lack of knowledge, we
can riot in all the pleasures of this life He was satisfied, if we had a proper
.conviction of the miserable state of the heathen world, instead of having to
talk of 26,000?, expended by this Society, we should have to speak of 60,000/.
He who has commanded us to piench the gospel to every creature, has certainly furnished us vvith the means of supplying- their necessities.
The Rev. John Dver, Secretary to the Baptist Missionary Society, coaridered that whatever opinion any person mi'^ht furrn of these in>:titutions,
.they in rerdity constituted a featuVe in the Christian church which had not
been found in it since the days of the Aposlles. The time is not far gone by,
£ince tiie servants of (Jhrist wci'e called to suffer for his sake but too much
even of that time of partial persecution had been spent in e.'^^tabl!sh;ng or in
defending particular systems, rather than diffusing the grand and essential
He accounted the cause in which
blessings of salvation to a perishing world.
they were all so heartily eng-aged to be the work of the Lord. In Missionary
Societies God had brought" forth all the varied forces of the church, to bear
upon the ranks of the enemy. ISot only ministers, but all ranks and degrees
were engaged in this work, and must be to, till the gospel has visited every
part of the world. He rejoiced at the co-operation of different Christian denominations; it tended to bring the lieaits of Christians nearer together. He
blessed God that the different Missionary Societies considered themselves
Mr.
as co-adjutors bound by Christian love to help each other in every case.
D. then read a letter just received from one of the Baptist Missionaries at
Bengal, which stated that one of them while preaching, was interrupted by a
Brahmin, who told him if he were to go about to establish schools he wnaid do
a good work. The Missionary replied, " 1 hnve no objcct'oii to establish
schools for females, if you will lend me your aid. " Females !" ,-aid the Brahmin, '• they are not the proper objects of instruction." " But females," said tiie
Missionary, "must either goto heaven or hell." "They know the way to

—

—
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hell," replied the Brahmin, with the utmost indifference, " let them go there."
How different were the sentiments of that assembly they, he was sure,
would heartily suppoit the Female Schools, of which ihey had that day heardThe Rev. Richard Watson, in acknowledging; the vote of thanks to the
General Secretaries, said, that he had had tht pleasure of lately wiinessing'
other Meetings, some as large as tlie one before him, aiuinated by the same
spirit of interest for the heathen world, and desirous of extending the victorica
of the Redeemer. This was encouraging; for why did God diffuse this spirit
throughout the land, if he had not some mighty wo:k to perform ? And if this
feeling be of God, we may safely argi'C that it is the intention of the Lord to
spread the knowledge of his truth, and very speedily to bring the nations of
the earth into his fold, lie viewed the kind assistancti rendered by ministers
of different denominations as very encouraging. This ap; roximation was a
most hopeful circumstance it would give to C^hristianity the most decided suHeathens themselves must be constrained to acperiority in ihe world.
knowledge, when the gcspel is sent to thorn, " This is the resTiIt of the love of
God, which is so conspicuous in all i.iie meetings of the Christians." The excellent preacher (Dr. Clarke) who preached on Friday morning, had lold the
congretr.tion, '' he '^ho'iiM hate his scoundrel heart if be did not love all mankind."' VVhy Sir, i too sliould hate my heart, and I have no objection to use
the expression in full, and to say, should hate my " scoundrel" heart, if did
not wish well ^o al' cu sister Mi'sionary Institutions. They are all employed iu cndopvonr'ng to coioiiiunicate to the world the benefits of Christianity.
And snail 'vc not loT-e the;r. and admire their efforts? Mr. W. then took a
view of the <vkf/ rent Mitrionary operations throughout the world, and especially of the Boani of Missions in America. The American Christians are
coming forward in ntost astonishing manner they make the most surprising
calculations their designs are gigantic and overwhelming. He observed, that
there was a period pointed out in Prophecy, when the Spirit shall be poured
out upon all flesh, and he doubted not but the conversion of the world would
be both rapid and glorious.

—

;
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Marv, daughter

of Samuel and resignation to the divine will. She
Honor Goodrich, and wife of James calmly resigned herself to God, and
N. Hyde, was born in Middletowu, was enabled cheerfully to have the

Connecticut, and died at Wilkinson, mo't tender earthly ties" severed.
During her illness, she often praised
Mississippi, Oct. 13, It5l9, aged twcnGod for His goodness in keeping her
ty-eight years.
Whileon a visit to this town, she re- from suffermg no more tiian she did.
ceived the melancholy intelligence of While able she exhorted and advised
the death of her beloved daughter, others to prepare to meet God.
\Vhile
Ann Printis, and of her brother's two listening to sieging, she observed, "it
nieces, with many other of her friends is like the music in heaven." Her
all of whom suddenly fell victims to countenance was truly expi-essive of a
the yellow fever, which raged with mind deeply devoted to God, and expecting the felicities of heaven
violence at (hat time,
but
These awful strokes of divine provi- as she desired to close her eyes in
dence affected her very sensibly, and death without witnessing the sorrow of
seemed to prepare the way for her own her friends, she refrained from speaksickness, and contributed, in some de- ing much, except notv and then a few
worJs, which, indeed, denoted an tmgree, towards its fatal termination.
After twelve days illness, her sympathy shaken coiifidenee in God her Saviour.
The subject cf this memoir, although
with others who had been bei'eaved of
near friends, was too powerful for a del- she finished her mortal course beforo
icate conslitntioo. During her sick- she had attained the meridian of life,
uess, her expressions all indicated did much in the service of God.
Shtgreat humility of mind, and perfect had been, in early life, taught the

—

;
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great principles of Christianity, and
also experienced their renovating iaupoa her heart.
She was
awakened to a sense of her lost condition under the preaching of the Rev.
,EzekieI Cooper. Under the instruction of pious parents, and the use of
the ordinary means of grace, she found
peace with God through faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ, and also became a
member of the Methodist Episcopal

God

mig-ht take

them under

his spe-

cial protection.

Much,

indeed, might be said of her
works of love. But, like other humble
Christians, she did not work to be seen
of men. Many, in that day will say,
"
were sick and she visited us."
IV either the poverty of their condition,
nor the wretchedness of their habitalions, prevented her personal attendance. The tear of sympathy and gratChurch. Rehgion, which now dwelt ilude from the eyes of those who were
in her heart, became the actuating blessed with her visits, will embalm
principle, and the great business of her memory, and testify to her Chris-

fluence

Blessed by nature with an tian benevolence,
a prepossessing
In the course of divine providence
she was called to leave New- York,
and went to reside, with her family, in
New-Orleans. Here a new field was

iier life.

amiable

disposition,

address, and raised by grace to those
benevolent feelings which prompt their
possessor to deeds of charity, she was
ever active in doing good, to the full
extent of her ability. While residing
in New-York, which she did for some
years, she was engaged in union with
other Christian females, in contributing, through the medium of the " Female Assistance Society," (of which
*he was a zealous member,) to the neWhen her
cessities o{ the sick poor.

own means

through

medium, she gladly visited the abodes of
wretchedness, carrying the temporal
bounty of others. At the time when
the late war (O scourge ofhumaniry,) took from home husbands and
sons, leaving many widowed and fatherless, she became to some of them
an anG^el of comfort. Besides affording them pecuniary assistance, her
fervent prayers were often heard by
the beds of affliction, that a merciful
failed,

this

!

For

the Methodist

is

this

calm that

steals

m

circle

across

my

breast

This happy presage of eternal rest ?
Whence the warm tears that wet my conscious
gli^el^

And deep emotions

that I cannot speak

?

While all is peaceful as the summer lake,
Ere zephcrs blow, or curlisff billows break

prom

anthem

for

usefulness.

And though

she neglected not her domestic duties,
tlie interest of her Redeemer was not
forgotten. The missionaries of Christ,
who came to benefit souls, had her
particular regard. To encourage them
in their arduous work, she always
strove.

Many in this city, and adjacent
country, can bear witness to her solicitude in directing them in the way of
salvation, particularly in Wilkinson,
where she finished her work, and went
to her great reward.
Even the unlettered sons of Africa, will not forget
to eulogize her memory, as they pass
by her silent grave, and say, Tliere lies
iny friend, who instructed me in the way
of salvation. May her example of piety and benevolence be imitated by her
surviving friends and relatives.

catch the warm hosanna as it flies,
^"'^ bear some tribute to thp Saviour's name;
'Tis sweet, my soul, with reverent awe to bend
Before thy God, thy Fatlier and thy Friend.
I-oj^ly, I bow before his gracious Throne,
And cast my sold on his paternal care.
And ask, wiU Heav'n my feeble homage o\vii,
mercy stoop to hear a sinner's prayV.
, And
Yes, Merry smiles, my God admits my claim,
And in his book of life enrols my name.

,.
„
Now
may Wie flattering

rise,

hearts all glowing with devotion's flame,

•

.

,

?

Say, was it fancy ?— or did Seraphs bend
Their snowy plumes, to join the blest employ ?
To sonffs of praise their harps of rapture lend,
And add new triumph to the Christian's joy ?
Methoughi etherinl were hoverin- ni^h,
To catch the notes, and waft them lo the sky.
"Tis sweet to bear the grateful

opened

To

Magazine.
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Written after uniting with a beloved
Family Prayer.

WHENCE
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,

,

world in vain

assail,

Or pleasure tempt, or vanity allure,
heart is fix'd— though earth and sky should

My

„
v'i!'
»»
Eternal Truth and Mercy
,

And

in h.s
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are secure.
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The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit that we are the children
God and if children then heirs, heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ.

of

;

The truths contained in the inspired volume, are, with the
most adorable wisdom, adapted to our necessities ; and, like the
Divine Author, prove unto the man of God a very present help
Are we suffering the afflictions incident to
in the time of need.
fallen humanity ? A spirit of despondency would lead us to conclude that these are marks of the Divine displeasure or inattention, and would suggest the inference expressed by Jacob, " AH
To prevent this, the Spirit itself
these things are against me."
beareth witness with our spirit that we are the children of God;
consequently, our trials are no indication of the Divine anger;
but, on the contrary, a proof of the apostle's assertion, " Whom
the Lord loveth he chasleneth, and scourgeth every son whom
he receiveth : God dealeth with us as sons, for what son is he
whom the Father chasleneth not ?"
That king of terrors is on his march, who will shortly drive
will tear asunder
us from our earthly possessions and friends
soul and body, and constrain the body to make its dark and
dismal abode with corruption, earth, and worms. When this
state of degradation is past, the most glorious and tremendous
scenes that can possibly arrest the attention of an immortal mind
The Judge descending on his great
will be presented to view.
white throne, attended by an innumerable company of saints
and angels ; the trumpet sounding louder and yet louder still;
the irresistible summons which shall pervade the universe,
Arise, ye dead ; ascend, ye living j stand before the Searcher of
hearts, the Judge of angels and men, give an account of the
deeds done in the body ; let not one thought, word, or action.
51
Vol. hi.
;

;
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one motive, design, or expectation be concealed. With tht
utmost promptitude this command is obeyed. Then will the
heavens pass away with a great noise ; the elements which compose them shall melt with fervent heat ; the earth also, and the
works that are therein, shall be burnt up the saints of the
Most High shall be admitted into his presence, and seated upon
thrones of eternal glory but the wicked, and all the nations
that forget God, shall be excluded the glory of his power, and
everlastingly shut up in that fire prepared for the devil and his
angels.
Oh who shall live when God doeth this ?
Had we no assurance of our reconciliation with the Judge,
with what anxiety should we look forward to that decisive
period! But how graciously is the truth, which the text contains, calculated to save us from the fear of death and judgment, and to place us in a state of tranquility and holy joy
before the tribunal of him whose Spirit beareth witness with
our spirit that we are not only children of God, but heirs of God,
and joint heirs with Christ ? This witness, therefore, enables
us to submit to the trials of life as salutary visitations from our
heavenly Father, and joyfully to anticipate that period when
we shall be put into the possession of our heavenly inheritance.
The witness of the Spirit the truth to which it bears witness
the causes which prevent our enjoyment of this blessing, are
the subjects, an explanation of which will be attempted in the
following pages.
I. The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit.
The darkness of the human intellect with regard to religion,
the depravity and deceitfulness of the heart, as also man's total
incapability to do any thing conducive to his salvation without
supernatural direction and aid, are truths obviously exempliAnd hence it is undeniably
fied in the conduct of fallen man.
evident, that from the first moment when spiritual light and
influence are received in the soul, till that period when it shall
be presented perfect in Christ Jesus before the throne of God,
and so
the work of salvation is carried on by Divine agency
conscious is the believer of this, that he lives in a state of abso:

;

!

;

;

lute and continual dependance at the
" Without me ye can do nothing."

feet of

him who

says,

confirmation of this doctrine, we descend to partiappear more conspicuous. And although we cannot explain nor conceive the mode of the Divine operation,
"The wind bloweth
yet the effects of it are fell and seen.
where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst
not tell whence it cometh, nor whither it goeth : so is every one
that is born of the Spirit."
The man who is so inattentive that he will not suffer the
Spirit of Truth to introduce him to himself, remains i-n a state

When,'

culars,

it

in

will
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of ignorance with respect to his real character.
His sins and
negligences he cannot deny, for their publicity renders this
impossible ; but lie tells you he is sincere and sound in heart;
that his frequent charities will, in some measure, compensate
for his moral defects ; that if in this compensation there be any
deficiency, the mercy of God will supply it : in point of excellence, he is superior to many of his neighbours
and in addition to all this, as he acknowledges reformation is necessary,
so he intends, at some future period, to call into exertion the
resources of his mind, and to become eminently good. The
turpitude of sin, the purity and justice of God, the spirituality
and extent of the Divine law, the uncertainty of future periods,
and his absolute inability to save himself, are subjects, which
cannot penetrate the obscurity of his mind, till he receives from
above that light which discovers to him the pollution of his
conscience, the wickedness of his life, and his consequent guilt
in the sight of an Omniscient Judge.
While the Spirit of Truth is thus enlightening his mind, the
goodness of God leads him to repentance ; and such a degree of
gracious power is imparted, as enables him to evince the sincerity of his repentance by the renunciation of his iniquities.
He now looks back with shame and sorrow upon his misconduct ; his present sensations, arising from a consciousness of
his depravity, are painfully acute; he has such an abhorrence
of sin, and of himself on the account of it, that he resists every
solicitation to it ; endeavours to pluck out the right eye, and to
cut off the right hand sin; and although in his own estimatioB
he is now worse than ever he was before, yet in the sight of the
world he is a reformed character.
This consciousness of his extreme unworthiness, and the
utter incapacity which he feels to approach a throne of grace
with that spirituality and fervour which God requires, constrain
him to acknowledge, " 1 know not what to pray for as I ought ;"
but the same Spirit which hath thus divested him of all self-confidence, enables him to say, " The Spirit itself helpeth ray
infirmities, and makelh intercession for me with groanino-s
unutterable."
Now we behold the sinner brought to the mercy-seat by the
hand of God. He sees, he feels his sin and misery, endeavours
to flee from the wrath to come, by shunning those sins which
would expose him to it; he flees for refuge to the hope set before him; the Spirit of grace and of suplication is poured upon
him ; and the language of his heart is, God be merciful to me
a sinner! Then why should it be thought a thing incredible
with you, that the same Spirit which hath brought him into this
state, should now bear witness with his spirit, that he is a child
<of God?
Is this unreasonable? Does it surpass belief? N05
;
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but, on the contrary, it would be one of the most unaccountable
things in the universe, if a God of infinite compassion would
thus expose to full view the depravity and misery of our soul,
the moving of that hell beneath, which meets us at our coming ;
if he would thus open our access to his thione by the blood of
Jesus; and, by his own Spirit, place us there as penitent suppliants ; yet after all, abandon us to our fears and misery.
Lord. Shall not the Judge of all the
This be far from thee,

O

earth do right

?

As

certainly,

therefore, as

we

yield to that

blood of sprinkling, so
certainly shall we receive that witness which assures us of our
adoption that meridian evidence which puts our doubts to
that ardent hope which anticipates the skies.
flight
The three grand marks by which the reality of this change is
proved, deserve our attention. The first is, that peace and joy
Previous
in the Holy Ghost which the believer experiences.
to the illumination of his mind, his laughter was madness, his
pleasure was pain; his disappointments and vexations were
numerous. Alternately elated and depressed by the momentary trifles of time and sense, he was a stranger to spiritual conWhen aroused to an apprehension of his danger, then
solations.
there was a certain fearful looking for of judgment, and fiery
but now he is
indignation, which shall devour the adversaries
happy in a consciousness of the Divine favour he has fellowship with the King of Glory, (O amazing, unutterable condescension !) he has access to the throne of grace, and can rejoice in hope of the glory of God,
The second thing which proves the reality of this witness, is
the sanctificalion of his nature, and the implantation of that
mind which was also in Christ Jesus. Purity and benevolence,
meekness and humility, have taken up their residence in the
There also the Saviour sits on his throne, and has his
soul.
There grace reigns
delights among these children of men.
through righteousness unto eternal life and through the medium of his own experience, this man of God is taught that
heavenly truth, " We all with open face beholding, as in the
mirror of the gospel, the glory of Immanuel, are changed into
the same image, from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of

Divine attraction which leads us

to the

:

;

:

;

;

the Lord."

The genuineness of this witness has a third proof in that conspicuous manifestation of grace which the conduct of the believer
presents to the observation of every man in the sight of God.
He is temperate in all things ; just in his dealings ; humane and
beneficient to the children of want ; alienated from the maxims
and fashions of this world. Freed from censoriousness and from
a spirit of retaliation, he puts the best construction he can upon
the misconduct of others

j

and when acts of

injustice or

unkmd'
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ness committed against him render every extenuation inadmissieven then, upon the first appearance of repentance and
His piety is no less apparreformation, he is ready to forgive.
ent ; he humbly walks with God, and waits uj)on him in all his
appointed ordinances he is alive to all the requirements of th€
Divine law ; and says, I come to do thy will, O God. If Proble,

:

vidence

call

him

to

submit to privations, to endure

afflictions, to

and blood, with principalities, and powers,
and spiritual wickedness in high places; and if the Lord seem
to stand afar ofl", and to hide himself in this day of trouble, in
the midst of all he says, " Though he slay me, yet will I trust in
him." And with this Divine confidence there is an unostentatious display of fortitude and patience, of courage and exerunostentatious, because he is constrained to acknowledge,
tion
Not I, but the grace of God which is with me. Now the language of St. Paul is truly expressive of his state, " Our rejoicing is the testimony of our conscience, that in simplicity and
godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by the grace of
God, we have our conversation in the world."
II. The truth to which the Spirit bears witness, is one which
embraces the temporal, spiritual, and eternal interest of the
The infinitude and eternity of glory, resulting from
believer.
the relation in which we stand to God as his children and joint
conflict with flesh

:

heirs with Christ, are unsearchable.
On this part of the subject, therefore a few remarks only will
be offered. It may be needful to premise, that as these blessings are communicated through the death and intercession of

the Son of God, and as our susceptibility of, and our power to
retain them, are the effects of a Divine operation on the mind;
so it is impossible to enjoy grace, or to anticipate glory, unless with the apostle

we

we can experimentally say, " We are justiname of the Lord Jesus, and by the

are sanctified in the
Spirit of our God."
fied,

A

wise and affectionate father, during the minority of his son
and leads him through that course
of education and discipline which will best qualify him for the

and

heir, supplies his wants,

management and enjoyment of his estate. So in consequence of our adoption, we may, during our probationary slate,
confidendy expect from our heavenly Father every necessary
good, every necessary information and correction
we may
expect, through the guidance and controul of his superintending
be
shall
rendered
Providence, that all things
conducive to the
improvement and felicity of our minds ; that they shall work
out for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory. And
lest we should faint in the day of adversity, the Spirit which
ascertains our acceptance in the Beloved, cries in our heart,
Abba, Father.

future

;

!
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With regard to the manner of our future existence, or what
our employoients and enjoyments will be in the heavenly state,
we cannot form any adequate conjectures, perhaps no more
than the unborn babe can with regard to its future existence in
But when that which is perfect is come, then that
this world.
which is in part shall be done away. When our present inabilities to know, and our manifold impediments in the pursuit of
knowledge, shall no longer retard our progress ; when the powers and capacities of the mind shall be enlarged ; when we shall
see God as he is, and derive from his glorious and immediate
presence an unceasing increase of wisdom and love, of purity
and bliss ; then shall we be able to exclaim with raptures,
now inconceivable. Behold what manner of love the Father hath
bestowed upon us
(To be concluded

in the next.)
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Dear Brethren,
On me devolves

the painful duty of communicating to ^on
the death of our highly esteemed and dearly beloved brother,

Paine. He was drowned in the Susquehannah river,
Tioga Township, State of New- York, the 8th ult. on his way
On Saturday evening he
10 the Genesee Annual Conference.
went in company with Brother Dana Fox, to the river to bathe.
As he was about to retire from the water, when within five feet
of the shore, and in water up to his middle, he put his head un-

Edward

it ;
in this act he got strangled,
staggered backwards into a deep hole, and
soon went under. It was about half an hour before he could
be got out, when every exertion was used to restore him 5 but
his spirit had taken leave of its cumbrous
it was too late,
clay, we doubt not, to inhabit a more glorious mansion.
Edward Paine was a native of Connecticut, was born the 8th
of February, in the year 1777 of respectable and pious parents.
He was awakened to a sense of his lost condition when about
From
fourteen years of age, by the sudden death of his sister.
this time he set out to seek (he Lord, and soon obtained pardon
of his sins, and was enabled to rejoice in the love of God. At
fifteen he joined the Baptist Church, of which he continued a
member for several years. At length becoming acquainted

der

and

for the

purpose of wetting

in his struggle

—
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with the doctrines of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and conceiving them to be more consistent with the scriptures than
those embraced by the church to which he belonged, he withdrew from the Baptists and joined the Methodists. He had
long been sensible of the remains of the carnal mind, but knew
not that it was possible to obtain deliverance in this life ; but
on becoming acquainted with the doctrine of scripture holiness,
he resolved never to rest until he had found full redemption in
With this resolution he started in comthe blood of the Lamb.
pany with his friends for camp-meeting : on his way he called
at his father's, where he heard the Rev. Mr. Washburn preach
from Psalms xlvi. 4. While the preacher was describing the
city of God, such a sense of the Divine presence and the glory
of that city, filled the mind of our departed brother, that he fell
Hitherto he had been remarkably
to the floor as one dead.
but when his strength returned, and
still in all his devotions
he was enabled to arise, he leaped, he walked, he rejoiced, and
gave glory to that God who has power on earth, not only to
forgive sins, but to cleanse from all unrighteousness.
He testified that God had given him a clean heart, and renewed a right
that he had filled his cup with blessings, so
spirit within him
that he could rejoice evermore, pray without ceasing, and in
every thing give thanks.
In the year 1809 he removed with his family to Walerford,
Susquehannah, Pa. Methodism was at this time in a low state
Brother Paine, who about this time received liin that place.
cense to exhort, discovered an uncommon solicitude for the salvation of those around him, who were perishing for lack of
knowledge. He soon established meetings among them for
prayer and exhortation, and laboured day and night to brjng
ihem over to the faith of the gospel j and, to his unspeakable
satisfaction, it soon appeared that his labour was not in vain.
The few that professed religion appeared to take encouragement, and set out with fresh ardour in the service of their God.
Awakenings also took place among sinners, and the cry for
mercy was soon heard in almost every direction, and in a few
months there were about forty added to society the wilderness
the solitary place was glad, and the desert blossomed
rejoiced
as the rose. He was soon licensed as a local preacher, and extended his labours to the adjacent settlements, where he was rendered a blessing to many. After having laboured several years
in the capacity of a local preacher with great acceptance, he
began to be exercised about joining the itinerant connexion, that
he might labour more extensively. His motives on this occasion
were undoubtedly the most pure— at home he possessed a good
living
was highly esteemed by all his neighbours was honoured with the office of Justice of the Peace; andabove all wa'^
;

—

—

—

—

—
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by his family, for whom he felt the strongest atBut these, however strong their claims, were insufficient to deter him
he resolved to sacrifice all for the church
Having made up his mind to
of God, and for the souls of men.
travel, he offered himself as a candidate at the Conference,
which was held at Lansing, State of New- York, in July 1818,
where he was received and appointed to Bridgewater circuit,
where he travelled two years much to the satisfaction of the
people.
As a preacher he was plain and pointed, he studied
more to profit his hearers than to please them to win their
souls to Christ than to gain their applause.
As a Christian he
ranked with the foremost
his experience in the things of God
was deep, and his communion uninterrupted; his cup was often
made to overflow, so that he was constrained to rejoice with
joy unspeakable and full of glory. His deportment was the
most solemn and impressive his countenance, his conversation,
and his conduct, all bespoke a mind deeply engaged in the
He appeared never to forget that the
great things of eternity.
eye of God was upon him, nor that he was accountable to
him for all his conduct. In waiting on God, whether in secret, family, or public worship, he was all devotion ; he never
appeared satisfied with the form, without the power the shadow, without the substance. For family religion he was a strenuous advocate. He not only attended to the common duties of
greatly beloved

tachments.

;

—

;

:

—

religion in his family, but several years previous to his death,

he established family class-meetings, which he attended to sabthese meetings were seasons of peculiar blessbath mornings
ings to all present, particularly to his son, an only child, who
was brought soon after their commencement to close in with
;

the offers of salvation.

Though our beloved Brother Paine manifested at all times a
deep engagedness in the concerns of another world, he appeared more peculiarly so towards the close of life. He was heard
to observe, that he was not satisfied with barely getting to heaven but was anxious to attain to all that height and fullness of
glory, that God had given him a capacity to attain to, and enjoy.
To his wife he often observed, that for him death had no terrors, that he was no more afraid to die than he was to fall
Such was the life and experience of our beloved broasleep.
His death was sudden ; and the manner peculiarly afther.
That such a man should be called away in such a
flicting.
manner, is to us altogether inexplicable It is a proof, however, that God's ways are not like our ways^ nor his thoughts like
;

:

our thoughts. It only remains for us to submit to the dispensations of Divine Providence, however afflicting, being fully
assured that sooner or later God will justify his ways with men.
August 29j 182©.

George Lane.
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though now for a season,

(if

need be) ye are

in heaviness through manifold temptations.

Among

the

many passages

of sacred scripture, the truth of

which may be tested by the experience of Christians, this is
unquestionably one. And, if properly attended to, it is admirably calculated to guard against two extremes, into which we
are very prone to run.
While some seem to think that religion
is calculated to elate the mind with unceasing joy, so as to remove the soul entirely beyond the reach of sorrow, others, no
less erroneously, imagine that it is a mark of genuine experience to be in continual sorrow, to walk in darkness, and to be
harrassed with doubts and fears.
Both of these are corrected
by the above words of the apostle. The Christian md^y greatly
though in heaviness through manifold temptations.
According to the concurrent testimony of scripture in refer-

rejoice

ence. to this subject, it is the privilege of Christian believers to
live continually in the favour of God, and to enjoy the abiding
witness of the divine spirit, that they are now accepted in the
Beloved.
And while this testimony abides with them, they
doubtless rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory ; and, at
times, they may be so elevated with this divine joy, as to be
raised above all sorrow ; but these seasons of great joy seldom
last long ; they are generally succeeded by severe temptations,
to which all are more or less subject while in this house of clay.
They arise from a variety of sources. In addition to those
presented to the mind by the agency of wicked spirits, temptations may arise from external circumstances, disappointments,
the mal-conduct of pretended friends, or open enemies, froai
disease of body, and from those indescribable menial agonies
with which the deeply experienced Christian has to struggle,
especially when he feels the pressure of any of the above
A wounded reputation by the tongue
causes upon his spirit.
of envious slander, which often spares neither age nor seXy
neither dignity of character nor sacredness of profession, excites, perhaps, one of the most exquisitely painful sensations of
which our nature \z susceptible. These things, with a thousand other nameless circumstances, incident to man in this state
of imperfection, may be permitted to come upon us by our
heavenly Father ; and, under his direction, we proving faithful,
shall all tend to purify our souls, and to cut off any undue at'
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tachment we might have for this world. But while they, or any
of them, are permitted to press upon us, they must necessarily
cause heaviness of spirit for Christianity, so far from producingthat apathy which makes us impervious to these strokes of
temptation, gives a keener edge, if I may so speak, to our sensibilities, and makes them feel the quicker.
But, if exercised aright, they by no means shake our confidence in God, nor destroy that rejoicing which arises from the
testimony of the Spirit, that we are God's children, and the testimony of a " good conscience, that in godly simplicity and sincerity we have had our conversation in the world."
These are
While the soul of the
perfectly compatible with each other.
humble Christian ^really rejoices in the reconciled countenance
of God, it may, at the same time, be in heaviness through manifold temptations.
Such, indeed, may be the pressure of temptation, so thick maybe the cloud of heaviness which surrounds
in hope of a deliverance.
us, that we can only rejoice in hope
Like the mariner contending with a furious storm, who braves
every danger, and summons up all his remaining courage, in
;

—

hope of

finally arriving at a safe port ; so the persevering Chriswhile contending with the storm of temptation, throws out
the ancAor of hope, holds fast to the cable of faith, and rejoices
and if not of finding
in hope of yet beholding the glory of God
a deliverance in this world, yet in hope of escaping at last,
and of entering the harbour of eternal rest. While groaning
under this heaviness, he lives by faith, for we walk by faith, not
by sight.
And the language of his heart is, Though he slay me,
yet will I trust in him.
Neither is it any mark of the divine displeasure for the soul
" Whom the Lord
to pass through these severe dispensations.
tian,

—

loveth he chasteneih, and scourgeth every son whom he receivcth." " Blessed is the man that endureth temptations; for when
he is tried, he shall receive the crown of life, which the Lord hath
promised to them that love him." And " Though clouds and
darkness are around about him, yet justice and judgment are the
habitation of his throne."
cannot, indeed, always comprehend the particular design of God in the afflictions he may permit
to come upon us ; only in general we know that " all things
shall work together for good to them that love God."
Under
these mysterious dispensations, he says to us, as Christ said to
"
What 1 do thou knowest not
his disciples on another occasion,
now, but thou shall know hereafter." God will have his people tried in the fiie
and this fire is designed, and naturally
tends to purify their souls from every improper affection.
It is very desirable, indeed, to be elevated upon the mount of
holy joy, while we delightfully anticipate the possession of per-

We

—

manent

felicity

around the throne of God.

To have

the privi-

QF THE MUSCLES'.
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honoured apostles who accompanied their
divine Master upon Taber"'s summit, of beholding his glory, as
of the glory of the only begotten of the Father, is sufficient to
cause any one to say, " It is good to be here ;" but those who

lege, like the three

are so highly favoured at times, will have to descend, like Peter,
J-ames, and John, into the valley ; and if they do not imitate them
in their slumbers, they will have to contend with j9rm«)>a/z<ic*
and powers, and with spiritual wickedness in high places. If, however, in the order of God's gracious providence, there

is

a need

Lord is as near to the soul
of the faithful believer now, as at any other time. God was
with St, Paul as much when he was contending with beasts at
Ephesus, as when he was caught up to the third heavens,
These exstacies, we grant, are more agreeable to the feelings
of our natures, than those mental agonies and depressions of
spirit
but they are not more profitable^
Here the soul should rest. Do the will of God faithfully, and
leave all events to him.
Be sure of his favour, and then, when
he sees it necessary, he will send us joy, and when necessary,
he for these

heavy

visitations, the

—

;

he will send us sorrow. In respect to these things, they are
beyond our control. Thus much we are assured of, that while
we walk after the Spirit, we are free from condemnation, and
though in heaviness through manifold temptations, yet we may
greatly rejoice in

God

our Saviour.

This passage of scripture, therefore, is illustrated in the experience of that man, who endures temptation joyfully, who
meets crosses and disappointments patiently, and who counts
these afflictions, which are but for a moment, light in comparison to that eternal weight of glory, reserved in heaven for the
righteouso

Extracted

from

Paley^s JVatural Theolog;y^

OP THE MUSCLES.
(Concluded

fr<Mn

page 374.)

We have offered our observations upon the structure of
we have also noticed certain species of
inuscles in general
muscles: but there are also single muscles, which bear marks
of mechanical contrivance, appropriate as well as particular.
;

Out

of many instances of this kind,

we

select the following.
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Of muscular

actions, even of those which are well undersome of the most curious are incapable of popular ex=
This
at least, without the aid of plates and figures.
planation
is in a great measure the case with a very familiar, but, at the
same time, a very complicated motion, that of ihe lower jaw,
and with the muscular structure by which it is produced. One
of the muscles concerned may, however, be described in such a
manner as to be, I think, sufficiently comprehended for our
present purpose.
The problem is to pull the lower jaw down.
The obvious method should seem to be, to place a straight musI.

stood,

;

cle, viz. to fix a string

from the chin to the breast, the contrac-

which would open the mouth, and produce the motion required at once.
But it is evident that the form and liberty of the
neck forbid a muscle being laid in such a position ; and that,
consistently with the preservation of this form, the motion which
we want, must be effectuated by some muscular mechanism, disposed further back in the jaw. The mechanism adopted is as
follows
a certain muscle, called the diagastric, rises on the side
of the face, considerably a6ore the insertion of the lower jaw, and
comes down, being converted in its progress into a round tendon.

tion of

:

Now

it is manifest that the tendon, whilst it pursues a direction
descending towards the jaw, must, by its contraction, pull the
jaw up, instead of down. What then was to be done. This we
The descending tendon, when it is got low enough,
find is done
is passed through a loop, or ring, or pulley, in the os hyoides, and
then made to ascend and having thus changed its line of direction, is inserted into the inner part of the chin ; by which device,
viz. the turn at the loop, the action of the muscle (which in all
muscles is contraction) that before would have pulled the jaw up,
now as necessarily draws it down. " The mouth,'' says Heister,
" is opened by means of this trochled in a most wonderful and
:

:

elegant manner."''
II. What contrivance can be more mechanical than the following viz. a slit in one tendon to let another tendon pass
through it ? This structure is found in the tendons which move
The long tendon, as it is called, in the
the toes and fingers.
foot, which bends the first joint of the toe, passes through the
short tendon which bends the second joint ; which course allows
the sinew more liberty, and a more commodious action than it
:

would otherwise have been capable of exerting.

There

is

nothing, I believe, in a silk or cotton mill, in the belts, or straps,
or ropes, by which motion is communicated from one part of
the machine to another, that is more artificial, or more evidently
so, than this perforation.

The next circumstance which I shall mention under this head
of muscular arrangement, is so decisive a mark of intention,
that it always appeared to me to supersede, in some measure, the

3;
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necessity of seeking for any other observation upon the subject
and that circumstance is, the tendons which pass from the leg to
The
the foot, being bound down by a ligament at the ancle.
foot is placed at a considerable angle with the leg. It is manifest,
therefore, that flexible strings, passing along the interior of the
angle, if left to themselves, would, when stretched, start from it.
The obvious preventative is to tie them down. And this is done
in fact.
Across the instep, or rather just above it, the anatomist
finds a strong ligament, under which the tendons pass to the
foot.
The effect of the ligament, as a bandage, can be made
evident to the senses; for, if it be cut, the tendons start up.
The simplicity, yet the clearness of this contrivance, its exact
resemblance to established resources of art, place it amongst the
most indubitable manifestations of design with which we are
acquainted.
There is also a further use to be made of the present example,
and that is, as it precisely contradicts the opinion, that the parts
of animals may have been all formed by what is called appetency,
perpetuated, ajid imperceptibly working its
i. e. endeavour,
effect, through an incalculable series of generations.
have
here no endeavour, but the reverse of it ; a constant renitency
and reluctance. The pressure of the ligament constrains the
tendons ; the tendons re-act upon the pressure of the ligament.
Jt is impossible that the ligament should ever have been generated by the exercise of the tendon, or in the course of that
exercise, forasmuch as the force of the tendon perpendicularly
resists the fibre which confines it, and is constantly endeavouring not to form, but to rupture and displace, the threads of
which the ligament is composed.
Keill has reckoned up, in the human body, four hundred and
forty-six muscles, dissectible and describable ; and hath assigned a use to every one of the number. This cannot be all imagination.
Bishop Wilkins hath observed from Galen, that there are, at
least, ten several qualifications to be attended to in each particu-

We

lar

muscle

crum:

;

viz. its

proper figure

•,

its

just

magnitude;

its ful-

point of action, supposing the figure to be fixed; its
collocation, with respect to its two ends, the upper and the
lower ; the place ; the position of the whole muscle ; the introduction into it of nerves, arteries, and veins.
How are things,
including so many adjustments, to be made ; or, when made,
how are they to be put together, without intelligence ?
I have sometimes wondered, why we are not struck with mechanism in animal bodies, as readily and as strongly as we are
struck with it, at first sight, in a watch or a mill.
One reason
of the difference may be, that animal bodies are, in a great
measure, made up of soft, slabby substances, such as muscles
its

and membranes

;

whereas we have been accustomsd

to trace

—
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mechanism

in

sharp

lines, in the configuration of

in the moulding, chiseling,

and

hard materials,

shapes, of such articles
as metals or wood.
There is therefore something of habit in
the case ; but it is sufficiently evident, that there can be no
proper reason for any distinction of the sort.
Mechanism may
he displayed in the one kind of substance, as well as in the
other.
filing into

Tlic (jxace of (jo^

2\LarLitfested.

THE EXPERIENCE AND DEATH OF MISS MARGARET ANDERSON.
(Concluded from

Jiaga 378.)

joined the Methodists ; for which
trials and oppositions from a very
1
tender quarter; but the Lord strengthened me to withstand
them for that season ; for which, and all other mercies, I desire
always to be found sincerely thankful before him. However, in
process of time they began to bear more weight ; and, though I
continued to wish to serve the Lord, yet, through the crowd of
difficulties and sorrows, my zeal abated, and my love grew cold,
so that in the course of four years, I was almost brought into
bondage again. About the first of May, 1810, I began to ex" Thou
amine myself by the great and first commandment
and thy neighshalt love the Lord thy God, with all thy heart,
bour as thyself." And upon examination I found that when
weighed in the balance of gospel truth, I was far too light ; for
I could speak evil of my neighbour without feeling the least remorse. I had persuaded myself that while I spoke nothing but
A grand
truth concerning them, I could not injure any person.
mistake! It was also impressed upon my mind " As you have
received the Lord Jesus Christ, so walk you in him." I remembered that I had received him in watching and fasting,
With regard to
with tears and supplications day and night.
For I
fasting, I had done much violence to my conscience.
tried to persuade myself that I was in too low a state of health
Wherefore, I had for some time negto perform that duty.
saw, that, if I would be
I now
lected this most obvious duty.
the disciple of Christ, I must take up ray vross and follow him
That I must renounce myself That I must give myself entirely
And, that cutting off right hands, and plucking
to the Lord
out right eyes, could be no pleasure to the flesh. I was resolved
at this lime, to set out iu good earnest, and to forego every

Sometime afterward
met with many sore

I

—

—

—

—

:

—
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thing on earth for the " One thing needful ;''' and I was soon
convinced that my labour was not in vain. I date my happiness more from this time, than from my conversion. For
ahhough I had more enemies to encounter, yet I had more
peace within. I now began to look around at the neighbourhood in which I lived; which I saw was in a miserable condifor 1 had reason to believe thai in a distance often miles
tion
round, there were i.ot. jfifteen souls that really loved God. And
sohie of my near and dear relations were also travelling the
downward road. This caused me to weep in secret places, and
to spread my grief before the Lord, Although I had mourned for
my own soul, yet, about the first of June, 1810, at quarterly
meeting, 1 was made to see more clearly what it was to be a
Christian, than I had ever seen before.
I was so swallowed
up in thoughts of eternity, as to be almost insensible to any thing
around me. I would do nothing but weep, and pray, and
praise.
This was a most blessed meeting ; for which, 1 trust,
:

praise God in eternity.
a resolution to live nearer to God.
1
found it to be my meat and drink to do the will of God. These
words of the apostle lay with great weight upon my mind

there are

From

many who will
time I made

this

" And ye are not your own, for ye are bought with a price :
therefore glorify God in your bodies, and in your spirits, which
Likewise, " Let us lay aside every
are God''s." 1 Cor. vi. 20.
weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset us," &;c. Heb,
examination, 1 found anger to be my besetting
anger generally originated in pride. For how
can one, who is sufficiently humble, give place in any degree to
anger, which stands opposed to meekness and humility ? 1 now
saw anger in its true colours, as being odious in the sight of
God, and^was alarmed before the Lord. I was astonished that
ever such a worm as I, should say, I am angry! I now began
to inquire, by what means I might be delivered from so tormenting an enemy ? For I was resolved, through the help of
God, to get the victory over this vile passion, or die in the
combat. I therefore determined to use more self-denial of
every kind. When I had striven two weeks, 1 found that the
Lord was able to deliver me. " For one day is with him as a
thousand years, and a thousand years as one day." He therefore can save me, and I will cast my care upon him till the
warfare is ended : and blessed be his holy name, he has since
given me constantly to triumph over this destructive evil.
In August, I went to a camp-meeting at Mahanaim, M. IL
Here the Lord was carrying on his work in a powerful manner,
both in convicting and converting souls.
This brought more
clearly into my view, and impressed more deeply upon my
mind, the awfu! situation of the iicighbourhood in which live.!.

xii. 1.

sin

;

Upon

and

that

I

—
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As

I

I made a free-will offering of myself to
become whatsoever might seem good in his sight,

returned home,

Lord,

to

the

so

that the cause of religion might be

promoted in this place.
It was immediately impressed upon me. That the Lord who
had given me a heart to pity the miseries of my fellow mortals,
had also given me a tongue to speak in his name. And that I
must tell my associates, in plain terms, that they must be converted or eternally lost and that I must omit no opportunity of
praying with them, as well as for them. But how gladly would
I have excused myself from this duty
Lord, I have neither
courage nor ability to pray in public and if I speak to any
they will mock me, and 1 shall be despised for my pains.
Or,
What am I that I should speak unto them The thoughts of it
seemed more bitter than death. But the more I strove to wear
off' the impression, the more deeply did I find it rooted in my
heart
insomuch, that I found if I did not submit, I must reThis caused me to cry
sign all hopes of heaven myself.
mightily to the Lord, to deliver me from the roots of unbelief,
which appeared to be taking possession of ray heart. I cried
unto the Lord, and he delivered me, and enabled me to take
up my cross with patience. I now embraced every opportu:

!

;

!

—

offered of praying with the family.
Some times I
pi'ayed in the woods and fields ; and some times in the kitchen.
sisters also joined with me, and we had many precious
nity that

My

seasons together. My brother William also began to be much
alarmed, and commenced prayer and reading the scriptures.
But he was as yet of too gay a turn of mind, or too proud, to
submit to the terms of the gospel of Jesus. However, I was
resolved never to give over my unconverted friends, while I believed there was mercy in heaven for them.
Wherefore I cried
unto the Lord day and night in their behalf.
I entreated them
with tears, to turn and seek the Lord.
The weakness of my
body still increased upon me, and the devil taking advantage thereof, began to pour in temptations like a flood.
He
would tell me, " I might as well give over, for I would never
hold out at this rate to the end and that notwithstanding my
weakness of body, I might live forty or fifty years. And to lay
every thing else aside, I could not expect to fast twice a week,
and pray as often as I did at that time, and in time past." My
God only knows how much I suffered at that time. At times
the agony of my soul would be so great that my body would
be covered all over with a cold sweat, and sleep departed from
my eyes. The spirit of prayer was plentifully imparted to me ;
yet 1 did not feel that sweetness I had formerly experienced in
pouring out my soul before the Lord ; though he gave me some
gracious promises that it should be well with me in the end.
I
cast myself at the feet of the Most High, and cried, Lord if thou
;

—
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by me,' I will neither turn to the right hand, nor to the
About the middle of October, this strife was ended by a
fit of sickness, in which my life was despaired of, for which I
hope to praise God in time and in eternity. Though what I
now suffered in body was beyond description, yet it was sweet
in comparison of that I had suffered in mind.
The thoughts of
life and death seemed at this time equally sweet
for I was convinced that the power of the Lord was not limited and that he
was as able to save me fifty years as one day. 1 knew that if
I lived, it would be but to suffer
but my whole soul cried out,
Lord, thy will be done. Tfclt in my heart but one desire, and
that vyas, that I might live and die to the glory of God
and he
assured me, that I should yet praise him in the land of the living, and tell of his goodness in the great congregation
Blessed
be the Lord's most holy name, I have since seen the promise,
T.ilt

Stand

left.

:

:

:

:

—

fulfilled.

In February, though

still

very weak,

I

was enabled

to attend

new meeting-house. I felt a secret
went to the communion table; and a

a quarterly-meeting at the

awe

rest

upon me, as

I

sin no more."
Jn love-feast my
hear the old fathers and mothers
tell of the dealings of God with their souls.
Some had served
the Lord from their youth, but were not weary in well-doing.
Surely his service is perfect liberty.
After preaching the
mourners were called upon to be prayed for ; and my brother
William for the first time came .forward. My soul was melted
down with gratitude and love. 1 could do nothing but pray
and praise God. We continued in prayer with my brother
near two hours. He did not find peace there ; but thank God
he never gave over, till he had found the pearl of great price.
In March, 1811, I was convinced by the excruciating pain I
felt from reflecting over some words which 1 had been in the
Such as, " Lord, if
habit of using, that they were improper.
thou wouldest send me to hell, I would praise thee there."
Though I then could praise God with an unfeigned heart for
every pain I felt, yet I knew that if 4 was in hell all sense of
gratitude would be gone, and I would have no heart to praise
God at all. Oh! how thankful did I feel that I was not enclosed
in that eternal prison of gloomy despairJ In April, contrary to
our expectation, the regular preaching was taken to my father's
house; and he yet seenis well pleased that it should continue
there.
Surely .He that can calm the raging ocean, can turn the
silent impression to

soul

" go and

was much refreshed

hearts of

men

to

as he pleases.

my brother Henry began to be seriously concerned about the salvation of his soul
and I trust he and my
Oh that all
sister Mary have both been happily converted.
our names may be recorded in the Lamb's book of life
Vol. hi.
63
About

this

time

;

!

!
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In July the symptoms of my disorder began more plainly lo
I found my disorder to be something like
discover themselves.
a lingering consumption. My friends thought that I would die ;
but I believed that I should not die until the Lord would revive
In this sickness I had much of
his work in this wicked land.
it was one of the happiest
I think
the presence of the Lord.
Oh! the unfathomable
seasons that ever my soul experienced.
depths of all redeeming love May this be my theme lo all
!

eternity

!

When I remember all the goodness of the Lord towards me
through every part of my life, I can but wonder, and adore his
goodness, which brought me from the land of my nativity, and
placed me in Washington county. Though it is a place famous
it is much to his
for wickedness, I thank God that I am here
glory to save a stubborn, self-willed sinner; and much more so,
He makes all things work
in the midst of a tribe of opposcrs.
:

together for good to them that love him, and make his ways
The Lord is good, a strong hold in the day of
their choice.
trouble, and he knoweth them that trust in him ; and therefore

none can trust him in vain,
I need not tell, that it is better to be the most despised Christian slave, without any of the comforts of life, than to be promoted to all the honours and dignities that this world can bestow,
without the comforts of Christianity. And those who have not
tasted the sweetness of redeeming love can never fully believe
have made the
I
the blessedness of our most holy religion.
ways of the Lord my choice, and I hope to live and die in his
Amen, and Amen.
service.
Note. When she concluded this work, she was so weak,
that she could scarce walk or stand alone, though she lived a
year after.*
In the year 1811,

1 was appointed to travel the Abingdon cirAbingdon and Holslon were then one. She was irrecoverably gone in a consumption. I found her truly devoted in
She seemed to be perfectly resigned and
lier soul to God.
Avas waiting with pleasure for the time, when the Lord should

cuit.

;

her from her sufferings, to the land of rest. I have frequently been there, when she was unable to walk from one
house to the other, (which was perhaps thirty feet) without
great difficulty.
She uniformly breathed a holy devotion, and she would talk
When she would speak
sweetly about her prospects of heaven.
She would say
of her sickness, it was with pleasing emotions.
call

with a smile, "

My sufferings

will

soon be over, and

plain no more."
* This note was added by her sister or mother.

I

will

conr-
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This year the revival of religion appeared in her neighbourhood, of which she speaks in her diary widi so much gratitude.
Our meetings frequently lasted nearly all day. Sometimes we
would have meetings at night, among the poor blacks, which
would often last till midnight, and sometimes longer.
She was without doubt, one of the most holy, and happy women that I ever was acquainted with. She lived a Christian
and died like a saint falling asleep in the arms of her compassionate Redemer, without a struggle or a groan, a fear or a
sigh : and is no doubt this moment singing in heaven.
Her
mother and two or three of her sisters are journeying to meet
her above. May I meet her there for Christ's sake. Amen.
:

J.

For

the Methodist

C—h~m-

Magazine.

THOUGHTS ON IMMORTALITY.

What

a strange compound is man
What contrarieties meet
Like all other material things with which he is
nature
surrounded, his body is subject to dissolution.
But is this the
termination of his existence ? No. Lodged within this dissolving vehicle is an immortal spirit, which shall survive the temporary destruction of the body, and live beyond the " wreck of
worlds I"
This interesting truth is explicitly declared in the sacred
And though it is perfectly suitable to the desires
scriptures.
and hopes of every individual, yet it is a truth of which no man
could fully satisfy himself until the light of revelation made it
known. " Life and immortality are brought to light by the gospel."
The heathen world discovered not this truth. Many of
its sages, it is true, feeling (hemselves possessed of something
above the capacity of matter, and propelled by that desire
which every man has after immortality, offered many plausible
arguments in its favour ; but after all, their arguments did not
they rather conjeccarry solid conviction to their own minds
tured that to be true, which they greatly desired were so ; their
minds continually quivered in suspense while brooding over
the other world.
And how painful is suspense on a subject of
such vast importance
To remove the obscurity which hung around the human
mind, and caused this painful suspense, Christianity with " its
in his

!

!

:

!

realiziog light,"

comes very opportunely, and remo-ve*

aJI
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How cheering that ray of light, which removes that
doubt.
mental darkness, irt which mankind were enveloped, respectIts demonstrative rays dart convicing this momentous truth.
tion to the heart, while they assure man that he is destined for
Under this conviction, he no longer wanders ia
immortality.
the wilderness of doubts and feara respecting his future destiny.
-

But what consolation is it to the man defiled by sin, and
therefore unfit for a happy immortality, to be assured he shall
live forever ? Are you defiled by sin ? The same inspired volume which declares you immortal, opens a path to the ever
flowing fountain which washes away sin and uncleamuss.
While Christianity points to the fair fields of immortality as the
future residence of man, it takes the willing and obedient sinner
'by the hand, gently leads him to that flowing fountain of the

—

washes away his spiritual defilement, makes him
and then triumphantly conducts him through
the valley and shadow of death, to his immortal residence.
While on his way, if he disobey not, this kind assistant of human nature, this celestial messenger, regales him with the fruits
of paradise, and refreshes his spirit with the gentle zephyrs
which softly blow from the promised land.
What a radiance does the light of this truth shed on the otherwise gloomy path of life f Do dark and mysterious providences surround me ? If faith cannot now penetrate the cloud,
and discern the divine hand in all things, it nevertheless declares, that eternity will soon unfold things to my view ; and
that if I endure as seeing Him that is invisible, I shall soon,
" Comprehend the eternal mind, and grasp the infinite." Do
afflictions roll in upon my soul, and threaten to drown me in
despair ? I will bear them with patience for a few days, rather
Does care
than miss the enjoyment of immortal blessedness.

water of
"'iohite

life,

and

oppress

clean,

my

soul

?

'*Let cares like a wild delug^e come.
Let storms of sorrow fall,
So 1 but safely reach my home,
My God, my heaven, my all."

The turmoils of life shall soon end, and the felicities of immortality shall a thousand times recompence all my labours.
Do temptations from without, and fears within, torment my soul?
These shall only serve to purify and refine my nature, that I
may be better fitted for my destined enjoyment.
Ah ! but what heart rendings at the parting of Christian
But I look up to the ever blooming fields of immorfriends.
There, Amtality, and joyfully anticipate an eternal re-union.
dred spirits shall greet each other, and their congenial souls
shall reciprocally recount the instances of eternal love, which
conducted them safe through a toilsome life, and seated them at
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There under the bloomlast on the fruitful hill of immortality.
ing tree of life shall they forever regale themselves with its lifegiving fruit.
Must this poor body, possessed of so many avenues to convey pleasure to the soul, be dissolved, and be scattered to its native elements ? It must
But it shall not lie scattered and forgotten forever. " The hour is coming in the which
all that are in their graves shall hear his voice, and shall come
forth ; they that have done good to the resurrection of life ; and
they that have done evil unto the resurrection of damnation.'^
It shall not sleep, therefore, in the dust of the valley forever.
The redeemed and purified soul, already mounted to the high
hill of perennial felicity, is joyfully waiting the final doom, the
last loud groan of expiring nature, when at the stroke of Omnipotence death itself shall be annihilated, to hail the resurrec'-i.
tion of its companion in sorrows and joys. Coming forth from
the tomb, freed from the seeds of corruption, immortalized by
the Almighty skill of Christ, its re-union with its immortal part!

ner, shall

be complete and eternal.

Hail happy day of immortality
Blessed book that reveals
this sublime truth
To Thee, O Father, to Thee, O Saviour,
and to Thee, thou eternal Spirit, does my soul bow in grateful
homage First, I thank Thee for giving me an immortal spirit.
Secondly, I thank Thee for making it known to me.
Thisdly, I
praise Thee for providing a ransom for this spirit, that it might
be purified from the filth of sin. And praise and adore Thee,
thou Triune God, for preparing an habitation eternal in the
heavens, whither ! may flee and be at rest, when this short life
is over.
By Thy grace assisting me, and Thy wisdom directing me, I will endure the toils of life, submit with patience to
all Thy righteous dispensations, however severe, if I may but
win Christ, and be seated with him on the flowery banks of immortality.
If darkness surround my path, or heaviness depress my spirit, I will look up to that eternal hill, and hope in
God until my change come. This shall be my consolatioa
amid all the vicissitudes of life, That my heavenly Father h
I will think of this, and
fitting me for my heavenly inheritance^
be comforted.
!

!

!

1

SHORT ADVICE.

Beware

of associating with a man who suspects you for he
will misconstrue your motives, magnify your failings, convert
infirmities into sins, betray your confidence, and seek every
opportunity to exhaust your patience. And when he has gained his point, he will boast of his skill in gaining an ascendancy
over you, by taking advantage of your weak side.
;

—
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I.

CHARACTER OF BISHOP ASBURY.

Having brought to a conclusion our Introductory Remarks,
and those made in addition thereto, being a brief vie,w of the
Western Country, previously

discovery and settlement
the United States, we Avill,

to its

by English settlers or citizens of
before we resume our narrative, in

this

number present

to

the

view of the reader a character, of whom it may with propriety
be said, on the general scale as to government, that he gave the
first impulse to Methodism, not in the Western Country only,
but in the whole of these United States.
The late Rev. Francis Asbury, the principal Superintendent,
or Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United
States, was a man whose whole life, from the time of his arrival in America till the day of his death, is so closely connected
with the rise and progress of Methodism in the United States,
that in giving a sketch of its rise and progress in this Western
Country, as we consider him under God its principal founder
and promoter, we should do violence to our own feelings were
we not to take a view, in our brief manner, of his character and
In our very humble attempt
usefulness in the cause of God.
to notice these, we must omit many things that might be said of
him, and for the present confine this sketch of him and this
number, to simple facts.
This great and good man was born at Barre, in England, on
the
20lh day of August in 1745. At the age of about thirteen, he became deeply concerned about religion, though he
was under serious impressions as early as the age of seven. At
the age of about twenty-one, in 1766 he was admitted by Mr.
Wesley, as a minister in the Methodist Connexion in England >
in that Connexion he continued till the 7th of August 1771,
He volunteered his services for America, and came over with
Mr. Richard Wright, and arrived in Philadelphia the 27th of
October following.
During his voyage he kept a journal. Sept. 12, he minutes

down

the

' Whither

following

am

I

going

close
?

To

questions put to his own heart,
What to do ? To
the new world.
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gain honour? No, if I know my own heart. To get money? No,
TheI am going to live to God, and to bring others so to do.
people God owns in England are the Methodists. The doctrines they preach and the discipline they enforce, are, 1 believe, the purest of any people in the world, they have been
they must
greatly blessed of the Lord in the three kingdoms
If God does not acknowledge me
therefore be pleasing to him.
I know my views are
in America, I will return to England.
Again, he expresses
upright may they never be otherwise."
" I have not yet the
his sincerity after his arrival in America.
thing which I seek, a circulation of preachers, to avoid partialHowever I ara fixed to the Methodist plan,
ity and popularity.
and do what I do faithfully as to God. 1 expect trouble is at
This I expected when left England, and am willing
hand.
to suffer, yea to die, sooner than betray so good a cause by any
means. It will be a hard matter to stand against all opposition as an iron pillar strong, and stedfast as a wall of brass
but through Christ strengthening me, I can do all things."
His soul seemed deeply exercised for the extension of the
The field was too large and the
gospel through the country.
He says on this
harvest too ripe to confine him to one spot.
" At present 1 am dissatisfied
I judge we are
score, Nov. 22
My brethren seem unto be shut up in the cities this winter.
willing to leave the cities, but I think I shall shew them the
way." " I have nothing to seek but the glory of God, nothing
I am come over with an
upright
to fear but his displeasure.
intention, and through the grace of God I will make it appear:
and I am determined that no man shall bias me with soft words
and fair speeches nor will I ever fear, the Lord helping me,
the face of man, nor know any man after the flesh, if I beg my
but whomsoever I please or disbread from door to door
please, 1 will be faithful to God, to the people, and to my own
;

—

I

I

:

;

:

;

soul."

Mr. Asbury continued to travel and to preach until 1779 he
was appointed general superintendant of the Methodist Societies
This

he discharged with such ability as to
His prudence, firmness, and intrepidity gained the affection and confidence of both preachers and
people.
On the 27th of December, 1784, he was elected unanimously to the Episcopal office, and accordingly ordained.
It is well known in Europe as well as America, with what fidelity and zeal this man of God continued to exercise his talents
in

America.

ofiice

give general satisfaction.

and

to discharge

the

duties of this office until the

day of hk

death.

Bishop Asbury was a man of an agreeable stature, about five
frame ; hazle eyes of
a blueish cast, small and piercing a fine high and square forefeet eight or ten inches high, of a square
;
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head.

In early

life

his hair

was perhaps of an auburne or brown-

ish cast, a nose indicative, (agreeably to the physiognomical
rule) of sensibility and judgment ; his complexion was fair, and

was very striking and impressive. It is a good
him taken by Mr. Paradise and engraved by Mr.

his countenance

likeness

of

Tanner.
His personal appearance, I am told, in early life was good.
In his later years his whole carriage and appearance was grave
and venerable He maintained with dignity and propriety both
his office and age to the last hour of his life.
Bishop Asbury was selected evidently under a superintending
providence to the discharge of the duties of the station he filled.
What but the love to the cause of his Redeemer, the love of
souls, and a desire to preach the gospel to a strange people,
could have induced him to bid an adieu to parents, relatives
and friends ; tread under foot all earthly considerations, and
leave his native shore for life ? As a minister entering upon the
important duty of his office, he exhibits an interesting example
to the world of evangelical zeal and perseverance even unto
His zeal was tempered by an excellent judgment as
death.
respected both the religious and temporal concerns of the
church. As a speaker, he appeared to discriminate well when
to threaten the terrors of the law, and when to soothe with the
consolatory promises of the gospel. His subject, and mode of
plain and simple, or artreating it, were suited to his auditory
His voice was strong
gumentative, energetic and powerful.
and ac;reeable. When his system had given away, and he
enfeebled both by age and infirmities, he always spoke with
such an audible voice as to command the most profound respect.
He said much in a few words, and always to the point.
His mind was strong and energetic. His bible was his constant companion, and his sermons were studied when on his
:

;

knees.
He possessed naturally a great flow of animal spirits,
cheerful yet solemn.
He was not a man of tears, yet possessed
a sympathising heart. His doctrines were pure and evangelical.
In other particulars, his " love was without dissimulation ;" diligent in business; " fervent in spirit; serving the Lord;" rejoiced "in hope ^^ " patient in tribulation ;" continued ^' instant

prayer;" and humble in spirit.
Exalted to the Episcopal office of the Church of Christ, it
was no ordinary task to superintend the affairs of three or four
thousand local, and near one thousand travelling ministers, with
more than two hundred thousand membei's of society. Yet he
was like the unwearied sun. He moved from day to day in his
tract around this vast continent of five thousand miles annually,
and diffused his benign influence from centre to circumference.
His expanded soul seemed ever ready to receive and to comin
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municate spiritual comforts. He governed as a father, and with
Plainness of speech
the tenderness and aftection of a brother.
and of manners, as well as of dress, was the characteristic of
Bishop Asbury. Though he possessed gifts and attainments, yet
The faithful historian
they were laid at the foot of the cross.
Avill

place him in time to

come among

the bright stars in the con-

church of Christ. His sufferings and trials he
had familiarized himself to they will only be fully known in a
stellation of the

;

blessed eternity.
To meet the prejudices and conflicting views of the ministry,
in many particulars, as he did, it appears now as if he was directed by di^ special providence.
He was the principal agent
in the organization of the church, and had the entire appointments, as Bishop, of the President Elders to their districts, and
the stationing of preachers on their circuits, for more than thirty years.
He was admirably calculated for the discharge of
this duty.
When the Conference of preachers would justify it,
his discriminating judgment was peculiarly manifested in sending to a circuit two of different talents, calculated to be useful to
A son of thunder and
different temperaments and dispositions.
a son of consolation were not unfrcquently yoked together. Pursuing this course, he gave a powerful and perhaps a lasting imWheu this venepulse to Methodism in these United States.
rable servant of God visited the west, every feeling heart was
gladdened by his presence.
" The Bishop, as a preacher," says my friend, Mr. W. Beauchamp, in his Western Christian Monitor, " Occupied the first
rank among ministers. He was deep, spiritual and animated.
He defended, illustrated and enforced the doctrines of the gospel with great energy of thought, and strength of expression.
His grasp of thought being great, and his mind naturally systematic, his discourses were well arranged and full of instruction.
He had a singular art in comprising any leading doctrine
in all its bearings and consequences, within the compass of a
few words. Hence, though his sermons were generally short,
His voice was strong
yet they contained a vast deal of matter.
and manly ; yet it was sweet and pleasing. His oratory was
It sometimes broke
yet it was natural.
bold and dignified
forth impetuously upon the immense multitudes who attended
his ministry, and moved them as the trees of the forests are
moved by a mighty wind."
" The labours of this extraordinary man," continues Mr. B.
" were astonishingly great. For almost half a century he traversed this vast continent, encountering the heat of summer, and
the cold of winter. He pressed through every difficulty, through
storms of rain and snow, through dreary forests, and over vast
During the
mountains, in the execution of his arduous task.
;
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whole course of his minislry, he probably travelled more than
two hundred thousand miles ; preached from ffteen to eighteen
thousand sermons ; presided at more than tzvo hundred conferences, and perhaps ordained more ministers than any other man.^^
" But his toils and his sufferings are no more.
He has entered upon everlasting enjoyments in the presence of his God,
through the blood ot Jesus Christ. For we wish to be understood, that he expected salvation through this Blood a/one."
He died in 1816. Beauchamp's Western Christian Monitor,
for July, 1816, p. 310, &c.
Theophilus Armenius.
Fe6. 11,1020.
(To be Continued.}
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(Concluded from page 394.

Although nothing special has appeared till of late, yet in
general an ardent spirit of prayer for the prosperity of the
cause of Christ has inspired their hearts. In the winter of 1819
the prospect of a good work revived their spirits ; the plants in
Zion were watered, but their prospects were soon blasted,
1 now come to a relation of the present work.
The 5th and
6th of Febuary last the Quarterly-meeting was held in Pittsfield,
Westpart. The presiding elder could not attend
we felt disappointed, but concluded to do as well as we could.
The
congregation was large on the sabbath ; we had a time of refreshing from the presence of the Lord.
The brethren from
Canaan felt their strength renewed. They returned home and
had a powerful prayer-meeting in the evening. The Sunday
following the glory of God was manifest to their souls
some
appeared solemn on Thursday night, while the Lord fed his
children on the hidden manna of the kingdom. About this time
Mrs. M. had a singular dream
she dreamed the day of judgment had come, and a multitude of people were arraigned before the Judge
she saw a number pass before the Judge,
and received their sentence. Some were condemned, and
others acquitted.
Her turn was soon to come. She felt fearful for the consequences.
She finally dropped upon her knees,
;

;

:

:

and began to pray to God to have mercy upon her, to pardon
her sins, and snve her soul. She awoke and found it a dream.
The spirit of God impressed it upon her mind, that this was
a loud call to be in rendiness to meet her final doom. Her
mind became so deeply affected, she soon after informed her
husband of her exercises, and said to him, she thought it time for
them to lead a new life. The Lord inclined his heart to set out
with her, to strive to flee the wrath to come. On Friday Feb. 18,
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they concluded to go and see Brother T. Norton, and tell him
how they felt, and ask him to pray for them. They set off,
Mr. M. told
but met Brother N. before they got to his house.
him he was going to his house on particular busin^^ss. As he,
Brother N. had started for Alford, he asked him if he could
They ngreed to renot do the business at his house as well.
turn.
They opened their minds freely; and brother N. stayed
and talked with, and prayed for them about two hours, and left
them deeply sensible of their wretched situation. Within four
or five days from this time they found peace with God, through
faith in Christ.
Convictions began to multiply.
The thunder
from Mount Sinai poured forth its alarming voice into the ears
of many.
It was found necessary to have meeting every day
and night. On Wednesday, March 1, they appointed meeting
at nine o'clock in the morning: the congregation was large;
some of the neighbours who had been at variance with each
other confessed their faults with tears, and asked forgiveness of
each other. The power of God reached the hearts of those
who were unconcerned. Such a time was never witnessed in
this place before.
One evening (hey had prayer-meeting at E.
Hill's ; in this meeting it was proposed that all who felt resolved to lead a new life, and wished the prayers of the people of
God, might manifest it several expressed their desires for salvation. Meeting broke up : one aged woman, eighty-four years
old, returned home with her grand children between ten and
eleven o'clock.
After they got home, the eldest son, who professed to have experienced religion about a year ago, saw his
aged grandmother in deep distress of soul on account of sin, and
also his brother and sisters crying aloud for mercy, said unto
(hem, let us ])ra7/.
They kneeled down and began to pray to
God to have merry on their souls. The father and mother were
in bed ; but hearing the voice of prayer
immediately rose, and
came into the room. The father had never experienced religion.
Mis children said, father, pray for us, that God may
save our souls from hell. The old man felt awful ; and began to
think he must pray for himself. He united with his aged mother
and children to implore the forgiveness of their sins. The
eldest son, feeling the need of help, ran to the next house
and called upon Brother J. Norton, who said, what is wanting?
O, said the young man, I want you to come up to our house and
pray for us. I have left all the family on their knees crying to
God to have mercy on them. He went immediately and found
them wrestling with God in prayer for salvation. They continued till three or four o'clock in the morning.
Two or three
found peace, and since this time the Lord has blessed the grandmother and her son. Her son had two children married, who,
'with their husbands, have experienced the favour of God.
In
;

—

—
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this family ten have become the hopeful suhjecis of renewing
The work now became so general and labourers so few,
grace.
the brethren sent a line to me ; I received it on the 5th of March,
in Goshen, Connecticut, while attending a Quarterly-meetI left the town Sunday evening, and Tuesday 1 arrived
ing.
I called at my oldest brother's, but as he was not
in Canaan.
in I went on, concluding to visit the people ; but I felt so impressed for my brother, I thought 1 must return and see him ; I
returned and found him at home.
The moment he saw me,
tears started in his eyes ; I said to him, " You have new times
here." He replied, " Yes." I said, " Do you think this work
is the work of God?"
He said, "Yes, I do." I said, " Do

you desire to share in the blessings of this work?" He replied,
" Yes." I said to him, "Have you made up your mind to seek
salvation till you find it, if it be for you ? With tears in his eyes,
he said, " I have," I then said, " Are you willing to join in
prayer ?" he said, " Yes." I said, " Let us pray." For the
first time I now saw my oldest brother fall on his knees, and cry,
" God be merciful tome a sinner.'''' On Friday following about
eight o'clock in the morning, my brother had retired to the barn
for prayer, and while wrestling in prayer, the Lord whispered,
" Son, thy sins which are many are all forgiven thee, go in
peace." The peace of God flowed like a river into his soul. This
morning soon after sunrise, brother Buel called and said he wanted some help, for there were seven or eight persons at his house
who were in an agony of soul crying for mercy. After breakfast we went up to his house for prayers.
About nine o'clock
the meeting began, and it continued till two o'clock, r. m.
In
this meeting the Lord made bare his arm, and six or seven
They were all young
found redemption in the blood of Christ.
people belonging to Richmond. They returned home rejoicing
The Lord is now carrying on a good work in
in Christ Jesus.
In the evening we met in the meeting-house.
that town.
Listening hundreds were adrh'essed from John ix. 27. Wherefore will ye hear it again ? will ye also be his disciples ? Many
seemed to say, " We will."
Saturday evening, we met in the meeting-house for prayermeeting, hundreds assembled all were solemn, and many were
refreshed from the presence of the Lord.
Sunday the congreIn the afternoon the Lord was present,
gation was very large.
and every heart appeared touched with the softening influences
of the Holy Spirit; every ear was opened, and hundreds were
weeping on account of iheir sins. Deep solemnity pervaded
every countenance, while they were addressed from 2 Cor. iv.
;

7.

We

souls.

truly found the gospel to be a treasure that enriched our

power took hold of an aged sinner, and brought him
was not well. In the evening he requested the pray-

Its

to see all

A?J
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people of God, at which time ten or twelve rose to
manifest their desires for salvation, and also requested the prayers of the people.
Monday morning at sunrise we met for
prayer.
It was truly an affecting scene to see a father bathed
in tears, inviting his son in the most affectionate manner,' to
break off from sin and to go with him to a better world. The
Lord was truly in our midst^ One man who had lived upwards
of seventy years a careless life, saw himself to be a wretch undone without an interest in Christ, fell on his knees and sought
ers of the

mercy.
remarkable instance took place in the awakening and conversion of a very profane man in middle life.
He had attended
the meetings since the work began but seldom
one of his companions in folly, who had become a subject of the work, felt
impressed to go and visit him.
He proposed the thing to one
of his neighbours, who had been long a professor.
They accordingly agreed to go in the morning the neighbour got to the
house first, and told him his errand, that he had come to talk
with him on the subject of religion. The man replied that he did
not wish to hear any conversation on that subject, for he was as
good as any of them and said moreover, " I am going to work."
As he went out to the barn, he met his old companion, who immediately introduced the same subject, saying, " have come to
invite you to lead a new life, and to pray with you :" The man
replied, that he did not want any of his counsel
and as to praying, he could pray where he was, and therefore, needed not his
prayers.
He went into the house, and the man went to work at
his mill. The men united in prayer for their hardened neighbour,
and his family but God, who can work with or without means,
soon found way to his heart while at woi'k. His mind became
deeply affected under a piercing sense of his sinful condition.
In the evening the burden of unpardoned sin became so great,
that he went to meeting and requested the people of God to
pray for him
for about sixteen hours the horror he felt in his
mind was inexpressible; but the Lord appeared to his deliverHe now bids fair to be useful.
ance.
I would notice one instance more in which the grace of God
has been manifested in an extraordinary manner. A man who
for some years had been established in the deistical system, in
the first of the revival, attended the meetings but seldom.
At length he consented to go a few times he soon began to
feel measurably serious, and to meditate upon the work now
going on, and its happy effects. One evening he stayed in
class-meeting,
the children of God spoke freely of his goodness
Others expressed their determinations to strive to flee
to them.
from the wrath to come. In this meeting this deist became sensibly convinced of the reality of religion, and made up his mind
for

A

;

;

;

1

;

;

;
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Not long

after, the

ten thousand,

and

Lord

one
love and adore that Christ he
before rejected.
Love, joy, and peace flowed into his soul.
He now recommends with pleasure and delight the religion of
the Lord Jesus, and dwells with sweetest emotions of gratitude
on the name of him who "Charms our fears and bids our sor-

He now

altogether lovely.

the

felt to

rows cease."

Many other instances might be mentioned in which the power and grace of God have been m.ost convincingly manifested ;
but lest 1 become tedious, I must cut short the relation, and close
by making some general remarks upon the subject. For seven
or eight weeks the work was so rapid and general that the
people met for the worship of God daily. For several weeks
it progressed rapidly, and with much harmony between the different denominations, until our Calvinistic brethren began to
preach their limited system, which was so repugnant to the experience and feelings of the young converts, that it immediately
struck a damp on the minds of some; but thanks to God we
trust the doctrines of free grace, and the sound of free salvation
will triumph over these doctrines ; the votaries of which acknowledge are not profitable to be preached in times of reformation.

The genuineness of the work is not only evident from the
radical change it has produced in the hearts and lives of the
subjects of it, but also from the consideration that its general
influence has extended to almost all ages and sexs ; and some who
before endeavoured to regulate their lives by the rules of morality, as well as some of the most profligate, have been shakea
from their sandy foundation, and led to build on Christ.
Since the work began upwards of fifty have professed to find
between twenty and thirty have attached
peace with God
Before I close I would
themselves to the Methodist Church.
make a remark on the utility of believing and preaching the
In the first revivals in
doctrines which are supported by us.
this part of the town, about fourteen years ago, when sinners
were brought to see their exposed situation, and to feel the importance of a change of heart, gloomy and despairing exercises were very common, from the idea that God had passed them
by, and that from eternity they were doomed to perpetual ruin.
Jn this unhappy and wretched state of mind they have remained for weeks ; but in this reformation we have not had an instance of despair ; and this astonishing and happy effect, I am
led to attribute to the influence of those doctrines which are
calculated to encourage the mourner, and to inspire the Chrisdan with faith in Christ, and to pray for those who are weary
and heavy laden. It is my most ardent prayer to God, that the
:
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doctrine of a full and free salvation may be preached and supported in all the earth.
I am with respect yours, &c.

Lewis Pease.
Otis,May

12, 1820.

ACCOUNT OF THE WORK OF GOD AMONG THE WYANDOTT INDIANS
AT UPPER SANDUSKY.
Extract of a

letter from

Rev, James B. Finley
Ridgeville,

to the

Editors*

August 30, 1820.

Dear Brethren,
Through the mercy

of God, I am still on the shore of
mortality, and hoping for a better world, whenever 1 am called
to leave this.
In many sections of our country, religion is rehave had
viving, and in some places is rapidly advancing.
some as prosperous times, at the close of our last Conference
year, as 1 have ever witnessed.
Many profess to have experienced a divine change of heart, and have been added to the

We

Church,
Believing it will be pleasing to many of your readers to know
of the progress of the mission among the Indians at Sandusky, I
send you a short account of it, with the address of the Wyandotts to the Ohio Conference.
Perhaps it may be expedient
to notice the manner in which the gospel of Christ was first

among them.
John Steward, a coloured man, but born

introduced

free, and raised
Powhattan county, having been brought
to the knowledge of salvation by the remission of sins, and become a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church, at Marietta, Ohio, being divinely impressed, as he supposed, the latter
end of the year 1815, went among these people, with a view to
impart to them a knowledge of the true God.
Unauthorised by
any body of Christians, he went of his own accord, under, however, a persuasion that the Holy Spirit had moved him to it nor
did he stop except for rest and refreshment, until he arrived at
Upper Sandusky, where dwelt the Indians to whom he believed
God had sent him. He was first directed to Jonathan Pointer, a
coloured man, who had been taken a prisoner when young, and
adopted by them as one of their nation. After making known
his mind to this man, he prevailed on him to become his interterj)reter ; and he accordingly introduced Steward to the Indians
as their friend.
They were at that time amusing themselves in
dancing, and they seemed at first very indifferent in respect to
the message of their strange visitor.
He, however, requested
as many as were willing, to come together and hear the word

in the state of Virginia,

;
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of the Lord.
hands.

To

this

they

all

consented by giving him their

Accordingly the next day was appointed for the meeting, at
the house of the interpreter ; but, instead of a numerous assembly, which might have been expected, only one old woman
attended. Not discouraged at this. Steward preached, (as Jesus
had done before him to the woman of Samaria) the gospel to
her as faithfully as if there had been hundreds. He appointed
to preach again the next day at the same place, when his conTo
gregation was increased by the addition of one old man.
these two he preached, and it resulted in their conversion to
God. Next day being the Sabbath, preaching was appointed in
Eight or ten attended at this time, some of
the Council-house,
whom appeared deeply aflected. From this time the work of
God broke out rapidly, and meetings were held every day in
the several cabins, and on Sabbath-days in the Council-house.
Many were convicted of the sinfulness of their hearts and lives,
which they frankly confessed and they seemed astonished that
and their
the preacher should know what was in their hearts
concern for salvation soon became general. The consequence
was, that crowds flocked to hear the word, to learn to sing, and
likewise began to pray in private and public for salvation in
Such, indeed, was their deep solicitude for
the name of Jesus.
;

;

the salvation of their souls, that their secular concerns, for a
This afforded an occasion
season, seemed entirely neglected.
for the mercenary traders to reproach them, and to accuse
Steward of injuring the nation by keeping them from hunting,
and thereby starving them ; though it was manifest their chief
concern was, that the Indians would not furnish themselves with
fur to purchase their goods, of which they stood in no need.
To intimidate Steward, these traders threatened him with im-

He however gave them to understand that he
prisonment.
should not desist from his labours ; and' even if he went to
prison, the Indians would follow him, and he should have an opportunity to preach Christ to them there.
After continuing among them about three months, he proposed
to return to Marietta, .promising to come back when the corn
Accordingly he appointed a farewell meeting in
should shoot.
the Council house, at the close of which there was an universal
weeping among the people ; and such was their aflection for
him, who had been instrumental of their conversion to Christianity, that crowds of them followed him some distance when he
took his departure. He stopped at their sugar works several
days, which were spent in prayer, and in praising God for his
mercies in sending them the good word by their brother Steward.
At length he left them. During his absence, they continued
their meetings, being aided by the interpreter, who united with
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ihem, in praying for the prosperity of religion ; so that on
Steward's return, he found some added to the number of believers.

His return was hailed by many, and they were now fully confirmed in his faithfulness.
After his departure many slanderous reports had been circulated respecting him, which tended
to excite suspicions in some of their minds; but these suspicions weie soon removed after his return among them.
It is to
be lamentitd that certain mercenary men opposed this gracious
work, and even succeeded in- enticing some back to their old
practices, who, in their turn, became persecutors of their brethren.
After some time, Steward proposed leaving them again,
but a circumstance occured which prevented it for the present.
certain Avoman of some note among them, and who was a violent persecutor of the Christians, was suddenly arrested so powerfully that she lay some time senseless and motionless.
When
recovered, she declared that she had been warned in a vision,
that she was in the way to destruction ; and also that Steward
was sent from God to teach the people the right way. She
yielded to her convictions, and exhorted others who were unfriendly to the Chiistians, to repent and to believe.
The work
now revived and progressed rapidly for some time.
Steward, like the first apostle to the Gentiles, who taught
from house to house, went from cabin to cabin, and from camp
to camp ; and with Jonathan the interpreter, who had now become an experimental Christian, exhorted them to embrace the
gospel of Jesus Christ.
They thus laboured for two years with
success, without any assistance of either a temporal or spiritual
nature, except now and then a transient visit from some white
preachers, which was of but little use. After this Steward made
a visit to Urbanna, Champaign county, Ohio, where he became
acquainted with a coloured man, who was a ireraber of the

A

Methodist Church, and persuaded him to accompany him to
Sandusky. Shortly after he returned with a request of Steward
to the Quarterly Meeting Conference of Mad-river circuit to
afford hirn some assistance and counsel.
In compliance with
this request, Moses Hinkle,, junior, volunteered his services,
and went to Upper Sandusky. He was highly gratified in beholding the reformation which had been effected among the
Wyandott Indians. At the next Quarterly Meeting Conference
held at Urbanna, Stewaid attended, presented his certificate
from his society at Marietta, and received a license as a local
preacher, and was appointed as a missionary among the Indians
at Upper Sandusky, where he continues to labour as a faithful
servant of God.
His excessive labours have induced various
afflictions of body, so that he seems daily declining in health.
Frequent fasting, sometimes watching all night, long and loud
Vol. III.
55
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Speaking and singing, have contributed to lay the foundation, if
not of premature death, yet of great debility.
Perhaps it may not be amiss here to mention some of those
national prejudices with which Steward and his colleagues have
had to contend ; for the Indians, like the Jews, have their traditions, to which they are strongly attached.
1. They think the Indians have a different God from the
whites, distinguished by colour and dress.
Their God is red,
paints his upper parts, and dresses with the richest trinkets,
such as bells, beads, rings, bands, brooches and buckles, and
that he requires them to imitate him in this respect.
And even
those who are in some measure awakened to a sense of their
condition, find it difficult to free themselves from these peculiar
notions.
2. The making feasts for the sick, and offering sacrifice to appease the wrath of the Deity, that the sick may be restored to
health, is another of their traditional customs, to which they cleave
with great tenacity, and especially since they have abandoned
Those, however, who
the use of ardent spirits at their feasts.
are truly regenerated by the power of the Holy Ghost, are opposed to all these vanities and as some of their nation who are
yet strangers to Jesus Christ, will yet hold their idolatrous
feasts in the Council-house, Steward and his pious brethren
have resolved, if possible, to build a house of worship. He
constantly contends with those of them who are yet attached to
these customs, and it is greatly hoped he will, by the blessing
of God on his endeavours, succeed in persuading them all to
forsake them.
Their missionary, Moses Hinkle, has commenced building the meeting-house.*
3. Another, and of very evil tendency, is their universal belief in witches.
This exposes them to death; for this is the
punishment they inflict on those suspected of witchcraft. The
;

mere assertion of their conjurors is sufficient to convict a person, and expose him to punishment, and especially if the suspected person belong to another nation. This evil, however,
subsides in proportion to the progress of divine illumination.
But
4. Dunkenness is a very prevailing evil among them.
Steward, and all connected in society with him, have manifested the most determined opposition to any use of ardent spirits ;
and they will not allow it sold among them, except it is to be
used medicinally.
* If any who may read this accouot, should feel disposed to assist these poor
Indians ia building; them a Meeting-house, they may deposit their donations
1\. Bangs and T. Mason, 41 John-street, New-York, or with Martin
Iluter in Ciucinnatti, or with James B. Finley, Lebanon, Ohio, and they may
rest assured that such donations shall be appropriated for that purpose,
J. B. FINLEY

with
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5. The old Jewish practice of putting away their wives for
very trifling considerations, has been a source of many evils.
This very unjustifiable practice is, however, discountenanced
hy the believing Indians, and they now desire to be lawfully
married, so as to be joined together for life, thereby setting an
example of connubial happiness to others of the Indian tribes.
Upon the whole, 1 have reason to be much pleased with these
converted Indians.
I
have not had it in my power to visit
them since General Conference
but have been informed by
those brethren who attended the Quarterly Meeting before the
Ohio Conference, that many of them partook of the sacrament, and that God was present among them.
Brother Steward, and about sixty of the converted Indians
attended our Camp meeting on Mad-river circuit last July, in
company with our old venerable father Hinkle, who on the eve
of life left his comfortable home to be a missionary to the Indians,
May God greatly succeed his labours of love I was
delighted to witness their fervency of devotion, and their zeal
for the saltation of their fellow men.
Saturday evening was
appointed especially for their public meeting, and the seats
near the preachers' stand Avere appropriated for their use.
Brother Armstrong, who had been among them from a child,
and who through the instrumentality of the Methodist preachers has been brought to fear and love God, and is now a ClassLeader, first addressed them, and then brother Hinkle. After
they closed, Monongcu, their chief speaker, spoke to them with
great zeal, and finally addressed himself to the whites in a very
jiatheticand sensible manner.
Several of them communed with
us.
It was a very solemn time.
Never, indeed, was I more
sensibly afiected, than I was at seeing these natives of the forests approach the table of the Lord with flowing tears, which
they wiped from their tawny cheeks with the corners of their
greasy Islankels whilst others stood as spectators of the scene
;

!

—

awful and silent solemnity !
They manifest great concern for the salvation of the other
nations of Indians ; and 1 am informed that t^vo of their chiefs
have gone on a mission to preach the gospel to other tribes.
May the great Head of the Church succeed them.
O ye American Christians! Read Matthew viii. 11, 12, and
Pray, not only for yourselves, that ye
tremble for yourselves.
may escape the anathama there pronounced, but also that the
word of God may have free course among these children of the
desert, that they may be brought into the fold of Christ.
f s€nd you the address of the Wyandotts to the Ohio ConTheir petition has been granted, and Moses Hinkle,
ference.
1 expect to
senior, is our missionary to Sandusky this year,
prepare for the establishment of a school among them, as part
in
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of them have agreed to have one ; but am somewhat at a loss
for a suitable teacher.
I shall write you after my
Quarterly
Meeting at Sandusky, and give you a more particular detail of
affairs, especially in relation to the contemplated school.
Asking an interest in your prayers, I remain with all due respect, yours in the gospel of our common Lord.
James B. Finlev.

address of the chiefs of the wyandott indians to the
ohio conference.
July 28, 1820.

Sunday, 16th instant, in the Wyaudott Council-house, Upper Sandusky, at the close of public worship, ray last address fo the Wyandods by the inlerpreter.
My friends, and
you Chierf^s and speakers in particular, I have one word more to
say I expect to meet our good old Ciiiefs and Fathers in the
church at Chiliicothe, before I come to see you again, and they
will ask me how you come on in serving the Lojd, and if you
want them to keep sending you preachers any longer, to tell you
the good word, or if you have any choice in preachers to come
and teach you.
The answer.
Our Chiefs are not all here, and we must have all our Chiefs
and Queens together, and ihey must all speak their minds, and
then we will let the old Father know.
Appointed to meet me at Negro-Town on Wednesday evening,
on my return from Seneca Town; and having returned found
them assembled and prepared to answer. On entering in among
them, a seat was set in the midst of the room, and
requested
to take the seat, which 1 declined; but took my seat in their
circle against the wall, and directed the interpreter to lake the
middle seat, which was done
spoke.
After a short silence
Dear friends and brothers, I am thankful to find you all here,
and am now prepared to hear your answer.
Monongcu, Chairman and speaker for them all, answered.
We let our old Father know that we have put the question
round which was proposed on Sunday evening in the Councilhouse, and our Queens give their answer first, saying,
We thank the old Father for coming to see us so often, and
speaking the good word to us, and we want him to keep coming and never forsake us
and we let him know that we love
this religion too well to give it up while we live, for we think
it will go bad with our people if they quit this religion
and we
•want our good brother Steward to stay always amongst us, and
our brother Jonathan too, and to help us along as they have
done. Next we let the old Father know what our head Chiefs
and the others have to say. They are willing that the gospel word
;

i

1

;

;
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should be continued among them, and they will try to do good
themselves and help others to do so too; but as for the other
things that are mentioned, they say, we give it all over to our
they know better
speakers, just what they say we agree to
about these things than we do, and they may let the old Father
5

know

their

mind.

The Speakers reply for themselves.
thank the Fathers in Conference for sending us preachers to help our brother Steward^ and we desire the old Father
and
to keep coming at least another year when his year is out
we want our brother Armstrong to come as often as he can,
and our brother Steward and Jonathan to stay among us and
help us as they have done and we hope our good Fathers will
not give us up because so many of our people are wicked and
do wrong, for we believe some wiiite men are wicked yet, that
had the good word preached to them longer than our people ;
and our great Heavenly Father has had iong patience with us
all
and we let the old Father know that we the speakers will
not give over speaking and telling our people to live in the
right way; and if any of us do wrong we will still try to help
him right, and let none go wrong and we will try to make our
head Chiefs and all our people better, and we are one in voice
with our Queens, and we all join in giving thanks to our good
fathers that care for our souls, and are willing to help our
people and we want them all to pray for us, and we will j^ray
for them, and we hope our great Heavenly Father will bless us

We

;

;

;

;

;

all,

and

this is the last.

Twin Log
John Hicks
MoNONGcu, Chief Speaker.
Peacock
Squindeghty.
July 27, 1820.

The Council

consisted of twelve Chiefs and five Queens, so
Seven of the Counsellors arc recalled, female Counsellors.
ligious, five of whom are speakers.

Obituary.
There were about twelve persons present when he revived from
apparent
death, on whose testimony
.
r
^
1 send you the following account of ^Y^
^ely with confidence.
Mr. B. Tread well's death, which I
Yours Sic
'
took from several respectable persons
who were witnesses of the facts as I ji^^i^g cir. Sept. 20, 1820.
"
^
'
nave
tbem la the paper 1 send
To

the Editors

of the Methodist Magiaini.

yoii.

Dear Brethren,
,

.
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A short account

remarkaUie death of Mr.
Bradlpy Treadnell, who died in Weston, Fairfield county, Connecticut, July 20, 1820, in the
thirty-first year of his age.
ofiiie

Some time in the year 1816, he
experience
to
relig-ion,
professed
and joined the Methodist Episcopal
Church,ofwl)ich he continued a faithlul, zenlous, and useful membe'.- until
his death.
He had been appointed
class-leader, and filled the place with
great acceptance to his brethren, encouraginfif them by his ex.Knple. as
well as his exhortations, to a patient
perseverance in the cause of God.
Five days previous to his death, he
was violently seized with a choleramorbus, which soon brought on an inflammation of the bowels, with alarmjng pymptoms. Mis fiends, vieivinghim to bedangerous, inquired into the
ptate of his mind, to which he replied,
" I think 1 can say the Lord's will be
done." On Sunday morning one of
bis brethren coming in, he desired him
which being comto pray with him
plied with, he most heartily united,
and his soul seemed drawn out in fervent devotion to GoJ.
Notwithstanding every exertion was
;

B.

TREADWELL.

room, be earnestly looked at her, and
-j
u vVpI!
mnfliVr JGU
vnii havp
rnma
Have COme
VVel moUlCr,
^^'P'
to hear the last woras of your dying
child ;" and asked her if she felt wil-

ling; to

"

g-ive

O no.

1

him up: her replv was,

don't feel as

if

1

could."

He

"

It is hard for near and dear
friends to part ; but mother do try to
be reconciled we must all die soo'oer
saidj-

:

1 entreat you not to grieve
and mourn for me, but strive to be
prepared to follow, and meet me in
lieaven." She then asked him if he
was conscious that she had not done
her duty to him and his children.'' He
no! you have done a
answered,
great deal for me, and 1 hope the Lord
will reward you for it and no doubt he
He
will if you live faithful to him."
then called his sister, Polly Ann, to his
she
felt
as
if
her
if
bed side, p.ud asked
she could part with him ? She told him
she
could
to
her
that
it did not seen
bear to part v«'ith him. He said, "You
must, for 1 soon shall go and leave
you life ,is fast ebbing, and 1 must

or later.

"O

;

;

soon try (he realities of the eternal
world. I feel perfectly resigned to the
will of God, and the sting of death is
Jesus appears very
taken away.
disorder
the
beautiful, and O, Polly Ann, strive to
made for his relief,
proved stubborn, and never yielded be faithful you are in the slippery
but if you are faithto the influence of medicine, so as to paths of youth
ful, it will be but a short time before
produce even favourable symptoms,
was
he
morning
part
no more."
On Wednesday
we shall meet to
He then asked for h's little children,
thought to be dying, and his neighacquaintance,
and kissed them with parental tenderhours, and numerous
came in to see him take his departure ness, fetched a deep sigh, saying,
" Little prattlers, it is hard parting
composure
to whom, with the utmost
of mind, he spoke of the goodness of with them; but 1 give them up into
prepare
to
the hands of the Lord, knowing that
God, and exhorted them to
meet him in heaven. Addressing him- he will provide for the fatherless chiitlie
imdren." His mother asked him if he
fielftothem severally, urged
portance and necessity of religion, would not rather get well? he rephed,
" On account of my parents and chilas
scene
a
to prepare them for such
He dren 1 should be willing: but 1 am
he was about to pass through.
shewed
and
him,
willing
to die or liv^e as the will of the
called his father to
him the marks of mortification, which Lord may be." But so sensible was
parts
approaching dissolution, that
on
some
his
he
of
liad now become visible
of his body. His father asked him if he requested them to prepare his grave
he
which
raised liisaro's to be meato
and
clothes;
to
die?
he was willing
answcred, " Yes, 1 am; 1 think 1 feel sired, with as much composure as he
for a garment
measured
better
to
to
a
would
be
of
going
an assurance
world than this," and spoke some- when in perfect health,
eldest sister,
his
sunset,
the
of
after
A
little
prospect
time of his hope and
(Mrs. Beers) and her husband arrived
crown of life.
it was judgwhich
time
desire
at
house,
at
the
a
expressed
His father then
once more to unite their hearts aud ed improper for him to say much. He
by
name,
asked
them
called
of
however
throne
supplicating
the
voices in
grace, to which he very readily gave how they did; after which they retired
and
got
some
house
neighbour's
with
a
joined
to
heartily
his assent, and
In the evening they
their devotions. After this he request- refreshmentpeoof
found
a
number
and
temporal
afreturned
his
settle
cd his father to
he
fairs, aud to take the charge of his pie standing around his bed, and
meet
prepare
to
to
(hem
exhorting
entering^
the
was
mother
His
children.
!

;

;

—
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him in heaven. On seeing' his sister,
he took her by the liand, saying, " Sister Esther, you are very near and dear
to me, and I am your only brother
but now you see we must part: O! be
prepared to meet me in heaven " Then
ne addressed himself to his brother-inlaw, exliorting him in the same affectionate manner to be prepared to follow him.
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Persons were sent for to
lay him out; but before
they came, a slight motion was observed about the breast, and liis eyes
were partly open. Judging there were
some signs of returning life, one present
put his fingers to his eyes to see if they
would move and taking hold of his
hand, spoke to him upon which he
perceived a little niotiop of the thumbHe continued until late in the even- His brother in-law then called him by
ing without much apparent alteration, name, and he answered with a faint
His fafrequently impressing or^ all present inarticulate noise and sigh
the necessity of being prepared to ther then spoke to him, saying, " Bradmeet death and taking each by the ley, how do you feel in your mind ?"
Some He answered, " O glorious !" and
hand, he bid them farewrli.
went home, and others, of his relatives soon opened his eyes. H is father said,
lay down to take some rest his moth- " Do you know me ?" " Yes," he said,
er and sister sat by his bed. About "it is my dear father!" The people
twelve o'clock he spoke to them, re- present stood almost lost in astonishquesting they would give him a tea ment, and he raised himself up, and
spoon full of camphor and water every said, " Well I have been gone, but
few minutes as long as he could swal- am permitted to come back again a
low, and when he could not swallow, litde while:" and asked, " How long
to wet his lips: saying 1 shall soon have I been gone? It is about four
sleep the sleep of death, and go to com- days, is it not ?" His mother answermune with my God. Shortly after ed, about four hours. He said he
thishe was heaVd to say, ''Come, Lord thought he should stay about as long
Jesus, receive my spirit, my suffering as he had been gone, which appeared
time will soon be over; yes, yes, my to him long enough to be four days.
suffering will soon be over," and soon Said he had seen the heavenly city,
shut his eyes as if going to sleep. They the new Jerusalem and had seen the
let him lay a few minutes, when speak- river that issued from the throne of
ing to him, they found he was speech- God, of pure wafer, clear as chrysless and to all appearance just breath- tal
that he had drank of it, and it had
ing his last. The friends were called cured him, and he never should feel
up and some of tl)e near neighbours any more pain. Looking up to one
were called in. He had all the ap- standing by, he said, " Aunt Marj',
pearance of one in the agonies of you look surprised be not surprised;
the cold sweat poured from it is true."
death
And casting his eyes on
him so profusely, that his clothes were his astonished friends, said, "Why,
as wet as if dipt in water; his pulse ray friends, 1 am glad to see you all ;
frequently stopped, and faintly return- you look natural. I did not think I
ed with shght gasps; this continued should care to see you again, but I am
and four o'clock glad to see you
till between three
it is a very pleasant
when he gasped, and his under-jaw fell, morning. It was not my wish to come
and they supposing it to be the last, back from that beautiful city, for it
put it up to its place; this in a short was the most beautiful place that 1
time was followed with another light ever saw but 1 am permitted to come
gasp, and his jaw fell as before, it was
tliere may be a suspension of animal
a second time, and all ,..*That
put to its place
t^
r
life even Without miraculous interference, so as
/.,
jL ^,
_ „,„_
present were so confident that lie was ,^ pjoduce apparent death while the soil and
went
some
body are still united, theie is no reason to doubt,
dead, that they left him
out and others sat down by the fire. In such a state, though the mntenaZ organs may
'^'^'^^^ '" Peiform thair ordinary functions, the
At tViio
to iduicut
lament i„j„,„^,^,„;
oegan lo
M lie hptrnn
niS \viff>
At
tniS finite
time l>ie
principle continues active, and might,
His motuer vvas therefore, perceive all those things above related.
and weep aloud
she
It
ought, however, to be further obsei-ved, that
if
almost inconsolable, saying,
^^''^S^ ^e describes to have seen had been
could hear him speak again it would "^'^
Z.
t- e
\
i
„„J was
,.,oo previously impressed upon his mind by reading
tober; and
be a great^ satisfaction
j,,^.
holy scriptures; and therefore mijfht havl
trying to recollect some of his last been perceived bytheci/e of faith. These ob«
words. One present, observed that it servations are not made to do away the idea of
'''^ine interference, which, doubtless, was striu7!iB liUely
lllrplv ne
hp Ijnew
Irnpw mnip
ihnn an
all Ol
of
was
e man
kingly manifested, both in suspend.ng tuefunethem about the glories of the other iions of animal Ufr, and in restoring' them agaii.
Ed.
supposing bini to be really to action.
world

—

dead.*

come and

;
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;
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back a little season. The cries and
lamentations of my parents, brothers

his limits to tell
but exhorted them
all to prepare for that happy place,
He appeared to be perfectly easy,
and sisters, and my wife, came echoing
and reverberating over the hills, and and his mind was calm and composed,
were heard, and 1 have come back to and his countenance cheerful until a
tell }ou not to mourn for such an un- little before he divd.
He then seemed
worthy piece of clay as I am. 1 was to be a little lost, and his senses began
happy, and your lamentations did not to fail about one o'clock, p. m. he
Mourn for sunk in the arms of death without a
interrupt my happiness
yourselves, and not for me." He was strugg-le or a g-roan, Icavins: a heavenasked if he could describe the heav- !y smile on his countenance, and left
euly city He said, " Yes, it lies four his astonished friends to the mingled
squaie, and the streets are paved with emotions of wonder, sorrow and joy.
pure g^ld it has no sun nor moon, Thu? died a faithful servant of the
Lord, adding to the number, wLo have
but the g'iory of God is the light of it
and in the middle of it runs a river of gone before, oni more bright witness
pure water that he had seen ten lo the truth of revelation, and the
thousand angels and glorified spirits." power of that religion which gives
He was asked if he saw any that he victory over death,
knew, he answered that it was beyond
;

—

—

;

:

—
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Written in Richmond Church-Yard, Yorltshire,
by tlie late Herbert Knowles, ot Canterbury.
'•

in the

grave are

tinsel that slione

metals forbid.

all

on the dark

coflin lid.

To

the pleasures which Mirth car. aflbrd—
Tl,e revel, the laugh, and the jeer ?
„ ^h here is a plentiful board
It U aond for us to he here .—If thou 7inlt, let i«
^ ,
^
But
the
guests are all mute as their pitiful cheer.
make here three lahernacles : one for thee, and
And none but the worm is a reveller here
one for Moses, and one for i;/uis."-Matt. xvi. 4.
!

!

.

.

!

METIIIXKS

it is

good

to be here
but for

—

If thou wilt, let us build
Nor Elias nor Moses appear,

whom

.'

and Love
they have wither'd and died,

Shall we build to Ambition ? oh, no
Affrighted he shrinketh away ;
For, see! they would fix him below
f n a small narrow cave, and begirt with cold clay.
To the meanest of reptiles a peer and a prey
!

!

To beauty ah no she forgets
The charms wliich she wielded before
Nor knows the foul worm, that he frets
The skin which but yesterday fools could

build to Affection

Ah, no
Or fled with the
!

[gloom.

But the shadows of eve, that encompass the
The abode of the dead, and the place of the tomb.

.'

we

Shall

:

[side,

—

Unto Sorrow
thp dead cannot grieve
Kot a sob, not a sigh mee'.,« mine ear.
Which compassion itself coulJ relieve
i"

'.

Ah

sweetly they slumber, nor hope, love, nor
[here
fear,—
Peace, peace, is the watchword, the only one
!

!

it

!

adore.
held, or the tint whicii it

And here there are trophies enow
Beneath, the cold dead, and around, the dark

wore.

Are the

!

stone,
signs of a sceptre

Alas

!

'tis

hid, in their turns,

in vain

have been hid-

treasures are squander'd

again—

may

'

dis-

I

;

!

d.-i
j October
r>,* i. t ,qi^
1,ni^.
Richmond,
,

[own
that none

The first tabernacle to hope we will build
And look for the sleepers around us to rise
The second to Faith, which ensures it fulfiH'd—
And the third to the Lamb of the great sacrifice,
Who bequerih'd us them both when he rose to
the skies

The

—

Unto Death, to whom monarchs must bow
Ah, no for his empire is known,

Shall we build to the purple of Pride
The trappings whicli dizen the proud ?
Alas they are all laid aside
And here's neither dress nor adornment allow'd.
But the lung winding sheet and the fringe of
the shroud!

To Riches?

above

Friends, brothers, and sisters, are laid side by
Yet none have saluted, and none have replied'

!

For the smoothness

Who

spirit

!
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SERMON ON ROMANS

VIII.

16,

17,

BY JOSEPH BURGES.

(Concluded from page406.)

What

are the causes which prevent our enjoyment of this
3.
blessing? [viz. the witness of God's Spirit with ours.]
When you interrogate some persons respecting the influences
of the Holy Spirit, they cannot give the answer which the disciples at Ephesus gave to Paul, " We have not so much as heard
whether there be any Holy Ghost;" for doubtless they have
But the answer which they give
often heard of the Comforter.
is unscriptural and irrational to the last degree. They assert that
the gift of the Holy Ghost was confined to the apostolic age.
A
knowledge of the human heart renders a refutation of this asserBut such as have not that knowledge should
tion unnecessary.
be informed, that although the miraculous operations of the
Spirit, generally speaking, have ceased, yet his ordinary influences to illuminate and purify the mind are as necessary as ever
and the only possible way to convince us of the contrary, would
be to prove that every human creature is able to offer unto God
a perfect atonement for past offences; that they possess, (independently of Him,) a plenitude of wisdom, purity, and power,
which enables them to render not only that perfect and uninterrupted obedience which his past and present benefits deserve,
but also such an obedience as will merit at his hand an eternity
of glory and bliss.
With regard to those who ascribe the profession of this witness
to an enthusiastic disposition of mind, we may confidently affirm that the testimony which God bears to our moral state, and
which they thus ridicule, is felt in their own souls, and is the only
assignable cause of those guilty fears, which spoil their present
enjoyments, and reuder the thoughts of death insupportable.
56
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So wise, so good is God,
in his mercy, and lives

VIII.

16, 17.

that he will not suffer the

man who

trusts

pass the time of his sojourning here in doubts and distress : he will cause him to know
"that the ways of religion are pleasantness, that all her paths are
peace ; he will frequently give him a bright prospect of the celestial city, to which those paths lead, and an anticipation of that
fulness of joy, that eternity of bliss, which are at his right hand.
Neither will the Father of mercies suffer the man who walks in
the paths of iniquity to remain in a total state of darkness and
insensibility.
No ; conscience will accuse, will condemn, will
Let
torment, and point the guilty soul to a dreadful hereafter.
not the sinner, therefore, deny the witness of the Spirit. He
cannot divest himself of it. The Spirit this moment bears witness with his spirit that the wages of sin is death, that it is a terrible thing to fall into the hands of the living God.
Not a few there are who disbelieve this doctrine, because in
some of those who profess it they see a practical inconsistency.
But if we reject a doctrine because it is abused, there is not a
truth in the sacred volume that will be able to stand before our
There is an unreal repentance and a real one ; there is a
bar.
feigned faith, there is also an unfeigned one : a partial and an
impartial obedience.
So likewise there are persons who profess
to enjoy a divine assurance of their adoption, yet they neither
possess it in reality nor in appearance : for their works testify
against them but others there are whose tongues and hearts and
deportment unite in praising God for that divine tranquility and
foretaste of heaven which they enjoy from day to day.
In the
time of Jude there were ungodly men, who turned the grace of
God into lasciviousness ; but there were others also, in whose
hearts that grace produced the most salutary effects.
A man of
wisdom is zealously affected in a good thing, while he guards
against the abuse of it.
It is not uncommon for people to lust after comfort, while they
They seek to be justified by Christ,
are regardless of purity.
yet they are found sinners before God. Assuredly the witness
•which the Spirit of Christ bears with regard to those is, " Ye
are of your father the devil, and the lust of your father ye will
to his glory, to

:

do."

The grand cause why

the witness of the Spirit

is

not univer*

which every inferior cause may be traced,
is our inattention to that light, and opposition to that influence
which the Spirit communicates, and which are previously necessary to the justification of our persons in the sight of God.
For
how can the Spirit bear witness to an adoption for which he has
sally enjoyed,

not previously
able?

and

to

made

intercession in us with groanings unutter-

;
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And how can he intercede for us, if we suflfer not the goodness
of God to lead us to repentance ? And how can the divine goodness lead us to repentance when we will not come to that light
which makes manifest the impurity of our hearts, as well as the
iniquity of our conduct? This mental darkness, therefore, in
which we obstinately continue, is accompanied with impenitence, (for we are alienated from the life of God through the ignorance (hat is in us) this impenitence indisposes and incapacitates us to supplicate the throne of grace in the spirit of prayer ;
for how can we pray when the Spirit itself does not help our infirmities ? And what reason have we to expect a blessing which
we do not seek in God's appointed way ? Our continuance,
therefore, in this dark, impenitent, prayerless state, makes it
absolutely impossible for us to enjoy that witness of the Spirit
which opens in the soul a present heaven.
There are persons who produce their objections to this doctrine as a proof of their humility.
They would not be so presumptuous, so arrogant, as to profess an assurance of the Divine
On an impartial examination, however, it will be found
favour.
For these
that it is at their door the sin of presumption lies.
people unquestionably expect an admission into the kingdom of
glory.
In the irreversible counsels of the Eternal God it is decreed, that a preparation for heaven must precede our admission
One man rejoices in hope of the glory of God,
into heaven.
because the love of God is shed abroad in his heart by the Holy
Ghost which is given unto him ; even that Spirit which assures
him of his acceptance, and qualifies him for the enjoyment of
Is this
future glory, by the communication of present holiness.
presumption? Certainly not. This hope maketh not ashamed.
Another man hopes that the Spirit of God will receive him to
glory, although he does not permit that Spirit to enlighten his
mind, or to lead him as a penitent, reformed sinner, to the Saviour's feet, where only pardon, and a hope full of immortality,
can be found. That is, he hopes for glory, yet remains destitute
Here, indeed, is presumption ; here is arrogance
of grace.
here is enthusiasm.
For what is enthusiasm, but to expect happiness without seeking the qualifications previously necessary.
Doubtless there are professors of Christianity whose moral
deportment is an external evidence of their attachment to the
Bui as
Saviour. They have a confidence in the Divine mercy.
they do not seek the Lord with their whole hearts, they cannot
possibly be assured of his approbation; and hence their confidence is mixed and interrupted with many doubts and fears. A
knowledge of Christianity, as it exists in the understanding, and
a strict adherence to the rules of morality, are good
but still the
heart is the seat of religion; and the hope which causes in us
thanksgivings to God, which purifies the heart, animates the soul,
:

;
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and gives an evangelical direction to the wliole of our conduct j
the hope which constitutes our {^resent heaven, and enables us
to anticipate that glorious one which we have in reversion: this
hope is nothing less than Christ in us. The absence, therefore,
of this internal religion implies also the absence of the abovementioned blessings ; where (his is not, there can be no stability
of soul.
What will light and morality do for us when we stand
before the tribunal of him who declares, " Verily, verily, I say
unto thee, except a roan be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God." If our heart be not a habitation for God through
the Eternal Spirit, our morality must be very defective, when
compared with the spirituality and purity of Christ's extensive
law: our religion must be superficial, uncomfortable and transient.
If any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of
his.

There are watchmen in Israel, who do not experience the
witness of the Spirit ; who do not, in the fear of the Most High,
Hence,
investigate the subject with diligence and impartiality.
in the midst of an extensive library, they continue in the dark
yet being encompassed about with sparks of their own kindling,
they send forth their own ipse dixit; and pronounce this docOther dispensers of the living word acknowtrine enthusiasm.
ledge that this witness is enjoyed by a few Christians of eminent
piety ; but that it is neither the privilege of all, nor necessary for
Certainly such a limited, partial exposition of the gospel,
all.
has not a tendency to call into exertion the desires and energies
Hence we have leanness in our oouls, and comof the mind.
The Lord saw this, and it displeased
plainings in our streets.
him.

To

a spiritual mind it is obvious that in the preceding statethis doctrine the exercise of faith in every stage and proFor when the
gress of the Divine life, is necessarily implied.
Spirit communicates that light which makes manifest our sin and
lianger, it, at the same time, discovers the importance of the

ment of

apostle's assertion, and the encouragement which it affords, " He
that Cometh unto God, must believe that he is, and that he is a
rewarder of them that diligently seek him." Hence, in our first
approach to a throne of grace, we must believe in the existence
and mercy of God. When we feel in our souls that godly sorsalvation, we believe the
truth of the Saviour's promise, " Blessed are they that mourn, for
When, by the grace of God we are
thev shall be comforted."

row which worketh repentance unto

depart from iniquity, we rely upon the truth express" Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts ; let him return to the Lord, and he
will have mercy upon hmi, and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon."
The prayer of faith lays hold on the Saviour's

enabled

ed by

to

Isaiah,
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"Ask, and ye shall receive." And thus receiving
and exercising that faith which is the gift of God, and of the

declaration,

operation of his Spirit,

we

are, at length enabled, from the in-

" Verily God hath heard
voice of my cry."
Then, the Spirit itself, in confirmation of this assurance, bears witness with
our spirits that we are accepted in the Beloved.
Finally.
As for our God, his work is perfect. When we are
workers together with the Holy Spirit in his operations on the
human mind, he will grant unto us light and rejjentance; he
will enable us to forsake our sins, and every dependance on our
own righteousness ; he will inspire us with the Spirit of supplication and of faith; and then assure us of our adoption.
But
it is impossible that this last grace should be communicated,
when the preparatory ones are rejected.
IVIay the preachers of righteousness live in the constant assurance of the divine favour May they explain and enforce this
doctrine with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven. And may
all who love the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, and ardently desire an evidence of his love to them, now look with humility and
confidence to the Father of mercies, and now with all the powers
of their soul, embrace and ever hold fast that consolatory truth,
uttered by the blessed Jesus, '^ If ye then being evil, know how
to give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall- your
Heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask him ?"
ternal peace

which we

me, he hath attended

feel, to testify,

to the

!

liiogTea^Vv^j
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a Budhist Priest in the Island of Ceylon.
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the temple, we proceeded to view the
pagoda, or sacred tower, connected therewith. There is no entrance to it, being constructed of a solid mass of earth, &:c. Its
appearance is not much unlike the dome of St. Paul's cathedral
in London.
It rises to a spire, which is, as I have already observed, finely gilt, an ornament with which these towers are
not in the general attended; with this exception, all the others,
which I have seen on the coast, are of the same model and appearance with this.

Having inspected
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The common legend uniformly reported by all the priests, is,
that beneath every one of these piles, is some part, however
small, of the real body of Budhu ; some pieces of his hair, some
clip of his nails, some splinter of his bones, has been deposited
and some even boast of a comat the laying of the foundation
;

plete tooth of

Budhu, being entombed beneath the pagoda of

this

temple.

The learned, however, of the priests, deny this honour save to
four places in the universe ; Rajagooroo informed me, the
tradition is, that the four principal teeth of Budhu, two from the
upper, and two from the lower jaw, were preserved as sacred
relics, and have been deposited as follows :
The first,

in

Lokayey Sarrpayek^ or the world of snakes.

7'Ae second, in Tavating-seh, or one of the glorious heavens.
The third, in Grandharadaiseh, a large city in the empire of

And

the fourth, in the principal temple at Kandy,
preserved in the loorld of snakes, 1 am unable to say,
through igaorance of the subject, or in Tavating-seh, either; but
the Kandian tooth is said to be contained in a massy gold box,
and is certainly carried, to the present day, in splendid procession, upon the back of a sacred elephant, at certain festivals
observed in the Kandian metropolis ; some sketch of one of
It may
these processions, I will endeavour to give hereafter.

China.

How

it is

interesting loan European reader.
This circumstance relative to the sacred relics, or the belief
of it, is sufficient to attach the highest degree of local sanctity to
Hence it is that the
the honoured priests of a Budhist temple.
pagoda itself is an object of adoration and I remember, once,
on a visit to a place called Calany, where there is a very celebrated pagoda, near a river, in the bed of which, it is said
Budhu left the impression of his foot, I saw a number of the common Cingalese people, walking round the sacred tower, with
much zeal, repeating a certain form of words, or litany, as a kind
of responsive song; and on inquiry of the people why they did
and that they might
so, they replied, it was in honour of Budhu

be

;

;

how infinitely
a thousand years ! O thou blessed Jesus
superior are the prospects held out to thy real worshippers, in
an eternity of years ! "And so shall we ever
thy holy Gospel
be with the Lord." 1 Thess. iv. 17.
We were nest conducted to the dwelling house of Rajagooroo,
which is situated without the wall of the temple yard, and as I
have before related, was built under his own superintendance,
and from a plan drawn by himself. The stairs leading to the
upper rooms are remarkable, as being peculiarly awkward and
In buildii)ga house with two floors, the principal
inconvenient.
part in which the native carpenters display any unaptness in
live

!

:

;
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is the stair-case, of which we have a daily
Mission-house at Colombo.
On reaching the upper rooms, we were shewn into them all,
with the utmost readiness.
A fine open virandah encircled the
whole floor, in the manner of the galleries at our ancient inns in
England. Rajagooroo''s study was furnished with a writingtable in the English fashion
and the Christian Scriptures were
among his books. The centre room was devoted to general use
as a library, the books of which were handsome and elegant,
beyond description. In addition to a number of old Cingalese
books, written on leaves, with others in the Pali and Sanscrit languages, there was a large quantity of Burman books, amounting
to
75 volumes, some written in letters of gold, with the leaves
richly gilt, and the covers superbly varnished and embossed
these were given to Rajagooroo from the royal library in Ava,
at the King's command, and were proudly exhibited as the honourable trophies of his wisdom and talent I have since learned
from our convert, that the whole value of this library was estimated at 4000 rds. or "270/. sterling, and his Cingalese books
at about 130^. more.
After examining and admiring this elegant and valuable collection of eastern learning, which the absence of Rajagooroo, unfortunately prevented our having explained to us so amply as our
inquiries would have dictated, we retired to the back virandah,

constructing aright,

proof

in the

;

J

;

and

sat

down

to rest.

We

were presently surrounded by all the household priests
and others, and of course began a conversation with them on
Divine things; the foremost in this conversation was Sumana,
the priest next in rank to Rajagooroo, a man who had accompaand was as firmly rivited in his Budnied his superior to Ava
hist opinions, as his master had been before his mind was enlightened by the influences of Divine truth.
Notwithstanding a
long and interesting amicable discussion, I am sorry to add, no
perceptible impression was made on this man's mind.
We left
him, to all appearance, as we found him.
He succeeded Rajagooroo, on his renouncing heathenism, and at present retains his
Some good effects were doubtless produced on the
situadon.
minds of some of the inferior priests, of which some fruit, though
in a small degree, have been since apparent.
As we were departing, we were shewn another department of
this sacerdotal estate, which must here be noticed, because afterwards some particulai-s shall be related, which Avill give an
interest to it.
It was the dormitory, or sleeping-house of the
;

priests, attached to the temple

a large hall, or building, on the
;
opposite side of the estate, to that on which the residence of the

head priest stands.

The whole concern appeared

a complete
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heathen establishment, connected with which are 60 temples,

which are supplied by 350

We took

priests.

leave of our yellow robed acquaintances in the most

friendly manner,

and thanking the head priest

for his

ready

we

departed, having fixed upon a day on which to
preach to them. He said, he should be happy to see us, and
would have all things in readiness.
On the day appointed, we set out early in the mornings eight
o'clock being the hour agreed upon for the service to commence;
we had previously mentioned our singular engagement to H. R.
Sneyd, Esq. the provincial judge of Galle, a gentleman sincerely
and ardently interested in the success of the Gospel ; and he not
only proposed to accompany us to the temple, but likewise begged us to call and breakfast with him, as we returned home.
Besides this gentleman, the party consisted of brothers Erskine
and Clough, Mrs. Harvard, and myself. Our assistant brother,
A. C. Lallmam, accompanied us as our interpreter. On our
arrival at the temple, we were received in great form by the
priests, with Sumana at their head, dressed in a handsome robe
of yellow velvet. The attentions paid us were by no means
lessened by the provincial judge being with us.
found many of the native Cingalese assembled, and
several Christians, who had been attracted by the novelty of
hearing the gospel in a Budhist temple. One of the priests
recommended the dwelling-house as the most suitable place for
the sermon ; but having had so unequivocal an invitation from
Rajagooroo, I was determined to pursue my original purpose of
preaching within the sacred precincts of the idol's repose ; and
telling the man, mildly, that 1 preferred the temple, no further
The chairs were brought and placed
observation was made.
under the virandah of the temple, for the Judge and another
I then took my standing with my back to the
friend to sit on.
door, and preached to the priests and to the people from I Cor.
viii. 4, " We know that an idol is nothing in the world, and that
there is none other God but one."
The sermon was not one of declamation, or abuse. If that
had been the talent of the preacher, his respect for the honoured
friend, who, this morning, was one of the audience, aside from
every other consideration, would, of course, have prevented
The text is a very fair index to (he
such a mode of address.
sermon then delivered, the design and drift of which was to
attentions,

We

shew

:

Thai there was " nothing'''' intrinsically excellent in the
This was illustrated by inquiring of
idol to deserve adoration.
the head priest relative to the materials of which it wa> composed ; in answer to which he confessed that it was made of
First,

earth.

Here was a good ground of appeal

after the

manner of
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the prophet Isaiah (chap, xliv.) in favour of the declaration in
the text, " JVe know that an idol is nothing in the world.^''
Secondly, That there was nothing either in the chUracter or
doctrines of Budhu, which rendered his image a proper object of
As it reapects the character of Budhu, their sacred
adoration.
books declare, that he was the son of a king, consequently only

a mortal man and hence, the highest thai could justly be said of
him is that he was a good man! Now, thanks be to God there
are thousands of good men in the world still
and if we were to
begin to pay Divine honours to men because of their goodness,
there would be no end to our duties.
And if we were all of us
to become good men, then all would become gods; and there
would be none to worship them. You know Budhu freely declares, that any man, by imitating his example, may become a
Budhu likewise. If this religion were to prevail, and all people
to become Budhus, the world would be a world of kings without
;

!

;

subjects, of masters without servants, of gods without worshipIt is plain, therefore, that whatever may be in the charpers.
acter of Budhu worthy of imitation, there can be nothing to render him a proper object of adoration. And with respect to his
doctrines : though some of them may be good, yet others are very
dangerous and dest)uctive to the souls of men and especially
those which deny a Supreme Creator and God ; which ycu know
Now supis inculcated in the Books of the BndhisL religion.
posing a good man were to bring you a basin of good milk, and
as he was bringing it, through his ignoi^ance, were to put into it
something of a deadly, poisonous nature would you drink the
milk because the man was good ? Or would you reject it bee ause
of the poison ? The good doctrines of Budhu are the good milk ;
Here Sumana the head priest,
but the bad ones are the poisoji.''^
interrupted, and said, " But supposing we did not know that the
I replied
poison was put into the milk, what then
Ceitainly
the fault of drinking it would, in that case,.not be so great.
But
still, notwithstanding your ignorance, the milk would not be the
;

;

V

:

Poison is poison; and though
less poisonous on that account.
hidden and concealed, and unknown, it nevertheless continues to
be poisonous. For many ages the people of this country have
continued to drink the milk, generation after generation, but have
This, their ignorance, is therenot been aware of the poison.
But the people now cannot have this excuse.
fore their excuse.
We are come to this lan15 to shew the people the poison I have
shewed it to you this morning. What do you say ? Wiil you
drink any more of this poisonous milk? Or will you reject it,
and accept of the pure milk of the Christian religion, which has
no poison in it?" There could be no answer given to the inquiry but we perceived the inferior priests to make many observations upon it among themselves.
May the Lord send home
57
Vol. ill.
;

;
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the reflection to all their hearts ! " Ho every one that thirsteth
come ye. Come, buy wine and milk without money and without price."
The service was utterly unlike an English discourse.
had several conversations and debates during the
sermon, which led to remai-ks, which though they have long
been forgotten by me, have, we trust, been remembered by the
hearers.
Thirdly, That "there is none other God but one."
This was
established by several reasons which need not be repeated. And
it was farther shown, that image-worship, even in honour of the
true God, was entirely unsuitable to the divine nature ; who
could not possibly be adequately represented under any form
which we could conceive, and who iDeing a pure spirit, is, of
course, much more honoured and satisfied with the inward spiritual worship of the soul of man, and the outward obedience to
the moral rules of his religion, than it can be supposed he would
be with any gifts, however costly or valuable, or any salaam,^
however profound and reverential, which could be made to a

We

mere image made

in his

name.

The people were

then suitably addressed on the sin and consequences of idol worship, to those who were better instructed,
or who were in the reach of better instruction. And the
glorious doctrines of the gospel being briefly stated and applied
to the people's consciences, after prayer the novel assembly was
Between 20 and 30 priests stood in the virandah
dismissed.
"with me ; and I trust 1 may say it with all proper humility when
I refer to our very peculiar circumstances that morning; for I
cannot conceal the high satisfaction 1 felt in being so greatly
favoured as to be the first Christian minister and missionary I
had ever heard of, who should preach the gospel of Jesus beneath
the roof of a Budhist temple, surrounded by Budhist priests,
and at the liberal invitation of a chief priest. St. Paul boasted
that he had preached Christ where he had not before been named,
and that was certainly my pleasing honour in the present inMay it please God that the fruit may long remain We
stance.
then returned to Mr. Sneyd's to breakfast. This gentleman is
one of those who heartily, and from the purest motives, have given our mission their sanction and patronage. His attentions
have been of such a nature that they could not always be menOur Galle brethren, estioned in our public communications.
pecially, have been greatly befriended Jnd encouraged by him.
And, which should be added to the honour of this truly Christian gentleman and magistrate, his kindness has been invariably
continued to us up to the present period.
About twelve months after this, a priest from the temple ap!

plied for Christian baptism, to brothers Erskine and
* A profound bo«r of reverence.

M'Kenny,
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mind was fully made up in favour of Christianity,
and that his first serious impressions on the subject were received under the sermon which was preached that morning at the
Dadalla temple. He has not yet been baptised, but he Is in
connexion with our Galie mission as a learner, I believe to the
present day. Those brethren, several times afterwards, preached in the priests' apartments near the temple. And though the
preaching has been discontinued, some time since, from the aversion of the majority of their number to Christianity, yet there
can be little doubt that the good seed sown by the brethren on
these occasions still lies hid in the hearts of some of their priestly
auditors
and that it will, ere long, or at least ultimately, produce fruit which will yield them solid satisfaction and abundant
Stating that his

;

reward.

Qur stay at Point de Galle was only for about five weeks. Oa
our return to Colombo we did not see Rajagooroo for some time.
One reason of this was an illness under which he laboured another was, that some oiher good friends were closely pressing
him on the subject of a public baptism. To this he at last conBrother
sented, but had not given us any intimation of it.
Clough and I, going to the Fort Church, as usual, one Sunday,
found that arrangements had been made for the performance of
to step into the
I was requested
the ceremony that morning.
vestry, and applied to, to stand as joint sponsor to Rajagooroo,
with the Rev. George Bisset, the Governor's brother-in-law.
To this I consented with all readiness and the conquered enemy
of Christianity was baptised George, after his senior sponsor.
The whole congregation were very visibly impressed with the
novel circumstance of the baptismal service.
The next day, our convert was invested by his Excellency the
Governor, with the insignia and rank of a Modelair, or native
nobleman. This is a temporal and secular appointment, which,
by the generous arrangement of the Governor, and principal
characters, was designed to be merely a present source of support to him, until he should be competent to the office of the
but from a variety of circumstances, added
Christian ministry
to the great zeal he continues to display in the service of our
government, especially since the commencement of the Kandian
rebellion, and the great personal hazards to which he is continually exposing himself in the service, it is more than probable,
(should his life be spared to return again to the court,) that his
loyal exertions will be rewarded with some more distinguished
honours of a temporal nature. This, I fear, may divert his attention from the sacred office : I pray it may not.
But even should
he continue only a lay Christian, his elevated situation in society
will perhaps afford him a more eflectual opportunity of helping
on the good cause of Christianity, by his extensive influence,
than he might even have accomplished by his personal ministry.
;

;

;
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Here our dear

friends will perhaps begin to feel a

that he was not continued under our care, and

little

regret,

employed as an

itinerant preacher, among the people of his own cast.
We will
not say that our minds were wholly free from the same feeling.
How much soever we may respect the benevolent motive, and
the generous wish to shew some marked attention to this extraordinary conversion, which led to the secular promotion of
George Nadoris, we may take the liberty to express, with all
respectful deference, that it did not altogether accord with our
wishes respecting him, as neither did it with those of some respected friends, who conceived that it might have been advantageous to have placed so pondrous a weight, taken from heathenism, with as little delay as possible in the Christian scale,
by sending him immediately down to his temple, " to preach the
faith he once destroyed."
While we say thus much we are not insensible to a government measure, so obviously in favour of conversions from heathenism ; nor ungrateful in our apprehension of so signal a distinction and reward, as was thus bestowed upon our learned and
celebrated convert.
It is no more than is due to our missionary
character, to give this statement of our preference to a sacred,
over a secular office, for those who are converted from the heathen
priesthood, and the more especially in the case of such conversions as we are at all concerned in.
Reflections, however, now, would be unbecoming: doubtless
what was done in the case of Rajagooroo was done from the best
of motives ^ and the Lord of the Christian church has all continTo have
gent circun)stances beneath his Divine controul.
heard him dispense the Word of life, as a public preacher,
would have been gratifying indeed, and even now we roust not
desjjair of seeing or hearing of it.
There is, notwithstanding, one view of the subject, which
It is now pretty
will still afford us a very pleasing satisfaction.
well ascertained, that the Budiiist priesthood, generally, are
King George and his authoraverse to European government.
ity have very few supporters among the disciples of the yellow
It is not our province to intermeddle with politics ; but
robe.
to us, and to our extensive connexion in our native land, to
whom the British monarchy is so justly dear, from its invariable
protection o\' our religious liberties, it will be a source of no
small degree of pleasure and thankfulness to God, that we have
been made in any measure subservient to the conversion of a
man, who, but for that change, might have proved a formidable
and dangerous enemy, a secret deviser of plots, and an active
promoter of rebellion ; but who, from his conversion, has learned to " fear God," and " honour the king," and who is now

cheerfully

and enthusiastically venturing even

his life in his loy-
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endeavours to reclaim his infatuated countrymen to a sense of

Grown.

their allegiance to the British

which has
been lengthened to a much greater extent than was at first intended.
George Nadoris de Silva is another proof of the power of the gospel to change the heathen.
It is

time, however, to bring to a close an account

(To be Continued.)

From

the

London Methodist Magazine.

REMARKS ON THE CITIES OF REFUGE.

"My

my

refuge,

Saviour

thou savest

!

me from

violence !"

These words were part of a Psalm which David
delivered, as soon as he was freed from his enemies, and had a
His language is figurative, and he here
little time to breathe.
seems to have an eye to the six cities of refuge, then in existence,
It is generally admitted that
as appointed by the Mosaic law.
this law was but a shadow of good things to come, and that its
2 Sam. xsii.

rites

3.

and ceremonies were but so many types of the person or

Lord Jesus Ghrist. These cities, in iheir names
and appointment, appear to be highly emblematical, if not
The sacred writers in this view
typical, of the Redeemer.
looked on the cities of refuge See Prov. xviii. 10, and xiv. 26,
Ps. Ixii. &c. Lsai. iv. 6, and xxxii. 2, and Jer. xvi. 19
and St.
Paul, in Heb. vi. 18, speaking of the promise of Christ made
to Abraham, represents believers deriving strong consolation
offices of the

:

;

whilst fleeing lo him as iheir refuge.
In the 20th chapter of
the book of Jo-hua, verses 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, we have a description
of these six cities, with their names and use.
Hebrew names
have all a pariicular signification; the names of these cities
seem very applicable to Jesus Christ.
1. Bezer, which we are toid signifies a /oriT^ca/zou or muniCompare this with Isai. xxvi. 1 4, xxxii. 2, and xxxiii.
tion
16.
Jesus Christ, too, is styled the rock of ages, and on this

—

rock

his

chuich

is

built.

" The name of the Lord (Jesus

Christ,

who bore

er, the

righteous runneth into

Bezer

is

the

fortified

power of God,

name and

titles

of Deity,)

is

a strong tow-

and are safe." Our spiritual
round by the love, wisdom, faithfulness, and
it,

as displayed in imdertaking, designing, promis-

and execuiing the work of redemption. Does Justice threaten ? The atonement of Jesus Christ hath appeased it.
Does
the law, like the avenger of blood, pursue the sinner ?
Jesus
ing,

—
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Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to every one that
believeth.
Are we templed? His grace is sufficient for us.
Are we tried ? As our day is, so shall our strength be. Does
death appear to be clothed in terror ? For this purpose was he

manifested

in the flesh,

" that through death he might destroy

him that had the power of death, that is, the devil, and deliver
them who through fear of death, were all their life-time subject to bondage ;" " for whosover believeth on him shall not
perish, but have everlasting life."
Whatsoever circumstances
the believer may be placed in, he can still flee to our spiritual
Bezer, as a place for refuge, and be saved from violence^
2. Ramoth-Gilead, exalted witness.
Jesus Christ is the
faithful and true witness ; he came to declare the whole counsel of God to a perishing world
he was anointed with the oil of
gladness above all his fellows; the Spirit was given him without measure
the Spirit of the Lord God rested upon him, because he was anointed to preach the gospel to the poor, to heal
;

;

the broken-hearted, to proclaim deliverance to the captives, to
pour light upon those who sat in darkness, and burst open the
prison-doors of those who were bound.
He is exalted^ high, or
elevated.
I. In his name,
God over all, blessed for ever. To
him is given a name which is above every name, that at the
name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and
things in earth, and things under the earth; and that every
tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory of
God the Father. 2. Exalted in his nature, God manifested in
the flesh.
3. In his mission,
to proclaim peace on earth,
to scatter the gloom of ignorance and superstition,
to put to
flight the powers of darkness,
reconto bear the sins of men,
cile the jarring attributes of mercy and justice,
save a perishand wrench the keys of hell and death from the
ing world,
hands of the infernal tyrants. 4. High in the place of his
abode, in the highest heaven, far above all principality, and
power, and might and dominion, 5. High in his people's esfor to these " he is precious."
teem,
3. GoLAJ?, a revolution, a passage, or a passing over.
1. In
Jesus Christ the prophecies met with their accomplishment, the
shadows with their substance ; the patriarchal, legal, and prophetic dispensations were but preparatory to him : through him
a revolution took place in the religious hemisphere ; dai-kness
rolled away, the stars of the Mosaic law-hid their diminished
heads, and the Sun of Righteousness arose in unclouded yet in2. The sinner having fled to our spiritual
creasing splendour.
Golan, a change or revolution takes place in him. " If any man
be in Christ, lie is a new creature ; old things dire passed away,
behold all things are become new." 3. He is Si passage, or

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

passing over,

Jesus Christ

is

the true

and the

living

way, from

—
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from misery to happiness, from earth to heaven.
through him alone, the angel of justice passes over the sinner and spares him.
It is through failh in him, the believer is
brought into his kingdom here ; it is through him alone, he is
enabled lo pass over the Jordan of death, and enter into the
heavenly Canaan.
4. Kedesh, holiness.
Jesus Christ was immaculate holiness
in his divine nature, and, at times, it burst through his human

sin to holiness,
It' is

nature,
his

and was

human

visible

nature.

In

to

He was pure, too, in
mortals.
His enemies could
sin dwelt.

him no

—

not cast a slur upon his character,
Pilate found no fault in
him,
David called him the "Holy One :" the angel Gabriel,
when he announced his birth, bore testimony to his holiness,
and God himself said, "This is my beloved Son, in whom I
am well pleased ;" a decisive proof of his purity and holiness.
Kedesh was situated in the land of Canaan. When a sinner has
fled to our Bezer to escape the curses of the law,
when he has
heard the voice of our exalted witness, and, passing through
Ramoth Gilead, has passed over Jordan by the way of Golan^
(a revolution, or new-birih,) he becomes an inhabitant of Kedesh ; and, conforming to the laws of the city, has " holiness
lo the Lord," inscribed upon his heart.
5. Shechem, Ql part or portion.
Jesus Christ is the portion
of his people, and is formed in their hearts the hope of glory.
And they are his portion also. " The Lord's portion are his
people, they are the lot of his inheritance."
beloved is
mine and I am his." They are subjects of his kingdom, members of his church, adopted children of his family, members of
his mystical body, heirs of God, and joint heirs with Jesus Christ.
Shechem also signifies a f^ou/c^er ; thereby implying government or power. See Isaiah ix. 6, 7. Jesus Christ feigns over
his people,
devils fear
nature bends in obedience to him,
him,
and angels worship him ; and he will and must reign till
all things are put under his feet.
Those, too, who have fled to
Shechem, are made kings and priests unto God ; they are possessed of a kingdom even here, and a crown of glory awaits
them in a future world.
6. Hebron, friendship, mediation or fellowship.
Jesus Christ
was styled ihe friend of sinners, all his disciples are called his
friends, and to these he is a friend that sticketh closer than a
brother.
He is our mediator, and ever maketh intercession for
us.
We have fellowship with each other, " and truly our fellowHe, as the
ship is with the Father, and bis Son Jesus Christ."
second person in the Trinity, enjoys a most intimate and mysterious union with the Father, and his people enjoy a similar union

—

—

—

—

"My

—

—

—

—

and communion with him. See John

xvii.

21—24.
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These cities were situated, three on the east of Jordan, towards
the wilderness, and three on- the west, in the land of Canaan,
There was a way made to them, as we are told in Deut. xix. 3.
There must be a way made to Jesus Christ. " Prepare ye the
way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway for our
God: every valley shall be exalted, and every mounlain and
hill l^e bi ought low
and the crooked shall be made straight,
and the rough places plain!" This is the way of repentance,
faith, and hniine-^s
all low and unworthy views of God must
be exaUed, every high thought of ourselves must be brought
low,
the lough way of our own works must be made smooth
by faiih, t!ie crooked ways of sin be made straight by holiness.
It has been said by some, that at every bye-path, there was a
post put up to direct; and, on each post, "refuge" written.
The Scrifjtuies of Truth are direction-posts, " Let the wicked
man forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts, let
him turn to the Lord, and he will have mercy upon him, and to
our God, and he will abundantly pardon." The ministers and
people of God are like these direction-posts and as they point,
ihev cry
" Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away the sin
;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

of

th^>

;

world."

The man-slayer was

not safe, till he got within the city.
he has a personal and experimental
intej est in Jesus Christ
for desires alone can never save the

Neither

the sinner,

is

till

;

soul.

When the man-slayer had got into the city, he could converse
So can
with the aveng;er of blood fearlessly through its gates.
he considers that law which before terrified him, now
the sinner
as " holy, just, and good," and can now say to that adversary
which befor.e was the object of so much dread, " Get thee be;

hind me, Satan."
But the man-slayer was not safe, unless he abode within the
" Let him (them) that thinketh
neither is the siruier.
city
he siandeth, take heed lest he fall," " Let him watch and pray,
lest he entei' into temptation."
"My refuge, my Saviour! thou savest me from violence I"
This was the lefuge to which David fled, and here he found a
present salvati m, " thou savest.''''
Did the curse of the law
pursue? In Bozer, the strong fortification, was he saved from its
Did salan tempt ? In Ramolh, the exalted, he found
violence.
one stronger than the strong man armed. Was his mind involved in doubts, and oveispread with gloom ? In Golan, he found
them dispersed, a revolution took place in his soul, and he felt
confident he had passed from death unto life.
Did he fear lest
his inward corruptions should prove too much for him ? In Kedesh, he found a fountain open for sin and for uncleanness, a
fountain blessed by the Spirit of Holiness.
Was he in trouble
:

—

—

.

t"HE
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and affliction, and had to suffer bereaving providences? In
Shechem, he found a portion, and here he knew a government
awaited him. Did he mourn because all his friends had forsaken him, lifted up their heels against him, and became his enemies ? In Hebron, he found a friend and a mediator, and through
him he enjoyed fellowship with his Father in heaven. The
Lord is my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer the God
of my rock, in him will trust my shield, and the horn of my
salvation
my high tower, and my refuge, my Saviour thou
;

1

;

;

savest

me

;

from violence !"

^isceWaneows
THE IMPORTANCE AND UTILITY OF MISSIONARY EXERTIONS.
It

is

estimated that six-eighths of the inhabitants of the ter-

raqueous globe are now destitute of the gospel. What a call
for the exertions of the Christian world! Shall these souls perish for lack of knowledge ? Can we look on with cold indifference, while so many of our fellow-men are enveloped in all the
darkness of heathenism ? No But why ask these questions ?
Is not every part of Christendom upon the alert in the great
missionary cause ? So, indeed, many seem to think.
And by
indulging this thought they excuse themselves from doing any
thing.
But is not this a manifest proof that there are many
who do nothing ? And merely because they imagine others are
doing every thing that is necessary ?
Those who think that American Christians are doing all they
can in this glorious cause, would do well to glance at the exer!

tions of

European Christians, and compare

the

amount which

they raise annually for the support of missions, with what
done in this country.

The London Missionary

is

Society received for the
^94,814, 29.
for the year ending

year ending April 1, 1819,
Church Missionary Society

March 31, 1819,
Wesleyan Missionary Society
June 24, 1819,

-

-

'l21,958, 65.

year ending
101,839,60.
Baptist Missionary Society for the year ending

Dec. 1817,

for the

....

29,547, 06.
Society for propagating the gospel in the year
ending Nov. 1819,
193,474,64.

The

Total for missions received by these
Vol. III.
53

five societies,

$54 1 ,634, 24.
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The American board

of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions received in the same year as above mentioned, the sum of
$34,166,68.
The Baptist board of Foreign Missions from May 1,
1818, to May 1, 1819.
18,942,16.
The Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, formed April 5, 1819, in their first
annual report acknowledge the receipt of only
823, 04.

Total $63,931, 88.

How

reason have we, therefore, to congratulate ourselves, when, from the above statement, it appears that the
people of this country give less than one tenth as much for the
extension of the Redeemer's kingdom as do the people of Great
Britain, while our population i^ about two thirds as great as
Even the Methodist Society, who are comparatively
theirs.
poor, give three times as much money for the support of mislittle

sions as is furnished to the American Board of Commissioners
The Methodist Missionary Society in this
for foreign missions.
country, is to be sure young ; but how feeble its exertions, and

how

small

its

funds,

when compared

to a similar institution

in

Great Britain.

The

following observations, extracted from a letter received
Mr. J. F. Watson, on the subject of missions, will, we presume, tend to impress the importance of this
He observes,
subject upon the reader's mind.
" The writer is one among many, who has been much interested in reading in your May and June numbers, the interesting

by

the editors from

report and proceedings in relation to our newly formed MisGod grant that the most generous affection
sionary Society.
for the wide diffusion of Christian missions, may bpcome univerOnly let every man lay by him in
sal among our people
store' (his gift for this purpose) ' a§ the Lord hath prospered
If
him,' and what a sum would be brought into the treasury
all our people, estimated, (after deducting thirty thousand who
may be supposed unable to give any thing) at two hundred thousand, were to lay aside three cents a week, it would amount to
Is it possible we can say we
the sum of $312,000 per annum.
have no means to help to evangelize the world!
" The writer is induced to the present communication from a
belief, that many of our brethren are not sufficiently awake to
that universal love which out;ht to ch;n*aclerize the followers of
Christ; nor to the best means of accomplishing the grand deAlthou^di they may feel a
sign of His coming into the world.
!

'

!

desire to do

;:;ood,

may be somewhat of selfishness in their
may not be fully aware and which, I

there

views, of which they

;
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needs only to be exposed, to make them prompt to forsake
spirit of Christianity teaches us to regard all mankind
It is the
It knows no sectional partialities.
as our brethren.
very spirit of Cain to say, Am I my brother's keeper V 1 do
verily believe that this selfishness, so incompatible with the
Spirit of Christ, furnishes the strongest reason why, in eighteen hundred years, we see so many heathen lands yet destitute
of the gospel.
The monies which have been expended to gratify the pride of men, in superb edifices, &;c. would have been sufficient to have sent missionaries to the whole world
Let us,
therefore, never cease to regard the whole world as a common
trust,
it

— The

'

!

in which all are commanded to labour.
But the gospel,
are emphatically told, cannot be preached without ^preacher, (evidently intimating that God designs to propagate his gospel by human agents) and we are solemnly questioned, ' How
shall they preach except they be sent V And shall not those
who have the means to aid in sending forth men of God, apply
them for that noble purpose ? Shall it be said that one soul is
worth more than the whole world, and we not give something of
our abundance to save souls ?
The celebrated Hannah Moore, in her last work on Prayer,
has some good thoughts respecting missions and missionary
people, with which 1 shall close the present remarks.
She
says, ' If we pray'' that 'God would give his Son the heathen
for his inheritance ;' that ' the knowledge of the Lord may
cover the earth ;' that, ' the sound may go out unto all lands ;"*
* his
saving health unto all nations ;? and yet are satisfied to
keep the sound within our own hearing, we pray, it is feared,
Jf wf do nothing we are inconsistent; but if
with feigned lips
toe oppose, we do worse than nothing.'
God has committed
Christianity i^to the hands of Christians, for universal diffusion.
He now works miracles no longer for the Heathen He turns
them over to Christians. As he formerly wrought miracles for
the poor and sick ; He now resigns to human agency to provide
for the spiritual wants of the ignorant, as well as for the temporal wants of the indigent.
Thus Christianity and riches are
now put in the hands of Christians /or the more general dispersion of both to the respectively destitute.'
If we all were more
generally awakened to these scriptural views of Miss Moore,
methinks we should 'bring of our treasures to the warehouse,'
ant! soon make mighty efforts to fulfil the last charge of our Divine Lord, " Go preach my gospel to all nations."
field,

we

!

—

'

:

;
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AN ANECDOTE.

While

Upper-Canada, in the y6ar 1803, on the
left Little York, the capital of that
Province, in order to go down the Lake shore, and had about
About
thirty-five miles, mostly wilderness, to pass through.
sun-set I came to the house of an Indian Trader, where were a
first

travelling in

day of January

1

number of people assembled from a neighbouring settlement,
men and women, celebrating the New Year. I had then ten
miles farther to go in order to reach the settlement, where

I

had

an appointment to preach on Sobbath morning.
After riding about two miles, I came to a small creek, partly
and
frozen, and the bridge so broken I could not cross on it
neither could I, by any means in my power, though I tried for
an hour, get my horse over the creek. Being in the woods,
the wrather very cold, and it being in the night, after consid*
erable labour to no purpose, I was under the necessity of returning to the above-mentioned Indian Trader's, it being the
Desiring, if possible, to reach
only place to which I could go.
my appointment Sabbath-morning, I offered them money if some
This, however,
of them would go and help me over the creek.
they refused ; but said, if 1 would stay with them, they would
I had no alternative, but to accept their invitause me well.
They were quite merry, singing and
tion or stay in the woods.
dancing.
Although I declined the whiskey which was the first thing
they offered me, 1 thankfully accepted of some supper, having
They continued their singing
eaten nothing since morning.
and dancing, and I commenced a conversation with a female,
who, I found, had been a professor of religion. Our religious
conversation soon attracted the attention of others, who gathered around me, and to whom I spoke freely on the necessity of
By this time so many had collected around me, that
salvation.
Wherefore a robust
they could not well carry on their dance.
looking man came up to me and said " Friend, if you will be
you must not preach !" I replied, that
here you must be civil
I was not preaching, but as providence had cast my lot among
He
them, he could not blame me for discharging my duty.
He then, pardy by persuasaid, " No— but we must dance."
sion, and pardy by force, led them on to the floor, and they
About twelve o'clock I requested libcontinued their dance.
erty of the Trader, who had manifested much friendship for me,
Liberty being granted, they were
to address the company.
persuaded to desist from dancing any more that night, as they
were intruding upon the Sabbath.
The Trader then informed me that the Indians with whom he
was trading, and who were encamped near by, expected a dance
;

—

—
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and he wished my liberty to call them in for that purpose. I
him I was not master of the house but advised him, if
He replied that he had pledgpracticable, to dispense with it.
ed his word to them, and unless he redeemed it, they would be
much offended. Accordingly he went out, and gave an Indian
whoop, and forth they came from their encampment, and rushed
told

;

into the house.

They immediately commenced

their

dance,

which was performed by knocking on an old frying pan with a
stick, every one singing, and moving in a circular direction with
great swiftness.

They made

a heidious noise

!

had an opportunity through the Trader,
who was my interpreter, to converse with them on the subject
of religion.
They formed a circle around me, while I addressed myself to their Chief. I asked them if they knew from whom
they had descended ? The answer was, " That the Good Spirit made one man at first, and placed him on
a small Island,
(according to his description about the size of an acre of land)
that this man offended the Good Spirit, and for which offence
the man was driven from the Island on to this continent
from
him they had all descended." I then gave them an account of
This being ended,

1

—

the Creation of the world, of man in particular, of his first sin,
and of his consequent expulsion from paradise, and the subsequent peopling of the world, according to the sacred scriptures
To all which they listened with great attention.
I then asked if they had ever heard of Jesus Christ ? It was
answered " No." Then I gave them an account of His birth,
life, miracles, sufferings, death and resurrection ;
and the end

—

While describing the
with astonishment, and
Having ended
great solemnity rested on their countenances.
my discourse, the Chief threw his arms around my neck, huged and kissed me, called me father, and asked nie to come and
live with them
and be their instructor. The simplicity with
which they received my words, and their affection greatly affected me
and this interesting interview with these sons of the
forest more than compensated for the inconveniences I had suffered.
Indeed, I hoped the time was not far distant when
these heathens should be given to Christ for His inheritance.
But the most disagreeable part of the story remains untold.
The Indians had retired peaceably to their encampment, and
most of the Whites had gone to their habitations, when a quarrel commenced between the Trader and one of his associates.
The form.er, by this time, had becom.e so intoxicated as to
loose the government of himself, but still demanded more whisTwice they drew
key, which the latter refused to let him have.
their fists to fight, and twice I placed myself between them, and
The
wgis the means of preventing them from coming to blows.
to be

accomplished by

all

sufferings of Christ, they

:

these things.

seemed

filled
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drunken Trader, after much altercation, swore that unless whiskey were given him, he would call the Indians, and murder
them all. " Go," said the other, " as soon as you please." He
went and at his call the Indians came in a body to the door of
the house.
There were three men besides myself, and one woman in the house. These armed themselves with cudgels, and
stood at the door with a determination, if possible, to knock down
the Indians as they entered
I shuddered for the consequences.
Blood, the blood of my fellow-creatures, I feared would be shed.
(O the curse of ardent spirits !) The Trader now opened the
door, came in, and threatened those within, that, as his guards
were at the door, unless whiskey were given him, he would fall
upon them. "Will you?" said the other, raising his fist to
strike, which I prevented again by stepping between them.
Taping the exasperated man on the shoulder, and accosting him
finally persuaded him to go in bed with
with a few soft words,
me. 1 lay down with him, and he soon fell asleep. Thus, by
the mercy of God, ended the contest without shedding of blood.
Soon as daylight appeared, 1 went on my journey, feeling thankful to God for preserving me in the midst of dangers, and espe-

—

!

1

cially for the pleasing interview with these untaught barbarians.

From

1 have felt a tender concern for their salhope the present exertions which are making for

that lime to this

vation, and

I

their conversion to Christianity

^eWgiows

an(\

may

be rendered effectual.

Missionary InteWigeuce.

For the Methodist Magazine.

Short Sketches of revivals of Religion among the Methodists in
the Wesler7i Country,
-

No.

2.

ACCOUNT OF THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF METHODISM
TUCKY AND TENNESSEE.

IN

KEN-

doctrines of Grace as held by the Methodist Episcopal
in the United Slates of America are unquestionably the
They are truly founded on the holy
doctrines of the Gospel.
Their articles of faith are copied from those of the
scriptures.
Church of Englrind, with very little variation, leaving out only

The

Church

The Wesleyan Methodists
those parts relative to government.
in England have not departed from the established church,
and of course maintain the doctrines embraced by the same
articles.
Yet with what barefaced eflVontery do the authors
Encyclopedia, Lempiere's Biographical Dictionary, and some others endeavour to palm

of Nicholdson's British

—
AMONG THE METHODISTS

IN

THE WESTERN COUNTRY.

upon them doctrines wholly repugnant

The common bungling

historians,

to those held

who attempt
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by them.

to write

about

Other people, of whom they know but little, if any thing at all,
might he permitted to sink into silent contempt ; but an Encyclopedia, bearing so national a title, shows with what carelessness things of great pretensions are palmed upon the public.
If their statements prove to be false, and so glaringly so,
in matters so important, surely, it is sufficient to shake one's
confidence in the i orrectness of a work of this description.
No course so completely discomfits the cilumniators of the
day, as an indifference to their envenomed shafts.
The enlightened and inquisitive age in which we live, affords us
abundant evidence that mankind are not long to be deceived by
defamation and slander.
No people since the apostolic day
have so gradually raised into so «;eneral notice under all the
malign influence of bigotted, or wicked men, nnd devils themselves, as the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States
The stiama hitherto resting upon this people for
of America.
thfir piety has had a tendency to prevent their societies from
being crowded with half-hearted and lukewarm professors.
Th'^- change of public opinion becoming more favourably disposed, in consequence of so clear manifestations to the world
of the purity of their principles and intentions, and a proper
administration of wholesome discipline ; this society, which
were but a handful as it were of yesterday, have now become a
vast body of people, extended up and down and over the continent of America.
This land of liberty is more congenial to
iheir growth than that in which they first took their rise.
That
little,
yet fertile island (Great-Britain) was too confined and
circumscribed to afford a theatre for the operation of so extensive- a plan of itinerant preaching.
America and Asia must be
ultim itely the countries in which this plan will be best wielded,
till the sound of the truths of the blessed gospel, shall resound
from shore to shore, and from the rivers to the ends of the
earth.

Two things are however necessary to keep up a body so
large and extensive as the Methodists have become as a people,
in a healthful and spiritujl state, and these are, a wholesome
administration of the discipline of the Church, and proper provisions to be made for drawing into and keeping up the tr.< veiling connexion, a weight of character for piety, intellic^f nee and
talents.
Should these fail, and convulsions in the Church arise,
experience, many may be found setting down as pasindependent congregations.
To trace the rise and progress of these humble people in the
Western Country, the most authentic documents respecting
them are the minutes of their several annual conferences.—

which

tors of

all

1
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From

these it appears, that in 17S6 the travelling preachers apto the west were
For Kentucky, James Haw and Ben-

—

pointed

jamin Ogden.
Nos. in Socie^.
Whites. Col.

1787: Kentucky, James Haw, Elder, Thomas Williamson, Wilson Lee,
90
Cumberland, Benjamin Ogden,
1788: Kentucky, F. Poythress, James Haw, Elders.
Lexington circuit, Thomas Williamson, Peter
Massie, Benjamin Snelling,
200
Cumberland, D. Combs, B. M'Henry,
59
Danville,
Wilson Lee,
220

00

10
4

50

479 64
Lexington circuit embraced the north side of Kentucky rivCumberland, the lower end of the state, and part (perhaps)
er
of Tennessee and Danville, the centre of Kentucky being on

—

the south side of the river.
1789: Kentucky, F. Poythress, Presiding Elder.
Lexington circuit, Jas. Haw, Wilson Lee,

Danville

Cumberland

Stephen Brooks,
402
B. M'Henry, Peter Massie, 410
Thomas Williamson, Joseph

225

Hartley,

2

30

00

1037 51
This year it appears that there was a considerable revival
of religion and increase. The name of Wilson Lee, by the early
settlers, and subjects of religion, is yet gratefully remembered
by them. How sweet and refreshing to the pious mind is the
remembrance of true piety! Conference for the first time was
held in the west, in Kentucky, on the 26th of April this year
(1789.)
1790. Kentucky, F. Poythress, Presiding Elder.

Lexington

Henry

circuit,

Birchett,

David
424
66

32
00

Danville

Thomas Williamson,
S22
Stephen Brooks,
212
B. M'Henry, B. Snelling,
Wilson r..ee, James H aw, Pe241

26

Madison
Cumberland

Limestone

Haggard,
S. Tucker, J. Lillard,

8

41

1265 107
Limestone was taken from Lexington, and Madison from
Danville circuit

this year.
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Nos. in Society.
Whites. Col.

1791. Kentucky, F. Poythress, Presiding Elder.
Limestone circuit, Peter Massie,

Lexington

—

Danville
Salt-river

-

137

6

gard,
543
The. Williamson, J. Tatman, 520
Wilson Lee, Joseph Lillard, 259

37
28
23

Henry

Birchett,

David Hag-

1459 94
seems to be dropped this year, or blended
in 1812 it is again placed on the minutes.
This year there were in society west of the mountains, in addition to the above.
In Pittsburg circuit,
136
Redstone
.
32
Ohio
Pennsylvania and Virginia side,
317
4

Madison

circuit

with Danville;

16

774
10
This year Peter Massie died. By the brief account of his
death, as it appears on the minutes, we find, that " Peter Massie" had been "under ihe profession of religion for some years.
He felt some declension in spirit and practice of religion for a
season, but was afterwards restored.
He laboured faithfully
in the ministry for upwards of three years, confirmed and established in the grace of God and useful.
An afflicted man who
desired and obtained a sudden death, by falling from his seat
and expiring Dec. 19th, 1791, in the morning about nine
o'clock, at Cumberland on the Western waters.
Though thus
briefly noticed, the death of one of these early heralds of the
gospel, all we have to lament on this score, is, the want of materials to add a few remarks more.
He was the first that died
on the " Western waters in the harness there is something
that endears us to those who, imitating the example of the
blessed Jesus, live and labour and die for our good.
Let
their memory be had in "everlasting remembrance."
Peter
Massie, I am informed, before he embraced religion, made a
miraculous escape from the Indians. Being with a party who
entered their country, he was pursued so close that when near
the Ohio river, not knowing how to escape, he threw himself
down the bank into the weeds. The Indians arriving just at
that instant on the top of the bank, and he observing them,
concluded flight was vain, laid still, whilst he beheld every
muscular movement of their painted faces above him. They
supposing that he had got off by s-wimming or otherwise, left
the bank, and he escaped 1 He is, we trust, now far from all
;

danger.

Vol, hi.

59
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Nos. in Society.

Whites.

1792.

The

first

held in

Col.

day of May, Conference was again
Kentucky.

Kentucky, F. Poythress, Presiding Elder.
149
Limestone circuit, John Ray,
Lexington
John Sewell, B. Nortjijcoti.,
i>62
John Page,
Wilson Lee, Richard Bird, 597
Danville
Salt-river
Henry Birchett, L Hammer, 381
370
Cumberland
John Ball, J. Stephenson

7

41
44
27
57

2059 176
This year Mr. M'Henry was appointed Presiding Elder 6f
Holstein, Green, New-river and Russell circuits, the two former being somewhat connected with the west.
1793. Conference was again held in Kentucky this year, the
6th of

May.

Kentucky, F. Poythress, Presiding Elder.
242
Limestone, Benjamin Northcott
401
Lexington, John Ball, Gabriel Woodfill
Hinkstone, (taken from Lexington ct.) Richard
281
Bird,
548
Danville, Wm. Burke, John Page, J. Sewell,
340
Salt-river, Jacob Lurton, James Ward
270
Cumberland, Henry Birchett.

8

30
4
20
24
50

2082 136
1794. Conference was held on the 15th of April this year.
Kentucky, F. Poythress, Presiding Elder.

Limestone
Lexington
Hinkstone

circuit,

Danville

Cumberland
Salt-river

374
Richard Bird,
John Meicalf, Tobias Gibson, 410
270
William Burke,
447
Thomas Scott,
Jacob Lurton, Moses Spear, 400
B. M'Henry, J. Page, Peter
Guthrie,
350
B. M'Henry, and J. Lurton

6

20
5
19

30
8
.;

to change.

2051
1795. Conference was held this year 1st of May.
Kentucky, F. Poythress, Presiding Elder.
Limestone circuit, John Page,
Lexington
Aquilla Sugg,
Hinkstone
Thomas Wilkerson,
Danville
Francis Acuff,

430

83
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J^os. in Society,

Salt-river
<-

V

,

Cumberland

me.

"^"^ '"'
Buxton, W. Duzan,
M' Henry,
2^9
Wm. Burke, Peter Guthrie, 230 47
J.

,

^-

There was no Conference
appointed

^^

Ken-^'^^

in

tucky this year, F.
Poythress, P. Elder.
Limestone, Henry Smith,
Lexington, Thomas Wilkerson,
Hinkston, Aquilla Jones,
.

Danville,
Salt-river,

Benjamin Lakin,
John Watson,

Shelby, (taken from Salt-river

S9q
30o
ooq
'^?

3^

226

16

''''

''

ct.) Jeremiah
Ky.
Cumberland John Buxton, Wm.
Duzan,
190
Logan, (taken from
Cumberland ct.) Aquilla

q

20
2

l-.awson,

'

Died—Henry
Te mih^"'-,
we^might
couple

313

30

13

Birchett was the second,

'^' ^"^^"^^ ^^^
it

who it ^x^rytar<, M\
^-^h under dato?T794tha

with the third youthful missionary,
Fr'ancis

'^^' ^'^^^
vLtT^
^'"''^'u
Virginia, and
was between

five

Brunswick county, and state of
and six years in the ministry

a happy and useful man, who freely
ofFer^d himsdf for fou^
dangerous stations of Kentucky and
Itl T'^' °"-'^u" ^'"^
returned at the Kentucky ^Confer;nce

CuT

^93 tt fi^d-"''?^
vacated bvri"/n\''''
by the preachers,

^ Probability of Cumberland being
notwithstanding the pain

in hit
^^4. breas, and spitting of blood, the danger of the
and
^^^prevalency of the small pox, he went\ willing
mar yr'after
jsking
the
consent
of the Bishop and the Conference?
^
We
' ^^'°"W have been preserved, but report saith
that
f i
'"^ """^^
-P
P^^^^' ^^ Cumberland, on the western wa-

Cans

KL

f

pre

t u

and prosperity, to seek after and
suffer
IVll ,r/^^^^y'
faithfully
for souls.^^\l
His meekness, love, labours, prayers, tears
sermons and exhortations, will not be
soon forgotten he .vanted
;

Za^^Uh\t"V'^''''''^^^^^^
said
with Isaiah, Here am J,

send me.

^^' willing heart
And notwithstanding

R^HGION
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thought it more than could be
the Presiding Elder told him he
^is ,ife, his willmg
required of\im, expressing his fears of
Thus nob y
perish, I perish."
helrt, apparently said, "If 1
with
the truth and his labours
seal
to
bold
stood,
Jesus
for
he
of his heart and practice,
language
the
was
This
blood.
his

No

cross,

Only

no suffering

let all

my

lioart

I

decline,

be

thine.

to say, "Let me die
can doubt of his eternal rest, or fail
my last end be like his.
the death of the righteous, and let
« Francis Acuff, three years a travelling preacher ; a young
ajDparently of a fiim
man of genius and improveable talents, and
and greatly laniented by hi^
constitution; was much beloved
He was born i" Culpepper
family and Christian friends.
county,
county, and brought up in Sullivan

Who

^^^l}^"^^''^'"^'^
He died in August 1795 near Danthe sta e of Tennessee
year of his age: thus dropped
villein Kentucky, in the 25th
flourishing in the morning, in the
Jhe morning flower, though
He was soon called away
withered.
and
down
evenTgcut
for
to the rest that remaineth
Vineyard
the
in
labours
from hfs

occurrence took place a f.r
^' A^n'gularl^y:?* an interesting,
Jones,
by the name of
Englishman
An
death.
Mr. Acufl^s
sold for his paswas
America,
to
migrated
who when a boy had
He served out
in Virginia
Taee for our /ears on his arrival
he was a man of great simplicity

Wm.

hif te m with fi^deliry though
abilities, yet he conducted himo manrrandvery modera'te
he
Billy, as he is called, through
self with great propriety.
preaching, was awakened and led
in rumentf lity of Methodist
Under his dear brother Acuff^'s preaching
to iTrace reLion.
had became acquainted
heTnd been o t'cn greatly blessed. He Tennessee, where he reon Holstein in
vit him and hear! him
;

slded^earing of

his death, Billy

resolves upon visiting his
repository of the remams

visit the
crave His oify desire was to
"Alter p anting corn,"
friend.
and
brother
aff-ectionate
his
ff
" I started and travelled through the wilderness,
me,
to
he
said
people by the way, but, pu my
heard of the Indians killing
able to protect me
1 knew, that he was
lor
Lord,
the
rust in
rivers I could wade the
I came to the
When
savages.
Tom the
would put me over the rivwTer orTf th?re were ferries they
mor!

I

give me a
was hungry the travellers would
in Madison county
Greenes'
Mr.
to
came
1
se 'of bread, till
The people
Acuft^'s grave
and nquTred for our dear brother
to his grave
to it
1 went
me
directed
but
looked astonished,
shouted over it and
happ^, and kneeled down and

Trs

When

I

!

fek mv soul
lives
Billy, as he is cal ed, st. I
pr i^ed the Lo d P' Shouting
monument of humility and
Kentucky, happy in religion, a
Fi
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simplicity of soul.

He has exercised in his pecuh'ar way till
voice IS now musical and very affecting.
He labours for
lood and raiment only, looking
for his possessions in another
and a better world.
This year there appears on the
minutes a general order for
'^'^'''' ^^^/'"'^ ^"^^y ^" ^^^^^5 and thanksgiving
the
f/fTK
last
Thursday in October. Infidelity was
now ragingf Paine's
Age ot Reason was destroying thousands.
The following is
selected fonts appropriateness
to the present, as well as to those
times, and its similarity of
language used by the venerable
ms

""^

'1

preaching Generax. Fast.

It is

recommend-

J K
ed
by ^u
the general travelling ministry
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, that the first Friday
in March, 1796, should be held
solemn day of fasting,
luL^n'^ It is desired, that it humiliation, prayer and supplication.
should be attended to in all
our societies and congregations,
with sabbatical strictness.
That we should bewail our manifold
sins

d"Ah
ove of

covetousness,

and iniquities, our
and the prevailing

fT' l^'^'K''
worldOur shameful breach of promises and irrehabits of making contracts, even without
the attention

the

ligious

of
honest heathens to fulfil them-Our
superstition, the trusting in
ceremonial and legal religion-the profanation
of the name of
the Lord^The contempt of the
Sabbath even by those who
acknowledge the obligations we are under to
keep it holv for

many make no distinction between this and a
common day, and
others make a very bad distinction,
by sleeping, walking,
visit-

ing,

talking about the world, and taking^
their pleasurealso in various parts of the country,
profane the sacred
day by running their land and water
stages, waggons, &c
disobedience to parents, various
debaucheries, drunkenness,
and such like. 1 o lament the deep rooted
vassalage that still
reigneth
many parts of these free states-To call
upon the
Lord to direct our rulers, and teach our
senators wisdom-That

Many

—

m

^''^^' ^ ^"^^ ^''^ ^^^^^"' submission
to'theirnH
to
Thtf America
r"'
their rulers-That
may not commit abominations
with other nations ot the earth, and
partake of their sins and

-/y be preached with more
purity
wkv^ and be l^'\'^\^^^P'^
heard with more affection, and
that he would
of
this age, by calling out
men who
l^\^r'''';}S'n^^f^'y

3";.

IZ

itt^Tl.

."."^
.

l'7^/^tS^'P'^-^^'^^^^P^'°f^««ors maybe-

P^'''^' °^ ^i^e blessings,
of this glorious gospel dispensation-That Africans and
Indians may help to fill
'
the pure church of God."

brrfhi
breathe ^J'
the

'•/''V'l'
spirit,
and obey^'°r'^
the precepts

F.i.16,1820.

Theophilus Armenius.
(To be Continued.)
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ACCOUNT OF A CAMP-MEETING HELD AT BARRE,

To

the Editors

\^T.

of the Methodist Magazine.

Dear Brethren,
The following

Camp-meeting,
is a brief account of a
are at liberty to insert
held at Barre, Vermont, which you
in

your periodical work.
•^

Yours

respectfully,

D. Fillmore.
Lyndon, September, 1820.

The meeting commenced, Thursday, August

31st. under

pkce, and agreeable weathfavourable prospects : a delightful
During the two first days,
er which continued to the close.
nature as to solemnize the mind,
the services were of such a
seek ^ deeper expen.
awaken desires, and lead believers to
an universal spirit of prayAlmost
God.
of
things
the
in
ence
would revive and bless his people.
er prevailed, that God
'
hunin vain : for many, who were
offered
prayer
was
Nor
filled ;" many,
seeing and thirsting after righteousness, were

who had always been
clear

God.

doubting, were enabled to rejoice in a

acceptance with
and satisfactory evidence of their
bestowed on
were
blessings
spiritual
such
Indeed,
from
children, as will never be effaced

very many of God's

brighter, and
memory; and will enable them to shine
church of Christ.
be more eminently useful in the
of awakening
God having prepared his people, instances
humble themselves before
be,an to appear; iinners began to

^hei^r

repentance, seek salvation through
the Lord, and, with tears of
On Saturday numbers experienced justification,
Tesus Christ.
Lord, who had n.ercy upand were enabled to rejoice in the
sins.
imminent danger, and forgave their

on them, when

The sabbath

in

arrived.

The

congregation,

^^ /l^^^..^^^^^^^'

and six thousand. J^hey / s^was very large, between five
attention to the preaching of the
ened^vith the most profound
countenance, seriousness was
!ospeT- and, in almost every
Four sermons were delivertruth.
for
regard
a
and
depicted
conintervals between, when the
short
ith
w
succession,
ed^n
appointment made for preach
an
and
dismissed,
was
gregation
done
But it was soon seen what God had
fncr in the evening.
circle was formed tor
a
when
for,
spirit;
and
bILis woKl
mourners
desired prayers were invited
and such
prave
were those who
Here
direction.
every
from
?ame oiward
with those in tne morning of
had crrowTi grey in sin, together
sins, and -ploring mer
their
be'wafling
t'ears,
bathed
be affected, to see the
to
not
as
What heart so hard,
cv
over the mother
daughter
the
and
fother praying over his son,
and others rejoicing that
hear some crying for mercy,

d

,

m,
fo

i

—
;
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Christ had forgiven their sins, and adopted them as his chil?
So powerful was the work of the Lord, it was judged
best to defer preaching, and continue prayer for mourners
during the evening.
That evening will be a memorable one to many who were
made the recipients of justifying faith, and could declare
what great things the Lord had done for them. Among the
subjects of this work, was an old lady, eighty five years of
age.
To see her whitened locks,
What an affecting sight
furrowed cheeks, trembling limbs, emaciated system, her soul
weighed down with the guilt of four score years supported by
two daughters, she enters the circle for prayer, and, even at
the eleventh hour, finds pardon for all her sins.
With a tremulous voice, she can say, " God is merciful,

dren

!

:

Christ is precious, sinners may be saved."
Monday morning was appointed to close this meeting, and go to our several
homes and employments. At an early hour we assembled at
the stand to hear an appropriate address, from Mark ix. 5. by
Brother J. Lindsey. After which, an opportunity was given
to the brethren to speak of what God had done for them.
It
was a melting, powerful, and refreshing season. The ties of
Christian love strongly bound us together, and made the
thoughts of parting painful. During this exercise, in a remote
part of the congregation, a young man cried aloud for mercy:
He was removed to a tent, where
his distress was great.
eight or ten more came forward, and requested jjrayers.
During this exercise, which lasted till nearly twelve, the first,
with four or five others, obtained an evidence of the forgiveness of sins, and peace with God.
At this meeting, not far from fifty were hopefully born again,
and many renewed their strength by waiting on the Lord. It
was one of the best meetings, of the kind, ever experienced in
The deportment of the people during
this part of the country.
the meeting, evinced their sense of propriety and their serious
concern about their eternal interest. The fruits of this meeting,
we believe, will be seen in eternity. Here sinners were awakened, mourners comforted, believers sanctified, the borders of
Christ's kingdom enlarged, and such a flame enkindled as will
Let us rejoice in the spread of
not easily be extinguished.
that gospel, which is designed to silence the clamour of war
calm the ferocious passions smooth the path of life support
prepare us for death, and a blissful eternity
in adversity
when joy shall be without mixture^ without interrvption. without end.

—

—

—

472 EXTRACTS FROM MINUTES OF THE ENGLISH CONFfiRENCE.
It is known, we presume, to most of our readers, that the last General Conference appointed one of its members, Rev. John Emory, as a representative to the British Conference, which sat in Liverpool 26th of July last.
The following' extracts taken from the minutes of that Conference, will
shew the reception he met with, and the result, in general terms, of his
mission.

The Conference

has felt peculiar satisfaction in receiving a Representative
from the General American Conference, after a suspension of personal communication for some years. Circumstances, and not any diminution of affection, had interrupted this grateful interchange of brotherly affection and
mutual esteem. The renewal of it by the deputation of our excellent and
beloved brother Emory, has given us great joy. Through him we have
received the assurances of that regard which is felt by our brethren in the
United States towards the Methodists of Great Britain, by whom that work
which now diffuses light and life through the vast space of that great and rising country w&s first commenced, and of their desire that a regular intercourse
by deputation from each Conference should be established. All the expressions of kindness thus communicated to us by brother Emorv, in the name
and on the behalf of the General American Conference, have been echoed
back by the sympathies of our hearts. We could not hear his statements, as
to the state and progress of the common %vork in the United States of America,
witliout being deeply affected with gratitude to God, and admiration of the
ardour and enterprise of our brethren there in the cause of Christ. Their un.wearied labours have not only, by the Divine blessing, raised up large and
flourishing societies in the principal cities and towns of the Union, but they
have erected the altars of God in the distant wilderness, and connected the
insulated settlements of men, with the hopes, the joys, and the worship of the
universal church. As the tide of population has extended itself over that vast
country, they have followed it, embracing every opportunity to reach, and
s^ibmitting to great difficulties and privations, to save souls. To these labours
they were long animated by the noble example of the venerable AsBURr, a
man of apostolic labours, whose spirit of patient zeal and self-denying piety
has abundantly descended upon the excellent General Superintendents, who
now direct those vast means which exist in a state of increasing activity in the
American continent, for the extension of the hallowing influence of true religion through the growing population of the Anglo- American empire. The
present number of travelling preachers in the American Methodist connexion,
of local preachers 3000 of memIS reported by Mr. Emory to be near 900
making an increase for the last year of upwards 16000.
bers, at least 257 ,000
Such has been the glorious result of little more than half a century, and of
that feeble commencement of the work which took place in 17C6. An efficient
religious system, operating wide as that extensive country, has been thus created, vvhich already has begun to extend itself beyond its bounds, ample as
they are, to the pagan Indians on its borders, and promises, under Divine Providence, to disperse the rays of truth to the still benighted parts of that great
continent, on the north, the west, and the south
to parts where civilization
;

;

;

;

—

silently laying the foundation of future states, but now involved in superstition, or the bewildering darkness of paganism and idolatry.
these great

is

To

successes, and tstill greater prospects, our hearts have been delightfully directed by the kind visit of our beloved brother, and with invigorated afiection we
have embraced our distant brethren, one with us in doctrine, one in the object
of their labours, and one in our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

THE ADDRESS FROM THE GENERAL CONFERENCE

IN AMERICA, TO

THE

BRITISH CONFERENCE.
Baltimore, JUay 27, 1 820.
General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United
States of America, to the British Conference of Ministers and Preachers,
late in Connexion with the Rev. John Wesley.

The
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Sev. and

Dear Brethren,

Grace, tneicy, and peace be multiplied to you, and to the Israel of God
under your charge, both at home and in foreign countries. With a sincere
and earnest desire to establish and preserve the most perfect harmony and
peace with you, our elder brethren, we have adopted measures for opening
such friendly intercourse as will, we devoutly pray, tend to the accomplishuient of Ltiis'disirabte end.

Situated so remotely from each other, and under different forms of civil
government, it is believed that no mode of correspondence will so effectuaiiy
unite the European f.nd Amencaa Methodists as an interchange of Delegates
from our respective Couferences.
We are encouraged to hope that such correspondence will be acceptable to
you, from the consideration of the visit of Messrs. Black and Bennett at our
last Session, and from the friendly opinion of our dear Brother, the Rev. VVil«
LiAM .Black, wholi;is been with us during our present sitting in this city.
Should such a friendly intercourse be approved, we shall receive with cordiality your Eepresentative at our succeeding Sessions, and, with the most
sincere friendship and affection, reciprocate the visit.
The prosperiiy of your Missions, both at home and in foreign countries, is
matter of praise and thanksgiving to the great Head of the Ciiurch; and our
unceasing prayer is, that they may still increase more and more.
The last four years have been distinguished by no ordiaary success within
the field of our labour our borders have been greatly enlarged, and the wilderness has budded and blossomed as the rose. The last year especially has
been attended with an abundant outpouring of the holy Spirit, and the increase
of our numbers has exceeded any former year.
The field of Missionary labours is opening and extending before us, and the
Divine Providence appears to be preparing the way for llie conversion of the
Indian Tribes on this vast continent.
The bearer, the Rev. John Emory, has been appointed our delegate to
your Body, and will be able to give you a more particular account of the work
under our charge, and especially of our commeucemeut and progress in the
Missionary Cause:

Most earnestly praying that the Methodists may he identified in their docand practice in every part of the world, and that the Father
of Lights may pour upon you, andjipon us, the Spiiitof grace and preserve us
in the unity of faith, and in the fellowship and peace of his Son Jesus Christ,
we remain. Rev. and dear Brethren, most affectionately your's in the Gospel
of our common Lord.
Signed, by order and in behalf of the General Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church.

trine, experience,

ENOCH GEORGE, President.
ALEXANDER M'CAINE, Secretary.

:

THE ADDRESS OF THE BRITISH CONFERENCE TO THE GENERAL
CONFERENCE IN AMERICA.
To

the General Superintendents of the Methodist Episcopal
States of America.

Church

in the United

Dear Brethren,

We

enclose to your care the resolutions passed by the Conference, after the
Letters addressed to us by the American General Conference, and delivered
by the Rev John Emory, had been read and considered.
In addition to the expression of our sentiments contained in those Resolutions, on the renewal of intercourse between the two Conferences, we are
directed to request you to convey to your next General Conference our
warmest thanks for those declarations of unabated brotherly affection toward
us and the Connexion, which your letters contain, and for the appointment of
Mr. Emory as your Representative.
Id him we have recognized the purity of your doctrine, and the fervour and
wmplicity of your piety. We have received him not as a stranger, but as a
«' brother
beloved." Our hearts, are as his heart, and it will be remembered

Vql.

III.

60
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as one of the most pleasing circumstances connected with the Conference
this town, thut ou. per- onaJ intercourse with you was here restoied,
held
and that this " work of iove" was comoiittei.i to so able and excellent a brother, w o-e pu'-lic irinis'rations and addresses in cmr ( onference, have been
equally gratif ing and iiis ructive to us and to our pe »ple.
From the sta'ements made by Mr. Emoky as to 'Ue pron^ress of the wo'k of
Go* ill the United Sfntcs. we have received the greatest satisfaction.
offered our united thanksgivinj^s to God, that the doctrines of primitive Methodi-m, the preaching nfutiich God has so eminenll) owned in 'he salvation
of men. and the edification of believer-, are not on y continued among you in
their purity, buf have been so widely extended by yotirgn at and pt^rsev^ring
effurts, and that tie --ame holy discipline, in all it-> essential parts, continues
whenever yru foim Societies, to guard and confirm the work which God has
made to prosper in your hand-.
For the staiieof our atfairsin Great Britain and Ireland, and in our Missionary statior.s, we refer you to Mr. Emory, who, as health would alluw, has
attended our sittii.gs, and to th.jse publications with which, before his departure, we shall be liappy to furnish him, to be laid before you.
You will see that we havp had to 'ejoice wiih you in the great extension of
the work of God into the various parts of the British Empire, and that the institutions of Methodism which we have proved to be so well adapted to promote and to preserve true religion, are known and valued in every quarter of
the globe. May we, with you, be the honoured instruments of turning the
disobedient to t"'ie wisd .m of the just in everyplace, and of hastening the uni-

m

We

kingdom of ourLod.
Resolutions on the HN-^pulesin the Canadas. were adopted after a calm
patient consideration of the <as<, in which we were greatly assisted by Mr.
Emory.
h(>;>e that they will lead to a full adjustment of those disputes,
and ti'.at the affection which exist- between the two Connexions eenerally,
the Canadas
will extend itself to the Brethren and Societies
This is the
disposition which we shall earnestly inculcate upon those under our care in
full
that
the
those Provinces: and we have
confidence
same cwre will be taken
by you to extinguish every feeling contrary to love, among those over whom
you liave controul and influence.
With earnest prayers for you, dear and honoured Brethren, in particular, on
whom devolves the genera' direction of the affairs of the great body of Methodists in the Western World, and whose labours are so seve'e, but so glorious,
that you may bo filled with wisdom for coimsel, and strength to fulfil the
duties of your great office:
aiid also for all your churches that (hey may
liave rest, and walking in the fear of the iiord, and in the comforts of the
versal

The

and

We

m

—

—

Holy Ghost, may be abundantly muUiplied,

We are,

Dear Brethren,
Yours most affectionately

in

Chkist Jesus,

JABEZ BUNTING, President,
GEORGE MARSDEN, Secretary.
Lkcrpool, August

7,

1820.

IN REFERENCE TO
WITH THE AMERICAN GENERAL CONFER-

tlESOLUTfONS OF THE BRITISH CONFERENCE

THEIR RELATION
ENCE.

The Rev. John Emort, having been introduced to the Conference 'as
the accredited Kepresehtativein our Body of the General Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in the United .States of America, presented a letter from that Conference and gave an interesting and encouraging statement
of the prosperity of the work of God in the United States which account the
tJonference received wi^h much satisfaction, and unanimously agreed to the
following Resolutiotis on the occasion viz.
^1.) That the Conference embrace with pleasure this opportunity of recogfeising tbatgreat principle, which, it is hoped, will be peimanently main;

;

DEATH OF HENRY THOMAS FITZGERALD,
vained
world.

—That the Wesleyan Methodists are

one Body
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in every part of the

Conference have frequenily rejoiced in the very
favourable accounts which havf been received, year afitr year, ol' the great
and g'loriijus work whicii God is ^racioisly carrying on in (he United Slates of
(i.)

That the

Ame

British

ica
but that it is wvU peculiar pLi-usure thai ihey receive a Represenla<i«efroint'ieGeni.^ral i^oufereiice in America.
the siatemtnt g'vcn by our
beljved Brotlier, Mr. Emory, of tiie present slate ol LVictiiodism in America,
has been received with uiuch joy and the Contercnce htreby expresses iia
high -Htiifaction, no. ojly in the declaration, but in the prooj, uf the love ot our
Atn.Mican Brethren in fully opening the way fjr a brotherly luLercourse
between ihe European and the Atnc-ricau Societies.
[3.) That the Conference particularly rejoices in the zeal which is manifestted by our American Brethren, in carryiiig llie Gospel ot our Lord Jesus
Cli'ist to the Indian tribes, and in the success which God has alrea^Jy given to
their labours in tiiat natural and moral wilder. less
and hopes, that the lime is
drawing near, >v hen the t/iio?7^'T/ie.s if that vast C'onlifieul stiall become ihe
mild aoii gentle followers ot our g.acious Redeeii er.
(4.) That It is the earnest >vish of tins ("onference, that the kind and friendly
intercourse which is now opened between llie iAiW-.h and Aineiu ai. Couierences shotilJ be conlioUid and that, prior to ihe tunc of the n.xt Genrral
Conference in America, the B.itish ( onfeience will appoint one or m-..re of
their Body to viait our Brethren in America, and to be present at their General
;

—

;

;

«

;

Conieience.
(3.) That a letter shall be sent to the American Brethren, containing these
Resolutions, and -trongly expressing our high approbatio..: of ihe selection of
our iiighly esteemed Brother, iVir. Emoy, as their Kepresenlative to our
Conference, and our earnest desire and prayer, that, in the spirit of Christiaa
leve, we may ever be one in ( hrist Jesus.
(d.) That there shall be a regular (jxchange of Minutes, Magazines, Missiooary Reports and Notices, and of ail new original VVoiks published by the
European and American Methodists, from their respective BojkRcoms,

=>^;e-c=-

OMluai'^.
DEATH OF HENRY THOMAS FITZGERALD.
His parents were members of the
Episcopal Churcli
Rev. J\'athan Bangs and Thu. JIason, Protestant
in
which he was bapiized. Upon their
Dear Bkethren,
You will oblige the South-Car- death (which occurred when Henry
was about moe years old; he was conolina Conference by giving the folncled to the care of the Rev. William
lowinff brief sketch a place in your
Bmgham, master ot an academy in the
Maf azine
of the state of North -CaroliWe regret that we cannot speak of inienor
"a; and under the care and tuition of
more
younger
brother,
our beloved
he conlinued, unti afS;'-"tlemao,
We have not ac ""«
circumslantiaily.
ter that happy event which exahed
cess to those, who, for the gr-^ater
amiable
orphan
the
boy into the adoppart of his life, were most intimately
Savamiaii, (Geo.) Sept. 25, 1020.

;

his associates.

Excellent young

man

tiou ot grace.

!

the hidden labours of ^^^ ^^^^ ^'?o"t fi^^teen years old whea
this took place; and always afierhis heart, the recollection which we
have of him, assures us, they would ^^^^^^ ^^.^^ distinctly remarkable foe
^^^ consistency and purity of his Chnso-ive a lesson of no ordinary worth.
tiiin ch^Tacter.
Lkwis Myers, )
IN or do we mean by this purity of
Wm. Capfrs ' (J Committee.
character, that idoled amiableness,
Henry Thomas Fitzgkrai-d, was which is but the result of a vir'uousj
born on the 26th of August, 1797, in education; nor do we intend, that
the town of Wilmington, JS. Carolina, undefined religiousoessj which, by a

couM we

teril

all

—
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Current charity, is made to consist
with a thousand improprieties, and to
veil or to sanctify them j11, because
the Christian is a youth. His was the
relig'ion of the gospel, as it is ministered to the soul by the Holy Ghost,
with power; and in him, wore to be
discerned those tempers and habits,
which are declared in the scriptures

In vain the enemy sought through
his native modesty and diffidence, to
counteract the convictions of his heart,
In vain the consideration of his youth,
was urged against his assuming an office so sacred, and involving a responand the reluctance
sibility so awful
of nature, to a most cross-bearing life,
;

was felt in vain. His faith and con fito be peculiarly Christian, and to be dence in God his Saviour
his well-inonly of the operation of God through structed conscience his ardent bve,
the Spirit.
and zeal for the souls of men gave him
Just what the believer professes to the victory; and after many prayers,
experience when at forty years old, he and strong cries to God fordirea'ion
is "born again," and "passed from and support, he offered himself to the
death unto life," did this excellent Quarterly Conference, io be licensed
youth experience at fifteen. And, by to preach and was, by that Conferthe very same rule of judgment, which ence, recommended lo the South Carwould decide for the aged, when the olina Annual Conference (held in De-

—

—

;

history of his

life is ascertained to achis professed experience, do
declare of our beloved younger
brother, (hat he was a most consistent
Chris ian.
Soon after his conversion he returned to Wilmington; in reference it
would seem, to a permanent establishment; and the business chosen for
him was that of a dry-good merchant.
How minute is the providence of

cord with

we

—

cember 1817)

as a proper person to
be employed in the itinerancy,
The Conference admitted him, and
he was appointed to the Little-river
circuit, (Georgia) for the year 1818»
Here, in the striphng preacher, was
early recognized the man of God
and the spnghtliness of his genius, and
the urbanity of his manners, joined
with an ardent piety, gained him uni-

;_

versal esteem.

For the year 1819, he was appointyoung convert had now ed one of the junior preachers for the
attached himself to the Methodist city of Charleston where he closed
Church; and in Wilmington there his short but valuable life. His senilived a minister of this branch of the or colleague upon this station, thus
church who was himself a merchant, speaks of him

God!

— Our

;

:

" In Charleston, he laboured with
easy to determine why the pious
and interesting youth, should become zeal and success preaching, visiting
the mmister's clerk. He became so: the sick, and attending upon the vaand afterwards (knd before he was rious duties of the Church, as a son in
yet twenty years old) commenced the gospel, with readiness aUd cheerIt is

:

business for himself. But other thmg*
were intended for him.
It affords an interesting contemplalion to behold a young man, while
yet upon the threshhold of life, turning away from tlie enchantment of its
business, its pleasures, and emoluments; and, patient of the cross, ready to resign himself to the service of
the church.
Our beloved brother had already,
in part, entered upon this service; and
to those who are acquainted with the
ccoDomy of Metlwdism, it will heregarded highly recommendatory, that
earlier than his twentieth year, he had
been the leader of a class. But his
soul was labouring under the impression of a higher duty
his spirit was
stirred up within him
to declare
abroad the unsearchable riches of
:

Ciirist..

—

fulness,

" He was respected by the members
of our church, and b3' all who knew
him. He was very studious: very few
of his age have made equal progress
in the various studies connected with

Had he lived, he would
his calling.
probably have shined as a star of the
first magnitude in the firmament of
the church. But the Lord does all
things well: On Saturday, the 1 1th of
September, he was attacked with the
yellow fever. Medical aid was immeand on
diately had, but to no avail
Friday the 17th of September, he expired. His disease was extremely violent, and sometimes seemed to affect
the sanity of his mind; but at all times
he was patient and resigned, and appeared entirely devoted to God.
" Nor was he without peculiar manifestations of the Divine favour.
At
;

;

—

;

!

;

:

poetr'V.
ene time, when spoken

to relative to

his future prospects, he exclaimed,
« Then shall I see and hear and know,
All I desired or wislied below
And ever}- power find sweet employ,
In that etenial world of joy."

" At

another

4.7|'

When

wilt thou possess the earth, as

thy indubitable right!"
" His last end was peace, and assurance of eternal life."
"
the depth of the riches both of
the wisdom and knowledge of God
are his jud^ments^
unsearchable
How
and his ways past finding out !"

O

he ejaculated,

time

"

ToetY^.
From

the

London Methodist Magazine.
Their harps symphonious, and higher raised
Their voices, praising the eternal Father

THE INCARNATION.

For

lONCr had

the voice of prophecy foretold
Messiah's advent. " Unto us is born
son ; a child to us is g-iven. On him
Shall lie the rule of nations and his name
Shall be, the Wonderful, the Counsellor,
The mighty God, the everlasting Sire,
The Prince of Peace. His government and peace
Shall still inciense for ever. He shall sit
On David's throne, and kingdom evermore.
Witli judgment and with justice, he shall sway
Kis righteous sceptre all shall he order.
All establish firm. I, the Lord, have said,
And will perform my word." On earth was

A

:

:

known
Heaven's high determination. .Toy was felt
those who waited for salvation here.
Prophets and kings desired to see the day,
Which should elucidate the great design,
Unveiling to the feeble view of man.
The Deity. The promise made bv God,
They knew would be fulfilled. Firm as a rock
Their minds
It stood ; sure as eternity.
In contemplative frame, oft viewed by faith,
The glory which should follow Messiah
Ruling all. Earnestly they prayed to see
This happy season, but they prayed in vain.
Revolving suns and seasons now brought near
The incarnation of the Son of God.
His chosen people sought to see their king ;
And eagerly expected he would now
Appear in all his glory and with might
And majesty, exalt their favoured land.
And place them on the pinnacle of power,
And universal monarchy. Attend
They heard each whisper which concerned

By

—

his amazing love to fallen meiihost with all their power coiil?
bine,
To bless and praise the God of love. Loudfef
And louder still the concert rose, till He
Spoke to a seraph nearest to his tkrone,
And bade him go to earth, and there make

The heavenly

known

To

those few shepherds, near to Bethlehem,
done. The witiged messenger,
Swift passed the radiant hosts, and reached the
gates
multitude soon foUorwed in his train.
And now the air Hbout the shepherds glbwed
With heavenlv glory, as the angel band
Came down from heaven. The shepherds,

What he had

A

terrified,

Grewipnlc, and trembled at the awful sightit seem'd all heaven was come to

To them

earth.

Around them shone, the light ethereal,
With dazzling blaze. " Fear not," the serapii
said.

" Behold, glad tidings of great joy I bring
" To you, and all the fallen race of man.
" In David's city, Bethlehem, is bam
" This day, a Saviour, who is Christ the Lord,
" And this shall be your sign, the babe you'll
find

« Wrapp'J ronnd with swaddling-clothes

mark

it

•,

and,

well,

« Not in a mansion, but a manger laid,"
This said, tho sei-aph ceased, and now the hoa
Of angels which attended him from heaven.
Broke out in praise to God each vied with
each
their prince
To sing with sweetest melody, and tune
And watched each personage of note ; that they Their softest notes upon their golden harpsi
" All gloi7 in the highest be to God
Might first ingratiate themselves with him.
Thus when a mariner, whose ship the winds " On earth be peace, towards all men good
And waves have wrecked, and left irira but a
will."
boat.
With songs like these the angel band retire
Watches for land, and thinks he spies it now
Singing to heaven: swiltly they join tiieir
He spreads his sail to reach the hoped-for shore
mates,
But when arrived at this expected land,
And all in one exalted chorus laud
He finds 'tis only clouds the shadow's gone
Jehovah's name. The hymning cherubim
Tis fled— he's still at sea. So was it here.
Tried their best strains: With sweetest melody
But while the worldly sought among the
They struck theT lyres sonorous, chanting soft
great
Heaven's choicest songs. The musip echoing
For God's Messiah he in Bethlehem
ran
Was humbly bom. The Saviom' of mankind
Through all the ethereal vault, and ecstary
Appeared in proverty, in human shape.
Filled each angelic breast such happiness
A servant's foim he look, tho' destined soon
They ne'er had felt, as now their soul* inspircit
To pay th' enormous debt of all our sins.
Enraptured were the shepherds when they
His glory he laid by his Deity
heard
He hid behind the veil of human flesh.
Angelic voices sing, and praise their God:
tender infant he a helpless babe.
For such melodious notes were ne'er before
Although nmnipot( nt Ancient of days.
Sounded in mortal ear. They listened longIn hcpven the melody of cherubim
To catch the flying sound: they heard it far.
Ami wraf bun iHcrcased. Afresh ihcy tuned
ReTerl»a-atiiig through the air. And whtji
:

:

:

—

;

:

:

A

—

—

—

POETRY.
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The ang-els had retired, to take their seats
Again in ht-aveu, s ill tliey kept listening.
The music long resou"(ied in liieir ears.
At lengtli, recovered troui their ecstacy,

Like as a mirror, placed before the sun,
Concentrates fnd leflects its glowing rays;
So stood the sernph, and eSected bi ight
Heave.i's beams to Bethlehem, wUere Jesus lay.
Thev wondered at this deed— tiien all fell down, The eastern magi, gazing at the stars,
And humbly blessed theii- God then rose, and Saw this and wondered straight they rose an*
came.
thus
To see the new born King: arrived they saw
On what devolved on them to do advised;
" To Betiilehemlet us this instants",
Meanly attired, the King of heaven and earth.
i

—

«

And

i

which there is come to pass,
the Lord hath novi to us made

this thii^j

-ei'

" Th;il whicli
known "

Witfi joint consent they
place

They

lient their steps.

rise,

The

and towards the
light wliich just

had

shone

From heaven

around them, nocturnal darkness
The voices
len-fold gloom.
Wliich had lauded forth melodious praises
To the liod of heaven, mide as tli ^hepherds
Traversed o'er the fields, tlie nightly silence
lonelv. Onward they hastened to the place,
Anxious to sec their Prince An uuse<'n hand
Guid d iheir steps. Josepn and Mary there
Th^y saw and in a manger found the Babe.
When they hid seen this jurt accomplishment.
Instant they told the visio i, whicli appealed
To them that night, whi e vvatchir.c o'er their

Madet'appearin

:

;

flo:;ks

wonder
Astonished stood all those who heard
Anew the shepherds
Possessed their hearts
:

praised

And

glorified their giarious

God

:

their hearts

Enkindled into rapture as they spoke.
Again was known in heaven the wdl of him
KnUli flew
sits between the cheruhim.
A flaming seraph, and with matchless speed
Descended to a massy orb, placed on
The east of heaven, and there refiUgent stood.

Who

For

the Methodist

A

GRATITUDE my

tribute pay.

pleasing theme, ennobling to the mind.
in God for all its bliss below
to dull sense no longer is confin'd,

That seeks

Which

iVli

ssiah, to possess

—

i"

he came to eai th.
He laia his glorv by ah heaven was moved.
To gain this end that he might be thy king.

Remember, 'twas

for this

—

:

T.

W.

In grateful honours to his wise command.

Not him who

And

sits

easts on costly viands here.
monarch o'er the human race,

grace.
is a wealth which riches cannot bring.
Nor worldly greatness to the soul convey
High is the mount from whence proceeds the

This

swells.

spring.
the

wreathes,
accent dwells,

Which to

Go, humble

spirits 'twine their flow'ry

A

No fulsome adulations to mankind.
Flow in her strains in sycophantic lays
Her subjects are of nature too rofin'd,
To ^sk a fading world for empty praise.
;

a

Shares half so laigely as the soul sincere,
That's fiU'd with GRATITUDE and heav'nly

When'ere the sacred lyre immortal breathes.

Angelic

And melting numbers on each

O King

rule of 'U
O glorious Sun
Orilighleousness arise, shed foith thy beams.
so shall all heaven^
So shall all earth acknowledge, God with us.
Messiah's reign's begun on eartli, but hear,
Art thou
My soul does he reign over thee
The subject of the King of kings f Is Christ,
The only hope oi' glory, formed in thee?

The sovereign

Thy healing beams Divine

;

But well prepar'd diviner joys to know.

Around the minstrel which Urania

Ride on,

!

mighty builder of the skies.
Who roU'd yon orbs within bis plastic hand,
That ev'ry note of rapture shall arise.

IIATL heavenly muse ! assist the trembling lyre,
Which has so long in listless silence lay.
Breathe o'er the harp, celestial warmth inspire,
to

!

'Tis to the

Magazine.

ON GRATITUDE.

While 1

Prostrate they fell, the incarnate God ador'd,
Thi-n opened all their freatures, and to him
Ofler'd their gifis : sweet sme.ling frankincense
Arabian myrth, with valuable gold.
Emmanuel, hail' thou King of glory, hail!
liTii to our hearts
Ilail to our w rid
matchleiS
In m;ijesty, matchless in might, go loith
From conquering to conquer. O may all
Who liv.-. and move and are in thee, submit
Their hearts to thy blest sway. Thy wondrous
love
Shall then resound from shore to shore, and alt
Consp:re to glorify their God. Angels
With rapturous amaze, rternally
Shall .sounci its depths unsearchable: but their
Most strenuous efforts, finding all in vain.
Ever shall cry aston shed, O the depth.

gift

humble heart so soon

souls,

and ask

if e'er

finds way..

was found

more pleasing than the grateful heart;

Then at heav'ns alta;
And never from the

these iifis abound,
cred shrine depart.

let
i

MIRANPA
tfevj-York, Nov. 2, 1820.
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